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The purpose of this book is to provide a general introduction to a fascinating field, both for those who are totally unacquainted with Indo-Aryan languages and for those who may have knowledge of one or more of them and want to acquaint themselves with the broader linguistic context. Since the focus is on that broader context, it has been decided to organize the presentation by topics, with respect to each of which the various Indo-Aryan languages are compared, rather than to give a series of thumbnail sketches of each language. Although with the aid of the index an overall basic description of each of the main languages (and a partial description of others) may be extracted from this, anyone whose sole interest is in a particular language would be better advised simply to read a good grammar of that language. (Here the linguistically subclassified Bibliography should be of help, as it will also with further reading.) It can be argued, however, that even such a person will find his understanding enhanced by a look at the language in question in a comparative context also.

Attempts to survey a field must still be selective, and even though an attempt has been made to cover the high points, much of interest (both with regard to topic and with regard to specific language-and-dialect data) has no doubt been omitted, whether by accident or by design. An attempt, perhaps inevitably not completely successful, has been made to keep the discussion simple and to avoid overly idiosyncratic terminology. The result is to do less than full justice to many technical issues. There is no space for that here. In general, priority has been given to simple presentation of facts rather than to the different theoretical analyses those facts may inspire (even though it can be argued that there is really no “theory-free” presentation of facts).

It should be added that this work involves essentially the collation and presentation of existing data, not original research. New data, however, keeps coming to light and new analyses keep appearing, even as this book goes to press. It is impossible for a work of this kind ever to be “complete” even in the sense of reflecting fully the state of knowledge at the time of its publication. The only
solution is to adopt a cut-off point, with apologies for omissions (particularly from the Bibliography) tempered by pleasure in contemplating so much scholarly activity. (That is not to say that this book will not have other defects as well. I have often wondered why I should have written it: there are others more qualified. Perhaps I was the only one foolhardy enough to attempt it. I hope it will be useful nevertheless, and encourage interest and still more work in the Indo-Aryan field.)
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NOTE ON TRANSCRIPTION

Of the several conventions in vogue for transcribing Indo-Aryan, the one adopted here is basically the "Standard Orientalist" transcription, as being most widespread and familiar (although by no means easiest for the typesetter). That is, so-called retroflex (or retracted) consonants are represented by letters with subscript dots (t, d, n, s), and etymologically long vowels by ā, ī, ū. ("Etymologically long" ē, ŏ are only consistently marked as such, however, in Sanskrit or where a contrast with equivalent short vowels exists in a language.) The Sanskrit "vocalic R" is represented as is traditional by ṛ.

As in all commonly used transcriptions, kh, gh, th, dh, etc. represent aspirated consonants (as in "bug-house"), not fricatives. The symbol c represents a sound similar to English "ch" (see Chapter 5 for details), ch an aspirated version of the same, and j a sound similar to English "j" (not "y" as in IPA, which is represented by y).

Orientalist conventions are primarily a system of transliteration from the Indian scripts, based in turn upon Sanskrit. Where additional sounds are concerned, they have had to be augmented, either by simple extension of the conventions (c, j, ʈ for the retracted affricates and voiced sibilant found in some northwestern IA languages, r, l for retroflex flaps and laterals), or by use of phonetic symbols (χ, γ, θ, δ, φ, β for velar, dental, and bilabial fricatives; η for the velar nasal – even in Sanskrit; the palatal nasal, IPA [ɲ], is conventionally n̥; λ for a voiceless lateral; i, o for high and mid unrounded central vowels; ɛ, ʊ, ɔ for lower front and lower back vowels; ɓ, d, f, g for implosives). Palatalized consonants are indicated by ' (for high front, unrounded vowels), e.g., ʈ', ɖ', etc. Rounded front vowels are indicated by umlaut (ā). Prenasalized consonants are indicated by ɳd, mb. The affricates [ts, dz] are indicated inconsistently: as such (or as ts, z) in Chapters 5 and 10; as ṇ, ţ (following Turner's conventions) in Chapter 6 (but never, as in Eastern European or Amerindian studies, as c, which always = č, i.e. [ts] [see above]).

Transliteration conventions have also been modified in the direction of greater phonetic transparency when the phonology has departed significantly from the
“spelling” through merger, split, or phonetic change. Thus the symbol $a$ generally indicates a short low central vowel, in some analyses indicated by $ə$ (a symbol reserved here for a somewhat higher variety of central vowel, as found for example in Kashmiri). Where the equivalent vowel has become a backed and rounded vowel, however, as in Bengali, Assamese, and Oriya, it is represented by $ɔ$, $ɒ$ or even $o$ as appropriate. While the Sanskrit palatal and retroflex sibilants are represented conventionally by $ś$, $ṣ$, in languages with only one “hush” sibilant the symbol $ʃ$ is used, regardless of the spelling.

A slight innovation, namely the use of the tilde to the right of a vowel, is employed for the indication of NIA nasalized vowels, e.g., $ā$ (rather than $ā$ or $ām$).

For further discussion, see Chapters 5 and 6.
Introduction

What claim do the Indo-Aryan languages have on our attention? Their foremost claim surely has to be the sheer numerical weight of the populations speaking them – possibly one-fifth of mankind. To the plea that these are largely accessible through English, it must be answered that no foreign language can afford full access to the hearts and minds of a people.

Many would say that English, which has been an intimate part of South Asian life for at least a century and a half (in some areas longer), helping to shape the minds of whole generations through schooling, and being shaped in its turn to express many features of South Asian life, it was ill-suited to express initially, cannot justly be called a “foreign” language in the area. The whole question of the indigenization of English in South Asia is a fascinating study in itself. Despite such adaptations, however, neither English nor Persian (which held sway in the subcontinent for a much longer period) can be as fully expressive of South Asian cultures as the languages which have been totally formed by those cultures. Both English and Persian have their primary base and formation elsewhere. In any case, knowers of English, however important in terms of absolute numbers and of international impact and prestige constitute only a tiny minority (average 2.3 per cent) of these populations.

It is perhaps to the deceptive convenience of English, however, that we owe the popular notion (more prevalent in America than in Britain) that the population of India, for instance, babbles chaotically in “hundreds of dialects,” coupled with ignorance of the very existence of great languages (Bengali, Marathi, Hindi, and half a dozen others) of comparable age and demographic weight to the modern languages of Europe. Another factor in this ignorance is no doubt the degree of political unity the region has succeeded in retaining in the post-colonial period. It has not been Balkanized to any great extent, and most of these languages are accordingly subnational rather than the expressions of independent political entities. (Exceptions are Bengali in Bangladesh, Sinhalese in Sri Lanka – where it must contend with a substantial Tamil-speaking minority, and Nepali in Nepal –
where it is the official language and undoubted lingua franca but again not the mother tongue of all the population. Urdu is the sole official language of Pakistan but it is not the mother tongue of other than a small minority in that country, mostly migrants from North India concentrated in Karachi. It is, however, the preferred literary language of the numerically dominant Punjabi speakers.)

The speakers of these languages, in partnership with others brought into a common orbit via the unique cultural achievement that constitutes Sanskrit, have moreover been the creators of one of the great civilizations of the world, which merits the attention of all who would seek to follow and appreciate the human story. This Indic civilization once extended as far as Vietnam4 and Indonesia, and contributed important components to the civilizations of China, Korea, and Japan as well, mainly through the vehicle of Buddhism.

The dazzling achievements of Sanskrit literature and thought, providing more than enough to digest as the West continues to make their acquaintance, together with the ignorance referred to above of the very existence of the modern languages, plus the availability of a small but meritorious literature from the area written originally in English (and a voluminous literature about the area in English) may account for the fact that the literatures of the modern Indo-Aryan languages remain practically unknown to the outside world. Yet many of them do possess flourishing modern literatures in most of the familiar genres, no doubt destined to expand further as literacy increases, as well as important pre-modern literatures in mediaeval and folk-genres meriting attention in their own right.

An aspect of Indo-Aryan that has, for some reason, excited more interest in continental Europe than in the English-speaking world is the fact that the speakers of these languages are our linguistic cousins, fellow members of the great Indo-European linguistic community. For British readers, a substitute has existed in the close historical ties between Britain and the former Indian empire, lately a subject of much renewed interest. (Of course the latter took in considerably more than Indo-Aryan, but Indo-Aryan lay at the heart of the matter, with three out of the four major centers of the empire, namely Calcutta, Delhi, and Bombay, in its territory.)

Apart from these general humanistic, practical, and sentimental concerns, there is a different set of reasons why Indo-Aryan merits attention. These have to do with the scientific study of language.

It is almost a commonplace that modern Western linguistic science took its birth from the discovery that the classical language of India, Sanskrit, is related to the classical and modern languages of Europe. This discovery is usually credited to Sir William Jones. Although Jones was actually neither the first to postulate a common origin for the Indo-European languages nor the first to add Sanskrit to
their company (the former honor seems to go to the seventeenth-century Dutch scholar Marcus Zeurius Boxhorn, and the latter to the sixteenth-century English Jesuit Thomas Stevens), it may be claimed that it was Jones's publication of his discoveries, which seem to have been largely independent, in the form of his presidential address to the Asiatic Society in 1786, that gave the impetus to Sanskrit studies in Europe, without which Indo-European philology would not have gotten very far.

Indo-European studies still form the backbone of historical linguistics, and the subsequent history of Indo-Aryan as a major branch of Indo-European, and one moreover whose development under the most diverse conditions can be followed almost continuously for 3,500 years, deserves a larger place in such studies than it is usually accorded. In the same address in which we find the much-quoted passage concerning the affinity of Sanskrit, Latin, and Greek, Jones made some remarks concerning modern Indo-Aryan, less often quoted, which may have a bearing on this situation:

and this analogy might induce us to believe, that the pure Hindi, whether of Tartarian or Chaldean origin, was primeval in Upper India, into which the Sanskrit was introduced by conquerors from other kingdoms in some very remote age . . . (quoted by Grierson 1927, LSI I.1.11)

In other words, he failed to perceive the relationship of Hindi to Sanskrit, and thought it was basically a pre-Sanskritic language of the “Tartarian” group, indigenous to India. It took a while to get matters straightened out: the first steps of correction overshot the mark, and took the Dravidian as well as the New Indo-Aryan languages to be descended from Sanskrit. All this may have contributed to the slowness with which the later development of Indo-Aryan found a place in Indo-European studies.

Materials for such studies are now relatively abundant, however (although there is naturally always more to be done), thanks to the labors of a remarkable company of scholars over the last hundred years, among which those of Sir George Grierson, especially the unparalleled achievement represented by the Linguistic survey of India (1903–27), and of Sir Ralph Turner, culminating in his Comparative dictionary of the Indo-Aryan languages (1966), deserve special mention as providing tools with which most other fields are not so conveniently blessed. A place of honor also goes to Suniti Kumar Chatterji (1890–1977), whose monumental Origin and development of the Bengali language (1926), based on his 1921 University of London D.Litt. thesis, is basic reading for anyone interested in historical Indo-Aryan in general, and has served as a model for several
similar studies. Originally self-taught in European-style historical and comparative linguistics, Chatterji was enabled by a government of India scholarship to study in Europe under such masters as Meillet and Jules Bloch. In England, Grierson took a personal interest in his work.

This interest on the part of foreigners and foreign-trained native scholars joined itself to and was no doubt partly inspired by an indigenous tradition of grammar, phonetics, and lexicography of great sophistication and depth, unmatched in other parts of the world. The full implications of the rule-based Sanskrit grammar of Panini (fourth century BC) could not, perhaps, be properly appreciated in the West until modern linguistic theory itself had evolved to such a stage, which was only recently, but in the field of phonetics the impact of Panini and of the ancient Indian phoneticians in general on Western linguistics was early (nineteenth century, another service of Jones) and profound (Allen 1953: 3–4). Somewhat later their influence may also be detected in American structuralist morphophonemics, e.g., in Bloomfield's description of Menomini (Allen 1962: 24). In India itself, the first real synthesis of the learning of the pandits and the scholarship of the West is represented by Sir R. G. Bhandarkar (1837–1925), the foremost Indian Sanskrit scholar of the nineteenth century, self-taught in the new philology. He seems not to have gone abroad until 1886, for the Vienna meeting of the International Congress of Orientalists, when he was a well-established scholar. As a measure of the influence of these two men, until recently at least Calcutta (Chatterji's seat) and Poona (Bhandarkar's seat) have remained the centers of historical research in Indo-Aryan.

Indo-Aryan presents special opportunities for the investigation of other linguistic problems also. One of these, which we may call areal or convergence studies, has to do with the phenomenon of linguistic change from a vantage point just opposite, as it were, to that of historical-comparative linguistics. That is, with focus on the results of the process rather than with antecedents, with external rather than internal motivation for change, and with spatial rather than (or in addition to) temporal relationships. As languages diverge from a common ancestor they may also—particularly where extensive migrations are involved—change in type, and come in some degree to conform typologically to new linguistic environments in which they find themselves.

Exactly how and why this happens is not fully understood (although reasonable hypotheses abound), but the history of Indo-Aryan offers ample scope for exploring the question. The fact that typological changes affecting New Indo-Aryan managed to disguise their Indo-European affinity for Jones is indicative of their suitability for this purpose. Moreover, not only is the history of Indo-Aryan itself relatively well documented, but the non-Aryan languages and stocks of the
Introduction

region are also fairly well documented and studied in comparison with such situations elsewhere. If it should be held that one important factor in the development taken by Indo-Aryan, or a particular branch of it, was the adoption of Aryan speech by non-Aryan speakers (Chatterji for one maintains that this was the case in East Bengal, Assam, Orissa, and South Bihar, among other places), this need not remain in the realm of pure speculation: the same thing can be observed going on today, e.g., in Halbi (the neo-Aryan speech of former Gond speakers in Bastar District in Madhya Pradesh) and in Nagamese (the Assamese-based pidgin of Nagaland in the extreme northeast, now creolizing), to name but two instances. The continuing spread of Nepali among Tibeto-Burman speakers both within Nepal and beyond it to the east is another case in point, complicated by the existence of a written standard.

The effects of super- as well as substrata on linguistic development can also be studied in Indo-Aryan in relation especially to Sanskrit, Persian, and English as prestige languages. To these should be added the influence of Modern Standard Hindi and Urdu on a number of languages and dialects, and indeed of standard literary languages on the spoken languages generally.

This brings us to the whole set of problems coming under the general heading of sociolinguistics. Here Indo-Aryan constitutes a vast laboratory almost without equal, albeit as yet little exploited. On the one hand, there is the complexly compartmentalized traditional caste society of India, socially segregated, occupationally specialized, hierarchically organized, yet interdependent. What effect does this have on language? For comparison, there are the other Indo-Aryan-speaking societies, minimally to maximally different: traditionalist but half-Tibetanoid Nepal, Muslim Pakistan and Bangladesh, Buddhist Sri Lanka, and speaking a language closely related to that of the latter, the Muslim Maldives. Within each of these, but especially in India, there is the contrast between rural and urban subcultures, the latter sometimes ancient, sometimes rapidly modernizing – and typically multilingual. There are striking differences in regional marriage patterns: for example, between the local exogamy of the North of India, bringing in women of different dialectal background, and the local endogamy of the South.9

Finally, there are the three quite distinct cases of Indo-Aryan languages taken completely outside the South Asian region: (1) the ancient migration of the Gypsies to the Near East and thence to Europe; (2) the largely nineteenth-century emigration of laborers and/or merchants to Fiji, Mauritius, East and South Africa, Guyana, Trinidad, and other spots in the Caribbean; (3) the mid-twentieth-century movement that has brought upwards of a million seekers of a better life to Britain (largely from the Punjab, in contrast to the nineteenth-
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century movement of laborers to the British colonies, mainly from eastern UP and Bihar). To these we should add the still more recent settlement of (until lately) mainly well-educated professionals from all areas in the United States and Canada. (A movement of Punjabi-speaking farmers at the beginning of this century to the west coast of North America, i.e. to British Columbia and California, is also worth noting. Another, very different case is represented by the Parya language of Soviet Tadzhikistan, whose existence also implies a migration, but the date of the latter is quite unknown.)

Modern facilities for travel and communication being what they are, the most recent migrations involving literate speakers are of sociolinguistic interest mainly from the standpoint of ordinary problems of language maintenance and adaptation to new expressive needs. The earlier transplantations of illiterate laborers, subsequently cut off from their roots, involve more specialized phenomena, including the evolution of new Indo-Aryan-based lingua frances to facilitate communication among people of different dialectal and language backgrounds. The arrival on the scene of zealous propagators of Modern Standard Hindi has further complicated the situation. The case of the Gypsies, where a form of Indo-Aryan speech has been jealously guarded for centuries as a secret language of intra-group communication as well as a badge of identity in a semi-nomadic subculture, is unique.

The multilingual nature of much of South Asian society presents special challenges to the sociolinguist. Participation of linguistically disparate regions in a common civilization, held together by such specific institutions as pilgrimages, as well as requirements of trade, led to the development of lingua frances, of which Hindustani is the most notable recent example. Sanskrit itself could be said to have played this role, as to a limited extent it still does among the traditionally educated elite. As a deliberately standardized and maintained yet flexible medium of elite communication Sanskrit is a fascinating product of the human spirit. In its heyday in the first millennium AD, it linked together – and synthesized elements from – an area much vaster than Indo-Aryan itself or even the subcontinent, and widely separated epochs of time. At the other end of the sociolinguistic spectrum, the expansionist character of Aryan society in a region full of other linguistic stocks has given rise to pidgins and creoles and mixed languages of every description.

As an effect both of superstrata and of a long literary tradition, some Indo-Aryan languages are characterized by a notable degree of diglossia. That is, the literary language is different from even the educated colloquial, not only in vocabulary but also in phonology and grammar. This has reached its extreme point in Sinhalese. In some other languages (Bengali, Marathi), there has been
a slowness on the part of well-established traditions to adjust to linguistic change, but such adjustments have eventually to some degree been made. The Sinhalese situation\textsuperscript{13} is approached more closely in some of the non-Aryan languages of the region with long literary histories such as Tamil.

True diglossia, where the literary norm is nobody's spoken language, should be distinguished from the kind of bilingualism or bidialectalism where people are accustomed to use as their literary language a dialect or even a language which is not their own spoken language. This situation is naturally very common in Indo-Aryan South Asia where there are many more major dialects and spoken languages than there are literary languages, with each of the latter, even when it has its own corps of speakers, serving a number of the former.

This situation is hardly unique to South Asia, and the whole question of the formation of standard literary languages is one of general interest. Although it has been studied in other contexts, Indo-Aryan offers not only ample and diverse material for comparison but also processes amenable to concurrent observation. There is also the related question commonly referred to as language “modernization” – that is, “expansion to meet the needs of a developing society.” What are these needs, and how are they being met in the meantime? Do some functions lend themselves to “language engineering” more than others? What options are in fact available? Although such questions may not be answered or even properly addressed here, they are sharply posed for further researchers by the sociolinguistic context of Indo-Aryan.

This book is an introduction only to Indo-Aryan, not to the other linguistic stocks in the South Asian region, which are mentioned only when they impinge directly on the development of Indo-Aryan. Moreover, our focus here will be on the modern languages, not on Sanskrit – again, except as necessary background for the former. For Sanskrit as such there are available several excellent books by competent authorities.\textsuperscript{14}
The modern Indo-Aryan languages and dialects

Before proceeding further, it is appropriate that we identify more precisely the languages to be discussed. A brief survey of the modern Indo-Aryan domain in terms of contemporary political geography is therefore given here. Although this may not be necessary for all readers, it will no doubt be helpful to those less familiar with the area. It is followed by discussion of the problems of language vs. dialect in the Indo-Aryan context, of Hindi–Urdu, and of nomenclature, and supplemented by Map 1, as well as by a comprehensive alphabetical inventory of Indo-Aryan language and dialect names, living or dead, given in Appendix I. Because of the sheer number of names that will be met with in the literature (by those whose interest or work takes them beyond this book), the last is needed for reference purposes in any case: even the specialist is unlikely to be familiar with all of them.

2.1 Indo-Aryan: a bird’s-eye view

The Indo-Aryan languages are a sub-branch of the Indo-European family, spoken today mainly in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and the Maldives Islands by at least 640,000,000 persons (est. 1981). Although they are not the only languages spoken in any of these countries, their speakers in all cases constitute majorities. In the past, Indo-Aryan languages (distinguished here from the Nuristani languages [see Section 2.1.18]) extended also into eastern Afghanistan, where isolated remnants may still exist, and at a more remote epoch (the early centuries of the Christian era), also into Chinese Turkestan (Sinkiang).

The modern Indo-Aryan languages, properly and henceforth called NEW INDO-ARYAN (= “NIA”, as against “MIA” for the preceding stage of MIDDLE INDO-ARYAN [see Chapter 3]), date from approximately AD 1000. The NIA languages are presently distributed as follows (for more details on each language see Appendix I):
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2.1.1 A vast central portion of the subcontinent, consisting of the Indian states of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Haryana, and Himachal Pradesh, plus the Union Territory of Delhi, is known as the “HINDI area”, because the official and general written language, that is to say, that of administration, press, school instruction, and modern literature, is Hindi, sometimes called MODERN STANDARD HINDI, and the whole area is heir to the “Hindi literary tradition” – Hindi being used here in a different and wider sense, to refer to pre-modern literatures in Braj and Awadhi, and often to those in languages proper to Rajasthan and Bihar as well.

While Kellogg could in 1892 describe “High Hindi”, as he called it, as “understood more or less through all the Hindi-speaking country, but in no place the language of the home,” this is no longer accurate: Standard Hindi does have native speakers, especially in urban areas, and is fast encroaching on dialectal forms of speech, to the point where a student of the latter is now sometimes hard put to find “pure” informants.

From this the reader will not incorrectly draw the conclusion that there are other forms of speech “on the ground” in the Hindi area, particularly at the village level (but by no means excluding a good portion of the urban population), over which Standard Hindi is superimposed. These are the so-called regional languages of the Hindi area, sometimes less accurately called Hindi “dialects”. Some of these are fairly closely related to Standard Hindi (and often, confusingly, also loosely called “Hindi” by their speakers); some are more distantly related to it. (The situation somewhat resembles that of an earlier historical period in the Italian-, Spanish-, or German-speaking areas of Europe, although the area and population involved in India is much greater, and the role of some of the regional languages or dialects is much larger in the pre-modern literary tradition. Another but looser analogy might be to China.)

The heartland of the Hindi area is the densely-populated Upper Ganges valley, corresponding to the state of Uttar Pradesh (which alone had 110,850,019 people in 1981), minus its hill areas, together with the Haryana region west of Delhi and adjoining areas of northern Madhya Pradesh and perhaps also northeastern Rajasthan. From west to east the regional languages here are: Haryānvi (formerly called Bāngarū) in most of Haryana State (formerly southeastern Punjab) and rural parts of the Delhi Territory; adjoining it in U P northeastward from Delhi up to the premontane Tarai and as far east as Rampur, and reaching across the Jamuna to include the northeastern portion of Haryana as far as Ambala, there is a form of Indo-Aryan speech with no settled name, despite its importance [see below]: Grierson called it Vernacular Hindōstānī; it has often been called Kharī Boli; since the latter term is applied also to Colloquial Standard Hindi, Bahri
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The modern Indo-Aryan languages and dialects (1980) following Rahul Sankrityayan proposes to call it Kauravi, after the ancient land of the Kurus; southeast of Delhi, a broad area centering on Mathura but extending northeastward as far as Bareilly is the homeland of Braj; in a narrower band to the east, from Etawah and Kanpur up to Pilibhit is the closely allied Kannauji; to the south of these in Madhya Pradesh from Gwalior as far as the tribal hinterlands of Chhindwara and Hoshangabad is Bundeli, also similar to Braj; a more distinct language, Awadhi, prevails in east-central UP north and south of Lucknow; a variety of this known as Bagheli extends in Madhya Pradesh from Rewa to Jabalpur and Mandla; more isolated and therefore more strongly characterized is the Chhattisgarhi further to the southeast on the borders of Orissa; eastern UP, including Varanasi (Benares), Azamgarh, and Gorakhpur, is occupied by various dialects of Bhojpuri, which extend into Bihar (Shahabad and Saran Districts, west of the rivers Son and Gandak respectively, and most of Champaran District).

Grierson classed “Vernacular Hindostani”, Braj, Kannauji, and Bangaru (Haryanvi) together as “Western Hindi” and Awadhi, Bagheli, and Chhattisgarhi together as “Eastern Hindi”, but put Bhojpuri into the more distantly related “Bihari” group. The other principal “Bihari” languages/dialects are Magahi, spoken in central Bihar (south of the Ganga and east of the Son) and Maithili, spoken north of the Ganga. The latter has a long literary tradition, the former none. Also in the “Bihari” group are Sadani (or Nagpuri) in South Bihar (Chota Nagpur) centering on Ranchi, Angikā in eastern Bihar (Monghyr, Bhagalpur, Santal Parganas, Purnea, according to Pandey 1979: Grierson, who calls it Chhikāchhikī Bolī, excludes Purnea), and Bajikā in Muzaffarpur and part of Champaran Districts in northwest Bihar (S. Tivari 1964). Claims of independent status for the latter two, previously taken to be dialects of Maithili, are recent, as are their names, although the dialects themselves are ancient.

Leaving now the North Indian plain with its cultural extensions in the rougher country to its immediate south for Rajasthan, we find the main desert area west of the Aravalli range occupied by various forms of Mārwāri, among which the Bagri of the Haryana border and the Bhitrauti, Sirohi, and Godwāri of the southern Aravalli foothills might be mentioned as distinctive. East of the Aravallis, Mewāri in the southeast has been classed as a dialect of Marwari but is also distinctive. (Southeastern Rajasthan south of Udaipur city, as well as the interior of the southern Aravalli range, are occupied by Bhill dialects which no one tries to affiliate to either Hindi or Rajasthani. The dialect of the former is known as Vāgdī, or Vāgdī.) Further northeast lies what Grierson called Central Eastern Rājasthāni, with two main representatives, Dhunjhāri (or Jaipuri), centered on Jaipur, and Hārāutī, centered on the Districts (former princely states) of Bundi.
and Kota. In the Alwar District of the extreme northeast, spilling over into the Gurgaon District of Haryana, is Mewāti. (In the area of Bharatpur, Dholpur, and Karauli just to the south, Braj extends into Rajasthan.) Outside of Rajasthan, the language of western Madhya Pradesh (Ujjain, Indore, Bhopal), Mālvi, is also classed with “Rajasthani”. A far-southern dialect, Nimādi, isolated in the Satpura range between the Narbada and Tapti valleys in a tribal area, has developed special peculiarities.

The Himalayan areas of UP, except for the highest elevations, are occupied mainly by two languages (in various dialects), Garhwāli and Kumauni, grouped together by Grierson as “Central Pahāri” (Pahārī = “hill speech”). They are more closely allied to Rajasthani than to the Hindi of the plains. Further west in the mountains, in Himachal Pradesh and beginning already in the western part of Dehra Dun District in UP, lies the highly splintered group of Indo-Aryan dialects collectively known as “Western Pahāri”. From southeast to northwest the main ones are Jaunsāri (in Dehra Dun), Sirmauri, Baghāti, Kiśnathali (around Simla, now apparently known as Mahāsui), Handūri, Kulūi, Mandeāli, Chameali, Bharmauri (or Gādi), Churāhi, Pangwāli, and (continuing into Kashmir) Bhadrawāhi, Bhalesi, Khashāli, and Pādri. These too bear some Rajasthani affinity, along with characteristic archaisms and innovations that are increasingly marked toward the northwest. Whether because of the complexity of the situation or because of greater linguistic differences, they are less commonly claimed as “dialects of Hindi” (e.g., neither by Kellogg 1938/1892 nor by H. Bahri 1980–although Diack 1896 does indeed title his work *The Kulu dialect of Hindi*), even while Garhwali/Kumauni (and by Kellogg even Nepāli) are so claimed. One reason may be the former closer affiliation of these areas politically with the Punjab. There have been reports of an attempt to concoct a “Himāchali” language on the basis of these diverse dialects to serve, in the name of regional identity, as co-official language with Hindi, but it is too early to predict the outcome.

We may now leave the complexities of the “Hindi area” to survey, first the remainder of the contiguous Indo-Aryan territory by means of a rough pradakṣinā (clockwise circumambulation) of the Hindi area, then the non-contiguous languages.

2.1.2 East of “Central Pahari” along the Himalayas lies “Eastern Pahari”, that is, Nepāli, an independent language by any standard pace Kellogg (who had very limited access to it), dominant not only in the kingdom of Nepal but recently also in Sikkim, the Darjeeling District of West Bengal, and parts of Bhutan.
2.1.3 **Assamese** is the language of the Brahmaputra valley in far northeastern India. It was little known in most of the Tibeto-Burman and Khari-speaking hill areas surrounding the valley, part of the old state of Assam but now largely separated politically as new states and territories. In one of them, however, Nagaland, a pidginized form of Assamese known as **Nagamese** is reported to have become a lingua franca.

2.1.4 Cut off from the Hindi area by the barrier of the Rajmahal hills, and from Assamese partly by the Khasi-Garo hills, both the homes of non-Indo-Aryan-speaking tribes, is the **Bengali** area, basically the great delta of the Ganges, now politically divided between the Indian state of West Bengal and the new country of Bangladesh. Bengali is also dominant in Tripura, an Indian territory to the east of Bangladesh, and Bengali speakers are numerous in Assam. The colloquial standard of Dhaka, the Bangladeshi capital, is different from that of Calcutta. The dialect of Chittagong, in southeast Bangladesh, is different enough to be considered a separate language.

2.1.5 Another Indo-Aryan language of the eastern frontier is **Bishnupriya Manipuri**, formerly spoken in Manipur (on the border with Burma), but driven from that area in the early nineteenth century and presently at home in the adjacent Cachar District of Assam, Tripura, and the Sylhet District of Bangladesh.

2.1.6 Southwest of Bengal, the delta of the Mahanadi is the center of the **Oriya** language. Much of the state of Orissa is home to non-Aryan-speaking tribal peoples, a large bloc of which separate Oriya from Bengali. The interior Sambalpur lowland has a distinctive dialect. **Bhatri** is an aberrant dialect of Oriya spoken by former Gond (Dravidian) tribesmen in the northeast of the former Bastar State, now a District of Madhya Pradesh.

2.1.7 Bhatri is transitional to the main Indo-Aryan language of Bastar (where Gondi dialects continue to be spoken), **Halbi**. The latter is in turn transitional to Marathi, of which it is sometimes considered an aberrant dialect.

2.1.8 **Marathi** occupies the extensive rolling plateau of the northwestern Deccan from Nagpur to Nasik, Pune (Poona), and Kolhapur, as well as the lowland known as the Konkan below the raised rugged edge of the plateau (= Western Ghat) from north of Bombay (Thana District) to just north of Goa (Ratnagiri District). The dialects of the Konkan are distinct.
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2.1.9 These are to be distinguished further from Konkani proper, centered on Goa, but extending slightly to the north (Savantvadi) as well as to the south (coastal North Kanara District of Karnataka State), with an important outlier in South Kanara, centering on Mangalore, and another in Kerala, around Cochin. (For a documented discussion of the “Konkani–Marathi controversy”, see Pereira 1971.)

2.1.10 Beginning already in the northern part of Thana District (north of Bombay) and stretching in an arc around the eastern and northeastern periphery of Gujarat is a zone of tribal peoples now speaking, whatever their original language(s), Indo-Aryan dialects mainly grouped together as “Bhilli”. As noted earlier, these extend into southern Rajasthan. Their closest affiliation is generally with Gujarati, but the southernmost, such as the Vārli of Thana and the Dangi of the Dangs District (in southeast Gujarat), are closer to Marathi, and may be regarded as a bridge between the two major languages. (Except in the Nagpur area, the Marathi–Hindi boundary is by contrast a sharp one, marked also physically by the Satpura range, the home of non-Aryan, i.e. Munda-speaking, tribals.) East of Dangs are the Maharashtrian Districts of Dhulia and Jalgaon, formerly known as Khandesh, with a language, Khāndeshi, better known locally as Ahirani, which is transitional between Gujarati and Marathi.

2.1.11 To the north, Gujarāti is the language of greater Gujarat (including the Kathiawar peninsula) and also of an important component of the population of the city of Bombay. Beyond the Gulf of Kutch, however, the language, Kachchhi, is more closely related to Sindhi.

2.1.12 Across the Pakistan border, Sindhi is the language of the Lower Indus valley, below the narrowing of the valley above the Sukkur dam, and of the desert region to the east. It is more sharply bounded immediately to the west by the Kirthar range that marks the beginning of Baluchistan and Iranian speech. Karachi city, on the margins of the area in any case, is dominated by Urdu-speaking migrants from North India. The center of Standard Sindhi is the city of Hyderabad rather than Karachi.

2.1.13 The valley of the Indus and its tributaries in Pakistan north of Sind up to the Pir Panjal range on the frontier of Kashmir is occupied by a series of dialects known by various local names, and to outsiders first as “Western Punjabi”. Noting that these – or some of these – had as much in common with Sindhi as with Punjabi, and differed strikingly from the latter in some features,
Grierson bestowed the name “Lahndā” (from a Punjabi word for “western”) on them collectively as a distinct “language”. This has caught on only among linguists (who later began to prefer the feminine form Lahndi, matching the usual names of Indo-Aryan languages); it has no currency among the speakers themselves. It will accordingly be used here – for convenience, as there is no ready substitute – always in quotes.

Shackle, who has done more work in the area than any other recent linguist, has challenged (1979, 1980) the “Lahnda” construct even in terms of its convenience, as well as Grierson’s subclassification of the dialects comprising it (which has long been found unsatisfactory), although without presuming to come up with a final scheme himself. The situation is complicated for indigenous scholarship by the rival claims of old (i.e. pan-Punjabi) and new language movements.

In any case, the area concerned is divided, physically and linguistically, into two unequal halves by the great escarpment of the Salt range above Mianwali and Sargodha, which bounds the western Punjab plain on the north. The linguistic self-consciousness of the southern (= Central Pakistan plains) dialects (Riyāsati-Bahāwalpuri, Mūltāni, Jhangī-Jatki, Thāli, etc.), centering on the ancient city of Multan and the former princely capital of Bahawalpur, has coalesced around the name Siraīkī, a term unfortunately also applied to a variety of Sindhi (the name is from S. sīro ‘north, up-river’), doubly confusing because Siraiki is also spoken by many Siraiki settlers in Sind. Affiliated dialects are spoken also by segments of the population west of the Indus where the main language is Pashto. At the north end of the plains area, where linguistic and cultural distance from Multan is maximal, the dialect of Sargodha District, Shahpuri, which was taken by Grierson to be “standard Lahnda”, is in fact transitional to Punjabi, if not indeed a dialect of that language (Shackle 1976: 8, 1979: 201). It has been suggested that the non-contiguous dialect Khētrānī, spoken by a tribe in northeastern Baluchistan, may be the remnant of a separate language, of “Dardic” affinity (see below).

In the broken hill country to the north of the Salt range are the more diverse dialects of “Northern Lahndā”, Grierson’s pioneering subclassification of which most experts agree is particularly unsatisfactory. The least problematic may be Pothohārī (L. S. Pōthwārī), the dialect of Rawalpindi and Jhelum Districts (and thus of the southeastern hinterland of the new Pakistani capital of Islamabad).

To the west and north of this, that is primarily in Attock and Hazara Districts, and across the Indus in Kohat and Peshawar, both the dialectal and the terminological picture is much more confusing, with discontinuous dialects (due to migration and invasion), dialects with no settled name, and identical names applied to several different dialects. The worst of the latter is “Hindko”, a term (basically meaning ‘the language of the Indians’ – as contrasted with Pathans) applied not
only to several forms of “Northern Lahnda” but also to the Siraiki dialects of Dera Ghazi Khan and Mianwali Districts (also called Déräwâli and Thâli respectively), and of Dera Ismail Khan (Northwestern Frontier Province). Shackleton (1980), however, proposes to set up a group called Hindko proper, comprising four dialects of Attock District, corresponding more or less to three of its tehsils (Awânkâri to the southern Talagang tehsil, Ghêbi to the central Pindi Gheb tehsil, and Châcchhi to the northern Attock tehsil, extending to the southernmost Haripur tehsil of neighboring Hazara) plus Kohâti of Kohat city beyond the Indus.

The “Hindko” of Peshawar city deserves separate classification according to Shackleton, partly due to the influence of Punjabi via the Grand Trunk Road. Despite the fact that a majority of the inhabitants are Pashto-speaking, Peshâwari Hindko has considerable prestige and has been cultivated for literature.

To the east of “Hindko proper” (and west of Pothohari), in western Jhelum District (Chakwal) the dialect is Dhânñi; to the north of the latter (Fatehjang tehsil, Attock District), in the valley of the Sohan river, is the closely related Sawâin or Sohâin. From Abbottabad northward in Hazara District, east of the Upper Indus (in the Northwest Frontier Province), are the northernmost dialects of “Lahnda”, also confusingly called “Hindko”: Grierson distinguished Hindki of Hazara (the main dialect); Tinâuli in the southwest; Dhûndî-Kairâli in the east. Bailey 1915 described Kågâni, “spoken in the whole of the Kagan Valley” including Mansehra and Abbottabad, and “known as Hindko” – apparently the same as Grierson’s “Hindki of Hazara”. In the hills and mountains west and southwest of Kashmir (Pir Panjal) are Chibhâli and Punchhî. This northern area especially stands in need of more work, starting with an up-to-date survey. Parts of Hazara are now Pashto-speaking.

2.1.14 This brings us to Kâshmirî itself, essentially the language of the Vale of Kashmir, certainly not of the whole state of that name, the greater part of which (Ladakh, Baltistan) is Tibeto-Burman-speaking. Kashmiri influence, however, or the same tendencies that are shown by Kashmiri, are perceptible in bordering Indo-Aryan languages of both the “Lahnda” and “West Pahari” varieties. To the southeast on the Upper Chenab lies the smaller valley of Kishwar, the language of which, Kashtawâri, has been called “the only true dialect” of Kashmiri. Beyond is the Bhadrawahi group of West Pahari mentioned earlier. Other dialects/languages of the Kashmir group lie between Kashmir and Jammu: Poguli, Đôdâ Sirâjî, and Râmbani.

2.1.15 The language of Jammu itself is Đôgrî, once considered a
"dialect" of Punjabi, now thought to be more closely related to West Pahari, and in any case now claiming independent language status. To the southeast in western Himachal Pradesh is the closely allied Kangri.

2.1.16 Finally we come to Punjabi, on the northwestern flank of the Hindi area, the language not only of Punjab State in India, but also of a major element in the population of Pakistan – some would say the "dominant" element, but this assessment is confused by continued use of the term "Punjabi" by some to cover both Punjabi and "Lahndi" speakers. Grierson fixed the boundary between "Lahnda" and Punjabi, admittedly poorly defined, at a line running north–south through Montgomery and Gujranwala Districts, west of Lahore, that is, well within Pakistan. (Following Shackle, we may call the Punjabi-speaking Lahore–Gujranwala–Sialkot area Central Punjab.)

Whatever validity Grierson's line may once have had has no doubt been disturbed by the great movements of population associated with Partition. However, H. Bahri seems to have been wrong in his prediction (1962: x) that Partition would have the eventual effect of shifting the uncertain boundary of "Lahndi" eastward to the new international frontier, presumably because Punjabi speakers in Pakistan would be cut off from influence from the main centers of the language in Eastern (Indian) Punjab. The reverse seems to have happened. Not only has Lahore proved to be a sufficiently strong center of Punjabi in its own right (see Shackle 1970), but the position of Punjabi in Pakistan in general has been strengthened by the large number of refugees from Eastern Punjab following Partition, as it had been earlier by the resettlements in the new Canal Colonies. These involved an influx of Punjabi speakers into the Siraiki-speaking area (to which the "Siraiki movement" is in part a reaction).

On the Indian side also, the situation is confused by the increasing identification of "Punjabi" with Sikhism, and the partly successful campaigns of the Arya Samaj to persuade Punjabi-speaking Hindus to return their mother tongue in the census as "Hindi". This is not to say that many Punjabi-speaking Hindus do not identify with the language also, but the number of speakers and their area of settlement is larger than official statistics indicate. Again, an up-to-date objective survey of the situation on both sides of the border is very desirable, but is unlikely for political reasons to be undertaken in the near future.

2.1.17 Although with Punjabi the circle is completed, there remain to be mentioned a number of Indo-Aryan languages northwest of "Lahndi" and Kashmiri, more or less contiguous with the main group (i.e. except where interrupted by recent intrusions of Pashto) but in important ways outside their
“orbit”, culturally and historically. These are generally grouped together as “Dardic”. The most important is Shina (Şınâ), spoken in several dialects in the basin of the Upper Indus (Chilas) and its tributaries (Kishenganga, Astor), beyond the mountains to the north of the Kashmir valley, from Gilgit to Palas in Indus Kohistan, that is to say, mainly in Pakistani territory. West of the Indus in Swat Kohistan are found Bashkarik (= Gāwri, in the Panjkora valley and at the headwaters of the Swat), Maiyâ” (on the right bank of the Indus, with a dialect Kanyawâli isolated in Shina territory in the Tangir valley to the northwest), and Torwâli (in the Upper Swat valley). Further west again, across another range of mountains, is the large Chitral valley, where the main language is Khowâr. Kalasha survives in side valleys of southern Chitral. Phalûra, an archaic dialect of Shina, is or was spoken in some villages in southern Chitral. (Most of these, that is, excluding only Gilgit and Chilas, are presently in the northern reaches of the Northwest Frontier Province, Pakistan.) Gawar-Bâti is spoken on the Chitral–Afghan border, centering at Arnawai, where the Chitral and Bashgal rivers unite to form the Kunar. Other, already-fragile linguistic fragments, Ningalâmi, Gran-gali, Shumâshî, Katârqał–Wotapûri, Sâvi, Tirâhi, discovered by researchers in single villages in eastern Afghanistan, in some cases spoken by only a few families (or even a few old men), often a generation or more ago, may no longer exist, but are important for the linguistic history of the region. The encroaching language is everywhere Pashto. A larger collection of now mutually incomprehensible dialects, spoken further into Afghanistan in scattered valleys north of the Kabul river from the Kunar (Chigha Sarai) as far west as the Panjshir, centering in the region known as Laghman, constitutes what is left of the Pashai language, apparently once much more widespread.

2.1.18 In remote valleys higher up in the Afghan Hindu Kush are several additional languages, before the conversion of their speakers to Islam at the end of the nineteenth century collectively called “Kâfiri”, a term now replaced by “Nûristâni”, which were once grouped with “Dardic” on the basis of inadequate information. I follow more recent scholarly opinion (Morgenstierne 1961, 1973, Strand 1973, Fussman 1972, Buddrus 1977, Nelson 1986) in treating them as a group separate from Indo-Aryan, but it seems appropriate to mention them here. From east to west, they are: Kâti (= Bashgalî) in the Upper Bashgal valley, with small enclaves in Pakistani Chitral, and the dialect Kamvîri lower on the Bashgal (Kamdest); Tregâmî in three villages (as the name indicates) further to the southwest, between the Pech and the Kunar; Waigâli (= Kalasha-âlä) in the Waigal valley (a northern tributary of the Pech); Prasun (= Veron = Wasî-weri) in six villages in the high valley of the Upper Pech; Ashkun between the Pech and
the Alingar. In the drainage of upper tributaries (Kulum, Ramgel) of the Alingar and also of the Ktivi tributary of the Pech, Kati is again spoken, its continuity broken by Prasun. The whole Nuristan area was conquered by the Afghans only in 1896.]

2.1.19 The non-contiguous Indo-Aryan languages, that is, those based outside the contiguous Indo-Aryan area, may be listed as follows: Sinhalese, the principal language of Sri Lanka; Maldivian (= Divēhi), the related language of the republic of the Maldives (an archipelago in the Indian Ocean southwest of India); Saurāshtri, the language of a community of silk-weavers centered at Madurai in the Tamil country; Dakhini, a southern form of Urdu, insofar as it is centered at Hyderabad in the Telugu area; Parya, an Indo-Aryan language recently discovered in Soviet Central Asia (Tadzhikistan). Like the outlying dialects of Konkani (and apparently also Khetrāni in Baluchistan) mentioned earlier, all of these are the result of pre-modern migrations of Indo-Aryan speakers – in the case of Sinhalese, as early as the fifth century B.C. More recent migrations (i.e. both overseas and within India and Pakistan) have not yet resulted in distinct languages (and under modern conditions are not likely to), but unique koinēs have arisen in the course of the colonial experience in Trinidad and Fiji.

2.1.20 There remains a third category of Indo-Aryan languages to be noted, partly overlapping with the above (i.e. in some cases also non-contiguous) – those with no specific territorial base. The most important of these is Urdu, the language first of the Muslim population, mainly urban, of northern India; now the official language of Pakistan and a second language for all educated persons there; the southern form Dakhini, mentioned above as having a base at Hyderabad, is also found spoken (along with Standard Urdu for formal purposes and by the more educated) by Muslims in cities and towns throughout the Deccan, and in Bombay.

Other such languages are Gojri (or Gujuri), spoken by semi-nomadic herds- men found scattered at higher elevations in the hill areas mainly of Jammu–Kashmir (especially Punch District) and adjoining regions of Pakistan and on into Afghanistan; Lāmāni (= Banjārī = Lambādi), spoken by another nomadic people (nowadays engaged mostly in construction) found primarily in Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, and Maharashtra; both are of Rajasthani affinity. Finally there is Romany, the language of the Gypsies, not only non-contiguous but extra-Indian as well as non-territorial, although (as with the others) there are marked
2.2 “Language” vs. “dialect” in the Indo-Aryan context

We have managed to complete the brief survey above without really confronting a problem which nevertheless did unavoidably obtrude itself from time to time, namely the distinction between a language and a dialect. A few words may be said about it now.

The problem is that although the distinction is a common and indeed often a useful one, there is no generally accepted criterion for making it. Both terms are used, not only popularly but also by scholars, in several conflicting ways. There are two common senses in which the meaning of one term is linked with the other.

In Sense A, a dialect is a subvariety of a larger unit, which is typically a language. (It may in turn be subdivided into smaller units, or subdialects. These terms have equivalents in Indo-Aryan languages, e.g., H. bhaṣā ‘language’, bolī ‘dialect’, upabolī ‘subdialect’.)

In Sense B, a dialect is unwritten, while a language possesses a written “standard” and a literature. (This distinction is then undermined by the usage “the literary dialect” in situations of diglossia, such as obtain in Sinhalese or Bengali. Inasmuch as this refers to a subvariety of a language, even if of a special kind, it may be said to hark back to Sense A.) To be sure, a (non-literary) dialect may also be written down (= transcribed) but this does not turn it automatically into a “language” in this sense: it should also have a (written) literature and a measure of official and cultural recognition, both elastic concepts. It is clear that the entailed status comes and goes, however, and therefore is primarily sociocultural rather than linguistic in nature. In contemporary India and Pakistan several erstwhile dialects (Dogri, Siraiki) are said to be “agitating for language status”. Meanwhile, one-time literary languages such as Braj and Awadhi are said to have “reverted to dialect status” (Khuchhandani 1983: 27, 168; his term is vernacularization).

Even on one side of the unclear boundary between dialect and language in Sense B, there are differences: one speaks of “developed” and “undeveloped” languages. Such differences are in part linguistic, invoving the development of certain specialized registers. While in principle not unquantifiable, such differences are more clinal than absolute. In modern Indo-Aryan every part of the cline is represented, depending on the length of time the language has been cultivated and under what circumstances. Thus Modern Standard Hindi, with its official status at two levels (provincial and national), has more developed registers than,
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say, Siraiki, until recently cultivated only for religious poetry, or Khowar, which has only recently been cultivated at all.

In view of the slipperiness of Sense B, it might appear that Sense A is the preferable one for the scientific study of language (using the latter word now in a third sense, Sense C). The terms of Sense A, however, are often taken (mainly in academic usage itself) to be purely relative, with different applications at different levels of abstraction: \( x \) is a dialect of language \( L \), which is in turn a "dialect" of construct \( G \), etc.; e.g., Sambalpuri is a dialect of Oriya, which is a "dialect" of Magadhan, which is a "dialect" of Indo-Aryan, which is a "dialect" of Indo-Iranian, which (like Germanic, Italic, etc.) is a "dialect" of Indo-European. Although it is the term dialect which suffers most, the higher constructs in each case might logically be called "languages", leaving us, it would appear, with no definable level of application for either term.

Even if it is granted that such usages are metaphorical extensions of terms normally and properly applied to a language and its subvarieties, there is unfortunately no universal criterion of linguistic distance for languages as against dialects, that is, of how different a speech-variety has to be from another to qualify as a separate language. Not that attempts to come up with such a measure have not been made. Nigam (1971: xxv–xxvi), for example, perhaps taking a cue from lexicostatistics, suggests that speech varieties sharing 81 per cent or more of basic vocabulary should be classed as dialects, less than 81 per cent as languages. H. Bahri (1980: 1–2), recognizing that "mutual intelligibility" is a relative rather than an absolute concept, suggests a more subtle breakdown: mutual intelligibility around 10 per cent = two languages historically related but geographically removed (Punjabi and Gujarati); up to 25 per cent = two languages in long cultural contact (English and French); 25–50 per cent = can be called "languages" or "dialects" (Rajasthani and Hindi); 50–75 per cent = two dialects (Braj Bhasha and Bundeli); around 90 per cent = subdialects (Sargujiya and Bilaspuri). 4

No one has to my knowledge seriously attempted to apply either Nigam's or Bahri's criteria to problems of language and dialect identification in Indo-Aryan. Mutual intelligibility is an especially tricky concept to apply in a multilingual society such as that of South Asia, where familiarity (i.e. various degrees of "passive bilingualism") as well as purely linguistic distance must be reckoned with. Any attempt to apply it must reckon also with judgments like Morgenstierne's (1962: 21–4) that the Pashai dialects are "decidedly one language" despite their mutual unintelligibility, because they are "well-defined through phonetical, and especially through morphological and lexical peculiarities." (Speakers of the geographically fragmented Pashai dialects have few opportuni-
ties for contact and for thus acquiring that degree of passive bilingualism that is often a component even of interdialectal mutual intelligibility.)

What happens in practice, of course, is that in parts of the world where a clean slate is not available for these exercises, rather than attempt them even linguists fall back for the most part on the conventional “languages” of Sense B, whatever their mutual linguistic distance, and whether mutually intelligible to a significant extent or not, for identifying the dialect groupings that are treated as languages in Sense A. In a continent like Europe, blessed with well-defined peninsulas and islands, and where the nation-state has become the norm, this becomes problematic linguistically only at a few points, such as the Dutch–German and Franco–Italian borders, where there is a true dialectal continuum. Elsewhere language in Sense A and Sense B correlates fairly well with geographical and political units.

South Asia, which bears many analogies to Europe, differs from it radically here: it is shaped differently. Lacking clearcut geographical units of the European type where dialectal variants can crystallize in semi-isolation, or longstanding political boundaries, the entire Indo-Aryan realm (except for Sinhalese) constitutes one enormous dialectal continuum, where continued contact inhibits such crystallization, and differentiated dialects continue to influence one another. The speech of each village differs slightly from the next, without loss of mutual intelligibility, all the way from Assam to Afghanistan. Cumulatively the differences are very great, but where do we draw the dialect, let alone the language, boundaries?

A careful dialect geography would no doubt show that the subdialectal continuum in fact does not present a uniform gradient, but is punctuated by both smaller (dialectal) and greater (language) bundlings of isoglosses. The LSI does not really constitute such a dialect geography, but it is a step in that direction. The region is not totally devoid of natural barriers – for the most part consisting of rough hill country.

Superimposed on this ground pattern are the literary languages of Sense B and their culturally-defined orbits. The relation of these to languages in Sense A is often problematic. Thus the Rajbangsi dialect of the Rangpur District (Bangladesh), and the adjacent Indian Districts of Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar, has been classed with Bengali because its speakers identify with the Bengali culture and literary language, although it is linguistically closer to Assamese. So has the Chittagong dialect of southeastern Bangladesh, which differs from Standard Bengali more than Assamese itself does. There are limits to this, however: although Urdu is the preferred literary language of Kashmir and of Pakistani Punjab, no one would take Kashmiri or Punjabi to be dialects of Urdu (or of Hindi–Urdu).
As indicated in the preceding section, the real problem is with the vast "Hindi area", defined as the area within which Modern Standard Hindi is today the accepted written language. Are all forms of Indo-Aryan speech within it "dialects of Hindi"? Rejecting this as intuitively too much at variance with the appropriate scope of a language in Sense A (and not having to reckon with the subsequent further consolidation of the status of Hindi), Grierson proceeded to set up, as noted above in section 2.1.1, several artificial constructs at the level of "languages" in Sense A that he felt were needed to make linguistic sense of the situation: "Eastern Hindi", "Western Hindi", "Rajasthani", and "Bihari". (He also used the term "Pahari", but always with reference to a group; never, it seems, in the sense of "a" language.) The first two did not catch on at all; "Rajasthani" and "Bihari" did trickle down to some extent into popular usage – to the annoyance of Nigam who remarks regarding the census of 1961 that the terms should be discouraged: it "is not useful to have a blanket name," which only confuses the statistics. (The first is most often used, however, as a synonym for Modern Literary Marwari and the second for Magahi – usages which may owe nothing to Grierson.) The majority of "Bihari" and "Rajasthani" speakers still report their mother tongues under more specific and traditional names – Maithili, Bhojpuri, Marwari, Dhundhari, etc. – or simply as Hindi.

Another such Griersonian language construct was "Lahnda", discussed in section 2.1.13 above. Elsewhere, "normal" taxonomic problems exist, sometimes complicated by politics, on a scale appropriate to the subcontinent: is Konkani a separate language or a dialect of Marathi? Is Halbi a mixture of Oriya and Marathi, a dialect of Marathi, or a separate language? Is Khandeshi a dialect of Marathi or of Gujarati, or a separate language?

Often such problems correlate with transition areas. Even at the subdialectal level, Grierson tried to distinguish what he regarded as "mixed" and unstable forms of speech characteristic of such areas from "true dialects", presumably part of the underlying gradient. Certain cases might seem particularly to call for such a distinction, but dialect or language mixture has in fact been involved in the formation of most of the major NIA languages to some extent also. It is difficult to know where to draw the line. "Stability" is perhaps the key to the difference, but the sociolinguistic and historical variables involved in such stabilization need further study. Dialectal differentiation in an area geographically like that of Indo-Aryan cannot proceed in a "pure" form, i.e. without the peripheral dialects running up against neighboring languages, in any case, and mixed dialects in the zones of transition between major languages (and mixed subdialects in the zones between major dialects) are an inevitable result.

"Mixed" forms of speech involving non-Aryan languages or substrata are
2.3 Hindi and Urdu

The ultimate anomaly in the what-is-a-language dilemma in Indo-Aryan is presented by the Hindi–Urdu situation. Counted as different languages in sociocultural Sense B (and officially), Urdu and Modern Standard Hindi are not even different dialects or subdialects in linguistic Sense A. They are different literary styles based on the same linguistically defined subdialect.

At the colloquial level, and in terms of grammar and core vocabulary, they are virtually identical; there are minor differences in usage and terminology (and customary pronunciation of certain foreign sounds), but these do not necessarily obtrude to the point where anyone can immediately tell whether it is “Hindi” or “Urdu” that is being spoken. At formal and literary levels, however, vocabulary differences begin to loom much larger (Hindi drawing its higher lexicon from Sanskrit, Urdu from Arabic and Persian), to the point where the two styles/languages become mutually unintelligible. To the ordinary non-linguist who thinks, not unreasonably, that languages consist of words, their status as different languages is then commonsensically obvious, as it is from the fact that they are written in quite different scripts (Hindi in Devanagari and Urdu in a modified Perso-Arabic).

The latter is a factor of peculiar importance in language-B status in South Asia that has not yet been discussed: there is a widespread feeling that a self-respecting language should have a distinctive script (see Chapter 6). Some readers may be drawn to make a comparison with Serbo-Croatian (written in Roman and Cyrillic scripts), but the analogy is not quite apt: there are grammatical differences between these two – for example involving the use or non-use of an infinitive – which are not found in Hindi–Urdu, while on the other hand the lexical differences are not so massive and systematic. The Hindi–Urdu situation is apparently unique in the world.

What, then, is the subdialectal base of these two standard languages? Not surprisingly, it was that of the capital, Delhi, sometimes referred to as Dehlavi. It
is often called **Khari Boli** (among various etymologies: &lt; H–U. *kharā* ‘standing’, hence &gt; ‘standard dialect’). This would be appropriate, if this term were not also frequently applied to the country dialects north of Delhi, which present a number of phonological *(n, l)* and other features not found in the standard of the capital. (As noted in 2.1.1 above, Sankrityayan and Bahri therefore propose to call the former “Kauravi”, reserving “Khari Boli” for the Delhi-based standard language, wherever it may be spoken.)

Like urban speech everywhere, and especially that of capitals, the language of Delhi was not based on one dialect in any case, but on a dialectal composite. Thus, along with “Kauravi”, Hariyanvi, Punjabi, Rajasthani (Mewati), Braj and other influences have gone into the making of Khari Boli – the last especially during the century (1566–1658) when the imperial capital moved to Agra, in the heart of the Braj country. (Some scholars believe this dialectal fusion took place earlier in the Punjab, i.e. Lahore, which had been under Muslim rule for nearly two centuries, and was then brought to Delhi with the Muslim conquest in 1193, but the evidence for this is very thin from this remote and unsettled period. The proximity of the city to the Punjab is probably sufficient to explain the “Punjabi” elements in Khari Boli.)

This “standard” dialect was moreover not precisely equivalent to the speech of Delhi as such, but more specifically to that of certain *classes* and *neighborhoods* most closely associated with the Mughal court and its predecessors. Although reference to the latter fact is often made, based on statements in literary sources, what precisely this might mean in linguistic terms has not been spelled out. More importantly, a careful *linguistic* analysis of the aforementioned dialectal mixture has yet to be made.6 Rai (1984), while fascinating, is deliberately “non-technical”. He does make the observation, however, that at least at what he calls the Old Hindi stage (thirteenth–fourteenth centuries?) the contributing dialects were all in their initial, formative stage, when their identities were not sharply defined – and therefore mixing was easy . . . Any attempt to divide them or to contrapose them one to the other is likely to confuse the linguistic picture of the times altogether and get the researcher tied up in a whole lot of quite intractable problems.

(p. 123)

Tiwari (1961) is more concerned with Hindi in relation to the general history of Indo-Aryan.

Once Khari Boli had taken on a stable shape in the capital, and had spread far and wide as a lingua franca, there were other influences, essentially superficial, on
its literary development in later centers of literary activity such as Lucknow (Urdu) and Allahabad (Hindi). These too need to be investigated from a linguistic point of view. In summary, it could be said that although the sociopolitical history of Hindi and Urdu has been much studied and commented upon (see also Narula 1955, Brass 1974, Barannikov 1972, Chernyshev 1978), a proper linguistic history of them (as distinct from their MIA and OIA antecedents) still needs very much to be written.

Often enough even accounts of sociopolitical history are distorted by the attempts of partisans of one language/style or the other to establish its priority. In this they are aided by terminological confusion. Is Modern Standard Hindi really Urdu in Devanagari script relexified with Sanskrit tātsamas (see Chapter 4)? Or is Urdu really Hindi in Perso-Arabic script from which the tātsamas have been purged and replaced with Perso-Arabic terms? Both assertions will be found in the literature on the subject.

On the one hand, it is no doubt true that British administrators (and missionaries) played a role in promoting and even creating Modern Standard Hindi at the beginning of the nineteenth century by encouraging the development at Fort William College, in place of the old and limited Braj literary language, of a new prose standard in the Nagari script "on the basis of Urdu" — that is to say, on the basis of Khariboli. This was in recognition of the fact that Urdu had conveniently spread as a lingua franca (as well as preferred language of the Muslim population) wherever in India Mughal influence had been felt, as well as of the fact that the higher literary style of Urdu had evolved into something remote from Indian life, unintelligible to the masses, and that its script was not originally designed for an Indo-Aryan language, difficult to master, and not suitable for printing.

On the other hand, Urdu was not called Urdu until around 1800. In fact in earlier Urdu writing itself it was often called Hindi! But this is a term, as we have seen, of very different implications for different people. To the aforementioned Urdu writers, Hindi or Hindavi undoubtedly meant 'the language of India' — which for them happened to be Khariboli, as contrasted with Persian, the language of the Muslim establishment. For protagonists of Modern Standard Hindi, however, the term includes all the earlier indigenous literary traditions of the present "Hindi area", predominantly in dialects (or languages) other than Khariboli. Ordinary people in the area, particularly in Uttar Pradesh, also commonly call their non-Khariboli spoken languages "Hindi". Since Hindi as a term is of Muslim (Persian) origin, derived from the river Sindhu 'Indus' (and meaning originally simply 'Indian'), it would be interesting to know just when and how they came to do this. In any case, if the linguistic history called for above is to be coherently written, it must have a clear focus — i.e. Khariboli itself, with
reference to the other languages of the “Hindi area” only insofar as they impinge on it.

Meanwhile, although for the British administration and many others the terms Urdu and Hindustani were essentially equivalent, Urdu in the eyes of some of its protagonists took on a special connotation of stylistic refinement and could not refer to “plain” Khari Boli/Colloquial Hindustani. (Rai [1984] refers to this development as “New Urdu”.) Whether Urdu can maintain such a luxury in its new function as the national language of Pakistan remains to be seen, although proponents of this view are not wanting.

Many complex social and political forces, which we cannot go into here, have conspired to pull the two “styles” ever further apart. Their identity as separate languages may now be regarded as a cultural fact, however anomalous linguistically.

2.4 Nomenclature

Although European languages present a few instances of multiple or fluctuating names (e.g. Ruthenian/Little Russian/Ukrainian), these have now been largely sorted out. Linguistic nomenclature in the Indo-Aryan field, on the other hand, still constitutes a boulder-strewn path over which one must pick one’s way carefully. Nomenclature complicates the Hindi–Urdu situation, as we have seen. (It is in fact even more complicated than just described: besides the once-universal Hindustani (now seldom used), the more specific Dakani or Dakhini, and the earlier Hindi and Hindavi, there was also Rekhta (Pers. ‘mixed’ = ‘the Hindustani or Urdu language’ [Platts 1965 (1884)], and its specialized feminine counterpart Rekhtī [imitated] women’s speech’. “Hindi” in the broader sense, referring to all the speech varieties of the Hindi area, is of course equivalent to a plethora of more specific names.)

Elsewhere in Indo-Aryan, the name for a language or dialect one encounters may be its current official name (Hariyanvi), a popular name (Laria for Chhattisgarhi), its former name (Bangaru for Hariyanvi), a newly emerging name (Siraiki, Angika), a nickname bestowed by others (Chhikacchiki Boli, Jangli, Hakkipikki), or a name with no popular currency bestowed by a researcher (Lahnda, Central Eastern Rajasthani). It may be the name, real or fancied, of a community, such as a caste, applied to the language it speaks: Jatu for Hariyanvi, Jatki for several subdialects of “Southern Lahnda”, where Jats or Jatts are numerous; Ahirani (from the Ahirs, a caste of dairymen) for Khandeshi. Especially in the case of migrants long-established outside the territory of their mother tongue, there is a tendency to draw their identity from the fragment of their former society they can still see before them – a caste group, an occupation, or a remembered
locality. Thus small groups of Marathi speakers outside Maharashtra return their language under a number of strange names – Bare, Burdi, Kamari, Koshti, etc. Some Gujarati speakers in Mysore return their language as Kshatriya, while Kshatri is a name given to a form of Hindi spoken in Andhra Pradesh. Khatri is also an alternative name of Saurashtri, in Tamilnadu. (All three are from ksatriya, the warrior caste.)

Many languages/dialects have several names: thus Hariyanvil/Bangaru/Jatul Deswali, and Khandeshi/Ahirani/Dhed Gujar. Political changes often have a surprisingly immediate effect on language names: with the dissolution of the old native state of Keonthal, near Simla, the major Pahari dialect name Kiunthali seems to have disappeared, and been replaced by the new coinage Mahasu, from the new District of Mahasu (in Himachal Pradesh).

More problematic for census takers is the situation where a single name is used for more than one language/dialect. There are at least four different sub-Himalayan dialects called Siraji (see entries in Appendix I). Dangi is a dialect of Braj in northeastern Rajasthan and a dialect of Khandeshi (or of Bhili) in south Gujarat. Thali is a dialect of Marwari in western Rajasthan, and a northwestern dialect of Siraiki in Pakistan. Significantly, these names are taken from common topographic features: siraji 'mountainous country', lit. 'Shiva's kingdom' < śiva-rājya; thal 'desert' (also thar; cf. Thareli, a desert dialect of Sindhi); dāng 'heavily forested hill country'. Pahari (< pahār 'mountain') is another such non-specific topographic term. One must be careful not to jump to conclusions, however. The name Doabi, for instance, refers not to the (Braj) dialect of the best known doāb ('interfluve') between the Ganges and Jumna in western UP, but to the (Punjabi) dialect of the Jalandhar doāb, between the Beas and the Sutlej.

The census often tells us something regarding the name speakers prefer for their language. For instance, they overwhelmingly prefer the old name Dhundhari to the more transparent Jaipuri, and Marwari to the more grandiloquent Rasthani, although the latter has made considerable headway.
The historical context and development of Indo-Aryan

3.1 Genetic connections

The nearest relatives of Indo-Aryan are the Iranian languages immediately to the west. These include, besides Persian and related dialects in Iran: Kurdish and Baluchi; Ossetic in the Caucasus; Gilaki, Mazanderani, Talishi, and Tati along the southern and southwestern shores of the Caspian; Pashto and other languages in Afghanistan and adjoining areas of Pakistan (mainly the Northwest Frontier Province); and the Pamir group of archaic dialects (Shugni, Sarikoli, Yazgulami, Wakhi, Ishkashmi, Munjani, Yidgha) which extend into northeastern Afghanistan from Soviet Tajikistan (the main language of which, Tajik, is closely connected to Persian). Iranian languages once covered a much larger area, including most of Soviet Central Asia, large areas of southern Russia and the present-day Ukraine, and extending into Chinese Turkestan and even the Balkans. The area has contracted mainly as a result of the expansion of Turkic.

Older stages of Iranian are well documented in Old Persian (from the sixth century BC) and Avestan, Middle Persian (Pahlavi), Parthian, Sogdian (texts from both Soviet Central Asia and colonies in China), and Khotanese (Chinese Turkestan), and in more fragmentary form in other extinct dialects. Old Persian represents a Western Iranian dialect; Avestan, the language of the Zoroastrian scripture (the Avesta), called “Zend” by earlier writers, represents a Northeastern dialect. Until recently, the reforms of Zoroaster/Zarathushtra and the core of the Avesta were thought, on the basis of unreliable Sasanian traditions of the first millennium AD, to date from about 600 BC. A number of scholars now incline to a much earlier date, 1000 BC or before – even as early as 1700 BC (see Boyce 1979, Gnoli 1980). Among the arguments for an earlier date is the similarity of Avestan to Vedic Sanskrit (see below).

Together Indo-Aryan and Iranian constitute Indo-Iranian, a major branch of the Indo-European family. Within Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan is now clearly the
weightier partner, both demographically and in terms of number of languages, despite the great territorial extension of Iranian. It also possesses records which are not only older in time but for the most part more archaic linguistically. (Even if the new arguments for an early date for portions of the original Avesta are accepted, the text as it now stands dates only from the Sasanian period [third to seventh centuries AD], and it appears to have been affected much more by the process of transmission before that date than was the text of, e.g., the Rig Veda during its transmission [the core of which in any case is probably older].)

From its earliest monuments Iranian is distinguished by a number of phonological innovations: (1) the loss of aspiration in voiced stops (*bh, *dh, *gh > b, d, g); (2) the spirantization of voiceless stops in preconsonantal position (*p, *t, *k + C > f, θ, χ + C); and, in most subgroups, (3) the opening of *s to h before non-occlusives. In a few respects, however, Iranian is more conservative than Indo-Aryan, e.g., in its retention of: (1) final consonant clusters (simplified in the oldest Indo-Aryan: \(-C^1C^2V > -C^1V\), Iranian vāχf > Skt vāk); (2) a diphthongal pronunciation of *au, *au (> Indo-Aryan ē, ō: Iranian haoma, Skt sōma); voiced sibilants (lost in Indo-Aryan, in the case of ŋ turning a following d into the new sound d in the process). In any case, Iranian is very important for comparisons that often throw light on Old Indo-Aryan morphology and semantics as well as phonology.

Within the wider confines of Indo-European, the closest affinities of Indo-Iranian in turn are with the so-called Satom languages on the one hand (Albanian, Armenian, Baltic, and Slavic), and with Greek on the other. With the Satom languages in general Indo-Iranian shares two basic changes in the Late *IE consonant system: (1) loss of the labial element in the *labiovelars (*kw, *gW, *gWh > k, g, gh); (2) affrication ultimately leading in most cases to spirantization of the *palatals (*k̂, *ĝ, *ĝh > *c̄, j̄, j̄h, thence > Skt ś, j, h; Iranian s, z; OPers. θ, d̄; Lith. š, ž; Slavic s, z).

With Slavic and partly with Baltic it also shares a peculiar rule (the “ruki” rule – or set of rules), affecting *s after *r, *t, *k, *l. In these environments, s was retracted to š, which remains in Sanskrit (and then developed to f in Iranian and eventually to χ in Slavic). It also shares with Slavic a so-called Second Palatalization involving the new velar (originally labiovelar) series before front vowels (k, g > ŋ, j [the latter in Slavic then > ŋ]) – but this appears to have happened independently in the two branches.3 Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian also have in common certain peculiarities of declension and conjugation and a number of special lexical items (e.g. words for ‘holy’, ‘God’, ‘mountain’, ‘bright’, ‘dark’, ‘black’, ‘cold’, ‘to praise’, ‘fear’, ‘to be released’, ‘to call’, ‘to awaken’).

With Greek,4 Indo-Iranian shares another set of important common features of
The historical context and development of Indo-Aryan conjugation and declension, the most salient of which is the "augment" (prefixed \(a\)- in Skt, \(e\)- in Gk) as a sign of the past.\(^5\) It also shares at least one phonological feature, the merger of +\(\text{IE}^1\text{ŋ}1\) (syllabic nasals) with \(a\): Skt \(a\)-\(j\text{n}a\)-, Gk \(a\)-\(gn\text{ō}stos\) vs. Eng. cog. \(un\)-couth.

### 3.2 Migration hypotheses and associated problems

Some of the special features shared with Greek seem to be common innovations rather than common preservations, presupposing a long period of close contact after the general Indo-European dispersal. This poses problems for the earlier location of the Indo-Iranian speakers and the route taken by them to India and Iran.

A prior location south of the Urals accords best with a proven exchange of vocabulary with Finno-Ugric (this language group may once have been located further to the south and east),\(^6\) with the distribution of the prehistoric Andronovo culture (equated by some archaeologists with the Indo-Iranians), and perhaps also with the special relationship with Slavic. (Although the location of the Proto-Slavs even two thousand years later is not definitely known, it was certainly further to the west, probably in the Carpathian foothills and to the northeast of them. Their location at this early period is even more speculative. It is possible, however, that the Dnieper river served as a line of communication between Slavs and Indo-Iranians at this time just as it did much later between Slavs and Iranians [Scythians].)

This also accords with a migration route east of the Caspian, as does the existence of the group of languages now called Nuristani (section 2.1.18 above), thought to be an archaic offshoot of Proto-Indo-Iranian (see Chapter 8), in the Hindu Kush region of Afghanistan, and with archaeological evidence showing the displacement of the older culture in northern Iran around 3500–3000 BC (Gimbutas 1970).\(^7\) It seems to be increasingly clear that the Indo-Iranians halted for a rather long period in northeastern Iran and Bactria before pushing on into either India or western Iran.

All this does not accord well with the Greek connection, however, insofar as the latter implies contact between Proto-Greeks and Proto-Indo-Iranians after they left the Indo-European staging area. The linguistic ancestors of the Greeks are assumed to have come from the north, via the Balkans. Estimates of the date of their arrival in Greece vary from 2500 BC to 1500 BC, with the weight of opinion inclining to c. 1900 BC (Wyatt 1970). In any case, they did not move eastward to colonize the coasts of Asia Minor until the eighth century BC. Long before this, from the nineteenth century BC, the heartland of Asia Minor had been dominated by the Hittites, later joined by other groups of Indo-
European affinity, none of whom, except possibly the Phrygians, had any special relation to the Indo-Iranians. A temporary association of Proto-Greek and Proto-Indo-Iranian speakers (and Proto-Armenians) prior to their separate southward migrations (but after the departure of other Indo-European “dialect” groups, and a rupture of the Indo-Iranian connection with Balto-Slavic) is a possibility – indeed, it would seem, the only possibility, providing the datings can be harmonized.

Two bits of data that have long posed a problem are: (1) evidence of an Indo-Iranian ruling class (identified as such by their names and characteristic deities, known from cuneiform documents preserved mainly in Hittite archives) in the Mitanni kingdom, which flourished in northeastern Syria 1500–1300 BC; and (2) absence of any mention of Indo-Iranians in western Iran in Assyrian records prior to the tenth century BC. In other words, Indo-Iranians appear in northern Syria a full half millennium before their appearance in western Iran. How did they get there? If not from the east, certainly also not very plausibly from the west via Asia Minor (although this used to be suggested): this would have taken them through the Hittite domains from which we get most of the evidence for their presence in Mitanni; it is also at odds with indications of their presence at the same time or earlier in northeastern Iran and Bactria.

Burrow (1955) tried to solve the problem by bringing the Mitanni rulers-to-be straight over the Caucasus, in a movement separate from the main Indo-Iranian migration. This suggestion had the merit of placing them with the Hurrians, the rank-and-file of the Mitanni kingdom over whom they ruled (and whose language in the main they seem to have adopted, retaining only some proper names, names of deities, horsemanship and gambling terms): the Hurrians are thought to have come from the Caucasus.

To call these Mitanni kings “Indo-Iranians”, however, is to beg an important question. There has been a controversy on this point among scholars since the discovery of the data in 1907. Some have held that these linguistic fragments are specifically Indo-Aryan. Others including Burrow (1955) held they represent undifferentiated Indo-Iranian, before the split between Iranian and Indo-Aryan.

The two views have implications for the history of the Indo-Iranian languages. An Indo-Aryan identification would demand an earlier dating of the Iranian/Indo-Aryan split; with it have also been associated speculations regarding the route taken by the Aryans to India (e.g., the Asia Minor route mentioned above), or, possibly a back migration of Aryans from India. (If the latter, the date of the Aryan settlement of India would have to be moved back far enough to allow not only for them to reach Syria by 1500 BC, but also for their language to have died out by then, leaving only the terminological residue noted above.) A Proto-Indo-
Iranian identification would allow a later date for the split, although it would not demand it, since the Mitanni fragments could represent a fossilized preservation of an earlier linguistic stage by a small group who left the main body before the split. There is no question of the Mitanni rulers representing the main body of Proto-Indo-Iranians, since their language was already dead.

By 1973 Burrow had accepted the cumulative arguments, best represented by Thieme (1960) and Mayrhofer (1966) (see also Mayrhofer 1973) that the Mitanni fragments are indeed Indo-Aryan (better called Proto-Indo-Aryan) and proceeded to reconstruct the scenario as follows to accord with the other evidence, including the new arguments for a much earlier date (1100 BC at the latest) for the reforms of Zoroaster:

1. The split between Indo-Aryan and Iranian-speakers occurred no later than 2000 BC, probably earlier.
2. The split was originally a north/south one, rather than east/west as might appear from the modern distribution of these languages.
3. The southern branch, the Proto-Indo-Aryans (the Indo- portion of the term being somewhat out of place, since they had not reached India yet), moved south, via Central Asia, first, occupying initially northeastern Iran, Afghanistan, and Bactria, but eventually moving also into northwestern Iran.
4. Such Proto-Indo-Aryan settlements in northwestern Iran, for which some circumstantial evidence exists (e.g., in hostile Zoroastrian references to daeva-worship in Mazanderan, and in a possible Indo-Aryan etymology for the name of Lake Urmiya), were a likely source for the antecedents of the Mitanni kings. Evidence for their language indicates a “Pre-Vedic” phase of Indo-Aryan.
5. Meanwhile, Proto-Indo-Aryans from Afghanistan and Bactria began moving (c. 1500 BC) into adjacent northwest India (now Pakistan), to which their center of gravity eventually shifted, and where the Vedic language and religion were further characterized.
6. A portion of the northern branch (= Proto-Iranians) then also moved south from Central Asia no later than the fourteenth century BC, into the areas in northeastern Iran and Bactria which had been lightly occupied by the onward-moving Proto-Indo-Aryans; here Zoroaster was born and inaugurated his religious reforms. (Some of the Proto-Iranians – the Proto-Scythians – apparently remained in the steppe region, which they dominated in the first millennium BC.)
7. Fired by zeal for their new religion, the southern Iranians proceeded
to convert or extirpate remaining pockets (e.g., in northwestern Iran) of Proto-Indo-Aryans who adhered to the old Indo-Iranian religion, and eventually moved to occupy also southwestern Iran, where ultimately, in amalgamation with the high civilizations of the earlier inhabitants (Elamites and others), their great empire arose.

8. A few Proto-Indo-Aryan (according to Burrow) remnants found refuge in inaccessible valleys of the Hindu Kush and became the ancestors of the Nuristani (“Kafiri”) tribes, isolated from the Vedic Aryans.

9. Despite identification of the Mitanni rulers as (Proto)-Indo-Aryans, there is thus no necessity and no basis for seeing in the Mitanni evidence any indication either of the route taken by the main Indo-Aryan group or of any back-migration of Indo-Aryans from the Punjab.

Burrow's hypothesis (J RAS 1973: 123–40) has been given in some detail because it seems best to satisfy the requirements of the varied kinds of evidence that must be taken into account: the archaeological evidence, the relationship between the Avestan and Vedic languages and religion, the distribution of Iranian peoples at a later period, the Assyrian and Hittite records, the existence of the Nuristani languages, and toponymic evidence.

The date most commonly accepted for the Aryan movement into India is 1500 BC – or broadly speaking, since it seems to have been a gradual, continuing movement, 1700–1200 BC. The only archaeological culture that so far might possibly be connected to the Aryans, the Painted Grey Ware culture of the Western Ganges valley, is dated (C−14) to around the eleventh century BC (Thapar 1966: 30fn). This would represent a phase of settlement subsequent to the first phase centered on the Upper Indus and the valley of the Kabul river.

3.3 The traditional Indian view

It must be noted that all of this does not accord with Indian tradition, which retains no memory of any migration from an earlier home outside India. (It does retain, in the Ramayana epic, a possible memory of Aryan penetration of the South of India, and also, in the story recorded in the Satapatha Brahmana of the stopping of the fire-god Agni at the river Gandak in Bihar, of their movement eastward down the Ganges valley.) This is not a matter for great surprise, as very few if any of the Indo-European peoples have any memory of their previous wanderings. What we know of any of these must be pieced together from stray observations of outside observers and inferred from philological evidence. Mean-
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while, the traditions of each Indo-European people have become thoroughly intermingled with those of the previous occupants of their respective lands as they put down local roots and evolved newly composite cultures and identities.

Although spokesmen for the traditional Indian view continue to try to fight back with selective modern arguments, the philological evidence alone does not allow an Indian origin of the Aryans. In addition to the special relationship with Balto-Slavic and Finno-Ugric, neither of which is likely to have moved very far from its original location, there is the matter of the nature of the common vocabulary shared by Sanskrit with the rest of Indo-European, which points to a more northerly ultimate home.

Among many such examples, Friedrich (1970: 169) notes that the paucity of *IE tree words in Indic suggests "a movement into a radically different environment." The handful that were preserved ('birch', 'willow', possibly 'pine') are "northern" trees that have analogs somewhere in the Indian environment, if only in the Lower Himalayas and Hindu Kush. (The willow, of course, is also characteristic of the Bactrian intermediate home.) The Himalayan species of birch (*Betula utilis*, in English sometimes called the Jacquemon tree) is different from the European *Betula pendula*, but the *IE word (Skt bhūra > H. bhoj, N. bhuj) seems to have been readily enough transferred to it. (The retention of this word in languages as far south as Marathi and Oriya, despite the fact that the genus *Betula* is not found outside the Himalayan zone, is probably due to the importance of *Betula utilis* in traditional Ayurvedic medicine.) Sanskrit also preserves an *IE word for 'snow' (hima), no doubt again with the aid of the Himalayan subenvironment (*himālaya* = 'abode of snow'), outside of which it is not part of the experience of Indo-Aryan-speaking peoples (apart from the Gypsies).

The names of things peculiar to India, on the other hand, are for the most part either borrowed or coined (rather than "primitive"), either of which may be taken as an indication that the thing in question is new to the speakers of a language. Typically Indian items for naming which Sanskrit resorted to borrowing include the banana (*kadalī* < prob. Austroas.); cotton (*karpāsa* < prob. Austroas.); pepper (*marica* < likely Austroas.); palm (*tāla* < Drav.); lotus (*kamala, kumuda, kuvalaya, nalina* < all prob. Drav., + *padma* < unknown, but not IE); sandalwood (*candana* < Drav.); banyan (*va(a*< prob. Drav. 'rope'); mongoose (*nakula* < prob. Austroas., showing typical prefix); lion (*sīnha* < unknown); peacock (*mayūra* < Drav. [see below, note 11]); and rice in various forms (*vṛhi, sālī, tandula*, all < non-IE) — not to speak of other non-animal foodstuffs characteristic of the area.⁹

Sanskrit resorted to *description* when it came to: the mango (*āmra*) and tamarind (*āmlā*), both apparently < *amla* 'sour'; elephant (*hastin* = 'having a
hand’, apparently a calque on Drav.: cf. Tamil kayam ‘elephant’, kay ‘hand’; buffalo (mahīṣa = ‘the great one’, possibly also a calque on Drav.); monkey (vānara = ‘forest-er’, cf. Malay orang-utan ‘man of the forest’); cobra (phāṇakara = ‘producing a hood’); python (ajagara = ‘goat-swallower’); and possibly the tiger (vṛghra < ⱕ ⱕ ⱕ ‘smell, sniff at something’ > ‘one who discerns by sniffing, the sniffer’ – or a folk etymology along these lines of a Drav. loan-word, cf. Tamil vēnkaḷ, Tel. vēngi); the list could be extended.¹⁰

None of this is in the least surprising – unless one is trying to establish that Indo-Aryan is indigenous to India. Dravidian, on the other hand, although some hold it also to be non-indigenous, apparently did possess “primitive” terms for a number of these and similar items. (A note of caution is necessary here, however. The native Dravidian vocabulary has not been reconstructed. Burrow and Emeneau’s Dravidian etymological dictionary [1960] only assembles materials for it. Even the question of borrowing between Dravidian and Austroasiatic would take us too far afield, and it is possible that some of these items were borrowed from the language(s), now vanished, of some pre-Dravidian indigenous population of peninsular India.)

The Aryans of India have more excuse than most for their lapse of memory. Not only was their penetration of the subcontinent a gradual one, extending over many generations: it took place from an area immediately outside it, and not so different from the areas they first entered. They had moreover been settled in the former for a long period after leaving the ultimate Indo-European (or Indo-Iranian) staging area further to the north. Their immediate memory would have been of that more recent home, which moreover was not left entirely behind. It remained in a shadowy way in the Aryan orbit, seesawing between Indian and Iranian control until the spread of Islam and finally the rise of the European colonial empires in the nineteenth century which divided the world differently.

(Rather different scenarios for the Indo-European migrations have recently been proposed by Gamkrelidze and Ivanoff [1984], and as this book goes to press, by Renfrew [1988]. These proposals cannot be discussed here – critical reaction is still emerging. They do not (except in the case of one of Renfrew’s alternative hypotheses) affect the basic point of the extra-Indian origin of the Aryans, and most of the preceding and following arguments still seem valid.)

3.4 The new linguistic environment
In any case, it is clear that the incoming Aryans did not find the subcontinent empty. Preceding them were peoples speaking languages of other linguistic stocks, some of which are still vigorously represented in the subcontinent today.

To what stock the language or languages of the highly advanced pre-Aryan
Indus valley ("Harappan") civilization, with its planned cities and as of this writing still undeciphered script, belonged is not clear. This civilization was centered in Sind and Gujarat, with extensions to the Punjab (including the major site of Harappa), northern Rajasthan, to northwestern UP, and even, as recent discoveries show, to a corner of Maharashtra. Sind and Gujarat seem to have been areas initially avoided by the Aryans, who may have kept closer to the cooler foothills in the first phases of their penetration, although violent confrontation with the Harappans in the Punjab is a possibility, particularly in the light of the vivid descriptions of attacks on fortified cities in the *Rig Veda*. The civilization seems to have continued peacefully in Gujarat until a comparatively late period, i.e. 800 BC (Fairservis 1975: 307), after which it dissolved into the subsequent culture, which makes that area one of prime importance in detecting any Harappan influence on Aryan language and culture.

A strong but as yet unproven contender for the language of the Harappans is the Dravidian stock, which we have already had occasion to mention. It is represented today by the great languages of culture of southern India (*Tamil*, *Telugu*, *Kannada*, and *Malayalam*), as well as by non-literary languages in east-central and northeastern India – and importantly for the Harappan argument, by a linguistic relic far to the northwest in Baluchistan, *Brahui*. This, along with the presence of Dravidian loanwords in Vedic (*khala* ‘threshing floor’, *mayūra* ‘peacock’, etc.), as well as much more numerously in Classical Sanskrit, has been taken to indicate a former much wider distribution of Dravidian.

There have been other pre-Aryan archaeological cultures identified in India, evidently non-Harappan, about whose languages even less can be conjectured. These cultures include those of stockade-building cattle-breeders in Karnataka and of agricultural villagers in Maharashtra and southern Rajasthan.

A second major non-Aryan stock confronting the newcomers at some point, however, was the Austroasiatic, which, unlike Dravidian, does have clear affinities outside the subcontinent, namely to the east, in the Indo-Chinese peninsula. It once prevailed there (prior to the Tai and Burmese invasions from the north), and there are located its major languages of culture (*Khmer* or *Cambodian*, *Mon*, and *Vietnamese*).

The Austroasiatic family is represented in India today by two branches. The *Munda* branch, formerly called *Kolarian*, is presently concentrated in the forested hilly region in the northeast of peninsular India (in southern Bihar, Orissa, northeastern Andhra Pradesh, and border areas of West Bengal), with one outlying westerly representative (*Korku*) in the Mahadeo hills overlooking the Narbada valley, north of Maharashtra. Like Dravidian it must once have been more widespread. It is likely that a considerable portion of the peasantry in Bihar
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south of the Ganges, and in Orissa and parts of West Bengal (Chatterji 1926: 101, Mansinha 1962: 16) represents former Munda-speakers who have switched to Aryan (although Dravidian-speakers were and are also represented in these tracts). Grierson would go further. He saw a Munda substratum in North Bihar also, extending to Nepal and adjacent submontane tracts far to the west – largely on the basis of linguistic typology (*LSI I.1: 35, 132; 3.1: 273*). Munda is taken by some to be as plausible a candidate as Dravidian for the language of the pre-Aryan population of present-day Uttar Pradesh, but it must be noted that loanwords from Dravidian, which entered Sanskrit mainly at the time of the Aryan occupation of the Ganges plain (Burrow 1955: 386–7), are much more numerous than loanwords from Munda in Sanskrit. There is less reason still, in view of the eastward connections of the Munda stock, and lacking any positive evidence, to bring it further to the west as a candidate for the language of the Harappans.

The other branch of the Austroasiatic stock, **Mon-Khmer**, is now represented in India proper only by the **Khasi** language of the former hill region of Assam now constituting the new state of Meghalaya with its capital at Shillong. It seems always to have been fairly remote from the Aryan advance and not to have affected the results directly, except perhaps locally in the case of Assamese. It may once have had a greater extension – but toward the east: it is closely related to the Palaung-Wa languages of parts of northern Burma and southern China, whose territory was constricted not by the spread of Indo-Aryan, but by the spread of Tibeto-Burman. There may be echoes of the matrilineal and quasi-matriarchal society of the Khasis in the Early New Indo-Aryan legends of the Land of Female Magicians, Kudali, supposedly lying somewhere in Assam.

**Tibeto-Burman** is the third major non-Aryan stock of which we must take note. Although it is represented by many languages, they are confined to the subcontinent’s northern and eastern borderlands. It is apparently more recent in the latter area than Austroasiatic, whose continuity it interrupts. It too once occupied more extensive territories, including not only the entire Assam valley, which it still overlooks from the hills on all sides and from outposts within it, but according to Chatterji (1926: 79, 154) also East and North Bengal.

A fourth stock is represented by a single language, **Burushaski**, with no known affinities. It is spoken in two dialects by about 30,000 persons in Gilgit-Hunza in the extreme north of Pakistan, in the valleys of two upper tributaries of the Indus. Opinions differ regarding the former extent of this language, the speakers of which are among those select world mountaineers with fabulous longevities. Burrow (1954: 375) suggests it may always have been “an isolated unit in a remote mountain tract,” although perhaps occupying a somewhat larger territory than at
present. Grierson (1915, *LSI* 8.1: Introd. note), however, thought that it had occupied the “whole tract of country in which the Dardic languages are now spoken” – i.e. most of the Upper Indus system including Nuristan. A few Burushaski loanwords do occur in some of these languages: e.g., Shina 3ākun ‘ass’; Shina of Dras phu ‘fire’; Prasun iul ‘belly’; and, curiously, the word for ‘iron’ (from Burush. chomar) in Kati, Waigali, Kalasha, Khowar, Gawarbati, Pashai, Gawri, Torwali, and Shina.

It should be noted that not only Dravidian and Munda, but also Tibeto-Burman and Burushaski have grammatical features that turn up in later Indo-Aryan. Prominent among the latter is the ergative construction (see Chapter 10).

(A fifth stock, the *Tai*, is also present today in the far northeast of India in the form of the *Khamti* language, but it is a latecomer to the area, much later than Indo-Aryan itself, and therefore was not part of the new linguistic environment in which Indo-Aryan found itself upon its arrival or during its subsequent spread.)

Hints of the existence of other stocks, since vanished, within the subcontinent come from the discovery of languages like *Nahali*, spoken by less than one thousand persons mainly in and around a single village in Nimar District, southwestern Madhya Pradesh (where a peculiar Indo-Aryan dialect is also spoken), the core of which does not seem to be related to any of the stocks listed above, and from loanwords in Sanskrit and later Indo-Aryan that cannot be traced to any known indigenous non-Aryan or foreign source. Examples in Sanskrit are: ikṣu ‘sugarcane’; ṛoti kā ‘bread’; sāli ‘rice’; vihari ‘rice’; kodrava ‘Paspalum millet’; sūraṇa ‘a kind of yam’; bhīndā ‘okra’; kusumbhā ‘safflower’; mendhikā ‘henna’; khalla ‘leather’; badara ‘jujube-plum’; tinduka ‘round gourd-vegetable’; sinhā ‘lion’; padma ‘lotus’. In, e.g., Hindi, there are also: bājra ‘pearl millet’; jvār ‘sorghum millet’; cāval ‘rice’; urad ‘black gram’; supāri ‘betel-nut’; rū ‘cotton wool’; hengā ‘harrow’, etc. It should be noted that some of these items are culturally very important. (It is possible that some of these words, along with the products themselves, may be of African origin.) Many attributions to Dravidian or (especially) Austroasiatic in, e.g., Mayrhofer (1956–72), turn out to be mere guesses rather than etymologies.

Shifts in language have not been uncommon in South Asia, and in some cases seem to have occurred more than once, e.g., from Munda to Dravidian to Indo-Aryan, or from Mon-Khmer to Tibeto-Burman to Indo-Aryan. We see clearly only the most recent phases. Although hints of earlier phases are often still embedded in a language, inferences remain largely speculative. Grierson, for one, was not thereby deterred from some very elaborate speculation. For example, regarding *Pahari* languages, he concluded that they betray evidence of successive layers of Munda, Tibeto-Burman, *Khaśa* (originally Dardic, itself
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allegedly underlain by Burushaski), Gurjara (possibly of non-Aryan Central Asia origin), and Rajasthani elements (LSI 1.1: 179–81; 9.4: 14–16) – in different proportions in different parts of the Pahari area, to which should be added latter-day influence from Punjabi in the west, Hindi in the center, and Maithili in the east.

Such was the new linguistic environment in which Indo-Aryan found itself, hardly a vacuum, already complicated by the presence and mutual encounters of preceding linguistic stocks. The picture would not be complete without noting that, whatever the occasion of their separation, the Iranian cousins of Indo-Aryan soon brought up the rear and came to adjoin it on the west, in places themselves spilling into the subcontinent proper. The precise sequence of these movements is not clear, but from the fact that Indo-Aryan now counts among its immediate neighbors, Baluchi, Parachi, and Ormuri, which are genetically West Iranian (related most closely to Kurdish), it seems that the present situation is not a simple continuation of the relationships that prevailed at the time of the first Aryan settlement.

The neighborhood is rounded out in northeastern Afghanistan by another set of cousins, the Nuristani languages already referred to, which according to modern opinion are either pre-Vedic Proto-Indo-Aryan (Burrow), or go back to the period of Indo-Iranian unity (possibly even earlier), and early lodged in the most inaccessible valleys of the Hindu Kush. The knot of mountains at the northwest corner of the subcontinent is thus presently a refuge for an interesting array of linguistic relics: (1) the unclassifiable Burushaski; (2) the Nuristani languages; (3) the archaic East Iranian “Pamir” languages (beyond the Nuristani languages generally on the north side of the Hindu Kush); (4) the archaic Indo-Aryan “Dardic” languages (adjoining Nuristani on the south and east); (5) notably archaic dialects of Tibetan (Balti, Ladakhi) to the northeast of “Dardic”; and (6) the displaced West-Iranian Parachi and Ormuri. The intricate pattern of hidden valleys and mountain barriers in the Upper Indus system, and beyond the divide in the Upper Oxus (Skt aksu) system, seems to have provided ample opportunity to get lost for many small groups preferring such security to the greater opportunities and risks of life on the richer plains. The Pashto language has long been encroaching on many of these, however, and some of them are now reduced to dwindling islands in a sea of Pashto speech. A similar encroachment by Tajik is reported on the Soviet side.

3.5 Subsequent spread of Indo-Aryan in the subcontinent and beyond

Once inside the mountain barrier, Indo-Aryan quickly became the dominant factor in the subsequent linguistic history of the subcontinent, and influenced that
of regions beyond it. The non-Aryan languages in the area that developed literatures did so (with the exception of the language of the Harappans – if indeed it had a literature and not just a system for recording commercial transactions) after the arrival of Indo-Aryan and under direct or indirect Aryan tutelage. This is true not only of the four Dravidian literary languages, but also of Tibetan, Burmese, Newari (in Nepal), Meithei (Manipur), and further east, of Mon, Cambodian, Cham (a language once prevalent in central-coastal Vietnam), Lao, Shan, Thai, and even faraway Javanese in Indonesia. It was, of course, no longer quite the same Indo-Aryan that had entered India, having absorbed meanwhile elements from the pre-Aryan stocks to the point where it could, in the form of Classical Sanskrit or Pali, indeed act as a unifying cultural force throughout this vast and diverse area.

Alongside the physical extension of the settlement of the Indo-Aryan speakers, there were thus two additional kinds of “Aryanization” that took place in the Indian realm. One involved the wholesale adoption of Aryan speech at all levels of society by an indigenous population. The other involved retention of non-Aryan speech in an Aryan garb and its cultivation under the tutelage of Sanskrit (or Pali). Although there was no Aryanization of the first type (involving migration of Aryan speakers) outside the subcontinent except initially in Sri Lanka, all three situations are to be found within it. The lines dividing them are not hard and fast ones, however. There were stages of transition between them, and coexistence of more than one type on the same territory (e.g., Nepali and Newari in Nepal). Moreover, former Aryan-speakers could and did get integrated into eventual “Aryanized non-Aryan” speech communities (particularly in South India).

Aryanization of the third type in some cases involved saturation of vocabularies with Indo-Aryan elements to such an extent that casual observers (such as early Europeans) and sometimes even native scholars could be misled as to the genetic affinities of such a language (e.g., Telugu) – particularly when Indo-Aryan itself had meanwhile also been transformed structurally by non-Aryan influences. Such an “Aryanized non-Aryan” language may actually have a higher proportion of Aryan vocabulary (presumably not, however, basic vocabulary – a relatively recent concept) than a genetically Aryan language which has subsequently come under heavy Perso-Arabic influence. Such languages are also in some sense in the Aryan orbit, and might be called the linguistic stepchildren of Indo-Aryan, in contrast with, as it were, its blood descendants. Only the latter are the subject of this book, but the others are part of the larger family picture.

Indo-Aryan settlement, with attendant Aryanization of the first type, appar-
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...proceeded piecemeal via the northern Punjab first into and then down the Ganges valley. Bihar was Aryanized in some sense by the time of the Buddha (i.e. prior to the sixth century BC), although there seems to have been a relapse in Bihar south of the Ganges after the collapse of the great empires based in Magadha (Mauryas, Śungas, Guptas) – depopulation, infiltration of non-Aryan settlers probably of Munda affinity, and their slow re-Aryanization. Bengal was not Aryanized until the Gupta period (fourth century AD) or even later (Chatterji 1926: 76, 79). Orissa remained outside the Aryan pale, at least in the first sense, as late as the seventh century AD (Chatterji 1926: 78, based on remarks of the Chinese pilgrim Hsuan Tsang). In a sense the Aryanization of Orissa, Assam, and North Bengal is still under way, as is that of Nepal.

Some form of Indo-Aryan thrust southward – on the west side of the peninsula, not the east – is put by some authorities around the eighth century BC. One basis for this is the extension of the Northern Black Polished Ware, associated with the urbanizing period of the Aryanized culture of the Ganges valley, into the northwestern Deccan at about this time, when it replaced earlier microlithic and chalcolithic cultures (Thapar 1966: 25–6). The earlier Painted Grey Ware, mentioned above as possibly associated with the first wave of Aryan expansion into the Ganges valley, is not found in the Deccan.

Indo-Aryan speech established itself in Sri Lanka according to tradition in the fifth century BC, probably carried by settlers from the west coast (Gujarat), supplemented by later ones from somewhere in eastern India. From Sri Lanka it spread to the Maldives in the ninth or tenth centuries AD – unless we subscribe to the theory that these islands were settled at about the same time as Sri Lanka itself.

The vicissitudes of Indo-Aryan in the peninsula are complex. The Mauryan occupation of the south (third century BC) seems to have been without lasting linguistic effects. There are Asokan pillar edicts inscribed in Early Middle Indo-Aryan which are now deep in Dravidian-speaking territory. The so-called Andhra or Śatavahana empire (first century BC to second century AD), with its capital at Paithan in modern Maharashtra, is thought to have played a more significant role in the Aryanization of at least the northern half of the peninsula. It used a form of Middle Indo-Aryan as its administrative language. Yet it appears that subsequently an Aryanization of the third type, crystallizing around the Kannada and Telugu languages, arrested or delayed an Aryanization of the second type in the Deccan. Later dynasties ruling in what is now Maharashtra (Rashtrakutas, Yadavas) were Kannada-speaking and used Kannada in their inscriptions (along with Sanskrit) up to the eve of the Muslim conquest (fourteenth century). By that...
time they had begun to patronize Marathi also, and Marathi phrases or lines were beginning to appear in their inscriptions. The earliest of these is strangely from Sravana Belgola, now in the heart of the Kannada country.

Suddenly Marathi is everywhere. Where did it come from? It does not seem to be a simple scenario of Indo-Aryan pushing Dravidian southward, but rather of a longstanding bilingualism involving coexisting social groups, of which different ones had the upper hand at different times. During one phase of this process, apparently the upper hand went to the speakers of an “Aryanized non-Aryan” language (Kannada), while the Aryan speech itself, the ancestor of modern Marathi, meanwhile continued to make headway among the humbler strata of society.

The earlier Maharashtri Prakrit was cultivated under the Satavahanas, but it does not seem to have been the only language. There is some difference of opinion as to whether it is necessarily to be associated with Maharashtra. Sukumar Sen (1960: 20) writes, “There is no reason to assign Māhārāṣṭrī to a fixed dialect area.” Most authorities seem to agree with Woolner, however, who holds (1975 [1928]: 5) that it is indeed “based on the old spoken language of the country of the Godavari, and contains many features that survive as peculiarities of modern Marathi.” Similarly, Master (1964: 2): “There are already words in the Sattasai of Hala (c. AD 400–500) which are peculiar to Marathi.” Bloch (1920: 32) speaks without hesitation of “la forme du moyen indien marathe”. K. M. Munshi (1967: 21), however, citing various authorities, says that the ancestor of Marathi was further north in Asoka’s day, was pushed south by the ancestor of Gujarati, and was not in any case the prevailing language of present-day Maharashtra, which until at least the ninth century was Kannada. This, he notes, explains the influence of both Maharashtri and Kannada on Gujarati. He reminds us that Gujarat itself (to say nothing of Maharashtra) is for some purposes, e.g., traditional classification of Brahmans into Pancha Gauda and Pancha Dravida orders, in the “Dravida” column.

The total picture may be quite complex: not all of the pieces are yet in place or well understood. (See Southworth 1971 for a speculative but enlightened reconstruction of some aspects of it utilizing the concepts of pidginization and creolization.) In some respects (i.e. morphologically) Marathi is paradoxically quite conservative. Another noteworthy feature is the presence of caste dialects: in this it somewhat resembles its Dravidian neighbors rather than its northern Aryan sisters.

Indo-Aryan languages have thus established themselves variously over Dravidian, Munda, Tibeto-Burman, and probably other substrata. (Peculiarities in Northwest Indo-Aryan – Sindhi, “Lahnda” – led Grierson [L S I 8.2: 1–7, 235] to
postulate a “Dardic” substratum as well in that area. On the other hand, that was the area of the Harappan civilization, the discovery of which postdates Grierson’s hypothesis, with its unknown language.) As noted above, that was not the only possible scenario: the earlier language could arm itself with Aryan weapons and survive as the ruling language.

There is a certain inexorability about the Indo-Aryan advance, however. The dynamics of the process can best be studied in Maharashtra, Orissa, Assam, and Nepal. In the latter, direct government intervention has been a factor: not only was Nepali officially promoted but the rival Newari language (cultivated under Sanskrit influence from the twelfth century) was banned during the Rana period (1846–1950). According to Grierson (LSI 3.1: 283) books in Limbu (another Tibeto-Burman language of eastern Nepal) were also forbidden and burnt when found.

### 3.6 Foreign influences and contacts

The subsequent external history of Indo-Aryan is not confined, however, to the gradual Aryanization (in all the above senses) of the subcontinent and its offshore islands. New elements continued to be added to the linguistic, cultural, and racial brew.

Most importantly, the Aryans could not close the northwestern gate behind them, and were followed in due course by a succession of further invaders from Central Asia and the Iranian plateau. Most of these were speakers of Indo-European or even more closely related Iranian languages and for the earlier period it is difficult to sort out their linguistic impact. In the pre-Muslim period it must have been in any case confined to the northwestern quadrant of the subcontinent, east as far as Mathura and south to Gujarat. First came the Achaemenid Persians (sixth century BC), then the Bactrian Greeks (second century BC), then the Šakas (first century BC), the Kushanas (first century AD), and finally the Hunas (fifth century AD), with possibly other peoples following in the wake of the last.

Among the latter are sometimes numbered the Gurjaras, who gave their name to Gujarat and to two districts in the Punjab (Gujrat, Gujranwala) and furnished an important early medieval North Indian imperial dynasty, the Gurjara-Pratihāras of Kannauj. Some have seen a Central Asian origin for the Gurjaras. S. K. Chatterji thought they might be “possibly Dardic.” A key element in these speculations is the presence of the tribe or caste of herdsmen called Gujars. They are an important element in the population of Rajasthan and are also found in parts of western UP, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, Kashmir, and beyond the Indus in Chitral (Pakistan) and on into northeastern Afghanistan. They are not found
south of Gujarat. In the northwestern areas of their distribution, the Gujarats have maintained their own language, as noted in the survey in Chapter 2 (section 1.20). The trail, in other words, seems to point northwestward. The only trouble is, Gujarati is not a Central Asian language, or even a “Dardic” language: its closest relations are with Northeastern Rajasthani (Mewati). It is possible that they acquired this language after coming to India, subsequently migrating back in the direction from which they had come, but it is also possible that they are merely a group native to Rajasthan, some elements of which happened to come to power in the confused centuries after the Huna disruptions (and other elements of which later began to move northwesternward). Their sudden historical prominence does not prove foreign origin: the appearance of the Marathas is equally mysterious. The ethnographic picture we have of India in earlier eras is very incomplete.

Of the early invaders, only the Huns (＝Huns), whose impact was mainly destructive, seem to have spoken a non-Indo-European language. The Sakas (＝Scythians) spoke a language of Iranian stock. Concerning the Kushanas, who are of major cultural importance, there has been some confusion due to two senses of the word Tocharian. The Kushanas were descendants of a people known to the Chinese as Yüeh-chi and to classical and Arab writers as Tocharians, but their language was apparently a form of Scythian (Saka) spoken in Chinese Turkestan. The mysterious Indo-European Centum language known as Tocharian was spoken by a neighboring people (hence the confusion) called by the Turks Toghrī, who seem never to have left their oasis homes. (They called themselves Arshi [＝Aryans?] and may be the people called Wusun by the Chinese.) Both usages are by now too well-established to hope to change them. There has been an attempt to clarify the confusion – by calling the Tocharian speakers false Tocharians and the Scythian-speaking Yüeh-chi (>Kushanas) true Tocharians – which would seem only to make things worse.

The later or Muslim phase of incursions from the northwest, beginning in the eleventh century (the Arab attempt at conquest in the eighth century was confined to Sind by a defense mounted by the above-mentioned Gurjaras), had a linguistic impact that was eventually felt in every corner of the subcontinent, although most deeply in the northwest. This was mainly through the agency of the Persian language, which became and remained the language of administration for nearly a millennium. The Turki (Eastern Turkic) speech of some of these invaders, however, which is known to have been retained domestically for several generations (e.g., by the Mughals), even though the court language was Persian, may also have had an impact greater than is generally conceded. Chatterji (1926: 21–3) writes (noting there are less than one hundred Turki loanwords in Hindi) that “it does not seem as if Turki exerted any influence on Indian languages.”
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However, he also notes (p. 214) that Persian was brought to India by Turks and in India betrays many indications of Turki usage. (See Masica 1981, and Chapter 10, for at least one area of syntax that may show Turki influence, albeit partly mediated and abetted by Persian.) The Muslims, significantly, were known as “Turks” in contemporary non-Muslim sources.

Meanwhile, the subcontinent had long been open to influences by sea as well. The Indus valley civilization was in touch with Mesopotamia by sea. On the evidence of the adoption of certain crop plants, there seems to have been contact between the west coast of India and northeastern Africa and/or South Arabia at an early date (prior to 1000 B.C., when the aforementioned plants begin appearing in the Indian archaeological record). The borrowing may have extended to the names of these items in some instances. (One possibility is the word for 'lentil': H. *masūr*, Skt *masūra*-kā, [ikā], not satisfactorily explained, although Tamil *mutirai* ‘pulse in general’ is sometimes cited. The Amharic is *massar*.) There is also the matter of writing systems: the Ethiopic script operates on a principle similar to that of the Indic scripts (see Chapter 6).

Beginning in the first century AD, and continuing one way or another, with interruptions, until modern times (although the first phase ended in about the fifth century), there has been large-scale commercial contact between India and Southeast Asia. In addition to bringing Indian influence to these countries, there was a flow of new products and the names for them (e.g., cloves, Skt *lavainga* < Indonesian) back to India, which eventually became part of the common Indo-Aryan heritage.

Starting at the end of the fifteenth century, the sea brought influences from further afield – first the Portuguese, then the Dutch, English, Danes, and French. (There had been commercial contact between South India and Rome early in the Christian era, but this did not affect Indo-Aryan speaking areas, except possibly Sri Lanka.) Some of these were local or unimportant in their linguistic effects, but two, Portuguese and English, were more pervasive. Portuguese functioned for a long period as the lingua franca of trade between all Europeans and Indians; everyone coming out to India had to learn it, whether or not he learned anything else. Communities grew up which had a creolized Portuguese as their mother tongue. Some still exist in Sri Lanka and elsewhere. As is only to be expected, the impact of Portuguese is greater on the coastal languages (the reverse of that of Persian). This may be illustrated by the word for one ubiquitous New World import, the potato: Marathi, Gujarati *batāṅā*, Kannada *batāte*, but Hindi, Bengali *ālā*.

The impact of English may have been similarly coastal at first, but now it is everywhere: a typical urban conversation in any part of South Asia is sprinkled
with English words. They may be avoided in serious writing, but such speech (and
the more extreme form technically known as code-switching) is often caricatured
in less-serious writing.

The impact of all of the maritime contacts – African, Southeast Asian, Euro­
pean, with the exception of English – has been exclusively lexical. The influences
from the northwest, particularly that of Persian, have probably had grammatical
(syntactic) consequences as well, at least in some languages, and especially in
Hindi. It should be noted that the lexical impact of Persian has receded, however,
from what was probably its high point in the eighteenth century, in most Indo­
Aryan languages except Urdu, Sindhi, and “Lahnda”. Many words current then
did not take root (Chatterji 1926: 205). The impact of English has also been both
lexical and syntactic, although the latter is difficult to disentangle from the larger
question of the development of prose styles.

The catalogue of potential foreign influences would not be complete without
mention of a third direction from which foreign incursions came, namely by land
from the east. The Tai-speaking Ahoms, who already had a written language,
conquered Assam in the thirteenth century and ruled for approximately six
hundred years, until 1826. Whether because of their social habits or small
numbers, their direct linguistic impact was minimal, confined to a handful of
loanwords and place names, mostly of rivers in the immediate vicinity of Sibsagar
(their capital), many of which do not survive today (Kakati 1962: 51). Indirectly
Ahom did have an important impact on Assamese, however, by furnishing the
model for the historical prose chronicle, the buranji, one of the glories of
Assamese literature and unique in India. Not less importantly perhaps, the
Ahoms also gave Assam and its language their name (Ahom and the modern
Assamese oxom ‘Assam’ come from an attested earlier form asam, acam, prob­
ably from a Burmese corruption of the word Shanc/Shyâm, cf. “Siam”: Kakati

The Burmese incursions into Bengal and Assam in the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries were too brief to have any direct linguistic effect. They did
have an indirect effect, in that they led to British rule in Assam, and under it, the
replacement of Assamese by Bengali in administration and education for the
greater part of the nineteenth century, and thus a setback for Assamese.

3.7 The historical stages of Indo-Aryan
The long internal history of Indo-Aryan in India, spanning about 3,500 years, may
be divided linguistically into three stages: Old, Middle, and New Indo-Aryan,
conventionally (and henceforth in this book) abbreviated as OIA, MIA, and
NIA. These may be taken as corresponding roughly to the periods 1500 BC–600 BC, 600 BC–1000 AD and 1000 AD–present respectively.

These may be subdivided further into Early, Middle or ‘Second’, and Late, and attempts have been made (e.g., by Chatterji) to assign approximate dates to the latter also, but such attempts confront two additional problems: (1) a given linguistic stage was reached at different times in different areas – i.e. earlier in the east than in the west, which was more conservative; and (2) the literary languages on which our knowledge of the stages is based typically flourished (or at any rate are represented by surviving texts) at periods subsequent to those they represent linguistically, that is, when the vernacular had already evolved further. How much earlier the spoken language was current on which was based the literary dialect (represented by texts whose own date is often also uncertain) is under the circumstances a matter of guesswork.

Even if absolute dates are hard to come by, it can usually be said with a fair amount of certainty that a given literary dialect represents an “older” or a “younger” linguistic stage than another given literary dialect. A linguistic form $B$ in such a sample usually has to be derived from a linguistic form $A$ and not the other way around. On this basis, the older recorded forms of Indo-Aryan (several of which we have already had ample occasion to refer to) may be listed and classified as follows:

**I.A. Early OIA**

1. **Vedic**: based apparently on a far-western dialect, perhaps influenced by Iranian; further substages may be distinguished, the language of Books II–VII of the *Rig Veda* being the most archaic, that of the *Brāhmaṇas* and *Sūtras* the least.

**I.B. Later OIA**

1. **Classical Sanskrit**: based on a dialect of the midland (western Ganges valley, eastern Punjab, Haryana), although influenced by Vedic. Later literature was much influenced by MIA (with which it is contemporary), remaining OIA only in phonetics and morphology.

**II.A Early MIA**

1. **Aśokan Prākrits**: various regional dialects of the third century BC (eastern, east-central, southwestern, northwestern), with the notable exception of the midland, recorded in the inscriptions of the Emperor Aśoka, on rocks and pillars in various parts of the subcontinent.
2. **Pāli**: language of the Hinayana Buddhist canon and other literature, apparently based on a midland dialect possibly influenced by the original eastern forms of the remembered Buddhist discourses, and subsequently by Sanskrit. Again, the language of the metrical portion of the canon proper, or *Gathas*, is more archaic than the language of the commentaries and other literature.

3. **Early Ardhamāgadhi**: language of the earliest Jain Śūtras. (Most Ardhamāgadhi represents a later MIA stage, however [see below].)

**II.B. MIA, Second Stage**

1. **Niyā Prakrit**: administrative language of an Indo-Aryan polity (i.e. besides the Scythian and Tocharian ones) in Chinese Turkestan, known from third century AD documents, “northwestern” in type but full of Iranian and other loanwords. Akin to this but somewhat earlier (first century) is what is sometimes called *Gandhari*, the language of the Khotan manuscript of the *Dhammapada*.

2. **Ardhamāgadhi**: supposedly the ancient language of Kosala (= Oudh or modern eastern UP), known from the Jain canon (not finalized until the sixth century AD) and from early Buddhist dramas; of varying age.

3. **Later (= post-Asokan) Inscriptional Prakrit**: until replaced (fifth century) totally by Sanskrit in inscriptions.

4. **Māgadhi**: language of Bihar, and presumably of the Mauryan Empire (fourth–second centuries BC); stylized subvarieties represented by the conventionalized speech of lower-class characters in the Sanskrit drama.

5. **Sauraseni**: the standard Prakrit of the drama; it represents the stage of midland speech succeeding Pali, *mutatis mutandis*; more conservative than Magadhi or Maharashtri; another variety was cultivated by Jains.

6. **Maharashtri** (*māhārāṣṭri*): a southwestern dialect, vehicle of lyric poetry (and in another variety, mixed with Ardhamāgadhi, of Jain literature); phonologically the most advanced of the Second Stage Prakrits.

7. **Sinhala Prakrit**: language of the Sinhalese inscriptions, from the first century BC.

(To these might be added *Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit*, a Middle
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Indo-Aryan dialect in Sanskrit garb, vehicle of Mahayana Buddhist literature.)

II.C. Late (or Third Stage) MIA

1. **Apabhramśa**: literary language (= **Western or Sauraseni Apabhramśa**) based on midland speech of a later stage than Sauraseni Prakrit; somewhat influenced by local usage when cultivated in other regions; the term is also used to indicate the Late MIA stage itself, transitional to NIA. Early NIA texts show admixture of Apabhramša forms.

2. **Eļu**: “a sort of Sinhalese Apabhramśa” (Chatterji 1926: 15).

In several languages of the NIA stage there is also preserved enough older literature to warrant division into substages. As there are sometimes two, sometimes three of these, the terminology may become confusing. Thus what Kellogg (1875: 69) called “Old” Baiswāri – the language of Tulsidas’s late-sixteenth-century Rāmacaritamānasā (also called “Old” Awadhī, e.g., by Grierson 1904) – is equivalent to what is generally known as “Middle” Bengali, not to “Old” Bengali, which dates from the twelfth century. Further distinctions are sometimes usefully made: the language of the late fourteenth-century Śrīkṛṣṇakirttana (= “Early Middle Bengali”) differs from that of sixteenth–eighteenth-century texts such as the Caitanyacaritāmṛta (= “Late Middle Bengali”).

A modicum of order might be brought to this situation by postulating First, Second, and Third substages, analogous to those of MIA – with the understanding that a given substage may not be documented for a particular language (also the case, of course, in MIA). As in MIA, a given substage might be reached at different times in different parts of the Aryan area. The question at this point easily gets confused with that of literary stages. Thus the Third stage is connected with the development of modern prose styles under British influence, generally during the nineteenth century (in Bengali, Assamese, Oriya, Hindi, Gujarati, Marathi), but in some cases (Punjabi, Sindhi) not until the turn of the twentieth, and in others (Kashmiri) just now beginning. The Second stage is connected in a number of languages (Bengali, Assamese, Oriya, Marathi, Gujarati, Braj, Awadhi) with an efflorescence of Vaishnavite devotional poetry. Even if such stages are established on purely linguistic grounds, there is the matter of the cross-linguistic equivalence of the stages. Each NIA language has its separate history, and its linguistic stages may not be coordinate with those of another NIA language.

Finally it should be noted that Indo-Aryan historical linguistics is complicated,
Despite the documentation of various earlier stages, by the fact that the languages recorded at successive stages are often not in direct historical relationship with one another. This problem is not unique to Indo-Aryan, to be sure, but perhaps is present in a more acute form. Even when the general region of their provenance can be ascertained — and even this apparently simple matter is complicated by their use as literary languages far beyond those regions and by their acquiring in the process a certain composite quality — it was often a different dialect or dialectal mixture that formed the basis of the literary language at each stage. General comparisons can be made: e.g., Classical Sanskrit, Pali, Sauraseni Prakrit, Literary Apabhramsa, and various forms of Western Hindi (Khari Boli, Braj Bhasha) all do represent in a general way the language of the midland at various stages — but much qualification is necessary, especially with regard to Khari Boli.

Confusion of another sort, mainly at the popular and political levels but obtruding at the academic level as well, complicates the picture with regard to Hindi itself, as we have seen (Chapter 2, section 3). Academic as well as popular tradition includes under earlier Hindi the medieval literature in every language and dialect from western Rajasthan (Dingal) to North Bihar (Maithili), but none of these stands in direct linguistic antecedence to Modern Standard Hindi. (The closest is perhaps the mixed dialect of the Nīrguṇa poets sometimes called sādhū bhāṣā [see below] which at least incorporates some elements of Khari Boli.) Some of them even represent different branches of Indo-Aryan (see Chapter 8). The one language that is antecedent, namely Urdu, does not usually appear on the list, for reasons which have nothing to do with linguistics.

The most serious obstacle in the path of Indo-Aryan historical linguistics, however, is the paucity of data pertaining to the Late MIA and Early NIA periods, and the transition between them. For several major languages (Punjabi, Sindhi) there is no data at all from the Early NIA period; there is some literature in Old Bengali (the deliberately enigmatic Caryā songs), Old Marwari ("Old West Rajasthani"), Old Gujarati, Old Marathi (the monumental Jñānēśvari, extant however in a late-sixteenth-century revision), Old Kashmiri (lyrics of the Saivite poetess Lalla), and more doubtfully, in Old Hindi (Nathpanthi tracts of very uncertain date, and two short fragments in the Ādi Granth of the Sikhs attributed to the Sufi saint Baba Farid, d. 1266 [Chatterji 1960: 199], along with some short pieces by Amir Khusrau, d. 1325); for Marathi, Oriya, and Sinhalese we are fortunate enough to have inscriptions in addition. Late MIA is mainly represented by a literary form of one language, that of the midland (Sauraseni Apabhramsa), which was employed for compositions from Bengal in the east to Punjab and Gujarat in the west (only sparingly in Maharashtra). Into its local corruptions one must try to read indications of the actual local language. These
corruptions increase with time until in a few areas (North Bihar, eastern Rajasthan) a very mixed style of Apabhramsa and local Early NIA was in vogue. This was sometimes known as Avahaṭṭha in Bihar; in eastern Rajasthan it was semi-standardized as Pinga. Even this kind of data is missing for many areas.

The MIA/NIA hiatus is crucial, for while there is uneven documentation for some phases of MIA also, the history of MIA is essentially one of the slow erosion of OIA forms. The NIA languages, on the other hand, emerge into the light of day with radically transformed systems. Many of the details of this process, certainly one of the aspects of the history of Indo-Aryan of greatest general interest for linguistics, seem unfortunately to be inaccessible.

3.8 Sociolinguistic aspects of the history of Indo-Aryan

With the exception of the Asokan inscriptions (which are not without their own problems) and a few others, the Niya Documents, and evidence (for MIA) in contemporary descriptive grammars we must rely for information regarding older stages of Indo-Aryan on compositions, most often in verse, in self-consciously literary languages. Their status as such affects the way the linguistic information they offer must be regarded, although it is of interest for its own sake. Many features of the formation and cultivation of Indo-Aryan literary languages have universal parallels; others seem peculiarly Indian, or at least to be present there in an especially exaggerated form.

Among the former is the fact that many literary languages, Indian and non-Indian, are a composite of several dialects rather than representing one dialect in a pure form. Among the latter is the persistent anachronism of the Indo-Aryan literary languages (certain modern NIA literary styles excepted), already alluded to above. Thus Classical Sanskrit, fixed by Panini’s grammar in probably the fourth century BC on the basis of a class dialect (and preceding grammatical tradition) of probably the seventh century BC, had its greatest literary flowering in the first millennium AD and even later, much of it therefore a full thousand years after the stage of the language it ostensibly represents (and well into the Second and even the Late MIA period).

The oldest Sanskrit inscription, that of Rudradāman, a Śaka king – a foreigner – in what is now Gujarat, dates only from AD 150. The habit of making inscriptions in Sanskrit thus gradually ousts that of making them in Prakrit and not the other way around. It is as if Latin had replaced (Old) French. (The replacement of Vulgar and medieval Latin by Classical Latin for some purposes at the time of the Renaissance may be a more apt analogy – except that the main body of “Classical” literature of Sanskrit followed this development rather than preceding it by more than a millennium as in the Latin case.) Almost rivalling Rudradāman’s
inscription in date is the great Sanskrit stele of Vo-can (late second/early third century) in faraway Vietnam, which incidentally shows that Sanskrit had become the official language of the Indianized Indo-Chinese state of Fu-nan at about the same time that it was replacing Prakrit in that capacity in India itself. It was in fact native Aryan India, particularly the Aryan outpost in Maharashtra (later to become a bastion of Sanskrit), that held out against Sanskrit the longest (Warder 1972: 6). The cultivation of Sanskrit not only for literary and scholarly purposes but also for mundane communication has subsequently never stopped. All India Radio still maintains a news broadcast in Sanskrit.

Pali was developed in northern India before 200 BC, perhaps as early as the fifth century BC, but the bulk of its literature not only dates from a much later period (the first millennium AD, and in Southeast Asia from the second millennium), but was produced outside the subcontinent altogether, in Sri Lanka, after the eleventh century in Burma, and still later, also in Thailand.

The literary representative of the Late MIA stage, Apabhramsa, seems to go back – that is, there are several references to it even if no documents – to at least 600 AD, but its literature continues well into the NIA period: Vidyapati's compositions in Apabhramsa date from the fifteenth century.

Such removal in time and place of literary compositions from the points of origins of the languages employed in them inevitably introduces complications into their use as evidence for stages of linguistic development. Not only do contemporary forms creep in – often in phonological disguise (this is particularly true of vocabulary in Sanskrit) – but the supposedly artificially fixed languages do undergo some change in areas (such as syntax) not legislated upon in the prescriptive grammars. Sometimes these developments reflect authentic underlying historical trends in Indo-Aryan (e.g., the disuse of Sanskrit and Pali finite past tenses in favor of the participial construction with the subject in the instrumental), authenticated by the end produced in NIA; sometimes they are entirely artificial (e.g., the growth of noun compounding in later Sanskrit).

Anachronism is not the only source of artificiality in the data for the older stages of Indo-Aryan. The so-called Dramatic or Literary Prakrits (the main representatives of the Second MIA stage: Sauraseni, Magadhi, and Maharashtri) are highly stylized dialects prescribed for certain types of stage characters or literary genres, written according to formula. Although among themselves they represent somewhat different stages of linguistic evolution (as well as ostensibly different areas), not only were they in literary use together (often in the same composition), but also simultaneously with Sanskrit and partly Apabhramsa.

There has always been a tendency, and not only in India, to give a serious literary medium an enhanced air of respectability by approximating it to and
buttressing it with forms taken from more prestigeful classical languages. An extreme example of this is the so-called Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, a MIA language so Sanskritized as to disguise its identity (affirmed by scholars only recently) and give the impression of merely ungrammatical Sanskrit.

The time-lag so characteristic of OIA and MIA literary languages is less pronounced in NIA literary languages, but it is nonetheless often present. In particular, literary Bengali, Sinhalese, Marathi, and Oriya (which, generally speaking, are the languages with the oldest continuing literary traditions) present a definitely archaic aspect when compared with modern spoken forms—in the first two cases to the point of diglossia. Literary Bengali or jādu bhājā (not to be confused with the medieval Hindi sādhū bhāṣā) is based on the spoken language of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. This situation has been mitigated by the rise of a second Bengali literary norm (colīt bhājā) based on the modern Calcutta Colloquial, somewhat analogously to Riksmål/Bokmål and Landsmål/Nynorsk in Norway. Its success no doubt owes something to the support of the great writer Tagore. In Marathi the situation has been mitigated by a recent spelling reform.

These situations are to be distinguished from those involving the use of another language entirely as a written language by a population: Urdu by speakers of Kashmiri, and of Punjabi and other languages in Pakistan; Modern Standard Hindi by speakers of Rajasthani, Bihari, Pahari, Punjabi, and also Munda languages in India; Nepali by speakers of diverse Tibeto-Burman languages in Nepal; also Bengali by speakers of Assamese for a period in the nineteenth century, and Marathi (and Dravidian Kannada) by some Konkani speakers. The Konkani situation is complicated by the failure of the seven modern Konkani dialects (several of which have been independently cultivated for literary purposes) to evolve a common standard, although some progress has recently been made (Pereira 1973).

One peculiarity of the traditional literary languages of the Hindi area is their specialization for different purposes. Braj was the appropriate vehicle for singing the praises of Krishna, whereas Rama was extolled in Awadhi. There was a logic to this based on traditional history: Krishna was associated with Mathura and Brindaban, the heart of the Braj area; Rama was king of Ayodhya, in the Awadhi area. Similarly, the popular epic the Ālākhānād (a sort of Indian Song of Roland) is chanted in Bundeli, the dialect of the area where most of the action takes place and where the heroes are from. The Sant or Nirgû tradition of mystical poets, on the other hand, beginning with Kabir, has tended as noted above to prefer a fluid mixed dialect with a strong Khāri Boli element favoring widest possible intelligibility. The implication, however, is that all four of these dialects were largely mutually intelligible, with a little repetitive hearing (which was not
The historical context and development of Indo-Aryan languages lacking), throughout northern India. (The same could not be said for the bardic literature in Dingal, which was probably not much known outside of Rajasthan.)

A somewhat analogous case of dialectal specialization is found in the Bengali area, in the so-called Brajabuli literature of the Vaishnavas. The difference is that the latter is a completely artificial dialect, compounded of Maithili and Bengali, and associated with the Braj homeland of Krishna only by poetic convention.

Court patronage (including Muslim court patronage) was a factor in the emergence of some of the NIA literary languages, including Bengali, Braj, Nepali, Marathi, Assamese, Marwari, and Dakhini. Recently Khowar has been the beneficiary of such patronage. The fillip given to Modern Standard Hindi by the British administration at Fort William College might also be placed in this category. Where such patronage was lacking or directed elsewhere (e.g., toward Persian in Sind, Kashmir, Punjab, or toward Old Gujarati in Mewar in Rajasthan), the regional NIA literary language got off to a slower start.

Narula (1955) raises interesting questions regarding the formation of Indo-Aryan literary languages. For him, a modern standard language is the product of regional integration on a number of levels—economic and social primarily, permitting dialectal integration and the emergence of a clear collective identity. Anything else (e.g., Sanskrit) is a "class jargon". The conditions are close to being met in some of the outlying NIA linguistic regions—Bengal, Maharashtra, Gujarat—but according to him they are not met at all in the Hindi area, which is too large, unintegrated, and diverse. The various subregions of the area (e.g., eastern UP, western UP, Bihar, Rajasthan) themselves fall short of such integration, the attainment of which would be a normal and necessary stage before overall integration on such a grand scale can be contemplated. Such subregional integration, weak and slow in any case in comparison with Bengal, Gujarat, etc. (partly due to lack of clear geographical foci, partly to level of economic development) has now been thwarted by the imposition of Modern Standard Hindi, accordingly another "class jargon".

While it is on the whole still true that the body of Hindi speakers (and/or users) lacks a "collective identity" (there is not even any term for them) commensurate even with that conferred by the other linguistic foci in NIA, the clock cannot be turned back. Standard literary languages, once established, have their own effects both linguistic and sociological. They may even become normally spoken languages: this has happened in Germany and elsewhere under the influence of education. As it is, standard Hindi is demonstrably affecting the spoken dialects within its sphere in many ways—to the dismay of students of those speech-forms no doubt, but indicating that the process of integration is well under way. A lingering degree of integrational underdevelopment, however, is shown by re-
sponsors, especially numerous in the Hindi area, to the language question in the census of India, giving a caste name, occupation, or village name as the respondent’s “language”.

Katre (1968: iii) voices concerns similar to Narula’s about NIA in general:

Our modern languages... as languages of culture, are at a distance from the common vernaculars of the people... they are still not national languages within their own sphere because of this linguistic distance between the majority of speakers and the minority of elites. It is essential that this distance be annihilated, through a widening process of education.

Part of the sociolinguistic gap Katre is referring to is due to the heavy overlay of learned borrowings from Sanskrit in most modern NIA standard languages (see Chapter 4). The pre-modern NIA literary languages show rather different sociolinguistic characteristics: the devotional and neo-epic literature was closer to the language of the people; in particular, the lexicon while not devoid of Sanskrit and Perso-Arabic loanwords was predominantly NIA, a far cry from the hybrid languages of today. The whole point of using the vernacular instead of Sanskrit or Persian was popular intelligibility. Similar needs, including religious proselytisation, govern the emergence of European vernacular literatures, whose history parallels that of Indo-Aryan to a remarkable degree, given the differences between the two cultures.

Punjabi “identity” constitutes an interesting enigma from a sociolinguistic point of view. Psychoculturally it is a well-established identity, but sociolinguistically the situation is peculiar, due to a number of historical factors: the association of literary Punjabi with adherents of the Sikh religion, the successful attempts of the Arya Samaj to promote Modern Standard Hindi as a written language among Hindus in the Punjab, the use of Urdu as the official language in the Punjab by the British administration and in Pakistan. In some Punjabi families, each generation has a different primary written language. The second partition of the Punjab into the new states of Punjab and Haryana has not sorted out the problem, as recent events have shown. Whatever their (secondary?) identities, most Punjabis continue to speak Punjabi at home in any case.

A factor not yet discussed which erects further barriers between us and a true picture of Indo-Aryan linguistic history is that of manuscript transmission. The extant copies of older works are removed from the originals by many generations of recopying; the science of textual criticism and reconstruction is thus an essential adjunct to Indo-Aryan historical linguistics. As the senior Indian historical linguist S. M. Katre (1965: 16–18) points out, this factor can be exploited
positively also: the very errors and emendations introduced by different generations into a transmitted text – even a Sanskrit text (particularly of the two great epics, the Mahābhārata and the Rāmāyaṇa) – may reflect the grammars of their own real spoken languages, and thus constitute another means, albeit a very indirect one, of gleaning some authentic information concerning the latter.

3.9 Comparative reconstruction

Another approach entirely to the history of Indo-Aryan is that afforded by the methods of comparative reconstruction. Abundant NIA descriptive material, relating to non-literary as well as literary languages, is available to work from. Earlier hypothetical stages arrived at by this method then need to be compared with the attested forms discussed above, which constitute authentic historical data, however problematic. Each type of data thus becomes a critique of the other: discrepancies help identify problems; agreements on the other hand yield strengthened guesses regarding the periods and regions affected by successive changes – always bearing in mind that developments in any spoken language are likely to antedate even their earliest written attestations, perhaps by centuries.17

Attempts that have been made to apply the comparative method to Indo-Aryan (Pattanayak 1966) underline the importance of the points chosen for departure. If these are unrepresentative the construct arrived at may be valid within the model but without actual historical validity. If they are insufficient in number the construct itself is questionable. As Katre has pointed out, there should be at least three independent witnesses. Unfortunately many forms are attested by less than that, and their ancestral form is accordingly problematic. A problem that particularly plagues NIA reconstruction is the flood of Sanskrit and Persian loanwords in the modern languages, in that they have often driven out many genuine NIA words, at least from urban standard speech. These must be sought, if they survive at all, in remote village dialects, or in medieval texts.

An additional problem is the prevalence of Mischformen, whose ancestry involves two or more competing words (Katre 1968: 34–8) – often due to interference from literary superstrata. A set of forms even more resistant to reconstruction are the expressive forms so characteristic of all Indic languages, Aryan and non-Aryan (see Chapter 4).

Even a balanced selection of subcontinental NIA languages when subjected to the method yields a set of reconstructed forms approximating only to MIA. To get beyond this it is necessary to add the archaic “Dardic” languages, Romany, and Sinhalese to the mix. These were beyond the pale of the evolving pan-Indic civilization and thus unaffected by MIA changes that spread to all contiguous languages participating in the latter.
4

The nature of the New Indo-Aryan lexicon

4.1 General considerations

Different languages by no means show equivalent lexical development. Different cultures have often quite different needs. A nomadic pastoral society will not need the same range of expressions as a traditional peasant society, for example, let alone an industrial society. Languages of hunting and gathering or of fishing groups have vocabularies that are highly developed in other ways. Supposedly all human beings have a core of common experience that is reflected in equivalent core vocabularies, but attempts to draw up such basic vocabulary lists still tend to betray hidden cultural biases, and even biases related to climate.

In this sense, most NIA languages are quite complex, in that the societies they serve are complex – highly differentiated occupationally and socially, urban as well as rural, and with elaborate ideological super- and substructures. Except perhaps for the kernel of the last, such was not always the case. The original Indo-Iranians (and Indo-Europeans) were a pastoral society, not exactly simple, but lacking any but the most rudimentary agriculture. This is clear from the fact that agricultural terms (that is, not referring to animal husbandry) are generally not primitive, but either borrowed from preceding peoples or independently coined – in every Indo-European group. In India they were taken from Dravidian, Austroasiatic, and stocks which can no longer be traced. (This fascinating subject will not be the focus of the discussion here. For further details see Masica 1981.) The same is true on the whole for the traditional industries (e.g., textiles) for which India is famous. This is related to the fact that Indo-European groups, including Indo-Aryans, apparently imposed themselves as a ruling class over various previously settled peasant societies, owing to their superior military technology. This in turn was largely related to their mastery of the horse.

Vocabularies of languages also differ in accordance with the different functional registers they have developed – also ultimately a matter of cultural need. In
particular, the abstract vocabulary and other lexical apparatus (specialized con-
junctions, sentence connectors, etc.) of connected modern prose are not things a
spoken language is born with, so to speak, just as that function itself is in no way a
"normal" (= universal or basic) function of language but rather a special super-
structure. Such expressions have to be acquired or developed as a language comes
of age as a modern literary medium and needs to develop such registers, some-
thing not every language is called upon to do. Indo-Aryan long ago adapted itself
to the needs of the complex traditional society of India, but these new demands of
the modern period were a challenge that began to confront NIA a little more than
a century and a half ago.

The NIA languages were not completely devoid of any traditions of prose
composition before the modern period. Examples of pre-modern prose include
the banis or sayings of saints in Hindi and the hagiographical vārtā literature of the
Vallabhit sect in Braj Bhasha,¹ the janamśākhīs or hagiographies of Guru Nanak
in Old Punjabi, some of the Mahanubhava sectarian literature in Old Marathi,
Jain didactic tales in Old Gujarati, and historical chronicles in Assamese, Sinha-
lese, and Rajasthani, along with a few commentaries and inscriptions. It would
nevertheless be fair to say that pre-modern literary expression in NIA was mainly
through poetry.

Moreover the existing meager prose was not modern prose. Briefly, the prose
needs of a medieval society were different from those of a modern society and
many of them were handled in anycase by Persian and Sanskrit. In the words of S.
K. Chatterji (1960: 108–9) pre-modern NIA prose was

employed for simple narrative rather than for scientific or philosophi-
cal or reflective purposes . . . A simple style therefore sufficed, and
prose, not having to grapple with complex situations in the thought
world, could not draw out all the latent powers of the language . . .
the vernaculars were not yet ready as finished instruments of expres-
sion, and this is . . . evidenced not only from the absence of good
scientific and technical terms but also from the halting and not precise
prose syntax of many NIA speeches.

A similar situation may of course be found in the early stages of English, Spanish,
Russian, and other European literatures.

In the development of literary NIA we may usefully distinguish the following
stages:

1. literary cultivation as such, albeit mainly for poetry, making
demands necessarily already beyond those of an unwritten dialect; in
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the case of most of the NIA literary languages this began in the pre-British period;
2. creation of a modern prose register, in most cases during the period of British rule; in some languages, however (e.g., Bengali and Urdu), it took place much earlier (i.e. at least a century) than in others (e.g., Sindhi and Punjabi);
3. confrontation with the full range of modern functions, e.g., terminological and administrative (which had previously been partly usurped by English) in the period since Independence – a period characterized by very rapid and uneven lexical expansion.

What was lacking lexically in NIA languages at any of these stages had to be supplied somehow – borrowed, created, or otherwise developed. There are several options available to a language in such a situation:

(a) The needed lexical apparatus can be borrowed outright (with appropriate phonetic modification) from a language that already has it;
(b) It can be developed from scratch (coined) out of the native resources of the language (the “Icelandic” or “Chinese” method);
(c) It can be “translated” – again, from a language that already has it – into more or less equivalent morphemes of the borrowing language (calqued): another, albeit hidden, form of borrowing;
(d) It can be calqued, but using morphemes not of the borrowing language itself but of a classical language (which can be [1] cognate or [2] non-cognate) from which the borrowing language is accustomed to draw vocabulary;
(e) It can be coined, but using the resources of a classical source language (again, [1] cognate or [2] non-cognate).

The term cognate needs some qualification. What is really meant is not merely “related”, as Latin or Greek are ultimately to English, but “of the same subgroup”, as Latin is to Romance languages, Classical Greek is to Modern Greek, or Church Slavonic is to Russian. Theoretically at least, material from such sources should lend itself more to a transparency of interpretation approaching that of “native” material, whereas material from a non-cognate source – which thus would include not only the Arabic element in Persian or the Chinese element in Japanese but also the Latin and Greek element in English – will be opaque in terms of its internal structure and learned as a unit. In practice the matter is not so clearcut: supposedly “cognate” material may well not be transparent without
some education, whereas certain "foreign" formants may become so thoroughly familiar as to be for all practical purposes as transparent as native formants: e.g., -able, -ize in English.

Calquing may be complete or partial from a structural point of view, and according to some authorities it may be only "semantic". That is to say, when a word exists in another language of which the coiners of a new word are aware and the meaning of which they are trying to render, the resulting word may be viewed as a calque even though it does not show a morpheme-by-morpheme correspondence with the model. The very existence of a "model" makes the process a different one from true coinage-from-scratch. Such calques are more difficult to identify as calques than are formally equivalent calques, although the existence of a larger pattern of such borrowing may give a clue – as may evidence of the first appearance of the word in question in a context of translation.

The main options chosen by the modern NIA literary languages are (a), (d), and (e): having borrowed what they could from Sanskrit or, in the case especially of Urdu and Sindhi, from Persian and Perso-Arabic, often with modification of meaning, they then have proceeded to coin terms or create, for the most part on the basis of English (= Neo-Greco-Latin) models, calques using the same classical languages. To the extent they draw on Sanskrit, instead of wholesale borrowing directly from English (for example – although such borrowings do fill the urban colloquial as already noted), NIA languages could be said to be maintaining their Indo-Aryan character, but the above qualifications apply: the ideally cognate Sanskrit material (as well as the non-cognate Arabic material) is for the most part not transparent to the speaker of a NIA language without some education. Some common Persian loanwords, on the other hand (like common words of French origin in English, e.g., pray, feast), have become an indistinguishable part of everyday speech in many NIA languages as far as the average speaker is concerned.

4.2 The traditional analysis: tadbhava and tatsama

From a historical point of view, the word-store of almost any language includes items of two kinds: first, those inherited by direct transmission, generation to generation, from the original stock from which the language sprang, and second, those borrowed from other languages, living or dead, related or unrelated. NIA languages have borrowed from older IA literary languages (chiefly Sanskrit, and in the case of Sinhalese, also Pali), from non-Indo-European languages of the Indian subcontinent and environs, from "foreign" but neighboring languages such as Persian and Arabic (the former in some sense a cognate language), from
European colonial languages (chiefly Portuguese and English) and others, and last but not least, from each other.

The situation with respect to borrowed words is given a special twist in NIA, however, by: (1) the peculiar cultural relation of Sanskrit to most of the languages of the group, at least during part of their history, and (2) the consciousness of this relationship (which should not be confused with an understanding of it in terms of modern historical linguistics) on the part of the cultural elite. A traditional analysis of the IA vocabulary in terms of this relationship exists, the terminology of which has been adopted with various modifications by most foreign and modern South Asian scholars working in the field also. The resulting insights and confusions are something with which the would-be student of IA must learn to cope.

The key terms of the traditional analysis are three: *tatsama* (Ts.), *tadbhava* (Tbh.), and *deśa* (or *deśaja*, modern *desī*). To these has been added a fourth, *videsī*. Basically, a *tatsama* (‘the same as that’, short for *samskritatsama* ‘the same as Sanskrit’) is a word that has the same form – or to put it more baldly, is spelled the same (pronunciation may vary) – as in Sanskrit, except for the absence of case terminations in nouns: e.g., *karma* ‘deed, action’. A *tadbhava* (‘originating from that’, short for *samskritadbhava* ‘originating from Sanskrit’) is a word that has a different form, but which can be related to (that is, constructed out of) a Sanskrit prototype by means of definite phonological rules: e.g., Pali *kamma* (by assimilation of the *-rm*-cluster), Hindi *kām* ‘work’ (by simplification in turn of the MIA geminate with lengthening of the preceding vowel, plus weakening and loss of final vowel). A *deśaja* (lit. ‘country-born’, i.e. local) word cannot (or could not) be so related.

The terms were first applied to MIA, where, as Vertogradova (1978: 14) points out, they referred to all aspects of the structure, not just to the lexicon. They were later extended to NIA. There *tatsama* indeed has been made to refer to unmodified Sanskrit loanwords only, and *tadbhava* loosely to the inherited core stock of words. This is somewhat at variance with the traditional usage, which as we have seen envisaged a comparison but not a history. Moreover the comparison was of MIA with Sanskrit; equivalent phonological laws relating to NIA were not all worked out (indeed they are still being worked out); *tadbhava* in the meantime came to mean words inherited by NIA from MIA.

This was soon found to present problems from the point of view of historical linguistics. For one thing, the traditional *tadbhava* class included not only the original inherited word stock (provided it could be related to Sanskrit) but also Sanskrit *loanwords* from various periods if they had undergone any subsequent phonological modification – words like H. *bhagat* ‘devotee; Vaishnava holy man’
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<Skt bhakta ‘devotee; shared’ (from the root ḫə ‘share; enjoy’) also ‘cooked’ vs. H. bhāt ‘boiled rice’. (The word bhakta itself also exists in H. as a Ts.) Both bhagat and bhāt, though obviously subject to different phonological processes, were indifferently Tbh. according to the traditional analysis, since the only criterion was difference from Sanskrit.

Both Beames and Bhandarkar saw a need to distinguish between what they called “early/old” Tbh. (words inherited “from the beginning”, like bhāt, and “late/modern” Tbh. (= “corrupted” Sanskrit borrowings) like bhagat. For the latter, Grierson later proposed the term semi-tatsamas, which acquired some currency. (Bhandarkar had clearly meant to indicate that his “modern tadbhava” were once tatsamas.) It was even given an air of pseudo-antiquity by being Sanskritized into arddhatasama.

Chatterji then emphasized the importance of recognizing the existence of semi-tatsamas in MIA also, from Pali onwards, on the ground that they exhibit phonological modifications different from those found in words inherited by MIA (e.g., insertion of a vowel rather than assimilation in the case of internal consonant clusters: Skt. padma ‘lotus’ > Pali paduma, later MIA païma, rather than *pammap2) as well as the necessity of distinguishing between earlier and later MIA semi-tatsamas, because of the survival of the effects of these in NIA. (For Beames, the “late tadbhava” category, in which he included words like NIA rāt ‘night’ < Skt rātri, could not have come “through Prakrit” since they exhibit consonants that were supposed to have been elided in the typical Prakrits according to the grammarians, e.g., Maharashtri rā. The error here seems to lie in taking the literary Prakrits, and in particular the most “advanced” of them, Maharashtri, as representing a stage reached by MIA in general – or indeed as representing a natural language at all. A peculiar feature of them – and again, particularly of Maharashtri – is known to have been the generalization by rule of various phonological tendencies which in reality had not spread to all items potentially affected nor to all parts of the country. The word for ‘night’ and its cognates retain a /t/ in all NIA languages – including Romany – except Sinhalese and Maldivian.)

On the other hand, the traditional tatsama category also left something to be desired from the standpoint of scientific historical linguistics. It included words (such as deva ‘god’, nāma ‘name’, ghāsa ‘grass’, bhara ‘load’) which due to their already simple phonological structure were not subject to modification in Prakrit, but were nevertheless in all probability inherited, not reborrowed from Sanskrit. Moreover many words for which analogs could be found or could be created in Sanskrit were in fact non-Aryan borrowings at either the OIA or the MIA stage. That is to say, tatsamas included Dravidian and other loanwords established in
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Sanskrit (e.g., bāla ‘strength’, pīṅḍa ‘lump’, probably phala ‘fruit’, nīra ‘water’) – many of which were also probably inherited in MIA, not borrowed from Sanskrit.

The term *tatsama* has also been used in a broader sense to refer to Pali borrowings in the context of Sinhalese, which at the same time has its full share of Sanskrit *tatsamas*. There has even been reference to Portuguese “*tatsamas*”.

Finally, the *desya* category was made up partly if not mostly of words that were not aboriginal at all but which happened to descend from OIA dialects other than the one on which Sanskrit was based – hence, part of the inherited native vocabulary. (To call them *tadbhavas*, however, would extend the meaning of that term in a way its originators had not intended.) Or, in some cases they turn out to indeed descend from (popular) Sanskrit itself, but through previously undiscovered phonological processes.

In light of all this it is not surprising that Turner threw up his hands at the entire *tatsama–tadbhava* terminology (Gune Lectures, 1960: 47–9) and suggested it be avoided at least in the context of historical linguistics, as more confusing than helpful. He pointed out yet another deficiency: the *tadbhava* category, even with the “*semi-tatsamas*” removed, did not distinguish between inherited words and words borrowed from other NIA dialects (usually Hindi). These also must be excluded from the lexical base on which the phonological laws of development of a given dialect are worked out.

Turner emphasized that the only distinction needed for diachronic descriptions is that between loanwords of all types on the one hand and inherited words on the other – primarily for the purpose of excluding the former from the calculations of the sound developments proper to each stage and variety of the language.

4.3 The Sanskrit element in NIA

An ever increasing influx of Sanskrit *tatsamas* is one of the most salient characteristics of NIA (at least, in those languages outside the dominantly Islamic culture sphere) and one which distinguishes it from MIA. Although borrowings from Sanskrit have taken place throughout the history of IA, in the MIA literary languages these were forced by convention to conform to the phonology of MIA, that is, to become *semi-tatsamas* (in the traditional terminology, “*tadbhavas*”).

To use Bhandarkar’s example, a word with consonant clusters like prārthana, a common NIA (Hindi, Bengali, Gujarati, Marathi) Ts. meaning ‘prayer; request’, could not have existed in such a form in literary MIA: it had to become patthana (Pali) or patthanā (Prakrit). While these could well have been inherited forms in MIA, the two Prakrit reflexes of Skt prāśna ‘question’, namely panha and pasīna, may well represent inherited and borrowed forms respectively, since
the latter is made to conform to MIA norms by a method (cf. paduma in section 4.2 above) different from the normal treatment of sibilant + nasal clusters, which is SN > NH (as exemplified by panṭha).

In NIA such rules were no longer applied, and we find not only in modern but in earlier NIA literature (e.g., Tulsidas, sixteenth century) words like prāṛthit ‘requested’ or prāśna ‘question’, with no modifications.

The incidence of Tss. has varied among the NIA literary languages. A diagram in Beames (1871) arranging some of the major NIA languages on a basically west–east axis according to the increasing proportion of Tss. (from a minimum in Sindhi to a maximum in Bengali) may no longer be strictly accurate, due to the increased Sanskritization of Standard Hindi, and confrontation of NIA languages in general with modern register and terminological needs. Assamese (not included in Beames’s scheme), which had been praised at the beginning of the century by Grierson for having resisted the kind of Sanskritization he found so pernicious in Bengali, has meanwhile succumbed. Even literary Sinhalese makes extensive use of Sanskrit. Meanwhile, the new colloquial-based colit bhaṭā standard has gained currency in Bengal.

It makes more sense to compare equivalent registers than to compare languages. It is no doubt still true in a general way to say that Marathi is more Sanskritized than Gujarati, and Hindi than Punjabi, and Sindhi the least. Part of the reason for this, however, is that Bengali, Marathi, and Hindi have been more utilized for “serious” purposes than some of the other languages mentioned, and have had accordingly to develop the requisite terminological resources.

The reason for Sanskritization that is usually advanced is the lexical poverty of NIA due to its previous non-use for “serious” purposes in favor of Sanskrit. Lexical poverty, that is, with regard to abstractions and other special requirements of high culture: in their own spheres, pertaining to everyday life, especially rural life, the NIA “vernaculars” were and are quite rich.

The objection that is usually advanced is that Sanskritization of certain literary languages has gone far beyond the meeting of such legitimate needs. It has involved the replacement of perfectly adequate existing NIA words by their Sanskrit (Ts.) counterparts, creating an exaggerated gulf between the colloquial and the literary language. To some extent the effects of this are not confined to the written languages; such replacements have spread to speech, first of the educated, and have even driven out the original words, threatening the language with impoverishment of another kind, the loss of what Beames and Grierson were fond of calling its stock of “honest” Tbhs.

This is particularly vexing to philologists, because only such words could be used as the basis of diachronic description: the Sanskrit loanwords are useless for
this purpose. To be sure, inherited Tbhs. can still be turned up in remote village dialects, and in the older literature, but with a lot more trouble, at least in the former case. (The importance of relatively unSanskritized languages such as Sindhi, of intermittently cultivated languages such as Konkani and Rajasthani, and of relatively uncultivated languages such as the Central and West Pahari dialects or Bhojpuri for historical linguistics is greatly enhanced by their comparative richness in Tbhs.)

Chatterji's response to this (1960: 135) was to point out that a language does not exist "merely for the sake of its history." Sanskritization can be defended as binding NIA (and also the cultivated Dravidian languages, except for Tamil) together into a "cultural whole." As any foreign student of Indic languages knows, it is comparatively easy to go from one relexified literary language to another, once the Sanskritic key is mastered; village-level colloquials are quite another matter. The point is not lost on educated native speakers of NIA.

This procedure is not without its pitfalls, to be sure. Sanskrit loans do not always have the same meaning in every language, and there are "false friends" just as there are between cognate French and English words (concurrence, etc.) -- perhaps fewer, since the pandits represent a force not to be reckoned with in Europe. To this writer's limited knowledge, there has been no thoroughgoing study of the subject.

There is also the matter of pronunciation. While Hindi and Marathi drop certain final short /a/’s, the assimilatory pronunciation of Bengali and of Assamese Tss. (let alone of Thai and other Southeast Asian borrowers -- but that is beyond the scope of this book) sometimes makes a word difficult to recognize before one knows the "code": e.g.,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ts. spelling</th>
<th>H. pron.</th>
<th>B. pron.</th>
<th>As. pron.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>satyā</td>
<td>[səti]</td>
<td>[ʃəti]</td>
<td>[ʃəti]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abhyāsa</td>
<td>[əbhyəs]</td>
<td>[əbbhaʃ]</td>
<td>[əbhyəʃ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ātmahatya</td>
<td>[ətmaʃətya]</td>
<td>[əttoʃətta]</td>
<td>[ətmaʃətya]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note especially the last example above: Assamese shows fewer assimilations of Skt consonant clusters than Bengali -- perhaps a testimonial to the more recent infusion of Tss. into Assamese.)

Sanskrit /ṛ/ is generally pronounced [ɾi] in Hindi and Bengali and [ru] in Marathi, Sinhalese, and partly in Gujarati. The Skt cluster /jũ/ is variously rendered, but everywhere modified: Skt jũṇa- ‘knowledge’ = H. [ɟyu:n], B. [ɡən], M. [d̪n̪a:n]. (The inherited Tbh. form of this word is by contrast represented by O G. nāṇa, and, with analogical replacement of /n/- by /j/- from related verbal forms, by H.-B. jān, M. dzān.)
As is usually the case with languages having such stratified vocabularies, traditional Tss. typically have a general, "higher", more abstract meaning, while corresponding Tbhs. have a "lower", more concrete or more specialized meaning. In the case of the Hindi pair *gyān/jān* (perhaps not the best example) the former has the meaning of 'knowledge, learning, understanding' in the general as well as in the Hindu religious sense, while the latter (not to be confused with *jān-*, a much more common Persian loanword meaning 'life, soul') is found only in set phrases and compounds such as *jān-pāhčān* 'an acquaintance', *jānkārī* '(practical) knowledge, information, familiarity'. Marathi *dzān* means 'acknowledgement of favors and kindnesses' (Molesworth).

Hindi–Bengali *jān-* 'a soothsayer, diviner' comes from Skt *jānī* 'knowing, wise'. There is also the Hindi–Bengali intimate imperative *jān!* 'know!' from the related verb (Skt 3sg. *jānātī*). The four *jān's* – to which Bengali adds a fifth, the polite imperative of the verb 'go' – suggests a reason beyond lexical "poverty" why an infusion of Sanskrit into NIA became necessary: phonological erosion of the word resulted in numerous homonyms (even if they were not as pervasive as literary Maharashtri Prakrit would suggest).

Commonly it will be found that the Ts. has won the day, and the Tbh. is now archaic and/or dialectal. Hindi examples cited by Kellogg include the now standard Ts. *lābh* 'profit' and *krodh* 'anger' vs. Tbh. *lāh, lāhu, lāha* and *koh*, now practically confined to classical Hindi (and Marathi and Punjabi) poetry. (It is typical that the Tbh. stem is still current in Sindhi: *lāho.*)

Helping drive such words from modern speech and writing were not only Ts. like *lābh* and *krodh*, but also Persian loans like *fāydā* and *gussā.* This, (and the ever-popular *jān* 'life' mentioned earlier) brings us to the second major source of supplementation of the NIA lexicon: Perso-Arabic.

Before proceeding, however, it should be noted that the Sanskrit element in NIA falls roughly into two categories: first are the words actually borrowed from Sanskrit – which existed in Sanskrit – to express perhaps "higher" but not alien concepts. Second are the words – generally complex words and belonging to a more recent stratum – which never existed as such in Sanskrit, but which have been coined from Sanskrit elements, often on foreign (English) models, in response to contemporary needs. This Neo-Sanskrit element will be discussed in a special section below.

Finally it should be noted that the Sanskrit element, whether traditional Tss. or Neo-Sanskrit, is not necessarily borrowed by each language directly. Much of it was borrowed by Hindi from Bengali, which had a head start in these matters, and by other languages subsequently from Hindi.
4.4 The "foreign" element in NIA: Perso-Arabic

As noted earlier, to the three MIA lexical categories traditional NIA philology added a fourth, videši, that is to say, 'foreign' words. There had been extra-Indian borrowings even in Sanskrit (e.g., kendra 'center' from Greek) but these had not been distinguished as such. In the NIA period, however, this element came to loom too large to be ignored. The three principal sources of such vocabulary, Perso-Arabic, Portuguese, and English, made their appearance in roughly that order historically.

The perso-arabic element (or perhaps better simply the Persian element: Arabic generally was not drawn upon directly at least not until recently, but came in through Persian in a Persian form) can be divided into three subcategories:

First, there are the loanwords, particularly those pertaining to administration and to the amenities of urban life, but by no means confined to those areas, found in most NIA languages, a legacy of the six centuries or more of Muslim rule in much of the subcontinent. (Chatterji points out that the former are particularly the legacy of Akbar's Hindu finance minister Todar Mal, who made Persian the language of the Mughal revenue administration in the later sixteenth century.) Naturally this legacy is strongest in the regions longest subject to Muslim rule, and weakest in the regions peripheral to it (Rajasthan, Nepal, Assam, and of course Sri Lanka). Although the administrative lexicon has begun to fade a little (in India, not in Pakistan), a significant portion of the vocabulary of everyday urban speech in some languages, above all in Hindi, remains Persian. Sanskrit Tss. are thus not the culprits in driving out inherited Tss. from these colloquials – they had already been driven out by Persian words.

Some of the Persian, as distinct from the Arabic, lexicon was no doubt aided in its assimilability by the fact that Persian is after all a close cousin of NIA. It may accordingly sometimes resemble native NIA vocabulary closely: e.g., Pers. band 'fastened' = NIA bandh-; Pers. -stān 'place' = NIA sthān; Pers. ān 'soul, life' = NIA ān 'living being'; Pers. baccāh 'young one, child' = NIA baccā. Some words of ultimately Arabic origin are just as firmly embedded, however: aurat 'woman'; lekin 'but'; bilkul 'completely'. Affinity also aided in the assimilation of certain Persian suffixes, particularly the most common of them, the adjectival -i (cf. Skt -iya: e.g., hindustān-i 'Indian', bhārat-īya 'Indian'); the same cannot be said regarding Persian prefixes (be- 'devoid of (x)') similarly assimilated. The use of such formants is not confined to the Persian-derived lexicon: jāpāni 'Japanese'.

Second, in regions of dominantly Islamic culture (with the partial exception of
Bangladesh), Perso-Arabic elements have been the means used to provide the literary languages with the needed abstractions and apparatus of prose syntax, in the manner of Skt Tss. elsewhere. In the Hindi area, as we have seen, strong ties of cultural allegiance in both directions have produced the two modern literary languages, Urdu and Modern Standard Hindi, differentiated mainly at this level. (Other differences, e.g., phonological, are mostly a by-product of this.) The resulting difference is quite considerable. An inexact but convenient rough way to illustrate this in an identical context is provided by St Paul’s list (Gal. 5: 19–22) of the “works of the flesh” followed by the “fruit of the Spirit” in their respective Hindi and Urdu translations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
<th>Urdu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fornication</td>
<td>vyabhicār</td>
<td>harāmkārī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impurity</td>
<td>gande kām</td>
<td>nāpākī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>licentiousness</td>
<td>lucpan</td>
<td>falswat-parasti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idolatry</td>
<td>mūrti-pūjā</td>
<td>but-parasti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorcery</td>
<td>ṭonā</td>
<td>jādūgārī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enmity</td>
<td>bār</td>
<td>adāvate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strife</td>
<td>jhagrā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jealousy</td>
<td>īrṣyā</td>
<td>hasad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger</td>
<td>krodh</td>
<td>yussā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contentions</td>
<td>virodh</td>
<td>taffīqe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dissension</td>
<td>phūṭ</td>
<td>judāiyā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heresies</td>
<td>vidharm</td>
<td>bid'ate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>envy/spite</td>
<td>dāḥ</td>
<td>buyz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drunkenness</td>
<td>matvālpan</td>
<td>naẓah-bāzī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carousing</td>
<td>lilā-krīṭā</td>
<td>nāc-rang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>love</td>
<td>prem</td>
<td>muhabbat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joy</td>
<td>ānand</td>
<td>xuṣī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peace</td>
<td>mel</td>
<td>itmīnān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patience</td>
<td>dhīṭraj</td>
<td>tahammul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patience</td>
<td>dhīṭraj</td>
<td>tahammul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kindness</td>
<td>kṛṣṇa</td>
<td>mehrbānī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goodness</td>
<td>bhalāt</td>
<td>nīki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faithfulness</td>
<td>viśvās</td>
<td>īmāndārī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gentleness</td>
<td>namratā</td>
<td>hilīm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-control</td>
<td>sa'yam</td>
<td>parhezgārī</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These terms do not represent a highly learned register (a number of Tbhs. are included), and were presumably chosen to be intelligible to a wide audience.
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Nevertheless it is interesting that the translators ended up with only one term in common – appropriately enough jhagrá ‘quarrel, strife’.

Third, Perso-Arabic is the source which is mined (primarily by Urdu in its capacity as the official language of Pakistan, and by Sindhi) to create neologisms in response to burgeoning contemporary terminological needs, in the manner of Neo-Sanskrit.

4.5 The “foreign” element in NIA: Portuguese

Portuguese was the first European language with which South Asia came in contact and it was accordingly the primary mediator of terms for the products, artifacts, and institutions of pre-industrial Europe (e.g., Western Christianity). Through Portuguese also came knowledge of the myriad products of the just-discovered tropical New World, which soon established themselves as an integral part of South Asian life in the course of what Crosby 1972 calls “the Columbian exchange”. (Not all of these bear Portuguese or Portuguese-mediated Amerindian names in NIA; some have NIA descriptive names: e.g., H. lālmirc lit. ‘red pepper’ = ‘chillies’.)

Although Portuguese words are not as numerous as words of English or Perso-Arabic origin, they are often names of common objects (‘key’, ‘window’, ‘towel’), and so well assimilated as not to be recognizably foreign. There are naturally more of them in the coastal languages, where there was direct contact with Portuguese, than in the interior languages, which they reached only by indirect means. They are most numerous in Konkani (a special case), then in Sinhalese (where the inventory differs somewhat from that on the subcontinent), after that in Marathi, Bengali, and Gujarati, then in Hindi–Urdu, and finally in other languages. They are found, however, even in Nepali (cābī, bāltī, mistrī, etc.), where they penetrated presumably via Hindi. The forms of the words in the coastal languages tend also to be closer to the Portuguese original:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Portuguese + gloss</th>
<th>Sinhalese</th>
<th>Marathi</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chave ‘key’</td>
<td>cāvi</td>
<td>[[Beng. jānālā]]</td>
<td>cābī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>janela ‘window’</td>
<td>janēlaya</td>
<td>bāldī</td>
<td>janglā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balde ‘bucket’</td>
<td>baldiya</td>
<td>mestrī</td>
<td>bāltī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camara ‘room’</td>
<td>kāmaraya</td>
<td></td>
<td>kamrā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mestre ‘artisan’</td>
<td>almāriya</td>
<td></td>
<td>mistrī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armario ‘cabinet’</td>
<td>almāriya</td>
<td></td>
<td>almāri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>couve ‘cabbage’</td>
<td>gōvā</td>
<td>kobī</td>
<td>gobhī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batata ‘potato’</td>
<td>batala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>toalha 'towel'</th>
<th>tuvaya</th>
<th>tuvāl</th>
<th>tadiyā</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Beng. toale]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camisa 'shirt'</td>
<td>kamīse</td>
<td>khamīs</td>
<td>kamīz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sabāo 'soap'</td>
<td>saban</td>
<td>sābaṇ</td>
<td>sābuṇ**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sinhalese batala refers to the sweet potato, the original (but generally confused) meaning of Amerindian batata. Sinhalese artapal 'white potato' is one of the few NIA loanwords from Dutch (<aardappel). There is some controversy regarding the last two items, since sābuṇ and qamīs also exist in Arabic and Persian, which may have gotten them from Portuguese, or directly from Latin. The -an/-an of the Sinhalese and Marathi words for 'soap' probably indicates Portuguese origin, however, as may the -z in the Hindi–Urdu word for 'shirt'.

An important role in the transmission of Portuguese lexical material to Indian languages was no doubt played by the Portuguese creoles once current in parts of coastal South Asia, including Bengal. Only self-contained lexical items were borrowed from Portuguese* (mainly nouns, in Konkani also a few verbs and other parts of speech), not morphemes or processes of word-formation – quite different from what obtained with Persian.

4.6 The "foreign" element in NIA: English

The role of Portuguese has since the nineteenth century been dwarfed by English, now clearly the major foreign source of NIA lexical supplementation. Everyday English loanwords pertain especially to the institutions and artifacts of modern life: tikat, film, sinema, baink, hotal, sākil, rel, āiskrīm, ređio, biyar, batari, āfī, āfis, stefan, bas, kriket, cek, maniyārdar. Such words are known to all. A few are partially assimilated by way of folk etymology: lāften from Eng. lantern.

Casual educated urban speech goes far beyond this, however, and sprinkles its sentences liberally with English nouns, adjectives, and English-based verbs for most of which NIA equivalents exist. This is not a recent phenomenon. Grierson was already citing examples at the beginning of the century, e.g., from an attorney in court: is position kā incontrovertible proof de saktā hū’ āur merā opinion yah hai ki defence kā argument waterhold nahe kar saktā hai (LSI 1.1: 165 fn. 1). It is debatable whether the more extreme examples of this kind are to be called borrowing or codeswitching – although such linguistic behavior on the part of bilinguals is no doubt a source of loanwords in the “real” language. (Indeed Grierson gives his examples in the context of speculation regarding the origins of Urdu in quite similar circumstances, involving Persian–Hindi instead of English–Hindi bilingualism.)
Borrowing of English nouns and adjectives is easy enough, and the borrowing of verbs (sometimes incorrectly said to be non-existent, not only with regard to NIA languages but languages in general) is facilitated by a device for expanding the verbal repertoire common to most NIA languages and some others (notably Persian, also Japanese and Korean): a noun or adjective, usually abstract and typically borrowed, is combined with an “empty” verb (generally do for transitives and become for intransitives) which serves a verbalizing function similar to that of English -ize to produce a new abstract verb. English verbs are typically borrowed by incorporating them into the “nominal” slot of such complexes: e.g., H. arenj karnā ‘to arrange’, corresponding to intizām karnā and prabandh karnā with a Perso-Arabic noun and Skt Tss. respectively.

The question arises whether such “fillers” occupy the same rather fluid position in the lexicon in relation to a basically stable underlying NIA structure that involves one interchangeable element, i.e. occupied by Perso-Arabic, Sanskrit, or English material as circumstances dictate. This is not to suggest that there may not be different nuances of meaning or range of use among such triplets – or that there is always a triplet: a given English or Perso-Arabic or Sanskrit item in the N-slot may well convey something for which there is not even an approximate equivalent in the other sets. (Perso-Arabic material is moreover not used in all NIA languages to the extent it has been in the Hindi-Urdu area.) The point is that with the aid of a “floating layer” of borrowed material finer and finer distinctions can be made, and every need of a many-faceted culture met.

4.7 The “foreign” element in NIA: pronunciation

Foreign loanwords in NIA often reflect an earlier or dialectal pronunciation of the source languages, different from the standard pronunciation of those languages today. Thus the Persian element, even in Urdu (and Persian itself as it is read in the subcontinent) reflects a pronunciation of Persian current in the eastern part of the Persian domain (Central Asia, Afghanistan) perhaps five hundred years ago, not that of Iran today. This particularly affects the vowels. Thus [roːz] not [ruːz] ‘daily’; [feːr] not [fiːr] ‘lion’; and [fahaːdat] not [faːhədat] ‘evidence’. The Arabic (and Turki) /q/ is kept distinct from /ɣ:/ [bəɣi] not [bəɣi] ‘remainder’.

Portuguese words reflect an earlier (and remaining northern dialectal) pronunciation of ch- as an affricate rather than modern standard [ʃ]. It is clear, however, that final -o and -e already had their high values [u, i]. Thus chave > [ca:vɐ] or [ca:bi], never *[fa:ve]; tabaco > [tamba:ku].

The matter of English is more complex, because the question of spelling pronunciation as well as of Scottish and Welsh traders and teachers intrudes.
Words like H. *tamāṭar* 'tomato', however, suggest exposure to a so-called "*r*-less" dialect.

The extent to which foreign loanwords have retained sounds foreign to NIA (in the manner of French /ʒ/ in English) and affected the overall phonology of the latter is a matter for discussion in the next chapter.

### 4.8 NIA creativity: expressive forms

Borrowing does not exhaust the means by which the NIA lexicon has been enriched. NIA lexical creativity must also be considered. Attention is directed in this section to several highly productive types of expressive formation in NIA. On the basis of the standard languages, it might be thought that NIA is not particularly rich in diminutive and augmentative formations (compared with its Romance or Slavic cousins, for example). This may be an artifact of the literary language focus of many descriptions; in any case, there are some important exceptions to such a generalization.

**First**, there is the *multiple stem* phenomenon of the spoken dialects of the “Hindi area” (absent, except for a few fragments, from Standard Hindi and Urdu). In its classic form, the system is best developed in Eastern Hindi (Awadhi) and “Bihari”, where a noun may have as many as four expressive stems: e.g., Magahi *ghōr/*ghōrā/*ghorwāl/*ghorauwā. (All mean ‘horse’, with various degrees of attitudinal coloration.) These are usually called the (1) *short weak*, (2) *short strong*, (3) *long*, and (4) *redundant* (or *longer*) forms respectively. In addition, there is a *reduced* stem, used in compounds, e.g., *ghur-*.

(For Maithili, where a redundant stem in -aba is common, Jha [1958: 275–6] has a slightly different classification.) Corresponding feminine or former feminine forms end in -il-il-iyal-iyawā.

In Western Hindi dialects, e.g., Bundeli (Jaiswal 1962: 61–2), one *redundant* formant (*aiya*) often does duty for both masculine and feminine. In both Eastern and Western Hindi, the stem vowel is usually reduced before the *long* and *redundant* stem-formants are added. This is not always the case in Braj (Kellogg 1938: 74), and it is not the case in Rajasthani (Bahl 1972: 39), where a *redundant* form seems to be absent, albeit with compensations (see below). (See also Chatterji 1926: 96, 658; Grierson 1903 [LSI 5.21: 26, 38, 50].)

Tiwari (1954a: 181) says there is no particular difference in meaning among these forms (in Bhojpuri), but according to B. Saksena (1971: 110) in Awadhi the *long* form (except in the eastern dialects, where it is the “general” form) “is used only familiarly and sometimes has a tinge of ... contempt.” In Maithili also, according to Jha, “the long forms when used with reference to persons carry a
sense of disrespect, while the redundant forms indicate that the speaker is not in a serious mood.” With reference to inanimate objects no semantic difference is observed, but such usage is characteristic of “the speech of children and persons of the lower classes of society.” Jaiswal makes similar comments regarding Bundeli, adding that the use of long and redundant forms, which is “rapidly declining in towns” (under the influence of Standard Hindi?) “may often suggest disgust, unconcern, or inferiority.” Although the redundant forms seem generally to be regarded as vulgar, the long form may be used as a term of endearment, e.g., biṭiyā < bēṭi ‘daughter’. It is called simply diminutive by Bahl. In any case, such forms have rarely been used in literature, except in dialogue portions of the recent genre of ā̄lālik or “local color” novels.

In the eastern dialects of Awadhi (i.e. of Faizabad and Sultanpur), the short form is only used to denote a class. This is also the case in Rajasthani (Marwari), where according to Bahl forms like khurpal/khurpalau ‘hoe’ contrast as generic/specific.

In Awadhi respectful long as well as longer forms are also available: ghoreaū, ghorewawāūghoriyaū, ghoriyawawū. Saksena says these [augmentative?] forms are “sometimes found in tales and [are] particularly applied to powerful and big animals like lions and camels.”

Affective,adjectival stems also exist. They have been noted briefly by Tiwari for Bhojpuri and more extensively by Bahl for Rajasthani, who extends the analysis to participles as well. In both cases special affective suffixes seem to be involved, along with variations on the above system: in Awadhi -k-; in Rajasthani -k-, -l-, -r-, often in combination: e.g., R. moṭau ‘big’ > moṭorau/moṭaraku/moṭalau; R. likhiyau ‘written’ (m.) > likhiyorau/likhiyorlau/likhiyorlau (Bahl 1972: 42).

Second, on a much wider basis in NIA it is found that the common feminine or onetime feminine suffix -i (< OIA -ika) when applied to nouns referring to inanimate objects denotes a smaller object than the corresponding word with -āl-/āw-ō (< OIA -akah): H. katorā/katori ‘bowl/small bowl’, tokrā/tokri ‘basket/small basket’, baṭṭā/baṭṭi ‘pestle/small pestle’.

Since the OIA suffix -akah is said (Whitney 1950/1889: 467, Burrow 1955: 196) to have at least partially a diminutive force (retained in other IE languages), the use of this form of the m./f. contrast for the above purpose would appear to involve a (NIA?) reworking of this material. In any case, it is now quite productive and works both ways: H. poṭhīpoṭhā ‘book/huge tome’, rassī/raßā ‘rope/thick rope’ (< MIA raṣṭi < OIA raśmī). In Bengali the suffix -ā (< OIA -akah) may be augmentative in itself: cā dīcā dā ‘moon/big round moon’ (Chatterji 1926: 658–9). The long (and properly “diminutive”) form of the f. suffix,
-iya, is sometimes found instead of -i in these contrasts: H. *dibba (dâbbâ)/dibiyâ 'box/small box', *cira/ciriya 'sparrow/any small bird'.

In NIA languages with three genders, e.g., Gujarati, the masculine may indicate an extra large object, while the neuter may have a pejorative connotation: *rotlo/rothi/rotlu 'coarse bread or loaf/ thin round bread/ poor quality bread', *mâlu/mâlli/mâllo 'large pot/ small pot/ extra large pot' (Cardona 1965: 64).

Finding it difficult to draw a line between these and the preceding, Bahl treats them together, and maintains that the main function of the so-called gender affixes is not to denote sex, which is only incidental (the female of a species is usually smaller), but lies in this area. He draws attention to the fact that in Rajasthani at least the ‘gender’ affixes are applied indifferently to both male and female proper names as part of the larger affective system, and proceeds to list fifty-three affective forms common to the male name Sohan and the female name Sohni (1972: 29–30).

4.9 NIA creativity: onomatopoeia and sound symbolism

Every language has its share of onomatopoetic formations, no doubt, but the whole South and Southeast Asian region is the focus of an unusually high degree of their development. It is characteristic of all the languages of the region: Dravidian, Munda, Mon-Khmer, and Indo-Aryan. In Indo-Aryan much of it goes back to MIA, but not, apparently, to OIA (Chatterji 1926: 371). Examples are indeed found in Epic and Classical Sanskrit literature, contemporary with living MIA, from which they are likely to have been borrowed. (For discussion, and a couple of isolated Vedic examples, see Hoffman 1952.) In any case, there is a pronounced increase with time, and no connection with *IE or even with Iranian.

It is an obvious areal feature, developed by Indo-Aryan in response to areal pressures. Emeneau, who treated the subject in an important article (1969, reprint 1980), concluded that meant diffusion from Dravidian (without prejudice to Austroasiatic, however, for which sufficient comparative data was unavailable). He came up with forty-six “areal etymologies”, i.e. common to Indo-Aryan and Dravidian.

In addition to onomatopoeia of less structured types (sometimes difficult to identify as such in any language), what is characteristic, both of NIA and of the region, is onomatopoeia having the specific structure CVC-CVC, that is, with reduplicated stem. (In most of Dravidian, as well as in MIA and in certain NIA languages such as Oriya, the structure is CVVC-CVC. The final vowel, usually a or o, has been lost in most of NIA.) E.g., H.P.G.M.B. *khatkhat ‘a knocking
sound'; H.B. jhanjhan, M.G.P. jhanjhan ‘a jingling sound’; H. balbal ‘a gurgling sound’.

Equally characteristic are the verb stem formations from these elements, either employing the denominative à, àu (h. khaṭkhaṭānā, P. khaṭkhaṭānā ‘to knock or clatter’ as in ‘He knocked on the door’ = H. darvāze par khaṭkhaṭāyā), or directly: M. jhanjhanane ’, G. jhanjhanavanu ‘to tinkle; to tingle’. Such stems with denominative -āya are already found in Classical Sanskrit. Characteristic NIA verbal nouns are then formed from these stems: H. jhanjhanāha, M.G. jhanjhanāt ‘jingling’. Onomatopoetics may also be used in the preverbal slot of the NV-complex denominatives with kar: jhanjhan karnā ‘to jingle’.

Onomatopoetic is a misnomer if it is taken to imply sound imitation only. These formations have a far wider reference, to sensations of many other kinds – visual and tactile: they include equivalents of Eng. glitter, tingle, throb, etc. Some interesting examples supplied by Chatterji include bājbojā ‘sense of being moist and rotten’, pilpilā ‘sense of being overcrowded’, thikthikā ‘sense of teeming with maggots’ (1926: 891). Hence the term sound symbolism, which unfortunately has been used (as has phonaesthetics) to refer to individual sounds or clusters (such as English gl-), a matter which no doubt also deserves closer examination in NIA. In the Austroasiatic field, G. Diffloth favors the term expressives, but that has already been employed above to denote diminutives and other affective/attitudinal formations.

The reduplication in these stems generally implies iterativity of the phenomenon in question. Variations on this theme include substitution of a different initial consonant, lengthening or nasalization of vowels, and addition of suffixes (usually -ak): jhalmalānā ‘to be aglow with tremulous light’.

Nonreduplicated stems, typically with the suffix -ak, are available to express phenomena of a sudden, noniterative nature: jhatak ‘jerk’, sarāk ‘crack of a whip’ (vs. sarāsār ‘repeated cracks of a whip’), camak ‘flash, flare’ (vs. camcam ‘sparkle, glitter’). Such stems may be compatible with grammatical expression of iterativity or durativity, however: H. dharakā ‘it throbbed (once)’; dharak rahā thā ‘it was throbbing’. Cf. B. dhārkhār korā ‘writhe, flutter’, dhākdhāk korā ‘palpitate’, with reduplicated stems, vs. M. dhadakne ‘bump into’, with nonreduplicated -ak stem.

Most of these types are found in Dravidian as well (Emeneau 1980 [1969]: 261, 263). If they are borrowed, why are we discussing them under NIA creativity? It was basically the pattern that was borrowed, not the individual items. Even the few examples given above contain sounds – i.e. aspirates – not native to Dravidian. Although there are indeed a number of common etymologies, which may go back to the MIA period, they are dwarfed by the number of original formations peculiar to each language or confined to a few. Emeneau turned up forty-six
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possible “areal” (IA/Drav.) etymologies, but Chatterji counted over 125 such commonly used verb stems in Bengali, and mentions a list of 651 onomatopoetics given by Tagore. Bahl (1972) gives a chart of 277 “basic” (C-a-C) onomatopoetic “elements” used in Rajasthani. (Not every consonant can be used in combination with every other consonant: kat, kath, kad exist but not *kat, kath, kadh.) These can then be varied as to vowel (ai/lu), suffix (-ak, -ak, -ar, -al, -ar), gemination of final consonant and reduplication vs. nonreduplication to produce already 277 × 90 = 24,930 “regular” possibilities, of which only 1,260 did not actually occur in his data. There were also a number of special types affecting only certain of these stem-classes. Chatterji also notes the extended possibilities in varying the internal vowel: tákšk ‘tick of a clock’, tíkitk ‘tick of a watch, mild nagging’, taktuk ‘gentle battering with a tiny hammer’, ták’ár ‘jangling; unpleasant remarks’, taktán ‘gentle blows with alternation of sound’, etc.

Etymologizing is further complicated by variability of consonants (especially initial consonants) in ways foreign to the regular sound laws of the language. Aspirate and nonaspirate, retroflex and nonretroflex, voiced and unvoiced consonants seem to interchange in semantically related sets of stems. A more appropriate undertaking would involve working out the semantics of the system of sound symbolism – a formidable task, partly because of the difficulty in defining the “referents” in a metalanguage (such as English) which is far less rich in such elements and was formed in a totally different cultural ambience. In using a NIA metalanguage it is difficult to avoid recourse to the terms themselves.

Unlike the affective forms discussed in the previous section, these so-called onomatopoetic formations are definitely part of the NIA literary languages. In Materials for a medium-sized dictionary of Hindi verbs (mimeographed, Chicago, n.d.), Bahl and his assistants culled 129 such verbs of the reduplicating type alone from a sample of contemporary Hindi literary and journalistic prose.

4.10 NIA creativity: echo-formations

The last category we propose to discuss here, echo-formations, is less overwhelming, but no less characteristic. What is involved is the following of a word, most often a noun, by a form which “echoes” it, replacing the initial consonant (sometimes also the following vowel) with a standard consonant (or CV sequence), which varies according to the language. The meaning is that of the basic noun “and things like that” almost but not quite equivalent to “etc.”. According to Bahl (1972: 48) the meaning is “the speaker's manifest attitudinal lack of concern or care toward his collocutor or the thing referred to by him.” The formation verges on the syntactic, since the members of the resulting “compound” can be interrupted by clitics (Cardona 1965: 166).
4.11 NIA creativity: modern neologisms

NIA lexical creativity includes the fashioning of new words to meet contemporary needs, whether out of Sanskrit, Perso-Arabic, NIA, or even English elements. Such words are generally complex: that is, they involve suffixes and prefixes (the latter otherwise alien to NIA structure, with minor exceptions); they are often compound as well, in which case they will be found largely to continue the types of compounding recognized in Sanskrit. (The Arabic elements drawn upon by Urdu, Sindhi, and other languages are an exception, since Arabic does not permit compounding. The coinages are instead lexicalized phrases, as in French.) Under this category of creativity should also be included words which did exist in the older languages but which have been invested with a new modern content, e.g., Skt *vijñāna* 'discrimination, discernment, worldly knowledge' > mod. NIA 'science; -ology'.

The preference of the standard languages for calques has already been referred to. It must not be imagined that the need for new words is confined to the translation of English terms, however. South Asian societies have their own situational needs calling for creation of new vocabulary. Some of the results are accordingly difficult to render into English, e.g., H. chāyāvād, the name of a Hindi literary movement of the 1920s and 1930s (*chāyā* 'shadow' + *vād* 'talking' > 'exposition' > 'theory, doctrine' > mod. *-ism*.) An example based on NIA material is B. G. gherāo/gherāv ‘the act, in a labor dispute, of surrounding management in their offices and not allowing them to leave until demands are met’ (*gher* ‘to surround’ + *-āolāv*, NIA nominalizer).

In the area of modern technical terminology it appeared at one time self-evident that English (that is, the Greco-Latin based “international” terminology in its English form) would sweep the field, despite the ingenious but quixotic
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attempts of the indefatigable Dr. Raghu Vira and others to invent “Indian” (= Neo-Sanskrit) equivalents for such things as benzylphenylacetate (= dhūpaladar-śalāsaktīya). For one thing, the South Asian scientific community had a vested interest in English as both its own natural medium of activity (partly a legacy, to be sure, of the fact that these subjects have until recently been taught and studied in the subcontinent above the school level almost exclusively through English\(^6\)) and its channel of communication with the outside world. The latter in particular would seem to outweigh any advantage to be gained by transparency in a “native” terminology. The accelerating pace of scientific and technical advance moreover would make it more difficult today than ever before to sustain an independent terminology.

Nevertheless, more and more books are being published eschewing English terminology in favor of a national terminology, leaving the issue in some doubt (the issue here being, it must be emphasized, the matter of terminology in NIA languages, not the use of English as such). The question is as much one of cultural loyalty as of alleged easy comprehensibility. As Raghu Vira put it, there are three great classical sources in the world from which other languages build their higher vocabularies: Latin–Greek for Europe, Chinese for Eastern Asia, and Sanskrit for South and Southeast Asia (conspicuously omitting mention of a fourth, namely Arabic). Since the “word-building power of Sanskrit is at least equal to, if not superior to” these others, it would clearly be an act of cultural treason to import terms from another source – “opaque” terms at that. Moreover, such terminological development was actually mandated in the new constitution of independent India, as Vira read it.

Unfortunately the potential of Neo-Sanskrit for creating a unified pan-Indian terminology even at less ambitious levels has not been consistently realized. Urdu aside, languages preferring Neo-Sanskrit have often gone their own ways. E.g., ‘international’ is calqued in H. as antarrāṣṭriya (\(<\) an’tar ’between’ + rāṣtras ‘country’ + -iya ‘adjectival ending’ cf. Russ. mezhdunarodnyi and Germ. zwischenstaatlich). Slightly different interpretations of the rules of Sanskrit morpheme combination give Marathi–Gujarati āntarrāṣṭriya, with a long first vowel. The double \(rr\) in both cases is a violation of Sanskrit rules, however. A hypercorrect but little used Bengali formation tries to remedy this with a visarga. The usual Bengali rendering, however, is āntarjātik (from jāti ‘tribe, genus’ + a different adj. ending -ik (a)). Assamese has a different combination of these elements ontrājātīyo. Sinhalese has jātyantara as well as antarjātika, the former not a “full” calque. Such differences probably constitute no great barriers to mutual comprehension, in that an educated speaker is familiar with all the elements involved, however they may be put together. Trouble comes when such words end up with
different meanings in different languages, e.g., antarjātīya in Sinhalese means, and not illogically, ‘interracial’.

Typical of the current situation also is the presence in one and the same language of several competing neologisms for the same concept, especially in Hindi, where there is not one literary and publishing capital, but a number of widely dispersed centers. Barkhudarov (1963: 15960) illustrates the problem nicely by pointing to the existence of more than ten Hindi words (all Neo-Sanskrit) for ‘linguist/philologist’: bhashāśāstrī, bhashāśāstrīya, bhashāvīgīyānī, bhashāvīgīyānī, bhashāśāstrāvid, bhashāśāstrāvid, bhashāvīgīyānvid, bhashāvīgīyānvetā, bhashāvīdyāviśārad, bhashāśāstrāvid, etc. Efforts by scholars to impose order on this creative exuberance have often resulted only in adding more words to the competition. (Much scholarly energy has also gone into concocting Neo-Sanskrit words designed to drive out established Perso-Arabic or English loanwords—with more success in the former than in the latter cases: e.g., dvacakra, lit. ‘two-wheeler’ for sāikil.)

It is true that from the standpoint of Sanskrit, some neologisms are less “correct” than others (although this is far from being the only reason for the proliferation of synonyms). Interestingly enough, it is often the “incorrect” forms (i.e. those that ignore certain rules of Sanskrit sandhi, like antarrāṣṭriya above) that gain the greater currency – indicating (besides ignorance of Sanskrit) that perhaps for Neo-Sanskrit rules are operative that differ from those of Paninean Sanskrit.

Written prose does not form a single register. In the more formal registers of scholarly prose, NIA strives not only to be more correct but also purist, eschewing foreign loanwords. In the registers of popular journalism and the like, a more eclectic and spontaneous spirit prevails, and hybrid forms, combining Neo-Sanskrit, NIA, Perso-Arabic, and English formants, abound. Typical of many examples collected by Barkhudarov are yuddha-parastī (Skt–Pers.) ‘militarism’, sarva-islām-vād (Skt–Arabic–Skt) ‘Pan-Islamism’, bijli-karan (NIA–Skt) ‘electrification’, digri-prāpt (Eng.–Skt) ‘possessing a higher degree’, upa-kameṭi (Skt–Eng.) ‘subcommittee’, harāmi-pan (Pers.–NIA) ‘baseness’.

Many neologisms are shortlived, coined for one occasion and not used again—or even stillborn, never making it off the lists of terminology-makers into actual usage. All of this adds further to the fluidity of these levels of the NIA lexicon. Yet, although the NIA lexicon may be fairly described, even more than is true for every language, as still in process, at the same time there is much that has been stabilized.

The whole subject is of obvious importance, both linguistically and socially, and deserves more attention—and careful monitoring—than it has received.
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Outside of South Asia, so far it seems to have interested only Soviet scholars, whose works remain the best sources on the subject (Chelyshev 1958, Beskrovny 1960, Zograph 1960, Barkhudarov 1960, 1963, Barannikov 1962). Even then, attention has been focused mainly on Hindi and Urdu. A comparative study of actual usage in the context of NIA as a whole (which could profitably include the Sanskritized Dravidian literary languages) remains a desideratum.

4.12 Common basic vocabulary

IfTss. and Neo-Sanskrit provide a measure of lexical unity to the majority of NIA languages at one end of the scale, so also does basic Tbh. vocabulary at the other end. To end this chapter without stressing this also would be to neglect an important aspect of NIA lexicology and possibly to leave the reader with a distorted picture.

Table 4.1, consisting of some basic verbs (in the form of the stem, since infinitive or other endings would make the relationships less salient) and names of body parts in twelve of the main NIA languages, is accordingly provided as an indication of this level, from which readers may draw their own conclusions. It could of course be greatly expanded. From this much it should be clear, however, that there is a clear NIA lexical “identity” which is fairly easy to recognize, despite phonological developments in the individual languages and lexical replacements here and there. The aberrant status of Kashmiri and Sinhalese – at the same time occasionally preserving OIA features not preserved elsewhere – will be apparent (as will the close relationship of Romany).
Table 4.1 Sample of common new NIA vocabulary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Romany</th>
<th>Kashmiri</th>
<th>Sindhi</th>
<th>Punjabi</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
<th>Nepali</th>
<th>Assamese</th>
<th>Bengali</th>
<th>Oriya</th>
<th>Gujarati</th>
<th>Marathi</th>
<th>Sinhalese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'ask'</td>
<td>प�CCH-</td>
<td>pruch-</td>
<td>pruch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>aha- (Mald. fuh.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'come'</td>
<td>आप (AYA)-</td>
<td>pritsh-</td>
<td>pritsh-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>puch-</td>
<td>fuh-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'die'</td>
<td>मार-</td>
<td>av-</td>
<td>ac-</td>
<td>ा-</td>
<td>ा-</td>
<td>ा-</td>
<td>ा-</td>
<td>ा-</td>
<td>ा-</td>
<td>ा-</td>
<td>ा-</td>
<td>yē- cē-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'do'</td>
<td>कर-</td>
<td>mer-</td>
<td>mar-</td>
<td>mar-</td>
<td>mar-</td>
<td>mar-</td>
<td>mar-</td>
<td>mar-</td>
<td>mar-</td>
<td>mar-</td>
<td>mar-</td>
<td>mi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'drink'</td>
<td>पिब-</td>
<td>co-</td>
<td>pi-</td>
<td>पी-</td>
<td>पी-</td>
<td>पी-</td>
<td>पी-</td>
<td>पी-</td>
<td>पी-</td>
<td>पी-</td>
<td>पी-</td>
<td>bo- bi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'eat'</td>
<td>खाड-</td>
<td>khyo-</td>
<td>khā-</td>
<td>khā-</td>
<td>khā-</td>
<td>khā-</td>
<td>khā-</td>
<td>khā-</td>
<td>khā-</td>
<td>khā-</td>
<td>khā-</td>
<td>ka-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'give'</td>
<td>दा-</td>
<td>de-</td>
<td>dī-</td>
<td>de-</td>
<td>di-</td>
<td>de-</td>
<td>de-</td>
<td>de-</td>
<td>de-</td>
<td>de-</td>
<td>de-</td>
<td>de-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'go'</td>
<td>जाँ-</td>
<td>jau-</td>
<td>gatsh-</td>
<td>van-</td>
<td>जा-</td>
<td>जा-</td>
<td>जा-</td>
<td>जा-</td>
<td>जा-</td>
<td>जा-</td>
<td>जा-</td>
<td>जा-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'hear'</td>
<td>सं-</td>
<td>sun-</td>
<td>buz-</td>
<td>sun-</td>
<td>sun-</td>
<td>sun-</td>
<td>sun-</td>
<td>sun-</td>
<td>sun-</td>
<td>sun-</td>
<td>sun-</td>
<td>jōn- sup- sābhāl- aik- ahe-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'see'</td>
<td>&quot;देखस्&quot;, पास्, विक्, उपाविस्, वस्</td>
<td>vuch-</td>
<td>वेख-</td>
<td>देख-</td>
<td>देख-</td>
<td>देख-</td>
<td>देख-</td>
<td>देख-</td>
<td>देख-</td>
<td>देख-</td>
<td>देख-</td>
<td>देख-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'sit'</td>
<td>बह-</td>
<td>vłu-</td>
<td>बह-</td>
<td>बह-</td>
<td>बह-</td>
<td>बह-</td>
<td>बह-</td>
<td>बह-</td>
<td>बह-</td>
<td>बह-</td>
<td>बह-</td>
<td>बह-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'speak'</td>
<td>को (को, कु)</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>cav-</td>
<td>bbol-</td>
<td>अक्ष-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'take'</td>
<td>&quot;बल&quot;, &quot;बोल&quot;</td>
<td>van-, bol-</td>
<td>बोल-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>bol-</td>
<td>kiya-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'ear'</td>
<td>राखना-</td>
<td>kan</td>
<td>kan</td>
<td>कु</td>
<td>कु</td>
<td>कु</td>
<td>कु</td>
<td>कु</td>
<td>कु</td>
<td>कु</td>
<td>कु</td>
<td>kana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'eye'</td>
<td>एक्षि-, काष्टस्, पादा-</td>
<td>achi</td>
<td>akh</td>
<td>akkh</td>
<td>अख-</td>
<td>sōku</td>
<td>cokh</td>
<td>ākhi</td>
<td>ākh</td>
<td>dōjā</td>
<td>āha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'foot'</td>
<td>धार-</td>
<td>khor</td>
<td>peru</td>
<td>pair</td>
<td>pair, pā</td>
<td>goro, pāu</td>
<td>pāo</td>
<td>pā</td>
<td>pag</td>
<td>pāy</td>
<td>paya</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'hand'</td>
<td>हास्त-</td>
<td>vast</td>
<td>athi</td>
<td>hathu</td>
<td>हाथ-</td>
<td>हाथ-</td>
<td>हाथ-</td>
<td>हाथ-</td>
<td>हाथ-</td>
<td>हाथ-</td>
<td>हाथ-</td>
<td>ata (Mald. fā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'tongue'</td>
<td>जिप्पा</td>
<td>zyav</td>
<td>jipha</td>
<td>jippah</td>
<td>जिब्ब-</td>
<td>जिब्ब-</td>
<td>जिब्ब-</td>
<td>जिब्ब-</td>
<td>जिब्ब-</td>
<td>जिब्ब-</td>
<td>जिब्ब-</td>
<td>diva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'tooth'</td>
<td>दान्त-</td>
<td>dand</td>
<td>dād</td>
<td>dāndu</td>
<td>dand</td>
<td>dāt</td>
<td>dāt</td>
<td>dāt</td>
<td>dānto</td>
<td>dāt</td>
<td>dāt</td>
<td>data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† A double initial letter is used to indicate the implosive initial consonants of Sindhi.
NIA descriptive phonology

5.1 Descriptive problems
Several types of problems complicate the description of NIA phonologies, and especially any attempt to give an overall account of them. These include: inadequacies in the data and in its analysis; alternative analyses of the same data; the status of borrowed elements; and problems posed by the existence and nature of NIA writing systems.

With regard to the first, in spite of the fact that a great deal of data has been collected on the languages and dialects of the subcontinent by dedicated scholars and other interested persons, both foreign and South Asian, much of this is inadequate from the phonological point of view. Lack of special training is particularly telling in the areas of phonology and phonetics. In some cases, however, it is a matter of the proper tools having not yet been invented. As Gumperz (1958) put it, many of the key studies (e.g., Grierson’s work, including the Linguistic Survey itself; Bailey’s work) were done “at a time when the phonemic principle was insufficiently understood.” In other cases, it is not a question of the time, but of a particular writer not having grasped the difference between phonetics and phonology.

Many of the extant descriptions of NIA – and in the case of some languages and dialects the only ones available – are thus pre-phonemic or at any rate non-phonemic. In the presence of good phonetic data a certain amount of phonemic analysis is possible, but this is not the same as being able to elicit and compare minimal pairs, and the analysis is likely to be incomplete under such conditions. In some cases, however, the available data is not only non-phonemic but non-phonetic, that is, impressionistic and often spotty. The writer is usually familiar with the core Indo-Aryan system (see below) but may lack the means to accurately describe deviations from it, particularly unusual ones. He may be unduly influenced by the orthography if one exists. Finally, he may simply not be interested in giving a full account of the sounds of the language, since his focus is
on another topic, or be able to understand the circumstances (for example, a lucky but brief encounter with a speaker of a remote mountain dialect). Any information at all is worth something, and such accounts may still be capable of telling us something about phonology, but not very reliably and not everything we would like to know.

Even where there is an attempt to undertake a phonemic analysis, it may be that the analysis is lacking in rigor at certain points. A typical case is lack of attention to stressed vs. unstressed environments of vowels in setting up would-be contrasts. (This means that no true minimal pairs are cited, only purportedly similar environments, which in fact are not similar.) On the phonetic level also, the use of IPA symbols is no guarantee of the accuracy of the observations.

Even when applied rigorously, however (which may mean different things to different schools), phonemic analysis does not solve everything, and brings with it problems of its own. The reader may be familiar with the well-established case for the non-uniqueness of phonemic solutions. That is, many problems of phonemicization permit of alternative solutions, sometimes several. Each solution has its advantages and disadvantages, so that there is a trade-off among them. Opting for one solution rather than another always involves sacrificing some advantages for others on the basis of a value-judgment regarding their respective importance. In such a judgment, there is an element of arbitrariness, and often not a little linguistic fashion-of-the-moment. (This is assuming the judgment is made with full awareness of all the possibilities, which of course is often not the case. Some possibilities may be discovered by later researchers on the language, or await new developments in linguistic theory before they suggest themselves.)

One of the simplest of such cases involves the selection of the distinctive criterion that distinguishes a phoneme or class of phonemes when phonetically there are several. In this process, certain phonetic facts about the language are arbitrarily subordinated and one might say suppressed. For example, certain vowels in NIA languages such as Hindi and Punjabi differ, according to some descriptions, in both duration and quality (variously called close/open or more recently tensellax or peripheral/centralized). By making length the distinguishing factor, we obtain the vowels iː, aː, uː, and ignore the qualitative differences. By making quality the distinguishing factor, we obtain the vowels i/iː, a/aː, U/uː, and ignore the length differences.

For our purposes here, this poses a problem even greater than the suppression of certain phonetic facts in a given case. That is the non-comparability of different cases when different analytical options have been chosen. In the above cases, analyses of (for example) Hindi vowels according to length and of Punjabi vowels according to quality (assuming for the sake of argument that the underlying
phonetic and distributional facts are indeed the same) cannot be simply juxtaposed. The apparent “difference” between the two languages this would show is an artifact of the analysis, and unreal.

Confining the discussion just to straightforward old-fashioned phonemics, other common examples of alternative analyses in descriptions of NIA involve analysis of: (1) aspirated consonants as clusters (of consonant + /h/) or as unit phonemes; (2) nasalized vowels as unit phonemes or as the corresponding oral vowels plus the suprasegmental phoneme /'nasalization'/; (3) long vowels as unit phonemes or as the corresponding short vowel plus the phoneme /'length'/. (Whereas the previously cited rival analyses come up with the same “number of vowels,” this option would reduce them by three. Still another proposed analysis should be mentioned: the long vowels as basic, plus a "phoneme of shortness". Although this would also reduce the inventory by three, the basic inventory would be different.)

For one large group of analyses, done under the influence of a late phase of American structuralism, an implicit goal affecting the choice of analytical options was minimalization of the number of “phonemes”. Phonological theory at that point was groping toward the recognition of more basic functional units, culminating in distinctive feature theory and generative phonology. That recognition of deeper patterns need not necessarily affect the number of segmental units in this manner, however, is shown by the fact that Prague School phonology, where such concerns were early and paramount, was not averse to recognizing large numbers of segmental phonemes in a language, even while detecting deeper correlations among them. Such differences in approach, whatever their merits, obviously result in significantly different “phoneme counts.” The latter are therefore significant only if there are theoretically equivalent analyses of all the languages being compared.

The non-occurrence of one or more members of an otherwise contrastive set of phones in a given position is again something which is handled differently in different descriptions (when it is noticed at all). That is, if, e.g., [p] and [b] generally contrast, but only [p] occurs in position X, it may be stated as: (1) an instance of /p/, with a restriction on the occurrence of /b/; (2) (less commonly, but occasionally there is a morphophonemic argument in its favor) an instance of /b/, with a restriction on the occurrence of /p/; (3) an instance of the “archiphoneme” /P/, embodying the “neutralization” of the p/b contrast, but contrasting with t/d, k/g, etc. (There may be further subtleties: the actual phone that occurs in position X may be different from the dominant allophones of either /p/ or /b/, and perhaps midway between them.)

The problem here again is to avoid solutions that either obscure significant
cross-linguistic differences or create artificial ones. For instance, in a number of NIA languages, including Kashmiri, the *aspirate/nonaspirate* contrast is neutralized in final position. While in the other languages involved it is the aspiration that is dropped (as one might expect), in Kashmiri only the aspirates occur in final position – which may incidentally serve as a warning against overgeneralizations concerning “natural phonology”. (A further problem is not to overcomplicate the morphology, and the “solution” most often chosen in practice is to interpret the given phone as */pl* or */bl* – or more relevantly for NIA, *aspirate* or *nonaspirate* – according to its morphophonemic behavior.)

Another kind of distributional fact that does not show up in conventional “phonemic” analysis, except by way of supplementary statement (not always given), is one which affects more than one segment, however the latter is defined. That is, its domain is the syllable, or often the word, or sometimes even longer units. Typical examples in Indo-Aryan are (again) aspiration, nasalization, length, and vowel (and consonant) harmony. These will be discussed in their place; here it will suffice to note that the recognition of a segment embodying such a feature may not exhaust its phonological implications (positive or negative) elsewhere in the word: certain other sounds may be mandated (or excluded) accordingly.

The prosodic phonology developed by certain British linguists (following J. R. Firth) as a result of dissatisfaction with the neglect and even distortion of such facts in conventional phonemic analysis postulated two kinds or levels of basic units: *prosodic* (features having predictable relations extending beyond a single segment) and *phonematic* (segmental features having no such relations). (A word of caution is necessary here: the term *prosodic* is sometimes also loosely used – in what must be called nonprosodic descriptions – not in the above sense but as a synonym of *suprasegmental* – referring to stress, intonation, and juncture, or even to features abstracted from individual segments without syntagmatic implications.) The *phonematic units* thus also present, like the *phonemes* of the structuralists referred to earlier, a minimalized inventory, but for a different reason: the systematic allocation of some phonological features to a different type of unit. It would no doubt be revealing if NIA phonology could be presented in prosodic terms, but that will not be possible here. Although perhaps more Indo-Aryan languages have been analyzed in these terms than other languages, still most of them have not been, and as Allen (1954) points out, there is no way an existing *phonemic* description can be “translated” into a *prosodic* description: “the selection and allotment of criteria [from the primary phonic data] are governed by different theories in the two cases.” The most that can be done is to try to indicate in what follows some of the salient syntagmatic phonological
relations that could benefit from such analysis. (For examples of application of prosodic theory to Indo-Aryan materials, see Allen 1951, 1953, 1954.)

Phonological symbols themselves may be a source of confusion. One of the problems with phonemic transcriptions is that there is always a tendency to read common IPA values into the symbols, although they were not chosen for this purpose. (There is an even greater danger of this with a prosodic transcription.) In any case, different descriptions may use different symbols for the same sounds, or the same symbols for different sounds, without implying any analytical disagreement.

The main task facing the compiler of a book such as this, then, is to attempt to "translate" arbitrarily differing analyses into common terms to facilitate comparison and generalization — terms that will bring out genuine phonological — and important phonetic — differences as well as similarities. Regarding the symbol problem, the proper path for this kind of handbook would seem to lie in trying to represent phonological units, not in the fashion appropriate for the transcription of a single language (i.e. with the simplest symbols consistent with maintaining its system of contrasts), but by cross-linguistically transparent symbols reflecting the phonetic qualities of dominant allophones. For example, Bengali–Oriya–Assamese lal will be transcribed lal, which is its phonetic as well as historical equivalent in the other NIA languages, even though in the Eastern group the length mark (') is redundant, lest it be confused with the centralized short vowel [ə] of those languages (and Sanskrit), conventionally transcribed /al/. The Bengali equivalent of the latter will be transcribed /ol/ rather than /al/ (except where it has merged with /ol/), to bring out its phonetic character.

5.2 Secondary subsystems
In addition to the foregoing problems which linguists create in part for themselves (and each other), there are problems which arise from the special historical and sociolinguistic circumstances of NIA. As noted in Chapter 4, almost all languages have loanwords. Not all languages have loanwords constituting the basis of a prominent and unassimilated phonological subsystem not shared by all speakers, however, as do a number of NIA languages.

The question of tadbhavas vs. tatsamas and other borrowings has been discussed in the preceding chapter. From the standpoint of historical phonology, attention has to be focused on the tadbhava or inherited element in a language. Borrowings, particularly intact borrowings (tatsamas), from Sanskrit and foreign languages have no place in it. From the standpoint of descriptive phonology the problem is quite different. A Persian or English or even a Sanskrit loanword — let
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alone a loanword from another NIA language such as Hindi – may be the only word for a thing, known to all or most speakers, and hence synchronically “part of the language.” Its pronunciation, however, may vary (in the degree to which its alien phonology is altered or retained) with parameters of social class, education, urban–rural residence, even religion and occupation. The question becomes then partly one of norms: whose phonology are we describing?

In a part of the world where social differentiation is strongly developed and in fact greatly elaborated, and where moreover certain classes are characterized by bi- or multilingualism, such questions assume a greater than usual importance. Someone versed in Sanskrit, English, or Persian, especially by virtue of family or caste tradition, is more likely to try to maintain elements of the phonology of such a language, and use more vocabulary borrowed from it, than a speaker ignorant of these languages. It would be misleading to accept such a mixed idiolectal or acrolectal phonology as the norm of a language without further qualification.

Even when – as is often the case – the so-called standard or literary standard language has a large Sanskritic or Persian lexical component, the careful pronunciation of the Sanskrit or Persian scholar will differ from the natural pronunciation of the merely educated or literate. There is often a continuum, in conjunction with the above-mentioned extra-linguistic as well as personal factors, from the consistent maintenance of borrowed distinctions to their complete assimilation, with a wide zone in the middle where they freely vary or vary with situation. In such circumstances, it is advisable to set up a coexistent phonological subsystem to take proper account of the special status of such sounds.

Not all borrowed distinctions are of an elitist type. As noted above, a loanword may be the only designation for a common object. Such a loanword may retain elements of its alien phonology among a wide enough range of speakers to be said to constitute a stable element in the general linguistic system, and to the point of affecting the whole. (A literary loanword may also, it is true, be the only designation for a given concept or object, but it may not be a common concept or object, hence not part of the linguistic competence of many speakers. Often enough also in NIA languages, a literary loanword is an alternative designation of a common concept or object, which already has a colloquial name.)

One example will have to suffice at this point. In Hindi (and a number of other NIA languages), there are two phones, a voiced retroflex stop [d] and a retroflex flap [ɾ], generally in complementary distribution. The former occurs initially, after its homorganic nasal [n], and geminated. The latter occurs intervocalically, finally after vowels, and preconsonantally. The common English loanwords radio and road, however, generally pronounced [reːdiːoː] and [roːd], introduce the phone [d] contrastively (albeit not producing minimal pairs) into the intervocalic
and final postvocalic environments previously occupied exclusively by [r], thus rendering the earlier allophonic distinction “phonemic”, according to one criterion for deciding such matters. (Some investigators, e.g., Misra 1967, maintain that the phonemic split was accomplished long before this through the agency of forms such as /mɪdːaːr/ ‘fearless’, used by Tulsidas as early as the sixteenth century. One problem with this, apart from the definition of Hindi – Tulsidas wrote in Awadhi, occasionally in Braj, although the word is also found in Modern Standard Hindi – is that it involves a morpheme boundary: ni- ‘negative prefix’ + dar ‘fear’; the [d] is thus, if not word-initial, at least morpheme-initial.) Here again the resolution is not absolute: some rural speakers may indeed, as is sometimes reported, say [re:riyo:] and [ro:r]. The question then becomes: can they be said to be speaking “Standard Hindi”? How do we define the latter for phonological purposes? (One common-sense approach is that represented by Ohala [1983]: Standard Hindi is “the dialect spoken by educated urban speakers in casual conversation.”)

Such speakers would not only maintain the contrastive distribution of the phones [d] and [r] in words like /rod/ and /redyo/ (which, as is often the case with foreign influence on phonology, involves not the borrowing of new sounds, but the redistribution of previously existing sounds taken to be equivalent to the foreign sounds: the English source words themselves, of course, contained no retroflexes). They would also maintain the distinctiveness of the borrowed segments /f, z, ʃ/. They would not, however, maintain the purely Sanskrit segments /n/ and /s/ (confined to Formal Literary Hindi, and normally assimilated to /n/ and /s/), or the purely Perso-Arabic segments /q, χ, γ/ (confined to Urdu speakers, and normally assimilated by Hindi speakers to /k, kh, g/)..

Admittedly such parameters, while representing a real and growing sociolinguistic reality, are at the same time both arbitrary and somewhat vague. Speakers who fail to consistently maintain /f, z, ʃ/ (confusing them with /ph, j, s/) are by this definition substandard, although these are “foreign” sounds; a few of the same speakers (non-urban with a Sanskrit education) may overshoot the mark in the direction of superformality by maintaining /n, s/. The mention of Urdu is a reminder of the urban component of this definition, of the former position of Urdu in the towns of North India, and of the curious fact that for native speakers of Urdu (who are mostly Muslims – as distinct from speakers of Urdu as a second language, who could be anybody) the maintenance of /f, z, ʃ/ is not correlated with level of education or sophistication, but is characteristic of all social levels.

Another approach is represented by Misra (1967) who prefers to speak of overall pattern in Modern Standard Hindi (in which he apparently means to
include Urdu as well as Formal Sanskritized Literary Hindi, with all the attendant phonological distinctions, real or theoretical, of both, along with certain local features and English loanwords) vs. common core (excluding all such borrowed distinctions on the ground that they are not maintained with equal consistency by all speakers). Ohala also hedges by proposing to mark all morphemes as $+/-$ native, on the ground that even Standard speakers whose speech maintains /ʃ, z, ʃl/ are aware that “many non-standard Hindi speakers” do not have these segments, which lie therefore outside the common core (a term she also employs).

It is a concept we shall have to make at least implicit use of here also. In an overall description of NIA phonology, we are in any case interested not just in Standard Hindi and its definitional problems, but in the characteristics of the vernacular base—even Standard speakers whose speech maintains /ʃ, z, ʃl/ are aware that “many non-standard Hindi speakers” do not have these segments, which lie therefore outside the common core (a term she also employs).

5.3 The NIA consonants

Despite the fact that there are more of them, it will be easier to discuss the NIA consonants first, since the vowels and allied phenomena present problems better
understood in the light of the consonants (although to a smaller extent the reverse is also true).

5.3.1 Stop positions

The basic Indo-Aryan system of stops (which is also that of Sanskrit) theoretically involves five distinctive tongue positions: labial, dental, “retroflex”, palatal, and velar: /p, t, t, c, k/. The “retroflex” position /?/ may involve retroflexion, or curling back of the tongue to make the contact with the underside of the tip, or merely retraction; the point of contact may be alveolar or postalveolar (i.e. in any case non-dental). According to Allen (personal communication) the distinctive quality arises “more from the shaping than from the position of the tongue.”

The affricated stop /c/ is traditionally included as involving a distinct tongue position (blade in contact with hard palate) in addition to its (almost unavoidable) affricated release. It is not quite the same sound as English “ch” (= [t+j]), despite the fact that some descriptions represent it as [c] or even as [ks] or [tf] (a more accurate phonetic representation would be [cf]), or defy the tradition by setting up a separate subsystem of affricates.

There is a tendency in some languages and dialects to pronounce the /c/ as an alveolar (or “dental”) affricate [ts] e.g., in Nepali, Eastern and Northern dialects of Bengali (Dacca, Maimansing, Rajshahi), the Lamani and Northwestern Marwari dialects of Rajasthani, the Kagni dialect of “Northern Lahnda”, Kumauni, and many West Pahari dialects (not, however, the Chamba dialects, Mandeali, Jaunsari, or Sirmauri). This does not affect the basic number of articulations, which remains five in these languages as well as in all Hindi dialects, Punjabi, Dogri, Sindhi, Gujarati, other Rajasthani dialects (except Southern Mewari), Oriya, Standard Bengali, the Bihari languages, and even in Sinhalese.

In some languages with the [ts] tendency, a [c] phone is retained in certain positions: before front vowels (especially /i/), before /yl/, or when geminated. In Marathi and Konkani this complementation is upset by dialect mixture and other factors which reintroduce a [c] into environments occupied by the erstwhile [ts] allophone, thus producing a čts contrast in those environments: M. lcārl ‘four’, ltsārāl ‘fodder’. Internal developments in some West Pahari languages (*tr, t > č) have reintroduced a [c] and produced a čts contrast there also. There is thus a system with six distinctive stop/affricated stop articulations instead of five in Marathi, Konkani, certain West Pahari dialects (Bhadrawahi, Bhailesi, Padari; the Simla group; the Satlej group; possibly also the Kulu group), and also in Kashmiri.

The addition to this repertoire of a retroflex (or retracted) affricate /c/ (= [s])
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brings the number of distinctive articulations to a maximum of seven (excluding the borrowed postvelar /q/) in a number of NIA languages of the Dardic group: Shina, Bashkarik, Gawarbati, Phalura, Kalasha, Khowar, Shumashti, Kanyawali, and Pashai.

The [ts] pronunciation of /cl/ in some NIA dialects has progressed to [s], in which case we can no longer speak of a stop articulation and, barring other developments, the inventory is reduced by one. This has taken place in the Southern Mewari dialect of Rajasthani, in the Chittagong dialect of Bengali (as described by Uchida), and in Assamese. (It has happened in Sinhalese as well, but there have been other sources of a secondary /cl/.)

Assamese, alone among NIA languages except for Romany, has also lost the characteristic IA dental/retroflex contrast (although it is retained in spelling), reducing the number of articulations, with the loss also of /cl/, to three. (Romany retains the palatal /cl/ and thus a four-way system of inherited distinctions. Some Romany dialects have augmented this with a borrowed /sl/.)

The Chittagong dialect is in danger of losing /p, kl/ through spirantization in many positions (> [f, x]). Thus only /t, y/ are fully stable in this dialect.

5.3.2 Nasals

The ancient Indian phoneticians accurately observed that there were five nasal stop articulations [m, n, η, n, η] corresponding to the five oral stops of Sanskrit. Although five alphabetic symbols were duly provided (in Orientalist practice generally transliterated m, n, η, n, η), these were not all equally functional. They were often dispensed with in predictable environments through use of anusvāra. Excluding secondary subsystems (e.g., the alleged presence of /ŋ/ in tātamas and semi-tātamas in acrolectal Maithili), among modern languages and dialects Dogri, Kacchi, Kalasha, Rudhari, Shina, Saurashtri, and Sindhi have been analyzed as having a full complement of five phonemic nasals (/m, n, η, n, η/) - in the case of the last two nasals generally as the result of the loss of the stop from a homorganic nasal + stop cluster (ni > n, yg > η), although there are other sources as well.

A phonemic retroflex /ŋ/, phonetically often a nasalized flap [r], is found throughout the western half of NIA from Konkani north to West Pahari inclusive (i.e. also in Marathi, Gujarati, Rajasthani, Punjabi, “Lahnda”, Sindhi, Dogri, and Haryanvi). Except for Oriya, it is absent from the northeast (Bengali, Assamese, Nepali), from Sinhalese, and from the Hindi area east of Haryana (although according to Gumperz’s field observations it is found in the northwest of the Vernacular Hindustani [“Kauravi”] area, around Saharanpur). It is found
in Kumauni but only subphonemically in the more Hindi-influenced Garhwali. It is not found in Kashmiri, but is present in most of the other “Dardic” languages (Shina, Khowar, Kalasha, Bashkarik, etc.).

Complementing this predominantly western distribution of /ŋ/ is a northeastern focus of occurrence of a phonemic velar nasal /ŋ/, which characterizes Bengali, Assamese, Nepali, Maithili, and Bhojpuri. There seems to be no disagreement over its phonemicity in these languages or in Sinhalese, Kacchi, Sindhi, or Dogri.

It has also been listed, however in some descriptions of Marathi and its dialects, of Kumauni, Khowar, Kalasha, Shina, and Rudhari, and – with some hesitation – of Punjabi, Siraiki, Oriya, and Lamani, as well as of Modern Standard Hindi (MSH). Disagreement regarding its status in these languages (and in Sanskrit and Romany) seems to hinge on whether it contrasts in its very restricted distribution (vs. its much wider distribution in the groups mentioned earlier) with a cluster [ŋɡ], and if not whether to treat it phonemically as such a cluster (although phonetically the stop is missing): cf. Emeneau (1946) vs. Misra (1967). The cluster argument is reinforced by the presence of other homorganic nasal + stop clusters in similar environments, and by free as well as morphophonemically conditioned variation of [ŋ] and [ŋɡ]. Misra offers the MSH contrast /magnal ‘ask’, /manna/ ‘accept’, while conceding the possibility of an alternative analysis /mangnal/ for the first item. Mehrotra (1964), however, offers /pangkhi/ ‘small fan’ (also ‘bird’) vs. /kankhil/ ‘squint’. Here /pangkhi/ for the first is harder to justify.

Phonemic or not, [ŋ] is a common and characteristic sound in NIA languages, although more common in some languages than in others. In Nepali and Assamese (and probably other languages of the northern and eastern frontiers) the occurrences and environments of the sound are swelled by loanwords from Tibeto-Burman.

Somewhat similar arguments are made regarding the status of /nI/ vs. clusters /nI/ and /nI/, the latter being one of its sources as noted above. It is a less common sound, but evidently present in Maithili, Bhojpuri (noted by Tiwari [1960] although not by Shukla [1981]), Sinhalese, Kacchi, Sindhi, Siraiki, Dogri, Kashmiri, Shina, Kalasha, and the Rudhari dialect of West Pahari (bordering the Kashmir group). In Punjabi (and to some extent also in Siraiki) it is still in stylistic or dialectal variation with [n]. Misra (1967) includes /nI/ in his “overall pattern” for MSH (not in the common core) on the ground that it can be said to contrast with a cluster /n-ny-/ for the “rather small number” of Hindi speakers who have it (perhaps MSH–Bhojpuri or MSH–Maithili bilinguals?) through the agency of Sanskrit tattamas containing the latter. Chaudhuri (1940–44) found that the North Bengali Rajshahi dialect contained an /nI/ phoneme (and not the usual Bengali /ŋ/).
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5.3.3 Laterals and flaps

Although OIA was allegedly once divided into three dialects, a Northwestern dialect with only /r/ (exemplified by Early Vedic), an Eastern dialect with only /l/ (exemplified by Magadhi Prakrit), and a Central dialect with both /r/ and /l/ (exemplified by Classical Sanskrit), such a situation did not continue typologically, and all NIA dialects have both sounds. Some have expanded inventories in this area. Leaving aside aspirates (see 5.3.7 below), these include /l/, /r/, and /ɻ/.

A retroflex flapped lateral /ɻ/, contrasting with ordinary /l/, is a prominent feature of Oriya, Marathi–Konkani, Gujarati, most varieties of Rajasthan and Bhili, Punjabi, some dialects of “Lahnda” (Bahri 1963: 135–6, 143–5), most dialects of West Pahari, and Kumauni (not in the Southeastern dialect described by Apte and Pattanayak), as well as Haryanvi and the Saharanpur subdialect of Northwestern Kauravi (“Vernacular Hindustani”) investigated by Gumperz. It is absent from most other NIA languages, including most Hindi dialects, Nepali, Garhwali, Bengali, Assamese, Kashmiri and other Dardic languages (except for the Dras dialect of Shina and possibly Khowar), the westernmost West Pahari dialects bordering Dardic (Bhalesi, Kashali, Rudhari, Padari) as well as the easternmost (Jaunsari, Sirmauri), and from Sindhi, Kacchi, and Saraiki. It was once present in Sinhalese, but in the modern language has merged with /l/.

The retroflex flap [ɻ] is often taken as an allophone of /l/, with which it often stands in complementary distribution: initial, geminate, and postnasal for [ɻ]; intervocalic, final, and before or after other consonants for [ɻ]. It has, however, come to contrast with [d] in at least some environments in Punjabi (sâr/sâdī ‘burnt’/our, fsg.’), “Lahnda” (nâr/vaḍī ‘reed’/big, I.’), Sindhi (jîhâr/pâdî ‘tree’/‘ruin’), in Modern Standard Hindi (as noted earlier) (nîr/jâd ‘bird’/‘fearless’, tər/ro’d ‘break’/‘road’ < Eng.), and in Bengali (primarily through English loans, cf. Ferguson and Chowdhury 1960). It may be or is reported as phonemic also in Shina and some other Dardic languages, Dogri, Rajasthani (except Southern Mewari, Lamani, and Gujarati), various Western Hindi dialects (Haryanvi, Braj, Bundeli), and in several West Pahari dialects, notably the westernmost. It remains subphonemic in Marathi, Gujarati, Eastern Hindi, Bhojpuri, Maithili, Kumauni, Kashmiri (where it is found mainly in rural speech), and probably also Nepali. (This is on the basis of its lack of contrast with [ɻ]. Some analyses focus instead on its contrast with [ɻ]: see below.)

The sound is absent altogether from Assamese, East and North Bengali dialects, and Bishnupriya – in all of which it has merged with /r/ – and from Sinhalese and Romany. It has also merged with /r/ in the Hindu subdialect of Multani Siraiki, and is on the verge of merging with /r/ in Maithili. On the other hand [ɻ] varies with [l] in Wotapuri, and /l/ becomes [ɻ] in Dogri, and merges with
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/l/ in Southern Mewari. All five sounds \([d, r, l, r, l]\) are closely related descriptively and also historically (see Chapter 7), and should be studied together. As important as the contrast of \([r]\) with \([d]\) is its contrast with \([r]\), strongly maintained in some languages, lost in others as we have just seen. It should also be noted that \(/l/\) is present phonemically in some languages (Western Hindi, Sindhi, Bengali, the Khashali–Bhalesi–Rudhari group of West Pahari) that lack \(/r/\) and absent from some (Oriya, Marathi, Gujarati) that possess \(/r/\). In such languages there is more latitude in the phonetic realization particularly of the former: the so-called \(/r/\) of some Hindi and Urdu speakers has in fact a strong lateral coloring. On the other hand, Punjabi, “Lahnda” dialects, Rajasthani, Haryanvi, and possibly certain West Pahari dialects (e.g., Kochi) maintain a contrast between \(/l/\) and \(/r/\) and between these and \(/d, r, l/\).

That leaves the voiceless lateral \(/l/\). This is not a characteristic NIA sound and is confined to the far northwest. There, however, it has been independently noted by investigators of Bashkarik, Gawarbati, Katarqalai, Shumashti, Torwali, and Glangali.

5.3.4 Fricatives

Indo-Aryan languages are notoriously poor in native fricatives. In NIA the most widespread pattern consists of one voiceless sibilant, generally \([s]\), plus \(/h/\). In Standard Bengali, the dominant sibilant allophone is \([f]\) (becoming \([s]\) before dental consonants). Although this is a Magadhan inheritance, it is not maintained in other modern Magadhan (Eastern NIA) languages (e.g., not in Assamese, Oriya,4 or “Bihari”) although there is perhaps a trace of it in the free variation of \([f]\) and \([s]\) in modern Maithili.5 (Pandit 1954: 44 reports a single sibilant phoneme that is phonetically \([f]\) also in the Northern Saurashtra dialects of Gujarati. This is an unrelated development.)

Certain NIA languages, however, maintain a two-way distinction \(\text{sl}/\) in inherited words. In one type, best represented by Marathi, a near-allophonic distribution of \([s]\) before back vowels and (secondary) \([f]\) before front vowels is disturbed by contrasts (often of uncertain origin, but strengthened by Sanskrit, Persian, and Hindi loanwords) before the central vowels: \(sluJlu\ ‘hedgehog’/a variety of grain sorghum’. In another type, the development of a secondary \(s\) from \(*ch\) has also introduced a contrast in the East Bengali dialects of Dacca and Chittagong, which originally had \([f]\) in all prevocalic environments. (In some East and North Bengali dialects, this \([f]\) has become \([h]\).) In Dogri, \(*ch\) has developed to \([f]\), again introducing a contrast with common NIA \(s\).

In a third type, however, which includes Kashmiri, most West Pahari dialects (except the Punjabi-influenced Mandeali and Chameali), Kumauni, and
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Romany, the sʃ distinction is for the most part not secondary but inherited from OIA. In Gujarati also, the sʃ distinction once thought (Turner 1921, Chatterji 1926) to be allophonic in origin (like Marathi) has been shown by Pandit (1954) to involve a preservation of OIA ʃ in certain environments (before front vowels and /yl) – sʃ having for the most part, unlike Marathi, remained [s] in those environments. (There have been a few redistributions and analogical extensions, which is also true of the Himalayan cases.)

A sʃ distinction is now well-established in the overall systems of Standard Hindi–Urdu, Punjabi, and Sindhi, but the ʃ is found exclusively in loanwords from Sanskrit, English, and above all, Persian. No distinction is made in ordinary speech between Sanskrit ʃ and /ʃ in tātamas, both merging with the Persian ʃ, although there is naturally a retroflex allophone before retroflex consonants: [ʂ].

A three-way distinction /s, ʃ, ʂ/ is maintained by a number of Dardic NIA languages beyond Kashmiri: Shina, Bashkarik, Torwali, Phalura, Kanyawali, Gawarbati, Khowar, Kalasha, and Pashai. The systems are made up in part of preservations of OIA distinctions, and in part of secondary developments from clusters.

It remains to discuss /h/. It occurs in almost all NIA languages (one exception being the Chittagong dialect of Bengali) but is much more frequent in some (certain Rajasthani dialects) than in others (Punjabi), due to historical developments. The question of a voicing opposition in the h category will be taken up below. The complex relation of Indo-Aryan h to features such as tone, murmur, and glottalization is properly a matter for historical phonology, but see also 5.4.5 below.

Other fricative sounds do occur in NIA languages, either as secondary allophones in a few languages or in loanwords in some languages. (See 5.3.7, and 5.3.9 below.) Voiced fricatives will be dealt with in section 5.3.6 below. The /h/ phoneme, often transcribed as V, has an allophone in some languages that could be described as labiodental fricative. It will be dealt with in the next section, under semivowels. An interdental fricative /ɬ/ is very atypical of IA, but is reported from Pashai dialects.

5.3.5 Semivowels

The semivowels /yl/ and /w/ are a somewhat shaky part of the NIA inventory. In a number of languages their occurrence is practically restricted to semi-predictable intervocalic glides. Their position is weakest in the east (where in Bengali the two are confused in writing), strongest in the west. There is a phonetic as well as a historical difference between the Eastern glides, late in origin and sometimes optional, and Western preservations of original OIA semivowels. The Western
/wl/ in particular has a distinctive [v]-like allophone (although the contact is typically a loose one, between the upper teeth and the inside of the lower lip) before front vowels: the Eastern glide does not occur in such environments. There are often several possible phonemic interpretations of the glides: (1) /y/, /w/ as above; (2) automatic and hence not to be noted at all; (3) “non-syllabic” /i, u/ or even /e, o/ and thus an element in rising or falling diphthongs. For example, eya, ea or eja; ay or aj.

For orthography, the choice is often a matter of convention rather than dictated by the phonology. Thus in Marathi, according to Bloch (1920), “y “has no existence . . . outside of tatasams” and is only an orthographic device for i, e in a falling diphthong. Hindi in modern Nagari also prefers to write Y, W, while the Gurmukhi orthography of Punjabi prefers sequences of vowel symbols: H. swami vs. P. soami. However, both /y/ and /w/ do exist in Hindi outside of diphthongs (i.e. initially), albeit only in deictics (again, leaving aside loans). In Marathi (except in the word yepe ‘come’) and Gujarati only /w/ so occurs. but it is more widespread. In Bengali neither occurs.

A nasalized [w] occurs in the Harauti dialect of Rajasthani (Allen 1957a), Bengali (Ferguson and Chowdhury 1960), Marathi, Hindi, and probably other languages. It is usually (perhaps not in Hindi) best treated as an allophone of /ml/.

5.3.6 Voicing

A voicing opposition in the basic stop series, /b, d, j, g/ vs. /p, t, c, k/, is found among all NIA languages without exception (in contrast with, for example, Tamil). However, it does not always cover all the additional affricate articulations noted in section 5.3.1. For example, Khowar and Gawarbati have no *jto match their /l/. Bashkarik and Kanyawali have voiceless /ts, c, cl/ but only /jl/, no *dz or *j. Shina has /lj/ as well as /lj/ but no *dz to match its /lts/. On the other hand, Kalasha and Phalura do have the full complement of /dz, j/, to go with /ts, c, cl/, and most six-position languages have /dz, j/.

A [dz] very easily passes over to a [z], however. That seems to be what has happened in the Shina case. In a number of other languages, including Kashmiri and Marathi, a positional (intervocalic) or free variation of [z] with [dz] is recorded. Descriptions differ as to which is taken as basic. This poses a problem for the phonemicizer: is a voiced sibilant phoneme to be posited, or, bearing pattern congruence in mind, an affricated stop with – perhaps most of the time – a sibilant allophone? In Assamese, at least, the situation is clear: the affricates, both voiced and voiceless, have passed over completely to fricative status, and the system has been restructured into one with /s/z instead of *cj. Other cases present more of a problem because only the voiced member is affected (*dz > [z] but ts
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remains) and the overall system is one of contrast in stops, whatever the particular phonetic realities.

Nasals, flaps, laterals, and semivowels all occur only in voiced versions, except for the voiceless lateral /λ/ of the far northwest mentioned earlier. Fricatives, i.e. sibilants, are another matter, however. Although exclusively voiceless sibilants are the Indo-Aryan norm, a voicing opposition in the sibilants does now exist in Assamese, as a result of the transformation of the affricates noted above, and is well-established in a number of languages of the northwest: Shina, Pashai, Kanyawali, Khowar, and Kalasha have /s/z, /ʃ/; Gawar batí, Bashkarík, Mayan, and Phalura (and Romany) have /s/z, /ʃ/; Torwali has /ʃ/; Kashmiri and Tirahi have /s/z. Here again, as with the affricates, there are occasionally gaps in the system: Kashmiri, for instance, has no *z to match its /ʃ/; Gawar batí has no *z to match its /ʃ/. An /s/z opposition has also developed in Chittagong Bengali.

The /h/ is traditionally considered a voiced ([ɦ]). An opposition of voiced/ voiceless /ɦ/ has developed in certain Rajasthani (Southern Mewari and North-western Marwari) and non-standard Gujarati dialects, however, where *s has developed into a voiceless [ʃ]. Since this has happened elsewhere in NIA, it is possible that such an opposition exists or has existed (it is perhaps inherently not very stable) in other NIA dialects also.

Several languages, among them Standard Hindi and Urdu, acquire a secondary voicing opposition in fricatives through Persian loanwords, most commonly /s/z. In Khowar, however, even the /χ/ is of native origin, and is only augmented by loans.

5.3.7 Aspiration

An aspirated series of both voiceless and voiced stops, producing a four-way contrast /p, ph, b, bh/ at all five basic points of articulation, is the normal (and distinctive) NIA as well as Sanskrit pattern.

As noted earlier, a number of modern analyses prefer to treat the aspirates as clusters, generally to minimize the total number of phonemes. At the same time it is admitted (e.g., Gumperz 1958, Ferguson and Choudhury 1960, Hai 1958) that – in many of the languages at least – they pattern in most respects like single consonants (e.g., in their combinatorial and other occurrence propensities and in their effects on vowels [see below]). If taken as clusters, in some languages they would be the only initial clusters. (Distributional considerations may occasionally weigh in favor of the opposite conclusion, e.g., in Lamani, where aspirates occur only initially.) Finally, there is the testimony of the Pan-Indian writing system itself (see Chapter 6), which in all its varieties has implicitly recognized the unitary
status of these segments by providing them with unitary symbols. The borrowed
Perso-Arabic script in its Urdu version represents them as consonant + h (of a
special type), but in its Sindhi version special unitary symbols (with dots) have
been invented.

As with voicing, the extension of this pattern to the expanded articulation
series is incomplete in some cases. For example, of the languages with seven articula-
tions, Kanyawali lacks aspirate equivalents of /lʃ, çʃ, jʃ/, Shumashti of /tʃ, ç/, and
Kalasha and Phalura of /dz, jl/. (Gawarbatı, Kalasha, Phalura, and Shina have a
full complement of seven voiceless aspirates, however: /ph, th, th, ch, ch, ch, kh/.)
Of the languages with six articulations, the Himalayan group (including Kash-
miri) generally has a full complement of voiceless aspirates, but the voiced
aspirate series, in those dialects that have it, often seems to be missing a member,
*jh or *dzh, or in the case of Torwali, *jh. In the southern group, Marathi and
Konkani have a complete voiced series, but are missing a /tʃh.

Some of these apparent gaps among the aspirate affricates seem to be due not to
such a phone not having evolved but to its having evolved further into a fricative,
losing its stop element. Thus the erstwhile Marathi–Konkani /tʃh has become a
pure [s] and (losing also its aspiration) has merged with the original /sl/ phoneme.
Marathi /dzʃl/ is frequently heard as [zh] (aspirated [z]), but since there is no
aspiration opposition among sibilants, it remains distinct, systemically part of the
stop oppositions.

A more significant variation is the absence of the voiced aspirate series in some
languages, reducing the system to a three-way contrast /p, ph, bl/. This is the
pattern in Punjabi, some “Northern Lahnda” dialects (e.g., Kagani, “Hindko” of
Hazara), Kashmiri and most other Dardic languages (Shina, Bashkarik, Gawar-
batı, Khowar, Katarkalai, Shumashti, Tirahi), a few West Pahari dialects (“the
Simla dialects as a whole,” according to Bailey), and Romany. It is also reported
from the East Bengali of Dacca (Pal 1966a) and the dialect of Chittagong (Uéda
1970). Except for the latter, it is a phenomenon of the northwest. (Voiced
aspirates are retained, however, in most West Pahari dialects, most “Lahnda”
dialects, in Dogri, and in the Kashtawari and Rambani dialects of the Kashmiri
group, and in the Dardic Maiyā and Kalasha.) Voiced aspirates are absent from
non-initial positions in several varieties of Rajasthani (Allen: personal
communication).

Absence (in the sense of elimination) of the voiced aspirates is often correlated
with the presence of tone (e.g., both in Punjabi and in the Bengali dialects
mentioned above). This is not always the case, however (e.g., in Kashmiri or
Romany), nor is the converse true: the presence of tone does not always mean the
absence of the voiced aspirates (e.g., in Dogri, various “Lahnda” dialects).
Phonemic aspiration has been entirely lost in Sinhalese and Maldivian, and in the Kasargod dialect of Marathi, spoken in the north of Kerala (Ghatage 1970). (It has not been lost, however, in the Saurashtra language domiciled in the heart of the Tamil country. Cf. Dave 1976.)

There is a natural tendency (cf. Greek, Iranian) for aspirates to evolve into fricatives, especially voiceless aspirates ([ph > f, th > ð, kh > ɾ]). On the whole this tendency has been resisted in NIA, and the aspirates are firmly in place as such. Bengali and its dialects constitute an exception. Even in Standard Bengali there is a tendency to pronounce /ph/ as a bilabial fricative [φ], and also /bh/ as its voiced equivalent [β]. In the East Bengali dialects and especially in the dialect of Chittagong that is carried much further, to the velar stops and to both aspirated and unaspirated stops (*kh, k > [ɾ], *ph, p > [φ], *g > [γ]). The tendency occasionally crops up elsewhere: Gujarati /ph/ varies with [f], and medial /bh, dh, gh/ have variants [β, δ, γ]; in Garhwali initial /ph-]/ and final /-pl/ tend to become [φ] (Chandrasekhar 1970); the contact of /ph, bh/ is described as “weak” also in Nepali (Korol’ev 1965). In what Shackle calls substandard Siraiki /kh, gl/ tend to become [ɾ, γ]. In Marathi also, there is a tendency to weaken or spirantize postvocalic /bh, dh/ and intervocalic /jh/ (≠ [s]) (Lambert 1943).

On the other hand, contrastive aspiration has extended its domain to nasals, laterals, flaps, and even semivowels in a number of NIA languages. Here again analytical opinions differ (unit vs. cluster), but initial /mh-, nh-/ occur in Marathi, Konkani, most dialects of Rajasthani, Kumauni, Braj, and the Saurashtra language, and the sounds are found non-initially also in Gujarati, Sindi, other Hindi dialects, the Bihari languages, Kalasha, and most West Pahari dialects. A /nh/ occurs in Gujarati and some West Pahari dialects, and a /ny/ occurs in Maithili, Bhojpuri, and Chhattisgarhi. In contrast to all these languages, where aspirated nasals are very much part of colloquial speech, in Bengali they belong to an artificial acrolectal pronunciation and are ordinarily converted into plain geminated nasals (*brɔmho = [brɔmmmo] > /brɔmmlɔ/).

An aspirated /lh/ is found in Maithili, Bhojpuri, Chhattisgarhi, Braj, Standard Hindi, Nepali, Kumauni, Gujarati, various Bhili and Rajasthani dialects, Konkani, certain Marathi dialects (Warli, Kudali), Sindi, Siraiki, and Kalasha. It seems to be absent from Oriya, Assamese, Punjabi, Dogri, Kashmiri, and most other Dardic languages (except Kalasha). It does not turn up in the available West Pahari material. (Its absence in some though not all of these languages, along with the absence of aspirated nasals, is in line with the absence of voiced aspirates generally, e.g., in Kashmiri and Shina.) Although it occurred in Vedic, [ḥ] is apparently a rare sound in NIA. It is reported only for Gujuri and the rural dialect of Northwestern Hindi studied by Gumperz (1955a).
An aspirated /rh/ occurs in Maithili, Bhojpuri, Braj, Bundeli, Chhattisgarhi, Gujarati, Bhili, Hindi, Kumauni, Nepali, Marathi, and Siraiki. An aspirated retroflex flap /rh/ occurs as a phoneme or as an allophone generally in the same languages that have its unaspirated counterpart as a phoneme or allophone. Kumauni and several varieties of Rajasthani (Marwari, Mewari, Harauti) are exceptions: they have /r/ but no */rh/ (Allen: personal communication). These sounds (/h, /rh, /r/occur in Bengali under the same restricted circumstances as described earlier for /mh, nh, /yh/.

Finally /wh/ (or [vh]) is a characteristic sound of Marathi and its dialects. It is also reported by Shackle (1976) for Siraiki, by Trail (1970) for Lamani, by Allen for Mewari, and unavoidably in various accounts of Marwari (Marw. *vheno 'to be'). A word *whittar, *whitar 'inside' (cf. H. *bhitar) turns up in LSI and other accounts of some West Pahari dialects (Mandeali, Inner Siraji), but possibly the transcription *wh- is meant to indicate a /bh/ with weakened occlusion, as in Bengali.

Ghatage (1965) records a /ylh/ in the Kudali dialect of Marathi.

5.3.8 Other correlations, and special sounds

Perhaps the most famous set of additional consonants are the implosive voiced stops of Sindhi: /ɓ, ɗ, f, ɡ/. Such an opposition is not quite confined to Sindhi, but is found only in NIA dialects immediately adjacent to it. In Kacchi and Siraiki ("Southern Lahnda"), there is the same set as in Sindhi; in dialects of Marwari a slightly different one: /ɓ, ɗ, ɗ, ɡ/ (Allen 1957b). According to Bahl (1972) (and Magier 1983) the Marwari sounds in question are "glottalized", not implosive, consonants, and Bahl counts only /bɭ, dɭ, ɡɭ/. One never knows, in regard to Rajasthani, whether the writers are referring to the same subdialects and therefore to the same phenomenon. It may be relevant that the Thareli dialect of Sindhi, adjacent to Rajasthani, is sometimes said to lack the Sindhi implosives. On the other hand, the latter are sometimes referred to, e.g., by Turner (1924), as "preceded by glottal closure." According to Allen (personal communication): "Much depends on the definition of 'glottalisation'. Implosives also are glottalised in that they are 'glottalic suction stops' as opposed to 'glottalic pressure stops' (ejectives) e.g. in the definitions of Pike, Catford."

The Sindhi implosives (glottalized suction stops [see above]) have been but should not be confused with a set of glottalized pressure stops (ejectives) found in some East Bengali dialects (and Bishnupriya) in place of the voiced aspirate series: /bɭ, dɭ, ɡɭ/ in the Maimansingh dialect, /bɭ, dɭ, ɡɭ, dzɭ, ɡɭ/ in the Chittagong dialect (according to Goswami 1940–4). In both dialects /h itself has become a glottal stop /ɭ/. (The Sindhi sounds have nothing to do historically with the
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5.3.9 Secondary consonants

Borrowed consonants fall chiefly into three subsets, partially overlapping:

1. those from Persian (in its Central Asian pronunciation): f, v, f, z, x, y, q, fairly well established in the languages of predominantly Muslim populations (though not equally in all) and in the case of f, v, f, z, of some others as well, preeminently common Hindi; all seven of the sounds mentioned are characteristic of Urdu, but *q and *y are lacking or not well established in Sindhi, “Lahnda”, and Kashmiri, and *q is lacking in Dakhani Urdu.

2. those from Sanskrit, confined by contrast to careful and somewhat artificial pronunciations of rather restricted educated circles of mainly Hindi and Marathi (not Bengali) speakers: n in some languages which do not normally have it (such as Hindi and Maithili), and s, when there is an attempt to differentiate it from ś in tātamas (rather than pronounce it vulgarly as kh, or assimilate both to f); to these should perhaps be added the nasalized ŋ used in the traditional rendering of anusvāra in tātamas before voiced consonants and s, f, r, v, h in Marathi: e.g., samraksan ‘protection’ > [səwərəkʂən];
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3. those from English, fairly widespread in educated urban speech, especially in the north and west, where English and Persian influences reinforce each other: \( f, v, f, z \); it should be noted that not all the exotic consonants in originally English loanwords are incorporated into NIA speech: \( \theta, \delta, \zeta \) are almost always replaced by NIA /th, d, jl/ or /jh/; the last happens to have in Marathi an intervocalic allophone approximating the English sound.

One characteristic of the secondary phonemes is that they do not enter into the correlations of aspiration, palatalization, or even voicing discussed earlier, unless they accidentally encounter a preexisting partner, or bring one with them. For example, an aspirated \( *qh \) is a perfectly possible phoneme, one existing in various Caucasian and Amerindian languages, but it is not found in NIA.

Another characteristic of the secondary phonemes is that, except in Urdu, where they are as it were part of the very definition of the language, they are to varying degrees always liable to be replaced by a native NIA sound by at least some speakers: \( f \) by /ph/, \( v \) (where this sound is foreign) by /bl/ or even /bh/, \( z \) by /jl/, \( \chi \) by /kh/, \( q \) by /kl/, \( \gamma \) by /gl/, \( s \) by /sl/, /fl/ or \( kh \), \( f \) by /sl/, \( n \) by /nl/.

5.3.10 Overview of NIA consonant “systems”

Although the reader can piece together the complete consonant systems of various NIA languages from the foregoing discussions, those of the major languages and a few others are spelled out in Figure 5.1 for quick reference and comparison. Parentheses indicate consonants found only in loanwords; square brackets indicate those with “very low functional load.” The arrangement is roughly geographical.

5.4 NIA vowels and associated features

Vowel descriptions often disagree more than consonant descriptions, and the number of distinctive segments ascribed to a particular language in various accounts may vary alarmingly, even with respect to plain oral vowels and leaving aside such features as nasalization, register, and tone. (For simplicity’s sake, the latter will be dealt with separately here and not included in the basic vowel inventories.) For one thing, vowels are describable along what is essentially a continuum, and merge into one another in a way consonants do not. It is an area where special training or the lack of it can make a big difference in the number and identification of discriminated sounds. More disturbingly, there is evidence (Fox 1978) of individual differences in vowel perception irrespective of training or background. Finally, vowel phones in some languages do vary considerably in relation to neighboring consonants, position in the word, and stress, as well as
nasalization and tone. Identifying the contrastive parameters of the vowels themselves thus puts the phonemic principle to the sorest test.

It should also be noted that NIA orthographies sometimes diverge considerably from the phonologies in this area, and it is sometimes difficult for the educated investigator to disengage his or her perceptions from the written norms. On occasion the divergence is so great as to be plain to all, but other cases may leave room for doubt. Many of the best and most detailed accounts are written by educated native speakers "using myself as informant." While we must be grateful for these, a great desideratum is for more accounts based on wide and objective surveys, especially of the unsuspecting. While one problem with some accounts is lack of true minimal pairs or even minimal environments for the contrasts claimed, a problem with some others is the citation of minimal pairs that may contrast only in spelling, or perhaps in what may be called a reading pronunciation, misidentified as "speech".

5.4.1 NIA oral vowel systems

It will be convenient first to present a typology of NIA vowel systems in the conventional manner as whole systems of contrasts. Except for the five-vowel system /i, e, a, o, ul/ found only outside the subcontinent in European Romany, the minimal NIA vowel system is a six-vowel system. (Ventzel [1983] posits a six-vowel system for North Russian Romany also, but the sixth vowel, a high unrounded central /i:/, behaves suspiciously like a variant of /il/ after nonpalatalized consonants.)

The subcontinental six-vowel system has two subtypes: one is the Oriya type, with parallel front and back vowels /i, e, a, u, o, ul/; it is also found in Bishnupriya. The other is the Nepali/Marathi type, with a height contrast in the central vowels: /i, e, a, o, ul/. It is also found in Lamani and Sadani. Both Nepali and Marathi have been analyzed differently (e.g., Clark identifies two additional lower-mid front vowels /e, æ/ in Nepali – which would make a remarkably asymmetrical system) but these are the most common views of those languages. The Marathi higher central vowel is considerably higher than the Nepali one, particularly in its lengthened final-position allophone. (Some would consider the latter a phoneme, bringing the Marathi total to seven. The question hinges mainly on whether to consider the vocalic release after final consonant clusters a vowel, and thus an allophone of /al/ contrasting with final [a:], or automatic.)

Otherwise the quintessential seven-vowel system is that of Bengali, with differentiation of lower-mid vowels both front and back: /i, e, æ; a; o, ul/ Some dialects (Rajshahi, Maimansing, perhaps Chittagong, but not Dacca) appear to
have reduced systems. (Učida finds additional long vowels /aː/, ɔː/, ɔː/ in the Chittagong dialect.)

There are several types of eight-vowel systems, chief among which are the Gujarati (/i, e, e; a, ɔ, ɔ, u/) and, with four parallel front and back vowels, the Assamese (/i, e, e; a, ɔ, ɔ, u/). Halbi and Bhatri seem to exemplify a third type with contrasts in the high vowels instead of in the lower-mid vowels: /iː, i, e; a, a; ɔ, ɔ, u/. The same subtype is reported for Garhwali by Chandrasekhar (1970), and seems to characterize the Chameali and Gadi (Bharmauri) dialects of West Pahari. Kalasha may also have an eight-vowel system, although the phonetic vs. phonological character of Morgenstierne's account is not clear. Although Warli is of the Gujarati type, the Bhili of Dangs (Kulkarni 1976) has a system with three front and three central vowels of different heights but only two back vowels: /i, e, e; i, a, a; ɔ, u/. It is impossible to tell from the available materials (overdifferentiated?) what the vocalic phonology of other Bhili dialects might be. It may well be the same as Gujarati (i.e. there seems to be something analogous to the Gujarati contrast in the lower-mid vowels, but Jain [1971] posits several other vowels as well).

A nine-vowel system in NIA generally involves contrasts also in the high vowels (/i, u/U, or iː/i, uː/u, or iː/I, uː/U – three ways of describing the same thing), although the Harauti dialect of Rajasthani has it only in the back set (Allen 1957b). There is usually asymmetry in the lower-mid vowels in the nine-vowel systems: either the back contrast is lacking or the front. Dogri (Shankar 1931) has /iː, i, e; ɔ, a; ɔ, U, u/; i.e. no *eː to match its /ɛː/. Rudhari (Varma 1936) has a similar system: /i, i, e; ɔ, a; ɔ, U, u/, as do apparently several other West Pahari dialects (Mandeali, Pangwali, Khashali, Churahi) as well as Siraiki (Shackle 1976). The Shodochi and Surkhuli dialects of West Pahari on the other hand have ɔː but not *eː. Finally there are symmetrical systems in some West Pahari dialects (Jaunsari, Shoracholi, Kului) which have both the front and the back mid-vowel contrasts but lack *eː. Although nine-vowel systems thus seem to be characteristic of West Pahari, the reader is cautioned that the materials on which these conclusions are reached are not very satisfactory. In particular it is not clear from them what the phonetic value of the segments represented as ai, au is in these dialects. If monophthongal as in most of northwest India, we may be dealing with eleven-vowel systems here – assuming the “short” and “long” e’s and o’s of the accounts are indeed contrastive and not determined.

The symmetrical ten-vowel system of Hindi and Punjabi (/i, I, e, æ; a, ɔ; u, U, o, ɔ/ – often represented as /i, i, e, ai; ɔ, a; u, u, o, au/) is considered the normative NIA system, in that it is “closest” to Sanskrit – that is, has the same number of distinctions, except for the loss of the vowels *ʃ, ʃ, ʃ̄. The diphthongs ai, au,
conventionally counted as part of the Sanskrit inventory of “vowels” (though not of NIA inventories, being properly relegated to the category of diphthongs), are monophthongized to e, o in these languages, although in eastern (i.e. Bihari) pronunciations of common Hindi (and in some acrolectal pronunciations of tatsamas) a diphthongal element is retained (Harris 1966).

It is also generally agreed that the quantitative distinctions of Sanskrit (i:/i, u:/u, etc.) have been replaced, or are at least accompanied, by qualitative distinctions (not only in these systems but in some of the “reduced” systems already discussed). Even for Sanskrit, Panini had noted that the contrast conventionalized as a/la: was in reality already a qualitative distinction, [a, a:]. It is possible, however, that a qualitative difference accompanied all the length distinctions from the beginning, or at least had intruded by the time of contacts with the Greeks. (Cf. Bloch 1965: 35.) Because it is the traditional basis of the system, one still occasionally finds the NIA vowels also stated in terms of quantitative contrasts (see above). (Ohala [1983] says she is forced to do so because of the constraints of generative phonology. We shall in fact do the same in the remaining sections of this book for reasons of typographical convenience and clarity as well as etymological comparability.)

This system is shared also by Sindhi and (Northern) “Lahnda” (according to some analyses—according to others Sindhi lacks /ɔ/) , Kacchi, and most varieties of Rajasthani, including Gujuri (although Magier [1983] reports the collapse of the higher and lower mid-vowels, both back and front, in many varieties of Marwari, also noted by Grierson in LS1 9.2 as a “general Rajasthani tendency,” observable even in Malvi).

Certain West Pahari dialects (Sirmauri, the Rampuri and Rohru subdialects of Kochi, Baghati, Bishshau, Inner Siraji), and some Dardic dialects (Phalura, Maiya, Garwarbati) seem to have a ten-vowel system in which the distinctions are filled out not by monophthongized *ai, au (if these are also present, they would produce a twelve-vowel system) but by “short/long” (and at the same time qualitatively lower/higher) ele:, olö: = [e:/e:, o:/o:] contrasts. (In the language of the plains, monophthongized *ai, au, as well as undifferentiated mid-vowels, are all supposed to be long vowels, [æ:, ɔ:, e:, ɔ:] .) According to Buddruss (1960), the ten-vowel system of the Dardic language-fragment Wotapuri is still mainly quantitative; quality distinctions do not always accompany the length differences, except in the case of a:/a (as in Sanskrit) and apparently also e:/e, o:/o (unknown to Sanskrit). A similar system is noted by both Pandit (1972) and Učida (1979) for the Saurashtri of South India.

Systems with eleven vowels generally involve adding something to the “Himalayan” system with the length-differentiated mid-vowels. In Padari, Bhadrawahi,
and Kiu Nathali it is a long rounded front vowel /u:/.

In Northeastern Pashai dialects there seems to be a contrast in height between short central vowels /a/. There is a similar contrast in Kumauni (where according to Apte and Pattanayak [1967] it is the lower mid-vowel that is long and the higher that is short, /e/). In Bhojpuri according to Shukla (1981) there is /æ/ in addition to /e, e:/ – and to the diphthong /ai/. According to Katre (1966), Konkani has an /o/ contrasting with /o, o:/ as well as with /au/.

According to Varma (1935) and Jaiswal (1962), Braj and Bundeli have a twelve-vowel system in which both of the above additions are made – in this case, however, representing monophthongizations of /ai, au > [æ, ə]. Varma (1948) describes what is apparently a twelve- (or possibly a thirteen-) vowel system of a rather different sort in the Bhalesi dialect of West Pahari: /i, I, (e), e, æ, æ, α, α, α, o, U, u, u, u/. (The vowels in parentheses may not be phonemic.) Varma (1938) noted a similar system (with two front-rounded vowels) in neighboring Bhadrawahi. Bashkarik (Kohistani Dardic) seems to have a twelve-vowel system with three height and/or length distinctions in the front-mid vowels (e:/e/æ:/) – possibly also in the back (o:/o/α:/, which would = thirteen) plus the front-rounded vowel /œ:/.

Accounts of Khowar listing three central and three back-mid (œ, o, o:) vowels, but not front-mid, may be subphonemic.

An authentic thirteen-vowel system is found in Sinhalese, however. It is based mainly on quantity: /i:, i, e:, æ, æ, æ, æ, æ, æ, o, o, u, ul/. The exception is the /æ/ distinction, based on height, which is not distinguished in writing, and therefore not included in Geiger’s account. (Some writers, e.g., Fairbanks, Gair, and De Silva [1968], posit a long as well as a short /æ/, but the long variety occurs only in English loanwords, e.g., fæ:s 'shirt'.)

NIA languages with a larger number of vowel phonemes may also exist. It is a question primarily of Kashmiri and Shina, regarding both of which there are widely differing accounts. Grierson thought he heard front-rounded vowels [ã, ǎ, ə]. Most modern analyses, however (e.g., Bailey 1937, Handoo 1973, and Kachru 1973), hold these to be un-rounded central vowels, [i, i, æ, æ]. Kashmiri thus has (at least) three contrasts in height in the central vowels (including the low-central vowels /a/). There are at least three contrasts also in the back vowels (lu:, u:, o:, o, a), but possibly only two (li:, i, e, el) in the front vowels. Kachru and Handoo but not Bailey or Grierson distinguish /æ/; this would bring the phonemic total to sixteen. The phonetic descriptions make clear, and Zakhar’in (1974) has established experimentally, that the vowels distinguished by length in the above account also differ in quality (height).

According to Zakhar’in, however, the number of actual phonemes is much fewer (around ten): [i, i, e, e:] are allophones of the central vowel phonemes /i, i:/,
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\(\varepsilon, \varepsilon:l\) in the vicinity of palatal consonants. (This would posit a very odd vowel system, with only central and back vowel phonemes.) The problem, or rather the challenge, of Kashmiri (to which we shall have to return) is that the relationship of sounds is such that the regularities of the phonology can only be stated in a way that obscures the phonetics of the language, while the regularities of the grammar can only be stated in a way that departs from phonology in the conventional sense in the direction of morphophonemics.

With regard to Shina, Bailey reduced the twenty vowels he distinguished in his 1924 account to fourteen upon further analysis in 1925: /i, I, e, e; u, U, o, (\(\varepsilon\)), a; \(\varepsilon, \Lambda, \chi, al\). (The sound (\(\varepsilon\)) belongs mainly to loanwords. The /U/ phoneme has a front-rounded allophone [\(\varepsilon\)]; /i, I/ have retracted allophones [\(\varepsilon\), \(\varepsilon\)] in the vicinity of the retroflex affricates and sibilants (\(c, j, s, z\)). Schmidt and Zarin (1981), analyzing the Palas dialect, come up with twelve vowels, none of which is back-rounded, high-central, or front-rounded (although wide variation in vowel allophones is noted): /i, I, e, e; u, U, o, (\(\varepsilon\)), a; \(\varepsilon, \Lambda, \chi, u, U\). (They actually posit six vowels, /i, e, \(\varepsilon\), a, o, u/; /i, I, e, e; u, U, o, (\(\varepsilon\)), a; \(\varepsilon, \Lambda, \chi, u, U\), occurring with all vowels, which are described as having the other phonetic shapes above when not so cooccurring.)

Ghatage describes both the Kasargod dialect of Marathi (1970) and the Konkani of the Chitrapur Saraswats of South Kanara as having a large number of vowels, eighteen and fourteen respectively, albeit with suspicious positional restrictions, especially in the first case.

5.4.2 Further remarks on vowels

The above presentation of NIA vowel systems has been in a simple order of increasing complexity. From the standpoint of an historical typology, they may be subcategorized rather differently: those that have preserved what might be called the basic system (Standard Hindi and Punjabi); those that have reduced that system (the Eastern group, Marathi, and Gujarati), mainly by collapsing the distinctions in the high front and back vowels; and those that have expanded that system in various ways (e.g., Sinhalese, Kashmiri, many Pahari dialects, and non-standard Western Hindi dialects themselves according to some accounts).

The presence of “geminated vowels” (\(ii, ee, oo, uu\), etc.) allegedly belonging to only one syllable (cf. Goswami 1966: 97) in such languages as Assamese and Bengali is a reminder that a degree of conventionality governs even these analyses. Such vowels are not usually (an exception is Učida's analysis of the Chittagong dialect) counted as “long” vowels perhaps because they are fairly recent evolutes, and are often still spelled as two vowels separated by an (unpronounced) glide. If new long vowels are to arise in these languages, they would no doubt do so in precisely this manner, as they have already many times in NIA (see
Chapter 7). In Oriya according to Pattanayak and Das (1972) such geminates are "pronounced as two syllables." The line between the two perceptions is perhaps very fine, and the question in general deserves a careful phonetic investigation.

Purely systemic comparisons can be misleading, Hindi, Bengali, and Gujarati /ɔ/, for example, are different phonetically, historically, and in their written representation. The first is a long vowel, the result of monophthongization of the diphthong *au, which remains its written symbol. (In Bengali this has evolved instead into the diphthong /oul/.) The second is a phonetic development of the vowel *a (> [ɔ], therefore etymologically equivalent to Hindi and Gujarati /ɔ/, and as the "inherent vowel" represented by zero graphemically. The origin and status of Gujarati /ɔ/ is more complicated (see Pandit 1955-6a, Cardona 1965): while partly a development (not uniform) of early NIA *au, it also goes back to MIA *u, o in closed syllables, to combinations with *h (*aho, ahu, uha, oha) and to other sources. Its employment varies dialectically and stylistically. It is generally not differentiated from /o/ in spelling; AU is unavailable to represent it, as there is a more recent /oul/ diphthong in the language (in Tss.). This last, however, is also beginning to be pronounced [ɔ], perhaps under Hindi influence. The contrast /ɔ/ obtains only in initial or monosyllables. Gujarati /ɔ/ is less open than the Hindi or Bengali sound.

Analogous remarks apply to the lower-mid front vowels in these languages. Again the symbol ç, used in some descriptions for the Hindi sound instead of ç, in that case denotes a more open sound than the same symbol in descriptions of Gujarati (E is also used for the latter). Neither the Bengali nor the Gujarati sounds have the slight diphthongization sometimes heard in the Hindi sound. Although the sources of Bengali /æ/ are partly similar to those of Gujarati le/ (whereas *ai, the source of Hindi æ, has developed in Bengali into /oUl/), it has become a more open sound, and by virtue of a number of additional sources, e.g., sequences of *ya, yû, vowel harmony, etc., it is more firmly established in the language.

Expansion of the system has been by way of elaboration of distinctions in the mid-vowels and in the central vowels, and by adding such refinements as front-rounded vowels. The last are very rare in NIA, turning up only in a few West Pahari and Dardic dialects, where they are also marginal. (Jordan-Horstmann [1969] detects an /ui/ in the Sadani language of South Bihar, but she phonemicizes it as a cluster /ul/.) Higher central unrounded vowels are somewhat more common, and characteristic of Marathi and Kashmiri.

Commonest of all, however, and also most problematic, are further distinctions, or alleged distinctions, in the mid-vowels, often posited as ele: and olo:, albeit with qualitative differences attached. On the one hand, there is often a
suspicious restriction of occurrence of the “short” vowel to certain environments
(e.g., closed syllables, unstressed syllables) plus certain form classes (e.g., pro-
nouns). The former goes back to MIA, where the phonemic status of the short
mid-vowels is therefore also problematic. On the other hand, since the Northern
scripts have no way of clearly representing such vowels, should they develop,
*orthographic hesitation* between e/i and o/u is often an indication of their
presence, at least phonetically. One of the great desiderata in IA linguistics is a
thoroughgoing overall clarification of the phonological status of the “short” mid-
vowels in those NIA languages where they have been noted (Pahari dialects,
Dardic languages, several Hindi dialects, Bhojpuri, Konkani – in Sinhalese there
appears to be no problem, although it might be worth including for the sake of
comparison), and in MIA.

Secondary subsystems involving borrowed sounds (as distinct from sporadic
individual code-mixing) play a much more minor role among NIA vowels than
among consonants. The main case worth noting is Marathi, where the vowels /æ/ and
/æ/ (in English loanwords) and /i/ (in Sanskrit *tatsamas* with an original *r*)
may be said to constitute a secondary subsystem – noted, moreover, by special
written symbols. (To these might be added the long /a:/ in Sinhalese mentioned
earlier – if one vowel can constitute a subsystem.) Marathi has no native [ɔ] or [æ]
phones, as the diphthongs /ai, au/ remain phonetically diphthongs. In Hindi,
Bengali, and other languages which do have these sounds, the vowels in English
loanwords are simply assimilated to them. (In Hindi, the short [ɛ] in English
words merges with /æ/.)

It is possible to speak of another kind of secondary subsystem, however,
consisting not of borrowed sounds but rather of native sounds of marginal status.
In Bengali, for example, there are rare but undeniable contrasts between, e.g., E/e
in [chEle] ‘boy’ and [chele] ‘if (it) covers’, and between I/i in [kIntu] ‘but’ and
[kintum] ‘I used to bring/ would have brought’ (Clinton Seely: personal communi-
cation). In Nepali there are the additional vowels (e/, e/) noted by Clark (1977),
which are in fact colloquial pronunciations of the sequences /Cya, Cyā/ respect-
ively. Cases like the former can sometimes be taken care of by positing junctures:
/kin–tuml/ vs. /kintul/, while those like the latter can be “interpreted” as a
sequence (historically underlying or otherwise), as Jordan-Horstmann does with
Sadani [i] = /ui/, although this is not always the most satisfactory solution.

### 5.4.3 Diphthongs

Diphthongs, defined as combinations of vowel sounds within one syllable, should
be distinguished from sequences of vowels constituting more than one syllable
(see section 5.5.2 below), although accounts of NIA phonologies do not always
do so. To do so most rigorously perhaps would require showing contrasts between
diphthongs and corresponding vowel sequences, e.g., \( aj/af \), but although this can
be and in fact has been done with regard to some NIA languages, it is not always
possible, or necessary to establish the reality of the diphthong (any more than it is
necessary to show contrasts with sequences of \( C + /h/ \) to establish the reality of
aspirated consonants). To add to the confusion, vowel sequences often evolve into
diphthongs – in NIA (as contrasted with, for example, English or Spanish) they
are in fact the main historical source of the latter – and in such circumstances there
are naturally very many borderline cases.

Another question involves so-called rising diphthongs (\( [\mu a, ja, je] \), etc.) vs.
sequences of the “semicsonants” \( ly, wI + \) vowel. As this is partly a matter of
particular phonological doctrine (and the rigor of its application) rather than of
any phonetic differences, both interpretations are found in accounts of some NIA
languages. In other cases, there is more justification for the diphthongal interpreta­
tion, namely when the glides occur only postconsonantally in such combinations
(e.g., \( C + [\mu a, ja, etc.] \) and never initially. Such is the case in Bengali, for example,
where moreover the glides are often treated as “non-syllabic” \( e, o \), rather than \( +i, u \). In languages where the semivowels pattern more like consonants – e.g., occur
initially and in the case of \( w \) have consonant-like allophones (as noted earlier the
phoneme is often representable as \( /v/ \)) – it seems more appropriate to treat such
sequences as simple vowels preceded by consonant clusters of the type \( Cw- \), \( Cy- \).

Sanskrit had only the two diphthongs \( /ai/ \) and \( /aI/ \), for which special symbols
were eventually provided in later Brahmi. While inheriting this writing convention
for what now may be pronounced as diphthongs (in the Eastern languages as phonetically different diphthongs, \( [oi, ou] \)) or as a simple vowel (usually \( [\varepsilon, \varepsilon] \))
the NIA languages generally have an expanded inventory of falling diphthongs
(except for Sinhalese, which has no diphthongs, and Kashmiri, which along with
some West Pahari dialects has only \( /ai, aI/ \). These naturally have to be represented
in other ways, either as sequences of vowels (which may also represent disyllabic sequences) or of vowel + the semivowels \( l-yI \) and \( l-wI \). As there is a
reluctance in some descriptions to recognize any diphthongs other than the
traditional two (and therefore to go into the question at all), it is difficult to be
exhaustive in comparisons, but it is clear enough that the Eastern languages have
the greatest number of true diphthongs (as well as disyllabic vowel sequences): in
Bengali, for instance, Ferguson and Chowdhury (1960) recognize \( /ai, a\varepsilon, \ddot{a}o, eI, oI, \ddot{u}i, \ddot{a}u, e\mu, o\mu, i\mu, e\varphi, o\varphi \) (also \( li, li/ \), contrasting most of them with
identical disyllabic sequences. Marathi, on the other hand, seems to have only a
few diphthongs, but they include contrasts such as \( aw/\ddot{a}w, \ddot{a}y/\ddot{a}y \) which are
unknown to, for example, Hindi. In Gujarati, Cardona (1965) notes several
diphthongs (phonemicized as V + y, w, e.g., āy, āw, ew) along with diphthongal allegro pronunciations of forms with lento disyllabic variants (āy = ā-i, āw = ā-u, ew = e-u) – a situation typical also of Hindi, Punjabi, Marathi, and other languages (which present such forms as gāy 'cow'/gā-ī = gāy 'sang').

5.4.4 Nasalization

Nasalized vowels are a very prominent characteristic of most NIA languages. There are two kinds of vowel nasalization in NIA, namely the predictable (in the neighborhood of nasal consonants, nonfunctional but often noted in Indian descriptions in keeping with traditional attention to syntagmatic phonetic detail) and the unpredictable or contrastive. The latter tends to be phonetically stronger. While phonetically conditioned nasalization is prosodic or suprasegmental by definition, contrastive nasalization is by no means so.

A purely segmental phonology would of course recognize the inherently nasalized vowels as additional vowels, as in French, but no doubt in the name of phoneme economy most modern accounts of NIA seem to prefer to posit instead one “phoneme of nasalization” to be combined with the basic vowels. The disadvantage of this is that there must be an accompanying statement telling which of the basic vowels (and diphthongs) may take this feature, an exercise which is sometimes neglected in favor of a blanket statement to the effect that “all vowels may be nasalized.” This may on occasion be true; often it deserves closer scrutiny, and sometimes involves confusion of the two kinds of nasalization noted above. There may also be disagreement as to what form such a statement should take, and as Ohala (1983) points out, even over the phonetic facts involved. For some examples of such disagreement regarding Hindi, see Dixit (1963), according to which there is no nasalized *e- or *o- – a statement no doubt related to the effect of nasalization on vowel quality; Misra (1967) and Kelkar (1968), according to which there is phonemic nasalization of all vowels; Narang and Becker (1971), according to which all vowel nasalization is predictable; and Ohala (1983), according to which there is phonemic nasalization of the “long” vowels – i:, e:, æ:, aː, ɔː, oː, uː – finally and before voiceless stops only, but predictable nasalization of long vowels before voiced stops – because of the presence of an unrecognized homorganic nasal consonant, and of short vowels – I-, ɛ-, U generally. That is, according to Ohala short nasalized vowels are (with certain exceptions, as always) predictable either phonetically – there is an unrecognized homorganic nasal consonant following – or morphologically (or both). What is involved in the latter is a morphophonemically reduced form of a basic form having a long nasalized vowel, e.g., /sǐːnāl/ ‘to irrigate’, derived intransitive of /sǐːnāl/ ‘to irrigate’. In the opinion of this writer, Ohala’s analysis, complex
though it is, is the best. It also makes good use of laboratory phonetics. She notes that the unnaturalness of the short nasalized vowels is confirmed even for the handful of unpredictable cases by the tendency among the less educated either to denasalize them, *laugh* > *nala* or to insert a homorganic nasal consonant. See also Shackle (1976: 17) on Siraiki and Gill and Gleason (1969: 23) on Punjabi.

In any case, there are real, not theoretical, differences in the domain of vowel nasalization among different NIA languages. In general nasalization is stronger, phonetically and systemically, in the west (where it tends to play not only a lexical but also a morphological role, e.g., in Hindi, Punjabi, Gujarati, Rajasthan, Sindhi, “Lahnda” and Siraiki, Nepali, and Konkani) than in the east. In Bengali, where it has only a lexical role, it is absent altogether from some East Bengali dialects (Dacca, Maimensing), and in the Calcutta Standard affects only six of the seven vowels (not /a/ – or only rarely) and (marginally) only one of the many diphthongs (*e* or *oi*). In Oriya there are no such restrictions.

Nasalization is absent from Sinhalese and from most Marathi dialects (although present in Konkani, and retained until recently in Marathi spelling). It is also absent from Roman. Nasalization is not reported from most dialects of Pashai (Morgenstierne 1973b) or from Tirah, but seems to be present in most other Dardic and Pahari languages, including Kashmiri (Kachru [1973] gives many minimal pairs). In Gujarati, there is only one nasalized mid-vowel, front and back, corresponding to the two oral mid-vowels. It is generally taken to be closer to the lower variety, thus *le*, *lo*. There is a similar tendency in Rajasthani, without, however, destroying the contrast in every case (Magier 1983; see also Allen 1957b). Allen (personal communication) notes that the phonetic effects of nasalization on vowel quality vary with different forms of Rajasthani: Marwari/*o* + =*o*, but Harauti lo + =*u*.

5.4.5 **Tone and murmur**

Contrastive tone is reported from several NIA languages and dialects, among them Chittagong and Dacca Bengali, Shina, Khowar, Gawarbati, Bashkarik, “Lahnda”, Rajasthani, Dogri, several West Pahari dialects (Kochi, Shodochi, Bishshau, Rudhari, Khashali), and possibly Wotapuri, but undoubtedly the classic case of tone in NIA is Punjabi. There are two distinctive tones in Punjabi contrasting with the neutral tone: the High (or High-Falling) */i/ and the Low (or Low-Rising) */a/. (Some would say there are three tones, including the neutral or “Mid” tone as one of them.) Favorite examples of the contrasts are *leper*/*leer* */k/ ‘leper’, *horse*, and (“Mid” or unmarked tone) */koral/ ‘whip’.

Punjabi tone is definitely prosodic (and thus resembles – in terms of its acoustic
impression as well as structurally – Scandinavian rather than Chinese or – even less – African or Mesoamerican tone) in that its domain (described by Gill and Gleason in terms of an “onset” and a “tail”) normally extends over two syllables – although a monosyllable may also have tone. As Shackle (1972) points out, words without one of the distinctive tones (or, in other terms, with the neutral “tone”) are far more common than words with them. To anticipate the discussion in Chapter 7 for the sake of greater clarity here, this is because Punjabi tone has clearly evolved from certain kinds of aspiration, and is therefore found only in words whose equivalents in other NIA languages have voiced aspirates, aspirate nasals or liquids, or /hl/ itself. (For example, the Hindi equivalents of the words above are /kɔṛhɪl – with a different suffix, /gɔṛɑl, and /kɔrɑl/. ) Bahl (1969) observes further that tone (that is, tone onset) is found only on stem vowels and those of certain (stem-forming) derivational suffixes, never on inflectional endings.

According to Bahl, Punjabi tone was first noticed by Bailey in 1913, and not fully described until B. D. Jain’s 1934 accounts, which were restated by Bahl in phonemic terms in 1957. The late recognition of Punjabi tone by scholars is undoubtedly related to the way it is represented in writing (see Chapter 6). Regarding some of the other languages mentioned, analyses are (with the exception of “Lahnda”, thanks to the work of Bahri on the Awankari dialect, and again of Bahl) less complete; sometimes all we have is someone’s observation that tone seems to be distinctive in a language.

Such statements call for caution. As Pike points out in his classic treatise on the subject (1948: 46), “the student is certain to hear pitch phenomena in any language which he studies, since all languages have their words spoken on some pitch, whether or not these pitches are organized into a tonal system.” Nevertheless, there is good reason to suspect the development of tone in those NIA dialects which have, like Punjabi, lost or modified the system of voiced aspirates. This is not the whole story, however. Leaving aside exceptional cases like Sinhalese and Romany, where other factors are clearly responsible, the two phenomena (loss of the voiced aspirates and tone) overlap considerably, but do not coincide. Even in the immediate neighborhood, Kashmiri lacks both the voiced aspirates and “tonemes”, while in certain “Lahnda” dialects (Awankari) and in the Haryanvi form of Western Hindi both occur. In the case of several Dardic language-fragments on the verge of extinction (Shumashti, Wotapuri, Tirahi, Pashai), or even of West Pahari dialects now much influenced by Standard Hindi, it may be impossible ever to clarify the situation.

In Rajasthani, both the High-Falling tone noted for Marwari – where it plays an important morphological role – by Magier (and several predecessors, going back
to Asopa in 1896, who used for it the Vedic term *udātta*), and the Rising tone noted by Allen for South Mewari do seem to go back to an *šh*, whether original or itself derived from an earlier *šs*. Both also entail a phonetic lengthening of a "short" vowel without losing its qualitative opposition to the corresponding "long" vowel. (In Awankari "Lahnda", according to Bahri 1963, tone-bearing vowels are shortened.)

Obviously allied to the phenomenon of tone in NIA is that of *murmur*, both typologically, in that this type of voice quality contrast (nowadays generally called a register contrast, a use of this term differing from Pike's) typically goes with tonal systems (areally and systemically), and historically, in that it too is related to historical voiced aspirates and *šh*. Sometimes it is called *breathy voice*; it should be distinguished from *whisper*, which is voiceless. It has been described mainly for Gujarati (Pandit 1955–6b), where Dave (1967) notes not only eight murmured vowel segments contrasting with eight clear vowel segments, but also six further unmurmured nasalized segments contrasting with the six unmurmured nasalized vowels — making twenty-eight contrastive vowel segments in all. Pandit, followed by Cardona (1965), prefers to regard it as an allophone of *šh* — originally postvocalic but now "simultaneous with the vowel" and accompanied by a lowering of pitch.

Historically it is clearly related to postvocalic *šh*. A favorite contrastive set (with the first example showing *murmur*) is /bǎr/ 'outside' vs. /bâr/ 'twelve' and /bhr/ 'burden', corresponding with Hindi /bāhar, bārā, bhr/. It has spread to other environments, however. Pandit notes final voiced aspirates alternate with murmured preceding vowel + plain voiced stop: /vāgh/ 'tiger' = /vāhgl/ (= [vāg]). In a number of cases there is no *h* in the spelling, e.g., /mārol/ 'my', written simply *maro*. This recalls the closely related Rajasthani (Marwari) form /mhārol/, and Grierson's observations (LSI) that in some West Pahari dialects the aspiration of initial aspirates, or some of them, is *transferred to the right of the following vowel*: ChV > CVh. Further investigation of these dialects for possible murmur phenomena is in order. (In Gujarati itself, it should be noted, initial aspirated non-nasal stops are never followed by, and presumably never produce, murmured vowels. Aspirated nasals thus constitute a different category in this respect.)

Murmured vowels have also been noted in Marathi (Kelkar 1958, Lambert 1943). Marathi also has murmured/breathy diphthongs: /pāyje = pāỹje/ 'wants, needs'. In both Gujarati and Marathi, the murmured segments are in free variation with unmurmured vowels (or in some cases with vowel + postvocalic *šh*), especially among educated speakers.

*Whispered* vowels, alluded to above, have been noted in NIA only in the Western dialects of Awadhi (Saksena 1971: 74–7); although some descriptions of
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the Kashmiri so-called mātra vowels may appear to indicate something similar ("inaudible", etc.), these are better described as lost entirely, but leaving effects on preceding consonants and vowels – e.g., palatalization, umlaut – that may make it analytically convenient still to posit them as occurring. Saksena notes that the whispered vowels of Awadhi “do not make a syllable”. The same is noted (Peter Hook, personal communication) with regard to the ultrashort final vowels of Shina.

5.4.6 Stress

NIA languages are syllable or mora-timed rather than stress-timed, and although stress patterns differ from language to language, stress is generally predictable, if not always simply so. Assamese, for which Goswami (1966) demonstrates the existence of a phonemically contrastive stress (bāndhō ‘you fasten’ vs. bāndhō ‘friend’; piše ‘he is drinking’ vs. pi’se ‘then’), seems to be an exception to this. Shackle (1976) also notes a few cases of lexically contrastive stress in Siraiki (iīlā ‘so much’ vs. iīlā ‘informing’, although stress is generally predictable). (Some, e.g. Gumperz [1958], would insist on its phonemicity, albeit limited, in Standard Hindi also, citing such pairs as patāla/ītā ‘information/tell!’. It could be argued, however, that the position of stress in the second item is morphologically predictable, in that the stem-forming (-ā) of causative and denominative verbs is always stressed.)

To say stress is predictable does not mean it always falls on a particular syllable, as in Polish or Finnish. Chatterji (1926) does describe such a stress pattern (initial syllable of the phrase or breath group) for Standard Bengali, but emphasizes that this generalization does not seem to apply even to other Bengali dialects, let alone a sister language such as Oriya. Regarding the latter, Pattanayak says it is evenly stressed, a characterization sometimes also applied to Marathi (Lambert 1943); stress in these languages is in any case weak. A weak initial stress is also the dominant tendency in Sinhalese and Nepali.

For the remaining languages (Hindi, Gujarati, Punjabi, etc.), rather complicated sets of rules are necessary, involving the number of syllables, whether they are open or closed, and the nature of their vowels. A number of different formulations have been made. Those by foreigners sometimes confuse the prominence of long vowels with stress. Despite attempts (e.g., by Grierson) to formulate one overall set of rules, sometimes said to be roughly “those of Classical Latin”, it is clear that each language has its own peculiarities: Hindi ga‘rib; nuk’śān ‘poor’; ‘loss’ vs. Gujarati garīb, ‘nuksān. Those modern analyses that do not recognize traditional vowel quantity are forced to state their stress rules in a form quite different from those that do (cf. Cardona 1965 vs. Master 1925 for
Gujarati, and various analyses of Hindi). In general, Hindi and Punjabi permit more final stresses than other NIA languages.

Regarding the alleged survival of Vedic stress position in Marathi (Turner 1916), see Chapter 7.

An interesting form of emphatic "stress" occurs in Bengali, Marathi, and perhaps other languages (although it is not characteristic of Hindi). It involves geminating a medial consonant, e.g., Marathi āṭā 'now' > āṭā 'now!' (Kavadi and Southworth 1965: 20). Sometimes this effects a quasi-phonological change: Bengali boro 'large' > bōddo 'enormous' (Clinton Seely, personal communication).

5.5 Distributions

If we compare the phonemic inventories of Sanskrit with, say, Modern Standard Hindi, we notice a few minor differences – loss of the syllabic liquids (r, ṛ, ḷ), reduction of the sibilant system from three to two (if we include borrowed items), monophthongization (incomplete in some subdialects, and, one could say, a subphonemic matter in any case) of the diphthongs /ail/ and /aul/, quasi phonemic emergence of the allophones [ɾ] and [rh]. The differences may be greater or fewer if we compare various other NIA languages. The overall impression, however, might be one of relatively great stability, especially for the Midland group. If we look at the privileges of occurrence of the OIA and NIA sounds, however, a quite different picture emerges, which will form the subject matter of this section.

5.5.1 General positional privileges

Sanskrit words (or rather, words in isolation, i.e. utterances) could end in any vowel, short or long, but only in very few consonants (p, t, k, h, m, n, rarely l, ŋ, ɳ). No aspirates, voiced stops, semivowels, sibilants, palatals, or -ɾ, and almost no final clusters8 were permitted. When such sounds (and clusters) occurred etymologically, they were assimilated or reduced to the sounds just listed when in final position.

NIA languages generally show no such pattern. Although a few languages (mainly Oriya and, with certain qualifications, Sindhi) permit only vowels finally (continuing and extending a pattern that became dominant in the MIA period), the majority permit a much wider range of final consonants than OIA did. Hindi for example allows all the sound types forbidden in Sanskrit: aspirates (sāth 'with'), voiced stops (saṭh 'all'), semivowels (gāy ‘cow’), sibilants (ras ‘juice’), palatals (kuch ‘some’, lāj ‘bashfulness’), and -rl (kar ‘do!’), as well as certain clusters (khand ‘piece’) – the number of which is vastly increased if we consider, as we must, the borrowed Persian and Sanskrit9 vocabulary which is the lifeblood of Modern Standard Hindi (e.g., band ‘closed’ < Pers., kaṣṭ ‘trouble’ < Skt).
An exception is Sinhalese, which, although it has in other respects departed very much from the OIA pattern, has ended up with a restricted set of permitted finals oddly similar to those of Sanskrit: vowels, the voiceless stops (minus the palatal) /p, t, k/ (pot ‘book’), nasals (/d, t, k/ (pol ‘coconut’), along with /l/ (kes ‘hair’) and /yl/ (lamay ‘children’).

Certain NIA languages besides Sindhi and Oriya have retained final vowels lost elsewhere: Kashmiri, Awadhi, Maithili, the southern dialects of Konkani, Sinhalese. This is a historical statement, and does not imply that all words in those languages end in vowels. Although it is no doubt a fact that, partly indeed because of these preservations, vowel endings are much more common than in, for example, Hindi or Punjabi, it is easy enough to find words ending in consonants in these languages (cf. the Sinhalese examples above).

In Oriya, on the other hand, in addition to the retained historical vowels, the vowel /-a/ has been added to words ending in a consonant to produce the vowel-final pattern referred to – a situation reminiscent of the neighboring Dravidian Telugu (where the “euphonic” vowel is /-u/). Sindhi is somewhat problematic, because not all investigators hear the final vowels similarly added to, for example, all Perso-Arabic loanwords in that language according to Grierson (i.e. is it /avâz ‘noise’, /sârkâr ‘government’, or /avâzâ, /sârkârâ/) – who remarks that they are “hardly audible” (LS18.I: 22). Suggestions that the final short vowels in Southern Konkani are later accretions, again influenced by Dravidian word phonology, are rejected by Katre (1966) on the ground that all Konkani dialects had them in the sixteenth century. The form of loans like /moThra ‘car’ (Ghatage 1963), however, suggests such a process is somehow operative in any case. The addition of an utterance-final vowel is noticeable in some varieties of rustic speech even in the Hindi (especially Braj) area, far from any immediate Dravidian influence.

Words can begin with either a consonant or any vowel in both Sanskrit and NIA (in contrast with the common Dravidian pattern where vowels other than /a-, ã- are preceded by consonantal glides – although this pattern occasionally shows itself in some dialectal forms of NIA). Sanskrit, however, despite its interdict on final clusters permits quite a number of initial clusters, even some with three consonants. Many of these of course find their way into NIA in tatsama vocabulary, but in most NIA languages in non-borrowed vocabulary initial clusters are severely restricted. In many of them indeed the question of whether they exist at all is bound up with the treatment of semivowels and diphthongs, since what is involved is exclusively /CyV- (or CiV-) and /CwV- (or CuV-) sequences (as in Hindi /pyâlâ ‘cup’, /gwâlâ ‘milkman’). A wider range of initial clusters is found in Northwestern NIA (Dardic and West Pahari dialects) and to a lesser extent also in “Lahnda”, Punjabi, Sindhi, and Gujarati.
Arguments over the phonemic status of a number of individual sounds and classes of sounds hinge on their positional freedom of occurrence. Thus the aspirated nasals mh, nh, nh, yh have a stronger claim to such status in languages where they occur initially (Marathi, Konkani, Rajasthani, Braj, Kumauni, Jainsari, Kinnthali, Mandeali, Chameali, Kalasha – along with dialectal Hindustani or “Kauravi”), than in languages where they occur only medially and/or finally (Standard Hindi, Awadhi, Bhojpuri, Chhattisgarhi, Maithili, Bundeli, Sindhi, “Lahnda”), and these in turn more than in languages where they are also rare (Nepali, Gujarati) or unstable (Bengali, Oriya). Analogous remarks apply to the aspirated liquids (lh, rh). The fact that closely related dialects (e.g., of rural and standard “Hindustani” [see Bahri 1980 and Gumperz 1955a, 1958]) differ with regard to apparent positional constraints suggests caution in drawing large conclusions from such differences – or perhaps suggests the importance of giving due attention to sociolinguistic and particularly to rural/urban dimensions in these matters.

Where alternative analysis as a cluster is not an option, restriction to non-initial positions is of course no bar to phonemic status, e.g., generally for /n, l, r, ŭ, ıy/ in languages where they are otherwise contrastive. In certain West Pahari dialects (Kinnthali), /l/ does occur initially (as it does in Pashto); in others (Kochi), /nh/ occurs initially. Initial /ň/- (alternatively analyzable as /ny-/) is not uncommon in Kumauni. Initial /- is found in the Sinhalese spellings of about seventy-five words, but does not represent in the modern language a sound different from /l/.

The palatal consonants are subject to severe positional restrictions in a few languages. In Sinhalese -cc-, -jj-, -ńń- and in Dacca Bengali -cc-, -cch-, -jj- occur mainly only medially and geminated. On the other hand the retroflex stops occur in all positions including initial position.

More diagnostic are the positional restrictions affecting the semivowels y and w. In the eastern languages, as we have seen, they are restricted to intervocalic, postconsonantal, and postvocalic positions, where they are interpretable as satellite vowels, so that their existence as phonemes is questionable. In a Central group including Hindi, Kumauni, Nepali, and Eastern Rajasthani (also Malvi), they occur initially, but only in deictic forms (such as demonstrative pronouns, words for ‘here’, ‘there’, etc.). Then there is a long Western belt, stretching from Sinhalese through Konkani, Marathi, Gujarati, at least some varieties of Marwari, Sindhi, Punjabi, and “Lahnda” to West Pahari and Kashmiri, where /w/- (“v-”) occurs initially also in non-deictic words, as a full-fledged consonant. Occurrences of /y/- are very limited except in Sinhalese and Kashmiri (and Shina, Phalura, Bashkarik, Maiyan, Torwali, etc.). In the other languages mentioned (including West Pahari and even certain Dardic languages such as Khowar,
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Kalasha, and Gawarbat) such *y-*'s are mostly represented by /j/-, as in the rest of NIA. The ever-present tendency for [w-, v-] to become [b-] subtracts a number of Dardic and West Pahari dialects (Khowar, Shina, Bashkarik, Bhadrawahi, Bhalisi, Pangwali, Churahi, etc.) from the wider /w/- distribution. Some Romany dialects show /b/-, others v-.

In some accounts of certain NIA languages (including Hindi) reference is made to the non-occurrence of the aspirates in final position, or to deaspiration or weakening of the aspirates in that position. This is often a phonetic rather than a phonological statement, or if one prefers, a morphophonemic statement, in that aspiration reappears when a vowel ending is added; it is thus similar to final devoicing in, for example, German. It should be distinguished from the canonical restriction of aspirates to certain positions in the word, or of the number of aspirates permitted in a word, which is often a prosodic matter (see section 5.5.2) and characteristic only of certain languages.

The short vowels, that is /i, u, a/ (also analyzed as /I, U, a/), in languages where they contrast with /i: , u: , a:/, do not occur finally except in Sindhi, Konkani, Maithili, Awadhi, and Sinhalese. (Short /e, o/ apparently occur finally in unstressed particles in West Pahari dialects.) Only the short vowels, however, occur before geminated consonants in Punjabi and Standard Hindi (as in the literary Prakrits). No such restriction applies in northwestern dialectal Hindi ("Kauravi", Haryanvi – again see Gumperz 1958), where any vowel may occur before geminates. According to Turner this is also true of "Lahnda", but examples are few: most words conform to the restriction. There are exceptions even in Punjabi: gātā 'neck, throat', alongside the regularized gāt; gāḍḍi 'cart', alongside the regularized gāḍḍī (H. gāṛī). Alleged exceptions involving /e, ō/ , however, (H. ekkā 'one-horse cart') raise the question of whether these traditionally "long" vowels are not actually short in this position. (See Turner 1967 and Ucida 1977.)

5.5.2 Cooccurrence possibilities and constraints

As already noted, in many NIA languages initial clusters are restricted in tadbhava words to sequences of C + semivowel (Cy-, Cw-): Hindi, Nepali, Kumauni, Bhojpuri, Maithili, Rajasthan, Bengali, Assamese, Oriya. (In the last three the semivowels are customarily interpreted as vowels, sometimes even as syllabic vowels.) In some languages (Sinhalese, Maldivian, Konkani) even these sequences do not exist. Another group of languages tolerates also sequences of C + r: i.e. tr- (Marathi, Punjabi; even Bengali, Assamese, and Oriya have tr- in the word for 'thirty' = B. trij); tr-, dr- (Gujarati) or tr-, dr- (Sindhi); also other Cr- ("Lahnda", Kashmiri, Dogri, some West Pahari dialects, Shina, Phalura, and, much more plentifully, Khowar, Kalasha – and Romany). Finally, Kalasha and
Khowar have a few instances of $s + C^-$, even of $s + CC^-$; more than a few, if a prothetic vowel is ignored, e.g., *istriːza* ‘woman’, *ispraːp* ‘sleep, dream’, *istonim* ‘groan’ (Morgenstierne 1973a).

Sanskrit and English loanwords add to this list of initial cluster types (as distinct from examples) only moderately (Perso-Arabic loanwords not at all): $Cr^-$ clusters in languages that do not already have them; $Cl^-$ clusters; $ks^-$ (often assimilated to $ch^-$); but, most notably, clusters involving the sibilants as first member, i.e. $sC^-$, $sC^-$, and $sCC^-$. While these are spelled $sth^-$, $sn^-$, $spH^-$, etc. they are often, when the second member is a stop, pronounced with a prothetic vowel, e.g., *istri* ‘woman’ = [istri], *isfəfan* ‘station’ = [isfəfan]. (The Punjabi tendency is to break up the cluster with an epenthetic vowel = [saɐfən].)

Final clusters, native or borrowed, are not allowed in some NIA languages, including Bengali, Sinhalese, Nepali, and Braj. In Gujarati and probably most varieties of Rajasthani only borrowed final clusters are found. Other languages (Hindi, Marathi, Punjabi, Kashmiri, West Pahari dialects, “Lahnda”, Assamese) generally permit at least native clusters of homorganic nasal + consonant (-nd, -nd, -ɛnθ, -mp, -ŋ, etc.). Such clusters exist in the languages previously mentioned also (except in Gujarati, where the nasal consonant has become a nasalized vowel), but they are not final, being followed, as in the vowel-ending languages (Oriya, Sindhi), by a vowel. (In Sinhalese even these are confined to borrowed items.)

Punjabi, “Lahnda”, and certain West Pahari dialects ostensibly permit final geminates: P. *jhakk* ‘duststorm’, *thɪtʰ* ‘bad’, *rukkh* ‘tree’. If these are indeed long (rather than “tense”) consonants, they would seem impossible to pronounce without some kind of vocalic release, however slight, but such release can no doubt be considered nonsyllabic and the double consonants therefore still “final”.


Such -$SC#$ clusters are, however, amply supplied to the other languages (at least to those which permit final -NC#) through both Persian (*dost* ‘friend’) and Sanskrit (*kaʃt* ‘trouble’) loans. Unlike the situation obtaining with initial clusters, both Perso-Arabic and Sanskrit (as well as English) loans considerably augment the overall NIA inventories of final clusters, adding not only such types as -$rC#$, -$lC#$, and -$pt#$, and types involving the borrowed phones $f$, $χ$, and $z$ (-$ft#$, -$χt#$, -$fs#$, -$bz#$, etc.), but more unlikely types, such as -$nm#$, -$Cr#$, -$Cy#$, -$gn#$,
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-bd#, -Cw#, and even involving -CCC# and -CCCC# (-str#, -ntr#, -gdhy#, -rtsy#, etc.). Like the geminates noted earlier, many of these are impossible to pronounce without a vocalic release (or epenthetic vowel). Their status as final clusters depends on the phonological status given to that vowel, i.e. an allophone of some vowel (generally /-al/, that is, /a/), or “automatic” ( = no status). As such a decision is somewhat arbitrary, various descriptive accounts will be found to differ in their treatments. For languages like Bengali and Oriya, the vowel in question is fully recognized, if only because the neutral vowel has evolved phonetically to [ə] or even [o], which may be harder to ignore.

NIA languages typically have large inventories of medial clusters, including not only the above types but many others unknown to OIA. (There are some exceptions, e.g., Sinhalese. It should be noted also that written tatsama clusters are greatly simplified in Bengali pronunciation, according to assimilatory rules recapitulating those of Prakrit.) In some languages, e.g., Hindi, Marathi, Nepali, there seem to be almost no constraints on medial sequences of two consonants. Many of these are sequences of a special type, however: i.e. they cross morpheme boundaries. An epenthetic vowel may intervene under certain circumstances, and is counted as a syllable in traditional meters. The question therefore arises as to whether these are “true clusters” – although many modern descriptions reckon them so. (Indication of the epenthetic vowel in transliteration, however, as has been done' with the name of the Janata, or “People’s”, Party in India = jan-ta – perhaps to avoid identification with the Anglicized version of the word junta? – results in mispronunciation by the uninitiated: i.e. most English-speaking news-casters (outside India) have pronounced the party name as [\^j\^n\^m\^ta] rather than ['j\^n\^m\^ta].)

There remain in any case many medial clusters that do not involve such considerations. Prominent among them are geminates, “long” consonantal segments which some descriptions (Ohala 1983) indeed opt to classify as “phonemes” in their own right. Although historical simplification of such double consonants (which were a hallmark of MIA) affected most of NIA east and south of Delhi, many NIA languages still have at least a few of them for various reasons. Sindhi is an exception, as is Garhwali (Chandrasekhar 1970). They are marginal and “conspicuously highflown” in Oriya according to Pattanayak and Das (1972). They appear to be absent from Kashmiri. Their number and frequency vary greatly in the remaining languages. In Gujarati and Marathi they are uncommon, except, for morphological reasons (also involving a morpheme boundary), -w- in the former. They are most numerous in Punjabi, “Lahnda”, West Pahari (where the historical change mentioned above did not operate) – and Bengali, because of tatsama clusters simplified in this manner. They are also
frequent in Sinhalese. Standard Hindi, having undergone much influence from neighboring Punjabi and Bangaru (Haryanvi), occupies an intermediate position between these languages and Braj, where the historical simplification has largely triumphed.

NIA languages differ considerably in the sequences of vowels they permit, although all seem to permit them. Because of lack of any uniform criteria in the descriptive literature for distinguishing vowel sequences from diphthongs, and for dealing with semivowels, it is difficult to make detailed generalizations. It will be roughly accurate to say, however, that permitted vowel sequences increase from southwest to northeast in NIA, reaching a maximum in Assamese, where as many as five vowels (constituting three syllables) may follow one another in succession: *xuāie* 'just having caused somebody to sleep' (Goswami 1966: 106).

Elsewhere, there has been a tendency to oppose the vowel hiatus widely tolerated in Late MIA, either by merging the vowels or inserting one of the glides (*y*, *w*) between them. This process has been unable, however, to keep up with loss of medial consonants and genesis (through this and other means) of new vowel sequences.

Cooccurrence constraints may also affect segments not immediately adjacent to one another. There are notable instances of this in NIA affecting both vowels and consonants.

In the first case, one possibility is vowel harmony. NIA furnishes at least two clear-cut examples of this phenomenon, both involving not the adaptation of the vowel of a suffix to the vowel of the stem, as in Turkish, but the adaptation of the vowel of the stem to the vowel of a suffix, and consequent morphophonemic variants of stems. The simpler case involves Standard Bengali, in which many stems show a higher or lower alternate vowel */i*, */o*, */u*, depending upon whether a suffix with a high vowel */i*, */u*/ follows or otherwise: *kena* 'to buy'/*kini* 'I buy'; *nọ* 'actor'/*nọti* 'actress' (Dimock 1957). (In the Standard Colloquial, the conditioning vowel has dropped out of certain verbal endings, producing what now must be regarded as a partly morphologically conditioned alternation. See Chapter 9.)

The other principal case is Kashmiri. This is much more complicated, not only because the phonology in terms of which it must be stated is itself much more complex (and as noted earlier, the formulations of Grierson, Bailey, Kachru, and Zakhar'in, to name a few, also differ drastically), but also because the effects are more complicated: stems show more than two allomorphs in many cases, and consonantal as well as vowel changes: e.g., 'fat' = msg.nom. *v'oth*, fsg.nom. *v'oth*, mpl.nom. *veth*, fpl.nom. *vechi* (B. Kachru 1973). Declensional differences further complicate the analysis: Kashmiri does not have an agglutinative morpho-
logy like that of Bengali. This is not the place to attempt a solution of the interrelated phonological, morphological, and morphophonemic riddles of Kashmiri, but as an example of the problem, let us take the adjective ‘big’. Grierson (1911, repr. 1973) gives the following forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>bod&quot;</td>
<td>bajē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>badis</td>
<td>bajēn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag.</td>
<td>bađl</td>
<td>baji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abl.</td>
<td>badi</td>
<td>baji</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to his analysis the changes in the stem vowel in the masc. and fem.sg.nom. (a > a, a > u) are triggered by the final matra-vowels -") and -") respectively. Grierson admits that these vowels are “often quite inaudible . . . yet there are few words in Kashmiri the sound of which is not affected by them,” and goes on to compare them with the silent final -E of English, e.g., *mat, mate.* Since they do not actually exist as segments, they are dispensed with in the transcriptions of Bailey and others. Bailey (1937) gives the following version of the same paradigm:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>bod</td>
<td>baji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>badis</td>
<td>bajen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag.</td>
<td>bađi</td>
<td>baji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abl.</td>
<td>badi</td>
<td>baji</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Without the fictional matra-vowels (except for the i-matra, which is transcribed as palatalization of the preceding consonant, /i/), the stem-vowel alternations *badl/ bodl/*b3d* are inexplicable phonologically, and are reduced to morphologically or even lexically conditioned variants. (There are certain other differences in the transcriptions as well: Bailey hears a different stem-vowel in the Dative and Agentive Masculine Singular and in the Masculine Dative Plural, which might be difficult to explain in terms of vowel harmony in any case, and does not hear the difference between the Feminine Dative Singular + Nominative Plural on the one hand and Feminine Agentive + Ablative Singular on the other which is transcribed by Grierson.)

Further cases of stem-vowel change of this sort are noted by Grierson (*LSI 9.4*)
for Kumauni and West Pahari dialects, increasing in number toward the west as
one approaches Kashmiri. He calls it, confusingly, "epenthesis", but it is clear
from his account that he does not mean this in the currently accepted sense of
"insertion of an etymologically unjustified vowel or semivowel to ease a difficult
transition." The vowel is changed, not inserted, and it is not etymologically
unjustified insofar as it is conditioned by a historically present succeeding vowel.
When the conditioning vowel is still present, e.g., in Churahi khānā 'to eat' >
fem. khainī, or Kumauni mero 'my' > pl. myara, it may be proper to speak of
vowel harmony, but it is difficult to do so when the conditioning vowel is no longer
present, e.g., in Kinnthali bauhṇē 'sister' (ag.sg.) > nom.sg. būhn (from *būhṇī
< *bāhṇī).

Vowel harmony in any case does not exhaust the kinds of vowel conditioning in
NIA. For example, in Hindi (and some other languages), a suffix with a "long"
(= "peripheral") vowel added to a stem (nominal or verbal) results in the
shortening (= "centralization") of the stem vowel if it is long ("peripheral"): pīnī
'to drink' pilāṇā 'cause to drink', cāṅā 'rat' > cuhiyā 'small or female rat; mouse'.
(Such considerations testify to the convenience of the traditional long/short
analysis for certain purposes.) An apparent exception such as gherāv 'lock-in' (a
technique employed by workers against management in a labor dispute) is a
loanword from Marathi, where such a rule does not apply. Hindi purists would
accordingly prefer ghirāv.

The rules of diphthongization (vṛddhi) that affect tatsama stems in most NIA
languages when a tatsama suffix is added (itiḥās 'history' > aitiḥāsik 'historical',
bhugol 'geography' > bhaugolik 'geographical') must be ascribed to morphologi-
cal rather than phonological conditioning, applicable moreover only within the
tatsama subsystem.

There remains to be noted the fact of prosodically conditioned distribution of
consonantal features. This in particular affects the distribution of aspirates in
some languages, most notably certain forms of Rajasthani. As described by Allen
(1957b), the constraints include: (1) only one aspirate per word in Harauti, South
Mewari, and some forms of Marwari; (2) voiced aspirates and /h-/ initial only in
Harauti and Mewari of Udaipur; (3) all aspirates initial only in South Mewari.
Trail (1970) notes aspirates as initial only also in Lamani. No such restrictions
obtain in most of the rest of NIA (East Bengali dialects are an exception), where
aspiration must therefore be reckoned as a non-prosodic feature: cf. forms like H.
chāch 'buttermilk', theṭh 'pure', dhāṃḍh 'search' (which would be prohibited also
in Sanskrit). Such forms are found also in at least written Marwari and Jaipuri
("Central Eastern Rajasthani") – cf. the popular name of the latter dialect,
dhū 'dhāṛ'. The situation suggests that additional careful phonetic observations,
focusing on aspirates, are needed in various parts of the Rajasthani area (and perhaps the Gujarati, Bhili, and Pahari areas as well).

5.6 Areal and typological comparisons

Typologically, NIA languages can be said to be characterized by the non-universal phonological features of distinctive *retroflexion, aspiration, and nasalized vowels*, despite the fact that a few NIA languages are lacking (generally because of loss) one or more of these. (Assamese and Romany lack retroflexion, Sinhalese lacks aspiration, and Standard Marathi and Sinhalese lack nasalized vowels.)

Retroflex consonants are clearly a pan-South Asian areal feature which NIA shares with Dravidian, Munda, and also certain nearby Tibeto-Burman and Eastern Iranian languages (and Burushaski). Just as clear is the concentration of this feature (in terms of both systemic development and lexical and textual frequency) in the west and south of the subcontinent (that is, in Western and Northwestern NIA – and adjacent Eastern Iranian languages such as Pashto – and in Dravidian) and its fadeout toward the northeast. The latter makes it difficult to connect the sporadic manifestation of the feature in Southeast Asia (Vietnamese) and Indonesia (Javanese), as well as its strong development in Australian languages, with the Indian phenomenon.

It has been customary to treat the voiced and voiceless aspirate stop series as part of the same basic aspirate/nonaspirate correlation, and there are some good reasons for doing so, one being that the historical development of Indo-Aryan itself has as it were conspired to construct parallel sets. At the same time, it is clear that the voiced aspirates (and their further correlates, the aspirated nasals and liquids) are phonetically quite different (in fact at variance with some common definitions of aspiration), and this difference is responsible for the connection of the voiced and not the voiceless series (and of /h/ which in IA goes with the former and not the latter) with tonal and register phenomena. (In spite of these differences, the voiceless series has been capable of transmutation into the voiced series at certain points – i.e. early MIA – in the history of IA, and the two participate equally in Grassman’s Law mandating despiration – in Sanskrit – when two aspirates succeed each other in a word.)

A voiceless aspirate/nonaspirate correlation is not uncommon among world languages, and in the NIA case is part of a larger areal configuration, involving this time not the Indian subcontinent (Dravidian lacks it), but areas (mainly Sino-Tibetan) to the north and east of it. Voiced aspirate stops are extremely rare, however, and Indo-Aryan is their main area of current manifestation, although
they have been reconstructed for proto-languages (including Indo-European) once encompassing other areas.

Nasalized vowels are again not uncommon among world languages, but they are not characteristic of Central or Northern Eurasia, of Southwest Asia, or Southeast Asia, or indeed of Dravidian (except as a recent and restricted subphonological development in some languages, mainly Tamil and Telugu). Indeed among the neighbors of NIA they are found only in certain Tibeto-Burman and Munda languages, and Baluchi.

It remains to take note of particular phones. The retroflex affricates and sibilants found in certain NIA dialects of the extreme northwest are found also (some or all of them) in neighboring Burushaski, Nuristani languages (Kati, Waigali, Ashkun, Prasun) and Eastern Iranian languages (Pashto, Wakhi, Ish-kashmi), and, further afield, in Chinese. The $t_s$ opposition characteristic of a wider group in the northwest (including Kashmiri and many West Pahari dialects) is shared for the most part with the same languages. The same, partly allophonic, opposition in Marathi and Southern Oriya is shared with neighboring Telugu and northern Kannada dialects.

Although development of tonal and register distinctions may be concentrated in those parts of the area generally closer to non-Indo-Aryan languages having these features, it cannot be said that the development follows any adjacency principle: those NIA languages where tone developments are strongest (e.g., Punjabi) are not in immediate contact with tone languages, while those that are (e.g., Assamese, Nepali, Kashmiri) have not developed such features at all. The nearest focus of register distinctions lies in Southeast Asia, far from Gujarati.

Finally, the prenasalized stops of Sinhalese are foreign to South Asia, finding their nearest parallels in East Africa and Indonesia. The lack of aspiration and of nasalized vowels in Sinhalese, however, and the developed opposition of length in all the vowels, reflect the situation in South Dravidian.
The would-be student of Indo-Aryan is confronted by perhaps three dozen scripts that are or have been in use in the Indian area, either for Indo-Aryan languages themselves or for other languages of the area (Dravidian, Tibeto-Burman, Austroasiatic) with which he might want to examine lexical and typological relationships. It is true that, except for Perso-Arabic (used with various modifications by Urdu, Sindhi, and occasionally Punjabi, and newly by Khowar, Siraiki, and sometimes other languages), Roman (used to write Konkani since the sixteenth century, and to write a number of non-Aryan tribal languages since the nineteenth), and the peculiar script used by Maldivian (constructed out of Arabic numbers and other elements), all these scripts have a common root in the Brahmi script of the third century BC Asokan inscriptions.

6.1 Origins of Brahmi

The origin of the Brahmi script itself is still a matter of controversy, which can be touched upon only briefly here. Most Western scholars have assumed it to be derived from a Semitic prototype, usually North Semitic, although a few have favored South Semitic, or an unknown progenitor of them both. Precise and incontrovertible connections have not been demonstrated. It would be conceded in any case that the script had undergone considerable refinement and improvement in India, apparently at the hands of persons well-versed in phonetics. These included the systematic provision of symbols for sounds peculiar to Indian languages, the elimination of any phonetically redundant symbols (in contradistinction to what happened with the more recent adoption of the Arabic script by Urdu), and especially the provision of symbols for vowels, lacking in the early Semitic scripts.

With few exceptions, Indian scholars have held to theories of the indigenous origin of Brahmi, and generally of its high antiquity as well. In the absence of any concrete, that is, archaeological, evidence (a few alleged pre-Asokan finds that would bring it back even to the fifth century BC have been shown to be either
Writing systems were wrongly dated or highly questionable; the latter assumption rests entirely on literary references and logical deductions. That is, it is held (by some Western as well as by most Indian scholars) that the "perfection" of the script implies a long evolution; that the subtleties of Paninean and other grammatical and phonetic analyses imply writing as a tool; that the compilation and editing of Vedic and other texts do likewise; that references in comparatively late works, some of them foreign, to the god Brahma as the inventor of the Brahmi script imply a sacral character, and association with the ancient Vedic religion, its texts and its Brahmanical priesthood.

The discovery in the 1920s of the Indus valley or Harappan civilization of c. 2500-1800 BC with its still-undeciphered script added new fuel to these speculations, and sparked a series of enthusiastic attempts to derive the Brahmi script from the Harappan. None of these has found general acceptance. For one thing, they imply decipherment of the Harappan itself and identification of its language as a preliminary. Success in these endeavors has not been conceded either. (One of the most recent and ambitious attempts is that of Rao [19112 J, who claims the language is Aryan, rather than Dravidian as a number of other would-be decipherers have assumed.)

Another serious obstacle to any attempt to link the Brahmi script with the Harappan is the time-gap between the two, which may amount to 1,500 years. Although recent discoveries have extended the time-span of the Harappan civilization after the destruction or decline of the Indus valley cities, the gap remains the most popular view in India. It was held even by the late S. K. Chatterji. The more zealously one attempts to link the Brahmi script with the Harappan, the more problems one encounters. For a balanced view, see Goyal 1979.

The contention that no archaeological evidence of writing has been found for the period between the Harappan and the Asokan edicts is of course impossible to refute. It is not very tenable, however. As S. P. Gupta (1979: xxx) points out, "archeology all by itself is enough to demolish all the so-called evidence of writing before the period between the Harappan and the Asokan edicts because writing was never confined to one medium. It is incapable of being done on a script that has never come into existence over the world."

The alleged literary evidence generally involves other mistaken inferences that stem from the idea that any people having a script never use it on hard northwestern India and Central Asia from the line of ancient Aryan settlement not only the Kharosthi script - a rival script current in northwest India since the time of Alexander the Great - but also the Vedic scripts and the Brahmi script.

Despite these difficulties, it may be said that the decipherment of the Harappan script is a formidable challenge. The more successful one is, the more likely it is that the Harappan civilization was not a pretentious copy of the Vedic civilization, but a separate and unique entity, a script that was adapted to the needs of a new society after the collapse of the Harappan cities. This conclusion is supported by the discovery in the 1970s of the Indus valley or Harappan civilization of c. 2500-1800 BC, which is still undeciphered, and the discovery of the Brahmi script in the 1970s. For a more balanced view of the whole problem, see Goyal 1979.

The alleged literary evidence generally involves other mistaken inferences that stem from the idea that any people having a script never use it on hard materials. It is inherently impossible to refute. It is not very tenable, however. As S. P. Gupta (1979: xxi) points out, "archeology all over the world has proved that once a script is born it can never confine itself to one medium."

The alleged literary evidence generally involves other mistaken inferences that stem from the idea that any people having a script never use it on hard materials. It is inherently impossible to refute. It is not very tenable, however. As S. P. Gupta (1979: xxi) points out, "archeology all over the world has proved that once a script is born it can never confine itself to one medium."
(references to “texts”, meter, phonetics, or even numbers do not necessarily imply a script) or ascription of unacceptably early dates to sources of probable post-Asokan date. As Goyal points out, it often also involves selective suppression of much clearer indications of the non-existence of writing in some of the very same sources – Greek writers and the Buddhist Vinaya literature, for example. (E.g., Megasthenes, the Greek ambassador to the Maurya court a quarter century before Asoka, states categorically that the Indians “have no knowledge of written letters.”)

Inference of the existence of writing from the feats of textual preservation and analysis accomplished by the ancient Aryans does an injustice to the remarkable mnemonic powers developed by them. While it is true that these do not preclude the existence of writing, they render it less necessary. Particularly in the area of religious texts, both the Brahmanical and the early Buddhist traditions concur in according primal sacrality to the orally-transmitted text, not the written text. The notion of a sacred written text is very late in India – the seventeenth-century Guru Granth Sahib of the Sikhs – and appears to reflect foreign, that is, Islamic, influence.

Regarding the alleged necessity of writing for the grammatical and phonetic analyses of Panini and his predecessors, the opposite argument can be made, as Goyal again points out: the scientific organization of the Brahmi script implies an existing prior analysis, which could then be given systematic written form – possibly by a single individual or small group assigned the task. Examples are not wanting elsewhere: the Cyrillic, Armenian, Georgian, Tibetan, and Korean scripts were all consciously devised (although not necessarily, except perhaps the last, on the basis of such a thoroughgoing phonological analysis). Panini, as an inhabitant of the far northwest, knew of the existence of books and of the Greek and possibly other scripts (which incidentally would seem to exclude a date for him earlier than the fourth century BC) but not the Brahmi script, nor apparently did he make use of any script himself.

Brahmi was originally used for writing Prakrit, not Sanskrit. It was only applied to Sanskrit some four centuries later, so far as is known, and then at first only for “secular” – administrative, literary, and scientific – purposes. The sacred texts so long preserved in oral memory were, it seems, finally set down in writing – reluctantly – only at a comparatively late date. While the tradition of Panini and of the ancient phoneticians did no doubt influence the formation and refinement of the script, all this is a far cry from the notion of a sacred script devised by the Brahmanical priesthood to preserve its sacred texts.

At the Asokan stage, the Brahmi script was not completely perfected or settled. (Notions of its perfection seem to involve a projection back onto Brahmi of
features belonging to later scripts.) Certain symbols, namely the long vowels \( Ì, Ù, \ AÌ, \ AU \) along with \( \mathfrak{R}, \ \mathfrak{Rì}, \ L \) – more necessary for Sanskrit than for Prakrit – seem to be missing. Symbols are given different shapes and different orientations, even in the same inscription. Geminated consonants – a prominent feature of Prakrit – are not indicated. The great innovation of the Brahmī script, its indication of vowels other than \( \mathcal{A} \) ([a]) by modifications added to basic consonant symbols, is as yet far from clear or consistent. This suggests, not a long prior evolution, but a script still in the experimental stage. The absence of significant regional variation in Asokan and even later Brahmī also suggests its relative newness.

While the independent invention of writing in ancient China, Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Central America – to which should be added the Indus valley – shows that such invention is certainly possible, the Brahmī script is in a different category. Those scripts bear no resemblance to one another, but the resemblance of a number of Brahmī symbols to symbols in Western Asian scripts, particularly the North Semitic, is too close to be entirely fortuitous. (Some even resemble Roman letters, although the values are different: e.g., “E” is /\( ė \)/, “D” is /dh/, “I” is /n/, upsidedown “T” and “V” are /n/ and /gl/. In spite of the fact that it would seem there are only a limited number of basic shapes to draw from, such coincidences do not embrace Chinese ideographs or Mayan hieroglyphs.) It is also noteworthy that the resemblance is there at the beginning, and becomes less and less as Brahmī evolves into the Gupta, Kutila, Nagari and other later scripts.

The crux of the matter is what is meant by “invention.” Totally new, with no antecedents? Or a creative use of pre-existing elements? One of the objections to the North Semitic origin theory has been that similar symbols do not correspond phonetically. It may be pointed out that this is also true of certain symbols among the daughter scripts of Brahmī, known to be related. For example, a Gurmukhi S (\( \mathfrak{S} \)) is like a Nagari M (\( \mathfrak{M} \)), a Gurmukhi DH (\( \mathfrak{DH} \)) is like a Nagari P (\( \mathfrak{P} \)), and a Gurmukhi M (\( \mathfrak{M} \)) is like a Nagari BH (\( \mathfrak{BH} \)). A possibility that does not seem to have been considered seriously enough, however, is the use, once the decision to construct a writing system had been made (probably inspired by awareness of the existence of other such systems), of ready-made symbols that might have come within the purview of the “inventor(s)” – North Semitic, South Semitic or whatever – as graphic building blocks, as it were, without regard to the phonetic value they may have had in other languages. (Sequoia, for example, made such use of Roman letters in constructing the Cherokee syllabary.) Further symbols could be constructed as needed by analogy with these – and this seems to have been done when it came to representation of the distinctive retroflexes and aspirates of Indo-Aryan, as a comparison particularly of the former with their dental counterparts will suggest. This is indeed invention, particularly when
proceeding according to a prior phonological blueprint, but it is not invention “from scratch”: it draws on existing materials. It is also quite different from “adopting” a foreign script.

As a final footnote to the question of foreign connections, it should be noted that, whereas the South Semitic or Himyaritic script seems to have but a very weak claim to any influence on Brahmi, the reverse is not true. The case is persuasive that one of the genuinely original innovations of the Brahmi script, namely the indication of vowels through modifying signs attached to the consonants, was taken to South Arabia and Axum by Indian traders. Vowel symbols do not appear in the Axumite inscriptions before the third century AD, and when they do, they are similar in principle (as the vowel signs of the Ethiopic script still are) to those first worked out in Brahmi 600 years earlier. It is the signs themselves, and the principle behind them (replacing a vowel \( /a/ \) taken to be otherwise inherent in the unadorned consonant), that are similar. The phonetic values given to each sign often differ. Double consonants are not indicated in the Ethiopic script to this day, just as they were not indicated in Brahmi. (See Chatterji 1968.)

6.2 Evolution and diversification of Brahmi

In any case, the Brahmi script did exist, and is—if not as old as some would wish—of quite respectable antiquity. What is remarkable is that the Brahmi script has changed so much, evolving into such a multitude of mutually unintelligible forms. The differences are not superficial (like those between “Gothic” and ordinary Roman), but at least comparable to those among Roman, Greek, Cyrillic, and even Armenian. The graphemic inventories of those alphabets differ, however: in the Indian scripts they are, with minor exceptions, theoretically the same. Both the degree of formal difference and the underlying common principle may be seen in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.

Although such evolution may be perfectly natural, it should be noted that the Roman and Greek scripts did not undergo comparable changes over the same time-span. It must be recalled also that not only the Brahmi script but even the later Gupta script had become totally illegible to contemporary Indian scholars by the nineteenth century, and required international collaborative efforts at decipherment over several decades before success was finally attained in the 1830s.

The reasons for the difference are not hard to find. The political unity India attained under the Mauryas was not approached again until the end of the seventeenth century under Aurangzeb, some nineteen hundred years later. There was no centralized Universal Church to maintain the unity of the written word in the meantime, as there was in the West, nor one sacred written text, as in the Islamic world. The Brahmans—themselves regionally divided—maintained the
Table 6.1 *The Indian vaṇṇamālā ("garland of letters") in Brahmi and daughter N1A scripts*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Brahmi</th>
<th>Gurmukhi (= Punjabi)</th>
<th>Takri (Chameali)</th>
<th>Gujarati</th>
<th>Devanagari</th>
<th>Bengali (+ Assamese)</th>
<th>Oriya</th>
<th>Sinhalese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>क</td>
<td>अ</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>आ</td>
<td>ओ</td>
<td>ओ</td>
<td>ध</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>अ</td>
<td>अ</td>
<td>अ१</td>
<td>आ</td>
<td>आ</td>
<td>आ</td>
<td>आ</td>
<td>आ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए१</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>ऐ१</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>उ</td>
<td>उ</td>
<td>उ१</td>
<td>उ</td>
<td>उ</td>
<td>उ</td>
<td>उ</td>
<td>उ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>उ२</td>
<td>उ२</td>
<td>उ२१</td>
<td>उ२</td>
<td>उ२</td>
<td>उ२</td>
<td>उ२</td>
<td>उ२</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>र१</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>र</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए१</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए</td>
<td>ए</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>आ१</td>
<td>आ१</td>
<td>आ११</td>
<td>आ१</td>
<td>आ१</td>
<td>आ१</td>
<td>आ१</td>
<td>आ१</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>ऐ१</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
<td>ऐ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
<td>ऑ१</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
<td>ऑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA</td>
<td>क</td>
<td>क</td>
<td>क१</td>
<td>क</td>
<td>क</td>
<td>क</td>
<td>क</td>
<td>क</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHA</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
<td>੸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>ੰ</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHA</td>
<td>ੰ</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ÑA</td>
<td>ੰ</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>ੰ</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHA</td>
<td>ੰ</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA</td>
<td>ੰ</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JHA</td>
<td>ੰ</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ÑA</td>
<td>ੰ</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>ੰ</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THA</td>
<td>ੰ</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>ੰ</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHA</td>
<td>ੰ</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>ੰ</td>
<td>ੱ</td>
<td>ੲ</td>
<td>ੳ</td>
<td>ੴ</td>
<td>ੵ</td>
<td>੶</td>
<td>੷</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.1 *The Indian varanamāla* ('garland of letters') in Brahmi and daughter NIA scripts (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Brahmi</th>
<th>Gurmukhi (= Punjabi)</th>
<th>Takri (Chameali)</th>
<th>Gujarati</th>
<th>Devanagari</th>
<th>Bengali (+ Assamese)</th>
<th>Oriya</th>
<th>Sinhalese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>त</td>
<td>त</td>
<td>त</td>
<td>त</td>
<td>त</td>
<td>त</td>
<td>त</td>
<td>त</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THA</td>
<td>ठ</td>
<td>ठ</td>
<td>ठ</td>
<td>ठ</td>
<td>ठ</td>
<td>ठ</td>
<td>ठ</td>
<td>ठ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>ड</td>
<td>ड</td>
<td>ड</td>
<td>ड</td>
<td>ड</td>
<td>ड</td>
<td>ड</td>
<td>ड</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHA</td>
<td>ढ</td>
<td>ढ</td>
<td>ढ</td>
<td>ढ</td>
<td>ढ</td>
<td>ढ</td>
<td>ढ</td>
<td>ढ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>न</td>
<td>न</td>
<td>न</td>
<td>न</td>
<td>न</td>
<td>न</td>
<td>न</td>
<td>न</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>प</td>
<td>प</td>
<td>प</td>
<td>प</td>
<td>प</td>
<td>प</td>
<td>प</td>
<td>प</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHA</td>
<td>फ</td>
<td>फ</td>
<td>फ</td>
<td>फ</td>
<td>फ</td>
<td>फ</td>
<td>फ</td>
<td>फ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>ब</td>
<td>ब</td>
<td>ब</td>
<td>ब</td>
<td>ब</td>
<td>ब</td>
<td>ब</td>
<td>ब</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHA</td>
<td>भ</td>
<td>भ</td>
<td>भ</td>
<td>भ</td>
<td>भ</td>
<td>भ</td>
<td>भ</td>
<td>भ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>म</td>
<td>म</td>
<td>म</td>
<td>म</td>
<td>म</td>
<td>म</td>
<td>म</td>
<td>म</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YA</td>
<td>य</td>
<td>य</td>
<td>य</td>
<td>य</td>
<td>य</td>
<td>य</td>
<td>य</td>
<td>य</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>र</td>
<td>र</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>ल</td>
<td>ल</td>
<td>ल</td>
<td>ल</td>
<td>ल</td>
<td>ल</td>
<td>ल</td>
<td>ल</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sinhalese has additional vowel letters, representing Æ, Æ, E, O (vs Š, Š).
Table 6.2 The modifying vowel signs (mātrās), exemplified with “KA”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Brahmi</th>
<th>Ethiopic*</th>
<th>Gurmukhi</th>
<th>Takri</th>
<th>Gujarati</th>
<th>Devanagari</th>
<th>Bengali</th>
<th>Oriya</th>
<th>Sinhalese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KĀ</td>
<td>ฬ</td>
<td>ሪ</td>
<td>カ</td>
<td>陕</td>
<td>ｶ</td>
<td>ｶ</td>
<td>ｶ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KI</td>
<td>ዘ</td>
<td>ር</td>
<td>キ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KĪ</td>
<td>኎</td>
<td>ሮ</td>
<td>キ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KU</td>
<td>ʨ</td>
<td>Ӟ</td>
<td>キ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KŪ</td>
<td>ʨ</td>
<td>Ӟ</td>
<td>キ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td>ｷ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KŘ</td>
<td>ʦ</td>
<td>ʦ</td>
<td>ク</td>
<td>ｸ</td>
<td>ｸ</td>
<td>ｸ</td>
<td>ｸ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KĒ</td>
<td>ʨ</td>
<td>ʦ</td>
<td>ケ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAI</td>
<td>ʦ</td>
<td>ʦ</td>
<td>ケ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KŌ</td>
<td>ʨ</td>
<td>ʦ</td>
<td>ケ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAU</td>
<td>ʦ</td>
<td>ʦ</td>
<td>ケ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td>ｹ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Ethiopic KA is given for comparison. (Sinhalese has additional vowel mātrās.)
Sanskrit language, it is true, but they wrote it, when they did so, in the various regional scripts, the triumph of Nagari in this area being quite recent. Writing was not a religious monopoly in India, nor, as has already been noted, was it regarded as particularly sacrosanct by the religious establishment, or by the population at large. It has been associated rather with commercial record-keeping. Many have been the manuscripts lost through use as kindling by villagers indifferent to the value of the written word.

Briefly and with some oversimplification, the evolution of Brahmi proceeded as follows: during the six centuries following Asoka, the script, while still essentially “Brahmi”, developed subtypes conventionally called “Northern” and “Southern”. The “Northern” type led to the Gupta script of the fourth and fifth centuries AD, which in turn developed in the northwest into the Sharda (śārada) script, in the center into the Kuṭila (“bent”) script of the sixth to tenth centuries (also called siddhamārkā, “provided with complete vowel signs”), out of which developed at various points the Early Nāgari and Proto-Bengali scripts. (The Tibetan script was deliberately developed from a Gupta prototype in the seventh century.) A popular variant of Sharda (which became and remained until recently the script of Kashmiri Brahmans) was the Lāṇḍā script of the Hindu mercantile and clerical communities of Punjab and Sind, out of which Angad, the second Sikh Guru, is said to have fashioned the Gurmukhī script in the sixteenth century, making various improvements. Another set of variants of the Sharda type, widely used until recently in small states of the western Himalayas (now Himachal Pradesh and Jammu), goes by the general name of Ṭākrī. It too was the basis of improved scripts, such as Đogṛi and Camčāi. (Other subvarieties, documented by the LSI, include the Jaunsāri, Sirmauri, Kōci, Kuḷūi, and Maṇḍeālī scripts.) Early Nagari was the basis of Modern Nāgari, the Kaithī script (from Kayath < Kayastha, the name of a caste of writers and clerks) current until recently in Bihar and eastern UP, the related Gujarāṭī script (adopted in Gujarat only in the nineteenth century), and the Modi script invented for Marathi by a minister of Shivaji in the seventeenth century. Proto-Bengali gave birth to the Maithili, Modern Bengali (settled in the seventeenth century: Assamese is a nineteenth-century variant), and Oriya scripts, as well as the Manipuri and Newari scripts for two Tibeto-Burman languages.

The “Southern” current of development led to the closely related Kannada and Telugu scripts on the one hand and through the Pallava script to the Grantha, Malayalam, and Tamil scripts on the other. (The first was used for writing Sanskrit in the Tamil country.) A third line of development led to the Sinhalese script. There were also several developmental dead ends, known only from inscriptions and other documents. The Pallava script was also the ultimate source
of various Southeast Asian scripts: Mon-Burmese, Cambodian (Khmer), Thai, Lao, Javanese, Balinese, and scripts used in Celebes and Sumatra. They do not concern us here, except that a script of Khmer type is or was used to write the Chakma "dialect" of Bengali, spoken in the hills back of Chittagong.

All the scripts in the "Southern" group are characterized by rounded letters in contrast with the more angular shapes of the "Northern" group. It is said this evolved from the use of palm leaves as writing materials with a metal stylus, which would tear the leaves unless it avoided lines parallel to their veins. This is also true of the Oriya script, which therefore bears a superficial resemblance to a "Southern" script and looks very different from the Bengali. A close examination of the forms of the letters, along with the principles of \textit{conjunct} formation (see below) will reveal its true affinities, however. The Nagari-derived Modi script is also of cursive type, possibly for the same reason.

The terms "Northern" and "Southern" are somewhat misleading. The "Northern" Nagari script makes its debut not in the north, but in Maharashtra under the Rashtrakutas in the eighth century. The early post-Asokan scripts from the area of Gujarat, on the other hand, are of "Southern" type.

What may have been the high water mark of script differentiation unfortunately coincided with the introduction of printing, which had a tendency to accentuate and freeze many minor differences, for example between the Telugu and Kannada scripts. There seems to have even been a scramble for distinctive type faces, springing from a widespread feeling in the region that "language"-status (in sociolinguistic Sense B [see Chapter 2]) demands a distinctive script.

By mid-twentieth century, however, the tide seemed to have turned, economic rationalism and still newer technologies partly outweighing budding chauvinisms at least in this sphere. Carried to one form of logical conclusion, this would dictate the use of the Nagari script (or Perso-Arabic in Pakistan). Nagari (literally the "city" or "metropolitan" script < \textit{nagar} 'city', also called Devanagari) is the official script of Hindi, Marathi, and Nepali, and of the new (or revived) literatures in Rajasthani, Dogri, Maithili (and other Bihari dialects), and Pahari dialects (e.g., Kumauni) when written. The Maithili, Kaiti, Landa, Newari, Modi, Dogri, Chameali (and other Takri-type) scripts have all largely given way to it.

Manipuri has adopted the Bengali script, however, and Kashmiri the Perso-Arabic, while emigrant Sindhis in India after considering the Nagari have recently opted to retain the Perso-Arabic in order to maintain the unity of the language. Nagari shows no sign of displacing the native scripts of Bengali, Assamese, Oriya, Gujarati, Punjabi (Gurmukhi), Sinhalese, or Maldivian. It is even less likely to
displace the scripts of non-Indo-Aryan languages in the area (with the exception of the recent-vintage Roman orthographies of certain tribal languages).

The continued vitality of the old prejudice is shown by the attempt of S. V. Raykar in 1965 to buttress the claim to full language status for Konkani through the invention of a distinctive script,¹ which has so far not found acceptance. (Meanwhile the language is written in the Roman, Nagari, Kannada and Malayalam scripts.) Other major languages employing the Nagari script, such as Marathi and Nepali, manage through writing conventions to look as different as possible from Hindi: e.g., postpositions are written attached to the preceding noun in the former languages, generally as separate words in Hindi;² consonant clusters of a certain type are treated differently in Hindi and Nepali (see below). The Tamil and Telugu scripts have been pressed into service for the Indo-Aryan Saurashtra language centered at Madurai (which also has or had its own script, said to be of the Modi type). Should the need arise to look at the past, which for the philologist can hardly be avoided, materials in the Kaithi, Sharda, Takri, Old Nagari, Maithili, Modi, and other scripts may be confronted. (It may be noted in passing, and should be apparent from the samples in Table 6.1, that the Nagariscript is one that has gone furthest from Brahmi, at least among the “Northern” scripts. The other scripts, particularly Gurmukhi, often retain letters more similar to those of Brahmi.)

6.3 Legacy of Brahmi

All of this variation presents – to the investigator – difficulties of merely a mechanical sort, a burden on the visual memory. Brahmi had certain peculiar characteristics, however, bequeathed to its successors in India and elsewhere, which sometimes present other difficulties. These included the inherent vowel, the attached sign for other vowels, and the compound ligature – the so-called conjunct character – for consonant clusters (necessitated by the inherent vowel assumption). We shall consider problems connected with these in a moment.

A further problematic legacy of Brahmi is the close connection it soon developed with the phonology (and phonetics) of Sanskrit as worked out by the phoneticians of ancient India (even though, as noted earlier, Brahmi was probably originally employed for writing Prakrit). The sophistication of their analysis, and the resulting precision of the alphabet as adapted for Sanskrit, coupled with the prestige of Sanskrit itself, imparted to the system a special rigidity. It was a question of the system and its underlying categories, not of the form of letters as such.

The very order of the alphabet, as learnt and recited by every schoolchild, is
systematic and logical, unlike the arbitrary order of European and Semitic alphabets. First come the vowels: the basic vowels, long and short, A, Ā, I, Ī, U, Ū, followed by the syllabic liquids and (according to traditional analysis) diphthongs R̄, R̄, Ė, Ė, A, Ą, AU, and finally the vowel-like nasal M and whisper H. (Excessive symmetrizing zeal sometimes adds a long Ī, which never occurs in any real word, to match the rare Ī.) Then come the series of stop consonants with their manner modifications (aspirate, voiced, nasal) in an order following that of the passage of the breath out of the body, i.e. starting with the back of the mouth and of the tongue, ending with the lips: K, KH, G, GH, ŉ; Č, CH, J, JH, ň; T, ṬH, D, DH, N; T, TH, D, DH, N; P, PH, B, BH, M. Then the semivowels and liquids (which behave similarly for certain purposes in Sanskrit) in the same order: Y, R, L, W ("V"); finally, the sibilants Š, Š, Š (again theoretically back to front: dorsopalatal, retracted-apical, dental apical) and the isolated voiced H.3

There was a bit of phonetic overkill in the system: the sound represented by H (in Nagari, ) could be taken as an allophone of S, for example, and the palatal and velar nasals Ň, ň were largely predictable. Concerning M (also transliterated M), there is some controversy as to whether it represents a homorganic nasal consonant (therefore an alternative way of writing the specific nasal consonants as the first element in clusters), a nasalized vowel, a nasalized semivowel, or all of these according to context; there are actually two terms involved, anusvāra and anusāsika, and, eventually, two symbols as well (in Nagari, a dot over a vowel, and the same with a half-moon under it: , ) but their usage and mutual delimitation is not consistent in different ancient authorities and seems also to have changed with time (for a more detailed discussion, see Allen 1953: 39–46). An intervocalic lateral flap allophone [L] of D is described for some Vedic texts and represented by a special symbol (Nagari ).

In any case, according to some, all possible sounds had already been described and provided for in this system, as Sanskrit was the original and perfect language. Hence it was difficult to provide for or even to conceive of other sounds, unknown to the phoneticians of Sanskrit. (It should be noted that the phoneticians did describe certain other sounds qua sounds – bilabial fricatives, for instance – which, being either sporadic or completely predictable, never were represented in the writing system.)

Inevitably, sounds alien to Sanskrit do exist in the NIA and other languages using Brahmi-derived scripts. Sometimes they have been ignored in writing; sometimes they have been provided for in a way typical of many scripts (e.g., Roman, Arabic), that is, via diacritics or ligatures (and ignored in the recitation of the alphabet); rarely have new symbols been invented. The favorite diacritic in the “Northern” scripts is the subscript dot ( ), e.g., Hindi = /I/, = /Z/. It is
used for the near-allophonic intervocalic flaps \([r, rh]\) corresponding to /d, dhl/ in Hindi, Bengali, and Oriya\(^4\) \((D = \text{̃, ̃h}, \text{̃}; R = \text{̃, ̃h, ̃});\) in the Gurmukhi script used for Punjabi it has a special symbol \((\text{̃})\); in Marathi and Gujarati it is ignored; in Nagari as used for Rajasthani (Marwari) \(\text{̃}\) represents \(R\), while a special symbol \(\text{̃}\) is used for \(D (= [̃])\). The widespread N I A \(/l/\) is represented by local versions of the Vedic \(\text{̃}\) in Marathi, Gujarati \((\text{̃})\), Sinhalese \((\text{̃})\), and Oriya \((\text{̃})\); by a subscript dot (under Nagari \(L\)) in Rajasthani; and commonly ignored in Punjabi (Gurmukhi). In some Rajasthani and Braj manuscripts a dot distinguishes \(/N/ (\text{̃})\) from \(/Bl/ (\text{̃})\).

Additional vowels are less easily accommodated in this fashion, because vowels have to be written in \(mātrā\)-form (already a kind of diacritic) to begin with when not syllable-initial. Subscript dots are preempted by the consonants to which the vowel-\(mātrā\)s are attached, and superscript dots by nasalization. The \(mātrā\)s can of course be modified in other ways, or additional ones invented; it is partly a question of how strong the need is. Long vs. short \(E/E\) and \(Ó/O\) are distinguished only in the “southern” scripts, i.e. in N I A only in the Sinhalese: the long vowels are represented by the addition of diacritics (a “flag”) to the symbols for the short vowels \((\text{̃})/\text{̃}; \text{̃}/\text{̃})\). (The Dravidian scripts follow a similar strategy.) The new Sinhalese vowels \(\text{̃}\) are also represented by “flags” added to \(A: \text{̃}, \text{̃, ̃}\), \(E = \text{̃}\), but the Bengali \(\text{̃}\) is either written \(Y\) or not differentiated from \(E\). In Marathi, the vowels \(\text{̃, ̃}\), found only in English loanwords, are indicated by the diacritic \(\text{̃}\) over Nagari \(A, ̃\). Gujarati \(eel\) and \(o/\) are not distinguished in writing.

Where there is no new contrast, and a graphemic segment merely reflects a changed phonetic value, generally no change is made. Thus the symbol originally representing the Sanskrit diphthong \(lail\) represents \(lal/\) in Hindi, \(loil/\) in Bengali.

An extreme example of this or perhaps better an example of a radical revalorization is the indication of tones in Punjabi by the graphemes that originally stood for voiced aspirate stops, aspirate nasals and liquids (all lacking in the modern language), and \(/hl/:\) briefly (omitting certain qualifications), the High Tone is indicated by a following aspirate letter or letter-combination of these categories and the Low Tone by a preceding one. It accordingly took scholars some time to clarify what was actually going on, phonologically and phonetically, since \(as written\), Punjabi looks much like any other N I A language.

As noted earlier (Chapter 5), the Gujarati murmured vowels are partly represented by the postvocalic \(H\) to which they are most simply related historically \((b̄r\) written BAHAR), but unrepresented when their origin is more complicated \((m̄ro\) written MĀRO not *MĀHRO). Not all exotic sounds have had to be represented in the Brahmi-type scripts, either because they occur in unwritten
dialects or because the languages in question use non-Brahmi scripts. An exception are the implosives, found in Rajasthani as well as Sindhi. In the former they are usually represented in Nagari by the signs for the ordinary unaspirate voiced stops (B/ṛ, D/ṝ, etc.; the ordinary voiced stops themselves are uncommon and are represented in other ways (dotted letters, etc.). The peculiar Sinhalese prenasalized stops are basically written as ligatures (see below) – too complex to reproduce here, as are the aspirated nasals and liquids of Marathi and other languages.

In all of the above an essentially etymological principle prevails: the new sound is represented by the sign of its historical antecedent. This causes no problems once the phonetic key is held – unless phonological splits, mergers, or reassignments are also involved. Thus the grapheme *A/ṛ (as the “inherent vowel” often not written at all [see below]) may represent, in Bengali, not only its phonetic evolute [ɔ], but also /o/ with which it has merged in some positions, or zero, and to the non-native speaker it is not always clear which.

The writing systems have also had difficulty in recognizing the loss of distinctions that were part of the system, except perhaps as a mispronunciation. Thus only the Gurmukhi script recognizes Indo-Aryan phonological history (see Chapter 7) by reducing the sibilant symbols to a single S – although this necessitates the use of a dotted symbol for Persian and English loanwords with /ʃ/ in Modern Punjabi. Other scripts continue to use three sibilant symbols (at least in tatsama words) even though they may pronounce all of them the same (e.g., as [ʃ] in Bengali, [s] in Oriya, or [ʃ] in Assamese).

Nor has the inventory of vowel symbols been reduced in languages (Bengali, Gujarati, Marathi, etc.) where distinctions such as /i/ and /u/ have been lost. Preservation of such distinctions in writing forces even native speakers to resort to dictionaries for correct spellings.

Sanskrit was not the only indigenous phonology to cast its shadow over subsequent orthographies. According to Pandit (1954), the spelling of Old Gujarati was influenced by that of literary Apabhramsa, which was based on the Midland variety of that late stage of MIA – a variety with only one sibilant, /ʃ/. Since Old Gujarati like Modern Gujarati presumably had two, /s, ʃ/, the old spelling failed to represent all its phonemes.

The assumption by the Brahmi script of an inherent vowel /a/ in each consonant required a method for eliminating it when two or more consonants formed a cluster (or when an utterance ended in even one consonant) – situations untypical of Prakrit, for which the script was first used, but common enough in Sanskrit. (In Prakrit all words ended in a vowel, and clusters were mainly geminates, which were not represented in early Brahmi, and homorganic nasal + consonant, which
could be represented by *anusvāra*.) Although a vowelless consonant could be represented by using the sign known as *virāma*, this was used mainly for final consonants, and the main device used to adapt the script to write Sanskrit clusters was the conjunct character. This typically (in the more common case of clusters of only two consonants) consisted of half of one character (either the first in the case of horizontal conjuncts or the second in the case of vertical conjuncts) attached to a narrowed version of the whole of another character, e.g., in Nagari $S \left( \frac{\text{S}}{\text{T}} \right) + T(a) \left( \frac{\text{T}}{\text{S}} \right) = \text{ST}(a) \left( \frac{\text{ST}}{\text{T}} \right)$; $K \left( \frac{\text{K}}{\text{L}} \right) + L(a) \left( \frac{\text{L}}{\text{K}} \right) = \text{KL}(a) \left( \frac{\text{KL}}{\text{L}} \right)$. There were also, however, a number of special conjuncts, resembling neither of their ostensible component letters (e.g., $K\text{S}$, $J\text{N}$), or not simply derivable from them, and special forms of letters (notably $R$, $S$) used only in conjuncts. This cumbersome system (but less cumbersome for handwriting than for printing) has been inherited by all daughter scripts except the Tamil, where the *virāma* principle has prevailed. It is very much attenuated in the Gurmukhi script, where there remain only special signs for aspirates (not pronounced as such in Punjabi [see above]), $R$, and two equivalents of *anusvāra* (called *tippi* and *bindi*) for homorganic nasal consonants—plus a special sign ($\text{addak} = \text{°}$) analogous to the Arabic *shaddah* ("°") for geminates.

The inherent $A$ is not pronounced under two different sets of circumstances in NIA. In the first it was absent originally: in *tatsama* vocabulary with clusters in Sanskrit (H. *vyakti* ‘person’, *strī* ‘woman’), in borrowed vocabulary (Perso-Arabic and English) with clusters in the original languages (H. < Pers. *dost* ‘friend’, H. < Eng. *stefan* ‘railroad station’), and in a few *tadbhava* words with preserved clusters (H. *pyār* ‘love’). In the second, it has been lost in the later NIA period, e.g., finally in languages like Hindi and Punjabi (H. *gхаşṭ* ‘grass’), between morphemes in many instances (H. *kर-h-nā* ‘to do’), and even in *tatsama* compounds (H. < Skt *sahā-yog* ‘cooperation’).

Orthographic conventions differ with regard to these cases. Except for Gurmukhi and its relatives, the various Neo-Brahmi scripts used in NIA represent *tatsama* clusters (however they may be pronounced, e.g., in Bengali), inherited *tadbhava* clusters, and morpheme-final Perso-Arabic clusters through conjuncts. (Increasingly in print, especially journalistic print, perhaps basically because of the limitations of typewriters, horizontal conjuncts are replacing vertical ones, e.g., Nagari $K\text{L}a$ is $\frac{\text{KL}}{\text{L}}$ rather than $\frac{\text{L}}{\text{KL}}$, and the *virāma* device – called *halant* in Hindi – is used where this is not feasible, e.g. $T\text{T}a$ is $\frac{\text{TT}}{\text{a}}$ rather than $\frac{\text{a}}{\text{TT}}$.)

On the other hand, consonant combinations, particularly across morpheme boundaries, resulting from loss of *a* – or other short vowel – in NIA are generally not written with conjuncts in most NIA languages. (They are so written in Nepali, however: H. *kर-nā* ‘to do’, B. *kor-bo* हर ‘I shall do’, but N. *gar-nu*
Some view these new combinations as pseudo-clusters. At any rate they are clusters of a different class; the recently lost vowel is for some purposes psychologically still present: it is counted as a syllable in traditional meters, and even (lightly) pronounced in many styles of singing. (See Ohala 1983: 138–9 for further qualifications.)

This is also true of a lost final vowel: the virāma device is generally not used (and reserved for hypercorrect representation of tātsama with original consonant endings, e.g., H. < Skt vidyut ‘lightning, electricity’ = विद्युत्, but commonly simply विद्युत). Another type of cluster not represented as such (i.e. where neither a conjunct nor virāma is used) is found in Arabic loans (through Persian) of the type matlab ‘meaning’, maJhar ‘famous’, particularly numerous in colloquial Hindi; here the vowel was not lost in NIA, but already deleted according to the rules of Arabic morphology.

Ohala (1983: 117–54) has shown that it is not necessary, at least for Hindi, to indicate the deletion of *a in such cases. It is automatic according to general phonological rules (which moreover are continuing to evolve), internalized by the native speaker, making a simpler basic orthography possible. Whether such rules can be worked out for other NIA languages (e.g., whether the Nepali orthography is required by Nepali phonology, or needlessly complex) remains to be seen. It may well be that the possibility of such rules makes the Neo-Brahmi scripts better suited to most NIA languages than to Sanskrit, and it is mainly the layer of Sanskrit loanwords that makes the complex system of conjuncts necessary.

Assumption of an inherent vowel together with the mātrā system of vowel signs (which essentially substitute other vowels for the inherent vowel) has another consequence, deriving from the fact that these presuppose consonants. When a word (or a syllable) begins with a vowel the latter has to be written some other way. This is normally through use of a complete set of “full” vowel characters (although long/short pairs are obviously related, the former generally being an elaboration of the latter). A more economical solution would be to use a neutral vowel “carrier”, in the manner of Arabic alif, with the modifying vowel-mātrās in usual fashion. The logical choice for such a carrier would be the character used for the inherent vowel (normally short A) when initial, i.e. A, Ā, I, Ī, U, Ī, E would be अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ए (in Nagari) instead of अ, आ, इ, ी, उ, ू, े. So far this solution has been tried primarily in Marathi, in the so-called Savarkar script, and has not prevailed even there, although “increasingly used in magazines and text books” (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975b: 13). The Gurmukhi script shows a similar tendency, however, in that it employs what are essentially three vowel carriers (perhaps not coincidentally corresponding to the three long vowel signs of the Arabic script, although used
6.4 Perso-Arabic script for NIA languages

Unlike Brahmi, the Perso-Arabic script was not designed for IA languages and requires some modification to fit them. Due to the fact that diacritics (dots, etc.) are already an integral part of the script, representation of additional sounds is fairly easily accomplished, however, at least as far as consonants are concerned, through the use of additional or different diacritics – perhaps more easily than with Brahmi. Since the script is neutral with regard to the presence or absence of a short vowel, rather than implying it as with Brahmi, the way is open for the use of simple letter combinations as well (e.g., cons. + H for aspirates in Urdu). Different languages do not use the same devices, however. Although the standardized Kashmiri orthography follows the conventions of Urdu where possible (wisely, since Urdu is the main written language in Kashmir) – as does that of Punjabi when written in Perso-Arabic, the differences between Urdu and Sindhi are significant. (See especially the retroflexes, aspirates, and K in Table 6.3 below.)

As noted earlier (Chapter 5, note 1), redundant Arabic graphemes (with no attempt at distinctive articulation) are preserved in the spelling of Arabic loanwords in most languages using the Perso-Arabic script, just as redundant Neo-Brahmi letters are preserved in the spelling of Sanskrit loanwords in most languages using Neo-Brahmi scripts – although there are more such letters in Perso-Arabic. Attempts to simplify the orthographies by spelling words as they sound (i.e. using a single T, S, and Z for all t’s, s’s, and z’s) have occasionally been made, but have not met with general acceptance, since the Arabic language is as sacrosanct for Muslims as Sanskrit is for Hindus.

Vowels are always a problem for languages other than Arabic using the Arabic script, particularly when a language has many vowels. Short vowels are usually not represented at all. There is ambiguity in representation of long vowels also, since the few available symbols are made to do multiple duty. Although (in Urdu) final /e, a/ have been distinguished from final /i/ (u) by a special device (.), they are not distinguished from each other, nor are any of the three distinguished word-internally. One symbol also represents ù, õ, au. These can be disambiguated through the use of diacritics, but normally these are not used. In the official (post-1950) Kashmiri version of Perso-Arabic (cf. Handoo 1973), representation has somehow been found (mainly via an elaborate system of diacritics) for all of the many vowels of that language. (According to Peter Hook's
Table 6.3 N1A Consonants in Perso-Arabic script: Urdu vs. Sindhi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urdu</th>
<th>Sindhi</th>
<th>jh</th>
<th>Urdu</th>
<th>Sindhi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>پ</td>
<td>پ</td>
<td>jh</td>
<td>جہ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>ت</td>
<td>ت</td>
<td>gh</td>
<td>گھ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>ل</td>
<td>ل</td>
<td>gh</td>
<td>گھ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>ج</td>
<td>ج</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>ب</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>ک</td>
<td>ک</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>ج</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>ب</td>
<td>ب</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>ج</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>د</td>
<td>د</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>ج</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>د</td>
<td>د</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>ج</td>
<td>ج</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>گ</td>
<td>گ</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ن</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ph</td>
<td>فہ</td>
<td>فہ</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>ک</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>th</td>
<td>تھ</td>
<td>تھ</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>ی</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>th</td>
<td>تھ</td>
<td>تھ</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>ر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ch</td>
<td>چ</td>
<td>چ</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>ر</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kh</td>
<td>خ</td>
<td>خ</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>ل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bh</td>
<td>بھ</td>
<td>بھ</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>س</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dh</td>
<td>دھ</td>
<td>دھ</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>س</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dh</td>
<td>دھ</td>
<td>دھ</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>ح</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* This does not include all of the letters of the Perso-Arabic alphabet as used in Urdu and Sindhi, or in the proper order. Other letters are found only in Perso-Arabic loanwords. The vowel signs are also omitted.
impressions, and from what I can discern from neo-Kashmiri materials in the University of Chicago Library, these do seem to be commonly used when the language is written today.)

The Maldivian script, called Tana or Thaana, although written from right to left and employing certain Arabic diacritics and numerals as the basis of some of its signs, is a completely original invention (inventor unknown) rather than in any sense a modification of the Arabic script. According to De Silva (1969), Tana is phonologically quite efficient, “perhaps the most scientific alphabet in South Asia.”

6.5 The Roman script for NIA languages

Although the Roman script has long been the basis of more or less standard systems of transliteration of Indian languages, and has been advocated for general use on various grounds by the late J. R. Firth and S. K. Chatterji (1960: 304–15), it has been seriously employed only for one language, Konkani. (It might be noted in passing, however, that several anthologies of Kashmiri poetry have been published using the Roman script.) In contrast with the transliteration systems of the Orientalists and also with Portuguese, its immediate model (but like the systems devised by Firth and Chatterji), the Roman orthography devised for Konkani in the sixteenth century eschews diacritical marks. Retroflexes are indicated by doubling the consonant (/mål/ ‘floor’ = mallo), final nasal vowels by V + m (as partly in Portuguese): /pitə/ ‘I drink’ = pitam. This necessitates the use of a hyphen to indicate geminates (/mål/ ‘beaten’ = mal-ło, /kål/ ‘took’ = kal-ło, and of a double -mm to indicate final /m/. (Examples are from Pereira 1973.) As can be seen from the above examples, there is no indication of vowel quantity. A characteristic mark of Roman Konkani is the use of the letter x to indicate a hush sibilant /ʃ/, as in Portuguese: Barhdexi, Saxtti = /barhdeʃi, saʃti/ (names of Goan Konkani dialects). Aspirates are written as C + h.
Historical phonology

7.1 Introduction
The philological importance of Indo-Aryan has already been alluded to at the
beginning of this book: the long recorded history and extensive differentiation of
the group offer historical linguists a unique opportunity to practice their craft.
Although there is still much to be done, they have taken advantage of that
opportunity; as a result, a good deal is known about both the historical phonology
and the historical morphology of Indo-Aryan. The former is essential for under­
standing the latter, and ultimately the great typological changes undergone by
Indo-Aryan. Its generally accepted fundamentals accordingly need to be included
in a handbook of this type, even though many details that a book devoted
exclusively to the subject would need to cover have to be glossed over.

The materials that make this knowledge possible are not ideal. They are
incompletely representative in regional terms (a complaint conceivable only in
the presence of so many records), unreliable (as semi-artificial literary languages)
as direct testimonials to contemporary speech, and basic phonological correspon­
dences are overlaid by waves of mutual borrowing, particularly from and into
prestige languages, both spoken and written, and above all from (and into)
Sanskrit.

The extensive augmentation of the lexicon with Sanskrit at all subsequent
stages of Indo-Aryan (but particularly in New Indo-Aryan) has not, however,
managed to obscure the essentials of the phonological evolution of the inherited
element. Unlike the mutual borrowings among the regional languages, which
require a bit more effort, the Sanskrit element is generally readily identifiable. Its
main effect is to make it more difficult, by driving out many inherited words
(particularly from the standard languages), to provide illustrative lists of phonolo­
gically equivalent words in the various languages.

(The other main source of lexical suppletion in New Indo-Aryan, namely
Persian, has a similar effect for some languages, as already noted in Chapter 4.)
The Persian element – and of course particularly the Perso-Arabic element – is also generally readily identifiable, although the close kinship of Iranian and Indo-Aryan occasionally provides some superficially similar results: e.g., in Hindi, Pers. lw. *band* 'closed', native Indo-Aryan *bandh* ‘tie(d)’; Pers. lw. *bacca* ‘child’, native Indo-Aryan *bāchā* ‘calf’. Borrowing from Iranian becomes a delicate matter primarily on the northwest frontier of Aryandom, where geographical contiguity as well as linguistic relationship is a factor.)

Indo-Aryan historical phonology can be presented most conveniently by dealing first with what might be called its main or “focal” line of development. This is usually divided into a Middle Indo-Aryan phase (with several subphases) and a Common New Indo-Aryan phase. Then we shall go backward and look, first at languages that do not share some of the Common New Indo-Aryan developments, then at languages that do not share some of the Middle Indo-Aryan developments. We may then proceed to look at (mainly later) developments peculiar to specific languages or language groups.

It again must be stressed that this history is that of the inherited element, not of the borrowed element, albeit Indo-Aryan, insofar as the two can be separated. In the case of the *tatsama* or borrowed Sanskrit element it generally though not always can be, but separation of *later Indo-Aryan* borrowings from the strictly inherited element is one of the delectabilia of Indo-Aryan philology. Borrowed elements also have a history, unless they are very recent – even borrowed Sanskrit elements. Hence the category of semi-*tatsamas*. That history can be revealing, confirming as it often does certain general tendencies operative throughout Indo-Aryan development. Nevertheless it is imperative that it be carefully distinguished from that of the inherited element, except where particular strands of the two histories have merged: that is, where material is borrowed early enough to undergo the same later developments as inherited material. This, of course, is one of the principal methods of determining the date of such borrowings.

A couple of examples may make such abstractions clearer. Marathi words containing *ch* (such as *chāp* 'stamp', *chātī* 'chest', *chabāla/chabāla* 'pretty') must be loanwords from a Midland language (i.e. Hindi) during the later NIA period, since all earlier *ch*’s became *s* (or *ṣ*) in Marathi. In Sinhalese, both MIA *c* and MIA *ch* regularly become *s*, but there are a number of words in which an intervocalic original *c* behaves like *j*; that is, it shows up as *d* rather than *s*. Skt *prācina* 'eastern' = Si. *pādum* (vs. Skt *marica* 'pepper' > Si. *mīris*). Geiger (1938: 50–2) concludes that this is due to the migration into Ceylon of a group of speakers whose MIA dialect had voiced all single intervocalic voiceless stops (*V.CV > VCV*) – a widespread MIA development (see below). For them -c- had become -j-, and this habit of theirs came to infect many (in fact, most) intervocalic
c’s – prior, however, to the development that changed all j’s, whether original or < *c, to d. As a third example, we may take the Greek loanword “drachma”, which shows up in Sanskrit (via a conservative Northwestern Prakrit dialect preserving initial clusters with r) as *drama-. It was early enough to participate in subsequent changes (see below), simplifying the initial cluster (> ordinary Prakrit dama), then reducing the medial geminate with lengthening of the preceding vowel, and thus giving Hindi ḍām (‘a small coin’; > ‘price’), exactly like a native word such as ḍrāṣṭa- ‘grape’ > ḍakkha > ḍakh. This contrasts with a “semi-tatsama” such as bharam ‘illusion’ (< Skt bhrama-), where the Cr- cluster is treated quite differently.

“Focal” may not be the best term, but it is difficult to come up with a better one: “mainstream”, perhaps? “Central” will not do, as this term has a more specific reference in Indo-Aryan linguistics (usually to the language of the midland, i.e. to that chiefly represented by present-day Hindi and its dialects, sometimes with the addition of Gujarati). Although that group is involved, so is the Eastern group (Bengali–Assamese–Oriya), and in many respects also the Southern group (Marathi–Konkani); in short, everything except the Northwestern group and Sinhalese, and even these are affected by some of the developments. In that many of the phenomena in question show increasing intensity and earlier development down the Ganges valley, “Gangetic” would be a tempting term, were it not for the fact that many of the developments are equally characteristic of Marathi. It might simply be said that the developments in question represent the “typical” pattern of Indo-Aryan phonological evolution – an elastic concept. Deviations from it are “peripheral”, generally both in a geographical and in a historical sense.

No attempt will be made here to deal systematically with the relation of Old Indo-Aryan to Indo-Iranian or Indo-European phonology. Interested readers might begin with Burrow 1955 and Bloch 1965.

At the risk of some repetition of material already alluded to in Chapters 5 and 6, it will, however, be necessary to take a closer look at the phonology of Old Indo-Aryan itself, since that will be the effective starting point for our comparisons. For practical purposes, that means OIA as represented by Sanskrit and especially by Vedic Sanskrit, although it should be kept in mind that there must have been spoken dialects of OIA other than those represented by these literary languages, and some features of later Indo-Aryan undoubtedly go back to them.1 Such dialectal differences may have been slight, but occasionally significant for later developments. It must also be remembered that later Sanskrit is host to numerous contemporary Prakritic and non-Indo-Aryan loanwords, which cannot be taken as indicative of original OIA phonology.
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Old Indo-Aryan had the following consonant system:

1. **Five stop articulations**, voiceless and voiced: \( plb, t'd, t\l, c\l, k\l \). Of these, the retroflex \( t, d \) are uncommon in early Sanskrit and occur mostly under special conditions, namely:
   a. after the retroflex sibilant \( s \) (aśṭā ‘eight’) or its lost voiced counterpart \( *s \) (nīḍa- ‘nest’ < *nīḍa, cf. Polish gniaźdo);
   b. as a morphophonemic substitute for root-final \( ch, s, j, h \) finally, in compounds, and before certain inflections beginning with consonants:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{/prach} \text{ ‘ask’} & \rightarrow \text{ aprāt (3sg. aorist, Vedic)} \\
\text{ṣaṣ- ‘six’} & \rightarrow \text{ śat (nom.)} \\
\text{dvīṣ ‘hate’} & \rightarrow \text{ advēt (3sg. imperfect)} \\
\text{viś- ‘habitation’} & \rightarrow \text{ viṣ (nom. sg.)} \\
\text{samraj- ‘emperor’} & \rightarrow \text{ samrāt (nom. sg.)}
\end{array}
\]

c. possibly after a lost (on Indo-European evidence) \( *r \) (kaṭu- ‘bitter, sharp-tasting’ ~ Lith. kartūs (supposedly ~ ḵar ‘cut’, MIA and later forms of which show no retroflex; Dravidian lw. according to Burrow), gandha- ‘goiter’ < grnda- according to Morgenstierne); after an existing \( r \), it should be noted, Sanskrit \( t \) remains \( t: krtā ‘done’; \)

d. (rarely) before a lost \( r \): the only sure case, and that by contamination, seems to be the post-Vedic (but Paninean) root \( \text{dr} \) (>ḍayatē, Vedic \( \text{pr} \) > diyati) and its derivatives (uddāyan-‘flying up’) – supposedly by contamination with \( \text{dr} \) ‘to run’; other examples, e.g., ənda- ‘egg’ (~OSlav. je̞dro), danda- ‘stick’ (~Gk. dendron), canḍa- ‘fierce’ (~Vedic candra ‘bright’), pāṭṭa- ‘slab, tablet’ (~Vedic pāṭṭa- ‘wing/feather’ > ‘leaf’) are disputed or speculative: the first seems more likely because of conservative NIA forms like Kalasha ṣndrak and “Lahnda” ṣndrā; there is no such support for danda- according to Turner; khēṭa- ‘village’ (Mahabharata), if indeed from kṣētra- ‘field’, would be a MIA form;

e. practically never initially in the older language.

Alternatively, \( t'd \) are found in loanwords, or at any rate newer words of uncertain origin, both of which become increasingly numerous in the post-Vedic literature from the epics (Mahābhārata–Rāmāyaṇa\(^2\)) onward, in environments other than those above, including initially: tāḍa- ‘blow’ (Atharva Veda), kuṭumbha- ‘household’ (Chāndogya Upaniṣad, seventh century BC), kaṭāha- ‘sausage with
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handles, wok’ (Mahābhārata), aṇāvī ‘forest’ (Rāmāyaṇa), ṭānka- ‘spade, hoe, chisel’ (Rāmāyaṇa), āḍha- ‘stupid; cold’ (Manu, second century), bīḍāla- ‘cat’ (Manu), aṭṭa- ‘tower’ (Kālidāsa, fifth century), dīṁbha- ‘newborn child’ (Kālidāsa), dambara- ‘sonority’ (Harsacarita, seventh century), dōmba- ‘man of low caste living by singing and music’ (Kathasaritsaṅgara, eleventh century), caṇḍā- ‘slap’ (Kathasaritsaṅgara), tākkara- ‘blow on the head’ (Rājatarangini, twelfth century). It should be noted, however, that the majority of pan-Indo-Aryan etyma involving initial t-, q- go back to forms not found in Sanskrit literature of any period, or frequently even in Prakrit, possibly because of their popular or technical character.

Although less restricted, the segments c, j are unlike the other stops in several respects: unlike the others (even t, d) they do not replace each other as voiceless and voiced equivalents in euphonic combination with following voiceless and voiced segments, and they cannot occur finally. They revert instead to -k, -g, their (pre-Aryan) etymological sources, and participate in these relations in that guise. A few instances of -j, however, become instead -t/-d as noted above. Chatterji (1926) as well as Allen (1953) interpret the statements of the ancient phoneticians to mean that these segments were at the beginning pure palatal stops (i.e. something between [kʼ, gʼ] and [tʼ, dʼ]), acquiring their later affricated pronunciation first in the east, according to Chatterji.

The segment b is infrequent in Old Indo-Aryan (although not as rare as in Indo-European), many of its occurrences being secondary (due to Grassmann’s law of dissimilation of aspirates: /bh/ ‘fear’ > 3sg. pres. bībhēti, /bhṛ/ ‘carry’ > 3sg. pres. bībhari, and prior to OIA itself, /bandh < *bhandh ‘bind’, /budh < *bhaudh ‘wake’, etc.) or in loanwords (bila ‘hole’, bilva ‘wood-apple’). The etymology (and Indo-European vs. borrowed character) of many common words with b is disputed: bala- ‘strength’, bāla- ‘young’, bindu- ‘drop’, bija- ‘seed’.

2. Two aspirate series (voiced and voiceless) corresponding to these: phl/bh, thl/dh, thl/dh, chl/jh, khl/gh. Interestingly enough, it is the typologically marked voiced series that is by far the more common (except for jh, and also gh, since it has often evolved into h). The most frequent aspirate overall is bh; the least frequent initially is th, for which there are few if any good cases, but the sound is well-established in medial position because of its use in verbal inflection (-tha is the 2nd person sg. Perfect Active ending as well as the 2nd person pl. Present Active ending, and -th- also appears in most 2nd person dual endings, both Active and Middle) as well as in certain ordinals (caturtha ‘fourth’) and in some common adverbs (atha ‘then’, katham ‘how, why’, tathā ‘in that way’) and nouns (gāthā ‘song’, prthivi ‘earth’, śapatha- ‘curse’).
The honor of the rarest aspirate overall goes easily to \( \text{jh} \), represented by only one word in the *Rig Veda* and, to quote Whitney (1950 [1889]: 16), occurring “hardly half-a-dozen times in the whole older language [and] where found, it is either onomatopoetic or of anomalous or non-Indo-European origin.” According to Whitney again (who made a count), \( \text{ph} \) and \( \text{dh} \) are tied for second place.

Although \( \text{ch} \) is more frequent, both \( \text{ch} \) and \( \text{jh} \) at this stage have the character of barely established units pulled in, as it were, to complete the symmetry of the system, \( \text{ch} \) as a development of the sequence \( ^*-\text{s}k^* \), and \( \text{jh} \) mainly through onomatopoeia. Both have the peculiarity of occurring medially only in geminated form, \( ^*-\text{c}h^*-, ^*-\text{j}h^*- \).

The retroflex aspirates \( \text{th}, \text{dh} \) share the restricted character of their unaspirated counterparts. The former exists almost exclusively in the cluster \( ^*-\text{sh}^* \)-in the older language (including the superlative ending \( ^*-\text{i}\text{s}t\text{ha} \), which gives it a relative textual if not lexical frequency); the words \( \text{k}an\text{\'}\text{tha}^* \)-’throat’ (\( ^*\text{Satapatha-Br\'h\text{ma}\text{n}a}^* \)), \( ^*\text{pitha-} \)’stool’ (\( ^*\text{G\'hya-S\'utra}^* \)), \( \text{k}a\text{\'}s\text{\i}n\text{\a}^* \)-’hard, stiff’, \( \text{m}a\text{\'}s\text{\a}^* \)-’ascetic’s hut’ (\( ^*\text{Mah\'\text{a}\text{h\'\text{a}r\text{\a}\text{\text{i}t\text{a}}}^* \)) are thought or known to be of non-Aryan origin, while the roots \( ^*\text{p\text{\a}m} \)-’read’ and \( ^*\text{l\u\text{\u{u}}\text{\text{t}h} \)’roll’ and their derivatives are considered Prakritisms.

The voiced \( \text{dh} \) is produced by the combination of suffixes with initial dentals (e.g., the personal endings \( ^*-\text{ti}, ^*-\text{te}, ^*-\text{tas}, ^*-\text{tha}, ^*-\text{ta}, ^*-\text{tu}, ^*-\text{t\'a}, ^*-\text{dhi}, ^*-\text{d}h\text{v}e-, ^*-\text{d}h\text{v}a\text{m}, \) passive participle \( ^*-\text{t\'a}, \) infinitive \( ^*-\text{tum}, \) etc.) with the final \( ^*-\text{h} \) of a certain class of roots:

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{\text{RUH}} \text{’rise’} & +tum \text{ (Inf.)} & +ta \text{ (Ppl.)} \\
\text{\text{SAH}} \text{’prevail’} & \text{ro\text{d}h\text{um}} & \text{r\text{u\text{d}ha}\text{-}} \\
\text{\text{VAH}} \text{’carry’} & \text{s\text{o\text{d}h\text{um}}} & \text{s\text{\a\text{\text{d}ha}\text{-}}} \\
\end{array}
\]

There are no initial occurrences of \( ^*-\text{th}^*- \) or of \( ^*-\text{dh}^*- \) until a late period.

3. Five nasals corresponding to the five stop positions are described by the traditional grammarians, namely \( \text{m, n, n\'}, \text{n, \eta} \) (the last usually transcribed \( \eta \), by Whitney \( \eta \)). Only three of these (\( \text{m, n, \eta} \)) really contrast functionally (\( \text{k\a\text{\text{m}a} \) ‘love’, \( \text{k\a\text{\text{a}n\a} \) ‘girl’, \( \text{k\a\text{\text{a}n\a} \) ‘one-eyed’}), and only two (\( \text{m and n} \)) can occur initially. The units \( \text{n\-' and \eta} \), the palatal and velar nasals, are essentially to be found only preceding stops of the same classes (\( \text{\text{\text{r}\text{\i}\text{c}, \text{\text{r}i\text{c}, n\'j, n\'j, \eta}, \eta\text{k, \eta\text{k}, \eta\text{g, \eta\text{gh}}} \)), or in the case of \( n\-' \), also following such stops (\( \text{j\i\text{n}, c\i} \)) in a few words.

Since the sequence \( ^*-\text{jm}^*- \) also occurs, albeit rarely (\( \text{Vedic \text{o\text{j}\text{\text{m}a\text{n}}} \)-’vigor’), a marginal case could be made for the phonematicity of \( n\-' \) on that basis. A marginal case could also be made for \( \eta \) on the basis of the fact that it can stand alone (or
geminated) finally (and thus contrast with \( m, n \)), as an obligatory abbreviation of the cluster \( nk \), mainly in nom. sg. masc. forms of adjectival derivatives of the root \( \text{JAN}^e \): (a) opposite', nom. sg. \( \text{pratyā}^a \) (before a following vowel \( \text{pratyā}^a \)).

It can also stand alone as a combinatorial substitute for \( k \) (often itself a substitute for \( c \)) before \( m, n \): \( \text{vāy}^a \text{maya} \) 'consisting of speech' (\( \text{vāc} \)), 'rhetorical'; \( \text{rū}^a \text{maya} \) 'consisting of verses of praise' (\( \text{rc} \)).

The OIA retroflex \( n \) is considerably more frequent than its non-nasal stop counterparts. Most often it results from the operation of a rule changing \( n \) to \( n \), with certain qualifications (a vowel, nasal, or semivowel must immediately follow, and a dental, retroflex, or palatal must not intervene) after a preceding \( r, \) \( r \) or \( s \) anywhere in the word: nom. sg. \( \text{brahman} \) (no vowel follows, although \( r \) does precede at some distance), but instr. \( \text{brahma}^a \). This leaves \( n \) in contrast with \( n \) “segmentally” as it were, although perhaps not “prosodically”. Other \( n \)'s, however, came into the language through loanwords, particularly in the sequence \( \text{nd}^a \) (\( \text{tu}^{\text{nda}} \)-‘beak’, \( \text{kand}^a \)-‘the itch’).

Attempts to relate some intervocalic \( n \)'s to “swallowed” \( r \) or \( r \) are disputed as was the case with \( t, d \) above: e.g., \( \text{guna}^a \)-‘thread’ from \( *\text{g}^n^a \text{-twisted, intertwined} \); \( \text{kon}^a \)-‘corner’ from \( *\text{kaurna} \)-? \( \text{Gk. kyrios} \) ‘curved, bent’ (Burrow and others claim a Dravidian origin). More promising are cases involving a swallowed IE \( *l \): \( \text{kā}^n^a \)-‘one-eyed’ from \( *\text{qol-nos} \)-Old Irish \( \text{coll} \); \( \text{kuni} \)-‘having a withered arm’ – \( \text{Gk kyllos} \) ‘crippled’; \( \text{pā}^n^i \)-‘(palm of) hand’ from \( *\text{pālni} \)-\( \text{Lat. palma} \) (forms with \( r \) do occur in Nuristani and in Kalasha). There are rival Dravidian etymologies for the first two cases but Mayrhofer finds them unconvincing.

4. There was another nasal, not part of the five-fold scheme, the so-called \( \text{anusvāra} \) (lit. “after-sound”), here represented by \( \text{m} \). Its exact nature is in dispute: a nasalization of the vowel, a nasalized semivowel following the vowel? Whatever it was, it was not a stop, yet it counted as a consonant in determining the weight of a syllable metrically.

5. OIA as represented by Sanskrit had a typologically unusual (and some would say, unstable) set of three sibilants, plain, palatal, and retroflex: \( s, s, s \).

6. There were no voiced fricatives except possibly \( \nu \), which is traditionally classed as a semivowel – and with very good reason, as its interaction morphophonemically with \( u \) is basic to the system. There was, however, a voiced \( h \), described by some as a “glottal buzz” and put in a class by itself. Its closest relation in the
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The system is to gh, from which it partly developed. (Its other principal source at this period was Indo-Iranian *ṣ'ḥ [or *z'ḥ] < *I E gḥ, the aspirated voiced palatal.)

There was also a voiceless “h”, called visarga (“emission”) and traditionally represented by h. It was not an independent phoneme but an allophone of s finally – and, inconveniently, also of r.

7. There were traditionally four semivowels, with which were classed, for morphophonemic reasons, the liquids: y, r, l, v. That is, as y and v were the non-syllabics corresponding to i, u, so were r, l in relation to f, l (see below).

There is a good deal of confusion between r and l in Sanskrit, resulting in doublets sometimes differentiated semantically, sometimes not. This is because Classical Sanskrit, itself based mainly on a Central dialect that preserved a distinction between r and l, was influenced by the prestige of Vedic, based on a Northwestern dialect that had only r, and, to a much lesser extent, also by an Eastern dialect that presumably had only l.

Vedic also had the retroflex laterals -l-, -dh-. They were not part of the semivowel system but rather intervocalic allophones of d, dh, although represented in some manuscripts by special symbols.
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The majority of these involve morpheme boundaries "-" (as do also many medial instances of those in the previous group), which are as a rule very clear in Sanskrit. (The main exceptions are r + C: mārga ‘road’, varṣa ‘rain’, tarku ‘spindle’, dīrgha ‘long’, etc., and combinations of homorganic nasal + stop, NC: danta ‘tooth’, candra ‘moon’, ambara ‘circumference’, anga ‘limb’, etc.) Of these in turn a good many are due to two common affixes: the past passive participle suffix -ta/-na (AlP ‘smear’ > lip-ta, JMUC ‘release’ > muk-ta, JBHUJ ‘obtain’ > lab-dha, JBUDH ‘bend’ > bhug-na) and the verbal prefix ud- ‘up’ (ud-bhavati ‘comes up’, ud-ghātāyati ‘opens up’, ut-kūrdati ‘jumps up’, ut-khanati ‘digs up’, ut-kvathati ‘boils up’, ut-patati ‘flies up’, etc.).

Although the second list contains some geminates, geminates are not very typical of OIA. The rules of euphonic combination (sandhi) do produce a number of geminates across morpheme boundaries – again, most often involving the same two affixes mentioned above (> MA + -ta = mat-ta, BUDH + -ta = bud-dha; > BHID + -na = bhin-na-, -ud- + DJYUT = ud-dyota-, ud- + JCAR = uc-carati). Gemination also appears to have an emphatic function (still noticeable in India) in a few adverbs: ʾitham ‘thus’! The optional gemination of any consonant after r (kartal/kartta) may perhaps belong here, in the sense of deliberately “distinct” speech. Gemination appears in onomatopoeia: ʾHIKK ‘hiccup’. Aside from these, however, and a few referring to body parts likely to be subject, according to Turner, to irregularities due to taboo (vrkka ‘kidneys’, majjan ‘marrow’) – and, of course, -cch-, -jjh- which occur no other way – for the most part there are no stems involving internal geminates in Sanskrit except for plant, animal, and tribal names of obscure or definitely non-Aryan origin, mainly showing up in the later literature and especially in the medieval lexicons, medical treatises, etc. Such forms as kukkura ‘dog’ (in the fifth-century drama Mrčchakatiśā) following earlier kurkura (Atharva-Veda) must be regarded as Prakritis.

Judging by the CDIAL, the vast majority of common IA etyma involving geminate stems do not occur in Sanskrit literature at all. (That is to say, neither the geminate itself, as reconstructable from NIA and/or citable from Prakrit, occurs in Sanskrit nor any stem containing a dissimilar cluster that might be anterior to it.)

10. Finally, Sanskrit permitted no clusters (except in a handful of root-forms, mainly confined to the Veda, involving r + C: aorists vark and avart, imperfect amārt, nom. sgs. ūrk, suhārt), and only a limited number of single consonants: p,
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Clusters that would occur were reduced to the first member, which in turn was assimilated to these.

The vowel system of Old Indo-Aryan was fairly simple on the surface, but there were hidden complexities underlying it:

1. There were three short vowels a, i, u, three long vowels corresponding to them ā, ī, ū, and seven additional vocalic segments e, ō, āu, ē, ī, ū, ā.
   a. ā, ī, ū, ē were the syllabic equivalents of the semivowels y, v, r, l respectively; a was in another category, purely vowel (in a sense the only one) without such equivalence; it corresponded, however, to Late Indo-European (i.e. Greek) *e, *o as well as *a.
   b. ē and ō, although phonetically purely monophthongal, were considered diphthongs along with āi, āu, and with some reason: before other vowels they resolved, under the rules of euphonic combination (via their ancestral forms *ai and *au, differing from āi, āu in the length of the first element) into ay, av; (āi, āu similarly became āy, āv); by the same rules ē, ō were produced by juxtaposition of independent -a + ē- or -a + ō-. (Most post-Whitney Sanskritists write ai, au for āi, āu, since the two do not contrast as such in the language; Whitney himself, but not Turner, writes e, o for ē, ō, since there are no contrasting short vowels of this caliber in Sanskrit; while the convenience of these practices is understandable, they make some of the euphonic rules less transparent.)

2. Basically OIA (or at any rate, Sanskrit as codified by Panini) did not tolerate hiatus between vowels, with only a handful of exceptions. Otherwise, wherever a situation arose where vowels would succeed each other, hiatus was avoided by: (a) converting any element capable of it (i.e. including components of diphthongs or etymological diphthongs [see above]) into its corresponding semivowel; (b) merging the two vowels into one; or (c) dropping one of them. (Vedic rules are slightly different.)

3. OIA also had an accentual system, allegedly based on musical pitch. The main or “raised” (udātta) tone of a word could fall on any syllable. Its placement was not predictable phonologically, although it often was morphologically. It was indeed often a part particularly of the derivational morphology, distinguishing otherwise homophonous forms by its placement (e.g., agent nouns, masculine and accented on the suffix, from neuter nouns denoting an object or action, accented on the root: brahmān ‘one who prays’, brāhman ‘prayer’; or cf. priyē ‘dear’ mas. loc. sg. vs. priye fem. voc. sg.).
All authorities, on the basis of the descriptions of the ancient Indian phoneticians, insist on the “pitch” rather than “stress” character of the accent. It is noted that it had no effect on meter or on syllable reduction. That is, neither was an unaccented syllable necessarily reduced (see below) nor did the presence of the accent save a syllable from being swallowed in external sandhi: ná ‘not’ + tú ‘but’ + ēvām ‘thus’ = nā tēvām ‘but not thus’; rājā ‘king’ + āstī ‘was’ = rājā āstī ‘(the) king was’. (However, a stress accent, which often typically also involves a change in pitch, need not entail reduction of unstressed syllables as in English or Russian. A stress accent should be distinguished from stress timing.)

Some authorities hold that the so-called musical phase, in which unaccented syllables were not in danger of reduction, was preceded by a stress phase in which that did happen (Burrow 1955), and also succeeded, at least in some areas, by a stress phase (Pischel 1981 [1900], Turner 1975 [1916]). In any case, Vedic Sanskrit does not seem to have been tonal in the sense that Chinese or even Modern Punjabi are tonal: that is to say, it did not use contrasting tones (since there was really only one tone) to distinguish lexically between roots.

The important point for our purposes here is that the Vedic accent was frequently on a different syllable than in the Latin-like system, based on quantity, that later took over, and it played a role in the grammar. Authorities differ as to how long the old pitch accent maintained itself (i.e. even in the speech of the educated). Did it entirely disappear after Panini, fourth century BC (Bloch)? Or did it survive him by a few centuries (Coulson)? Was it dead by the time of Patanjali (second century BC), or was it certainly alive in his time (Burrow)?

Although attention to the Vedic accent is vital from the standpoint of comparative Indo-European linguistics, its importance for Sanskrit itself may be judged by the fact that many modern grammars of the Classical language, where for many forms it is unknown in any case, find it possible to ignore it entirely. It is marked only in Vedic texts, and the data is reduced further by the fact that verbs in main clauses were not accented. One might legitimately extrapolate to analogous forms, but most Sanskritists scrupulously avoid doing this, marking the accent only when the actual word is so attested in a Vedic text.

4. Closely related to the accentual system, however, and overlapping the semi-vowel-vowel equivalence system (sāmpṛasārana) alluded to above, there was another set of morphophonemic relations among the vowels themselves, built upon the old Indo-European system of three quantitative grades of the basic vowel (*e = OIA a): normal, reduced, and strengthened. In Sanskrit in combination with the system of semi-vowels and “diphthongs” it resulted in the set of relations known as guru and vṛddhi shown in Table 7.1.
7.2 Review of OIA phonology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduced (<em>zero</em>)</th>
<th>Normal (guna)</th>
<th>Strengthened (vṛddhi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-a, ā</td>
<td>a, ā</td>
<td>ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i, ī</td>
<td>ē (āi)</td>
<td>āi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u, ū</td>
<td>ō (au)</td>
<td>āu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>ar</td>
<td>ār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>al</td>
<td>(āl)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A sample of the effects of this system on OIA morphology is illustrated in Table 7.2.

The traditional Indian system, still widely used, takes the reduced rather than the normal (guna) grade as basic, and derives the others through two successive processes of strengthening. Modern comparative linguists would start with the guna grade for several reasons, by no means all of them comparative. First of all, the reduced and vṛddhi grades are derivable most simply by dropping the key vowel a (either as such or as a component of the “diphthongs” ēl/ai, ōl/au) from the guna forms in the first case and lengthening it in the second. (Where the result of dropping the a would be unpronounceable, as in *bhkta, it is kept.) Second, the same process produces, in combination with sampradāraṇa and regular consonantal alternations, such forms as ukta, ppl. of āvac ‘speak’ and īštā, ppl of āyaj ‘sacrifice’ (vac – a = vc = uc > uk/C). These are not normally considered part of the guna system because it cannot predict va, ya, ra (vs. ōlav, ēlay, ar) starting from i, u, r. In reverse, both are handled equally well.

The system would be tighter if it could be said that the guna-grade root bears the accent, but this is by no means always the case; many factors have disturbed such a simple relationship, even in verbal conjugation, where its remnants are most apparent. See Table 7.2 below. It may at least be said, however, that reduced-grade roots are unaccented (even if all unaccented roots are not reduced), which is helpful in explaining forms such as those in the first column of Table 7.2, especially past participles.

The vṛddhi grade was at first less regular in its application, but it is this grade which is greatly elaborated in its use in later Sanskrit, being applied regularly to the first syllable of words in connection with the use of certain very productive secondary suffixes, an application which is very much alive in the tatsama portion of the vocabulary of all NIA languages today: itihāsa ‘history’ + -ika = aitihāsika ‘historical’, bhūmi ‘earth, ground’ + -a = bhauma, bhaumya ‘terrestrial’.

There is much more to be said concerning the OIA phonological system,
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Table 7.2 Effects of vowel grade system on OIA morphology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduced</th>
<th>Guṇa</th>
<th>Vṛddhi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ápaptat 'fell'</td>
<td>pātati 'falls'</td>
<td>pāpta 'fell'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jagmē 'went'</td>
<td>gamāyati 'will go'</td>
<td>jagana 'went'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhaktā 'shared'</td>
<td>bhūjate 'shares'</td>
<td>babhāja 'shared'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kṛtā 'done'</td>
<td>karotī 'does'</td>
<td>cakkāra 'did'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jītā 'conquered'</td>
<td>jētum 'to conquer'</td>
<td>ājāsit 'conquered' (Aor.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rugnā 'broken'</td>
<td>roksyati 'will break'</td>
<td>ārāukṣī 'broke' (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śrutā 'heard' (ppl)</td>
<td>śrotum 'to hear'</td>
<td>āśṛāṣṭī 'heard' (*)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

particularly with regard to its rules of euphonic combination and other morphophonemic alternations, but it is hoped that the above account will be enough to enable the non-specialist reader to follow the ensuing developments with better understanding. (For further details, consult the standard grammars and the vast specialized literature on the subject.) For our purposes here, its salient features may be summarized as follows:

1. OIA had numerous initial and medial clusters of unlike consonants, but very few consonants that could occur finally.
2. Its inventory of sounds was very similar to that of some of the NIA languages, but some of them were much more restricted in occurrence, in terms both of position and frequency.
3. It had a very complicated system of morphophonemics, involving historically conditioned alternations, vowel grades, and shifting accentuation, all interacting with phonologically conditioned alternations; the single morpheme vac 'speak', which is not untypical, had for example the following allomorphs as a result of these: vac, vak, vāc, vāk, vāg, vāṅ, voc, vag, uc, ūc, uk.
4. Despite the action of some of these forces across morpheme boundaries, the latter remained relatively transparent.

7.3 MIA or "Prakritic" developments

The following is not meant to substitute for a full account of Middle Indo-Aryan phonology, which is a field in itself. The interested reader is referred to authorities such as Pischel, Geiger, Bloch, Woolner, Sen, Chatterji, Tagare, Katre, Burrow, and Turner, along with more recent work such as that of Elizarenkova and Junghare. Since a basic understanding of the MIA developments is essential for
understanding the evolution of New Indo-Aryan, however, a brief outline of them must be given here.

Greater dialectal differentiation had taken place in MIA than in OIA, and much of this is represented in the MIA records. There are naturally still important gaps, to say nothing of distortions, in those records, inscriptive as well as literary. In the earliest, namely the Asokan inscriptions of the third century BC, the all-important Central dialect group is not represented: those in its area are of Eastern dialect type. The Central group at the Early substage is probably more or less represented by Pali, however, and at a slightly later point (first century AD) by one of the dialects (“Old Sauraseni”) in Asvaghosa’s Buddhist drama. At the Second substage, the stylization and artificiality of the Literary Prakrits has already been noted, and we still miss a Northwestern representative in this set, possibly by accidental non-survival of its records. Even there, we do have at the beginning Kushana and other inscriptions, the Kharoshthi Dhammapada, and the Niya administrative documents. At the Late or Apabhramsa substage it is the Central group that is represented at the expense of the others, except in Sri Lanka. All in all, combined with fragments of descriptions of still other dialects by medieval grammarians, it is a remarkable record, even if incomplete.

The mainstream (Central-Eastern + Southern) developments of the Middle Indian stage, although they generally involved nothing unexpected, greatly transformed the phonological heritage of IIA. The changes typically involved the distributions of sounds rather than the inventory of sounds, but the latter was also affected.

(In what follows, for convenience of reference only and with no pretension of scientifically ordered rigor, the MIA phonological developments will be assigned a “reference number”, #MIA-n. The common developments characteristic of NIA will likewise be labeled #NIA-n – both with the understanding that such developments may have occurred earlier in some IA dialects, later in others, but that #NIA-n developments follow and presuppose #MIA-n developments. Other cataloguing labels will also be used; they will be defined in the proper place. NB All bold-faced paragraph numberings are part of the subcataloguing system. E.g., #MIA-8 below refers to reduction and assimilation of medial clusters; [#MIA-8b][3] refers to a particular assimilation.)

First of all, there were phonemic losses:

#MIA-1. The vocalic liquids r and j were lost, replaced by a, i, u.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṛṣi ‘inspired singer’</td>
<td>isi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṛṇa ‘debt’</td>
<td>ṯṇa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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grha 'house'  gaha
krmi 'worm'  kimi
mrga 'animal; deer'  maga; miga
bhrijati 'fries, parches'  bhajjati
prcchati 'asks'  pucchati

In a few cases, the loss of r seems to have caused retroflexion of a following dental (ntate 'dances' > natate) but in most it did not (cf. ghrrta 'ghee' > ghata; ttiya 'third' > tatiya; mrta 'dead' > mata; mrdu 'soft' > mdu; prthula 'broad' > puthula; krtikd 'the Pleiades' > kattika). The usual substitution, as will be seen, was a; u appears mainly when there is a preceding labial, but not regularly. In Prakrit as distinct from Pali, initial r sometimes became ri: rksa 'bear' > accha, riccha; rshba 'bull' > usabha, risabha; rsi > isi, risi.

#MIA-2. The three sibilants s, ś, ś were reduced to one, generally s (but f in the east):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>śiṣya 'pupil'</td>
<td>sissa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sasya 'grain'</td>
<td>sassa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saśa 'hare'</td>
<td>sasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keśa 'hair'</td>
<td>kēsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dēśa 'country'</td>
<td>dēsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dośa 'fault'</td>
<td>dōsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dāsa 'slave'</td>
<td>dāsa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#MIA-3. The diphthongs āi, āu were lost, becoming ē, ō as *ai, *au had done before them (by first becoming [ai, au]):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>āśadha 'herbs'</td>
<td>āśadhā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gāura 'white, light yellow'</td>
<td>gōra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kauśika 'owl'</td>
<td>kōsika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tāila 'oil'</td>
<td>tēla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vaiṛa 'enmity'</td>
<td>vēra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sāila 'rocky'</td>
<td>sēla</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[MIA-3]a. Although technically not involving the loss of a phoneme, the change (with a few lexical exceptions [see below]) of the sequences aya and ava to ē and ō respectively is related to the above and may be noted here. Since the
former is among other things the OIA causative morpheme and the latter a common prefix ('down, off') these changes have a wide effect:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>māpayati 'measures, builds'</td>
<td>māpēti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rōpayati 'plants'</td>
<td>rōpēti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhājayati 'distributes'</td>
<td>bhājēti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avakāśa 'opportunity'</td>
<td>ōkāsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avatāra 'descent'</td>
<td>ōtāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avakirati 'pours out'</td>
<td>ōkirati</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#MIA-4. These changes took effect in the Early MIA stage, here represented by Pali. A further loss, of the semivowel y (partly involving its merger with j initially and in most clusters), was completed in the Second MIA stage, but there is evidence (Chatterji 1926: 249–50) that it had already acquired at least a fricative pronunciation [3] in the Early MIA period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Prakrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yāma 'god of death'</td>
<td>jama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yava 'barley'</td>
<td>java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yuddha 'battle'</td>
<td>juddha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yah 'which' (rel. pn.)</td>
<td>jo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Medially it was usually simply dropped: nīyama ‘rule’ > nīama; sarayu ‘n. of river’ > sarai; payōdhara ‘woman’s breast’ > paōhara; prayōga ‘use’ > paōa; prayuktā ‘used’ > paūtā; chāyā ‘shade’ > chā. The appearance of a prothetic y (ēva ‘indeed’ > yēva), and of a -y- as a transition between vowels in place of a lost consonant (including *y itself) in some phases of Prakrit (āhlāda ‘joy’ > alhāya) and the replaceability of both this and etymological y by v in some situations (jīyā ‘bowstring’ > jī, jīvā, even in Pali: āyudha ‘weapon’ > āvudha [Geiger 1916: 60, with further examples; see also Allen 1962: 61, 71]), together with the practice of writing Y for J in some dialects (e.g., Magadhi, as still in Modern Bengali), make the interpretation of recorded -yo’s (e.g., maya ‘illusion’, daya ‘compassion’, kiyā ‘action’ < OIA kriyā – all possibly Sanskritisms) problematic.

Sometimes, however, medial -y- became -jj- (via *-yy-), particularly in the case of the passive morpheme -ya-: dāyātē ‘is tormented’ > dujjai; pīyatē ‘is drunk’ > pijjai; cf. pēya ‘rice gruel’ > pē/alpejji. The sequences -yy- and -ry- became -jj- in any case: sāyā ‘bed’ > sēyyā > sejjā; kārya ‘duty’ > kajja.
The case for new phonemes is marginal, at least in "focal" MIA -- although there seem to be some new phones:

(MIA-5)a. The best case might be for ŋ (if this was not accorded phonemic status earlier because of the marginal jñ/ým contrast in Sanskrit), since initial jñ- (as well as ny-) became ŋ- and medial -jñ- (and -ny-) became -nñ-, giving it greater freedom of occurrence. This happened, however, only in Pali (and less regularly, in the Northwest Prakrit, outside the "focal" area): jñāna 'knowledge' > Pali nāṇa; nyāya 'method' > nāya; ājñā > aṇā 'recognition', anya 'other' > aṇīṇa.

(MIA-5)b. A case might also be made for recognizing the new aspirated nasals mh, nhnh as unit phonemes (rather than clusters), since they occur initially (at least in several forms of Prakrit, barely in Pali) where otherwise only single consonants are permitted [see below]. The bulk of the evidence is on the other side of the argument, however, as will shortly be seen. The case for lh, vh, yh, ŋh is yet more doubtful, either because their distribution is more restricted or because they vary with unaspirated forms. In any case "YH" probably = [j].

(MIA-5)c. The reappearance of l, lh as (written) intervocalic allophones of d, dh in Pali (cf. Vedic) does not yet qualify them as phonemes. At least the first of these substitutions also obtained in Prakrit (Pischel 1981: 199) but was represented in writing simply by L, or by vacillation between L and D: e.g., Skt píḍá 'pain' > Pa. pīlā, Pkt pílā/pílā; Skt tāḍa 'blow; latch, bolt' > Pa. tāla, Pkt tāla; Skt uḍa 'star' > Pa. uḷu 'lunar mansion', Pkt uḍa; Skt garudā 'n. of mythical bird' > Pa. garula, Pkt garudal/garula; Skt sōḍasa 'sixteen' > Pa. sōlasa, Pkt sōlaha. Chatterji suggests that the Greek transcriptions of MIA -d-, -dh- as R early in the Christian era show that the general present-day flapped pronunciation ([р, τh]) of those segments in intervocalic position had already evolved, however they were written.

(MIA-5)d. Another new feature of interest, albeit also still allophonic, is the development of short e, o vowels before double consonants. While no new symbols were devised for these sounds in the Northern scripts, vacillation in writing between E and I and between O and U is testimony to their existence, along with inference from the new overall sound-pattern of the language [see below].

The remaining MIA developments, which perhaps play the greater role in reshaping the appearance of the MIA word, have to do with the redistribution of existing sounds:

(MIA-6). OIA final consonants were dropped; -m, -n, however, were usually but not always preserved as anusvāra (ṁ); -aḥ became -ō or -a, but -ē in the east (dēvāh, sāḥ nom. sgs. of 'god', 'he' > Magadhi dēvē, fē, otherwise dēvō, sō). It
sometimes appears that anusvāra takes the place of lost final consonants other than m, n, but it is also added sporadically to original final vowels. Cf. Skt samyak ‘together, properly’ > Pali samma, Pktsammari; Skt yāvat ‘until’ > Pa. yāva(m); Skt paśca ‘behind’ > Pa., Pkt pacchā; Skt kartum ‘to do’ > Pa. kattum; Skt idānām ‘now’ > Pa. (i)dāni, Pkt (i)dāni(m); Skt kim ‘what?’ > Pkt ki(m). All MIA words thus end in vowels or anusvāra.

### MIA-7. MIA words as a rule began only with a vowel or a single consonant. A few clusters (mainly C + l, also sometimes C + r, y, v, m, n) were broken up (and thus had their constituents preserved) by the insertion of a so-called svarabhakti vowel (klēśa ‘distress’ > kilēśa: according to Sen (1960) this is semi-tatsama rather than normal MIA treatment, but with CI- it is the only treatment). Most OIA initial clusters, however, were reduced to one consonant – either (a) to one of the component consonants or (b) to a different consonant.

|MIA-7a| The first case included the Cr- clusters and most Cv- clusters, as well as some Cyr clusters, all of which were reduced to the preceding C-element:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prabhu ‘lord’</td>
<td>pabhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itrasati ‘trembles’</td>
<td>tasati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drava ‘running’</td>
<td>dava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kranda ‘lamenting’</td>
<td>kandana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grāma ‘village’</td>
<td>gāma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhramara ‘bumblebee’</td>
<td>bhamara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhruva ‘fixed’</td>
<td>dhava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ghrāṇa ‘smelling’</td>
<td>ghāṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mriyate ‘dies’</td>
<td>miyati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vṛhi ‘rice’</td>
<td>vṛhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śrūta ‘heard’</td>
<td>suta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sravati ‘flows’</td>
<td>savati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ivac ‘skin’</td>
<td>tacō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dvipa ‘island’</td>
<td>dipa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jvara ‘fever’</td>
<td>jara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kvāthati ‘boils’</td>
<td>kāthati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhvani ‘sound’</td>
<td>dhani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śvaśura ‘father-in-law’</td>
<td>sasura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>svajana ‘kinsman’</td>
<td>sajana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyavate ‘perishes’</td>
<td>cavati</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The second case includes a few exceptions to the above: e.g., dv- and dvya- sometimes > b- (particularly in combinations of the number ‘two’: dvadasa ‘twelve’ > bārasa, and more often in Prakrit than in Pali). More important are two other developments.

In the first, the combination of dental + y yields new palatals (ty- > c-, dy- > j-, dhy- > jh-):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tyāga ‘abandonment’</td>
<td>cāga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dyāta ‘gambling’</td>
<td>jāta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhyāna ‘meditation’</td>
<td>jhāna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the second development, new instances of initial voiceless aspirates arose from OIA s + C- (s + C- > Ch-):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sprsati ‘touches’</td>
<td>phusati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stana ‘udder’</td>
<td>thana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skandha ‘shoulder’</td>
<td>khandha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As may be seen from the last example, the old late-*IE rule (“Grassmann’s Law”) prohibiting more than one aspirate in a stem was abrogated in the process.

Additional instances of initial voiceless aspirates were produced by dropping the s in initial sCh- clusters:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sphota ‘boil, pimple’</td>
<td>phōta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sthala ‘dry land’</td>
<td>thala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skhalati ‘stumbles’</td>
<td>khalati</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sequence str- also gave th- (or ith-): stri ‘woman’ > thi, ithi.

New instances of initial aspirates were not confined to ph, th, kh. The sequence sth- often gave th- rather than th- (sthāna ‘place’ > thāna, sthāpayati ‘establishes’ > thāpeti).

New instances of ch- also arose through related developments involving OIA sequences of C + sibilant (vs. sibilant + C). The rare ts-, ps- became ch-, while further ch-‘s came from what appears to be MIA dialectal
treatment of the important group $k\tilde{s}$- The “normal” treatment of this cluster in the center and east is $kh$-, but according to Bloch (1920: 112) there is no MIA or NIA dialect in which there is not some representation of both treatments, “often in the same words.”

[MIA-7b](6) In a few cases, due apparently to differential OIA dialectal preservation of one of the antecedents of $k\tilde{s}$- (Indo-Iranian *yz' h-*) surfacing in the records at this time, Sanskrit $k\tilde{s}$- corresponds also to MIA $jh$-.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali</th>
<th>Prakrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tsaru ‘sword handle’</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>charu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>psāta ‘hungry’</td>
<td>chāta</td>
<td>chāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ksūraṭi ‘cuts, scrapes’</td>
<td>khurati</td>
<td>churaī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ksūbdha ‘shaken’</td>
<td>chuddha</td>
<td>khuddha/chuddha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kṣētra ‘field’</td>
<td>khetta</td>
<td>chetta/khetta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kṣata ‘wounded’</td>
<td>khata</td>
<td>khaya/chaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kṣina ‘worn away’</td>
<td>khīṇa</td>
<td>khīṇa/chīṇa/jhīṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kṣarati ‘trickles’</td>
<td>kharati</td>
<td>kharai/jharai</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[MIA-7b](7) Finally, the sequence sibilant + nasal (SN) could be said to yield a new class of aspirated nasals (Nh). It is less securely established in initial than in medial position: initial $sm$- more often gives $sum$-, $sam$- or simply $s$-; $sn$- gives $sin$-, $san$-, $nah$- as well as $nh$-,$n$-:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali</th>
<th>Prakrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>snāna ‘bathing’</td>
<td>(sināna/nahāna)</td>
<td>(sanāna)/nhāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snāru ‘sinew’</td>
<td>n(a)hāru</td>
<td>nhāru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sνiśā ‘son’s wife’</td>
<td>(suriśa)</td>
<td>nyusā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snēha ‘affection’</td>
<td>(sinēha)</td>
<td>(sanēha)/nēha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smaraṇa ‘remembrance’</td>
<td>saraṇa</td>
<td>s(um)araṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smita ‘smile’</td>
<td>mihita/sita</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śmaśāna ‘cremation place’</td>
<td>susāna</td>
<td>masāṇa/susāna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the examples with inserted vowels are taken (with Sen 1960: 36–8, 42) to represent *semi-tatsama* treatment, they may be disregarded. Prakrit $mhi$ ‘I am’ and $mho/mha$ ‘we are’ (from (a)smi, smah) are enclitic forms, not truly initial.

#MIA-8. Medial clusters are treated slightly differently. They are generally not (at the MIA stage) reduced to a single consonant, but to two-consonant sequences (if consisting of three or more consonants) of sharply limited types: geminates, stop + corresponding aspirate, nasal + homorganic consonant, and nasal +
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aspirate. (The prevailing two-consonant pattern is an argument for treating the last as a sequence of two consonants rather than as a unit phoneme, which is of course the opposite conclusion from that to which pattern congruence argument based on initials would lead [see above]. In other words, such evidence is conflicting: if treated as a cluster, Nh would be the only MIA initial cluster type, but if treated as a unit phoneme, Nh would be the only case where OIA medial clusters do not end up as a two-consonant sequence in MIA.)

Reduction to the above types involved, besides reduction of -CCC- and -CCCC- to -CC-, extensive and drastic assimilations of OIA heterogeneous clusters, including those across morpheme boundaries.

[MIA-8]a. Sequences of two unlike stops or nasals (-C1C2-) were reduced to geminates of the second stop or nasal (-C2C2-):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali (Pkt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bhakta ‘meal, food’</td>
<td>bhatta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siktha ‘beeswax’</td>
<td>sittha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dugdha ‘milk’</td>
<td>duddha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satka ‘set of six’</td>
<td>chakka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>satpada ‘*having six feet’</td>
<td>chappada ‘bee’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sadguna ‘sixfold’</td>
<td>chagguna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utkara ‘rubbish’</td>
<td>ukkara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utkhāta ‘dug up’</td>
<td>ukkhāya (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utpāta ‘sudden portent’</td>
<td>uppāta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upphālayati ‘opens wide’</td>
<td>upphāleti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mudga ‘mung bean’</td>
<td>mugga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>udghātayati ‘opens’</td>
<td>uggghāteti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>udbhāsaya ‘illuminates’</td>
<td>ubbbhāsēi (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sapta ‘seven’</td>
<td>satta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>śabda ‘sound’</td>
<td>sadda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labdha ‘taken’</td>
<td>laddha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saṃmāsika ‘half-yearly’</td>
<td>chammāsiya (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ummīlayati ‘opens eyes’</td>
<td>ummīleti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ninna ‘low’</td>
<td>ninna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[MIA-8]b. Sequences of stop (P), nasal (N), or sibilant (S) + y, r, l, v generally gave geminates of the first element (-P, N, S + y, r, l, v- > -PP, NN, SS-):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali (Pkt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aśākya ‘impossible’</td>
<td>asakka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yōgyā ‘exercise’</td>
<td>joggā (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.3 MIA or "Prakritic" developments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit Word</th>
<th>Prakrit Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rucyatē 'is pleasant'</td>
<td>ruccati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>āhya 'clarified butter'</td>
<td>ajja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>truyatē 'is broken'</td>
<td>tuṭṭaị (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supyatē 'sleeps'</td>
<td>suppati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ramya 'enjoyable'</td>
<td>ramma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḍṛya 'visible'</td>
<td>dassa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manusya 'human being'</td>
<td>manussa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rahasya 'secret'</td>
<td>rahassa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cakra 'wheel'</td>
<td>cakka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anugraha 'favor, grace'</td>
<td>anuggaha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vajra 'thunderbolt'</td>
<td>vajja (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṥodra 'n. of people'</td>
<td>ṡdda (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rātri 'night'</td>
<td>ratti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nidrā 'sleep'</td>
<td>niddā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vipra 'Brahmin'</td>
<td>vippa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sahasra 'thousand'</td>
<td>sahassa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aśra 'ear'</td>
<td>assu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viklava 'alarmed'</td>
<td>vikkava (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pakva 'cooked; ripe'</td>
<td>pakka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prajvalatī 'ignites'</td>
<td>pajjalati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>priyatva 'being dear'</td>
<td>piyatta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iśvara 'lord'</td>
<td>issara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sarasvati 'n. of goddess'</td>
<td>sarassai (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are some special assimilations to be noted in this group:

[MIA-8b](1) If the stop is aspirated, the resulting geminate is also aspirated:
vyāghra 'tiger' > vaggha (Pkt), abhra 'cloud' > abbha, labhyatē 'is taken' > labbhati;

[MIA-8b](2) As with initial clusters, the sequence dental + y yields palatals –
except that in this case they are geminates: satya 'truth' > sacca, kathyatē 'is
spoken' > kacchati, adya 'today' > ajja, madhya 'middle' > majha.

[MIA-8b](3) the sequences -dv, dv- (but not -tv, dhv-) often give -b(b) in Pali,
-νν- in Prakrit: udvahati 'lifts' > ubbahati/uvvahai, udvartatē 'swells' > ubbattatil
uvvattai, sadviṃsati 'twenty-six' > chabfsatilchavvlsarh (but śādvala 'grassy' >
saddala, and adhvan 'road' > addha-); the labial element also assimilates the
nasal articulation in e.g., dhanvan 'bow' > dhamma (Pkt);

[MIA-8b](4) the sequences -ny-, -ny- gave -nǐ- in Pali, -ṇṇ- in Prakrit: aranya
'forest' > arañña/arannya, śūnya 'empty' > suñña/sunña;

[MIA-8b](5) the sequences -mr-, -ml- often gave -m$b$- rather than -mm-: tāmra
'copper' > tamba, amla 'sour' > amba, amra 'mango' > amba (but dhûmra 'smoke-colored' > dhumma).

[MIA-8]c. Stops, nasals, or sibilants preceded by r, l also generally assimilate those elements and result in geminates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali (Pkt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>karkâśa 'rough, hard'</td>
<td>kakkasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mārga 'road'</td>
<td>magga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argha 'price'</td>
<td>aggha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carcarî 'kind of song'</td>
<td>caccari (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mûrchâ 'fainting'</td>
<td>mucchâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kharjûrî 'date-palm'</td>
<td>khajjûrî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arpitâ 'entrusted'</td>
<td>appitâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>durbala 'weak'</td>
<td>dubbala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>garbha 'womb'</td>
<td>gabbha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kannâ 'ear'</td>
<td>kannâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dharma 'right'</td>
<td>dhamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>darśayati 'shows'</td>
<td>dassêti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>varṣa 'rain'</td>
<td>vassa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ukkâ 'meteor'</td>
<td>ukkâ (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phalgu 'spring season'</td>
<td>phaggu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpa 'small'</td>
<td>appa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gulphâ 'ankle'</td>
<td>goppha[k]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balbaja 'a coarse grass'</td>
<td>babbaja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gulma 'thicket'</td>
<td>gumma (Pkt; Pali gumba)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(MIA-8)c(1) The most important special assimilation in this group involves the sequence r + dental, which sometimes yields a retroflex, sometimes a dental geminate, rather unpredictably – except that the retroflex does not result when the prefix nir- ('un-') is involved: varti 'wick' > vaṭṭivatî (Pkt), ardha 'half' > adṛḍhaladdha, varatâ 'moves, exists' > vattati(vaṭṭati), vardhatē 'increases' > vaṭḍhati, but nirdôṣa 'faultless' > niddôsa, nirdhana 'poor, unwealthy' > niddhâna, and kartavya 'duty' > kattabba, alagarda 'water-snake' > alagadda.

[MIA-8]d. Of semivowel-liquid combinations, l assimilates y, r, v; v assimilates (with development to -bb- in Pali) y and r (preceding or following); and y assimilates r (with development to -jj- in Prakrit):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali/Pkt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kalya 'liquor'</td>
<td>(kallâ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>durlabha 'rare'</td>
<td>dullabha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.3 MIA or "Prakritic" developments

bilva 'wood-apple'  billa
sarva 'all'  sabbal(savva)
tīvra 'sharp'  tibbal(tivva)
dravya 'property'  dabbal(davva)
kārya 'action'  kayyal(kaja)

[MIA-8e]. Combinations of sibilant (S) + stop (P) and stop + sibilant normally yield aspirated stops, as with initial clusters, except that they are geminated (SP, PS > PPh). In some cases the expected aspiration is missing, however. (These include but are not limited to situations involving the same prefix nir-, here in its allomorph nīs-, that failed to produce retroflexion in section #MIA-8c(1) above.) The combination of sibilant (S) + aspirated stop (Ph) gives a geminated aspirate (SPh > PPh) in all cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali (Pkt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>puskarā 'blue lotus'</td>
<td>pukkhara (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puskala 'abundant'</td>
<td>pukkala (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turaskā 'olibanum'</td>
<td>turukkha (Pkt turukka)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apaskara 'faeces'</td>
<td>avakkāra (Pkt avakkhara)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nīśkarman 'inactive'</td>
<td>nikkamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nīśkālayati 'drives out'</td>
<td>nikkālēi (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paścima 'western'</td>
<td>pacchima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aṣṭā 'eight'</td>
<td>aṭṭha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuṣṭha 'leprosy'</td>
<td>kuṭṭha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vastu 'thing'</td>
<td>vatthu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puspa 'flower'</td>
<td>puppha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nīśpīdayati 'squeezes'</td>
<td>nippīlēti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nīśphala 'fruitless'</td>
<td>nippphala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhṛhaspati 'Jupiter'</td>
<td>bihapp(h)ai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>asprṛṣṭa 'untouched'</td>
<td>appuṭṭha (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>āśphālayati 'strikes'</td>
<td>appphālēi (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[MIA-8e](1) As is the case initially, the combination -sth- often yields a retroflex rather than a dental aspirate: āsthā 'condition' > athālaṭṭhā (Pkt), upaṭṭhāka 'attendant' > upaṭṭhāka, avaṭṭhāna 'position' > avaṭṭhāna (Pkt also avaṭṭhāna).

[MIA-8e](2) Again analogously to the initial cases, clusters of stop + sibilant (ks, ts, ps), which are somewhat more common medially, typically give -cch- (vrkṣa 'tree' > vaccha, vatsa 'calf' > vaccha, apsaras 'nymph' > accharā), with the first more often giving -kkh- (bhikṣu 'mendicant' > bhikkhu).
Where a morpheme boundary is involved, however, the combination -ts- usually gives -ss- in Pali and in some forms of Prakrit (ussarati 'escapes' > ussarati, Pkt uṣsarāi, uṣṭāha 'energy' > uṣṭāha, Pkt ucchāha). The combination -t-s, already -cch- in Sanskrit according to sandhi, is treated differently in MIA: ucchrayati 'raises' (<+ut-srayati) > usṣēti, ucchīrṣaka 'pillow' (<+ut-sīrṣaka) > uṣṭāsaka, Pkt usṣīsa. The combination -hṣ-, which occurs at the junction of compounds, also gives -ss- (niḥṣēsa 'complete' > nissēsa). (For further details on the fate of visarga in compounds, see Pischel 1981: section 329.)

As noted at the beginning of this section, the combination sibilant + nasal (SN) normally results in aspirated nasals (Nh) – but ungeminated, constituting already in themselves as it were the required two consonants (N + h):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali (Pkt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>griṣma 'summer heat'</td>
<td>gimha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kṛṣṇa 'dark blue'</td>
<td>kaṇha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aśman 'stone'</td>
<td>amha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vismaya 'wonder'</td>
<td>vimhaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>praśna 'question'</td>
<td>paṇha (Pkt; Pali paṇha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prasnava 'flow'</td>
<td>paṇhava (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are some exceptions, particularly at the Pali stage: OIA vismarati 'forgets' > Pali vissarati, Pkt vimharalvissaraī > cf. Mod. Gujarati visarvū, Marathi visarnē; raśmi 'rope' > Pali rasmilramsī, Pkt rassi > cf. Mod. Hindi rassī.

Further cases of -Nh- are produced by metathesis of the sequences -hn-, -hn-, -hm-: cihna 'sign' > cinha, udghṛṇāti 'takes up' > ugghanāti, brahman 'priest' > banha (also bainbhā). The same metathesis of the sequences -hl-, -hv-, -hy- produces -lh- (āhāda 'joy' > alhāya), Pali -vh-/Pkt -bbh- (jīvāda 'tongue' > jīvā, jibbā), and Pali -yh- (= [3h]?)/Pkt -jih- (guhyā 'secret' > guyha, guyjha).

Homorganic nasal + stop combinations are generally preserved (in Prakrit with anusvāra), while nasals following stops are usually assimilated into geminated stops, in both cases with the regular vowel-shortening:
7.3 MIA or "Prakritic" developments

andha 'blind'  
lamba 'pendent'

aṣṭāṅga 'having eight parts'  
śānti 'peace'

śaṅkōti 'is able'  
agni 'fire'

abhimathnāti 'whirls'

āpnōti 'reaches'

vanāgni 'forest-fire'  
ātman 'self'

[MIA-8h(1)] Sometimes it is the nasal (particularly m) that assimilates the stop, however: tigma 'pungent' > tiggalimma, padma 'lotus' > Pkt pomma, yugma 'pair' > Pkt juggalimma, as noted earlier, OIA jñ > Pali n-, -nñ-, Pkt n-, -nñ-. In the instance of ātman 'self' > Pkt appā (and a few similar cases), the m affects the place of articulation of the stop (as did v in the cases of dv > bıbb).

[MIA-8j] Clusters of three or more consonants may be divided into those ending in -v or beginning or ending in r (-CCv-, -rCC-, -CCR-), in which r and v are usually lost with no effect on the remaining assimilations (although r + dental occasionally produces retroflexion), and a residue ending in -y (which may effect palatalization) or nasals (which are sometimes retained):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Pali(Pkt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>utkvathita 'boiled out'</td>
<td>ukkaṭṭhita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tattva 'reality'</td>
<td>tatta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uddhvamsatā 'is diseased'</td>
<td>uddhaṁsatī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ujjvalati 'blazes up'</td>
<td>ujjalati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drṣṭvā 'having seen'</td>
<td>ditṭhā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lōptra 'loot'</td>
<td>lottalluṭa (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utkramati 'ascends'</td>
<td>ukkamati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>udgrahana 'taking out'</td>
<td>uggahaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ardra 'wet'</td>
<td>adda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vardhra 'thong'</td>
<td>vaddha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mantra 'spell'</td>
<td>manta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>candra 'moon'</td>
<td>canda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>punḍra 'var. of sugarcane'</td>
<td>punḍa (Pkt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>caṇkramaṇa 'walkabout'</td>
<td>caṇkamaṇa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
#MIA-9. The reductions and assimilations of consonant clusters discussed above, which eventually prevailed throughout the focal area, were early enough so that most examples could be taken from Pali. The remaining important MIA phonological development affecting consonants belongs to the Second or “Middle Prakrit” period (or at any rate, is mainly recorded then) and does not characterize Pali. It concerns the treatment of single intervocalic stops. These are progressively weakened until in the stage represented by Maharashtri with the exception of the retroflex series (t, th, d, dh) they for the most part either disappear altogether (unaspirated stops) or do so leaving behind a residual -h- (aspirated stops).

The process of weakening was presumably more or less as follows: first, voicing of voiceless stops (k, kh, c, t, th, t, th, p, ph > g, gh, j, d, dh, d, dh, b, bh: sōka ‘sorrow’ > sōga, kapha ‘phlegm’ > kabha); second, spirantization of voiced stops, derived or original (>γ, γh, 3, δ, 0h, β, βh: sōga > sōya, kabha > kaβha, mṛdu ‘soft’ > miū); third, reduction of these to a weakly articulated y (“ya­sruti”) or v (soya, kavha, miyū); finally, disappearance of even that residue of the stop element (sōa, kaha, miu).

Evidence for each of these stages may be found in the MIA records, though of course not necessarily for every word. The voicing stage lingered longer in the areas (the east and midland) represented by Magadhi and Sauraseni, and -d-, -dh- were in fact standardized for the latter, but eventually these areas too caught up with the progressive southwest. For the retroflexes, the process stopped there, and they were preserved as stops, or at any rate as flaps (karpaṭa ‘rag’ > kappada, pāṭha ‘reading’ > pāḍha). (Original -d-, as will be recalled, had become phonetically [l]; original -dh- was preserved.) The spirantization stage is represented,
according to Chatterji, by vacillation in writing a voiced stop, semivowel, or nothing (bhâga ‘portion’ > bhâgal/bhâa, ãbhïra ‘n. of a herding people’ > ãbhïral ãhïra). (It is also represented explicitly, outside the focal area, in the Niya documents written in Kharoshthi script. See Burrow 1937, Sen 1960, Katre 1965.)

The -y/- stage is represented in Jain manuscripts, in prescriptions of medieval grammarians such as Hemacandra (who held that -y- was proper between a and ã), and perhaps in the frequent preservation of -p-, -b- as -v-, even in Maharashtri. (It may not be strictly correct, however, to equate these v’s with the ù-glide that may stand for other consonants, or with the ya-śruti.) For further examples (mainly from CDIAL) see below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Prakrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nakula ‘mongoose’</td>
<td>naula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trilôka ‘the three worlds’</td>
<td>tilôa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tyâga ‘abandonment’</td>
<td>cäya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nagara ‘town’</td>
<td>nayara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacana ‘speaking’</td>
<td>vayaña</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šauca ‘cleansness’</td>
<td>sôa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vraja ‘cattleshed’</td>
<td>vaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhôjana ‘food’</td>
<td>bhôaṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>markaṭa ‘monkey’</td>
<td>makkadâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mṛta ‘dead’</td>
<td>mayâmua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avalôkita ‘looked at’</td>
<td>olôia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kadala ‘banana’</td>
<td>kayala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dvîpa ‘island’</td>
<td>diva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apâra ‘boundless’</td>
<td>avâra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alâbu ‘bottle-gourd’</td>
<td>alâ(v)u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šabarà ‘tribe in Deccan’</td>
<td>savara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nakha ‘nail’</td>
<td>nâha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mègha ‘cloud’</td>
<td>mèha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kâthina ‘hard’</td>
<td>kâḍhiṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kathayati ‘says’</td>
<td>kahêi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prthula ‘broad’</td>
<td>pihula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>krôdha ‘anger’</td>
<td>kôha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viphalati ‘splits open’</td>
<td>vîhalai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šubha ‘auspicious’</td>
<td>subhâlsuha</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A vulnerable consonant could escape these fates through gemination: saphala ‘fruitful’ > sahalâ/sapphala. The vulnerability of intervocalic consonants varied
along a cline, with the stops (and among the stops, the velars) at the weak end and, surprisingly, \( r \) and \( h \) at the resistant end. Between these extremes, \(-s-, -l-, -m-, -n-, -n\), and the retroflex stops, were rarely lost entirely, but they were subject to phonetic weakening and modification.

**#MIA-10.** A conspicuous feature of Prakrit is the apparent *merger of all nasals* except \( m \) (and those preceding stops, homorganic or other, represented by *anusvāra*) with \( n \). While some (e.g., Bloch) hold that this was partly artificial, that graphic initial \( N- \) represented a dental \( [n] \), Chatterji suggests that initial \( n- \) was redentalized in the Apabhramsa or Third NIA period. Tagare (1948: 74–5) calls our attention to the fact that “eminent text-critics like Pischel, Vaidya, Jain, and Upadhye have set an editorial tradition of levelling all \( n \) to \( \eta \)” in their editions of Apabhramsa manuscripts, in which the actual state of affairs is very different, with much vacillation between the two. In any case, NIA has initial \( n- \), not \( \eta- \), but the merger of medial \(-n- \) with \(-\eta- \) seems real enough on the basis of NIA evidence (i.e. western NIA languages preserve \(-\eta- \)).

[MIA-10]a. There is also the matter of the geminated nasals. In the standard (= non-Jain) Prakrits, the \(-nn-, -n\eta-, -\ddot{n}\ddot{n}- \) of Pali were all merged graphically as \(-\eta\eta- \). In the Jain languages (Ardhamagadhi, Jaina Maharashtri, Jaina Sauraseni), which also write initial \( n- \), they are generally represented by \(-nn- \) (Pischel 1981: sec. 224, 225). From the NIA evidence, this seems closer to the phonological truth: \( n \) and \( \eta \) were indeed merged in Middle Prakrit, but with complementary allophones \([n]\) intervocally and \([\eta]\) initially and geminated. (Cf. also the development of \(-l-, l-, ll-, \) discussed in section 7.4.)

**#MIA-11.** It remains to discuss the vowels. The assimilation of the OIA diphthongs and certain other sequences has already been mentioned. Otherwise they were fairly stable, *except for one major rule*, already in place in Pali, *that sweepingly affected the quantity of long vowels*. The new rule (Geiger called it the “Two-Mora Rule”) was that only short vowels could occur before two consonants; a long vowel could be followed by only one consonant. This resulted, as the attentive reader will already have noticed in many of the preceding examples, usually in the *shortening of OIA long vowels before clusters* (\( \text{vidhra} \) ‘clear sky’ > \( \text{viddha} \), \( \text{karya} \) ‘action’ > \( \text{kajja} \)). In the rather infrequent alternative treatment, *the long vowel could be preserved at the expense of the consonant cluster* (\( \text{dirghti} \) ‘long’ > \( \text{digha} \)).

It was this rule, which applied to all vowels including the erstwhile diphthongs, that produced the new, albeit positionally restricted short \( e \) of MIA: \( \text{nētra} \) ‘eye’ > \( \text{netta} \), \( \text{yōgyā} \) ‘exercise’ > \( \text{yoggā/joggā} \). Although we can represent such vowels
easily enough in Roman transcription, this was not possible in the northern Indian scripts; MIA writers’ discomfort with this situation is often indicated by their using sometimes E, sometimes I, and sometimes O: lōpta ‘loot’ > lOttal/Utta, śrēśthin ‘distinguished man’ > sEṭṭhi/săṭṭhi.

Finally it is this rule which constitutes the best argument against recognizing MIA -mh-, -nh-, etc. as unit phonemes: OIA long vowels are shortened before them as before any cluster (grīṣma ‘summer heat’ > gimha, ślēśman ‘mucus, phlegm’ > Pkt silemhal/silimha).

The third MIA or Apabhramsa stage saw two further general phonological developments:

#MIA-12. Intervocalic -m- was weakened to a nasalized -w- (although Tagare 1948 disputes the generality and distinctiveness of this change): OIA grāma ‘village’ > Pali/Pkt gâma > Ap. gāwa.

#MIA-13. Final long vowels were shortened:7 sandhya ‘twilight’ > Pktsamjhā > Ap. samjhā. The latter involved some not unnatural shifts in quality in this weak position: -e > -i, -ō > -u, -am > -u. These show up primarily in inflected forms: Skt putrah ‘son’ (nom. sg.) > Pali/Pkt puttō > Ap. puttu (putta); putrē (loc. sg.) Pali/Pkt > puttē > Ap. putti; putrēna (instr. sg.) > Pali puttēna > Pkt puttēna(m) > Ap. put tela/puttim; asmad- ‘us’ (obl. case base) > Pali/Pkt anhē ‘we/us’ (nom./acc.) > Ap. anhi; but note also adya ‘today’ > Pali/Pkt aija > Ap. aju, vinā ‘without’ > Pkt vinā > Ap. viṇu.

#MIA-14. There were other, more sporadic developments in the phonological history of MIA that are more difficult to deal with briefly, although they too had their cumulative effect on the later languages. These included spontaneous nasalization, spontaneous retroflexion, spontaneous aspiration, and spontaneous gemination – “spontaneous” in the sense of not clearly motivated by the preexisting sequence of sounds.8

#MIA-15. Among the other factors that need to be considered is the new Latin-like stress system referred to earlier. Although it came to characterize Classical Sanskrit, it may be considered a MIA development.9 Briefly, the new stress fell on the first long syllable, up to the fourth from the end, starting with and going backwards from the penult. In other words, it never fell on the final syllable, whereas the Vedic accent frequently did so. Already in Pali, this resulted in a weakening and confusion of the vowel in the post-accentual syllable (Vedic candramāh ‘moon’ > Cl. Skt cāndramāh > Pali candimā).
7.4 Summary of the effects of the MIA changes

As a result of the MIA developments, Indo-Aryan was transformed from the very Indo-European-looking language of the OIA stage into something that at one point looked, especially with regard to its syllabic structure of (C)V(:)/ (C)VCC, its restricted cluster-types (geminates and homorganic nasal + stop), its obligatory final vowels, its lax intervocalic consonants, and its final nasals turned into nasalized vowels, rather like Dravidian, even like Tamil. This analogy must not be pushed too far, however. For one thing, aspiration, which is foreign to Dravidian, remains a prominent characteristic, surviving as we ha seen the disappearance of the stop-element itself in intervocalic aspirated stops. In Second Stage MIA and beyond, successions of vowels with unremedied hiatus become a prominent characteristic. This is as intolerable in Dravidian as it had been in Sanskrit. The dominant new penultimate stress-pattern of MIA is also not that of Dravidian, which generally has initial stress.

The following additional general effects of the MIA changes on the OIA phonological system should also be noted:

1. The position of the voiceless aspirates in the system is greatly strengthened, especially in initial position where they had been weak, as a result of the $s + C > Ch$ rule.

2. The position of the palatals, aspirated and unaspirated, is strengthened by the assimilations involving dentals + $y$ as well as by the merger of $y$ with $j$, and the particularly shaky position of OIA $ch$ and $jh$ is strengthened in addition by the assimilations of $k\tilde{s}$, $ts$, $ps$, $sc$, $hy$ and the development of $s'$ as $ch'$- in forms connected with ‘six’. The greatest proliferation of new $jh$’s, however, is in the scores of words, many of them onomatopoetic or “expressive”, that appear without known antecedents for the first time in MIA. These include such NIA lexical staples as Pkt $jh\tilde{u}t\tilde{a}$ ‘false’, $jh\tilde{u}la\tilde{i}$ ‘swings’, $jh\tilde{u}mp\tilde{a}da$ ‘hut’, $jh\tilde{o}lt\tilde{\tilde{a}}/jh\tilde{o}lt\tilde{\tilde{\tilde{a}}}$ ‘bag’.

3. Apart from the great increase in retroflex $n$’s brought about by the merger of medial -$n$- with -$\eta$-, the incidence of retroflex stops is also augmented by assimilations, even if not universal, involving $rt$, $rt$, $st$, $rrh$, $sth$, $rd$, $rdh$, $dr$, $tr$, and also Crat(h) ($pr\tilde{a}h\tilde{a}ma$ ‘first’ > Pali $path\tilde{a}ma$, $gr\tilde{a}h\tilde{h}na$ ‘bunch’ > Pkt $ga\tilde{\tilde{\tilde{h}}t\tilde{h}i\tilde{\tilde{\tilde{a}}}}$), as well as by “spontaneous” retroflexion. One result is the secure establishment of these segments in initial position, from which they had been excluded in older Sanskrit (and also in Proto-Dravidian).

4. As compared with that of OIA, the MIA vowel system ($i\tilde{i}$, $[el\tilde{e}]$, $al\tilde{\tilde{a}}$,...
[o/ø], u/u is more symmetrical (although [e/ɛ] and [o/ø] are only positional allophones), and begins to approximate the Dravidian system.

5. The reduction of sibilants from three (which were distributionally skewed in any case: cf. Allen 1978: 92–4) to one achieves greater stability, and again approaches Dravidian (in the sense that these languages generally do not have more than one sibilant, although some of them have “less” than one, i.e. where [s] is an allophone of [lʃ]).

6. The clear sense of morpheme boundaries which had obtained in Sanskrit in spite of sandhi is effectively lost as a consequence of the sweeping assimilations and losses involving medial consonants and consonant groups in MIA.

7. These assimilations also resulted in numerous homonyms, not only in the extreme case of Maharashtri (in which, e.g., maa = mata ‘thought’, mada ‘intoxication’, maya ‘made of’, mr̥ga ‘deer’, mṛta ‘dead’), but already in Pali, where passa = ‘one who sees’ (<paśya) + ‘side’ (<pārśva), ummagga = ‘emergence of the desire for knowledge’ (<unmārga) + ‘wrong way’ (<unmārga), and derivational niceties were effaced in agga = ‘top’ (agra) + ‘topmost, best’ (<agṛya). This led among other things to supplementation with pleonastic suffixes such as -ka, -ika, -ia, -la, -lla, -illa, -ulla, -āia, -āna, the use of which increased with time.

8. The redistribution of long and short vowels according to the “Two-Mora Rule”, along with the loss of r̥, played havoc with the guṇa-vṛddhi system and thus with another part of the morphology. (See Turner 1975 [1923] for further discussion.)

9. Although MIA languages still had some sandhi rules, mainly between members of compounds, the absence of final consonants and of obligatory sentence sandhi meant that the system was vastly simpler than that of Sanskrit. Pali still has some traces of sentence sandhi, always facultative, and only between closely related sentence elements: verb and object, adjective and noun, adverb and verb. The short allomorphs (*va, *pi, *ti) of certain enclitics (*iva, *api, *iti) as well as those with prothetic y-, ν- represent “frozen” sandhi forms (Geiger 1916: 72). One interesting feature of Pali sandhi is the occasional reappearance of “lost” final consonants. Geiger gives etad-avoca ‘this one said’ (vs. normal ētam) among other examples (1916: 76).
7.5 MIA local and other qualifications

Even within the focal zone, the MIA developments described did not prevail everywhere or at the same time. Many of these local and temporary (and perhaps also scribal) differences are of no consequence for the later languages, and so are ignored here. For example, \( ks \) becomes \( sk \) in standard Magadhi, but this does not matter, as the \( kh \) treatment eventually prevailed in the Eastern group. Some local features did hold their own, however:

**#MIA-LQ-1.** The Eastern (Magadhi) substitution of \( j \) instead of \( s \) for \( s, s, s \), and of \( e \) instead of \( o \) for \( -ah \) have already been mentioned, and continue to affect the descendants of Magadhi, although modified by further language-particular developments.

**#MIA-LQ-2.** Another Magadhi feature, the universal substitution of \( l \) for \( r \), has left only a few traces (in terms of forms with \( l \) in place of Sanskrit \( r \)) in the daughter languages, a few more in Assamese than in Bengali (As. \( lāi \), Beng. Or. \( rāi \) ‘black mustard-seed’ \( < rājikā \)). The Magadhan forms with \( l \) (which are well-attested in inscriptions as well as in the stylized language of the drama and in the descriptions and prescriptions of the grammarians throughout the MIA period) were apparently overwhelmed later on by Midland and Sanskrit influences. Since the essential thing was the loss of the \( rl \) distinction, not the \( [l] \) quality itself, another remnant of Magadhan “\( l \)” (according to Chatterji) may be “Bihari”, especially Bhojpuri, forms with \( r \) instead of \( l \): \( phar ‘fruit’ (<phala), har ‘plow’ (<hala), although these languages too have both \( /r/ \) and \( /l/ \) today. (Such \( r \)-forms, however, reach Eastern Hindi and even Braj.) (For the vexed question of \( l \) vs \( l \) vs \( d \) vs \( r \), which is not a specifically Magadhan problem, see section 7.8.)

**#MIA-LQ-3.** The new predictable (“long-penultimate”) accent apparently did not apply to Maharashtri, nor therefore to modern Marathi in terms of its phonological effects. Instead, something like the Vedic accent continued to prevail, transformed into stress. First put forward by Pischel in his monumental grammar of the Prakrits (1981: sec. 46, sec. 79–82 – where it is also claimed for Ardhamagadhi and the other Jaina languages, and for “poetical Apabhramsa”), this theory has been disputed from various standpoints by Bloch, Jacobi, and Grierson, but supported, with modifications, in an important article by Turner (1975 [1916; also 1923]), and more recently by Southworth. The modifications mainly concern the accentuation of verbs (on the first syllable, vs. no accentuation in main clauses in Vedic) and a shift of accentuation from the final to the initial syllable at some point. The resulting pre-Marathi system with many initial stresses
(which should be labeled “Vedic-derived” rather than “Vedic”) differs from the later Sanskrit and derived systems most tangibly by not automatically accenting a long penult, and from neighboring Dravidian systems of initial stress (which it approaches) by sometimes accenting the penult (where Vedic had it). The main result seems to be the shortening of penultimate (and other) long vowels that were not accented in Vedic:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Maharashtri</th>
<th>Other Pkt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>útkhāta ‘dug up’</td>
<td>ukkha(y)a</td>
<td>ukkhāya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prásida ‘quiet’</td>
<td>pasia</td>
<td>pasida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kumārá ‘boy’</td>
<td>kumara</td>
<td>kumāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sthāpāyati ‘establishes’</td>
<td>ūravēi</td>
<td>ūravēi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This shortening related to the position of the Vedic accent, apparent but not always attested in MIA texts, seems to account for a series of regular differences between Marathi and other NIA languages: M. kūvar vs. H. kūwār; M. mhasan ‘cremation ground’ vs. H. masān (<śmaśānā); M. āphalnē ‘to throw down violently’ vs. Guj. āphālvā, N. āphālnu, As. āphāliba (<āspālayati).

#MIA-LQ-4. There were other developments, not treated above, which, although not lacking their own regularities, were restricted morphologically rather than regionally. One that should be mentioned is the Late MIA opening of $s$ to $h$ primarily (although not exclusively) in certain inflections: OIA -asya gen. sg. masc. > Pkt-asṭa > Ap. aha-l-ahu; OIA -syal-ya-fut. > Pali/Pkt -ssa-l-issa- > Ap. -ha-l-ihə-. (See Turner 1975 [1927].)

7.6 The Common NIA developments

The reader who is acquainted with a NIA language, especially Hindi, will have already begun to recognize many forms in the products of the MIA changes. To produce all of the modern forms, however, another set of developments was required. The characteristic NIA developments were as follows:

#NIA-1. The MIA geminates (-CC-) were reduced to single consonants with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIA</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
<th>Bengali</th>
<th>Marathi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sattā ‘seven’</td>
<td>sāt</td>
<td>fāt</td>
<td>sāt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bhatta ‘cooked rice’</td>
<td>bhāt</td>
<td>bhāt</td>
<td>bhāt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duddha ‘milk’</td>
<td>dūdh</td>
<td>dūdh(h)</td>
<td>dūdh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atha ‘eight’</td>
<td>āth</td>
<td>āt</td>
<td>āth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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tikkha 'sharp'

j(h)u((ha 'false; lie'

ten(h)a (MB.)

#NIA-2. This was sometimes accompanied by spontaneous (and regionally random) nasalization of the vowel. (In some cases this goes back to Prakrit):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIA</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
<th>Bengali*</th>
<th>Gujarati</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mugga 'mung bean'</td>
<td>mūg</td>
<td>muŋ/mug</td>
<td>(mag)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assu(āsu, aṁsuva) 'tear'</td>
<td>āˈsū</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>āˈsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akkhi 'eye'</td>
<td>āˈkh</td>
<td>āˈh(i)</td>
<td>āˈh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utta 'camel'</td>
<td>əˈt</td>
<td>(ut)</td>
<td>əˈt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sappa 'snake'</td>
<td>sǎˈp</td>
<td>(sāp)</td>
<td>(sāp)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(* Bengali having lost the distinction between ī and ū/u, its spelling of these vowels is often arbitrary.)

#NIA-3. Final vowels were generally lost, as may be seen from the above examples. Even long final vowels were lost (having been first shortened in the Apabhramsa stage – #MIA-13):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIA</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
<th>Bengali</th>
<th>Marathi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jibbhā 'tongue'</td>
<td>jibh</td>
<td>jib</td>
<td>jibh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>niddā 'sleep'</td>
<td>niˈd</td>
<td>nǐd</td>
<td>nǐd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratt 'night'</td>
<td>rāt</td>
<td>rāt</td>
<td>rāt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lajja 'shame'</td>
<td>lāj</td>
<td>lāj</td>
<td>lāj</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#NIA-4. In the case of the MIA -VNC- sequences, the vowel was lengthened and nasalized and the nasal was dropped:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIA</th>
<th>Hindi</th>
<th>Bengali</th>
<th>Gujarati</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kampa- 'tremble'</td>
<td>kāˈp-</td>
<td>kāˈp-</td>
<td>kāˈp-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaṁthī 'knot'</td>
<td>gāˈth</td>
<td>gāˈth</td>
<td>gāˈth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bandha 'bond; dam'</td>
<td>bāˈd̪h</td>
<td>bāˈd̪h</td>
<td>bāˈd̪h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saṁjhā 'twilight'</td>
<td>sāˈj</td>
<td>sāˈj</td>
<td>sāˈj</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#NIA-5. Loss of unaccented vowels (in terms of the new long-penultimate stress system as well as earlier in Maharashtri and Ardhamagadhi in terms of the alleged Vedic-derived system) in other positions also is now common (more so in some languages than others). E.g., initial vowels in words of three or more syllables: 
apāra 'the near bank' > Pkt avāra > H. vār; aranya 'wilderness' > Pkt aranṇa > Guj. rān (> the “Rann of Cutch”); abhīṣēka 'anointing of a king' > (Pkt abhīṣēa)
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> Si. bisev; also medial vowels: susthira 'very firm' > Pkt sutthira > H. suthrā; Pkt uttāvāla 'impetuous' > G. utāvīlā; utkuṭaka 'sitting on the hams' > Pkt ukkuḍuya > M. ukḍa; sometimes even accented ones: kṣurapra 'scraper' > Pkt khurappa > P.H.B. khurpa (but Or. khurpā).

[NIA-5]a. This may produce new aspirates: gardabha 'ass' > Pkt gaddaha > B. gādhā; vigraha* 'a division of land' > Pkt viggabha > H. bīghā; Pkt kadāha (*kadāhi) 'cauldron' > M. kadhāī.

[NIA-5]b. It also may produce new internal clusters: argala 'door bolt' > Pkt aggala > N. āglo; *lappasīka 'a sweetmeat' > Pkt lappasyā > P.H. lápsi, G.M. lāpsi. (See Chatterji 1926: 330–4.) The majority of such new NIA clusters, however, are at morpheme boundaries, particularly between verbal stems and affixes that, with loss of unaccented "thematic" vowels (often accompanied by other vocalic extensions), come to begin with consonants (H. kar-nā 'to do' < OH. karana, H. kar-tā 'doing' < OH. karata, H. kar-vā- 'cause to be done', OH. karavā-; Coli. B. kor-bo 'I shall do' < Sadhu Bhasa koribo; Coli. B. kor-lām 'I did' < Sadhu Bhasa korilām). Or, they involve the pleonastic (or sometimes diminutive) extensions -l-, -n-, -r-, -d-(khasa 'scab' > H.P. khasrā; paksā 'wing' > Pkt pakkha > H. pākhā; dīpa 'lamp' > Pkt dīva > H. dīvlā 'small lamp'). At least the former are regarded as pseudo-clusters by some, not only because of the script (they are not written with conjunct letters, except in Nepali), and because the lost vowel "counts" in certain types of meter and is pronounced in certain types of singing (like mute "e" in French), but on the more cogent ground that the most basic assimilations (voicing, articulatory position, transfer of aspiration) do not take place within them: cf. H. lagā, parā, dekhtā. Otherwise, most of them do pass phonetic muster as bona fide clusters in most contexts.

In a still more arguable set of cases, a stem vowel itself (in polysyllabic stems involving short vowels, especially a) comes and goes, depending on the suffixation: H. samajhāna 'to understand' > samjhā 'understood'. This too produces clusters, albeit unstable ones. As noted in Chapter 6, the most recent treatment (synchronic) of this "schwa-deletion" phenomenon in Hindi is in Ohala 1983. I am unaware of any attempt to deal with it (and medial vowel loss in general) in systematic fashion either descriptively or historically across all NIA languages.

#NIA-6. Successions of vowels (known technically in the literature as udvṛttā = "opened" vowels) left in hiatus by the loss of intervocalic single consonants in the Second MIA stage coalesced into new long vowels and diphthongs – a process already under way11 in the Later MIA (Apabhramsa) stage, but now more general. Alternatively, the separate vowels could be preserved by the use of śruti-glides (y, v = [w], and in some languages, particularly Sinhalese, also h). There is
great inconsistency across and even within languages in the way these are (or are not) represented in writing. Punjabi (in Gurmukhi script) writes vowels in hiatus. Marathi tended to prefer \( v \) where other languages had \( y \). Certain languages (Assamese, Oriya, Maithili, Awadhi, to some extent Bengali) tolerated successive vowels better than others, and experienced less reduction. The details thus varied from language to language. (For Assamese, see Kakati 1962: 117–40; for Awadhi, Saksena 1971 [1937]: 61–84; for Bengali, Chatterji 1926: 338–56; for Bhojpuri, Tiwari 1960: 30–3; for Gujarati, Turner 1975 [1921]: 109–114; for Hindi, Misra 1967 and very exhaustively– Ucida 1977; for Marathi, Bloch 1920: 71–81; for Sinhalese, Geiger 1938: 15–18.) Nevertheless, certain general observations may be made:

[NIA-6]a. Vowels of like quality coalesced: MIA cittaara ‘painter’ (<OIA citra-krā) > G. citār; MIA duuṇa ‘double’ (<OIA *duguṇa) > H. dūnā. Sometimes this was in spite of śruti-glides: MIA ayaṇa ‘eating’ (<OIA adana) > Or. āṇa ‘dough; broth’; MIA kaṃtaya ‘thorn’ (<OIA kaṇtaka) > H., B. kāṇā; Si. ahasa ‘sky’ > Si. āsā ‘sky’.

[NIA-6a](1) At times the glides in \( aya, ava \) seemed to possess more reality, either contracting to new diphthongs \( ai, au \) (thence to monophthongs \( e, o \) in some languages), or developing like their OIA predecessors as far as \( e, o \): MIA mayana ‘mynah bird’ (<OIA madana) > H. mainā > menā; MIA avara ‘other’ (<OIA apara) > H. aur > or; but MIA kayala ‘banana’ (<OIA kadala) > H. kēlā; MIA nayara ‘city’ (<OIA nagara) > Raj. -nēr (as in Bikanēr); MIA *khava- ‘lose’ (<OIA ksapa-) > P.H.G. khō-. Turner (1921, 1975, [1925b]) explains the difference between \( elē \) and \( olē \) – at least for Gujarati – in terms of inherited words vs. later loanwords: in the former the process has had time to go further.

[NIA-6a](2) Glides after \( ā \) sometimes remained to give rise to diphthongs of a new type \( [āi, āu] \), often written \( āy, āv \) since the scripts have no way of distinguishing diphthongs other than \( [ai, au] \) from disyllabic sequences of vowels (for which in transcription we have the option of the dieresis, \( oi \) vs. \( oi \)): OIA rājā > MIA rāā, rāya > NIA rā, rāy, rāv > rāo.

[NIA-6b](1) In the case of unlike vowels in succession (in hiatus or with śruti-glides) the first was generally dominant, at least to the extent that something of it remained in a subsequent rising or falling diphthong, whereas the second was sometimes lost altogether. Treatment was often dependent on position in the word, and on morphological status.

[NIA-6b](1) Thus \( ia, iya, īa \) often gave \( ī \) at the end of a word (ghia ‘ghee’ > H.B.M. ghī (vs. Or. ghī)); jhōliā ‘bag’ > H. jhōli; amiya ‘nectar’ > G. amī), but internally the \( a \) or \( ā \) element remained (pīvāsā ‘thirst’ > Ap. pīāsa > H.G.M.)
Effects of the Common NIA changes

As a result of the general NIA developments, typical NIA languages look superficially a bit more like Sanskrit again, or perhaps one should say Indo-European, and less like Dravidian, to the extent that, in contradistinction to MIA, they have:

1. many words ending in consonants (more in fact than Sanskrit);
2. a number of words with stress on the final syllable, primarily in such words (as a result of the loss of final syllables in penultimately stressed words)\(^{12}\) – unless a newer (tertiary) stress system has intervened;\(^{13}\)
3. restored, albeit in different contexts, the Sanskrit diphthongs \(ai\), \(au\), although in some NIA languages these have been subsequently again monophthongized or otherwise phonetically altered;
4. clusters of unlike consonants, at least medially (initial and final clusters in Sanskrit and Perso-Arabic loanwords do not concern us here).

At the same time, as a result of the same changes, NIA has a number of new characteristics:

1. final consonants normally occur only after long vowels;
2. there are, besides ai, au, several new diphthongs, unknown to Sanskrit;
3. the inventory of new medial clusters (or pseudo-clusters) only partly overlaps with that of Sanskrit, including many new types and lacking some of the old ones;
4. NIA has a much more extensive and centrally established (non-marginal) system of nasal vowels.

The NIA developments did not all take place at the same time. The geminate-reduction and vowel-lengthening seems to have been first, followed by coalescence of vowels in hiatus (in at least some of its phases), and last of all by loss of final vowels, which is not yet complete in some languages (see below, 7.9.1), and of certain unaccented medial vowels, the phonological status of which is sometimes still disputed.

7.8 Special developments

#SD-1. The reduction of geminates and lengthening of vowels applied to -nn-, -mm-, -ll-, -ss- as well as stops. These geminates yielded ordinary single consonants in NIA in the usual fashion (Pkt kanna = probably [kanna] ‘ear’ > B.H.G.M. kān, Pkt kamma ‘work’ > B.H.G.M. kām, Pkt gala ‘cheek’ > B.H.G.M. gāl, Pkt passa ‘side’ > H. pās). The single intervocalic instances of these consonants, however, were not lost like their stop counterparts but underwent special phonetic developments which moreover have left different results in different NIA languages. Behind all of them, no doubt, lies the same articulatory “weakening” (Bloch 1965: 80, 82) which affected the single intervocalic stops. These, it may be recalled, “weakened” through stages of voicing, fricativization, and semivowel glide to final disappearance (#MIA-9). In the cases now under consideration, however, this “weakening” took other forms, due to the phonetic nature of these segments.

[SD-1]a. The passage of -n- to -ŋ- in Middle Prakrit, while graphic N- and -NN- apparently represented [n, nn], has already been noted (#MIA-10). Alternatively, -NN- may indeed have represented [nn], or both [ŋŋ] (at least in the case of antecedent -ŋŋ-) and [nn], and become dentalized (or merged with the dental version) in Late MIA (Bloch 1920: 138; Turner 1975 [1924]: 220), just before its reduction in NIA. In any case, it uniformly results in -n-, -n# in NIA. Retroflex -ŋ- (=OIA -n-, -ŋ-) has remained [ŋ], and a separate phoneme, in NIA languages west of Hindi (except Kashmiri) and even in Kumauni, Hariyanvi, and north-western Kauravi (“Vernacular Hindustani”) dialects. It has merged with dental -n- in Eastern and Western Hindi (except for the above-mentioned dialects), the
Bihari languages, Bengali, and Assamese, but is preserved in Oriya. (Thus: Sindhi–Punjabi–Rajasthani–Gujarati–Marathi–Oriya pāṇi ‘water’ – a favorite example with speakers of these languages – vs. Hindi–Nepali–Bengali–Assamese pāṇi/pāṇi.) This, along with its probable presence in Old and Early Middle Bengali (Chatterji 1926: 523–7), would seem to confirm the generality of the change of -n- to -l- in continental MIA despite the absence of the latter sound from the modern Gangetic languages.15

[SD-1a](1) The story in Sri Lanka is a different one: although n and l have merged in modern Sinhalese, there was apparently no such merger in Sinhalese Prakrit or early Sinhalese, original n being retained as such (Geiger 1938: 62–5).

[SD-1b] As noted earlier (#MIA-12), -m- became a nasalized bilabial semivowel [w] in the Late MIA period (with certain exceptions to be noted later); in NIA the nasality moved to the preceding vowel, leaving -V-v-; with the loss of the nasality in modern Marathi (clearer after the recent orthographic reform), and sporadically elsewhere. Often only v is left: Pkt nāma ‘name’ > M. nāv. Or the v may be dropped, leaving only the nasalization: P. nā. Or ultimately both may go, as in Awankari nā.

[SD-1c] MIA -l-, -ll- present more problems. In NIA, the first gives l and the second gives l in much the same range of languages as n and l from Prakrit -n-, -m- (except that the retroflex l is absent from not only Kashmiri but from most other Dardic dialects as well, and from Sindhi): Punjabi–Rajasthani–Gujarati–Marathi phal, Oriya phal ‘fruit’ = Hindi–Nepali phal, Bengali–Assamese phal. That seems simple enough. However, in the absence of graphic indication of l in Middle Prakrit, there seems to be some question regarding the date and generality of the shift -l- > -r-. Did it characterize all of Middle Indian, or was it only a regional (and late) development? The Prakrit grammarians (mainly Hemachandra) describe it only for the allegedly Northwestern Paisācī, but as noted above the modern Dardic languages do not exhibit it (although most West Pahari dialects do). Chatterji’s view is that the -l- > -r- shift was indeed characteristic of “most” MIA (including Magadhi, which applied it also to secondary -l-’s derived from OIA -r-), and that subcontinental NIA languages which fail to show it have redenatalized the -l-, exactly as they did the -n-. Alternatively, some of them have developed it further to -r: these include primarily Sindhi on the one hand (Pkt thala ‘dry ground’ > S. thar ‘the Thar or Indian Desert’ vs. G. thal; S. phara ‘fruit’ vs. G. phal) and Eastern Hindi–Bihari on the other (Mth. Mag. Bhoj phar, O Aw. phara ‘fruit’). This is taken to be further evidence of the generality of an -l- stage. Although there are a number of l > r shifts in the history of Indo-Aryan without benefit of l, these are sporadic, whereas this is systematic and general in the dialects concerned.
Historical phonology

[S D-1c](1) Sinhalese again stands apart, in that its former l, now merged with l, came from MIA -l- (<OIA -t-, -d-) not from -l-, which was preserved.

[S D-1d. All of this is further complicated by the fact that intervocalic -*d* (not -*t*, unless subject to early voicing) became -l- much earlier in an Aryan dialect represented by Vedic, and most NIA languages inherit some words (not always the same ones) with -l- (or with -l- in languages which lack l) from such a source: OIA *pīdayati* ‘presses’ (perf. *pīpīlē*) > MIA *pīdai*pīlai > OG. *pūdai* (G. *pīrvu*), M. *pīnē*, Kho. *pelik*; OIA *tadāga* ‘pond’ > Pkt *tadā(g)ātalāyātalāvā > G.M. *talāv*, H.N.B. *talāu*.

[S D-1e] In much of NIA, MIA -l- (<OIA -t-, -d-) became, at least allophonically, [-r-], which is what represents the non-l variant in most languages today: OIA *gāda* ‘ditch, hole’ > B. *gṛr*, O. *gṛṛr* vs. M. *gṛl*, Kho. *gūl*. (Often both variants are represented in a language, with or without semantic differentiation: OIA *nadal/nadal/nal* ‘reed’ > L. *nar*, *nal*, P. *narā* ‘cane’, *nal* ‘bamboo tube’, B.H. *nar*, *nal* ‘reed’, etc.)

[S D-1f] In the Bihari and Eastern (and even some Western) Hindi dialects, Nepali, Assamese, and East Bengali dialects (and partly in Kashmiri also), this [r] has merged, no longer allophonically, with /rl – and thus, in the first two, also with -sl- (>r- according to #SD-1c above)!

[S D-1g] MIA -dd- has also, and contrary to the general rule, become -r- (thus merging with -d- in Standard Hindi, Bengali, Gujarati, Marathi, Central Pahari, eastern West Pahari and Rajasthani dialects, and Oriya – and with -r- in Assamese and Romany). MIA -dd- is differentiated as -d-, however (in accordance with the rule), in the "r"-languages (Nepali, Eastern Hindi, Bihari), and in the "l"-language, Sinhalese. (See especially Turner 1975 [1926a].)

In short, although many NIA words with -l-, -r- seem paragons of stability, coming down practically unaltered from OIA times (e.g., H. *gāl* ‘throat’, Si. *kara* ‘hand’), others have more complicated histories, even apart from the sporadic confusion of these two sounds directly with each other from early times. It might be helpful to tabulate some of these correspondences (see Table 7.3 below).

[S D-1h] -s- need not detain us long. It weakens to -h- regularly only in Sindhi, “Lahnda”, and partly in Punjabi: MIA *āsā* ‘wish’ > S. *āha* (H. *ās*); MIA *purisal purusa* ‘man’ > S. *prihu* (H. *purus*); MIA *sāsa* ‘breath’ (OIA *svāsa*) > S. *sāhu*, L.P. *sāh* (H. *sās/sā 3*). This specifically intervocalic weakening should not be confused with the more general weakening of s in all positions (including initial and geminated) found in some other NIA languages (Sinhalese, Kashmiri); in those under discussion here, initial s- and geminate -ss- are resistant according to the general rule for consonants: MIA *sassā* ‘mother-in-law’ > S. *sasu*, L. *sass* (vs. K. *haf*, Si. *suhr*).
Table 7.3 MIA and NIA intervocalic nasals and liquids: “normal” correspondences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIA:</th>
<th>-η-</th>
<th>-mn-</th>
<th>-m-</th>
<th>-mm-</th>
<th>-l-</th>
<th>-d-</th>
<th>-dd-</th>
<th>-r-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NIA:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindhi</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-m-</td>
<td>-m-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-r(l)-</td>
<td>-f-</td>
<td>-r-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gujarati</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-m-</td>
<td>-m-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-r(l)-</td>
<td>-d(l)-</td>
<td>-d-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marathi</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-w-</td>
<td>-m-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-d(l)-</td>
<td>-d-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriya</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-w-</td>
<td>-m-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-r(l)-</td>
<td>-r-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-w-</td>
<td>-w-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-d(l)-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengali</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-w-</td>
<td>-m-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-r(l)-</td>
<td>-r-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assamese</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-w-</td>
<td>-m-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-r(l)-</td>
<td>-r-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maithili</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-w-</td>
<td>-m-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-r(l)-</td>
<td>-d-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepali</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-w-</td>
<td>-m-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-r(l)-</td>
<td>-d-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinhalese</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-n-</td>
<td>-m-</td>
<td>-m-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
<td>-l-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*“Intervocalic” in Early NIA > often final in later NIA, due to loss of final vowels. (The -w- is variously written: -V, -U, -O.)

#SD-2. It is sometimes claimed that there were certain definable circumstances under which the vowel-lengthening rule did not apply (at least in the central group), even though following geminates were reduced, namely, when the geminate was followed by a long vowel, e.g., MIA kappūra (<OIA karpūra) ‘camphor’, MIA ucchāha (<OIA uṣāha) ‘energy’; MIA kappāsa (<OIA karpāsa) ‘cotton’ > H.G. kapūr, uchāh, kapās – vs. M. kāpūr, kāpūs, B. kāpās. A similar stricture would apply to the nasal + stop environment: MIA mandāra ‘coral-tree’; MIA tambūla/tambola ‘betel-leaf’ > H. mā(n)dār, tambol, G. tābol, vs. M. mā(’)dār, B. mādār, M. tābūl, B. tābū(l). The further qualification is needed that the word must be originally of more than two syllables, because, as we have seen, MIA jibbhā, janghā > H. jibh, jāgh. Although the end product does represent a common difference between NIA languages of the Central group (i.e. Hindi, and less consistently Gujarati) and some of the others, it is more likely the result of a process akin to the later Hindi rule which shortens all stem vowels before suffixes containing long vowels (in turn related to larger factors of word rhythm – cf. Bloch 1965: 46–7), then of failure of the Early NIA rule to apply. Cf. Old G. uchāh > Mod. G. uchāh, and see Turner 1975 (1921): 106 (sec. 23.3). On the other side of the argument is the fact of preservation of the nasal consonant (vs. its reconstitution?) in H. words like sindūr ‘vermilion’, hinḍōl ‘swing’, tambōl.

7.9 Exceptions to the mainstream developments

Some IA languages and dialects did not participate in all of the innovations described in the preceding two sections, thus preserving older forms and distinc-
tions. Although it is generally the northwest that is most conservative, the pattern of each conservation is different, and needs to be looked at separately. They will be taken up in the reverse order to which the innovations were presented, i.e. starting with the most recent.

7.9.1 The first conservation to be considered, that of final vowels, is an exception to the generalization about the northwest, no doubt because the innovation concerned is so recent. As we have seen, original long vowels were shortened in Late MIA and lost (along with original short vowels) in NIA. Except for certain pronominal, numerical, and other special forms, all final vowels in inherited words in the focal NIA languages are derived from coalescence of Late MIA sequences of vowels. The loss of original final vowels was a very recent development, however – known to be after the sixteenth or even the seventeenth century in certain of the languages concerned. Therefore it is not surprising to find that the process is incomplete in various ways in widely scattered NIA languages, implying no special connection among them: Konkani (southern dialects only), Sindhi, Oriya, Maithili, Awadhi, rustic dialects even of Western Hindi (Braj, Kanauji). Different vowels are preserved in different languages, in different functions, and to different degrees.

Thus Maithili has ultrashort “-a,-i,-u”, of which the last two are often inaudible and confused with “a” (Jha 1958: 88–90); Awadhi (Western dialects only) has rather -i, -j, -q, described by Saksena (1937) as “whispered”, yet becoming ordinary short vowels under certain circumstances. Something similar affects Braj -i, -u in some dialects (Dh. Varma 1935: 50). A “half-pronounced” final -i is reported also from the Ballia dialect of Bhojpuri (lost in the Banaras dialect) by Tiwari (1960). (The short -il-jwhich is the marker of the absolutive participle in these dialects comes from a sequence of vowels, MIA -ia. Similarly the 2sg. imperative in -u comes from the sequence -ahu.) Again in the Bihar group, it appears that the newly emergent Angika language (Grierson’s Chikachiki Boli) also preserves original final vowels, sometimes even strengthening (lengthening) them. Final vowels are lost in the remaining Bihari speeches, Magahi and Sadani (Nagpuria) except that final -i is “preserved” in the latter by being in effect transposed to the preceding syllable: áig ‘fire’ (<ság’ < MIA aggi), dãil ‘split pulse’ (<MIA dãl), rãit ‘night’ (<MIA ratti). This occurs occasionally elsewhere in NIA (most frequently in Assamese) but appears to be regular in Sadani.

In Sindhi, ultrashort “-a,-i,-u” distinguish masculine nominative, oblique, and locative respectively (or in the last two cases, also feminines). The Kacchi dialect has lost the final vowels. In Southern Konkani, where such vowels have been attributed (wrongly, see Katre 1966: 9–13) to Dravidian influence, -u and -a
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Distinguish old masculines (ḥatu ‘hand’ < ḥattō < hastah) and neuters (phala ‘fruit’ < phalam). A better candidate for Dravidian influence might be the -o that is added to all Oriya words not ending in another vowel, like the -u of neighboring Telugu. In many cases this -o (which is not pronounced in the Sambalpuriya or Western Oriya dialect, according to Tripathi 1956–7:77) corresponds to an etymological -a, in others it does not. (Similarly, the addition of -u to words of Perso-Arabic origin in both Braj and Sindhi – jwābu, naukaru – cannot be described as the retention of an etymologically justified vowel: something else, indeed resembling Dravidian, is also going on.) Oriya does, however, preserve other vowels: ṭāṭi ‘night’ (<MIA rāṭī < OIA rāṛī), sāṣu ‘mother-in-law’ (<MIA sassū < OIA śvaśrū). It may be taken therefore to preserve Late MIA -a (>[-a]) as well, though extending it analogically to other forms.

Kashmiri is often added to the list of final vowel preservers. Insofar as this is based on a misinterpretation of Grierson’s so-called mātrā vowels, it is not correct. The latter do not constitute syllables in the modern language (Bailey 1937: 6), although they may have done so at the time of composition (late eighteenth century) of the Kashmiri Ramayana (Morgenstierne 1973 [1941]: 286); they are detectable only from their effects on “preceding” consonants and vowels and are thus one of several possible devices for representing (in this case, historically and indirectly) features of the latter. There are some real vowel retentions: in present-day Kashmiri also: gara ‘house’ (spelled gar by Bailey and gari- by Kachru), aha ‘hand’ (= atha < OIA hasta), dānē ‘paddy’ (spelled daani by Bailey and dānī by Kachru) > OIA dhānya; more widely, the many “Ablatives” in -i (gari ‘at home’), which contrast with -mātrā: guri ‘from the horse’ ≠ gur (= [gur]) ‘horses’. These are a long way from constituting a general retention of old final vowels, however: cf. Oriya mula ‘root’, Sindhi mūr (= ‘capital’), K. mūl; Oriya āṭha ‘eight’, Sindhi ath, K. ōṭh (= @ Bailey 3ṣ(h). This is generally the case in Dardic, although there may be retentions in conservative dialects like Phalura (chīṭrū ‘field’ < kṣētra; cf. Shina čeč, Kalasha četetr, H.B.P. khet).

7.9.2 The earliest17 and most characteristic NIA development, namely the shortening of MIA geminates with compensatory lengthening of the preceding short vowel (#NIA-1), did not obtain (usually – there are always exceptions) in areas of the northwest centering on Punjabi and “Lahnda”; thus, MIA aggi ‘fire’, satta ‘seven’ > H.B.G.M. āg, sāt, but P.L. (and W. Pahari) agg, satt. (A final geminate is usually pronounced with a very short [-a] release.) Many such forms are to be found in Standard Hindi itself, which is thus revealed to be less purely a language of the Central group than dialects such as Braj: MSH.
makkhan, Braj mākhan ‘butter’; MSH. pakkā, Braj pākā ‘ripe’. Such forms have commonly been attributed to borrowing from Punjabi, but as Ucida (1971) has shown, their origin is more likely in the Haryanvi and “Kauravi” dialects of Western Hindi immediately west and northwest of Delhi, prominent in the dialect mixture that went into Standard Hindi (although themselves describable as transitional to Punjabi). Precisely which Dardic and West Pahari dialects preserve the geminates (e.g., Kashmiri does not, but the Rambani, Poguli, Kashtawari, and Doda Siraji dialects of the Kashmir group apparently do; Gilgiti Shina does not, but Guresi Shina does) and in which words, is too complex a matter to be gone into here, but it may be noted that the Gojri language, of Rajasthan affinity, is among the preservers, in contrast to the dialects of Rajasthan proper.

It is convenient for mainstream NIA to speak of the shortening of geminates and the lengthening of the preceding vowel as two aspects of a single process, but Sindhi, which has the former without the latter (Oriya ākhi ‘eye’, H.G. hāth ‘hand’ = S. akhi, hathu < MIA akkhi, hattha), shows that the two are not necessarily linked. Similarly, although the evolution of VNC into V:C looks like a related process in mainstream NIA (and in Punjabi, where neither process takes place), again Sindhi separates it: MIA danta ‘tooth’ > H.B.G. dā’t, P. dand, S. ḍandu. (For S. ḍ and S.P. -nd see next section; the retention of the short vowel and nasal consonant are the points under discussion here.)

7.9.3 In this connection, it will be justifiable to break a strict reverse-chronological order to note that Sindhi, some “Lahnda” and Punjabi dialects, and some Dardic and West Pahari dialects also show evidence of a much earlier retention, that of long vowels before double consonants (shortened in conjunction with the simplification of clusters in Pali and mainstream Prakrit), whether the latter were subsequently reduced or not: OIA pārśva ‘side’ > MIA passa, but S. pās‘a, L.P. pāssā; OIA mārga ‘road’ > MIA magga, Pothwari L. magg, but S. mādu; OIA ārta ‘flour’ > H. ātā but P. ātā; OIA ānda ‘egg’ > MIA anda, but P. āndā. (See Turner 1967.) Thus in Sindhi both long and short vowels occur before double consonants that have been shortened, but the former always (except in borrowed Midland forms!) represent original long vowels, in contrast with mainstream NIA where they may represent OIA short vowels that have been lengthened (or long vowels that were shortened and then re-lengthened). In literary Punjabi, which like literary Hindi represents a dialectal mixture, both types are found: āttā, ānḍā, gājjār alongside allā (<OIA āдрā), magg. Forms such as gāḍḍi ‘cart’ are also found in some Hindi (“Kauravi”) dialects northwest of Delhi (see Ucida 1971 and Gumperz 1958) and in some West Pahari and Dardic dialects, as are also, in the latter, forms of the Sindhi type.
7.9 Exceptions to the mainstream developments

7.9.4 Turning now to Late MIA innovations, intervocalic -m- is preserved in Sinhalese, most Dardic languages including Kashmiri and Shina, and, in certain positions (i.e. except in the preaccentual syllable and in inflectional suffixes: see Turner 1975 [1921]: 131) in Gujarati (also certain adjacent dialects of Rajasthani, such as Mewari): thus OIA grâma 'village' > Si. gama, K. gâm, Kal. grom, Kho. gram, Savi grâm, Bshk. lâm, G. gâm (vs. H.S. gau, M. gâv). (See Table 7.3.)

7.9.5 Moving back to Second Stage MIA innovations: initial y- is retained, again by Sinhalese, Kashmiri, and certain other Dardic languages: OIA yantra 'device, contrivance' > Si. yat 'mill', Phal. yândr, Sh. yor; K. yendër 'spinning-wheel'; OIA yava 'barley' > Si. yava, Sh. Bshk. yó. (Some Dardic dialects, including Kalasha and Khowar, have the transitional sound ʒ here instead.)

7.9.6 Intervocalic -t-, -d-, lost in the Literary Prakrits except for Sauraseni, lasted longer in the northwest; -t- and possibly also -d- are represented by l or r in modern Romany dialects (see Turner 1926b), and -t- only, by r in Khowar and l (sometimes evolving further into u) in Kalasha: OIA bhrâṭ 'brother' > Eur. Rom. phral, As. Rom. bar, Kho. brâr; OIA šata 'hundred' > Eur. Rom. fel, Kho. for, Kal. fau (<-fal, found as a loanword in Shina); OIA hṛdaya 'heart' > Eur. Rom. yilo (<-*hidaa), but Kho. hardi, Kal. hîra (affected by řt > rt). OIA 3sg. -ti > Kho. -r-: baśir 'it rains' < varṣati (with change of conjugation: Morgenstierne 1947: 20, Grierson 1906: 18).

7.9.7 Reduction of the three OIA sibilants to one did not take place in the northwest. All three are retained as such (with some redistribution in occurrence) in Shina, Phalura, Khowar, Kalasha, Bashkarik, Gawarbati, and some Pashai dialects (Morgenstierne 1973b: 34), as well as in the Shahbazgarhi inscription of Asoka and in the Kharosthi documents. Other Dardic dialects, European and Syrian Romany, and most West Pahari dialects (as far east as Jaunsari, but apparently excluding such dialects as Mandeali and Kochi) have retained two (as f, s). At least in Kashmiri, this does not necessarily entail a complete merger of two of the original three sibilants, however: partly s (but also intervocalic -s-) has become h. (Nor does this entail a merger with *h, which in some positions is dropped. The complicated historical phonology of Kashmiri stands in great need of a full working out. Meanwhile the following may be suggestive:).
7 Historical phonology

Historical phonology

OIA $s = \text{K.} \, s$

sapta 'seven' $\rightarrow$ sath
ghása 'grass' $\rightarrow$ gása
dása 'slave' $\rightarrow$ dás

OIA $s = \text{K.} \, h$

divasa 'day' $\rightarrow$ doh

OIA $r$ $\rightarrow$ K. $j$

varṣa 'rain' $\rightarrow$ wof

Elsewhere in NIA the presence of more than one sibilant in native vocabulary is a secondary development after reduction to one: either originally allophonic and rendered marginally contrastive through borrowings (e.g., in Marathi), or the result of the evolution of other sounds, mainly *c, ch, into sibilants (in East Bengali dialects) – although Pandit has argued that some instances of $j$ in Gujarati are historical ($<\text{OIA} \, s$).

7.9.8 Sibilants are retained in clusters in some far Northwestern languages (not including Kashmiri or most Shina dialects), and in Romany. Mainly it is a question of -st-, -śt- in medial position: OIA aṣṭa 'eight' $\rightarrow$ Kal. aṣṭ, Kho. oṣṭ, Phal. āṣṭ, Gaw. oṣṭ (but K. 3ṣṭh); hasta 'hand' $\rightarrow$ Kal. hast, Kho. host, Gaw. hast, Rom. (E.) vast (but K. atha, Sh. hat(h)). In Kalasha and Khowar, initial st, śh, sn and even sk partly survive also (with aid of a prothetic vowel), and śv by transformation into isp-, isp-: OIA stamba 'bunch' $\rightarrow$ Kal. istam; OIA sthōra 'pack-horse' $\rightarrow$ Kho. istōr; OIA snāta 'bathed' $\rightarrow$ Kho. snār; OIA skabha 'peg' $\rightarrow$ Kal. Kho. iskow; OIA svēta 'white' $\rightarrow$ Kho. iṣper, śvasru 'mother-in-law' $\rightarrow$ Kho. iṣpreṣi, Kal. ispres. Medially also cf. OIA pīṣha 'back' $\rightarrow$ Kal. piṣṭ; OIA aṣru 'tear' $\rightarrow$ Kho. aṣrū.

7.9.9 The survival of stop + $r$ clusters, while also centered in the northwest, is more widespread, extending in the case of dental + $r$ to "Lahnda" and Sindhi (which turns them into $tr, dr$) and in the case of a few items with $tr$ also...

OIA kr: krin- ‘buy’ > Kho. kren-, Phal. krin-, Sh. krin-; krūra ‘cruel’ > K. krūr, Khaś. krūrā (L. kurā); krōśa ‘shout’ > K. kruh, Bhal. kro

OIA gr: grāma ‘village’ > Kho. gram, Kal. grom, Phal. grām, Sh. girōm, Cameali (WP) grā, Khaś. grā; grīva ‘neck’ > Kal. grā, Sh. grī; grīma ‘summer’ > Kho. grisp

OIA ghr: ghrāṇa ‘smelling’ > Kal. gru-, Phal. grhōn; *ghrāṇisya ‘sun’s heat’ > Kho. graniś

OIA pr: pratōlī ‘gate, main street’ > WPah. praul, prol; *prabhāla > Kal. pralik, Phal. prāl, Gaw. plāl

OIA br: brākati ‘bleat’ > Kho. bray, Sh. bra

OIA bhr: bhrāṭ ‘brother’ > Kho. brar, Tir. brā, Phal. brho, Gaw. blāya, Khaś., L.P. brā, Rom. (E.) phral (phal); bhrā ‘eye-brow’ > Kho. bru, *bhrāṣa ‘flame’ > K. brāh

7.9.10 One of the oldest IA assimilations, that of the peculiar cluster kṣ, is sometimes loosely stated to be to “(c)ch in the northwest and southwest and to (k)kh elsewhere”, albeit with much mutual borrowing. While kṣ may indeed have merged with OIA ch (and undergone further evolution with the latter) in Marathi and Sinhalese and areas of West Pahari, this merger does not appear to have taken place further to the northwest. There in many languages it appears as (h), and contrasts with *ch (which often has developed to c(h) [ts(h)]). This may fairly be called a retention, since kṣ/ts/c(h) are almost the same thing:

OIA kṣ = (h): kṣṭra milk > Kho. Kal. Gaw. chir, Phal., Bshk. chir; aksi ‘eye’ > Phal. achi, Sh. ačhī, Maiya ačhī; kṣṭra ‘land’ > Kho. chetur, Kal. cḥet, Phal. chīru

OIA ch = ch: chāyā (‘akā) ‘shade’ > Sh. chas, chāi, Kal. chak, Kho. chay, Phal. chei; chidyatē ‘is cut’ > Sh. chijoiki; prcchati ‘asks’ > Kal. phuc- (with shifted aspiration)

In Kashmiri and possibly some other nearby dialects, OIA kṣ > ch, but OIA ch > ċh [tsh]: aksi > K. achi, moksita ‘set free’ > K. mucha; but *chāyikā ‘shade’ > K. cāy, *chāpa ‘young of animal’ > K. čav, pratyaya ‘belief’ > K. poč.

In a fashion similar to *kṣ, the cluster ts has been “reinterpreted as a phoneme”
\( \dot{c} \) in some northwestern languages such as Kalasha and Phalura (in which \( *ch \) generally \( > ch \), not \( *ch \), giving three articulations).

### 7.10 Regional and language-specific innovations

The remaining phonological features of NIA involve innovations with more restricted distributions than those defining the Indo-Aryan mainstream. These are mostly of fairly recent (i.e. NIA) origin, although a few, particularly some of those pertaining to Sinhalese, go back to an earlier period. They fall into two types: a) innovations shared by several contiguous languages (constituting a group smaller than or other than the mainstream group); b) innovations that are language-specific, although they may turn up independently in more than one language. This section can only survey the more important cases of the latter. The two types overlap: a given innovation may both have spread regionally and occur independently elsewhere.

### #RI-1. That is certainly true of the first such innovation to be noted, the passage of OIA \( v- \) to \( b- \). This is characteristic of such a large group of mainstream languages (including Hindi, Eastern Rajasthani, Kumauni, Nepali, the Bihari group, Bengali, Oriya, Assamese) that it may seem arbitrary not to include it among the defining features of the latter. This has not been done because it is not shared by Marathi or Gujarati, which do share the more fundamental mainstream feature of \( VCC > V:C \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skt</th>
<th>H.</th>
<th>B.</th>
<th>G.</th>
<th>M.</th>
<th>P.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>varṣa 'color'</td>
<td>bān</td>
<td>vān</td>
<td>vān</td>
<td>vann(agi)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vata 'banyan'</td>
<td>bar</td>
<td>bar</td>
<td>var</td>
<td>vad</td>
<td>var</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>varṭayati 'twist'</td>
<td>bāt-</td>
<td>bāt-</td>
<td>vāt-</td>
<td>vāt-</td>
<td>vāt-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vivāha 'marriage'</td>
<td>bīyah</td>
<td>bīyah</td>
<td>vivāh</td>
<td>vivāh</td>
<td>viāh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A band of languages retaining original \( v- \) runs from Sinhalese up the west coast of India through Sindhi, “Lahnda”, and Kashmiri (\( = [w-] \)), and separates the mainly central–eastern group of \( b- \)-languages, which extends as far as West Pahari and Dogri, from a second locus of \( v- > b- \) innovation in further Dardic (including the in many respects highly conservative languages Kalasha, Khowar, and Shina). Beyond these again, \( v- \) is retained by Pashai dialects, Asian Romany, and Gawarbatī–Shumashti (although lost altogether before \( -i- \) in the latter two: OIA \( varṣa 'rain' \) > Gaw. Shum. \( wās \), but OIA \( viṣa 'poison' \) > Gaw. \( iš \)). European dialects of Romany independently develop \( v- > b- \). Back on the other side of the line, Punjabi, basically a \( v- \) language, shows mixed forms due to Central
influence, while some dialects of Western Rajasthani (Marwari) maintain the \( v-/b- \) contrast by changing the latter to implosive \( b- \), even while changing the former to (normal) \( b- \). (Some other Marwari dialects, including Mewari, maintain \( v- \); see Allen 1957b, Magier 1983.)

#RI-2. The second localized innovation to be noted, the voicing of voiceless stops after nasals, is definitely centered outside the mainstream area, in the northwest (Punjabi, Sindhi, Kashmiri, further Dardic, West Pahari, with Gojri and Romany) although it does also affect both Central Pahari and Nepali (in those cases where Hindi forms have not subsequently ousted forms native to the language). It is one of the most characteristic differences between Hindi and Punjabi:

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{Skt} & \text{H.} & \text{P.} & \text{S.} \\
\text{â} \text{\textit{yka} ‘mark’} & \text{\textit{â}k} & \text{\textit{ang}} & \text{\textit{angu}} \\
\text{\textit{parica} ‘five’} & \text{\textit{pâ}c} & \text{\textit{pa}nj} & \text{\textit{pa}nja} \\
\text{\textit{kan\textacircumflex{a} ‘thorn’} & \text{\textit{k\textacircumflex{a}t\textacute{a} & \text{\textit{kan\textacircumflex{a} & \text{\textit{k\textacircumflex{a}do} \\
\text{\textit{d\textacute{a}nta ‘tooth’} & \text{\textit{d\textacute{a}t} & \text{\textit{dand} & \text{\textit{d\textacute{a}ndu} \\
\text{\textit{camp\textacute{a} ‘n of tree’} & \text{\textit{c\textacute{a}p} & \text{\textit{camb\textacute{a} & \text{\textit{cambo} \\
\end{array}
\]

Although the development is quite old (found in the Karoshthi documents) isolated enclaves in the region have resisted it, among them Gawarbati and the Bhadrawahi–Khashali complex in northwest West Pahari. Some Dardic languages (Khowar, Shina, Bashkarik), however, have carried the process a step further and dropped the stop, or dropped it in some forms (e.g., the Kashmiri present participle in \(-n < \text{-nd} < \text{-nt} \)).

#RI-3. Again in the northwest and adjacent areas, the characteristic Indo-Aryan feature of aspiration has undergone various special developments:

[RI-3]a. In most Dardic, including Kashmiri, the voiced aspirates have lost their aspiration. That this is a recent development is shown by the retention of voiced aspirates in Kalasha, Phalura, and some dialects of the Kohistani group (Maiya\textsuperscript{~}, Kanyawali, Torwali), and by older informants or in earlier accounts of Tirahi, Gawarbati, and Bashkarik.

[RI-3]b. In Kalasha and Phalura there are some historically unmotivated\textsuperscript{19} voiced aspirates: OIA \textit{j\textacute{a}n\textacute{a}ti ‘knows’ > Kal. \textit{jhon\textacute{-}, Phal. \textit{jhan\textacute{-}. These should be distinguished from cases in the same languages where aspiration, voiced or otherwise, occurring later in the word has been \textit{transferred} to the initial consonant: OIA \textit{band\textacute{a}ti ‘binds’ > Kal. \textit{bhn\textacute{-} (cf. also Eur. Romany \textit{phand-}, OIA
prcchāti ‘asks’ > Kal. phuc- (cf. Eur. Romany phuc-, Arm. Romany puch-). It is not clear whether this in turn is related to the phenomena noted by Allen (1957b) for certain Rajasthani dialects, particularly Harauti, where, in a revival and modification of Grassman’s Law permitting only one aspirate per stem (if indeed it ever was suspended in this area as it was in Early Central MIA) voiced aspirates occur only initially, and non-initial aspiration is often transferred to initial unaspirated voiceless stops: kathā ‘story’ (Tss.) > khatā. (There is also some unmotivated aspiration of initials: > phāṇi ‘water’.) Non-initial voiceless aspirates do occur, albeit infrequently, in both Kalasha and Phalura: Kal. Phal. muṭṭh ‘bullock with stunted horns’ (<OIA *muṭṭha), Kal. maçherik, Phal. maçhuri ‘bee’ (<OIA *māksikakara), and aspiration is transferred to voiced as well as voiceless initials (cf. bhon- above). The precise conditions remain to be stated. Similar phenomena obtain also far to the south, in Konkani: only initial aspirates are tolerated, non-initial aspiration is shifted to the initial consonant (Ko. dhai ‘curds’ (<OIA dadhi, vs. H. dah), Ko. phattōru ‘stone’ (<OIA prastara, vs. H. patthar), and there are instances of unmotivated initial aspiration (Ko. dhāra ‘far’ < OIA dūra).

[R1-3]c. Metathesis of aspiration in the opposite direction, transferring the aspiration of an initial stop to the next postvocalic position, was reported for some West Pahari dialects by Grierson as noted previously (Chapter 5). This may be related to tonal phenomena (see below).

[R1-3]d. Final aspiration and pre-consonantal aspiration (-ChC-), along with medial ō-, tends to be lost in a number of NIA languages, including Bengali (Chatterji 1926: 441), Nepali (Turner 1975 [1921]: 119), Gujarati, and Marathi, whether or not this is reflected in spelling. It is best preserved in Hindi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pkt</th>
<th>H.</th>
<th>B.</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>G.</th>
<th>M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hattha ‘hand’</td>
<td>háth</td>
<td>hāt</td>
<td>hāt</td>
<td>āth*</td>
<td>hāt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sambujhaj ‘understands’</td>
<td>samajh-</td>
<td>fomaj(h)-</td>
<td>samaj-</td>
<td>samaj-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vahū ‘son’s wife’</td>
<td>bahu</td>
<td>bou (cf. Ku. bau)</td>
<td>vau*</td>
<td>vahū</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bāhira ‘outside’</td>
<td>bāhar</td>
<td>bāire</td>
<td>bāra</td>
<td>bār*</td>
<td>bāher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(see below)*

[R1-3]e. In Kashmiri, on the other hand, there are secondary (voiceless) aspirates in final position: OIA *varta ‘round stone’ > K. waṭh (Sh. bāṭ, L.P. vaṭṭā). Since all unaspirated voiceless stops are replaced by aspirates in this position the matter is regarded as phonetic rather than phonological by some students of Kashmiri.

[R1-3]f. Immediately south of Dardic, the voiced aspirates (and non-initial ō)
also are lost in Punjabi, leaving in their wake the prominent tone phenomena of that language. Where a voiced aspirate preceded a stem vowel there is the modern “low tone” (ꜩ); where it followed, there is the “high tone” (ꜩ). (In disyllabic stems, a former intervocalic aspirate usually affects the following vowel.) This is most easily illustrated by comparison with Hindi, which retains the aspirates concerned:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H.</th>
<th>P.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘horse’</td>
<td>ghōrā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘brother’</td>
<td>pa‘i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘sunshine’</td>
<td>tu’pp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘washerman’</td>
<td>tō’bī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘no’</td>
<td>nāī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘milk’</td>
<td>āuddh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘study’</td>
<td>pārhnā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘tongue’</td>
<td>jīb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘taught’</td>
<td>parhāyā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘story’</td>
<td>kāhānī</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While loss of aspiration in the Dardic group results in unaspirated voiced stops, it will be noted that in Punjabi the transformation of aspiration into tone devoices as well as deaspirates preceding (but not following) stops. What the historical relationship of aspiration is to alleged tone in “Lahnda” and West Pahari dialects, where voiced aspirates are preserved, or in Dardic dialects, where they are deaspirated, are questions needing further research. Needless to say, the tones of Punjabi, which seem to be a recent development, bear no relation to the old Vedic tonal accents.

[R1-3]g. The *murmured vowels of Gujarati (and Marathi), described in Chapter 5, are another development of (postvocalic) voiced aspirates and -h-, possibly in the direction of tone, still in process as it were. It therefore merits careful monitoring.

#R1-4. Completely unrelated to the above phenomena is the total loss of consonantal aspiration (not, at the beginning, of h) in Sinhalese, which goes back to the Sinhalese Prakrit period (c. 200 BC–400 AD) and doubtless reflects the areal model of neighboring Dravidian Tamil which lacks aspirates. The early date of this loss meant that the intervocalic aspirated stops of OIA did not leave a residual -h- upon their disappearance as in the rest of Indo-Aryan (since they were
no longer aspirates at that point), but only a hiatus. Where contraction did not result, the latter was filled, rather more frequently than elsewhere (or at any rate with more lasting results), by euphonic -y-, -v-, or -h- – the last between identical vowels, just as in the case of non-aspirates (Geiger 1938: 46):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OIA</th>
<th>Pkt</th>
<th>Si</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>likhati ‘writes’</td>
<td>lihai</td>
<td>liyanu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sukha ‘welfare’</td>
<td>suha</td>
<td>suva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sakhā ‘branch’</td>
<td>sāhā</td>
<td>sā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mukuṭa, makuṭa ‘diadem’</td>
<td>māīda</td>
<td>muhula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kadala ‘banana’</td>
<td>kayala</td>
<td>kehel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modern Sinhalese h thus does not necessarily represent OIA *h (which tends to be lost in initial position, a very rare development elsewhere: OIA hanati ‘strikes’ > Si. annava, OIA hasta ‘hand’ > Si. ata. OIA hṛdaya ‘heart’ > Si. laya) and never represents, in the strict sense of the word, an OIA aspirate. Other sources of Sinhalese h are OIA *s and *c, *ch, in that order chronologically, with those of more recent origin less likely to be dropped, and often forming doublets with s (Geiger 1938: 82–93): OIA chandra ‘moon’ > Si. saṅda, haṅda.

#RI-5. This brings us to consider two sets of developments which are prominent on the peripheries of Indo-Aryan. On the northeast, the common MIA sibilant opens universally to χ initially and to h non-initially23 in Assamese (OIA śaṣaka ‘hare’ > A. χōhā), and to h generally in North Bengali and initially in East Bengali (Chatterji 1926: 143–4) and partly in Bishnupriya Manipuri (K. P. Sinha 1981). In compensation as it were, MIA ch, cch (in Assamese also c, cc) becomes s in largely the same languages and dialects, and jh, jjh (in Assamese also j, jj) become z: MIA chā(y)ā ‘shade’ > A. sā, MIA vaccha ‘calf’ > A. bāsā, MIA jāla ‘flame’ > A. zāl. (In East and North Bengali, c, j remain in an intermediate stage as [ts, dz].)

In the south, as already noted above, MIA s (OIA ś, s, s) frequently (but never finally) becomes h in Sinhalese (and still more often in Maldivian): ‘hare’ = Si. sā(vā)/hā(vā), MIA vāsai ‘rains’ > Si. vasinavā/vahinavā, Md. vēheni, MIA satta ‘seven’ > Si. hata(sata), Md. hat (vs. Si. pl. gas ‘trees’, des ‘countries’). The palatal stops ch, c (previously reduced to c) become universally s: MIA chā(y)ā > Si. seya, MIA vaccha > Si. vas(s)ā. (New palatals arise from combinations such as -tiy-; voiced j is treated differently: see below.)

In Marathi and Konkani MIA s remains, later splitting allophonically to [f, s],
but *ch* also became *s* (with the same allophones) while *c, j, jh* progressed (before non-front vowels) only as far as *[ts, dz, dzh]* (conventionally represented as *c, j, jh*). Later borrowings with *[c, j, jh]* before non-front vowels have rendered these allophones phonemic, as they have arguably those of *s*: Mia *chá(y)á > M. sáulí, Mia *chura ‘razor’ > M. surá, Mia *calá ‘goes away’ > M. cal-, Mia *jál > M. jhágá ‘quarrel’ > M. jhágá.

Further to the north, in North Gujarati, Western Rajasthani (S. Mewari, NW Marwari, see Allen 1957b), and Bhili dialects (those of the Rajasthan–Gujarat–Madhya Pradesh border areas, not those of Dangs on the south) Mia *s* again goes to *h* and *c, ch* both to *s* (in NW Marwari only to *[ts, tsh]*). As noted earlier, in Sindhi, “Lahnda”, and sometimes in Punjabi, intervocalic -*s*- goes to -*h*-, but *c, ch* remain.

Finally, in the northwest proper, in much of Dardic, West Pahari, and even in Nepali there has been a general phonetic shift of *c, ch* as far as *[ts, tsh]*, and *j, jh* to *[dz, (dzh)]* (or even to *z*). In some of the former rendered contrastive by borrowing, the emergence of new *c, ch, j* (or *j*), or by some other mechanism (the details remain to be worked out): OIA *candra ‘moon’, cháyá ‘shade’, ján ‘know’ > K. čandar, cháy, zán-, but OIA *caña ‘chickpea’, kšap- ‘be ruined’, víkš- ‘see’, *yótə ‘pair’ > K. caña (lw.), čap-, vuch-, júr. (A regular source for *ch* in Kashmiri is OIA *kš*: see 7.8.10 above. Another regular source, not only for *ch* but for *c, j* as well, is *t, th, d* before front vowels in inflection, and *k, kh, g*, and even *l*, in similar environments: msg. *bod ‘big’, vèzul ‘red’ > fpl. bají, vozaji – vs. OIA *dìmba ‘body’ > K. demb, dimbur.*) In Kashmiri only, however, have partly OIA *š* and -*s*- gone to *h*: OIA *šáka ‘potherv, švaśru ‘mother-in-law’, širas ‘head’, māša ‘bean’ > K. hàkh, háf, hír, máh (vs. e.g., Sh. šá, šáš).

#RI-6. The vowel *a* has developed a rounded and backed pronunciation (*[ɔ > ɔ > ɔ]*) in three quite separate areas: the east (centering on Bengali), the northwest, and Konkani. At the approaches to the foci of this phenomenon, for example in Bihari and West Pahari, it might be described as merely phonetic, but when it reaches the point where in some environments merger with */ol/ takes place, as is the case in Bengali when *[i, u]* follow or followed in the next syllable, or in some cases finally, phonology is affected as well. Even without this, the phonological system of the Eastern group has been affected, if not by the above phonetic change alone, then by it in combination with the loss of the length distinction between the high vowels *i, i* and *ã, u*. Together they resulted in a total restructuring of the Eastern vowel systems, making it no longer tenable to consider */l/ the “short equivalent” of old */l/
Although where /a/ remained [a] the restructuring has been less radical, the distinction in the high vowels has been lost elsewhere as well, e.g., in Marathi, Gujarati, and probably Nepali. It is in fact maintained (qualitatively rather than quantitatively, most observers contend) only in Hindi, Punjabi, Sindhi, and other languages of the northwest. (In Sinhalese length distinctions are entirely secondary and do not represent a preservation.)

The low front and back vowels of NIA languages that have them do not, of course, represent OIA ãi, ãu, which merged with ë, ë early in the MIA period. In Hindi, Punjabi, and Gujarati they arise from monophthongization of similar but much later sequences of vowels produced by the Late MIA loss of intervocalic consonants. In the Eastern languages, on the other hand, where such sequences became òi, òu (also ò, ò, etc.), the sources of the open vowels are rather, for Bengali /æ/, mainly MIA ë, ë lowered due to vowel harmony and related causes, and for Bengali–Assamese–Oriya /ɜ/, /o/, mainly MIA a as noted above. In Assamese, it appears (synchronic schematization aside) that /e, o/ represent “normal” ë, a and /e, o/ are products of raising due to vowel harmony or umlaut. Such factors are also clearly operative in Kashmiri, Bashkarik, and other Dardic languages.

#R1-7. It would be useful to distinguish historic umlaut, defined as a change in vowel quality in the basic form of a word due to the influence of following vowels that may no longer exist, from vowel harmony, defined as synchronic variability of a stem vowel in the course of inflection, hence part of morphophonemics (and of the subject matter of the next chapter) – although the latter also has a history. In Bengali and even more in Kashmiri both are significantly present. For Bengali, Chatterji (1926) pinpoints epenthesis (or anticipation of a following vowel) as an important stage in the evolution of historic umlaut, still current in East Bengali, (and, as noted earlier, in Sadani): B. rākhiyā > rāikhyā > rekhe ‘having kept’.
Grierson notes that the same phenomenon gradually increases in the West Pahari approaches to Kashmiri.

It is however at the third periphery of the Indo-Aryan world, in Sinhalese, where historic umlaut (together with other vowel mutations) has gone the furthest, often leaving the Sinhalese word with a complement of vowels very different from its NIA sisters. The vowels a, o, u in originally heavy syllables (Geiger 1938: 18) when followed historically by i (or by y), have been fronted (again through a presumed epenthetic stage) to ä, e, i: OIA pâniya 'water', kōkila 'cuckoo', bhûmi 'earth' > Si. pân, kevîlî, bim. In originally light syllables, there has been assimilation to the vowel of the following syllable: OIA purâna 'old', kapi 'monkey', karuṇâ 'mercy' > Si. paraṇa, kivi, kuluṇu. There has also been what Geiger calls vowel-levelling — assimilation of two unlike vowels to an intermediate third vowel: OIA vihāra 'monastery' > Si. vehera. Finally, there has been replacement of vowels in weak, unaccented syllables with other vowels.

#RI-8. Throughout the northwest, beginning with Sindhi and including "Lahnda", Dardic, Romany and West Pahari, there has been a tendency to transfer of r from medial clusters to a position after the initial consonant: OIA karma 'work' > Kal. krum, Sh. krom, Phal. krâm; OIA dîrgha > S. drigho, L. drîghâ, Phal. drigo.

#RI-9. In Sindhi, MIA g-, -gg-, j-, -jj-, d-, -dd-, d-, -dd-, b-, -bb- became the implosives (g̿, j̿, ɗ̿, ɓ) peculiar to that language (and neighboring Siraiki), while new normal stops arose from other sources (including loanwords, OIA y-, -vy-, clusters with nasals and r, original d- [see below], and deaspiration of initial aspirated voiced stops according to Grassman's Law: see Turner 1924a). Similar developments affected Marwari (Allen 1957b).

The above may be considered the most important recurrent peripheral phenomena in Indo-Aryan historical phonology. What remains is essentially language-specific. The following are among the more striking and important:

#RI-10. In Sinhalese, all original long vowels were shortened. (New long vowels have been formed by contraction of vowel sequences.)

#RI-11. Again in Sinhalese, MIA j, jh (including a layer of former c’s which had somewhere undergone voicing) went to d: OIA jän- ‘know’, pūjā ‘worship’, âcârya ‘teacher’ > Si. dannu, puda, aduru.
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#RI-12. In Maldivian, p has become f: OIA pāniya > Md. fen.

#RI-13. In Sindhi, dentals in clusters preceding r (original or resulting from metathesis, see section 7.9.9 above) became retroflexes: OIA traya- ‘three’, drākṣā ‘grape’ > S. ṭre, drākha. (See Turner 1924b.) In addition, all other surviving d’s became retroflex (implosive) q’s, except when preceded by n: OIA danta ‘tooth’ > S. ḍandu (Bloch 1965: 61).

#RI-14. In a number of Northwestern languages, C + r clusters were neither retained as such nor simplified, but coalesced into new consonant types. In Shina, dr, bhr, vr yielded ž (or ū), while tr, pr, str gave č. In Gawarbati, some Pashai dialects, and partly Bashkarik the voiceless clusters tr, kr and (except in Bashkarik, which here follows Shina: Morgenstierne 1940: 216) also pr give the voiceless lateral λ (OIA putra ‘son’ > Bshk., Savi puł, Gaw. pūl) while their voiced counterparts give ordinary l (drākṣā ‘grape’, grāma ‘village’ > Bshk. lač, Bshk. Gaw. ġām). In the Bhadrwahi–Bhalesi cluster of West Pahari dialects, the products are peculiar laterally-released apical consonants ŋλ, dλ, dhλ (three sets because voiced aspirates are preserved and clusters involving them seem to be treated differently): OIA traya ‘three’, harītra ‘turmeric’, bhrā ‘eyebrow’ > Bhal. tλā, haiḍλ, dhλu. They have other antecedents also: OIA plihā ‘spleen’, guṇa ‘thread’ > Bhal. ṭleī, ḍlunō (Varma 1948: 15–17).


#RI-16. Kashmiri has developed a complete set of palatalized consonants (in addition to new palatal consonants), mainly from postconsonantal MIA -i and -e.

7.11 Conclusions

Demarcations in time and space are not only a practical but a theoretical necessity in historical linguistics, but there is an element of arbitrariness, or at any rate of generalization, in such demarcations. In the Indo-Aryan field we are dealing to a large degree with long-term general tendencies that have been operative over much or even all of its history. While it is appropriate to fix as the period of a certain sound change the one when its effects seem to have been most general, in almost every case, its beginnings can be discerned in a few forms much earlier, and then be seen to have gradually gathered momentum. In space also, changes not yet characteristic of an area (particularly if they are “mainstream” changes) will be found to affect some words in it: e.g., VCC > V:C in Punjabi. Turner has
called attention to this phenomenon in two important articles, *Anticipation of normal sound-changes in Indo-Aryan* (1975 [1937]) and *Early shortening of geminates with compensatory lengthening in Indo-Aryan* (1975 [1970]).

Although Indo-Aryan has its special peculiarities (such as the tendency to retroflexion, and the tenaciousness of aspiration), and it is these which have perhaps attracted most attention, many of its historical tendencies have been, if not universal, at least common in Indo-European, and students of Romance, Germanic, or Slavic will each find much that is very familiar.

Reconstruction, or even simple etymologizing, still presents many challenging problems, due to borrowing from related and unrelated languages, *Mischformen* and vague but persistent areal influences. Attention is called in this regard to two works of S. M. Katre, *Some problems of historical linguistics in Indo-Aryan* (1965) and *Problems of reconstruction in Indo-Aryan* (1968).
Nominal forms and categories

8.1 Introduction: "forms and categories" vs. "morphology"1

At this point in a traditional grammar we would turn to what is commonly called "morphology", a description of the inflections and derivational affixes that affect the forms of words. For the NIA languages, whose paradigms achieve their contrasts through various combinations of inherited synthetic elements, new agglutinative elements, and analytical elements, an account confined to the first of these, or even to the first and the second, would be fragmentary, and not give much of an idea of how these languages actually work. For that, the whole system of contrasting forms at the subphrasal level must be examined, heterogeneous though they may be, along with the grammatical categories they imply.

To be sure, we can still call this subject "morphology", if we adopt, e.g., Zograph's suggested (1976) more flexible definition of the latter (or more precisely of inflection, taken to be the central concern of "morphology"), that is, as including certain analytical elements (e.g., case particles, auxiliary verbs) entering into paradigmatic contrasts. There are compelling reasons to do so. For one thing, the line between such analytic elements and agglutinative affixes is uncertain, particularly since the former are generally ancestral to the latter, through gradual phonetic reduction and adhesion to the stem. (The exceptions are a few affixes borrowed from non-Aryan sources in such languages as Assamese, and affixes of synthetic origin to be discussed below.) A good example is the Bengali genitive suffix -er, from the earlier particle kēra, found as such in Apabhramsa, Awadhi, Maithili, Khashali, Romany, etc., and thought to come in turn from OIA kārya via MIA epenthetic form *kāīra. (See Chatterji 1926: 753.)

It becomes a question, therefore, of stages in a common historical process, wherein it is difficult to determine the precise point of transition from independent particle to suffix. Complicating the problem is the tendency, as older erstwhile analytic elements assume a suffixal value, to spawn a further, outer layer of secondary analytic elements.

Too much importance should not be given to mere conventions of writing in this
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As noted in Chapter 6 (note 2), the Marathi practice is to write many secondary as well as primary postpositions as suffixal to the noun they govern, while the prevailing Hindi practice (in the case of nouns) is to write certainly the former, and also the latter, as separate words: M. mulāsāthī, H. baccē kē liyē ‘for the child’; M. mulālā, H. baccē kō ‘to the child’. In Bengali, where the erstwhile primary postpositions are generally admitted to have graduated to affixal status, secondary postpositions are written as separate words: B. cheleke ‘to the child’, cheler jonne ‘for the child’.

Leaving aside for a moment the question of their demarcation vis-à-vis analytic elements, agglutinative elements themselves clearly must be included in even a conservative treatment of NIA morphology. There is accordingly often talk of a “new morphology” and an “old morphology”. However, the line between these two is also blurred. This is because some inherited morphological elements have come to be wrenched free of their original environments and applied agglutinatively to all members of a class, sometimes in new functions. A common example is the Gujarati plural suffix -o (of unclear but certainly morphological rather than lexical origin?), now added to all nouns capable of pluralization, in most cases replacing the inherited declensional plural but in one subclass of nouns added redundantly to it, thus making an etymologically double plural: ghar/gharo ‘house/houses’, chokri/chokrio ‘girl/girls’, but chokro ‘boy’, old pl. chokrā, new pl. chokrāo. In the same language, the inherited instrumental suffix -e comes to be added agglutinatively after the new agglutinative plural just mentioned: chokrae ‘by the boys’.

The three kinds of elements have also amalgamated in various ways to give new forms, as in the Bengali locative suffix -te, derived from the older locative postposition -ta (cognate with M. -ā(’)t < OIA antar ‘the inside’) + the locative suffix -e (or *-ahi), thus a double locative. Such pleonastic, or “strengthened”, elements are common in NIA, and already in Late MIA.

In view of the fact that a good many of the units in these systems have either disputed or uninvestigated etymologies, a purely historical approach to the subject becomes problematic. Due to extensive and repeated analogical restructuring, reborrowing, and cross-linguistic influences accompanying the phonetic decay of old inflections, the course of development from OIA to NIA is anything but a straight line. It is difficult not only to separate the old morphology from the new, as noted above, but even to identify them. Their identification indeed often depends on the view taken in the etymological disputes just mentioned. The Marathi Restricted Dative in -s, for example, is according to the traditional view (Beames, followed by Grierson and others) derived from the OIA genitive -sya, hence a survival of the old morphology. Bloch (1920: 198–9) rejects this deriva-
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On both semantic and formal grounds: for him the form (of unclear origin) is a "postposition". As Turner (1975 [1927, 1937], 1960) was at pains to point out, the uncertainties are compounded by abnormalities in the phonetic development of frequently used forms, and especially of terminations.

Under such conditions the history of NIA morphology is thus necessarily not only fragmentary and uncertain, but also very complex. Among other things, evidence in the form of literary remains from all stages and subvarieties of Indo-Aryan has to be weighed. Since the primary purpose of this book is to give the reader an overview of Indo-Aryan languages as functioning systems, a basically structural approach will therefore be adopted instead. Historical information will be relegated to subordinate commentary. The reader with a special interest in Indo-Aryan historical morphology is directed to the now classical writers on the subject: Hoernle, Beames, Bhandarkar, Grierson, Tessitori, Geiger, Bloch, Chatterji, Tiwari, Saxena, Jha, Turner, Katre, Kakati, Pandit – with a warning that he will not find an explanation for everything, and that some of the pioneering derivations in earlier works have been rejected by later writers.

The decision to include analytic elements in the "morphological" description, however, does raise the question of the boundary with syntax, or to put it another way, the question of the scope of the so-called paradigms. A degree of arbitrariness will be found in most descriptions. Zograph (1976) notes that from four to sixteen or more "forms" have been attributed to the same noun in different accounts of the same language.

Phonological criteria might be invoked to establish the boundary: the particles and auxiliaries in question are typically unstressed, that is, they are subordinated to the stress of the word to which they are attached. Elements that fail to meet this criterion (i.e. by having an independent stress) could be excluded from the paradigm accordingly. I know of no attempt to apply such a measure across the board in Indo-Aryan. In the absence of one anything said remains impressionistic and speculative, but it is likely that this criterion too would fail us, by including material we might wish to exclude, and perhaps also by excluding some material we might on other grounds wish to include, and worst of all by varying with the stress pattern of each particular language.

Alternatively, since a "word"-like unit might seem to be what is in order we could employ the criterion of adhesion which has been invoked in that context, that is, the non-insertability of other elements between the ones in question. The "adhesion" criterion would need certain qualifications if applied to Indo-Aryan, where for example emphatic particles will be found to be insertable in positions where nothing else can be. However, in the matter of setting up Indo-Aryan paradigms (particularly verbal paradigms) – as with those of English – we may
have to admit that we are indeed dealing with more than one “word” in any case. Perhaps “word” is not the issue, but a certain level of “forms” rather, intermediate between word and phrase, for which an appropriate term is wanting.

Syntax itself can help us at least to focus the problem. As Zograph notes, it is essentially a question of the rightward boundary of the erstwhile inflectional form, not of the leftward boundary. NIA languages are in the main syntactically left-branching languages, certainly so at the clause and phrase levels. That is, modifier normally precedes modified.

Recent linguistic theory would have us take the rightmost grammatical element (e.g., tense auxiliary, case particle) as the proper head of the constructions under discussion here (i.e., hai in H. khātā hai ‘he eats’, liyē – or perhaps just -ē – in baccē kē liyē ‘for the child’), with the lexical element subordinate to and dependent upon it. This appears to have the merit of maintaining a consistency in left-branching in the NIA system, and identifying the head with the element which establishes the syntactic function of the construction. (The actual rightmost surface element in NIA verbal constructions is generally an agreement morpheme, however. To really maintain the aforesaid consistency it may have to be dealt with differently.)

If we adopt instead the view that for some purposes at least the “head” of these constructions is the lexical base (the term lexical head indeed seems to be finding acceptance lately) something interesting emerges. Material to the left of the head so conceived (e.g., the noun, adjective, or lexical verb) is generally attributive and subordinate, i.e. related to it purely syntactically: H. baccāl/chotā baccā ‘child/small child’, acchāl/bahut acchā ‘good/very good’, ānājaldā ānā ‘come/come early’. Material to the right of the lexical base modifies its general meaning in a quite different way, limiting and contextualizing it: H. ā ‘come’, ānā fut. imper. + verbal noun, ātā hai ‘he comes’, ā rahi hai ‘she is coming’. It thus has potential claim on “inflectional” status, in Zograph’s sense. Or we may simply say that this provides a way to initially differentiate syntax from material more conveniently treated paradigmatically in Indo-Aryan. The three kinds of elements found in this potential “inflectional” material to the right of the base, the inherited synthetic, new agglutinative, and analytical, are moreover basically found in that order, although as noted above, an element originating in one category may develop as a member of another.

The above right-of-head criterion does not set apart morphology as such in the traditional sense. The latter generally includes derivation, and there are, along with numerous suffixes, a few derivational prefixes in Indo-Aryan (most of them borrowed from either Sanskrit or Persian, but sometimes detached from these lexical strata, particularly in the latter case, and used productively) – i.e. left-of-
head elements. Derivation in general will receive cursory treatment here as compared with traditional grammars, except for certain borderline cases (derivational according to some analyses, paradigmatic according to others). For exhaustive lists of “formative affixes” (and information on their histories), with which traditional treatments of morphology usually begin, the reader is again directed to the classic historical grammars of various NIA languages.

The syntactic demarcation of potential “inflection” elected above comes at a price if followed consistently, which is always the best policy. The expression of such matters as definiteness and negation becomes (potentially) paradigmatic/“inflectional” in some NIA languages (Bengali) and syntactic in others (Hindi). This may, however, involve a difference worth noting in any case.

The above approach does not solve the problem, as will be apparent below: it merely narrows it. Perhaps some will be quick to point out that the adoption of a generative approach would avoid much of the difficulty, i.e. beginning with syntax and not worrying at all about any syntax/morphology distinction. That option has not been chosen for several reasons: (1) it would overburden the text, already loaded with more data than there is room for, with much redundant apparatus; (2) it would (or should) require a much tighter degree of control of all the languages involved – an impossible task; (3) it would render the data less accessible, which would defeat our purposes here. For this handbook, it will be better to try to maintain a division between morphology and syntax, albeit with modifications.

A slight departure will be made from tradition, however, in the manner of presentation of the data. Rather than in conventional tables, it will be presented here by means of the special standardized chart (Figure 8.1), in which the position of each language corresponds roughly to its geographical position. (The reader is referred to the basic map of the Indo-Aryan languages, Map 1.) This will facilitate areal comparisons and discussion of the mutual influences so important in Indo-Aryan. An actual map would be not only more cumbersome and inflexible, but also misleading, in implying a uniformity or even a degree of knowledge not justified given the diversity of dialects on the ground.

In Figure 8.1, languages named represent only their standard dialects when such may be said to exist, or unless otherwise specified. Any further dialectal qualifications will be made in the “Comments” following each chart. The language names following their conventional abbreviations in the basic chart below will be replaced in the actual figures by the data under consideration. Although the “boxes” representing the various languages will have to be expanded or contracted to accommodate the data, their spatial relationships will remain approximately the same. It is hoped that the reader will quickly get accustomed to
them, and in the process unconsciously assimilate the geographical relationships within Indo-Aryan, if they are not already familiar.

The items in square brackets, [D] and [WPah], referring to the Dardic and West Pahari groups of dialects respectively, are for orientation purposes only. Inclusion of data from these highly splintered groups in the main chart would complicate the latter. Reference will be made to them (and, where necessary, to other dialects and languages not on the chart, including Romany) separately, when they are of special interest. The above scheme, while not complete, does include all the principal NIA languages plus representative regional languages of the Hindi area, necessary to a balanced picture. The “Lahnda” dialects are represented by the southern form Siraiki, mainly because of the latter’s incipient status as a literary language and the availability of Shackle’s comprehensive sketch, but still symbolized by “L.” rather than “S.” or “Si.” to avoid confusion with Sindhi and Sinhalese. Despite its importance and official status, Urdu is not included because: (1) it lacks a clearly defined territorial base, and (2) for our purposes, here it would for the most part simply replicate Hindi.

In certain cases, for example when the data is very complex, it may be possible to represent only the main literary and official languages (excepting Urdu), as in Figure 8.2. This account of NIA morphology will not depart from tradition in another respect, however, and that is in the presentation of nominal morphology first. It will be found that all accounts of NIA, traditional or modern, philological or structuralist, follow this order, and for a very good reason. The verb may be the heart of the NIA sentence, but in many (not all) of the NIA languages it partakes of certain nominal inflections, and its description is simplified if these are understood first.

In NIA, nominal inflections are those which characterize primarily nouns, pronouns, adjectives, and in some languages, also certain numerals and adverbs. As just noted, some of them may also occur secondarily with certain verbal forms. Beyond this fact, the latter are best treated with verbs. The nominal inflectional categories are gender, number, case, and definiteness. While case is found in all NIA languages (by the definition of inflection here adopted), gender is not universal, definiteness characterizes only certain languages, and there is reason to question the universality of the category of number. Gender and number, as well as case, but not definiteness, characterized both OIA and MIA.

8.2 Gender

The first NIA nominal category that needs to be looked at is gender, despite the fact that it does not characterize all NIA languages. Grammatical gender in NIA
is both a syntactic and a morphological category, in that its existence is essentially established through the agreement of forms in different words, binding them together syntactically.

Mere formal differentiation for sex – or other semantic purposes (see Chapter 4) – without such agreement, as in B. dhopāl/hopānī ‘washerman/washerman’s wife’, bāgh/bāgini ‘tiger/tigress’, is something else entirely, akin to Eng. prince/princess, manager/manageress, a part of derivation, no matter how productive. Such “feminine affixes”, particularly those derived from OIA -ini, -āni, are indeed very common in all NIA languages, due to a social need to distinguish the female members of various occupational groups as well as female kin, but – perhaps to belabor the point – despite occasional confusion on this subject in popular NIA language manuals (and even in a few more serious works), their presence does not in itself mean that a given language “has gender”.

Figure 8.1 Basic template of NIA languages in spatial relationships

Figure 8.2 Reduced template of NIA languages in spatial relationships
Gender in NIA often entails declensional differences. It is sometimes also reflected in obligatory pronoun choices—although pronominal differentiation for gender (e.g., he/she/it) is not as common in NIA as in European languages. This chapter will focus on the morphological aspects of gender; its syntactic ones—precisely what agrees with what in the context of a sentence—will be addressed in Chapter 10.

In the NIA languages that have it, gender is an inherent and classificatory property of one class of words (nouns) and a variable or inflectional property of others (adjectives, certain verbal forms, sometimes pronouns and adverbs, and one extremely important postposition). NIA languages also differ as to which of the latter are capable of gender agreement, and whether it is required or optional, and resulting differences in the domain of the category are also important.

Quite analogously to the Romance languages, the subclasses of nouns pertaining to each gender may or may not have overt markers of that status. Their identification depends in any case on the contrasts in the variable words qualifying them. The latter do have such markers—usually but not necessarily a suffix. (With one marginal exception, in Sinhalese, there are no gender-marking articles in NIA.) When nouns do have overt markers, they are generally the same as those of the variable words. Such nouns are often called marked nouns. (Other terms that will be encountered are thematic, strong thematic, extended, augmented, and enlarged. The first is very common but particularly confusing since in the broader context of Indo-Aryan it also refers to Sanskrit nouns with the suffix -a-, the descendants of which are precisely un-marked nouns in most NIA languages.) Unmarked nouns probably outnumber marked nouns, although the latter include many words of high frequency.

It is most convenient to present the gender contrasts that exist in each language by means of the markers that represent them (on variable words—the most reliable source—and on marked nouns) in the Direct Case (“Nominative”) singular, as in Figure 8.3.
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M = Masculine  N = Neuter  F = Feminine  ANIM = Animate  INAN = Inanimate

[D]  K. M F -u, u-C / -i, i-C'  -o, o-C / -i, i-C

Two-gender systems


Attenuated gender

L. M. F -o-l]

H. M F -o-l]

S. M F -o-l]

E.R. M F -o-l]

Br. M F -o-l]

Mth. (M F -o-l]

WR. M F -o-l]

Aw. (M F -o-l]

Bhoj. (F-pers -l/4, i)

G. M N F -o-l]

Bu. M F -o-l]

Ch. (M F -o-l]

Three genders preserved

Ko. M N F -o-l]

O. -

Si. INAN ANIM M F -o-l]

Figure 8.3 NIA gender markers: Direct Case singular

Comments on Figure 8.3

1. There is an obvious general decline in the strength of gender from west to east in NIA. Sanskrit had three genders, preserved in Pali and Prakrit, albeit with the beginnings of confusion of the Masculine and Neuter (always close in any case), particularly in Eastern Prakrit (Magadhi, Ardhamagadhi; see Pischel 1981: sec. 356–8; also Geiger 1916: 78), and quite advanced in Apabhramsa (Tagare 1948: 105–6; Pischel 1981: sec. 359). In NIA, three genders are preserved only in parts of the west: on the chart, in Gujarati, Marathi, and Konkani; also in dialects in their vicinity not on the chart (Bhili, Khandeshi – not, however, in Halbi); finally, in the Bhadarwahi–Bhalesi–Khashali group of extreme northwestern West Pahari, a discovery made by Siddheshwar Varma in 1928.

2. It is sometimes held that Sinhalese also preserves the three genders of OIA, but this is misleading. The system has been completely restructured into one based on “natural” gender (as in neighboring Dravidian), with the basic division between inanimates on the one hand (the so-called Neuter, whose membership therefore includes the inanimate Masculines and Feminines of OIA as well as most Neuters of OIA) and animates on the other, secondarily divided into Masculine and Feminine. (There is a hint of a tendency for such a restructuring in popular Sanskrit itself as used in South India, judging from numerous loanwords in Dravidian languages with the Neuter ending -am, -amu refer-
Khashali (like that of Gujarati) reflects the labializing influence of OIA -m. (The Masculine marker is -o or -a in these dialects.) In some unwritten dialects like Khandeshi, the nasal has finally disappeared but the short vowel of the Sanskrit Neuter (-a-) has been kept, evidently protected by the nasal (and possibly also by a final accent in one type of Middle Indian) for a sufficiently long period. In this way, even the Sinhalese Inanimate retains an organic link with the Sanskrit Neuter (Geiger 1938: 104).

11. The common M/F endings -a, -o, on the other hand, do not represent OIA endings as such, but are rebuilt forms. That is, although the dominant later Sanskrit thematic stems with Masc. Sg. Nom. in -as did have a common external sandhi form in -0 (before voiced consonants including nasals, semivowels, and h, and before following a-), which gave rise to the general Pali and Prakrit (Sauraseni–Maharashtri) ending -0, as we have seen in Chapter 7, this -0 weakened to -u in Late MIA (Apabhramsa), and finally disappeared in most of NIA. (In Eastern MIA, that is, Magadhi and Ardhamagadhi, -as became -e rather than -0, and this -e may be partly responsible for certain case-like phenomena in Assamese and dialectal Bengali, of which more presently.)

12. The modern Masculine -a, -0 marker develops rather from the common Sanskrit suffix -akas (originally a diminutive, later a meaningless “extension”) similarly weakened via > -ak0 > -ago > -ahu, -a to -au (the last still current in older and dialectal forms of Western Hindi), and thence, according to the usual account, in different languages variously to -0 or to -a. A certain degree of areal patterning will be apparent in this differentiation, which may not be without some historical significance. The -0 development links the Central Pahari area and Nepal with Rajasthan and Gujarat, and the latter also to the Braj–Bundelkhand area on the one hand and Cutch and Sind on the other, all except the last areas of medieval Rajput dominance. The -a development connects Standard Hindi more closely with Punjabi and dialects to the west (including most West Pahari dialects, spoken after all in an area once known as the Punjab Hill States) as far as the Pashai of Afghanistan rather than with its immediate Western Hindi group neighbors Braj and Kannauji (which have both -0 and -a in nouns, -0, -au in adjectives). However, -a rather than -0 is the normal development of the suffix further down the Ganges valley, from eastern UP to Bengal, although it is less frequent and not necessarily an agreement marker. The Marathi and Sinhalese developments may be coincidental.

13. The ubiquitous modern Feminine marker -I largely comes in a similar way from the Sanskrit Feminine extension in -ika (in this case possibly retaining more of its diminutive sense) rather than directly from OIA Feminines in -i, which was likewise subject to weakening. Its evolution was no doubt influenced, however, by the existence of a Feminine in -a, at times restrengthened, in all periods of the language. Tss. in -i join the modern descendants of -ika declensionally, whereas Tss. in -0 do not join those of -akas because they are for the most part Feminines. (Masculine Tss. in -a, such as rāja ‘king’, pīṭha ‘father’, based on Nominatives of stems in -an and -a in adjectives. However, -a rather than -0 is the normal development of the suffix further down the Ganges valley, from eastern UP to Bengal, although it is less frequent and not necessarily an agreement marker. The Marathi and Sinhalese developments may be coincidental.

14. Those NIA languages which have not lost their original final vowels, namely Sindhi, Konkani, Maithili, and to some extent Braj, have a second set of gender markers, generally -ul-i (ultrashort -u in Sindhi and Maithili), which do hark back to OIA thematic Nominatives in as > -0 and Feminines in -is, -i. In languages where these vowels have been lost, we have “unmarked” nouns ending in consonants whose gender assignment is generally dependent on the lost vowels: H. dās (m.), rāt (f.); S. dān, rāt. (Additional unmarked subclasses involve nouns, both Tss. and Thbs., ending for various reasons in long vowels that in NIA terms do not match their inherited gender assignment, such as the Tss. Feminines in -ā referred to above, or words like hāthī ‘elephant’, m., from an OIA stem in -in.)

15. In Kashmiri, it is a matter of final vowels (whether original or from extensions is not always clear) having ephemerally influenced the internal vowels of a word (sometimes only in the last syllable, sometimes in all—usually not more than two—syllables) as well as the preceding consonant (and sometimes earlier consonants in a type of domino-
8.3 Number

Number may seem like a straightforward category, but there are a few complications. First, it may or may not have a syntactic (agreement) dimension: in Bengali, Assamese, and Sinhalese it does not. If present, the agreement may be of two kinds: a) agreement (of adjectives, participles, etc.) involving nominal markers of the type discussed in the previous section; b) agreement involving personal verbal endings that distinguish number but are distinct from the nominal markers. Languages may show number agreement of both kinds (as in Hindi and Marathi) or of only the second kind (as in Oriya). We are concerned only with markers of the first kind in this chapter.

Second, it may have a declensional dimension, that is, show different forms with different historical subclasses of nouns. Conversely, it may take the form of an agglutinative affix, attached without distinction to all nouns, or perhaps several...
8 Nominal forms and categories

M = Masculine  N = Neuter  F = Feminine  IN = Inanimate
AN = Animate (or vs. Human, Animal)  HUM = Human
< > = common (no differentiation)  + = Correlative only

Figure 8.4 Gender in pronouns: third singular (= remote demonstrative/correlative) forms

Comments on Figure 8.4

1. This picture differs from that in Figure 8.3 in several respects. Not all the languages that show gender agreement of adjectives and participles have gender-differentiated pronouns: notably Hindi, Punjabi, “Lahnda”, and Gujarati do not. On the other hand, some languages without gender agreement do have such pronouns, notably Assamese. (The reference there is to natural gender, both human and animal: it could hardly be otherwise.) Although such differentiation is absent in other Magadhan languages, and in Nepali–Kumauni and Chhattisgarhi–Bagheli, it is present in a broad band west of these, in Awadhi, Braj–Bundeli, all Rajasthani dialects (and Garhwali), and Sindhi. In all except the last these seem to be analogically constructed rather than preserved forms, and in the case of the Western and Eastern Hindi dialects mentioned, quite recent, i.e. they do not occur in the older literature (which shows only the undifferentiated vaha, so, su).

2. After the apparently recent defection of Gujarati (Old Gujarati preserved at least a Neuter in ta’ ), the threefold distinction of Sanskrit is preserved only—and then only with
considerable remodelling – by Marathi and Konkani (and by certain Bhili and Khandeshi dialects adjoining Marathi; not, however, by Vagdi or other more northerly Bhili dialects). There are threefold systems also in Kashmiri and Sinhalese (in the latter, actually a fivefold system), but these appear to be partly innovations (Neuter = Inanimate) rather than merely preservations of the old system.

3. The other locus of preservation of the OIA Neuter in the Bhadarwah subgroup shows a twofold contrast MF/N in the nominative singulars of pronouns (Bhalesi o/lan, telten), but a different contrast MN/F in the oblique cases (Bhalesi agentive 'o nil/si, 'tenil/test). Several other West Pahari dialects, which do not otherwise distinguish a Neuter, do so in a three-way contrast in the oblique cases of pronouns (relative and interrogative as well as proximate and far demonstrative): Kiunthali tēståssau/tēståth, Shodochi ērs, tēståth/tatā, Mandevali tēståddhātēssā (LSI 9.4: 566, 655, 723). The (undifferentiated) nominative is sē (Kiunthali and Mandevali) or sau (Shodochi). Some other West Pahari dialects (Churahi, Kului, Baghati) distinguish two genders (M and F) in the oblique cases but not in the nominative. All of this reverses the usual NIA pattern of differentiation in the nominative, merger in oblique cases. (Still other West Pahari dialects follow Punjabi and Hindi in showing no gender at all in the pronoun: Sirmauri, Chameali, Pangwali, Padri.)

4. There is nothing special about Dardic beyond Kashmiri: only Shina (ohleh) and its offshoot Phalura (hesolhese) show gender in the pronouns. The others have versions of undifferentiated so or o. Romany, however, has (M/F) jovyoi (demons. odovalodoya).

5. The other point to be noted about these pronouns is that alongside the survival of forms connected with OIA asiiu and its oblique stem amu- (in Bengali–Assamese–Oriya, Marathi–Gujarati, most of West Pahari and Dardic, and in the capacity of correlative [see Chapter 10] in Sindhi, Rajasthan, and various dialects of the Hindi area), we have the appearance and increasing dominance of a form o, ū, vo in the northern plains band of languages from Bengal to Afghanistan, differentiated for gender only in Rajasthani and recently in some Hindi dialects (and in a different way in some West Pahari dialects [see above]). Turner (CDIAL), following uncertain indications in Pischel (1981: sec. 432), derives it from OIA asiiu 'that' (oblique stem amu-) > Pkt aho, but the MIA textual frequency of this is much too low to account for the sudden and widespread appearance of the above-mentioned forms in NIA after the twelfth century. Chatterji (1926) favors an Indo-Iranian form *ava- represented by a solitary form in Vedic (and not in Sanskrit or MIA), on the assumption – which is rather extreme – that it was current in spoken dialects but unrecorded throughout the preceding two millennia. Another possibility, favored by history (diffusion clearly after the Muslim conquest of the north) and geography, and given equal probability by Bloch, is simply the convenient Persian ū (modern o) 'he, she, it' (from the same *ava-), perhaps reinforced by Turkic o. (Prothetic [v-, w-] before o is a common tendency in some NIA as well as in Dravidian languages.) The only thing against it is the dogma that such basic forms are not readily borrowed. There is every indication that they can be, or at least can influence the course of indigenous evolution. Possibly this "foreign" element (after all, Persian and NIA are closely related, which may facilitate such borrowing) coalesced with and gave new life to surviving fragments of asiiu.

affixes, correlated with subclasses established on a semantic rather than a historical basis. Hindi and Marathi, and partly also Sinhalese, are examples of the first type, Bengali and Oriya of the second, while Gujarati is moving from the first to the second.

Third, it may be obligatory or optional. The new agglutinative affixes, especially in the Eastern languages, tend to be optional. In those Eastern languages, such as Bengali, with optional suffixes and no agreement, it is open to
question whether number exists as an inflectional category, as distinct from a
notion capable of facultative expression. Originally plural verbal forms in Bengali
as well as in Maithili and Assamese now have a different function – that of
honorificity (Chatterji 1926: 936, Jha 1958: 473, Kakati 1962: 349–51). Number is
an obligatory category in pronouns in these languages, however.

One feature may be quickly disposed of. There are only two numbers, singular
and plural, in NIA at best. OIA had three, but the old dual quietly disappeared
at the beginning of MIA as a result of various phonological changes, in particular

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
< > & = & no declensional differences & M1, F1 = marked subclasses \\
M2, 3, F2, 3, 4, etc. & = & unmarked subclasses & O = zero marker (direct plural same as singular) \\
+ & = & marker added to sg. (with morphophonemic adjustments) & - = marker replaces ending of sg.
\end{array}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[D] K.</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-C</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>+i</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>+i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-e</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>+d</td>
<td>+i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[WPh]</td>
<td>Ku.</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-d</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>+d</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td>+haru</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A.</td>
<td>&lt;+hula&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;+hula&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;+bar&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-e</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>+d</td>
<td>+i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-e</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>+d</td>
<td>+e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-d</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>+ii</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-d</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>+d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br.</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-e</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>+i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mth.</td>
<td>+lokam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;+subh' &gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR.</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-d</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>+d'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>M2, N2, F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-d</td>
<td>-d'</td>
<td>&lt;+o&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bu.</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>+d'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.</td>
<td>&lt;+man(an), +an, +har(an)&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;+man(e)&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;+man(n)&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;+gur-an, gurik&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;+sobu&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>N2</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-e</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>-i'</td>
<td>+e</td>
<td>+d</td>
<td>+i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ko.</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>N2</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-i'</td>
<td>+d</td>
<td>+o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si.</td>
<td>INAN1</td>
<td>INAN2</td>
<td>AN1</td>
<td>AN2</td>
<td>AN3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>+vaL</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INAN3</td>
<td>INAN4</td>
<td>(AN)</td>
<td>&lt;+varu&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>(AN) &lt;+l=5&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.5 Direct case plural markers: NIA declensional types


**Comments on Figure 8.5**

1. In order to bring out cross-linguistic parallels more clearly, morphophonemic rules belonging to each language have been assumed in the above presentation. Traditional paradigms sometimes ignore them (and differ accordingly from the above), but they rightly need to be abstracted and placed in their own section of a description. Since they are proper to each language (although some general tendencies are also discernible), an exhaustive account of them cannot be given here. They might be divided for our purposes into those involving: a) the manner of joining the suffix to the stem, that is, treatment of steminals, and b) pre-final modifications of the stem itself.

2. The first is often essentially a matter of spelling, although there are small phonetic adjustments involved also. The most typical example involves the addition of the plural allomorph -a (Marathi -a) to marked feminines in -i. Depending on the conventions of the language, the result may be -a" (Punjabi), -iyā (Hindi), -yā (Rajasthani), -yā (Marathi), e.g., the favorite example, 'mares': sg. ko 'rī, ghori or ghodi > pl. ko 'rī, ghoriyā", ghoryā", ghodyā. In all the above languages except Hindi this is really the same ending as is used with unmarked feminines (in Marathi, with one subclass of unmarked feminines): R. bāt/bātā", P. gall/gallā "thing/things", M. veł/veľā "time/times". Finals in -u, ā undergo analogous modifications: M. sānū/sānsvā "mother-in-law/mothers-in-law".

3. Final consonants may also be affected, however. In Marathi, -i, -j, -jh, -s/ before the plural suffix -i, -i": laslalī "vaccine/vaccines", mhaı/mhafı "buffalo/buffaloes", məjhā/məjhi "my" (msg/npl).

4. Examples of the second type include the vowel shortening in stem syllables before long-vowel suffixes which is found with variations in a number of NIA languages. In Hindi it applies only to derivational, not to inflectional suffixes (although the dropping of the vowel al in words of the form CVCAc before such inflections, as in saraksarke "street/streets" might be considered a related rhythmic phenomenon). In Marathi, however, it does apply to i, ā before inflections (even in foreign words), at least in monosyllabic stems, along with some disyllabic ones, although the orthographic change is at present only subphonemic since the long and short high vowels do not really contrast in that language: phit/phitH "ribbon/ribbons", mul/mul+ē "child/children", bahin/bahin+i "sister/sisters". A greater number of disyllabic stems drop i or ā in the second syllable, as well as a as in Hindi: kulıp/kulp+i "lock/locks", refin/refm+i "silk/silks". Bhojpuri is another language where morphophonemic stem-vowel shortening is prominent: ghorāl/ghorānī "horse/hoíes" (LST), rātirātā "night/nightes" (Shukla 1981).

5. A peculiarity of Kumauni is the diphthongization of the stem vowels le, ol, rather in the manner of Spanish (le, ue < e, o): celocelalā (represented by Apte and Pattnayak as celal) 'son/sons', ghorolghwawā 'horse/hoíes'. Along with the change of tu, ol to i/l in the second syllable of disyllabic stems (jibodoljíbada 'tongue/tongues') this is ascribed by Apte and Pattnayak to the operation of vowel harmony, a factor which grows increasingly prominent through West Pahari and culminates in Kashmiri.

6. Changes of both stem vowel and final consonant in Kashmiri may here be treated as morphophonemically conditioned, since in contrast with the Masculine/Feminine alternations, there is in the plural inflection a real suffix (or in the case of MI nouns, where the mark of the plural is palatalization of the final consonant [represented by C in Figure 8.5], at least a tangibly final feature) to do the conditioning. The "suffix" (C) may be said to trigger the same centralization of stem-vowels (a > 3, less consistently u > i-) as in the gender distinctions (brör/brōr "cat/cats"), while the F1 suffix -i entails a change - less easily explained - of f.sg. -a, ā to -a, ā- along with alterations of final consonants (l > j, d > z, t > c, etc.): pat/paci 'board/boards', lār/lārī "house/houses".

7. Figure 8.5 attempts to show the major and regular patterns. There are a number of special cases, exceptions, or minor classes which are not represented, especially in Marathi, Konkani, and Kashmiri. In combination with irregularities in other aspects of inflection (the classes in Figure 8.5 represent only plural types) these could bring the number of declensional classes in Marathi to close to two dozen. The contrast with the
Eastern languages, which have no declensions as such (and no morphophonemic nominal stem-alternates), or even with Hindi, which has four (or perhaps five, counting diminutives like ciri/dairi 'as a special type) but admits no irregularities, is striking. (Marathi plural inflections are given in their Formal Written forms, for purposes of historical comparison [see below]. Colloquially, -e'=[ā] and -i'=[ī].)

8. Sinhalese, however, presents an exceedingly complex picture, combining features of both the Western synthetic and eastern agglutinative systems. The symbol -a in Figure 8.5 represents the subtraction of the Nominative singular ending to form the plural: potāl/potā ('the book/books'. The AN1 suffix -u when substituted for the singular entails gerrination and other morphophonemic changes in the preceding (stem-final) consonant: putu/puttu 'the son/sons', minihā/minissu 'the man/men'. The INAN3 suffixes -u/-i have precisely the opposite effect, i.e. reduction of gernates: vatta/vatu 'plantation/plantations', tādū/tāti 'side/sides', vessalu/vesē 'rain/rains'. The <+ā> suffix is added to kinsiph terms, <+ārvu> has an honorific connotation.

9. Eastern dialects of Awadhi have generalized the ending +ai for all nouns, according to Saksena (1971: 115). Northern Bhojpuri (Gorakhpur) as described by Shukla (1981) has a different system from the one given in Figure 8.5: [+á]wē, ē, ō etc. - possibly all predictable variants of a single ending +ē (cf. E. Awadhi +ai).

10. The most common West Pahari system has -ē for M1 nouns, no plural marker for M2 and F1 nouns, and +i or +ē' for F2 nouns. Bhadawari and Jaunpuri have +ē' for F1 nouns; Baghati has +ā for all Feminines. For both marked and unmarked Neuters Bhadawari has +ā, like dialectal Gujarati: ghar/ghar+a 'house/houses'. (Standard Gujarati has ā for marked Neuters in -u-only: chokeru 'chokra' (o) 'child/children' but gharghar+o.)

11. Except for Shina, which has a system based on -ē (M1), +i (M2) and +ē (M3 and F), with many irregularities, morphophonemic modifications of stem, and minor classes (Bailey 1924), the other principal Dardic languages show an unsettled mixture of zero-marking of the direct case plural, borrowed Persian inflections (+ān), suppletive plurals, and collective suffixes analogous to those of the Eastern languages - in other words little in the way of inherited, even if remodeled, synthetic material.

12. Romany, however, shows a more conventional NIA system: -ē (M1), +a (M2, F1, F2), -i (F3 - apparently made up of non-Indian loanwords, e.g., feldafeldi 'field/fields').

13. The history of the synthetic forms shows considerable remodeling and transfer of forms from one class to another. Largely because of the different historical evolutions of the extended nominals (in M. -akas, N. -akam, F. -ikā), resulting as noted earlier in the NIA marked classes, the NIA direct plural inflections are often more complicated than those of Sanskrit. The Sanskrit system can be reduced essentially to the two endings MF +as and N + (V)n, with a few morphophonemic rules for their combination with the stem (e.g., -a + as = -ās, -ā + as = -ās, -i + as = -yas, -i + as = -yas, -u + as = -vas, -a + -as = -u, etc.). In Prakrit this had already resulted in -ā from -as vs. -o from -as, and the analogical extension of the -o to thematic Feminines (mālā>mālo > mālaō 'garland/garlands'). The Neuter had undergone an epenthetic shift of the -o to produce -āim, -āīm, -āim.

14. A notable NIA development was the transfer of this ending, in languages which did not preserve the Neuter, to the Feminine, to give e.g., Braj +ai (bālībāi), Hindi +e (bālbāe), ultimately applied also to Ts., Perso-Arabic, and English loanwords: H. bhāsā 'languages', kītāb 'books', motāre 'cars'. Thence by analogy it may have nasalized the extended Feminine ending in +ā > +ā̃ as well. Or possibly the extended Neuter ending +akāni > +āim itself in some form was also transferred.9 Another explanation for Feminine plural -ā is transfer from the Oblique (but why Feminines?).

See, however, Bloch 1965: 175 (influences of both forms may be responsible). Analogical levelling has in any case taken place in languages like Punjabi, Sindhi, and Rajasthani, reducing the Feminine plural endings to one. In languages which have retained the Neuter, the nasal component of the plural is confined to the latter (subsequently denasalized in Marathi) and the Feminine remains uncontaminated by it: H. ghoriyā, M. ghodyā 'mares'.
15. Meanwhile, the extended Masculine in *-akāś resulted in -e (Hindi, Punjabi, "Lahnda", Marathi, Konkani, Shina, most West Pahari) or -ā (Gujarati, Rajasthani, Sindhi, Central Pahari, vestigially in Nepali), depending on whether the MIA reductions proceeded through *-aya or *-aa.9 The unextended original thematic ending -ā, Prakrit -ā, in Late MIA shortened to -a, survives in Sindhi and in Konkani (S. hath/hath ‘hand/hands’). Elsewhere such nouns now have zero-ending (H. hāth/hāth). The -ā endings characteristic of Feminines and non-thematic Masculines in Prakrit have similarly been reduced to -u and then lost: as noted above, new systems of Feminine plural suffixes have been constructed from Neuter and extended stem elements.

16. In contrast with the synthetic endings discussed above, the new agglutinative plural suffixes in Eastern and Northwestern NIA (and optionally also Gujarati +ō: Cardona 1965: 66–8) are not employed when the idea of plurality is already conveyed by a numeral or other quantity expression ('many', etc.; in Gujarati also by an inflected adjective). They imply no case (the synthetic endings are Direct Case): the various case endings, including the so-called Nominative of Assamese and dialectal Bengali, are attached to them (see section 8.4). They may be attached only to the last of a series (under circumstances not fully explored).

17. These “plural-formative words” (as Jha calls them) are often common to a wide area. Oriya mān(e) is echoed by Chhattisgarhi, Halbi, and Sadani man. Bengali gulol/guli (the latter is an affective/diminutive) may be related not only to Western Assamese (Kamrupi) gila, but possibly also to Gawarbati gila, Khowar gini, etc. in the far northwest. One of the most common such formatives derives from OIA sarva ‘all’: this lies behind not only the characteristic Bihari sabh (used in Magahi and Bhojpuri as well as Maithili), but also Nepali haru, Malvi (SE Rajasthani) hör (ō), and Chhattisgarhi har. The word lōg ‘people’ is also in wide use for clarifying the plural of persons, not only in Bihari and Awadhi, but in colloquial Hindi itself. It barely makes sense to speak of suffixation here; facultative compounding with words expressive of quantity is a more accurate description, originally perhaps of all these formatives. (Bengali -[e]ra, according to Chatterji, comes from a strengthened Genitive originally preceding a now lost noun of multitude such as sāb.) Commonly different formatives were favored (or experimented with) at different periods of a language. (For a more radical view of these formatives and the category in question, see Dasgupta 1985.)

18. Finally, it must be pointed out that in languages other than those of the Eastern type just discussed, Plurality is quite generally marked in the Oblique case (see section 8.4) even when it goes unmarked, in certain subclasses, in the Direct case. Even in the Direct case, it is often marked in the larger context of the Noun Phrase (i.e. on the adjective) when it is not marked on the noun itself: H. barā makān/bhāre makān ‘large house/large houses’.

the change of /ăul/, its most characteristic ending, to /o̞l/, making it homonymous with the singular nominatives of the common class of -a stems.

The semantic subclasses involved in agglutinative plural marker selection are most typically persons vs. non-persons, but there is often an honorific sense also and the “classes” (and in some cases the markers themselves) are not rigidly fixed. Insofar as these senses are clear they are indicated by vertical positioning (personal, honorific above vs. inanimate, contemptuous above) in Figure 8.5.

The declensional differences involved in gender classes, referred to at the beginning of the preceding section, may now be seen emerging in the direct case (= “nominative”) plural markers. As may be seen, not only do different genders
entail different markers, but marked and unmarked subclasses within each
gender, and sometimes further subtypes of unmarked nouns, do so as well. There
have, however, been some consolidations and simplifications, to different
degrees in different languages.

8.4 Case

In NIA as in any language, case is vitally a syntactic as well as a morphological
category. Its markers establish the function of the NP in the sentence (or partly in
the case of the Genitive, within another NP). These functions will be dealt with in
Chapter 10; our concern here is with the casal forms, insofar as they can be
abstracted from the functions which help define them. Even as a form-category,
however, case is easily the most problematic nominal category in NIA, whether
for cross-linguistic, historical, or single-language descriptive analysis.

In OIA case was also a complex matter, mainly for two reasons. First, oblique
case inflections varied with declensional type as well as gender and number. The
result was a bewildering tangle of endings rather than a system made up of clearly-
marked distinctions. The main ones of Classical Sanskrit, themselves much
simplified from the Vedic language, are given below (as resultant forms, i.e. not
subjected to sandhi analysis).

Second, even if there were some distinctive endings amid the many overlapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8.1 Sanskrit case endings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ones, the functions of the formal cases themselves also overlapped to a disturbing degree. As Bloch notes (1965: 155–6):

Thus the person to whom something is given can be expressed by the genitive, dative, or locative; the person spoken to, by the accusative, dative, locative, or genitive; the place, by the instrumental or the locative, and similarly circumstance and time, by the same cases and also by the accusative. The instrumental and the ablative express at once cause, separation, and comparison and the genitive and instrumental are equivalent to one another when used with gerundives, words expressing resemblance, verbs meaning ‘to fill’, etc. These confusions ... are both the indication and the cause of the disorganisation of the system.

The system indeed began to break down in MIA, as a result both of internal pressures and of phonological erosion, until there was so little left that it could barely fulfill the functions that a case system has to fulfill. One form of Late MIA (Apabhramsa) presented something like the picture presented in table 8.2.

These late MIA forms should be viewed recalling that one of the phonological developments characterizing NIA (Chapter 7) was the loss of final short vowels. The system which arose in NIA to meet the resulting need presents difficulties of quite another sort. There are at least three layers of forms with case-like functions (here I, II, III) in most NIA languages, typically made up of inherited synthetic, new agglutinative, and quasi-analytic elements. Depending both on the language and on scholarly predilections, descriptions have recognized either two layers of affixes and one of postpositions, or one layer of affixes and two layers of postpositions. A second layer of affixes (= secondary affixes) can be equated in a general way cross-linguistically with a first layer of postpositions, but not in its particulars. That is, one of the problems confronting comparison is that a function managed in a given layer in one language is managed in a different layer in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>-u, a, am</td>
<td>-a, ai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>[same as Nominative]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td>-em, im, he, hi</td>
<td>-(e)hi, ehi, ahi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>-hu, ahu, aho</td>
<td>-hu, ahu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive/Dative</td>
<td>-ho, aho, ha, su, ssu</td>
<td>-na, ha-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>-i, hi, him</td>
<td>-hi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.2 Case endings in Late MIA
another language. For example, the Agentive function, taken care of by the Layer II postposition -ne in Hindi, is indicated by Layer I affixes in Sindhi (the General Oblique) and Kashmiri (an organic Agentive/Instrumental).

Here it becomes necessary to make a number of delicate distinctions. Although there is considerable overlap at certain points, the problem of the layers should be separated from questions both of general typology ("synthetic"/"agglutinative"/"analytic") and of etymology (i.e. the question of the etymology of Marathi -s, discussed in section 8.1 above, has nothing to do with the fact that it now clearly functions on Layer II), and the latter from each other. An attempt at some definitions – or at least at some characterizations – of the layers is in order.

**Layer I** mainly consists of bits of inflectional material inherited from MIA/OIA, although not without some shift of function (e.g., the Kashmiri -as inflection, said to go back to the OIA Genitive in -asya, is now clearly a Dative) and rearrangement of forms. It is not always clear what particular inherited inflections Layer I elements represent: with the very great phonological reduction and analogical consolidation of the old declensional system over the MIA period their etymologies are often in dispute.

However, such "primary" affixes (certainly the most salient of them, the General Oblique) are often characterized, despite all the levelling, by declensional differences and by singular/plural differences (e.g., the same Kashmiri Dative is -is for another subclass of masculine nouns in the singular, -i for feminine nouns in the singular, and -en or -(a)n in the plural; the Punjabi Locative is -e in the singular, -i in the plural).

They may be found only in one number, or only with one declensional subclass: e.g., the Punjabi Ablative in o̲ (kheto 'from the field') occurs only in the singular; the Sindhi Locative in i̲ (qēhī 'in the country') occurs only with "unmarked" masculines in ā and feminines in ā, the Sinhalese Genitive in -ēhi > -ē occurs only with singulars of the inanimate class. (In the remaining noun classes in these languages the function in question is expressed by Layer II elements.)

Layer I elements attach directly to the base, with morphophonemic adjustments which are occasionally complex.

Finally, adjectives, where they are declined, take only Layer I case affixes. (Therefore, any case affix occurring with an adjective may be considered a Layer I affix, although not all Layer I affixes may so occur, and this is no help in languages that do not decline adjectives.)

**Layer II** may be defined as (a) attached to the base indirectly, through the mediation of a Layer I element; and/or (b) invariant for all nouns and the same for both numbers. Here the complementarity of the conditions needs to be invoked for cases like the Marathi Dative and Instrumental suffixes lā/nā and nē/ni̲.
which do vary for number (the latter no longer in speech) but are attached via a Layer I element (the Oblique):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{vimān} & \text{ ‘plane’ (N2)} \\
\text{Obl. sg. vimān-ā, Obl. pl. vimān-yā} & \\
\text{Dat. sg. vimānā-lā/Dat. pl. vimānyān-nā ‘to the plane/planes’} \\
\text{Inst. sg. vimānā-ne ‘by plane/planes’} & \\
\text{Inst. pI. vimānyan-ni ‘by plane/planes’}
\end{align*}
\]

Conversely, Assamese cases like the Dative (-o)k) and Locative (-o)l), are not added via any Layer I element, but they do not vary with number. The Hindi “primary postpositions”, such as se (Instrumental–Ablative), ko (Dative), and me (Locative), satisfy both conditions: they are added to the General Oblique (which has a zero-allomorph with several subclasses of nouns in the singular) and are the same in both numbers: vimān [O] se/vimān-o-se ‘by plane/planes’.

Layer I is in fact as good as missing in Assamese (a handful of vestigial Locatives occur, \(^{11}\) but play no role in declension) as in a number of other Eastern languages, but it is desirable for reasons of functional parallelism in a cross-linguistic study as well as for internal typological reasons to still treat the basic Assamese (and similar) case-markers as belonging to Layer II. In generally the same Eastern languages, these affixes can be separated from the base by definiteness markers (8.5) as well as by the new plural formants (8.4): Assamese mānuh-ōk/mānuh-bilāk-+ōk ‘to (a) man/to men’.

It must be stressed that the absence of elements functioning at Layer I does not necessarily mean the absence of etymologically primary affixes. There is such an affix in Assamese, the Agentive (sometimes called “Nominative”) -el-t, which apparently represents a fusion of the old Instrumental -ēna with the old Magadhi Nominative in -ē. It now functions as an agglutinative suffix on Layer II, however (mānuh-e/mānuh-bilāk-e ‘the man/men [Ag.’]).

Morphophonemic variation, while not entirely absent at Layer II, tends to be of a simpler order than in Layer I, most often involving a support vowel used with consonant stems and dropped with vowel stems, or vice-versa, so that some affixes have the shape [V]C(V. . .), some [C]V(C. . .): Bengali Genitive -e]r (guru-r ‘teacher’s’, bāgh-er ‘tiger’s’), Locative -îl(e (bāri-ie ‘at home’, ghv-e ‘in the house’).\(^{12}\)

Typologically, a Layer II element may be either an agglutinative suffix or an analytic particle. As noted earlier, the line between the two is not clear and at least in part conventional. Etymologically, it is usually a much reduced (typically to one syllable or less) and unrecognizable form of a once independent word, but it may also be, as already noted, a primary inflection which has been dislodged from Layer I and come to function on Layer II (that is, unrestrictedly, and
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separated from the base by a Layer I element if available or by a plural formant). The Gujarati as well as the Assamese Agentive (both in -e) have such an origin.

Under certain conditions, which need more investigation, Layer II elements function as true clitics, that is, as suffixes to a phrase rather than a word as such. For example, they often occur only with the last of a series: H. rām, sām, mohān ko 'to Ram, Shyam, and Mohan'. This is never true of Layer I elements.

Layer III in turn would be definable as mediated by a Layer II element, most often a Genitive (in some language also a Dative, Ablative, or even an Agentive or Locative). However, since in a number of NIA languages such an element is optional (particularly when it is a Genitive: H. lār ke sāth 'with the boy', B. chele rānghe, but G. chokrā nisāthe/chokrā sāthe, P. munde de nāl/munde nāl), to be usable such a criterion would have to be reformulated to read "potentially mediated". In a number of languages the mediating Genitive is obligatory with pronouns (where the possessive adjective is equivalent to the Genitive) even when not with nouns: H. me-re sāth. B. āmā-rānghe 'with me', but also G. mā-rī sāthe, P. me-re nāl.

Even such a modified criterion is not universally applicable, however: in Marathi, the Genitive tends to be omitted with pronouns not referring to persons (mā-jhyā-barobar 'with me' tyā[ci] barobar 'at the same time' tyā-cā sāthī 'for him' tyāsāthī or tyā-cā sāthī 'for/on account of that')14). Moreover, in Marathi the pronominal criterion is a double-edged sword. Under certain conditions, elements which belong in Layer II may also be mediated by a Genitive: Abl. mā-jhyā-hūn 'from me', Instr. mā-jhyā-ne 'by me', even Gen. itself mā-jhyā-cyā-ne (Katenina 1963: 129–31). Sometimes the use or non-use of the Genitive connector involves slight differences of meaning or emphasis: gharā bāher/gharā-cā bāher 'out of the house/outside of the house' (Kavadi and Southworth 1965), or merely rhythmic considerations (in some languages, but by no means in all, there is said to be a tendency to use the Genitive with longer postpositions).

Fortunately there are some additional criteria characterizing a Layer III element, especially vis-à-vis a Layer II element:

(a) It lacks morphophonemic variants, may be longer than one syllable, and usually retains a fairly transparent connection with an independent word (most often a noun, sometimes an adjective or participle), of which it is generally a (sometimes obsolescent) primary (Layer I) case form. It often entails a variable Genitive (see below) connector in such a case form as well: H. 9 ke pīče 'behind' < Oblique form of (kā) pīchā 'its rear', G. (nī) puthe 'behind' < Locative form of puṭh 'back', M. (cyā) māge ('') < Instrumental form of māg 'track' (< OIA mārga 'road'); cf. māgil 'previous, hinder'. In cases where, e.g., the Oblique has a
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zero-allomorph, there is nothing distinctive about the postposition itself, but the connecting Genitive, if present, is in the Oblique (contrastive in Hindi only if the underlying noun is masculine): H. ṍke andar ‘inside of’ < ṍkā andar.

(b) It is semantically more specific. E.g., as compared with a more diffuse Locative on Layer II or perhaps Layer I, Layer III typically mediates such concepts as ‘on top of’, ‘under’, ‘behind’, ‘inside of’, ‘near’, etc.: in Hindi ṍke āpar, ṭke nice, ṭke pīche, ṭke andar, ṭke pās, where ṭ, representing General Oblique, is Layer I, the Genitive postposition ke is Layer II, and āpar etc. are the Layer III elements. Compare the more general H. Layer II particles me ‘in’ and par ‘on, at’, and the even more general Bengali Locative suffix -[t]e ‘at, in, on, (from, by, etc.)’. (The Bengali Locative, or more properly Instrumental-Locative, also functions as an Instrumental with Inanimates, and is really the product of fusion of two cases, both originally primary, plus a Locative postposition.)

There are, however, some borderline cases, typically involving elements which do not bear any resemblance to a functioning lexical item, e.g., the Punjabi instrumental-sociative postposition ṭnāl, the Marathi sociative ṭ-fi and allative ṭ-kaded, the Assamese allative -[d]kīência – and elements such as Marathi ṭ-sāthi meaning ‘for’, have a substantially grammatical function, yet may in some cases take an optional Genitive linkage, and in relation to another postposition (clearly belonging to Layer II) are more specific. On the other side of the problem are postpositions like Hindi me ‘(in), par ‘(on), and tak ‘(up to), which fulfill all the formal requirements of Layer II elements in terms of lexical opacity and non-Genitive linkage, but are too many (as well as a bit too specific) for a basic case function like Locative (as compared, again, with Bengali -te or Marathi -t).

It is not surprising that the boundary between Layers II and III is somewhat fuzzy when it is considered that Layer III is the recruiting ground for Layer II. It is to be expected that at any given time there will be some elements in a state of transition.

Certain complex formations raise the question of a Layer IV. One involves phrases of the type (cited by Zograph 1976) H.–U. ṭkī ṭidmatśevā me ‘for, to’ (lit. ‘in service of’), M. ṭ-cyā yogā-ne ‘in connection with’, which have Layer II case markers (instead of Layer I case markers) following lexical nouns (tidmat ‘service’, yog ‘connection’). The question is, especially where the noun has primarily a relational rather than a concrete signification, are these a further type of postposition (or subtype perhaps, on the “active periphery” of Layer III), or are they simply oblique case nouns, albeit abstract ones, preceded by Genitive modifiers X-kī, X-cyā, as in rām ke ghar me ‘rāmācya gharāt ‘in Ram’s house’? The issue is complicated by items like H. X ṭ ke bāre me, ‘about, concerning’, where the Persian loanword bārā, bārah ‘time, turn’ (normally bār) is not
common outside of this context in the extended meaning 'subject' (unlike viṣay in the partial literary equivalent X° ke viṣay me°). In short, another indeterminate boundary arises because of the occurrence of some items mainly in the context of such phrases.

Although postpositions of the type of H. keliye ‘for’ are commonly called compound postpositions (in contrast to those like par ‘on’ which are called simple), another question arises regarding postpositions that are truly “compound”, i.e. made up of two significant parts: sequences like H. °me° se, G. °mā° thi ‘from in, from among on the one hand, and P. vicc-o° ‘from inside’, kolo° ‘from near’, S. m-a° (= me° -a°) ‘out of’, vat-a° ‘from (a person)’, M. khāl-ūn ‘from under’, var-ūn ‘from on’ on the other. Those of the first type, with a final Layer II element, are perhaps best treated not as units but as a special instance of the clitic function of the second element, here as suffixed to a postpositional phrase (G. ghar-mā° ‘in the house’ + thi° ‘from’ = gharmanda° thi), but in the case of those of the second type, which have a final Layer I element, there are difficulties in the way of such a treatment in that Layer I elements by definition cannot act as clitics. Are such sequences then to be ascribed, by virtue of their semantic complexity, to a Layer IV or to a special sublayer of Layer III, or, in cases where both elements belong to Layer II, even to a special sublayer of Layer II? Undue multiplication of distinctions on Layer II is to be avoided, since, as will be noted, this is the primary locus of basic case markers.

Perhaps it simply needs to be recognized that the way to preservation for a Layer I element lies in cliticization, and attachment to a postposition may be seen as a first step in such a process, which need not entail forfeiture of Layer I status (although suffixation to a postpositional phrase represents a significant expansion of function). Sindhi is particularly problematic in this regard, in that the Layer I element in question, å° (“Ablative”), while imparting semantic complexity to some postpositions, is simply the necessary adverbializing formant in other cases (°aggā° ‘in front of’, °hēthā° ‘under’). And what of °khā° ‘from, than’, more common in Ablative–Sociative function than å°, but related formally to °khē° ‘to’ in the same way that mā° and tā° (‘out of’, ‘from on, away from’) are related to me° ‘in’ and tē° ‘on’? And what then of °khā°-pō° ‘after’, °khā°-afē° ‘before’?

Finally, there are cases like B. pārjo-nto ‘up to’, ānjār ‘according to’, dhore ‘during’ (for others see Seely 1985, Page 1934), generally recognized as postpositions, but which attach to the noun directly, without benefit of linking elements (even optionally) from either Layer I or Layer II. Should phrases with these be treated in some other way, perhaps as adverbiai compounds? Such elements, which are “true” Layer III postpositions (i.e. preceded by linkage elements) in some other NIA languages, shade in turn into such elements as M. -artha ‘for’, in udāharanartha ‘for example’.

15
There is a question on Layer I of the status in the system of vestigial old case forms other than the General Oblique when, as is often the case, they are found only with a limited set of words and are replaceable with Layer II forms except in certain fixed phrases. They can be viewed as having assumed the aspect of lexicalized adverbs. (The most widespread cross-linguistically are Locatives, followed by Instrumentals and Ablatives: M. ghar-i, WRaj. Aw. Mth. ghar-e, P. kār-e, Or. ghār-e, etc. 'at/to home'; M. gharīn, P. kāro ‘from home/the house’.) The question is, how limited is too limited? All but the historically preoccupied may be content to accept a single item, such as ghāre, as synchronically a lexical adverb, but what about primary Locatives said to be “restricted” to words referring to places and times? What if such expressions are functionally very basic and frequent? What if such endings are applied also to borrowed words (cf. Sindhi fahar ‘in the city’, vaqat ‘at the time’)?

At this end of the case spectrum also there would thus seem to be an indeterminate continuum, this time between lexicalization and productivity. In the representations of case that follow, such primary case remnants will accordingly not be excluded, but will be placed in parentheses if truly restricted to a “small” lexical set, a somewhat arbitrary judgement.

Zograph remarks that all the aforementioned levels cannot represent case, at least not in the same sense. Investigators’ judgements have varied. Some with strong historical predilections have recognized case only in the inflectional fragments on Layer I, however restricted lexically or functionally. This is hardly a tenable position for NIA. Most would agree with Zograph that the locus of NIA case-marking lies with the agglutinative suffixes and particles of Layer II. Nevertheless it is undeniable that, in some languages at least, Layer I retains some case-marking capacities, and that, in almost all the languages, certain case-marking functions extend also to Layer III: not only is there what might be called the finer locative tuning of the particular local “cases”, but there are also “extended” datives (benefactives?), ablatives, and instrumentals marking either basic general syntactic functions themselves (as alternatives to Layer II markers), or some special aspect of them. Not all Layer III postpositions lend themselves immediately to such interpretations, to be sure, but even the most recalcitrant can generally be seen as some extension of (usually) an instrumental or locative function.

Except for the fact that in NIA the elements involved occur in successive layers to the right of the base, this whole problem of case-marking and adpositions, including the matter of indeterminate boundaries of the system and of its component subsystems, is not unlike that found in familiar European languages. It is more precisely paralleled, however, by the situation in neighboring Dravidian. There also are to be found a Layer I (an Oblique form, e.g., Telugu illu‘in’, Tamil
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vīṭa/vīṭ- 'house' – not found with all nouns, or, if preferred, with a zero-allomorph, just as in NIA), a Layer II (the basic case affixes, attached to the Oblique form if it exists: inā-ki, vīṭa-kku 'to the house'), and a Layer III (more specific "postpositions", added to various Layer II affixes – which may be optional: vīṭa-kku mēlē 'above the house'). See Arden 1937: 74–7; 1942: 125–7.

By way of anticipation, a further parallel lies within NIA itself. The layered build-up of basic case markers and specialized postpositional extensions, with its indeterminate boundaries, is strikingly similar to the relation between markers of aspect and Aktionsart in the verbal system.

It is axiomatic that a language should be described in terms of its own system of contrasts, not in terms of some external framework (even that of the Sanskrit grammarians). When comparing a number of languages, however, it is necessary to compromise this principle to the extent of providing a framework large enough to accommodate the contrasts of all the languages being compared, and therefore larger than required by some of them individually. (In addition, in describing NIA case systems, the matter of the layers often results in contrasts absent in one layer showing up in another.) This larger framework within which the contrasts of individual languages may be displayed to advantage, will be drawn in what follows from the collective maximum of NIA formal case contrasts on the Layer II level. This will generally accommodate Layer I contrasts also, with certain exceptions which will be given special treatment. That will not be attempted here but only suggested, by giving certain Layer III markers as extensions of Layer II categories.

The oblique cases with distinct Layer II markers in one NIA language or another are Dative (or Dative–Accusative), Agentive (or Ergative), Instrumental, Sociative (or Comitative), Ablative, Locative, Genitive, and Vocative. Maximal differentiation (seven of the eight) appears to be in Marathi ("-lā/nā, -ne/nī, -ā, -hān, -ā, -cās, -o-no") and Nepali ("-lāt, -le, -sitala ga, -bātā, -mā-, -ko-, -ho"), in both of which the Agentive and Instrumental are combined. (Asterisks indicate "declinable" markers, variable for gender, number, and sometimes case itself.) It is generally in the Ag/Instr/Soc/Abl area that categories may be variously collapsed: e.g., Hindi combines Instrumental, Sociative, and Ablative ("-se") while differentiating Agentive ("ne").

The Nominative (or Direct – as contrasted with Oblique [see below]) would accordingly be the unmarked case – except for the fact that in some forms of NIA it too is marked (with an -e: in East Bengali dialects a legacy of Magadhi -ake < OIA -akas; in Oriya animate plurals ultimately from the Vedic Instrumental plural in -ebhis, according to Chatterji 1926).

Since at this point we are interested in case forms, not case relations, labels are drawn from traditional morphology rather than case theory. In general (that is,
with some overlap) distinct forms do imply potentially distinct functions (on Layer II, less clearly on Layer III). Nepali, with an overabundance of what seem to be Layer II elements, is problematic here: in the Ablative area there are -dekhi and -bhandā as well as -bāta (see above), with partially different functions, while Sociative -sita and -sa’ga are apparently completely synonymous.

It should be noted that (in contrast with Sanskrit, and also with Dravidian) there is no Accusative case in NIA (except possibly in some forms of colloquial Sinhalese, where Gair detected what may be an Accusative).

The status of the Genitive as a true case form (as against an “adjectival form of a noun”) has been challenged. It was not recognized as a kāraka (which, however, has to do with case relations) by the Sanskrit grammarians. It lacks obvious differentiated equivalents in Layer III. However, it does act in several NIA languages as a suffix to a phrase, not just to a noun: M. āplyā-javāl-cī (vastre) ‘(the clothes) which [he had] with him’, G. tem-nā-mā-ṇā (ek) ‘(one) among them’ (Lambert 1971: 246), H. mez par ki kitābe ‘the books on the table’ (Subbarao 1984: 189). It also marks grammatical relations on the clause level as well as on the phrase level in Bengali at least. It is attached via an Oblique (see below) where this exists, like other Layer II case markers. All things considered, it is convenient to treat it as a formal case even while recognizing its special characteristics. Chief among them is its capacity to inflect like an adjective (in languages where adjectives inflect), in agreement with the noun which the Genitive phrase modifies, and the existence of special equivalent forms (possessive adjectives) in the pronominal paradigm.

The Vocative is essentially a Layer I phenomenon, except for plural forms in Marathi (mulg-yān-no ‘Boys!’), Nepali (chorā-harūho), and Sinhalese (minisu-n-i ‘People!’), where it shows typical Layer II mediated attachment. Elsewhere it often coincides with the Nomīnitive or with the Oblique, but it has distinct forms in Punjabi and Sindhi (and in the Hindi plural -o as contrasted with Oblique plural -o: bhāiy-o aur bahan-o ‘Brothers and sisters!’ – a common speech-opening formula). Since the Vocative plays no role in syntax, and is thus marginal to the case system as such, it will not be dealt with further here.

Before proceeding with a more detailed examination of the remainder of the NIA case spectrum in the above framework, it is necessary to deal with a peculiar Layer I element that does not fit in it, namely the General Oblique, already unavoidably referred to. In many NIA languages the General Oblique occurs only before Layer II elements (except in a few fossilized expressions, such as H. bhākho morā ‘[I’m] dead of hunger’ – if indeed this oft-cited example is not a fragment of some other primary case: cf. the P. Ablative in -o’). In a synchronic description of such languages (as of Dravidian languages) it is thus sometimes treated as an “Oblique Base” rather than as a “case” at all, since it really has no casal function. In a few (principally Northwestern) NIA languages, however, it
does have independent syntactic functions, chiefly agentive. As an important building-block of NIA case systems, it must be reckoned with in any case. Its forms are shown in Figure 8.6.

--- = no contrast with Nominative
\{\} = no contrast, but Nominative historically
< Oblique
\(\) = vowel-lengthening \(\text{=anusýāra}\)
\(\text{AN} = \text{animate} \quad \text{INAN} = \text{inanimate}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K.</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*sg. is</td>
<td>as</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*pl. -an</td>
<td>-an</td>
<td>-an</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P.</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. -e</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. -â</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>(á)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ku.</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. -a</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. -an</td>
<td>-(a)n</td>
<td>-an</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N.</th>
<th>M1 (M2) other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. (l-â</td>
<td>-d) ---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. ---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| L. | M1 | M2 | M3 | F |
|----|----|----|----|
| sg. -e | --- | --- | --- | --- |
| pl. -yâ | +â | +un (á) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H.</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. -e</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. -o</td>
<td>+o</td>
<td>+o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. -e</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. +an</td>
<td>+un</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E.</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. -a</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. -â</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Br.</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. -e</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. +an</td>
<td>au</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R.</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. -d</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. -d</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aw.</th>
<th>---</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg.</td>
<td>(+e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.</td>
<td>(+an)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bhoj.</th>
<th>---</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg.</td>
<td>(+e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. *(+an)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A.</th>
<th>---</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mai.</th>
<th>---</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg.</td>
<td>(-â)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G.</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>N1</th>
<th>N2</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. -a</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. ---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bu.</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. -e</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. -(a)n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ch.</th>
<th>---</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg.</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. ---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M.</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>N1</th>
<th>N2</th>
<th>N3</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. -yâ</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+yâ</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>+e</td>
<td>+i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*pl. -yâ</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+yâ</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+â</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| O. | sg. | --- |
|-----|-----|
| pl. | -(y) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ko.</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>M3</th>
<th>N1</th>
<th>N2</th>
<th>N3</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg. -yâ</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+yâ</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+e</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+e</td>
<td>+i</td>
<td>+i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. -yâ</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+yâ</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+â</td>
<td>+â</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Si.</th>
<th>IN AN AN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sg.</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. +vala</td>
<td>+n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8.6** NIA case markers, Layer I: the General Oblique

**Comments on Figure 8.6**

1. The ubiquitousness of the nasal element (in the form of -\(\text{-}\) or -\(\text{n}\), and generally as -\(\text{-â}\) or -\(\text{-an}\)) as the distinctive marker of the Oblique plural throughout NIA, even in distant Sinhalese, will be apparent. Outside the chart it is represented also in Romany (-\(\text{en}\)),
2. In some dialects transitional to the Eastern group, this -an (or -an(h)i) has spread to the Direct plural, erasing the distinction: dialects of Awadhi, Bhojpuri, Magahi (Aryani 1965: 16), and in earlier forms of Maithili, now lost according to Jha (but cf. the modern plural formant lokān). In Bhojpuri (starred), -an has replaced the Direct plural in the "standard" dialect described by the LSI, but not in the Northern (Gorakhpuri) dialect described by Shukla 1981.

3. In Sinhalese, the Nominative sg. in -ā (Figure 8.3) is also an old Oblique (<MIA Genitive in -āha: Geiger 1938: 95–6).

4. The declensional scheme for Marathi could be elaborated further (cf. Konkani) by including, under each of the gender classes, further subclasses (mainly consisting of Tss. and other loanwords) ending in vowels, with no Direct/Oblique contrast in the singular. The Oblique used to be formed by lengthening the vowel, if short: pati/pati ‘husband’, vastuvastu- ‘thing’ (but rājā ‘king’, cākū ‘knife’, no change). With the loss of length contrast in the high vowels, this was purely graphic, and has been done away with in the new spelling (pati, vastu). The plural Oblique, formed by adding anusvāra to the vowel (pati-, vasti-, rājā-) is – like the rest of the Marathi plural Oblique – partly but not purely graphic, in that the anusvāra (‘), which is otherwise silent, does come alive (in the form of a homorganic nasal) before common suffix-postpositions beginning with certain consonants: paṭiṅ+na ‘to the husbands’.

5. The starred Kashmiri forms given are Datives rather than General Obliques, but they are the closest thing to the latter in the language, both in function (as the most common although not the only base for postpositions) and, as will be apparent from the plural at least, in form (for the good reason that they probably also go back to the OIA Genitives in -asya and -anām).

6. It would be tempting to treat the Bengali animate plural forms with -d-, -di-, (= -dig- in older sādhu bhāṣā) as Obliques, since they form a base for all the oblique cases in the plural: meel/mē-mē ‘girl/girls’ (Nom.), meel/ke-mē-d-er-(ke) (Dat.), meér dārām/mē+d-dēr dārā (Inst.), etc. They would be unique (together with Sinhalese inanimate -vala) in that -d- is a secondary rather than a primary form. They are unique in any case (and recent), but the analysis is also messy. Although the -er element would seem to be the same as the Genitive suffix (see Figure 8.7), -der works as a unit in clitic function: cor-dākāt o dāṣō lokder (nīmūl koren) ‘(He extirpated) thieves, dacoits, and wicked people’ (Bender and Riccardi 1978: 69). The optionality of the Dative-ke with these plural forms, with the result that the Genitive normally does duty for the Dative (= Accusative) as in the above example, need not detain us, since it accords with the tendency to substitute the Genitive for the Dative that comes to the fore again and again in Indo-Aryan – in Sanskrit, in sister NIA languages (Kashmiri, and everywhere in the plural), and elsewhere in the syntax of Bengali itself (see Chapter 10).

7. Particularly in the plural, where they are most widespread and uniform, the Oblique endings are not extra morphological baggage devoid of function. Their function is apparently to mark plurality itself, in a context where it may be particularly important to do so. In the Nominative, verbal agreement may serve to indicate plurality (in many of the languages at least) even where plural marking is spotty. Significantly, those languages which lack regular Oblique plurals (Gujarati, Assamese, Nepali) have case-independent agglutinative plural marking instead.

8. Attention is called to the peculiar Oblique singular suffixes of Awadhi, Bhojpuri, and Maithili (also to be found in Magahi and Angika). According to Shukla 1981 and from what can be gleaned from the LSI, they are phonologically conditioned so that they often occur with nouns which do not have overt Oblique-marking in other NIA languages: H. khet kol Bhoj, khet-e ke ‘field’ (Dat.), H. ghar kol A.w. ghar-ai, ghar-e ka, Mag. ghar- e ke ‘house’ (Dat.). These are optional except with certain verbal nouns (where in Maithili–Magahi the suffix is -ā: Mth. dēkhab ‘to see, seeing’ > dēkhab-ā sau ‘from seeing’).
8 Nominal forms and categories

1 = Layer I  II = Layer II

( ) = occasional inflections
*= (preceding) Oblique linkage

Inflected forms displayed as follows:

SG: MDir, (NDir), FDir / MObl, (NObl), FObl / additional case forms
PL: MDir, (NDir), FDir / MObl, (NObl), FObl / additional case forms

|= form identical with form directly above
+| = form identical with Direct Case equivalent for gender
(or, in Kashmiri, with preceding oblique case)
8.4 Case

Comments on Figure 8.7

1. Two layers are basically sufficient to display NIA Genitive marking, although it could be argued that certain other declinable (= adjective-forming) postpositions (often with such meanings as “like”), e.g., G. (na)jevu, Siraiki (s)ava, H. jaisa, but sometimes with local and other meanings) constitute Layer III equivalents of Genitives. (The K. declinable postposition kyt ‘for’ goes formally with this group but semantically with the Dative.)

2. In Rajasthani and Gujarati, the additional case is Agentive-Locative. In Kashmiri, the oblique categories are Dative, Ablative, and Agentive, in that order.

3. The Kashmiri Genitive is even more complicated than indicated above. There are two other markers besides the one given, -uk and -un, both fully declined. The first goes with masculine inanimates (kary-uk ‘bracelet’s gold’, gama-ci baradr[ manz ‘in the village’s brotherhood’), the second with masculine proper names (ram-un gur ‘Ram’s horse’). These restrictions, together with the complex morphophonemics of their addition (allegedly to the Ablative, but with peculiar truncations), make them close to being Layer I markers. The “general” Genitive, used with plurals, feminines, and animate masculines (i.e. not with inanimate masculines), is not without such features also, however. It is added to a modified form of the Dative, from which its allomorph sund acquires (see Figures 8.6, 8.8 and Grierson 1973: 34) an s- after masculine singulars guri hund zyon ‘mare’s birth’, but m3liki-sinzi kathi ‘owner’s words’ (Bailey 1937: 26, 28).

(In the presentation of the paradigm of hund above, J follows Bailey with slight symbol modifications. Grierson has hondlhandislhandi, etc.)

4. Elsewhere on Figure 8.7 the Genitive is purely a Layer II marker, except in Sinhalese, where the Layer I markers -a, a go with Inanimates while the Layer II marker -ge goes with Animates (plus Tss. Inanimates). The Layer II markers in k- and -r, r- (the latter including most West Pahari dialects, besides Rajasthani), along with Sindhi jo and Marathi -ca (also found as an alternative form in Konkani: -co) may all go back to various nominal forms of OIA jkra, kgya, kga (contamination of ktya), via kera, kara, kajja, etc., although Chatterji favors the adjectival suffix -kka as the source of, or at least an influence on, the k- forms, since a single k in medial position (once it became a suffix) would normally have been lost (as in Bengali -er from kera). In the West Pahari dialect Shodochi, both the -r and the k- have been lost, giving -au an (declinable: vs. Dardic [see below]). Romany still shows kero (or kiro); note also Maithili, Awadhi, Chhattisgarhi, Bhadarwahi.

5. In the “Dardic” languages beyond Kashmiri, however (not shown), we have what certainly seems to be Layer I marking of the Genitive, preserving primary inflections: Shina -i (sg.), -o (pl.), Khowar -o (sg.), -an, -an (pl.), Kalasha -as (sg.), -an (pl.), SW Pashai -as (sg. +pl.), Bashkarik -an (pl. +sg.), Gawarbati -ana (pl. +sg.). Some of these forms also double as General Obliques (cf. probable origin of NIA Oblique) or Datives (cf. Kashmiri).

6. In Oriya -k3 is found with personal nouns only (following plural-Oblique -gy-) and has an honorific connotation: bhog/ban/gyk3. The Bhojpuri form is from Shukla 1981.

NIA languages differ as to whether they treat (on Layers I and II) agentive, instrumental, sociative, and ablative functions as one case or several. E.g., in Hindi, a ne marks the active agent, while a se marks the passive and causative agent + instrumental, ablative, and some sociative functions, but in Marathi a nelni marks both active agent and instrument, while ablative and sociative have separate markers -hun and -fi respectively, and the passive agent takes a Layer III marker -kadan. Hence it will be convenient to treat these cases together in Figure 8.9. In a number of languages the Locative also overlaps these areas in form, but because of its different syntactic role and Layer III extensions it is best treated separately (Figure 8.10).
**Nominal forms and categories**

1 = Layer I  II = Layer II  III = Layer III

- (preceding) Oblique linkage
  - (preceding) Dative linkage
  - (preceding) Genitive linkage
  PN = pronouns only
  * = inflected form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer I</th>
<th>Layer II</th>
<th>Layer III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-is, -as, -i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-en, -(a)n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;nə&quot;-de-&quot;lai&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;ləi&quot;-&quot;ləgi&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;kə&quot;-&quot;kəte&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;e&quot;-&quot;ko&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;ke liye&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;kəhə&quot;-ləi</td>
<td>&quot;jə-vəstə&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;nəi&quot;-&quot;kətəi&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;-əsəkə&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;-əzəlai&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mth.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;-əkə&quot;-&quot;lai&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;ne&quot;-&quot;vəstə&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;nə&quot;-&quot;mətə&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;-lədə&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;-əsətru&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bu.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;kəhə&quot;-&quot;ləi&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;kəhə&quot;-&quot;kələnə&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;kəhətər&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;lə&quot;-&quot;kəhətər&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;lə&quot;-&quot;bər&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;-lə, -nə&quot;-&quot;sətən&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;&quot;-&quot;pəi&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;-&quot;pəkəkə&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ko.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;k(a)&quot;-&quot;ləgi&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;kəhətərə&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.8  Dative case markers in NIA

**Comments on Figure 8.8**

1. West Pahari Layer II Dative markers include -kh (Jaunsari), kəh (Sirmauri, Baghati, Kiuνθαλι), be (Kului, Inner Siraji), bo (Bharmauri), lai (Shodochi), jə (Mandeali, Chameali, Bharmauri, Bhadarwahi-Bhalesi), jē (Pangwali), and ni (Churahi, Khashali).
2. Dardic Layer II Dative markers include kəkələki (Shina), ka (Bashkarik), ke (Torwali, Gawarbarati), kəi (Kalasa), te (Khowar). Romany has kələge.
3. The Layer III markers shown generally mean 'for' and 'in order to'. In some cases (Nepali, Shodochi, Marathi) a form of the marker most often in question (lə, lai, lai, ləi, ləi, ləi, ləi, ləi) - all derived, according to Bloch, from the MIA past participle of the root.
A primary Locative is found in many NIA languages, either as vestigial fragments or as forms usable with a fair number of words. The usual form is -e (Punjabi plural, Marathi -í, Assamese allomorph -i, -y), which does not represent the Sanskrit Locative -e but must come from MIA forms such as -ahi, -ahi. Locatives in -ái survive in Rajasthani and in -hi in Maithili. The original OIA Locative in -e, -í may survive in the palatalized consonant of such vestigial Kashmiri forms as nal ‘on the neck’ – from Nom. nál. As mentioned above, the primary Locative has for phonological reasons merged with the Instrumental in a number of languages, either as a Layer I or a Layer II form.

NIA languages have in most cases nevertheless found it necessary to develop more distinctive Layer II Locative markers as well as more specific markers on Layer III. Many of the latter will be found to be nouns in the (primary) Locative case. A few languages distinguish motion vs. rest: Assamese, by appending -ətə. 

Primary Locatives survive in many NIA languages, either as vestigial fragments or as forms usable with a fair number of words. The usual form is -e (Punjabi plural, Marathi -í, Assamese allomorph -i, -y), which does not represent the Sanskrit Locative -e but must come from MIA forms such as -ahi, -ahi. Locatives in -ái survive in Rajasthani and in -hi in Maithili. The original OIA Locative in -e, -í may survive in the palatalized consonant of such vestigial Kashmiri forms as nal ‘on the neck’ – from Nom. nál. As mentioned above, the primary Locative has for phonological reasons merged with the Instrumental in a number of languages, either as a Layer I or a Layer II form.

NIA languages have in most cases nevertheless found it necessary to develop more distinctive Layer II Locative markers as well as more specific markers on Layer III. Many of the latter will be found to be nouns in the (primary) Locative case. A few languages distinguish motion vs. rest: Assamese, by appending -ətə.
Figure 8.9 Agentive/Instrumental/Sociative/Ablative in the main NIA
Comments on Figure 8.9

1. The complexity of the data on Figure 8.9 makes it possible to display only the “main” NIA languages (plus Maithili) in the space available. It is hoped that from these the reader may nevertheless get an idea of how this group of functions is differentiated or combined, and distributed over the three Layers, in various languages. (Only Nepali, among those shown, does not make much use of the Layer option here (all markers are Layer II), although it does so elsewhere, in the Dative area for example: see Figure 8.8.)

2. Primary (Layer I) Instrumental affixes, derived from OIA -ąkʰəna, are found (sometimes retaining a nasal element) in Kashmiri, Sindhi, Marathi, Sinhalese, Oriya, and Maithili as shown, and also in Magahi and Bhojpuri, Konkani, Bhili dialects, Rajasthani (āi), Garhwali (-n), Dogri (r̥-, -r̥), almost all West Pahari dialects (generally -e, although Jaunsari has -e and Bhadarwahi -ei), and in the Dardic group in Gavarbati (-e, -i), Khowar (-en), and Kalasha (-an). (They are apparently absent from Pashai and Shina, and from Romany.) In many cases they double as an Agentive: not, however, in Marathi (which employs a Layer II suffix in this function, the Layer I suffix being primarily adverb-forming) or in Sindhi (which uses the General Oblique). “Lahnda” (Siraiki), which lacks a Layer I Instrumental, also uses its General Oblique as an Agentive, as do some forms of Rajasthani in the plural. In the Kului, Mandeali, and Chameali dialects of West Pahari, the Agentive (or Agentive–Locative) coincides with the Obliques of M1 nouns (ghörê) and in all plurals but not in singular M2 (ghar-ê, hāthi) and feminine (ḇêti-ê) nouns, where an extension in the direction of agglutination may be seen to have taken place.

3. Full agglutination of the suffix, and concomitant transfer to Layer II, can be seen in Assamese and Gujarati – incomplete in the latter in that it can still be used both ways, that is, either added directly to the stem or to an Oblique: ghodō > ghode, ghodāe.

4. It has in many cases merged with a primary Locative after loss of its distinctive nasal element (e.g., in Rajasthani, West Pahari, and Oriya), or even retaining that element (Dogri). As noted earlier, in Bengali it has also merged with a secondary Locative. In Gujarati, however, there remains a shadow of a distinction between the two in that the homonymous Locative -e does not behave like a Layer II suffix, that is, it is only added directly to its noun.

5. A distinct Layer I Ablative survives (in the singular only) in Oriya (-u) and in the west: Marathi (-ān), Sindhi (-ā– in the plural this is used agglutinatively), Siraiki (-ā, -yā), Punjabi (-o), Dogri (-ā, -ē), Gogri (-ā), Kashmiri (-i, -ī – distinctive for masculine nouns only), Kalasha (-ou, -ani), and Khowar (-ār). In Sinhalese it is the same as the Instrumental (-ey, -iy – used only with Inanimates, although in both numbers).

6. The most widespread Layer II marker in these functional areas is that represented by H. -re, found in various forms (sa, sa’, sau, sə, sə’, sə) throughout the Hindi area from Bihar to Rajasthan and beyond, in Sindhi (-sə), Marathi (-fə), even in Sinhalese (-hā, Literally) and Khowar (sum). In Pahari it seems to be found only in the far western Bhalesi dialect (səi); possibly Kumauni -heī, hai also belongs here. Turner is uncertain whether to derive some of these from OIA sama ‘equal’ or sa-hiē ‘accompanying’, but traces only Sinhalese -hā and Bashkarik -sah to OIA sama ‘together with’. Functionally this element tends to combine instrumental, sociative, and ablative; in Marathi it is only Sociative; in Sinhara, a suffix -se, possibly of different origin, is only Agentive. (Hindi-are se, etc. is an agentive marker also, in passive, causative, and potential constructions.)

7. Where this element is absent or much restricted (Marathi, to some extent Sindhi), these functions are divided among several postpositions, e.g., P. to-, nāl, B. -e, theke, N. -le, -bātə, -dekhi, -bhandə, -sitə, -səɡa, M. -ne/nī, -hun, -fi. The Marathi postposition -ne/nī combines Agentive and Instrumental (like Gujarati -e, Nepali–Kumauni -le); Hindi–Punjabi ne is only Agentive.

8. Outside the context of certain predicates of “interaction”, Sociative is marked mostly on Layer III, with secondary postpositions which Turner traces back either to sārtha ‘caravan’ (H. sāth, G. sāthe, K. sīit, also Torwali, Shina, W. Pahari, etc.) or sāngə ‘contact’ (B. -eʃənge, O. -əsānge, etc. Marathi -əbərbar, from Persian barəbar (‘breast to breast’), is peculiar to that language.)
9. Instead of simple 'from' several Western NIA languages (plus Oriya and Sinhalese) seem to favor what might be called Delocal Ablatives of the type 'from in', 'from on', 'from under', 'from near', etc.: M. -ätün, -varün, -khälün, -päsün (and many others); S. mā 'manjhā', tā, hēthā, vatā; P. (vi)cco, uto, khallio, kolo, even G. mā 'thi, par-thi (more frequent than equivalent Hindi expressions). The primary Ablative suffixes, especially the sharply restricted M. -ün, have as their main function the formation of such complex postpositions. Only a few of these are represented on Figure 8.9.

10. An interesting mirror-image of these cases, namely “directive-datives" ('towards-in’, 'towards-on’, 'towards-behind’, 'towards-near’) was discovered by Siddheshwar Varma (1938) in the remote Khashali dialect subgroup of West Pahari (‘-ma fii, -tirini, -pái-ilí, -kani - d. Kumauni).

11. It has been noted by Morgenstierne for Khowar, and applies equally to a number of other languages, that in the area of these as well as other case functions the prevalent pattern is the use of Layer I markers with inanimates and of Layer II markers with animates.

and -dt or -e respectively; Oriya, by appending -ku and -re; and Sinhalese, by appending -ta and (less consistently) -è; as noted above, Oriya and Sinhalese add 'motion from' to this system. (See also reference to Khashali above.)

At least the Layer II forms generally have some quasi-grammatical as well as "local" functions.

In Figure 8.10 below which illustrates the essence of this marking system, space considerations again make it possible to include only the principal NIA languages.

8.5 Definiteness

The fourth category that enters into NIA inflection, Definiteness, is one that is unknown to Sanskrit and MIA, and affects only a minority of the NIA languages. In these, however, it is an important and inescapable feature. The remaining NIA languages are by no means without definiteness marking, but it is marked syntactically, not morphologically. (For Hindi ko in this syntactic function, see Chapter 10.)

There are two types of NIA morphological definiteness marking, the Eastern (Bengali-Assamese-Oriya) type and the Sinhalese type. Both affect only singular nouns, along with numerals and some pronouns. Terminology can be confusing in this area (see Masica 1986), but in both cases also, it is a matter of specifying, through suffixes, the status of a noun in discourse as identified (previously mentioned or known = "definite") or as unidentified (new = "indefinite").

The Sinhalese type involves the suffixed “Indefinite Articles" -ek (Animate) and -ak (Inanimate, sometimes also Feminine), derived from the numeral 'one' (OIA eka), but not identical with it, since eka 'one' occurs as a numeral before the noun (with or without the suffix). Nouns without them are deemed to be Definite (Identified): lamayallamayek ‘the boy/a boy'; potalpotak ‘the book/a book'. They impart the same sense of Specified–Indefinite (Unidentified) to numerals: lamay
8.5 Definiteness

° = preceding Layer I linker (General Oblique or other)
ë = preceding Layer II linker (Genitive or other)

Sample of typical local cases displayed thus:

'inside/outside'
'on, above/under, below'
'in front of/behind'
'near'

Figure 8.10 Locative and local case markers in the main NIA languages
dennāllamay dennek ‘the two boys/two boys’. Certain usages with a suffixed -ek in Assamese, Oriya, and other languages (O. mās-ek ‘a month or so’) may indicate the origins of such a system.

The Eastern type uses specifier suffixes (sometimes called “articles” – Kakati calls them enclitic definitives or numeratives) derived from a numeral-classifier system (B. -tā, -ti, -khānā, -khāni; O. -ta, -ti; A. -to, -zon, -khñ, -khon, -gos, -dal, etc.) which itself is most elaborate and intact in Assamese, and clearly of non-Aryan origin. (It is a prominent feature of mainland Southeast Asian languages.) Added to nouns these suffixes specify Identified status (B. cheleṭi ‘the child’); added to numerals preceding nouns they specify Unidentified status (B. ekṭi chele ‘a child’). The distinctions among the suffixes involve not gender, which is absent in these languages (although animacy is relevant), but size, shape, affect, etc. Use of an element with numerals does not imply its use as a suffixed specifier to nouns: B. aṭjon bhādrolok ‘a gentleman’, but not *bhādrologjon ‘the gentleman’.

In both types, case suffixes follow these elements in declension: B. cheleṭike, cheleṭir ‘to the child, the child’s’; Si. kadē-ṭa ‘to the shop’/kadē-ka-ṭa ‘to a shop’.

### 8.6 Adjectives

Even where adjective inflection is the rule, only one class of adjectives (“variable”) is inflected; the rest are invariable. The variable class is nevertheless important, not only because of frequency but because its inflections are shared by the ubiquitous Genitive postposition (Figure 8.7) and in part by participles which play a vital role in the verbal system (see Chapter 9). They also play a role in marking plural or oblique status in situations where this is not marked on the noun itself (e.g., especially nouns of the M2 class such as dukāndār ‘shopkeeper’, hāthī ‘elephant’).

Adjectives are inflected for gender, number, and case, i.e. not for definiteness. (Maithili “definite adjectives” referred to by Jha 1958 seem to be merely variable adjectives [pp. 284–5], and/or adjectives used as nouns [p. 360].) Adjectival case inflection is confined to Layer I cases. Typically this means an opposition only of Direct/General Oblique (H. choṭā ghar/choṭe ghar se ‘small house/from the small house’), but in languages with additional Layer I cases adjectives may reflect these too: G. nānu- ghar/nānā ghar-thiṅṅa ghare ‘small house/from the small house/in the small house’. In Kashmiri this means inflection for Dative, Ablative, and Agentive, masculine and feminine, singular and plural – sixteen combinations in all (e.g., ṣmis bāḍis hīņās fāḥzādas ‘to this big-like prince’, Bailey 1937: 37).

There are, however, various neutralizations in the adjectival declension. In many languages, number is neutralized in the masculine oblique (H. chote ghar
me “ichōte gharo ‘me’ ‘in the small house/houses’). In Marathi, both number and gender are neutralized in the Oblique: all adjectives are made to end in -ya. Number (as well as case) is neutralized in the feminine in Hindi and Gujarati (H. bari kitāb/bari kitābe ‘big book/books’) but not in Punjabi, Sindhi, or Marathi (P. vaḍḍi kitāb/vaḍḍiā ‘kitābā’). In Nepali, gender (when observed at all) is generally neutralized in the plural: rāmro choro/rāmri chori rāmri choro haru, chori haru ‘good son/good daughter/good sons, daughters’. (Generally the adjectival inflections are the same as those shown for the Genitive marker in Figure 8.7. Greater elaboration is sometimes found in Sindhi for the Oblique; in Figure 8.7 only the simplified uniform obliques are given.)

Some NIA languages do not inflect adjectives at all: Bengali, Assamese, Oriya, and Sinhalese do not. In languages of the transitional belt (Nepali, the Bihari group, the Eastern Hindi group) inflection is truncated and often optional, and in any event only for gender and/or number, not for case.

OIA (= *IE) comparative and superlative inflections of adjectives do not survive in NIA (except as isolated lexicalized forms). Comparison is expressed through a syntactic construction.

8.7 Pronouns

In most but not all NIA languages personal as well as some other (relative, interrogative, indefinite) pronouns show distinct Oblique vs. Direct bases, and in the 1st and 2nd persons special adjectival forms in lieu of Genitives. A few languages have special forms for the 1st and 2nd person Agentives (in Gujarati arguably for the 3rd person, interrogatives, and relative as well). In other languages (Hindi, Punjabi) these Agentives have ousted old Nominatives. As mentioned earlier, Hindi has special forms for the Dative.

A number of NIA languages lack 3rd person personal pronouns, using deictics (demonstratives) instead. These are differentiated for a minimum of two categories (distant/proximate) and in some languages for as many as four: e.g., Sinhalese mēkalōkalarakaēka ‘this one, that one (by you), that one (yonder), that one (not in sight, only spoken about)’. They may be differentiated for gender as well (see Figure 8.4). The Bhadarwahi–Khashali dialect group is unique in distinguishing gender in 1st and 2nd person plural pronouns: Bhad. aṣ/āṣā ‘we (m.)/we (f.)’ (S. Varma 1938: 8).

Marathi, Gujarati, and some forms of Rajasthani (Marwari, Harauti) conform to a Dravidian pattern in distinguishing 1st person exclusive vs. inclusive pronouns: M. ḍāṁhiṅāpan, G. amēḷāpan, Marw. mhē “lāpā”.

An honorific system of varying elaborateness is superimposed on the pronoun system: use of plural for singular, use of special forms of nominal origin. The basic pronominal declension may be illustrated as in Table 8.3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dir.</th>
<th>SG 'I/me/my'</th>
<th>PL 'we/us/our'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
<td>ah</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalasha</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shina</td>
<td>ma</td>
<td>mas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashmiri</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romany</td>
<td>me</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjabi</td>
<td>mai-</td>
<td>mai-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siraiki</td>
<td>me-</td>
<td>me-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindhi</td>
<td>mā-</td>
<td>āū-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gujarati</td>
<td>hu-</td>
<td>me-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Raj.</td>
<td>mha-</td>
<td>mhai-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Raj.</td>
<td>mai-</td>
<td>mai-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braj</td>
<td>hau-</td>
<td>(mainai)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumauni</td>
<td>mai-</td>
<td>mai-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepali</td>
<td>ma</td>
<td>ma-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Hindi</td>
<td>mai-</td>
<td>mai-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awadhi</td>
<td>mai-</td>
<td>mai-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhojpuri</td>
<td>ham</td>
<td>ham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maithili</td>
<td>ham</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assamese</td>
<td>mōi</td>
<td>mōi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengali</td>
<td>āmī</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriya</td>
<td>mū-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marathi</td>
<td>mī</td>
<td>mī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konkani</td>
<td>hāv</td>
<td>hā'v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinhalese</td>
<td>mama</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.7 Pronouns

Comments on Table 8.3

1. The symbol – means that the case in question (generally the Agentive) does not exist as such in the language; a blank space means the case is formed by simply adding the regular case particle used with nouns to the Oblique stem as given; parentheses ( ) indicate certain idiosyncrasies within this principle (e.g., addition of the regular case particle to something other than the normal Oblique); * indicates a form inflectable for gender and number.

2. In the line of Sanskrit given for comparison, the Instrumental is given in the Agentive column and the Accusative in the Oblique column.

3. The forms of the 1st person pronouns may be taken as representative of those of the 2nd person pronouns also, where questions of honorificity (e.g., H. tūm) complicate the picture with regard to number (the old plural being used as a singular in many cases), with a confusing lack of sociolinguistic equivalence of forms cross-linguistically (e.g., H. tum is familiar, M. tumhi is respectful; among old singulars M. tū, P. tū are less rude than H. tū). Old plurals may have plural reference or may require supplementation with an agglutinated indicator of plurality (-log, -sabh).

4. This problem is not entirely avoided even in the pronouns of the 1st person, where old plurals have come to be used as singulars in many languages, especially in the east. The old singulars are now archaic or dialectal in Bengali (mu), Maithili (Obl. mohi), Bhojpuri (me'mo'), etc. As noted earlier, another common displacement has been that of the Nominative by the Agentive (< Instrumental), in Hindi, Punjabi, and also in Braj (mau' for hau'), W. Rajasthani (Marwari: mhai' for mhâ'), and elsewhere. Indeed the present Direct forms in Assamese and Bengali (Kakati 1962: 312-13), and probably of Marathi (cf. Bhadarwahi Dir. au', Ag.-Obl. mi'), also hark back to Instrumentals.

5. The history of pronouns is also characterized by irregularities of phonetic development (Turner 1960, Katre 1965, 1966). OIA ahām is most clearly reflected in Konkani hāv (also âu', in Mangalore Konkani), G. hu', Braj hau', Old Bengali hāu', Bhadarwahi au', and Kalasha ā. OIA vayam is reflected in Shina be and in K. bi- (singular). Note the apparent preservation of the s of the OIA oblique cases in the plural forms of Punjabi, Siraiki, and Sindhi. The ham forms are not from ahām but from the oblique base asm- (or Vedic asámë) > samh- (cf. Marathi, Rajasthani) > jham- (Tiwari 1961: 450).

Interrogative pronouns, like interrogative words in general, generally begin with K- in NIA. (Exceptions are the words for 'what' in Sinhalese, Gujarati, Sindhi, Romany, and Shina: mokakda, fu', chá, so, and jēk respectively; the first merely involves a prefix.) Most NIA languages (unlike Sanskrit, except as implied by the Neuter) distinguish between animate and inanimate (or personal and impersonal) interrogatives ('who/what') in the Direct but not always in the Oblique cases.

Indefinite pronouns also begin with K- (being derived from OIA interrogatives) and make a person/thing distinction ('someone/something').

Alone among IE languages, NIA has preserved (except in Sinhalese, Romany, and the Dardic group beyond Kashmiri) distinct relative pronouns (Bloch 1965: 197), rather than using forms derived from interrogatives. The distinction extends to subordinating conjunctions (when, where, etc.), with complete sets beginning (most generally) with J- paralleling the interrogatives with K-.

This discussion would not be complete without reference to the pronominal suffixes (or enclitic pronouns) found in certain languages mainly on the western
periphery of NIA, e.g., in S., L., and most elaborately in K. (Hook and Koul 1984b: 123–35): -s, -kh, -n, -vi, -kh indicating subjects of intransitives and patients of transitives; -m, -th, -n, -vi, -kh indicating agents of transitives in non-ergative tenses and patients of transitives in ergative tenses; -m, -y, -s, -vi, -kh indicating experiencers or recipients (see Chapter 10), often in combination. Thus tse on-u-th-as bi yör 'you brought me here' vs. tsi-ch-u-s-th bi yör anân 'I am bringing you here' (ibid. 127-8). Cf. S. ândomâ ñe 'I brought him', likhiâ'âva 'written by him for you' (Egorova 1966: 51). Although this phenomenon owes much to the influence of neighboring Iranian, it must not be forgotten that OIA itself had a set of enclitic pronouns. For a full discussion see Emeneau 1980 (1965): 136–57.

\[
\begin{array}{l}
I = \text{personal/impersonal (or m.f./n.)} \\
* = \text{also special feminine forms (not shown)} \\
[] = \text{Oblique form} \\
\]

\[\text{Sanskrit} = \text{ka}b\text{hl/\text{kim} (m./n.)} \]  \\
[\text{ka}z\text{ya} (\text{Gen.})]

Figure 8.11 NIA interrogative pronouns: who, what?
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Comments on Figure 8.11

1. In addition to feminine forms (\(,*\) – primarily where short final vowels have been preserved, in K., mainly as “shadows” with effects), a number of languages, mainly in the center and west, also have special Oblique plural forms for the personal interrogative, e.g., K. (kaman, Dat.), P.H.Br.Aw. kin, S. kane, kine, Siraiki L. kinhä", Bhoj. kinhant(i).

2. Forms analogous to S. ker\(\ast\) are found also in P. (ke\(\ast\)rā\(_{\ast}\) ), Multani (kerhā\(_{\ast}\) ), and some West Pahari dialects (Mandeali kēhrā\(_{\ast}\) ), but mean ‘which’ [adj.] (in the latter case, ‘like what’). On the other hand, the kaun, kon “animate/personal” forms generally also can mean ‘which’ when used adjectivally (sometimes with an extension, as in H. kaun sā\(_{\ast}\) ). Some languages have kon forms (meaning ‘who, which’) in addition to those given above (e.g., N. kun). In Oriya, on the other hand, k̄ōn refers to inanimates (‘what?’).

3. Sinhalese distinguishes between persons (kavu\(_{\ast}\) ), animals (moka\(-\) ) and inanimate objects (mokā\(-\) ). The -da is the general interrogative particle.

4. Note that pronominal forms typically preserve Layer I case marking even in languages (e.g., in the east) where this has otherwise been lost.

Sanskrit = interrogative + particles:

\[\text{kō'pi, kaścid, kaścanākim api, kiṃcid, etc.}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D</th>
<th>[K. kā'hi(_{\ast})/ke'ishāh]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P. ko'iku'j</td>
<td>[W.Pah] ku. kai'ke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. kā'hi(_{\ast})/kuij</td>
<td>H. koil/kuch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. ko'ikh</td>
<td>Mth. ko, ke(<em>{\ast}) kich(</em>{\ast}) kathā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W R. ko'ikai</td>
<td>ER. koil Br. koil/kachā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. ko'ikai</td>
<td>Bhoj. keul/kichu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. kuij/kāhi</td>
<td>O. kehl/kichī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ko. ko'ipā/kā'hi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.12 NIA indefinite pronouns: someone, something

Comments on Figure 8.12

1. Forms of the inanimate indefinite kachu, kichu (<OIA kiṃcid) are found as alternate or archaic forms in languages other than those shown (e.g., Awadhi).

2. Gender differentiation (\(,*\) ) is present in the personal indefinites in Sindhi and “Lahnda” (feminine = S. kā, L. kai).

3. Direct/Oblique case differentiation is also present in some languages for the personal indefinite, e.g., H. koī [kisī], B. keu [kāu], S. ko [kāhe].
1 = singular/plural

Sanskrit = yah*/yē*
[yasya*/yēśām*] (Gen.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>K. yus/yim*</th>
<th>[yemis/yiman]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. jo</td>
<td>[jis/jinā]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ku. jo</td>
<td>[je/janan]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N. jo; je</td>
<td>[jas]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L. jo</td>
<td>[ja'jinhā]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H. jo</td>
<td>[jis/jin]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A. zi; zih</td>
<td>[zā]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S. jorjē</td>
<td>[jāhēljine]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. R. jo*</td>
<td>[jī'jā]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Br. jojē</td>
<td>[jājīn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mth. je</td>
<td>[ja'jan']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W R. jo, jiko*</td>
<td>[jūl/ja'']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aw. jō, jaun/jī</td>
<td>[jī'jīn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bhoj. je, jaun</td>
<td>[jaunā]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. jeljārā</td>
<td>[jā'jāder]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G. jeljēo</td>
<td>[jeljem]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bu. jo</td>
<td>[jījīn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ch. je, jaun/jīn</td>
<td>[jaunā]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O. jeljemāne; jegurīka</td>
<td>[jā]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ko. jo*; je?je*;ji*</td>
<td>[jā'jā']</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Si. (absent)

Figure 8.13 NIA relative pronouns: direct and [oblique]

Comments on Figure 8.13

1. The asterisk again indicates there are additional feminine forms (not shown), e.g., in S. and WR. jā, in M. and Ko. ji. A semicolon (;) separates masculine from neuter (or personal from impersonal) forms, e.g., in N. and A.

2. The declension of relative pronouns, like that of interrogatives, closely parallels that of demonstrative or "third person" pronouns, which are given only in their Direct Case singular forms in Figure 8.4 ("Gender in pronouns"). E.g., H. jo [jis/jin], kaun [kis/kin], vah (vo) [us/un] 'that/those', yah [jis/in] 'this/these'.

Verbal forms and categories

9.1 Introduction: the basic NIA system

The development of the NIA verbal system has been in many ways similar to that of the nominal system – although the verbal system is a much more complex thing. In both cases, an OIA system with functionally unclear categories and an often meaningless profusion of forms, further eroded (both phonetically and otherwise) in the MIA period, has in NIA not only been “repaired” but “rationalized”: formal distinctions have been sorted out and more sparingly employed to signal, on the whole, real functional distinctions. From a typological and historical point of view these new systematized paradigms are made up of various combinations of inherited-synthetic, neo-synthetic/agglutinative, and so-called analytic (discrete) elements.

The NIA verbal paradigm, like the nominal, normatively involves successive layers of “inflectional” elements to the right of the lexical base (H. [mai] já rahā thā, B. [āmi] jāchilām ‘[I] was going’) although in some Northwestern languages certain analytic elements may be transposed to the left of it under special conditions (negation or with certain question words):

P. mai jāndā sä ‘I used to go’
   mai na ‘i sä jāndā ‘I didn’t used to go’

S. hū kam karē thō ‘he is working’
   hū kam na thō karē ‘he is not working’
   hū chā thō karē ‘what is he doing?’

In one language, Kashmiri, one set of such elements is normally found to the left of the base but under special conditions to the right of it): (bi) chuslōsus gachān ‘I am/was going’ (also = ‘I go/used to go’).

With these minor qualifications, the basic plan of the NIA finite verb may, with a little squeezing (i.e. positing zero markers) be expressed by the following formula (c standing for an element of CONCORD):
That is,

\[
\text{VERB STEM} + \text{Aspect Marker} + (\text{CONCORD}) + \text{Tense/Mood Marker} + (\text{CONCORD})
\]

The two concord markers are bracketed because one or the other may be absent in one paradigmatic form or another in one NIA language or other. Not, however, both, except in one major language, Colloquial Sinhalese. On the other hand, both are present in many paradigmatic forms in a number of languages. Although positing a "zero marker" here would not be as well-motivated as may arguably be the case with the other categories, it will better maintain the parallelism of the paradigms and therefore the clarity of the presentation if we put an "X" in the positions indicated when concord is altogether absent.

The above formulation of the NIA system, although it may have certain universal resonances (e.g., with respect to the typical status of tense indicators vs. aspect indicators in terms of distance from and/or independence of the verbal base in most languages), is not based on any such considerations, but is derived strictly from an extrapolative comparison of the NIA languages themselves, keeping in mind both forms and functions. It remains a norm, to which there are exceptions in NIA itself (typically in peripheral languages), but central enough so that these may be usefully treated as deviations. It is important in any case for the purposes of this book that an attempt be made to cut through the jungle of conflicting terminologies in extant descriptions of individual NIA languages and identify the common features sometimes hidden by them. Those features only emerge when, with due apologies to local traditions and to the preferences of individual authors (which may be well-founded), the conflicting terminologies are replaced by a uniform terminology and viewpoint. In settling on that terminology, however, the most prevalent traditions in Indo-Aryan linguistics have been taken into account. Radical innovation at the expense of ready intelligibility would serve no useful purpose: the goal is merely greater consistency. As a further concession to intelligibility, attention will be called to well-established language-particular nomenclature that differs from the one used here.

Like the nominal system, the verbal system is a dynamic one, but the cutting edge of its refinement is not the furthermost rightward boundary (as might appear with the nominal system, where it is primarily the rightmost category of Case that is expandable\(^3\)), but rather the potential for further differentiation within each constituent category (including \text{CONCORD} and the \text{VERB STEM} itself). The expansion of each category may indeed be partly achieved through "rightward" increments
within it, but it may also be through “vertical” substitution of elements. With each
category having its independent potential, there is thus no general rightward
progression from general to specific, as might appear to be the case with the
nominal system, nor is there a general rightward progression from inherited
synthetic through agglutinative to analytic elements, any of which may be found
utilized at various points (i.e. within each constituent category) in the final string.

The above formula does not cover non-finite forms. They play an unusually
important role in NIA syntax (which strains toward, although it does not quite
attain, the Dravidian ideal of one finite verb per complex sentence). It is often
customary to deal with them first in NIA descriptions, not so much for this reason
perhaps as because of the role they play as formal components of finite verbal
expressions themselves. Doing this exhaustively, however, entails dealing with
subordinate and derived expressions prior to dealing with the basic or main clause
expressions which are in a sense their source. In departing from that tradition to
give precedence to the latter, we still have to deal with those forms that enter into
finite expressions as forms. A full inventory of non-finite forms as such, however,
will be deferred until a later part of this chapter, and the main discussion of their
syntactic role until Chapter 10.

Before discussing language-specific paradigms, a bit more needs to be said
about each of the basic “inflectional” categories, that is, **concord**, Aspect, and
Tense/Mood.

### 9.2 Concord

While by no means a definitional prerequisite, concord (or “agreement”), often
rather complex, is characteristic of most NIA finite verbal expressions. Some of
these complexities are syntactic – the question of which sentence element or
elements the verb agrees with: as far as possible, discussion of these will be
deferred till Chapter 10. Other complexities, however, are indeed morphological,
and sufficient to occupy our attention in this section.

The essence of these is that in most NIA languages there are several sets of
concord suffixes, used with different tenses or other components, a situation not
unfamiliar from the Romance languages (Spanish **habl-Q** ‘I speak’, **habl-é** ‘I
spoke’, **habl-é [that] I speak’, **est-o que hablando** ‘I am speaking’, etc.) – except that
in NIA for the most part it is possible to separate the concord suffixes from the
markers of the tenses themselves (Bengali **bol-ch-i** ‘I am speaking’, **bol-I-um** ‘I
spoke’, **bol-b-o** ‘I shall speak’). It is in fact possible to the point where in those
cases where it cannot be done it is worth positing zero markers (B. **bol-O-i** ‘I
speak’) to maintain the parallelism. That is not to say there are not cases where
use of suffixes from one set rather than another in conjunction with other markers
does not differentiate certain forms: M. ja-t-o ‘he goes’, ja-t-ā ‘if he had gone’. But the concord marker itself does not inherently connote any tense, mood, or aspect; those in question are found in other combinations also (M. 3s. jā-o ‘may he/she go’, jā-yāc-ā ‘he used to go’). Certain imperative endings do stand as exceptions to this, marking in effect person and ‘mood’ simultaneously: B. 3c. jā-k ‘may he/she go’; M. Is/pl. jāw ‘[let] me/us go’. (The personal ending -ā/, though common in other NIA languages such as Hindi, is not found otherwise in Marathi.)

NIA concord-sets may be personal or (except in the Eastern group) “nominal”—that is, adjectival (showing gender and number in the manner of variable adjectives in the language), or a combination of these (e.g., showing adjectival concord in certain persons, usually the 3rd, or showing gender differences in a manner different from adjectives).

Personal endings (henceforth PC) are traditionally further distinguished as primary and secondary. “Primary” endings (PC-I) are those which are attached directly to the stem, and descend at least in part (that is, not without some analogical restructurings, compensatory innovations, and other vicissitudes) from the thematic endings of the Sanskrit Present Active (-āmi, -āsi, -āti; -āma, -atha, -antā). The imperative endings (PC-I) are also attached directly to the stem, but except in the case of the 2s., which is -ό everywhere but in Sindhi as a result of the reduction of an earlier -a, these are generally “secondary”, that is, late, formations.

The “secondary” endings (PC-II, in some languages several sets = PC-IIa, PC-IIb, etc.) are those which have been attached to various aspect and tense formants as part of a process of resynthesisization. They generally have a more checkered (and disputed) history, often including influence or admixture of adjectival endings, which is not part of the history of PC-I. (They have nothing to do with the secondary endings of Sanskrit, which have left no trace, except possibly in Khwar and Kalasha: see Morgenstierne 1947: 22-3.) In some cases a relationship to enclitic pronouns seems apparent, particularly when languages in which such pronouns are a living reality (Kashmiri, Sindhi) are considered (see Figure 9.1 below).

The adjectival endings (henceforth AC) are only to be expected in systems which are built heavily on participles. (They are absent from the eastern group only because, or to the extent that, adjectives in general have lost the capacity for agreement there.) These endings too are “secondary” in the sense that they generally are not part of the basic forms (which also occur without them) and represent added elements. Nevertheless it is useful to distinguish them from the personal endings.

Sometimes a “tertiary” personal element is added to otherwise purely adjecti-
val endings: 2sg./2pl. -sl-t in Marathi kelâ-s/kelî-sl/kele-s; kelâ-t/kelî-t/kele-t ‘you (sg./pl.) did X’ (M/F/N – according to gender of [the patient] X); or the nasal increment - in Hindi 1, 3 Fpl. gai ‘we/they (F) went’ (singular gai, vs. adjectival feminine, where sg. = pl.: acc-h-t ‘good’). When such sets are adjectival except for this limited personal increment, we may label the concord AC+. When such increments are added to an adjectival subset (marked in Figure 9.1 with { }) of a mixed set, we will mark it { }+. When such elements are found elsewhere, whether by direct inheritance or by analogical extension, they will not be marked, since further unravelling of the processes by which PC-II sets were (or are being) formed is a more delicate matter.

The details are properly a matter for syntax, but it may be noted here that whether through such tertiary elements, the capacities of the two basic CONCORD slots themselves, or the use of multiple enclitic pronouns, it is possible in some NIA languages for a verbal expression to “agree with” (or refer to) more than one sentence element at once (as in the Marathi case above). In a Kashmiri example from Hook and Koul 1984b: ch-us-an-av chalinavan (-us = 1sg.M., -an = 3sg., -av = 2pl.) ‘I am having him wash (clothes) for you’.

There is for the most part only one “conjugation” in NIA. Exceptions are Sinhalese, where thematic vowels (-a, -i, -e) and past participle formation but not personal endings are affected (see Geiger 1938: 138–43, Hendriksen 1949), and Marathi and Sindhi where intransitive and transitive verbs (roughly speaking – there is also some apportionment on phonological grounds) take different PC-I endings derived from the Prakrit reflexes of Sanskrit ordinary thematic vs. causative stems: 3sg. -ati vs. -ayati > Pkt -ai vs. -ëi (it will be recalled that OIA -aya-becomes MIA -ë-) > M. cāl-e ‘he, she, it used to go’ vs. kar-ë-he, she, it used to do’. (In Sindhi the 3sg. has been regularized, but other persons of transitives shown an -i-: ñor-ë ‘I may run’, mār-ë ‘I may beat’.) This affects only that part of the total conjugation in these languages which either retains PC-I endings (i.e. only the Old Past Habitual and Future in Marathi, and the Subjunctive, Conditional, General Present, and Imperative in Sindhi) or is formed with the aid of the Imperfective participle, the suffix for which is also affected: M. cāl-at, kar-it, S. hal-ando, kar-ndo ‘going, doing’. (The modern apportionment of verbs hardly implies, of course, that all transitive verbs in Marathi and Sindhi come from OIA causatives. They merely provided, it would appear, a semantic and formal nucleus around which the verbs of these languages were sorted into two classes. 5)

Grierson posits three “conjugations” for Kashmiri, but these appear to have a syntactic rather than a morphological basis: the endings, when they are present, are the same. 6 Bailey (1924), however, recognizes two conjugations for Shina that do involve some minor phonetic differences in inflection which may be related to
the Sindhi–Marathi phenomena. There is some indication of inherited conjugational differences also in Gawarbati (Morgenstierne 1950), Kalasha (Morgenstierne 1965), and Khowar (Morgenstierne 1947: 19–21). The last case (Kho. mār-im ‘I kill’—cf. M., old spelling, mār-i’—vs. bri-um ‘I die’) is clearly related to the question of causative/noncausative OIA stems.

In Figure 9.1 below, the symbols 1 2 3 4 5 6 will be used to indicate 1sg. 2sg. 3sg. 1pl. 2pl. 3pl. or their equivalent slots respectively, to avoid confusion while maintaining historical parallelism in a situation where the old plural has taken on an honorific (singular) function, exclusively in some languages (Bengali), particularly in others.

9.3 Aspect
The category of Aspect is at the heart of the NIA verbal system, morphologically (it is the “innermost” inflectional element, not counting secondary stem increments, which in any case are arguably “derivational”: see section 9.6 below) and historically. Approaching the subject from the basic standpoint of “tenses”, as is still often done after European models (with discussions of “Imperfect”, “Preterite”, or of different types of “Present”), as if Tense and Aspect could not be separated, or as if the former were the axis of the system, clearly misses a major structural feature.

Lienhard (1961: 27) observes that the rebuilding of NIA verbal systems, after the almost complete destruction of the old system of tenses in the course of the MIA period, proceeded first (that is, in the Early NIA period) by establishing aspectual distinctions, to which the refinements of tense (and mood) were only later added. This accords with what is known of such processes in the context of pidgins and creoles (Bickerton 1981), child language (Ferreiro 1971), and early Indo-European itself (Kuryłowicz 1964). 7

In view of the importance which the Indo-Aryan developments would seem to hold, both in their cross-linguistic extensiveness and in their documentable history, for the universal study of aspect, it is surprising that they have not attracted more attention. For one thing, the subject of aspect itself is in its infancy, and as Hook (1978a) notes, “shows little of the cutting, moving and insertion that lends itself so well to transformational analysis,” the dominant theory and method in linguistics in recent decades. For another, the basic Indo-Aryan aspect–tense combinations for the most part lent themselves with relative ease to translation into, for example, English, and thus seemed to offer no particular challenge—unlike aspect in Slavic languages.

That is not to say that nothing at all has been done. Major exceptions of monograph length (not necessarily devoted exclusively to the subject, or to Indo-
9.3 Aspect

I = primary personal concord  II (a, b) = secondary personal concord
AC = adjectival concord  AC+ = adjectival concord + pers. increment
{ } = partial adjectival concord  / = gender contrast (M/F/N)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K.</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>IIa AC</th>
<th>IIb AC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-s</td>
<td>-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-akh</td>
<td>-kh</td>
<td>-th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>-n</td>
<td>-ül</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-av</td>
<td>-Øi(Ø)</td>
<td>-ül</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-iv</td>
<td>-vi</td>
<td>-ül</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-an</td>
<td>-(C'i)</td>
<td>-kh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P.</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>AC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-a'</td>
<td>-ɑlI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-ɑlI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-ɑlI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-ɑÍI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-ɑÍI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-an</td>
<td>-(C'i)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ku.</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>AC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-a'</td>
<td>-yü'</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-aI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-Ø</td>
<td>-(C'I)</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-aI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-aI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-an</td>
<td>-(C'I)</td>
<td>-k̂h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N.</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>AC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-a'</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-asles</td>
<td>-is</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-aI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-aI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-an</td>
<td>-aI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L.</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>AC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-a'</td>
<td>-ɑlI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-ɑlI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-ɑlI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-ɑÍI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-ɑÍI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-in</td>
<td>-ɑÍI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H.</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>AC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-a'</td>
<td>-ɑlI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-ɑlI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-ɑlI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-ɑÍI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-ɑÍI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-an</td>
<td>-ɑÍI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A.</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>IIb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-oI</td>
<td>-(i)m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-ØI</td>
<td>-o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.</th>
<th>Ia</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-a'</td>
<td>-yä'</td>
<td>-usilasi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-eI</td>
<td>-ėIla'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-eI</td>
<td>-ėIla'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-a'</td>
<td>-iä'</td>
<td>-asliusI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-yû'</td>
<td>-auia'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-an</td>
<td>-yô'</td>
<td>-auia'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Br.</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>AC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-ao'</td>
<td>-öll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-ae'</td>
<td>-öll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-ae'</td>
<td>-öll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-ae'</td>
<td>-öll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-aI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-an</td>
<td>-aI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mth.</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>IIb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-hu'</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-ae'</td>
<td>-ae'</td>
<td>-ae'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-ae'</td>
<td>-aIa'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-aI</td>
<td>-aI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-aI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-aI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WR.</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>AC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-u'</td>
<td>-iI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-iI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-iI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-a'</td>
<td>-aI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-aI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-an</td>
<td>-(C'I)</td>
<td>-k̂h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aw.</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>AC+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-a'</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-ai</td>
<td>-isI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-ai</td>
<td>-isI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-iI</td>
<td>-en</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-au</td>
<td>-eIiI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-aIi</td>
<td>-inI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bhoj.</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>IIc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-a'</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-ai</td>
<td>-isI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-ai</td>
<td>-isI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-iI</td>
<td>-en</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-au</td>
<td>-eIiI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-aIi</td>
<td>-inI</td>
<td>-ölI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G. I.</th>
<th>AC</th>
<th>Bu. I II</th>
<th>AC+</th>
<th>B. I IIA IIb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 -u'</td>
<td>-u'</td>
<td>-au'</td>
<td>-au'</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 e, y</td>
<td>-1'lu</td>
<td>-at, ai</td>
<td>-ati</td>
<td>-(i)F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 e, y</td>
<td>-1'lu</td>
<td>-ai</td>
<td>-ai</td>
<td>-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 -i</td>
<td>-1'lu</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 -o</td>
<td>-1'lu</td>
<td>-0</td>
<td>-0</td>
<td>-o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 [=3]</td>
<td>-1'lu</td>
<td>-0</td>
<td>-0</td>
<td>-e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ch. I</th>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>IIb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 -au'</td>
<td>-eu'</td>
<td>-au'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 -as</td>
<td>-es, e</td>
<td>-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 -ai</td>
<td>-is</td>
<td>-ai, i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 -an</td>
<td>-en</td>
<td>-an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 -an</td>
<td>-eu</td>
<td>-au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 -ai'</td>
<td>-in</td>
<td>-ai'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M. Ia b</th>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>AC+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 -e'</td>
<td>-i'</td>
<td>-o'1-e'</td>
<td>-o'e'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2 -as  | -is | -osles | {asles's} +
| 3 -e   | -i  | -olele' | {olele'}
| 4 -a'  | -o' | -o' | -elyal' |
| 5 -a'  | -a' | -a' | -elyal' |
| 6 -at  | -it | -at | {elyal'} |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O. I</th>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>IIb</th>
<th>IIc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 -e</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 -u</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>-u</td>
<td>-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 -e</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 -u'</td>
<td>-eu'</td>
<td>-u'</td>
<td>-u'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 -a(h)</td>
<td>-yath</td>
<td>-a(h)</td>
<td>-yath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 -t</td>
<td>-r</td>
<td>-t</td>
<td>-r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ko. I</th>
<th>II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 -d'</td>
<td>-d'1-e'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 -di</td>
<td>-osli1-e' (i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 -ã</td>
<td>{oñif'le'}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 -au'</td>
<td>-eu'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 -a(h)</td>
<td>-yath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 -t</td>
<td>{elyal(')}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>St. I</th>
<th>IIa</th>
<th>IIb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 -mi</td>
<td>-emi</td>
<td>-emi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 -hi</td>
<td>-ehi</td>
<td>-ehi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 -yi</td>
<td>-eyal</td>
<td>-eyal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 -mu</td>
<td>-emu</td>
<td>-emu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 -hu</td>
<td>-ahu</td>
<td>-ahu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 -ti</td>
<td>-0ya</td>
<td>-0ya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.1 (cont.)
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Comments on Figure 9.1

1. To recapitulate, (PC) I or primary personal endings are added directly to the verb stem to form "tenses", varying from language to language, which are thus derived from the old Sanskrit Present Indicative. (The stem is sometimes referred to as the "root" and the corresponding tenses accordingly as "radical" tenses, but this is something of a misnomer, since by no means all NIA stems are roots, as we shall see; on the other hand it is important to make a distinction between these "bare" stems and so-called participial stems.) (PC) II or secondary personal endings are added not to the stem but to an intermediate, usually participial, suffix. Some languages have several sets (IIa, b, c), going with different suffix types; others (including Hindi, Punjabi, "Lahnda", Braj, and Gujarati) have no secondary personal endings. In these languages person is marked in the verb only in the primary-derived forms, and by the auxiliary when it involves such a form. AC are the adjectival endings, pure or with marginal increments, shown by some verbal forms. Ia b refers to different conjugations reflected in the system of primary endings. The bracketed 3p forms under Mth. are transitive and intransitive respectively, but this is not sufficient to posit separate "conjugations", especially since the forms in question are secondary (IIa).

2. Inspection will show there are various neutralizations among these forms in person, in gender, and in number. Only neutralizations of the category of number are specifically noted, by such symbols as [= 1], [= 3], signifying "equivalent to 1", "equivalent to 3". Particularly in the Eastern group, 1, 3 and 5 can be either singular or plural, 6 (the original 3rd plural) is often purely honorific (although in Oriya it can also denote animate plurals); a missing 4 (original 1st plural) has often contributed to the form of 1.

3. Nepali has an additional set (Iic) of secondary endings, those of the Presumptive Future, for which there was no room on the chart: -di, -dis, -dil, -dii, dili, didi, dini.

4. The complexities of Bhojpuri are of a different sort. While in most NIA languages originally plural endings (5 and 6) double as plurals and honorific singulars (or often in the case of 5, as "ordinary" against "familiar/disrespectful" which = 2), or assume wholly the honorific function, in Bhojpuri not only are there three degrees of honorificity in the third as well as the second person, but plurality and honorificity are kept distinct to some extent. The distinctly plural endings also have longer and shorter variants: e.g., in Ia-6, -ansahi, ansan, ansa", ansati/anshi, issi, isai", isa (cf. Mth. Ia-6). Leaving out the latter complication, the full range of PC-I endings is as follows:

- Second Familiar -u (sg.), -asa- (pl.);
- Second Ordinary -a (sg., pl.);
- Second Honorific -r (sg., pl.).

In the secondary endings these distinctions are further complicated by gender, e.g., II-b, Third Ordinary -ani, eit (sg.), -o (pl.). Bhojpuri exhibits great dialectal diversity. The above account is based on Tiwari 1954a.

5. The Marathi endings of the old written standard have been given, as these better facilitate comparison. The new written standard, reflecting in part the long-prevailing pronunciation of the Desh (Deccan Plateau), though not always that of Coastal Maharashtra, does away with all markers of nasalization in these endings, which effaces the distinction between (PC-I and Iia) 1 and 3, as well as between Neuter Singular and Masculine Plural among the AC+ and Iib endings. The colloquial standard (which may also be written) preserves the latter distinction as sle. The colloquial standard also optionally adds a -t increment to AC-6 and to Iib-5.

6. There may well be further sets of Konkani secondary endings, but I forbear to give any because my sources represent different dialects. Those given (based mainly on Katre on Katre 1966) represent Goa Christian Konkani, a conservative type.

7. The Sinhalese endings (also suffixed to nouns: Geiger 1938: 143) are Literary Sinhala. Colloquial Sinhalese has no verbal concord.

8. In Sindhi and Maithili the final short vowels are of the "ultrashort" variety, -i, -a, -u, -i, i.e. Mth. Iib-6 = -tith. In some accounts of Sindhi "'is omitted, i.e. the II-1 endings are taken to be -usas.

9. A full history of even the PC-I endings would be too complex to attempt to lay out here.
Verbal forms and categories

Sanskrit -āmi, -asi, -ati, -ānah, -atha, -anti developed through Pkt -āmi, -asi, -ai, -amo, -ahu, -anti to Apabhramsa -au (-āmi), -asih(ahi), -ai, -ahu, -ah(ahu), -anti(ahi). The development of Assamese–Marathi 1sg. -o, Punjabi–Sindhi 1sg. -ā and of Hindi–Punjabi–Gujarati–Bengali–etc. 3sg. -e from the latter through simple monophthongization, and of Nepali 1pl. (4) -au, Konkani -āu through loss of -i-h-, is clear enough, as is the potential for confusion between 1 and 4 (1st sg/pl.). A number of other developments, e.g. 2pl. (5) -o from Ap. -ahu, are merely combinations or variants of these. The retention of 3pl. (6) -anti in Oriya and of its i-n-i element in several other languages (Punjabi, "Lahnda", Sindhi, Kumauni, Nepali, Bengali, Kashmiri) is worth noting; in Marathi–Konkani–Sinhalese it was the -t- element that was retained. Not all NIA languages represent a stage subsequent to Apabhramsa or even Prakrit. The apparent retention of OIA 2pl. (5) -atha in older Konkani (Katre 1966: 146) is a case in point. Hook 1987c reports a similar form (-ath) in Poguli; there may be other northwestern retentions.

10. The retention of several endings in their non-monophthongized (i.e. Apabhramsa) form is a striking characteristic of dialects of part of the "Hindi area": Braj, Awadhi, Maithili, Magahi, Chhattisgarhi, secondary endings in Bundeli. (The spellings "ae", "ao" used by S. Varma 1935 and Jha 1958 may represent attempts to avoid confusion with "ai", "au", often used to represent monophthongized [e, a] in Khari Boli, Punjabi, etc., and thus to emphasize the diphthongal pronunciation.)

11. Note also the characteristic Eastern Hindi (Aw., Bagh., Ch.) II-3 in -is(j): kahiscalegais 'he said/went away'.

12. Space did not permit the inclusion on the chart of Eastern Rajasthani forms. In Dhundhari (Jaipuri) they are essentially the same as in Western Rajasthani, except that -ai (cf. Braj) is preferred to WR. -e. In Harauti and Malvi, however, there is no secondary conjugation (there being no -s- or -h- Future), and -e is preferred to -ai.

Aryan) are Lienhard 1961 as mentioned above, Pořížka 1967–69, Hook 1974, and R. Chatterjee 1980. Articles and reviews by A. K. Pal (1966b, 1970), Svetovidova (1968), Chatterjee (1975, 1979), Hook (1978a, b), and Pořížka (1982) also deal with it. All of the foregoing are concerned only with Hindi or Bengali. Recent descriptions of a few other languages (Trail 1970 on Lamani, Magier 1983 on Marwari, S. Verma 1985 on Magahi) have given more explicit attention to aspect than had heretofore been the case. To my knowledge there is as yet no study of the subject, typological or historical, that concerns itself with Indo-Aryan as a whole.

The main thrust of the contributions cited first above (Lienhard excepted) has been to uncover a new locus of quasi-aspectual functions in the so-called "compound verb" (see section 9.8 below), unfortunately at the expense of neglect or even denial of aspectual functions in the basic morphology. The urge to relate Indo-Aryan phenomena to those of Slavic (and to attempts to interpret the latter in Western languages) has been confusing. Possibly the analogy of Slavic verbal prefixes to Indo-Aryan vector verbs (second members of compound stems) has led to the identification of an important dimension of the function of the latter (although there is by no means universal agreement as to the precise function of the former). The complexities and subtleties of (North) Slavic and particularly Russian "aspect", however, are partly due to lack of a tense-auxiliary (see next section), which Indo-Aryan has. A Slavic model for Indo-Aryan is therefore
misleading and unnecessary, however important it may be to consider under general aspectology.

A second thrust of much recent work is devoted to the identification of privative (+/-) oppositions. If a particular form, for example the compound verb, is determined to be “marked” for a category such as Aspect, its opposite, in this case, the simple verb, has to be “unmarked”. There are other (“equipollent”) kinds of opposition, of course, but these seem to be found less interesting. There is also the matter of the correct identification (and definition) of the category involved. Is it really Aspect? The only kind of Aspect? In any case, attempts to locate aspectual function in the Indo-Aryan vector verb have led to corollary assertions that non-compound Indo-Aryan verbs are “unmarked” and therefore aspectually neutral.

What then are we to make of the regular morphological oppositions found in simple (non-compound) verbs in NIA – by most accounts “aspectual” in a more conventional sense? Examples cited to buttress the notion of their aspectual “neutrality” are (1) marginal (90 per cent of the time, a particular aspectual value is clear enough), and (2) subject to alternative interpretations. E.g., two favorites with Pořízka (taken from the Hindi writers Nagarjun and V. Prabhakar respectively): lalcanmā ďab tak jiży, ľ ján se merít sevá us ne ki’Lalchanma took care of me with all his soul as long as he lived’, and patní ne kaĭ bār kahā, par văh ţăl gaye ‘His wife told him about it several times, but he put off doing anything’, may seem incompatible with perfectivity if the latter is defined as the “completion of a particular act”, but they are not so if we adopt a more comprehensive definition of perfectivity (cf. Comrie 1976: 16–24) as “viewing” an action “as a whole”, from “outside” it. The fact of its duration or even its repetition is immaterial if that is not the focus of our attention. It is not the nature of the action but the perspective from which we view it that lies at the heart of aspectual distinctions. (In the first sentence above, for example, the contrasting Imperfective form sevá kartă thă ‘used to take care of’ cannot for such reasons be substituted,8 despite its apparent semantic plausibility.) Care must be taken here not only not to be hamstrung by imperfect definitions with their subjective cross-linguistic pitfalls, but also to avoid confusion with features, such as punctuality, that belong rather to the lexical properties of individual verbs – even though such lexical features clearly interact with grammatical categories such as Aspect.

Another bit of evidence sometimes cited in favor of the localization of aspectuality in the compound verb is the fact that certain Hindi–Russian dictionaries often render Hindi compound verbs by Russian perfectives and simple verbs by imperfectives (the “unmarked” member of the Russian opposition, according to one widely-received interpretation). Hook (1978a) has caught one anomaly here,
however: while Russian perfectives are textually more frequent than imperfectives, Hindi compound verbs are less frequent than simple verbs. Moreover, if Russian insight into these matters is to be given special weight, it should also be noted that in the grammatical sketches often appended to Indic-Russian dictionaries (and elsewhere), Russian specialists usually interpret the basic NIA morphological oppositions in aspectual terms, as I intend to do here. (See also Zograph 1976.)

In view of the controversial nature of this area (although it may not be a controversy all are aware of) and the fact that much more work needs to be done, both historically and cross-linguistically, what follows should hardly be taken as the final word on the subject. The positions taken here are in part constrained by the need to try to present a coherent general account of NIA verbal morphology, the subject of this chapter.

Therefore, I relegate (with Lienhard and partly with R. Chatterjee, if I understand them correctly) the compound verbs to the domain of Aktionsart, and consider it useful to try to maintain a distinction between the latter and Aspect. The border between the two is sometimes fuzzy, not least because Aktionsart forms are often a source from which the Aspect category replenishes and expands itself (as in the movement of the V + rahā forms from the category of Aktionsarten to that of Continuous Aspect markers in Hindi and several other NIA languages). Until such a revalorization (and generalization) takes place, however, they belong more to the domain of derivation, that is, to lexicon, than to grammar: (1) however ubiquitous and productive, they are not predictably the same for all verbs; (2) they do modify the meaning of the verb itself, however subtly and in many cases untranslatably, which purely grammatical elements should not do. In this they are indeed like the Slavic prefixes, which according to the usual analyses happen to be closely bound up at the same time with the matter of grammatical Aspect, and like the German prefixes, which are not.

There is, however, an alternative view of Aspect in Slavic itself (see Aronson 1985 with further references) that may be more to the point: it would establish the primary locus of Aspect in Slavic in the suffixes rather than in the prefixes. Adopting this viewpoint we might concede that whatever abstract grammatical value is imparted by the Slavic prefixes collectively (as against their individual values as Aktionsarten formants) may indeed be analogous to the one imparted by the Indic verbal vectors collectively. A further analogy is provided by the set of so-called resultative verbs (-lai, -chyu, -dau, etc.) in Chinese (Mandarin) alongside the Perfective suffix -le. It seems that we need a name, other than “aspect” (however readily the latter comes to mind), for the distinctive collective function fulfilled by all these elements. (For further discussion see section 9.8.)
We turn, then, to Aspect as embedded in the suffixal morphology. NIA languages make use of two participles of OIA origin, the so-called Past Passive Participle in -ta, -na, -ita and Present Active Participle in -ant-, -at-, along with the plain stem of the verb, to develop their basic Aspect systems. Already built in, as it were, to the respective semantics of these components were the basic distinctions Perfective/Imperfective/Unspecified, or completed (more precisely “viewed” as “complete”), not-completed (or “viewed” as “in process”), and, logically, not-yet-begun.

A number of languages add further refinements, the most common being a splitting of Imperfective into Iterative and Durative. Since these terms are not always used with the same meaning, we shall use here the common and unambiguous terms Habitual and Continuous. “Progressive” is often used for the latter (and is to be preferred according to Comrie), but in the context of NIA that term is better reserved for a type of secondary formation, common to almost all the NIA languages, meaning to “go on doing” something, against some kind of resistance, e.g., “He went on talking, despite the interruptions.” (It is formed, much as in English, by use of the verb go with the Present Participle.) Another set of terms, found in descriptions based on “tense”, is (Present) “Indefinite” (= Habitual-General) vs. “Definite” (= Continuous). They are used by some authors, however, in precisely the reverse senses.

The Habitual/Continuous distinction, which appears to be spreading, is found in Hindi, Nepali, Bhojpuri, Magahi, Bengali, Oriya, Marathi, Eastern Rajasthani, Lamani, Gojri, Braj (optional), Bundeli, Punjabi, a few West Pahari dialects (Kului, Mandeali), Sindhi, and, with some qualification, in Assamese. It seems to be absent (on the paradigmatic level: the distinction can if necessary of course be made, as in French être en train de) in Kashmiri, most West Pahari dialects, Garhwali, Kumauni, Marwari, Gujarati, Sinhalese, and Awadhi.

The basic participial Aspect markers noted above evolved historically as follows. Except for special forms coming down from clusters formed with -ta, -na (G. dīṭha-, L. diēthā ‘seen’ < OIA dṛṣṭa; S. dhōno, OH. dēnha ‘given’ < OIA *dinna) which are retained in some NIA languages, mostly Northwestern, and especially in Sindhi (another center of retention is Sinhalese), the {Perfective} marker developed from the productive form of the suffix in later Sanskrit, -ita. By the regular processes of phonological attrition in MIA and NIA this became -ia and thence -i or -y-, the form found in most Central and Northwestern languages today (see Figure 9.3). The Sinhalese -u from an earlier -i (as shown by umlaut-effects: tava-tævu ‘heat/heated’) as well as some of the -i participial suffixes – others are svarabhakti vowels according to Geiger – have the same origin. The extreme weakness of this element made it prone to disappear entirely, as possibly
in Awadhi (where, however, it may lurk in some of the PC-II endings: 1sg. Unspecified Perfective dēkheu ‘I saw’ vs. 1sg. Contingent Future dēkhau ‘[if] I see’). In Standard Hindi (and in Jaunsari, Sirmauri, Kiunthali, etc.) it is retained only with vowel stems: khā-y-ā ‘eaten’, ga-y-ā ‘gone’ (cf. Aw. gawā) but likh-ā ‘written’.

(This has led to some formulations in which the mark of Perfectivity is said to lie in the CONCORD suffixes themselves, and the residual -y- is treated as an automatic intervocalic glide. The -w- in Awadhi gawā is indeed such a glide. From a cross-dialectal as well as a historical perspective, it is better that we accord -y-, -i- its proper status. Moreover, Perfectivity cannot reside in the CONCORD suffixes as such, which occur in other, non-Perfective contexts. Because of the presence of a fair number of inherited participles in some languages as noted above, the Perfective marker is best represented by a morphophonemic symbol {-y-}, which is to be understood as standing both for “regular” forms developing from -ita – directly or analogically – and for so-called “irregular” forms stemming from -ta, -na. Loss of -y-, -i- from all but a few contexts in languages such as Standard Hindi may be indicated by using the symbol {-(y)-}.

Even in languages where the -y- is fully alive after consonant stems (which include “Vernacular Hindustani” or “Kauravi” as well as Hariyanvi and Punjabi) it merges with Feminine and other CONCORD suffixes beginning with front vowels: P. likh-i-ā ‘written’ (Msg.), but likh-ilikh-ellikh-īā (Fsg./Mpl./Fpl.); N. gar-y-ol gar-y-au ‘he did/we-you did’, but gar-e- ‘I did’, gar-ī ‘she did’, etc.

All these threats to the integrity of the morpheme apparently led in the east and south (Bhojpuri, Maithili, Assamese, Bengali, Oriya; Marathi, Konkani) to its being shored up by the extension -illa, -alla, resulting in a modern {-il, -l} or {-al} Perfective marker in those languages. In the Bihari group (Bhojpuri, Maithili, Magahi, also Sadani) and in Marathi–Konkani these forms (like their {-Y-} counterparts to the west and north) are with certain qualifications employed in Tense-specified (so-called “Perfect”) as well as Tense-unspecified (so-called “Simple Past” or “Preterite”) contexts (see section 9.4 below). (The qualifications are that in Maithili transitive “Perfects” use the form -ane instead of ala, and in Bhojpuri – as reported by Tiwari 1960 – there is an alternative “Simple Past” form in -u- alongside the one in -al-: dekh-u-ī or dekh-al-ī ‘I saw’: possibly a simple phonetic development.)

In Bengali–Assamese–Oriya, however, the “Perfect” tenses utilize the Conjunctive Participle instead (A., O. {-ī}, B. (Sadhu Bhasa) -iyyā, (Colit Bhasa{-e}), which also implies prior completion: B. dekh-l-um ‘I saw’, but dekh-e-chi, dekh-e-chilum ‘I have seen/had seen’.

The development of the -ant, -at suffix as an {Imperfective} (or Habitual, or Continuous) marker has been a simpler affair, at least as far as form is concerned.)
Its most common reflex is \{-t\} , with \{-at\} in Awadhi, \{-it\} or \{-ait\} in the Bihari group, and \{-ite\} in Sadhu Bhasa Bengali: H. dekh-t-ā , Aw. dekhatj , Bhoj. dekh-it , Mag. dekh-ait , B. (Sadhu) dekh-ite 'seeing'. In the group of Northwestern languages where /l/ is voiced after /n/, the reflex is \{-(n)d-\} , with loss of /n/ after consonant stems: P. jā-nd-ā 'going', vekh-d-ā 'seeing'. In Sindhi we have the fuller form \{-and-, -ind-\}: pas-and-o 'seeing', mār-ind-o 'striking'. In Kashmiri (\{-ān\} ), Kumauni (\{-an-o\} ), reduced form \{-a\} , and Sinhalese (\{-n-\} ), it is the /nl- element which has been preserved.

In Assamese and in Middle and dialectal Bengali, the form \{-i\} , obviously in danger of confusion with the Conjunctive Participle in \{-i\} , used to form the Tense-specified Perfectives (see above). According to Chatterji (1926), this Imperfective \{-i\} is not to be traced to \{-ite\} , but perhaps to a Locative of a verbal noun, exemplified also in Mth. \{-ai\} (otherwise interpreted as an optional reduction of the form in \{-ait\} ). In Standard Colloquial (Calcutta) Bengali, the two basic Aspects are re-separated: Perfective-marking (Conjunctive Participial) \{-i\} becomes \{-e\} , while Imperfective \{-i\} is dropped (leaving behind, however, a higher-vowel variant of the preceding stem as a token of its former presence): dekh-e-che 'he/she has seen', dekh-che (Sadhu dekh-ite-che) 'he/she is seeing, looking', vs. dekh-(ơ)-e 'he/she sees'. (In the Past Habitual, a \{-t\} is retained: dekh-t-um 'I used to see' vs. Pf. dekh-l-um 'I saw'.)

In Assamese, the potential for confusion remains: dekh-i-so 'can mean either 'I am seeing' (B. dekhchi) or 'I have seen' (B. dekhhechi). In practice, the difficulty seems to be resolved by (1) using the form with the Present auxiliary (lsg. -so ) in an Imperfective (Continuous) sense and the form with the Past auxiliary (lsg. -silo ) in a Perfective (Pluperfect) sense, while using the Unspecified Perfective in -il, -ile in contexts where other NIA languages would use a Present Perfective; and (2) using the full rather than the contracted form of the auxiliary to disambiguate Imperfective meaning, especially in the Past: dekhūsilō 'I was seeing' (vs. dekhisilo 'I had seen/saw'). The Assamese aspectual system needs closer study, ideally in an areal context.

The Oriya Imperfective marker is \{-u-\}: jā-u-c(h)i 'I am going', jā-u-thili 'I have gone'. Regarding its origin, Tripathi (1962: 179) says that "scholars are doubtful," but notes that "identical forms are used in Asokan inscriptions at Girnar" (on the opposite side of India). Oriya also possesses an adjectival Present Participle in \{-entā\} (among Tripathi's examples: jentā māchā 'the living fish'), remarkably close to its Skt prototype, but this is used only as a Conditional in the verbal paradigm itself.

The final short vowels of the ancestral OIA forms having been lost, the participial forms dealt with above are commonly extended with AC suffixes
(when they are not graced with PC-II suffixes). However, they do occur without them, the Imperfective in \{-t\} in Marathi, Gujarati (Conditional sense), Bhopuri, Magahi, and Sadani (in Maithili the final short vowel is not lost); in \{-dn\} in Kashmiri; and the Perfective in \{-il\} in the 3sg. of intransitive verbs in Assamese (uthil 'he/she arose').

As will already be obvious from the above discussion, the available aspectual markers must not be confused with the aspectual distinctions themselves. The latter are sometimes marked in different ways in conjunction with different tenses. The notion of Markedness (to be distinguished from the use of markers as such, although the two are naturally interrelated) can be very helpful in understanding how the pattern of marking (confusing terms, but they seem unavoidable) has developed in each language. However, it must be understood in a dynamic fashion, as a process of successive differentiations interacting with situational probabilities and linguistic needs, with the principle of economy tempered by the drive toward symmetry and regularity. These several components have been active to varying degrees in different NIA languages, with slightly different results accordingly, although the broad lines of development are similar.

That is, the first aspectual feature to be marked, theoretically and also historically in IA, is Perfectivity (by the descendants [see above] of the -(i)ta participle, already widely substituted for the finite verb in what could be described as this function in Classical Sanskrit), opposed initially merely to (unmarked) Non-Perfectivity, represented by the plain stem (found in the so-called Old Present as well as in the Imperative), which could be used not only for "non-completed" (imperfective) action but (with or without further Tense- indication) for action not yet begun (future or hypothetical). Even without Tense-specification, Perfective and Non-Perfective are naturally linked to past and non-past time implication respectively.

The first point at which further elaboration was called for in this rudimentary inherited system is therefore likely to have been the indication of Non-Perfective in the past, a "marked" function at this level (since the natural and most frequent, hence "unmarked", association of past action is with completion). Here the Present Participle in -anta, heretofore a non-finite form, furnished a ready-made marker with appropriate semantic content. This stage, with \{-Y-\} marking Perfective, \{-t-\} marking Non-Perfective in the past, and \{ZEO\} for Non-Perfective in the present, contingent, and (with Tense-marking) "definite" future, is still found in Marwari (see Magier 1983) and, with some qualifications (see below), in Gujarati.

An apparent anomaly which is only apparent is the use of this Non-Perfective marker \{-t\} to indicate also the so-called Past Conditional or Contrafactive
(Magier's more apt term) in all NIA languages except Kashmiri, Sindhi, Assamese, and Oriya (in which last it is a "Present" Conditional (Tripathi 1962: 190–3). At first glance, this might seem to belong to the category of "mood" rather than "aspect" and to demand separation from such a thing as Past Imperfective on semantic grounds. That would be to impose our external preconceptions on the situation, however. As far as NIA is concerned, the two have always been linked. (Languages now lacking this form of Contrafactive, which goes back at least to MIA (cf. Chatterji 1926: 959, Prakash 1975: 286, Tripathi 1962: 193), have in most cases had it in the past, and replaced it with various circumlocutions.)

In some modern languages, such as Hindi, Marwari, Punjabi, and Bengali, the Contrafactive and what has typically (though not in Marwari) become a Past Habitual are identical in form. (It may or may not be relevant that both can be conveniently rendered by English would + V. Magier 1983: 165 calls attention also to the use of the French Imperfect as a contrafactive.) In other languages (where a more general Past Imperfective meaning is typically retained) they are minimally differentiated, e.g., by use or non-use of a Tense-auxiliary, and/or of different sets of concord suffixes (in Gujarati, Bhojpuri, Awadhi, most of West Pahari): G. āvto (hato) 'used to come, was coming'/āvat 'would (have) come; (if) X had come'.

Another option for indicating Non-Perfective in the past, employed by some varieties of West Pahari (Jaunsari, Kiunthali, Sirmauri, Baghati) and also of adjacent "Kauravi" and Hariyanvi, was to extend use of the unmarked Old Present to the past, while adding an explicit marker of Past Tense. Something similar may have characterized the oldest stratum of the Marathi system, where the Old Present (although without any special marking of Tense) now has almost exclusively a Past Habitual function (except residually in proverbs and idioms), having meanwhile been crowded out of its original function by newer participial forms (cf. Bloch 1920: 235–7).

At the next stage, perhaps, the forces of analogical levelling came into play, extending the {-t-} marker to the present. In some languages (Nepali, Bengali [Sadhu], Mandeali, Kului, also the equivalent {-u} marker in Oriya) it came to indicate (with the aid of a Present Tense-marking auxiliary, the system of which was by then developing [see section 9.4]) Continuous Aspect – quite in keeping with its function as a non-finite form. It stood in contrast with the unspecified Old Present, to which was thus left indication of the Habitual–General (in the present) and Contingent Future. (Indication of the Continuous in the past was then typically achieved through symmetrical use of a Past Tense-marking auxiliary, contrasting with the Tense-unspecified {-t-} forms that still stood for [past] Habitual/Contrafactive.)

In other languages (Awadhi, Bhojpuri, Maithili, earlier stages of Hindi and
Punjabi, Garhwali, Kashmiri), it took over the Habitual function in the present also, leaving to the markerless Old Present the indication of potential (= future) action only. Gujarati has also moved in this direction, with the {-t-} forms taking over not only in all T/M combinations except the Present: āve che, but āvto hato, āvto hōy, āvto hafe, āvto hot (see section 8.5), but also in the Present Negative (āvto nāhī ‘doesn’t come/isn’t coming’). Full regularization (āvto che instead of āve che) is already found in dialects.

This development, however, left the Habitual/Continuous distinction unspecified, the need for which has been supplied to varying degrees in some of the languages concerned by use of the Perfective of the verb remain (in most languages, {rah-}) in construction with the Conjunctive Participle (short form, if there is one – in Hindi and Punjabi identical with the stem) of the main verb, previously an Aktionsart form (Lienhard 1961): H. bolā hā ‘I speak’, but bol rahāhā ‘I am speaking’. This latest feature of the NIA Aspect-marking system is more securely established in some languages (e.g., Hindi) than in others. Even in Punjabi, it is not used in the negative, being replaced by the {-nd-} form, which is otherwise also more widely substitutable for it than is the case in Hindi.

The question of the substitutability of “unmarked” for “marked” forms in some contexts (and different degrees thereof, e.g., Hindi vs. Punjabi) needs to be distinguished from its total substitutability in all contexts (which may be the situation in certain other NIA languages), or perhaps, its substitutability except for considerations of emphasis or style. In these cases, the “marked” form, still “marked” no doubt, is also optional. Exclusion of “marked” forms from certain environments (i.e. neutralization), as in the case of the Punjabi negative, is another possible scenario. Bhojpuri provides another example of this: since the Past Tense marker in this language, {rahul-}, is homonymous with the Continuous marker {rahal-}, the “marked” Continuous is excluded from the Past environment in favor of the “unmarked” general Imperfective, to avoid the sequence rahal rahal (cf. Shukla 1981: 111–12). Field investigation of the status of {rah-} Continuous forms in the various NIA languages that have them would be a good project for someone, which would contribute to our understanding both of Markedness and of the processes by which aspectual systems expand. The influence of Modern Standard Hindi complicates the situation, however, particularly in the “Hindi area” itself.

Another case in point is Sindhi. Here there is a Continuous, marked by {rahyo}, and a Habitual, marked by the participle in {-ando/indo}, but unlike elsewhere these have not driven the Aspect-unspecified Old Present into exclusively “Subjunctive” status. Buttressed by the auxiliary thō (thā, thi, thīa) (which differs from the usual Present Tense auxiliary āhē, used with the Continuous, Habitual, and Perfective), it also continues to express, in the Present at least, both continuous and habitual (= general Imperfective) meanings. With respect to the
Unspecified stems both Habitual and Continuous are no doubt “marked”, but with respect to each other, are they “equipollent”? Probably not, since \{and/-ind.\} (rather than the Unspecified stem as elsewhere in NIA) also serves as the basis of the Definite Future in Sindhi, and thus has a wider function than \{rahyo\}, even if it is not substitutable for it (and earlier descriptions indicate that it may once have been).

A more serious difficulty regarding the general NIA system is posed by the “Habitual Aorist” of Sindhi (Trumpp) = “Past Habitual” (Grierson), “Imperfect” (Shahani), “Past Iterative–Durative” (Egorova): that is, the Perfective followed (or preceded) by \(\text{th}^\circ\) (invariant: Oblique of the auxiliary \(\text{th}^\circ\)), which makes it imperfective. A somewhat similar construction with the auxiliary \(\text{pyo}\) (= Addleton and Brown, \(\text{pay}^\circ\)), variable with the “Simple Present”, invariable (= \(\text{pa}^\circ\), according to Grierson, \(\text{pe}\)) gives a specifically Continuous meaning (Present/Past): \(\text{likh}^\circ \text{pay}^\circ\) ‘he is writing’, \(\text{likh}^\circ \text{pa}^\circ\) ‘he was writing’ – according to Addleton and Brown. According to Egorova and Zograph it is essentially an intensifier, an Aktionsart form “outside the system” (although the construction as well as the meaning are different from when the same verb – \(\text{pavan}\) ‘to fall’ – is used as a “vector” in “Compound Verb” forms as described in section 9.7). In any case, both the \(\text{th}^\circ\) and the \(\text{pelpae}\) construction as it were countermand the basic Perfectivity of \(-Y\)-, and are thus at odds with the general NIA system of Aspect marking. It resembles, however, the kind of Aspect marking found in neighboring Iranian, where Imperfectives or Duratives are formed from Perfectives by the addition of a prefixed particle: cf. Persian \(\text{gof-t-am} \) ‘I said’, \(\text{mi-gof-t-am} \) ‘I was saying’.

On another periphery of NIA, the Sinhalese language is not very often brought into general NIA discussions of this kind, perhaps because it is taken to be too aberrant. Non-specialist understanding of its verbal system is also complicated, as with Sindhi, by noncongruent descriptions and dialectal problems, and unlike Sindhi, by strongly-marked diglossia, as well as by the desirability of bringing Dravidian (particularly Tamil) parallels to bear on many of its features. We have already noted the conservatism (often disguised by drastic phonological developments) of its Past Participle formation.

In Literary Sinhala, the inherent imperfectivity of the stem forms (+ PC-I) in the Present is replaced in the Past, as so generally in NIA, by use of a Present Participle (+ PC-II), which also serves (or served – even in the modern Literary language the form has largely given way to others) as a Contrafactual and – as in Sindhi – as a Future. The form in question, in \(-nn(e)\)-, is not derived by Geiger (1938: 134) from \(-anta\). (He suggests that the underlying adjectival participle in \(-na\) – the \(/n/\) is doubled in inflected forms – might come from a Skt adjectival suffix \(-na\).) However, it behaves as if it were so derived. Dravidian Telugu has adjectival participles in \(-na\), \(-unna\), but not neighboring Tamil.
In modern Colloquial Sinhala, what seem to be related forms (minus PC) in {-nava} and {-nne} (the former used in “ordinary,” the latter in “emphatic” sentences) have pushed the “Old Present” out of the General Imperfective Present slot, again as often elsewhere in NIA, but they have not retained Past Imperfective or Contrafactive functions. Meanwhile the Continuous has come to be expressed either by a form in {-min} + Past/Present Aux (also Literary: ... kisivak kara-min sityiyā ‘[When I entered the room she] was ... doing something’ [Bel’kovich 1970: 790]), or more commonly by the reduplicated conjunctive participle + Present/Past Aux: minihā gāha kāpakāpā innavāhiyiṭiyā ‘The man is/ was cutting the tree’ (Garusinghe 1962:88).

This arrangement would seem to provide no means of expressing Past Habitual. Is the so-called Simple Past really Unspecified in this language, rather than Perfective? Bel’kovich (1970) thinks so, and makes a case independent of Poiržka for localizing perfectivity in the vector (‘take’, ‘put’, ‘go’) of the compound verb construction: avurudu dekak gevi giyēya ‘Two years passed [having passed went]’ (ibid.: 786). However, these vectors can also occur in the Present, in clearly non-Perfective contexts: kādēlālē bī-gannavā ‘the leech sucks up blood’ (Garusinghe 1962: 67). Moreover, the examples that persuade Bel’kovich of the aspectual neutrality of the “Simple Past” seem to be of the same kind as those cited by Poiržka. That is, they involve time periods delimited by ‘until, as long as’: orlōsu kanuvēhi rē hatahamāra vanaturu da mama esē mē ata aviddemē ‘And so I walked back and forth until the clock on the tower showed 7:30 p.m.’ (Bel’kovich 1970: 785). Possibly such environments demand a Perfective in Indo-Aryan and an Imperfective in Slavic. If so, that is a matter of feature usage, not of the distinction itself. More work needs to be done both on this point and on Aspect in general in Sinhalese, ideally from a comparative perspective.

Less problematic is the specification of Perfect (or “Resultative”) under Perfective in Bengali, Oriya, Literary Sinhala, Nepali, Kumauni, and Kashmiri. (As we have seen, in Assamese there are special problems.) Rather than the Past Participle, the Conjunctive Participle (also implying “completed” or “preceding” action) + Present/Past Aux is employed for this purpose in the first three languages named (and Assamese), and special forms in -eko, -a, -mut in the next three respectively. Too much need not be made of this difference, since the Simple Perfective and Perfect forms between them parallel the range of Tense-unspecified and Tense-specified forms using the Past Participle in languages like Hindi and Marathi.

Mention of the Conjunctive Participle brings up another point. Recent general studies of aspect (e.g., Hopper 1982, with references especially to Forsyth 1970) emphasize as the chief role of the perfective the chronological sequencing of past
events, as against the provision of background and scene-setting for the imperfective. In NIA languages, however, such functions are to a much larger extent than in European languages the province of non-finite forms (particularly of the Conjunctive Participle or "Absolutive" in the first case and the Imperfective Participle in the second). A full picture of Aspect in NIA would have therefore to include such forms and their functions, although such a grand synthesis, which necessarily involves syntactic considerations, will not be attempted here.

There are additional specialized Aspect features in the finite verb in some NIA languages, for example, the "Prospective" Aspect (marked by {-näř}) in Marathi, for action "about to" take place. This is not an instantiation of "Aspect" because of some general criterion of what aspect is semantically, but because it behaves structurally like such an instantiation in the language concerned: mutual exclusiveness with other Aspect markers, cooccurrence with the full range of T/M markers. There are related constructions in some other NIA languages (H. -nevädå + T/M, S. -ṇavārō + T/M), but none has quite achieved the paradigmatic status of M. {-när}. For one thing, the latter is added directly to the verb stem, like other aspectual markers. In the other languages the construction is with the Oblique Infinitive (H. -n-e + vāl-ā, S. -ṇ-a + vār-ō). The Marathi form is differentiated from the agent-suffix (-närä); in Hindi and Sindhi the forms coincide with those of the agent-suffix.

The general development of aspectual oppositions in NIA (that is, without reference to the particular markers involved, or to the aberrant features of Sindhi, Sinhalese, Assamese, etc.) is summarized in Figure 9.2.

+ = "marked" member of opposition  – = "unmarked" member

![Diagram of aspectual oppositions]

**Figure 9.2 Development of aspectual oppositions in NIA**

**Comments on Figure 9.2**

1. Oppositions in square brackets [ ] are less generally distributed.
2. The domain of Unspecified is progressively restricted as further oppositions develop.
9 Verbal forms and categories

-Y- = marker -y-, but with significant survival of historic -t, -n- forms

(-y-) = marker occurs only after vowel-stems, or otherwise severely restricted

[ ] = marker used with Tense-marked (“Perfect”) forms, if different

[*] = “Perfect” marker same as Conjunctive (“Absolutive”) Ppl

|| = Colit Bhasa vs. Sadhu Bhasa Bengali

Figure 9.3  Perfective markers in NIA

Comments on Figure 9.3

1. Even with the almost complete disappearance of the {-y-} morpheme from Awadhi, Bagheli, Bundeli, and Chhattisgarhi (i.e. even after vowel stems: H. gayā ‘went’, khaya
'ate' = Bu. gaô, khâo [Jaiswal 1962]) the stem is still in some sense specified, or invisibly marked, so that it may take secondary endings (in some of which the /y/-element may be subsumed) and contrasts with the true unmarked stem ("Old Present" = Contingent Future in these languages), which takes primary endings: Aw. dekhaù 'dêkhiti (if) I/we see', dekhau 'dêkhàn 'I/we saw'. Helpfully, some of these Perfective stems show other (irregular) differences: 'give' = dê-, PfV. stem dhî-, 'take' = lê-, PfV. stem lîh- (Aw., Ch.).

2. The Halbi dialect of Bastar (between Marathi and Oriya, not shown) also has the {-l-} marker, thus making the use of this extension continuous from the Konkan to Assam, as indicated.

3. Colloquial Sinhalese has a Conjunctive Participle or "Absolutive" in -lâ, which is also used as a finite – "Perfect" – verb (minihâ gedâra gihillâ 'The man has gone home' [Garusinghe 1962: 57]), but this is derived by Geiger not from -illa but from a verb lanu 'to put'. (Cf. certain Tamil constructions.)

Most of the Sinhalese Perfective allomorphs (that is, all except the modern -unu and irregular inherited forms) entail umlaut of a preceding vowel as shown (-a also entails doubling of the preceding consonant), indicating the presence of the high front vowel of the Prakrit -i(y)a in their formation at some stage. The / marks conjugational differences; -iya is found with verbs of all three conjugations.

9.4 Tense/mood

Tense and Mood together constitute a category in NIA, in terms of mutual substitutability in a particular slot in the paradigm: a verbal expression may have Tense or Mood (or neither) but not both, while either combines more or less freely with Aspect, just discussed. (Interestingly, the Sanskrit grammarians stand accused of failing to distinguish Mood from Tense [Jha 1958: 456, Jaiswal 1962: 140], grouping both under the label lakâra. In Dravidian also, it is convenient to treat the two as one.)

While it is customary and convenient to refer to a complete verbal form (Aspect + T/M, with concord) as a "tense", the real Tenses are Present and Past, to which we may for most NIA languages add Future. (Arguments as to whether Future is a "Tense" or a "Mood" are irrelevant in NIA. Future does have some peculiarities, however, chief among which is its ability to combine only with Aspect-Unspecified stems.)

The usual Moods (so distinguished by their ability to occur in the T/M slot) are Subjunctive, Presumptive, and Contrafactive: some languages have more; others have less. An attempt has been made to choose labels which are the most common and/or the least confusing: the Subjunctive has also been called the Contingent, the Potential or the Conjunctive; the Presumptive also the Probabilitive or the Conjectural; the Contrafactive the Past Conditional – or Conjunctive (Tiwari 1960); all three have been called the "Hypothetical". What has more widely come to be called the Conjunctive Participle (in old-fashioned descriptions, the "Absolutive") has also been called simply the "Conjunctive" (Jha 1958: 513).

Avoiding such confusion is not easy, however. The term contrafactive was used in the preceding section to describe a function of the Past Imperfective. In many
### 9 Verbal forms and categories

| K. | 1, 2: -ān  
|    | 3, 4: -ān  
|    | 5: UNM [+h3]  
| P. | [WFah]  
|    | 1, 2: -â‘  
|    | 3: -nd-  
|    | 4: ri’  
|    | 5: -nd-  
| Ku. | 1: -â‘  
|    | 2: -a-  
|    | 3: -nd-  
|    | 4: -a-  
|    | 5: -ano  
| N. | 1: Ø̑-n  
|    | 2: -do, -dai, -da; i raheko  
|    | 3: Ø̑-n  
|    | 4: -do, -dai, -da; i raheko  
|    | 5: -ne; Ø̑-n  
| L. | 1, 2: -â‘  
|    | 3, 4: -â‘  
|    | 5: -â‘, UNM [+h3]  
| H. | 1: -i  
|    | 2: rah-  
|    | 3: -i  
|    | 4: rah-  
|    | 5: -i  
| A. | 1: UNM  
|    | 2: -i  
|    | 3: [none]  
|    | 4: -i  
|    | 5: Pfv + heten  
| S. | 1: -andlind-  
|    | 2: rah-  
|    | 3: -andlind-  
|    | 4: rah-  
|    | 5: -â‘, UNM [+h3]  
| ER. | 1, 2: UNM  
|    | 3, 4: -a-  
|    | 5: -i  
| Br. | 1, 2: -i (UNM)  
|    | 3: -i, -ae  
|    | 5: -i  
| Mth. | 1, 2: -a(i)  
|    | 2: -i rahal-  
|    | 3: -a(i)  
|    | 5: -i  
| WR. | 1, 2: UNM  
|    | 3, 4: -i  
|    | 5: -i  
| Aw. | 1, 2: -aij  
|    | 3, 4: -a(t)  
|    | 5: -i-  
| Bhoj. | 1, 2: -it  
|    | 2: -i rahal-  
|    | 3, 4: -it  
|    | 5: -it-  
| Br. | 1: UNM  
|    | 2: H l : -ite  
|    | 3: -i  
|    | 4: H l : -ite  
|    | 5: -i  
| Bu. | 1: UNM, -at  
|    | 2: -at, ra-  
|    | 3, 4: -at  
|    | 5: -a-  
| Ch. | 1, 2: -at  
|    | 3, 4: -at  
|    | 5: -t-  
| M. | 1: -t-  
|    | 2: -t  
|    | 3: UNM, -t, -aye-  
|    | 4: -t  
|    | 5: -t-  
| O. | 1: UNM  
|    | 2: -u  
|    | 3: -u  
|    | 4: -u  
|    | 5: [i thant-]  
| Ko. | 1, 2: -t-  
|    | (2: -t  
|    | 3, 4: -t-  
|    | (4: -at  
|    | 5: -t-  
| Si. | 1, 2: -afa-  
|    | H l : UNM  
|    | 2: C P C P  
|    | 3: H l : -nn-  
|    | 4: C P C P, -min  
|    | 5: -ot  

Figure 9.4 Habitual, Continuous, Contrafactual and General Imperfective marking in NIA, in Present and Past
9.4 Tense/mood

1 = Habitual (in Present)
2 = Continuous (in Present)
1, 2 = General Imperfective (Habitual or Continuous, in Present)
3 = Habitual (in Past)
4 = Continuous (in Past)
3, 4 = General Imperfective (Habitual or Continuous, in Past)
5 = Contrafactual (usually = 3; distinguished syntactically)
( ) = optional contrast

UNM = unmarked and unspecified plain stem (+ concord and/or T/M) used
N.B. T/M and concord markers, essential to complete construction, not shown, but
presence of some variety of the latter shown by hyphen following marker-symbol (-x-).

See paradigmatic section 9.5 for full forms.

Comments on Figure 9.4

1. The above figure is designed to show the widespread but uneven substitution of forms
built on the -anta participle for unmarked forms in various Non-Perfective functions in
different NIA languages, and the substitution in turn of forms built on the verb rah-
'remain' for the former.

2. Whether or not they have Continuous forms, regular or facultative, using raḥ-
with the Conjunctive Participle, many NIA languages have constructions with the Imperfective
Participle in -t- + raḥ-, so-called "Continuatives", giving the emphatic-aspectual (or
Aktionsart?) reading 'keep on, continue V-ing': H. bolta raḥta hai 'continues, keeps on
speaking'. Although these constructions have not been discussed here, their overall
relation to the "Continuous" forms in terms of distribution and history would make an
interesting investigation.

3. The symbol || again distinguishes Colit from Sadhu Bengali, and also Colloquial from
Literary Sinhala. The symbol " among the Colit forms indicates a (H)igh Vowel stem.

4. "Continuous" (Durative) vs. "Habitual" (Iterative) functions are not always clear for
some of the less-commonly described languages (to say nothing of their obligatory vs.
onoptional status), as authors writing in English for whom it is not a native tongue
times sometimes seem uncertain of the English equivalents of the distinctions, which can be
tricky, and other accounts are written in languages (German, Russian, French) where
such a distinction is not regularly made. A more detailed cross-linguistic and historical
investigation would therefore be useful.

5. The nasal element in P. (-nd-), L. (-d-), N. (a/-n) is often described as "automatic"
after vowel stems, but in view of its possible historical legitimacy and for comparative
purposes it seems better to describe it as suppressed after consonant stems.

6. Lack of a Habitual/Continuous distinction is indicated by 1, 2 or 3, 4 on the same line.
Such languages may be said to possess a General Imperfective. (The Oriya Past Habitual
and Past Continuous are distinguished by different T/M markers. The Marathi Present
Habitual and Present Continuous are distinguished – in the written language – by use vs.
non-use of concord and T/M markers; in the spoken language the two merge; the Present
Habitual and Contrafactive are distinguished by use (in the 2nd and 3rd persons) of PC-
11a vs. AC concord markers.)

languages it is not a form separate from the latter, however, so the term can be
salvaged for use here. Where it does have a separate form, we shall have to resort
to "Contrafactive I" (Simple) and "Contrafactive II" (T/M marker). The T/M
form has evidently evolved to facilitate the expression of aspectual distinctions
"if you had been working" vs. "if you had finished that job") along with
contrafactivity. Subjunctive is often also used for what we shall try to remember to
call Contingent Future here – "Old Present" forms with an array of vaguely future
references: optative, "imperative", permissive, as well as narrowly subjunctive (in subordinate clauses dependent on verbs of wanting, ordering, etc.). It is necessary to keep the latter separate from the T/M-marked aspectual forms in question here (used in dependent clauses and also with adverbs of doubt, but not in the other contexts mentioned). "Hypothetical" might be a good term for these, were it not already in use in several contrary senses.

Some descriptions call Presumptive Perfectives, on the analogy of "Tense"-based descriptions of Western languages, "Future Perfect": H. vah bāhar gayā hogā 'he will have (= must have) gone out'. English forms such as will have gone indeed also may have a conjectural sense, even in non-Indian English. This is strengthened and standardized in English as used in India, obviously on the NIA model, and begins to sound after a while quite normal, since a native English speaker has no grounds, other than vague considerations of frequency and style, to reject it. Adding to the confusion is the fact that the Future of the verb 'to be', when used as an independent verb, may have either a Future or a Presumptive sense – 'he [will be/probably now is] in that room', and it is this form which functions as the Presumptive marker. It should be noted that the Presumptive and the Future markers are different (although the former “contains” the latter).

The T/M functions normally reside in an auxiliary, or what was once an auxiliary, although in some languages the Future is marked by an inherited suffixal element: in either case, we may refer simply to the T/M marker. The auxiliary may contain what in another context (e.g., in a main verb, including the case where the auxiliary verb itself functions as a main verb) would be an Aspect marker (or as just noted above, even a T/M marker): e.g., the Hindi Contrafactual marker hotā as a main verb “contains” what in the context of a main verb would be the Habitual marker -i- (hotā hai, hotā thā, nahi- hotā ‘[generally] is, [generally] was, [generally] is not’): this is irrelevant to its T/M function (gayā hotā, jāta hotā, jā rahā hotā ‘[if X] had gone, were to go, were going’) – or at least, is not to be considered separately from the function of the T/M marker as a whole. (Similarly, the Continuous Aspect marker {rah-} in some languages, such as Sindhi, Nepali, and Maithili, has overt ostensible Perfective markers, {i}, {eko}, {al}. These also are to be regarded as “deactivated” in this position, irrelevant to the function of the grammaticalized whole, as is the erstwhile Conjunctive Participial -i that precedes this element in a number of languages.) Recognition of the different status of certain elements occurring in both main verbs and auxiliaries may in fact be a prerequisite to discerning the system.

T/M markers also contain, in most but not all cases, Concord elements, which do retain their function of indicating relationships within the sentence. The Present T/M marker, which is usually either the same as the Present of the verb ‘to be’
(often the only verb in the language having such a Present) or a reduced form of it, typically takes PC-I – often, however, in a slightly different version from that found with other verbs. These, along with those for the Past marker, may be inspected in Figure 9.5.

Pres = Present  1 2 3 4 5 6 = 1sg. 2sg. 3sg. 1pl. 2pl. 3pl. or equiv.

\[ / = \text{gender contrast: M/F/(N)} \]

### Figure 9.5 Present and Past markers in NIA, with concord markers
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ch.</th>
<th>Pres</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>hau*</td>
<td>rohe*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>has</td>
<td>rahe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>hai</td>
<td>rhe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>han</td>
<td>ren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>hau</td>
<td>rehu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>hai</td>
<td>rajin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M.</th>
<th>Pres</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ahe</td>
<td>hote/hote*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ahes</td>
<td>rat/hote*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ahe</td>
<td>hot/hote/hote*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>aho</td>
<td>hote*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ahã’t</td>
<td>hotã’(t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ahet</td>
<td>hote/hote/hote</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O.</th>
<th>Pres</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-chi</td>
<td>-thili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-chii</td>
<td>-thitu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-chii</td>
<td>-thilã</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-chu’</td>
<td>-thilu’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-ch 3</td>
<td>-thil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-chamii</td>
<td>-thile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ko.</th>
<th>Pres</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ãsã</td>
<td>ãsili’ãsili’ãsile’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ãsai</td>
<td>ãsilãsilãsilãsilei’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ãsã</td>
<td>ãsilãsilãsilãsile’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ãsau</td>
<td>ãsili’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ãsãt</td>
<td>ãsili’ãsili’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ãsãt</td>
<td>ãsili’ãsili’ãsili’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Si.</th>
<th>Pres</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>sãtimi</td>
<td>sãtãyemí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>sãthi</td>
<td>sãtha’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>sãtãsbyi</td>
<td>sãtãyãsãthi’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>sãtãmu</td>
<td>sãtãmu’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>sãtãhãu</td>
<td>sãtãhãu’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>sãtãtãbãti</td>
<td>sãtãyãsãthi’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.5 (cont.).

Comments on Figure 9.5.

1. In several of the above cases (Punjabi, Bengali, Oriya, Marathi, Gujarati) it is the "written" forms of the auxiliary that have been given, as more conservative and facilitating comparison. In Punjabi the spoken equivalents are d*, e*, e* (or c); o, a, etc. In Bengali and Oriya the (suffixed) auxiliary is written CH as shown, but commonly pronounced without the aspirate as IC, in spoken Marathi and Oriya (also modern written Marathi), the nasalized vowels are denasalized. In Gujarati, che and cho are commonly pronounced [che] and [cho], but according to Cardona 1916 the latter forms are considered less elegant even in speech. (There is no way of writing these forms in Gujarati.)

2. The Sinhalese forms are of course Literary Sinhala: the Colloquial forms (Pres inavã, Past hiti(yé)l) are as usual invariant. The form to the right of the slash is used with inanimates: the siti forms are used with animates only. There is also a feminine animate form in the 3sg. Past: sitiya.

3. For Nepali the suffixixed (shortened) forms have been given. The full form of the Past (used in certain constructions) has an extra lî: thi’i, thiis, thiyo’thi, thiya’u, thiya, thiyo’thiin.

4. For Hindi and Punjabi, the forms are given as he, he”; se, se”; s, s instead of the customary hai, hai”; sai, sau which will be used elsewhere in this book, to distinguish their monophthongized vowels from the dipthongs preserved in Braj, Awadhi, etc.

5. For the unwritten or unstandardized languages, it is not practicable to give all the alternative forms on the chart. Thus Chhattisgarhi has three Past auxiliaries: hoyu’, bhaye’, and rahe’ (identically conjugated), and several variants of the Present auxiliary: havu’, havo, ho, au’, avau’, etc. (cf. Telang 1966: 147–8).

6. For Maithili and Bhojpuri, however, the paradigm given may be particularly misleading. Variants aside, the full paradigm is much more complicated than shown, because of...
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incorporation of direct and indirect object (along with subject) reference in the Maithili forms, and the elaborated honorific system in the Bhojpuri forms (see Figure 9.1, Comment 4).

7. Note the neutralization of number in the 1st person (= 1.4) not only in the Eastern languages (except Oriya) as far west as Bhojpuri, but also in Punjabi, and in the 3rd person (= 3.6) in Gujarati and Rajasthani. The distinctions remaining in the 2nd and 3rd persons (2.5 and 3.6) in the east have become distinctions of honorificity rather than of number.


9. Some accounts of Sindhi add short vowels (generally unwritten) to some of the forms shown: hòr, húr, etc. They also hear some of the full vowels differently: hò for huà, hú for hú" (e.g., Egorova 1966). Dialectal differences may account for some of these variants: others seem to be transcriptional.

10. Sindhi has a second Present marker (not shown, see Figure 9.6 and Comments), thò. Its inflection is purely adjectival (A C): Mgr. thò, Mgr. thá, Fgr. thí, Fgr. thù.

11. The Kumaoni forms given (also in Figure 9.6) are Grierson's "Standard Dialect" (LS I 9) rather than Apte and Pattanayak's.

There are sometimes tricky overlaps in the forms employed as T/M markers in different N1A languages. For instance, hòti in Hindi, just referred to, is a Contrafactual marker; in Marathi the same form is a Past marker. While Hindi thà is a Past marker, with Masculine Singular CONCORD, Sindhi thà is a Present marker, with Masculine Plural CONCORD. Hindi rahe is a Continuous Aspect marker with Masculine Plural CONCORD; the closely similar Awadhi rahai is a Past T/M marker. The opportunities for mutual "contamination" would appear to be great, particularly among languages which are intimately associated. For example in the "Hindi area", but the matter has not been closely studied. An incomplete idea of the shape of the formal markers and their overlap may be gleaned from Figure 9.6 (incomplete because only the 3sg. - Masculine, if gender differences are involved - is given).

A detailed history of the auxiliary (and of the closely connected existential verb and copula, the anchor of the system) in every language is too complicated and too controversial a problem to treat here. Broadly speaking it is everywhere a suppletive paradigm pieced together with elements going back to different Sanskrit roots: "bhr Û 'become', Pres. bhávati (> H.M.P. ho-, N. Ku. S. hu-, G. hò-); iAS 'sit', Pres. ásaté (> Kal. ás- Kho. Sh. as-, K. ós-); iAS 'be', Pres. ásti (> Khash. as-, Si. aiti); ibí 'dwell. exist'. Pres. ákšteti (> K. chu, G. che, B. che < áche, A. -se < áse, O. -ci < óchi, Ku. N. cha, M. as- [according to Turner 1966]. H. hai, S. ãhè [cf. Chatterji 1926: 1035]); iSTHÁ 'stand', Ppl. sthitá (> H. thá, S. thò, O. thi- Si. riyanává < sthápyati; Si. sitiánává < stítñati; prob. B. thák-); iVRT 'turn, occur, exist', Pres. várítät (> Bhoj. bát-, dial. B. bát-); iRAH 'remain'. MIA Pres. ruháti (> Aw. Bhoj. Mth. Sad. rah-). Future markers will be dealt with separately below.
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1 = Present
2 = Past
3 = Presumptive
4 = Subjunctive
5 = Contrafactive

Figure 9.6  T/M markers in NIA (except Future): 3sg.M forms

Comments on Figure 9.6

1. Forms marked (#) are invariant; others may be presumed to show concord in ways analogous to those illustrated in Figure 9.5. The Siraiki ("L.") Contrafactual marker hâ# is thus different from the Past marker hâ, which has forms ham, have, hâ, etc. as already shown (although the two are homonymous in the 3sg. M).

2. The extra (1b and 2b) Present and Past markers in Sindhi may have as much to do with Aspect as with Tense/Mood, but they do also specify the latter: acê 'if comes' [Contingent Future], acê thê 'he comes, is coming' [Present Imperfective]; likhiò 'wrote/ written' [Unspecified Perfective], likhiò thê 'was writing' ["Past Iterative-Durative"]; cf. likhiò âhe 'has written', likhiò hê 'had written'.

3. Maithili has a surfeit of T/M markers in addition to its other complications. They are not alternates, but specific to particular Aspect/TM combinations. (They are not placed on the same "line" with the extra Sindhi forms [1a, 1b, etc.] as they do not correspond to
them in function.) Jha 1958 calls hoeta “Presumptive”, although the translations he gives suggest it may be Subjunctive. The Maithili final ultrashort is specified by Jha but not by Grierson.

4. Several languages apparently lack a Subjunctive T/M marker (or use it rarely), presumably getting along with the (aspectually-unmarked) Contingent Future. Like the Counterfactual marker, it is a late development, “filling out” the system.

5. The first Bhojpurui Presumptive given is Honorific 3sg.; Tiwari 1954a: 250 says that in the 3p Ordinary and “Contemptuous” (found only in the Feminine), forms from the Future in /-h-/ are used instead of those in /-b-/ which are used with other persons. (The hojb form is taken from Shukla’s description of the Gorakhpuri dialect.)

6. Marathi is another language with a superabundance of T/M markers, apparently contrastive at least in some contexts, although some of the contrasts defy easy descriptions: asel, asnär, and asəvō all involve various degrees of presumption; asəvō and asla both involve open conditions, although the former has other, classically “subjunctive” (doubt, uncertainty, etc.) uses as well. Additional possible markers include asto (in combination with the Impfv it means ‘keeps on’; jat asto ‘keeps going’) and ase (in combination with the Impfv it means ‘used to’: jat ase ‘used to go’). These were excluded because their functions are more analogous to those of the “Enhanced Aspect” forms of Hindi and other languages than to T/M functions, e.g., to the H. so-called Continuative in V-ta + rah- and Frequentative in V-(y)a + kar-. Formally it is admittedly harder to draw a line in Marathi, and at least the ase form is probably much more frequent than its Hindi counterpart. Konkani asta seems to be equivalent to M. asto (and H. rahtá hai). Aiyagal 1968 (extra-Goan Brahmin dialect) translates tāgelya gharā ‘tu’ pankho talai astālása as ‘The fan in his house runs/has been running incessantly’, tagging the former in the literal equivalent ‘remains’, the latter ‘is’.

7. For Sinhalese, || separates Colloquial (left) from Literary (right). According to Gair and Karunatilaka (1974: 112, 276) the hot form (and according to Fairbanks, Gair and De Silva 1968: 296 the Colloquial equivalent -or) is not necessarily contrastive: ohu nuvura yanahot namada yami ‘if he goes to Kandy I will go too’. It is placed in line 5 because of formal parallelism. See also Garusinghe 1962: 61, but according to Fairbanks et al. a counterfactual is expressed by the Perfective + the conjunction nay ‘if: mama kadēta givā nay . . . ‘if I had gone to the shop . . . ’ (vs. kadēta giyot . . . ‘if I go to the shop . . . ’).
Traditional and historically-minded descriptions usually divide NIA finite verbal forms into “Radical Tenses”, “Participial Tenses”, and “Periphrastic (or Analytic) Tenses”. Such a division based on historical form does not throw much light on the functioning system of grammatical distinctions in each language or in NIA generally. We might make momentary use of it, however, to point out that only the last (plus the Future) have Tense (that is, are marked for Tense, or rather Tense/Mood) according to the analysis advocated here. The first two (minus the Future) may be marked for Aspect (or unmarked altogether), but are unmarked (= unspecified) for Tense. Present, past, or future time may be implied in such forms, but context may change the implication.

Thus “Simple” Perfectives may usually refer to the past, because what is completed (or more exactly, can be “viewed as a whole”) is usually past, but they are not specified as Past. Their use also in conditional clauses referring to the future is thus no anomaly, but quite in keeping with their “open” status as far as Tense is concerned. Similarly, reference to the present or future by the Imperfective forms that function as Past Habituals-cum-Contrafactives is not excluded: H. agar vah òtā ... ‘if he had come/came/were to come ...’.

There is a Future subsystem in most NIA languages that calls for special remark. As noted earlier, the unspecified “Old Present”, on being crowded out of its old role by newer formations, was left with a range of vaguely future residual meanings, which are retained in most NIA languages as the Contingent Future (“Simple Subjunctive”). In Kashmiri and certain other Northwestern languages it came to function as Future per se; in other languages expression of a Definite Future came to require an additional element, {-g-} or {-l-}, usually (i.e. except in Marathi) with a further element of concord, PC or A.C. Of these, {-g-} (> H. -gā, Braj -gō, etc.) is clearly an auxiliary element (< MIA gaa < OIA gata, Past Participle of ‘go’), albeit reduced and suffixed. The -g-Future is confined to Hindi and Punjabi and associated dialects (Braj, Hariyanvi, Bundeli, Dogri) and some forms of Eastern Rajasthani (Mewati, Malvi, Harauti). The form is no doubt being strengthened by the prestige of Standard Hindi. (Whether Kangri and Mandeali Futures in -ghā are also related to these is unclear.)

The {-l-} Future is more widely spread (Marathi–Konkani, Rajasthani, Nepali, most of Central and West Pahari) and more problematic. It works the same as the {-g-} Future, being added (sometimes with morphophonemic adjustments, as in Marathi: jāi" + -l- = jāi-n) to an already conjugated form, but attempts to link it to that via the Marathi Past Participle geło are thwarted by the fact that the /l/ is not part of the Past Participle in the other areas mentioned.

There are two other sets of Future markers in NIA. Those in {-b-}, which prevail in the Eastern languages and reach as far west as Awadhi, descend from the OIA Future Passive “Participle of Obligation”, or Gerundive, in -tavya. The
other set represents a survival of the OIA sigmatic Future itself (in -sya, -sya). An actual /sl (or /fl) has survived only in Gujarati, Eastern Rajasthan (Dhundhari), Literary Marwari (Magier 1983: 128), Gojri (Sharma 1982: 167), and some “Lahnda” dialects (including Siraiki); elsewhere (spoken Marwari, Bhili, Bundeli, Braj, Awadhi, Bhojpuri, Maithili) it is represented by /hl (+ PC-I endings). (In the form of Marwari observed by Magier the /hl had further weakened to a high-falling tone.) In most of these languages it co-exists with other Future markers ({-l-} in Rajasthan, {-b-} elsewhere), sometimes in complementary distribution in the same paradigm. For example, in Bhojpuri as described by Shukla -ab- is found with the 1st person, -ih- with the 2nd and 3rd persons. A similar distribution occurs in Maithili.

Although the {-b-}, {-s-} and {-h-} Future markers are not strictly speaking originally independent Auxiliary elements like the {-g-} and {-l-} markers, it is convenient to treat them all as simply T/M markers synchronically, and as part of a cross-linguistic Future subsystem in which this subset of T/M markers combines with a verb stem Unspecified for Aspect and thus already having future implications. The first set, it is true, unites directly with the stem, the second, with the stem + PC-I, but the presence or absence of CONCORD elements (and the variety employed and their position) may be treated as a secondary taxonomic matter.

There is still another type of Future in NIA, built on the Imperfective (“Present”) Participle + personal endings: this type is found in Sindhi (haland-us ‘I shall go’), Literary Sinhala (ennéya ‘he will come’), and possibly Halbi (dakhunde ‘we shall see’). It is not part of the aforementioned subsystem, since it is built on an aspectually marked form. The subusage of the Hindi–Urdu Present Habitual as an immediate future (abhí ātā hā ‘I’m coming right now’) might be mentioned in this context.

The several Future formations in NIA lend themselves well to “mapping”: see Figure 9.7.


Finally, it should be noted that several NIA languages (Gujarati, Marathi, Oriya, Bhojpuri, etc.) possess sets of Negative Auxiliaries – in which a negative particle has become fused with the auxiliary verb (sometimes with an obsolete version of it or at any rate one different from the positive) to the point where the resulting “conjugated negative” form is not entirely predictable: M. hotā ‘Past (3sg. M)/nāvhtā ‘Past Neg (3sg. M)’; O. (khāu)ja ‘you are (eating)’(khāu)ja ‘you are not (eating)’; G. che ‘Pres (2, 3sg., 3pl.)/nāth ‘Pres Neg (all persons)’. (The CONCORD endings are usually but not always the same as the corresponding
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; = parallel paradigms, sometimes contrastive
/ = complementary (suppletive) paradigm
[ ] = Future formation not involving any Future T/M marker
Unsp = (aspectually) Unspecified plain stem

--- = area of \{-s-, -h-\} Future
----- = area of \{-b-\} Future
---------- = area of \{-f-\} Future
------------- = area of \{-g-\} Future

Figure 9.7 Future markers in NIA

Comments on Figure 9.7

1. As noted earlier, Sindhi, (Literary) Sinhalese, and Kashmiri do not employ Future markers. The first two have Futures based on an Imperfective ("Present") Participle. Kashmiri, together with much of Dardic, uses the Unspecified stem + personal endings ("Old Present").
2. Note also Nepali: the \{-f-\} Future is less "definite" than the Infinitival Future in \textit{ne cha} (Matthews 1984: 173, 199; Korolev 1968: 1296).
3. The suppletive paradigms of Eastern Hindi and Bihari are of special interest as a battleground between the old inflectional \{-h-\} (\textit{\textbullet-syal-\textbullet-ya}) and the participial \{-b-\} (\textit{\textbullet-tav\textbullet-ya}) Futures. In Awadhi, according to Saksena 1971: 264, \{-h-\} is found with all persons except 1pl. in the Western dialects, is losing ground to the \{-b-\} Future in the 2nd person in the Central dialects, and has kept only the 3rd person in the Eastern dialects. In
Bhojpuri as described by Tiwari 1954a, 1960, and in Magahi (Aryani 1965), the {-b-} Future has taken over the 1st person and is invading the 2nd, while the {-h-} Future firmly retains the 3rd. In Sadani (Jordan-Horstmann 1969) the {-b-} Future has taken over completely. In Chhattisgarhi (Telang 1966), the {-b-} Future has managed to take over only the 1st plural and 2nd singular. In Maithili, {-h-} is restricted to the Jolahi dialect (North Darbhanga Muslims), and to the 3rd person (Jha 1958: 496). Elsewhere the {-b-} Future is now still confined to the 1st and 2nd persons: in the 3rd, a newer form in {-h-} has taken over.

4. In the west of the Hindi area, the competition is rather from {-g-}. It has prevailed in Mewati and Malvi (NE and SE Rajasthani), but {-h-} is still common in Bundeli.

positive forms: note the Gujarati forms just cited.) The Bhojpuri forms naikhī¯, naikhe etc. seem to preserve the controversial root JKSI (see above) in a purer form than is usually found (although Bhojpuri also has positive forms in hokhī¯, hokhe [Tiwari 1954a: 277, 282-3]).

9.5 Finite verb paradigms of the principal NIA languages

The main NIA verbal inflectional components have now been discussed (although not much has been said about the Imperative14). The point may be clear that Aspect and Tense/Mood are to a large extent independent variables, the different combinations of which (not all are possible), together with the appropriate Concord elements, produce the various finite verb types – traditionally called “tenses” – of NIA. The total picture will no doubt be clearer, however, with some illustration of how they fit together. Space considerations forbid giving complete paradigms for each language, but it is hoped that some indication may be obtained from the truncated paradigms given below (for the principal languages only).

These will consist of the 1st and 3rd persons singular (with gender variations, if any) of each “tense” of an intransitive verb, usually come. Both 1st and 3rd are given (rather than, for example, 3rd alone) because different principles of conjugation (particularly at the level of Concord) are sometimes illustrated thereby. The other persons are not lacking in special points of interest: some idea of them can be gleaned from Figures 9.1 and 9.5 above. The reason for choice of an Intransitive verb will become clear in Chapter 10.

Since the system is particularly well articulated in Modern Standard Hindi–Urdu, and readers are most likely to be familiar with that language (or those languages), we depart from our usual order and present that pattern first, followed by Punjabi and the other principal NIA languages in counterclockwise geographical sequence, finishing with Nepali. In the formulas, as in the figures given earlier, Unsp = Unspecified (i.e. zero marker) Aspect or Tense/Mood, PfV = Perfective, P = Perfect, Impfv = Imperfective, Hab = Habitual (Iterative), Cont = Continuous (Durative, “Progressive”), P = Past, Pr = Present, F =
Future, Pmv = Presumptive, Sjv = Subjunctive, Cfv = Contrafactive, PC-I = primary person-concord, PC-I = secondary person-concord (and mixed PC/AC concord), AC = adjectival concord, AC* = adjectival concord with tertiary person-concord, (X) = no concord.

Hindi–Urdu: V = आ- ‘come’ (Inf. अना)

   1sg. आ ‘(that) I may come’
   3sg. आ ‘(that) he/she/it may come’

2. V + Asp: Unsp (Zero) + PC-I + TM: F (-g-) + AC = Definite Future
   1sg. आ ‘(that) I shall come (M/F)’
   3sg. आ ‘He/she will come’

3. V + Asp: Hab (-t-) + AC* + TM: Unsp (Zero) = Unsp Habitual-Contrafactual
   1,3sg. आ ‘I (M/F) he/she used to come’

4. V + Asp: Hab (-t-) + AC + TM: Pr (hai) + PC-I = Present Habitual
   1sg. आ ‘I (M/F) come’
   3sg. आ ‘He/she comes’

5. V + Asp: Hab (-t-) + AC + TM: P (tha) + AC* = Past Habitual
   1,3sg. आ ‘I (M/F) he/she used to come’

6. V + Asp: Hab (-t-) + AC + TM: Pmv (hoga) + PC, AC = Presumptive Habitual
   1sg. आ ‘I (M/F) probably come’
   3sg. आ ‘He/she probably comes’

7. V + Asp: Hab (-t-) + AC + TM: Sjv (ho) + PC-(I) = Subjunctive Habitual
   1sg. आ ‘(perhaps) I (M/F) come’
   3sg. आ ‘He/she comes’

8. V + Asp: Hab (-t-) + AC + TM: Cfv (hota) + AC = Contrafactual Habitual
   1,3sg. आ ‘had I (M/F), he/she come (regularly)’

9. V + Asp: Cont (rah) + AC + TM: Pr (hai) + PC-I = Present Continuous
   1sg. आ ‘I (M/F) am coming’
   3sg. आ ‘He/she is coming’

10. V + Asp: Cont (rah) + AC + TM: P (tha) + AC* = Past Continuous
    1,3sg. आ ‘I (M/F) am, he/she is coming’
11. V + Asp:Cont (raha) + AC + TM:Pmv (hogā) + PC, AC = Presumptive Continuous
   1sg. ā raha hoā ґalā rahi hoā ґi 'I (M/F) must be coming'
   3sg. ā raha hogālā rahi hogi 'He/she must be coming'
12. V + Asp:Cont (raha) + AC + TM:Sjv (ho) + PC-(I) = Subjunctive Continuous
   1sg. ā raha hoā ґ/lā rahi hoā ґ (perhaps) I (M/F) am coming'
   3sg. ā raha holā rahi ho (perhaps) he/she is coming'
13. V + Asp:Cont (raha) + AC + TM:Cfv (hotā) + AC = Contrafactive Continuous
   1,3sg. ā raha hotālā rahi hoti '(if) I he/she had been coming'
   1,3sg. āyālāi 'I (M/F) he/she came'
15. V + Asp:Pfv ([y]) + AC + TM:Pr (hai) + P C-I = Present Perfective
   1sg. āyā hū ґ/lā hū 'I (M/F) have come'
   3sg. āyā hai/āt hai 'He/she has come'
16. V + Asp:Pfv ([y]) + AC + TM:P (thā) + AC* = Past Perfective
   1,3sg. āyā thālāi thī 'I (M/F), he/she had come'
17. V + Asp:Pfv ([y]) + AC + TM:Pmv (hogā) + PC, AC = Presumptive Perfective
   1sg. āyā hoā ґ/galā hoā ґi 'I (M/F) must have come'
   3sg. āyā hogālāi hogi 'He/she must have come'
18. V + Asp:Pfv ([y]) + AC + TM:Sjv (ho) + PC-(I) = Subjunctive Perfective
   1sg. āyā hoā ґ/lā hoā ґ (if) I (M/F) have come'
   3sg. āyā holāl ho (if) he/she has come'
19. V + Asp:Pfv ([y]) + AC + TM:Cfv (hotā) + AC = Contrafactive Perfective
   1,3sg. āyā hotālāl hotī '(if) I (M/F) he/she had come'

Comments: English glosses of the 3sg. can of course also refer to 'it'. The relic morpheme {y-} is represented by a zero-allomorph after consonant stems (dekh- 'see' > Pfv. dekhā) and fuses with the Feminine ending -ī, although āī can also be written āyī. Glosses of the Subjunctive forms are selected "tags"; the actual equivalent depends very much on the specific context. The concord element in the common modern form of the Subjunctive marker is somewhat truncated, but basically PC-I. Fuller forms (hove, etc.) also exist, especially dialectally and in older Hindi. The Past Perfective is often equivalent to an English Simple Past in Hindi and other NIA languages (as well as to the Past Perfect as shown).
Except in combination with the negative *nahi* (अज्ञकोई *nahi* अठा ‘Nowadays nobody comes’) the Habitual without T/M specification has a past sense, for historical reasons suggested earlier – that is, when it does not have a contrafactual sense; the choice depends on larger syntactic factors. In its contrafactual function the form does not necessarily have any “habitual” sense.

Glosses of the Continuous forms are somewhat misleading in that in English forms like _am coming_ often refer to the future – a subfunction proper rather to the Present Habitual (< Imperfective) in Hindi as well as other NIA languages. An Unspecified Continuous form occurs (uncommonly) only with negatives: *nahi* अठा *raha* ‘he/it isn’t coming (on his/its way)’.

**Punjabi:** *V* = आू-, आूँ- ‘come’ (Inf. आूँ)

   1sg. आूँ ‘(that) I may come’
   3sg. आूँ ‘(that) he/she/it may come’

2. *V* + Asp: Unsp (ZERO) + PC-I + TM: F (-g-) + AC = Definite Future
   1sg. आूँ गला ‘(that) I shall come’
   3sg. आूँ ‘(that) he/she will come’

   1,3sg. आूँदा ‘I (M/F) he/she would come; had I he/she come’

4. *V* + Asp: Hab (-nd-) + AC + TM: Pr (hai) + PC-I = Present Habitual
   1sg. आूँदा हाँ ‘I (M/F) come’
   3sg. आूँदा ‘He/she comes’

5. *V* + Asp: Hab (-nd-) + AC + TM: P (si) + PC-I = Past Habitual
   1sg. आूँदा सा ‘I (M/F) used to come’
   3sg. आूँदा ‘He/she used to come’

   1sg. आूँदा हवā ‘I (M/F) probably come’
   3sg. आूँदा ‘He/she probably comes’

7. *V* + Asp: Hab (-nd-) + AC + TM: Sjv (hove) + PC = Subjunctive Habitual
   1sg. आूँदा होवें ‘(perhaps) I (M/F) come’
   3sg. आूँदा ‘(perhaps) he/she comes’
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8. V + Asp:Hab (-nd-) + AC + TM:Cfv (hundā) + AC = Contrafactive Habitual
   1,3sg. āunda hundā/āundī hundi ‘had I/he/she come (regularly)’
9. V + Asp:Cont (rī’/rā’) + AC + TM:Pr (hai) + PC-I = Present Continuous
   1sg. ā rī’ā hā′/ā rā’ī hā′ ‘I (M/F) am coming’
   3sg. ā rī’ā hai/ā rā’ī hai ‘He/she is coming’
10. V + Asp:Cont (rī’/rā’) + AC + TM:P (sī) + PC-I = Past Continuous
    1sg. ā rī’ā sā’/ā rā’ī sā ‘I (M/F) was coming’
    3sg. ā rī’ā sīlā rā’ī sī ‘He/she was coming’
11. V + Asp:Pfv (-i-) + AC + TM:Unsp•(zero) = Unspecified Perfective
    1,3sg. āīā/āī ‘I (M/F) he/she came’
12. V + Asp:Pfv (-i-) + AC + TM:Pr (hai) + PC-I = Present Perfective
    1sg. āīā hā′/āī hā′ ‘I (M/F) have come’
    3sg. āīā hai/āī hai ‘He/she has come’
13. V + Asp:Pfv (-i-) + AC + TM:P (sī) + PC-I = Past Perfective
    1sg. āīā sā’/āī sā ‘I (M/F) had come’
    3sg. āīā sīlā sī ‘He/she had come’
14. V + Asp:Pfv (-i-) + AC + TM:Pmv (hovegā) + PC, AC = Presumptive Perfective
    1sg. āīā hovā′gā/āī hovā′gī ‘I (M/F) must have come’
    3sg. āīā hovegā/āī hovegī ‘He/she must have come’
15. V + Asp:Pfv (-i-) + AC + TM:Sjv (hove) + PC-I = Subjunctive Perfective
    1sg. āīā hovā′/āī hovā′ ‘(if) I (M/F) have come’
    3sg. āīā hovelāī hove ‘(if) he/she has come’
16. V + Asp:Pfv(-i-) + AC + TM:Cfv (hundā) + AC = Contrafactive Perfective
    1,3sg. āīā hundā/āī hundi ‘(if) I (M/F), he/she had come’

Comments: The Perfective marker {-i-} (= {-y-}) is much better preserved in Punjabi, i.e. after consonant stems as well as after vowel stems: vekh- ‘see’ > Pfv. vekhiā (although again assimilated to CONCORD endings in front vowels: Fsg. āī, vekhi). The /n/ of the Habitual (<Imperfective) marker {-nd-}, however, is lost after consonant stems: vekhdā. In spoken Punjabi, a version of the Habitual marker with {-n-} alone is more common in the Present: āunā vā ‘I come’, vekhnā vā ‘I see’. It is not used with all Persons, with other T/Ms, or in the negative.
In contrast with Hindi, the Punjabi Past marker varies with Person (and the 1pl. *haː*, sā' is distinct from the 3pl. *han, san*, although identical with the 1sg.) In spoken P. the 1sg. Pres (=ā) takes a /v-/ after a preceding /-ā/: *vekhna* vā “I see”.

The complex subjunctives are said to be “rare” in Punjabi (Smirnov 1976: 325), which is hardly the case in Hindi, although I know of no comparative study of the subject. The Continuous occurs (though commonly enough) only with the Present and Past, and only in the positive, and is thus somewhat less well established (and not recognized as a full-fledged Aspect by some authorities) than in Hindi where the other T/Ms are possible, if uncommon. In the negative the Habitual is used instead, which thus reverts to a general Imperfective with two possible meanings: *na'ī sī āundā* = (1) ‘didn’t use to come’ (2) ‘wasn’t coming’. The marker *ri'ā, ra'ī, qa'ē, ra'īā*, with high tone, is spelled *RIHA, RAHI, RAHE, RAHIA*. It is actually pronounced [rē̃a, rē, rēī, rēīā] (Shackle 1972: 47).

The Future suffix is not simply added to the Contingent Future (in -ie, not shown) in the case of the 1pl., but to the singular form in -ā instead. According to Gill and Gleason (1969: 40) there is also a tone difference in some stems. (They also cite a 1sg. Future in -āgā, but this would appear to be an influence from Hindi.) The 1sg. Future form is often transcribed -āngā, -engā (and the Presumptive auxiliary *hovāngā*).

In addition to more morphophonemically conditioned variation, Punjabi has more lexically conditioned variation (irregularities) than Hindi. Notable are a series of Perfective Participles preserving a -t-: *kītā* ‘done’, *pītā* ‘drunk’, *suttā* ‘slept’, *dittā* ‘given’, *sitā* ‘sewn’, *t'otā* ‘washed’; cf. also *dittā* (<*dekh-*) ‘seen’, *pīthā* (<*pih-*) ‘torn’, *khā'dā* (<*khā-*) ‘eaten’. The verb *ho-* ‘be, happen’ has a regular Perfective (*hōiā*, vs. Hindi *huā*) but an irregular Imperfective participle (*hundā*), something unknown in Hindi.

**Kashmiri:**

\[V = y(i)/-ā/ 'come' (Inf. *yun*)\]

1. \[V + Asp:Unsp (ZERO) + PC-I + TM:Unsp (ZERO) = Future\]

\[1sg. yimi 'I'll come; (if) I come'\]

\[3sg. yii 'He/she/it will come; (if) he/she/it comes'\]

2. \[TM:Pr (chu) + AC+/PC-II + V + Asp: Impfv (-ān) + (X) = Present Imperfective\]

\[1sg. chus/ches yivān 'I (M/F) come, am coming'\]

\[3sg. chu/che yivān 'He/she comes/is coming'\]

3. \[TM:P (ōs) + AC+/PC-II + V + Asp:Impfv (-ān-) + (X) = Past Imperfective\]

\[1sg. ōsus/āsis yivān 'I (M/F) used to come, was coming'\]

\[3sg. ōs/ās yivān 'He/she used to come, was coming'\]
4. TM:Pmv (āsi) + PC-I + V + Asp:Impfv (-ān-) + (X) = Presumptive Imperfective
   1sg. āsi yivān ‘I probably, may come, will be coming’
   3sg. āsi yivān ‘He/she/it probably comes, may come, will be coming’

5. TM:Cfv (āsihē) + PC-I + V + Asp:Impfv (-ān-) + (X) = Contrafactive Imperfective.
   1sg. āsihē yivān ‘Had I been coming’
   3sg. āsihē yivān ‘Had he/she/it been coming’

6. TM:Unsp (zero) + V + Asp:Pfv A ([−y−]) + AC, PC = Unspecified Perfective A
   1sg. āslāyes ‘I (M/F) came (recently)’
   3sg. ālāyi ‘He/she came (recently)’

7. TM:Pr (chu) + AC, PC-II + Asp:Pf (-mut) + AC = Present Perfect
   1sg. chus âmut/ches âmīc ‘I (M/F) have come’
   3sg. chu âmut/che âmīc ‘He/she has come’

8. TM:P (ōs) + AC, PC-II + V + Asp:Pf (-mut) + AC = Past Perfect
   1sg. ōsus âmut/āssis âmīc ‘I (M/F) had come’
   3sg. ōs âmut/āss âmīc ‘He/she had come’

9. TM:Pmv (āsi) + PC-I + V + Asp:Pf (-mut) + AC = Presumptive Perfect
   1sg. āsi âmut/āsī âmīc ‘I (M/F) may, shall, must have come’
   3sg. āsi âmut/āsī âmīc ‘He/she may, will, must have come’

10. TM:Cfv (āsihē) + PC-I + V + Asp:Pf (-mut) + AC = Contrafactive Perfect
    1sg. āsihē âmut/āmīc ‘Had I (M/F) come’
    3sg. āsihē âmut/āmīc ‘Had he/she come’

11. V + Asp:Unsp (zero) + PC-(I) + TM:Cfv (hē) + PC-I = Contrafactive Unspecified
    1sg. yimihē ‘(if) I had come’
    3sg. yiyihe ‘(if) he/she/it had come’

Comments: Kashmiri has a number of peculiar features, even while in comparison with its Dardic neighbors conforming in important ways to some of the linguistic patterns of the Indo-Gangetic plain. The most striking peculiarity is the placement of the T/M auxiliary to the left of the main verb – a matter for syntax, but unavoidably before our eyes here. It does not distinguish Habitual and Continuous, or Definite from Contingent Future (a matter which affects the T/M auxiliary we are still calling “Presumptive” in this paradigm). On the other hand it distinguishes Perfect from Perfective, and according to Grierson (1973), three
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varieties of Perfective (in his terminology, "Pasts"), "Recent", "Indefinite", and "Remote", only the first of which is included above. The verb *yun* is irregular: Grierson gives *ayov* as 3sg. M of Pfvi B. Kachru’s (1973) version of the markers and the endings (also of the T/M marker: *cha* for *che(h)*) differs somewhat from Grierson’s (and Bailey’s)—partly but perhaps not entirely a question of transcription of the elusive Kashmiri vowels.

The paradigm has also been simplified by non-inclusion of the pronominal clitics referring to direct and indirect objects which can complicate the inflection of both auxiliaries and of such forms as the Unspecified Perfective. For example, *âs*, in addition to meaning ‘(if, that) I (M) came’, can also mean ‘(if, that) It (M) came to him’, and *âyes* ‘(if, that) I (F) came/she came to him’, *ôsus* ‘(if, that) It (M) was/it (M) was to him’, etc.

An /m/ is said to be “inserted” in the 1sg./pl. Future of vowel stems (Grierson 1973: 60) [cf. *yi-m-i* above, 1pl. *yimau*], but, like the “inserted” /y/ of Hindi, it is likely a historical relic: cf. the Sinhalese PC-I endings.

*Sindhi*: \( V = ac/-à, i- 'come' \) (Inf. *açav*

1. \( V + \text{Asp:Unsp (Z) + PC-I + TM:Unsp (Z) = Contingent Future} \)
   - 1sg. *aca* ‘(if, that) I come’
   - 3sg. *ace* ‘(if, that) he/she come’

2. \( V + \text{Asp:Unsp (Z) + PC-I + TM:Pr2 (thò) + AC = Present Unspecified} \)
   - 1sg. *aca* *thòl*acà ‘(if, that) I (M/F) come, am coming’
   - 3sg. *ace* *thòl*acè ‘He/she comes/is coming’

3. \( V + \text{Asp:Unsp (Z) + PC-I + TM:Cfv (hà) + (X) = Contradictory Unspecified} \)
   - 1sg. *aca* *hà* ‘Had I come’
   - 3sg. *ace* *hà* ‘Had he/she/it come’

4. \( V + \text{Asp:Impfv (-and/-) + PC-II = Definite Future} \)
   - 1sg. *indus/indias* ‘(if, that) I (M/F) shall come’
   - 3sg. *indô/indî* ‘He/she will come’

5. \( V + \text{Asp:Impfv (-and/-) + AC + TM:Pr1 (âhè) + PC-I = Present Habitual} \)
   - 1sg. *indô âhä* ‘(if, that) I (M/F) come’
   - 3sg. *indô âhä/indî* ‘He/she comes’

6. \( V + \text{Asp:Impfv (-and/-) + AC + TM:P (hò) + PC-II = Past Habitual} \)
   - 1sg. *indô hôs/indî* ‘(if, that) I (M/F) used to come’
   - 3sg. *indô hôi/indî* ‘He/she used to come’
7. \[ V + \text{Asp:Cont} (-îlê+rahî) + AC + \text{TM:Pr1} (âhê) + \text{PC-I} = \text{Present Continuous} \]
   1sg. acî rahîô åhî ã/îcî rahî åhîa ‘I (M/F) am coming’
   3sg. acî rahîô âhê/acî rahî âhê ‘He/she is coming’

8. \[ V + \text{Asp:Cont} (-îlê+rahî) + AC + \text{TM:P} (hô) + \text{PC-II} = \text{Past Continuous} \]
   1sg. acî rahîô hôs/acî rahî huïas ‘I (M/F) was coming’
   3sg. acî rahîô hô î/acî rahî huï ‘He/she was coming’

9. \[ V + \text{Asp:Impfv} (-and/înd-) + AC + \text{TM:Prv} (hündô) + \text{PC-II} = \text{Presumptive Imperfective} \]
   1sg. îndô hündus/îndî hündîas ‘I (M/F) probably come, am coming’
   3sg. îndô hündô/îndî hündî ‘He/she probably comes, is coming’

10. \[ V + \text{Asp:Impfv} (-andîndî) + AC + \text{TM:Spv} (hujê) + \text{PC-I} = \text{Subjunctive Imperfective} \]
    1sg. îndô hujâ ‘(perhaps) I (M/F) come’
    3sg. îndô hujô/îndî hujê ‘(perhaps) he/she comes’

11. \[ V + \text{Asp:Pfv} (Y) + \text{PC-II} + \text{TM:Unsp} (\text{zero}) = \text{Unspecified Perfective} \]
    1sg. âius/âasi ‘I (M/F) came’
    3sg. âiol ‘He/she came’

12. \[ V + \text{Asp:Pfv} (Y) + AC + \text{TM:Pr1} (âhê) + \text{PC-I} = \text{Present Perfective} \]
    1sg. âîô åhîa ‘I (M/F) have come’
    3sg. âîô åhêlâ ‘He/she has come’

13. \[ V + \text{Asp:Pfv} (Y) + AC + \text{TM:P} (hô) + \text{PC-II} = \text{Past Perfective} \]
    1sg. âîô hôslî huïas ‘I (M/F) had come’
    3sg. âîô hîlî huî ‘He/she had come’

14. \[ V + \text{Asp:Pfv} (Y) + AC + \text{TM:Pmv} (hündô) + \text{PC-II} = \text{Presumptive Perfective} \]
    1sg. âîô hündus/lâhuï ‘I (M/F) must have come’
    3sg. âîô hündô/lâhuï ‘He/she must have come’

15. \[ V + \text{Asp:Pfv} (Y) + AC + \text{TM:Spv} (hujê) + \text{PC-I} = \text{Subjunctive Perfective} \]
    1sg. âîô hujâ ‘I (M/F) may have come’
    3sg. âîô hujêl ‘He/she may have come’

16. \[ V + \text{Asp:Pfv} (Y) + \text{PC-II} + \text{TM:î} (thê) + (X) = ‘Past Iterative’ \]
    1sg. âius thêlâasi thê ‘I (M/F) used to go; was going’
    3sg. âîô thêlâ ‘He/she used to go; was going’

Comments: The status of “Tense” no. 16 in the system is not clear, especially in view of its equivalents in paê instead of thê (pa- in various forms is found as an
"intensifier" with several Tense/Aspect forms: *acā-tho payō, payō acā-tho 'I am coming') (see above, section 9.3). The status of *thē as a T/M marker is in doubt: note that while in nos. 12–15 (where also the Perfective clearly retains its Perfective function) the T/M markers are added to a Pfv form with *AC endings, in no. 16 the marker (or particle) is added to a form with *PC endings. Like the *pa-intensifiers, and unlike the normal T/M markers, it can precede or follow the main verb. For that matter, is the related *thō in no. 2 a T/M marker? Is it really a marker of Present Tense, or does it specify (or "explicate") an aspectual function?

In its basic differentiation of the Imperfective, Sindhi is less advanced than Hindi, or even than Punjabi, although as just noted it has experimented in other directions. While more recent descriptions assign a specifically Habitual function to the forms in nos. 5 and 6 (as against a more generally Imperfective one in earlier descriptions [see note 11]), no. 9 seems to retain the old wider meaning. The Imperfective participle also serves as the basis for the Future. A Habitual–Future link is characteristic of Dardic languages like Kalasha (as well as of certain Dravidian languages, i.e. Telugu). Note also that the Unspecified Contrafactual ("Past Conditional") is built on the Contingent Future ("Present Conditional") like that of Kashmiri rather than on the Imperfective Participle as elsewhere in NIA.

NIA languages differ in the number of "irregular" (historically conditioned) forms they retain. Probably Hindi has the fewest, and Sindhi the most: Grierson 1919 (*LSI*), following Trumpp, lists approximately 126 irregular Perfective ("Past") Participles (as against 5 in Hindi); in addition there are a respectable number of irregular Imperfective ("Present") Participles, including that of the verb *come* utilized here.

*Gujarati*:

\[ V = āv-, 'come' \] (Inf. āvvu −)

1. \[ V + Asp:Unsp (ZERO) + PC-I + TM:Unsp (ZERO) = Contingent Future \]
   
   1sg. āvu−‘(if) I come’
   
   3sg. āve ‘(if) he/she/it comes’

2. \[ V + Asp:Unsp (ZERO) + TM:F: (-ij-) + PC-(I) = Definite Future \]
   
   1sg. āvij ‘I shall come’
   
   3sg. āvie ‘He/she/it will come’

3. \[ V + Asp:Unsp (ZERO) + PC-I + TM:Pr (che) = Present Unsp (Imperfective) \]
   
   1sg. āv − chu−‘I come, am coming’
   
   3sg. āve che ‘He/she/it comes, is coming’
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4. V + Asp:Impfv (-(a)t) + (X) + TM:Unsp (ZERO) = Unspecified Contrafactual
   1,3sg. (pl.) āvat ‘Had I/he/she (etc.) come’

5. V + Asp:Impfv (-(t)) + AC + TM:Unsp (ZERO) = Unspecified Imperfective
   1,3sg. āvotolāvijāvūt ‘I/he/she/it used to come’

   1,3sg. āvto hato/lāvī hātu ‘I/he/she/it used to come, was coming’

7. V + Asp:Impfv (-(t)) + AC + TM:PMv (hafe) + PC-(I) = Presumptive Imperfective
   1sg. āvto hōi/lāvī hōi ‘I (M/F) probably come, am coming’
   3sg. āvto hāto/lāvī hāti/lāvū ‘He/she/it probably comes, is coming’

8. V + Asp:Impfv (-(t)) + AC + TM:Stv (hōy) + PC-I = Subjunctive Imperfective
   1sg. āvto hōu/lāvī hōu ‘(if) I (M/F) come, am coming’
   3sg. āvto hōy/lāvī hōy/lāvū ‘(if) he/she/it comes, is coming’

9. V + Asp:Impfv (-(t)) + AC + TM:CStv (hōt) + (X) = Contrafactual Imperfective
   1,3sg. āvto hāt/lāvī hāt ‘(if) I/he/she/it had come (regularly), had been coming’

10. V + Asp:Pfv (-y-) + AC + TM:Unsp (ZERO) = Unspecified Perfective
    1,3sg. āvyolāvīlāvyu ‘I/he/she/it came’

11. V + Asp:Pfv (-y-) + AC + TM:Pr (che) + PC-I = Present Perfective
    1sg. āvyo chu/lāvī chu ‘I (M/F) have come’
    3sg. āvyo chē/āvī chē ‘He/she/it has come’

12. V + Asp:Pfv (-y-) + AC + TM:P (hato) + AC = Past Perfective
    1,3sg. āvyo hato/lāvī hātu ‘I/he/she/it had come’

13. V + Asp:Pfv (-y-) + AC + TM:PMv (hafe) + PC-(I) = Presumptive Perfective
    1sg. āvyo hōi/lāvī hōi ‘I (M/F) must have come’
    3sg. āvyo hāfe/lāvī hāfe/lāvyu ‘He/she/it must have come’

14. V + Asp:Pfv (-y-) + AC + TM:Stv (hōy) + PC-I = Subjunctive Perfective
    1sg. āvyo hōu/lāvī hōu ‘(if) I (M/F) have come’
    3sg. āvyo hōy/lāvī hōy/lāvyu ‘(if) he/she/it has come’
15. \( V + \text{Asp:Pfv} (-y-) + AC + \text{TM:Cfv} (hot) + (X) = \text{Contrafactive Perfective} \)

\[ \begin{align*}
1,3\text{sg. } & \text{avyo hot/lāvī hot/āvyu}^2\text{hot} \quad \text{‘(if) I, he/she/it had come, came, would come’} \\
\end{align*} \]

Comments: Gujarati retains an aspectually unmarked form (no. 3) in the function of Present Imperfective, although a marked form (āvto nathi ‘doesn’t come, isn’t coming’) replaces it in the negative. Like Kashmiri, the language is more conservative even than Sindhi in retaining an undifferentiated Imperfective. It has, however, evolved an optionally specified Habitual in the Present (āvto hay che ‘he generally comes’, cf. Cardona 1965: 107–8); no. 5 already serves that function in the Past. Note that the Unspecified Imperfective (= “Past Habitual”) is differentiated from the Unspecified Contrafactual (“Past Conditional”) by the presence of AC\,\text{CONCORD} markers.

The PC-I markers used with the Future (and the Presumptive Auxiliary) have undergone some vicissitudes: the 1sg. has lost its -u', which has become instead the marker of the 1pl.

There is a second form of the Perfective using a marker {-el-} rather than {-y-}, basically the attributive adjectival form of the Perfective (see below, section 9.8), but used also predicatively by some speakers interchangeably with the {-y-} form (Cardona 1965: 135, Savel’eva 1965: 39, Zograph 1976: 278): āvelo, āvelo che, āvelo hato, etc. Six additional formulas could thus be added, but they would involve non-contrastive, merely alternative forms. These forms are interesting in that they link Gujarati with Marathi to the south (see Figure 9.3) rather than with the Central and Northwestern languages as is more often the case. More in line with the last connection, it also has a respectable number of “irregular” Perfectives: khādhu‘ate’, pīdhu‘drank’, dīthu‘saw’, lidhu‘taken’, suttu‘slept’, etc.

\textit{Marathi:} \( V = ye-/ā- ‘come’ \) (Inf. yene‘)

1. \( V + \text{Asp:Unsp (ZERO)} + \text{PC-I} + \text{TM:Unsp (ZERO)} = \text{Old Unspecified (“Past Habitual” 1)} \)

\[ \begin{align*}
1\text{sg. } & yēi’ ‘I used to come’ \\
3\text{sg. } & yēi ‘He/she/it used to come’ \\
\end{align*} \]

2. \( V + \text{Asp:Unsp (ZERO)} + \text{PC-I} + \text{TM:F (-I)} = \text{Future} \)

\[ \begin{align*}
1\text{sg. } & yei ‘I shall come’ \\
3\text{sg. } & yeil ‘He/she/it will come’ \\
\end{align*} \]

3. \( V + \text{Asp:Impfv (-t-)} + \text{PC-Ia} + \text{TM:Unsp (ZERO)} = \text{Present Habitual} \)

\[ \begin{align*}
1\text{sg. } & yeto/yete ‘I (M/F) come’ \\
3\text{sg. } & yetol/yetel/yete ‘He/she/it comes’ \\
\end{align*} \]
4. V + Asp:Impfv (-t) + PC-IIb + TM:Unsp (zero) = Unspecified Contrafactual
   1sg. yeto 'yetė' "Had I (M/F) come"
   3sg. yetă-yetė/yeto "Had he/she/it come"
5. V + Asp:Impfv (-t) + (X) + TM:Pr (âhe) + PC-(I) = Present Continuous
   1sg. yet âhe "I am coming"
   3sg. yet âhe 'He/she/it is coming'
6. V + Asp:Impfv (-t) + (X) + TM:P (hotâ) + PC-II = Past Continuous
   1sg. yet hoto /yet hote "I (M/F) was coming, (used to come)"
   3sg. yet hotâ/yet hotâ/yet hote "He/she/it was coming, (used to come)"
7. V + Asp:Impfv (-t) + (X) + TM:Pmv1 (asel) + (X) = Presumptive Imperfective 1
   1sg. yet asen ‘I probably come, am coming’
   3sg. yet asel ‘He/she/it probably comes, is coming’
8. V + Asp:Impfv (-t) + (X) + TM:Pmv2 (asânr) + (X) = Presumptive Imperfective
   1,3sg. yet asnâr ‘I/he/she/it (etc.) will probably come, be coming’
9. V + Asp:Impfv (-t) + (X) + TM:Sjv1 (asâvâ) + AC* = Subjunctive Imperfective 1
   1,3sg. yet asâvé/yet asâvî/yet asâve "maybe I (he/she/it) come(s), am (is) coming’
10. V + Asp:Impfv (-t) + (X) + TM:Sjv2 (aslâ) + PC-IIb = Subjunctive Imperfective 2
    1sg. yet aslo ‘yet asle” "(if) I (M/F) come (regularly)"
    3sg. yet aslâ/yet aslî/yest asle ‘(if) he/she/it comes, is coming’
11. V + Asp:Impfv (-t) + (X) + TM:Cfv (astâ) + PC-IIb = Contrafactive Imperfective
    1sg. yet asto ‘yet asté ‘(if) I would come, would have come (regularly), had been coming’
    3sg. yet astâ/yet astî/yest asté ‘(if) he/she/it would come, would have come (regularly), had been coming’
12. V + Asp:Impfv (-t) + (X) + TM:HabP (ase) + PC-I = “Past Habitual” 2
    1sg. yet ase ‘I used to come’
    3sg. yet ase ‘He/she/it used to come’
13. V + Asp:Pfv (-l-) + PC-IIb + TM:Unsp (zero) = Unspecified Perfective
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14. V + Asp: Pfv (-l-) + PC-IIb + TM: Pr (āhe) + PC(I) = Present Perfective
   1sg. āloālāleā "I came (M/F)"
   3sg. ālāālālāleā "He/she/it came"

15. V + Asp: Pfv (-l-) + PC-IIb + TM: P (hotā) + PC-IIb = Past Perfective
   1sg. āloālāleā "I (M/F) have come"
   3sg. ālāālālāleā "He/she/it has come"

16. V + Asp: Pfv (-l-) + PC-IIb + TM: Pmv1 (asel) + (X) = Presumptive Perfective 1
   1sg. āloālālāleā "I (M/F) probably came"
   3sg. ālāālālāleā "He/she/it probably came"

17. V + Asp: Pfv (-l-) + PC-IIb + TM: Pmv2 (asnār) + (X) = Presumptive Perfective 2
   1sg. āloālālāleā "I (M/F) must have come"
   3sg. ālāālālāleā "He/she/it must have come"

18. V + Asp: Pfv (-l-) + PC-IIb + TM: Sjv1 (asāvā) + AC* = Subjunctive Perfective 1
   1sg. āloālālāleā "I (M/F) might have come"
   3sg. ālāālālāleā "He/she/it might have come"

19. V + Asp: Pfv (-l-) + PC-IIb + TM: Sjv1 (aslā) + PC-IIb = Subjunctive Perfective 2
   1sg. āloālālāleā "(if) I (M/F) have come"
   3sg. ālāālālāleā "(if) he/she/it has come"

20. V + Asp: Pfv (-l-) + PC-IIb + TM: Cfv (astā) + PC-IIb = Contrafac­
    tive Perfective
   1sg. āloālālāleā "(if) I (M/F) had come"
   3sg. ālāālālāleā "(if) he/she/it had come"

21. V + Asp: Pro (-nār) + (X) + TM: Unsp (ZERO) = Unspecified Prospective
   1,3sg. yēnār "I am, he/she/it is (definitely) going to come"

22. V + Asp: Pro (-nār) + (X) + TM: Pr (āhe) + PC(I) = Present Prospective
   1sg. yēnār āhe "I'm going to come"
   3sg. yēnār āhe "He/she/it is going to come"

23. V + Asp: Pro (nār) + (X) + TM: P (hotā) + PC-IIb = Past Prospective
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1.3 sg. yeñar hote/yeñar hote "I (M/F) was going to come"
3.3 sg. yeñar hota/yeñar hota/yeñar hote "He/she/it was going to come"

24. V + Asp:Pro (-nár) + (X) + TM:Pmv1 (asel) + (X) = Presumptive Prospective
3.3 sg. yeñar asel "He/she/it must be going to come"

1.3 sg. yāve "I/he/she/it should come"
1.3 sg. yāvā/yāvē/yāve "I/he/she/it might come"

26. V + Asp:Impv2 (-ayc-) + PC-IIb + TM:Unsp (ZERO) = "Past Habitual" 3
1.3 sg. yāycē/yeycē "I (M/F) used to come"
3.3 sg. yāycē/yāycē/yāycē "He/she/it used to come"

Comments: The older spellings of Literary Marathi are given for comparative purposes (with anusvāra distinguishing the 1st person from the 3rd – in some cases). To arrive at the reformed spellings (and modern literary pronunciation), remove the anusvāra. Arriving at the colloquial pronunciation is slightly more complicated: in the 3sg. Neuter, replace -e- with [-a:]; various contractions of Aux and participial stem also take place: e.g., no. 15, alo/hoto "becomes alohvo (see Kavadi and Southworth 1965: 201–3).

Marathi differentiates the Imperfective as Habitual and Continuous – with the help of concord and T/M components – only in the Present (nos. 3 and 5). Despite this, it has a large number of “tenses”, achieved through contrastive elaboration of all three inflectional components (Aspect, Tense/Mood, and concord). For instance, different concord markers in the 3rd person differentiate nos. 3 and 4. (Since this is insufficient in the 1st person, no. 4 is generally replaced by nos. 11 and 20.) Even more “tenses” could be added. The Imperative/Optative has endings distinct from either those of the form that represents the “Old Present” (the “Past Habitual 1”) or of the newer “Subjunctives”: yeu ‘shall I come?’

Elaboration of the Aspect component provides additional forms of the auxiliary for elaboration of the T/M component. A grasp of the system is complicated by the fact that it is “in motion”: newer forms are in the process of crowding out older forms with similar functions: note the three “Past Habituals” (nos. 1, 12, 26) along with the not completely abdicated Past Habitual function of no. 6. At the same time, real specializations exist: Marathi differentiates the “doubtful” function of the “Subjunctive” (nos. 9, 18) from the “conditional” function (nos. 10, 19), and both from the “optative” function as just stated. The Future is also
frequently used in open conditions in Marathi. The Unspecified Perfective can also be used (as in Hindi), no doubt the source of the T/M form in nos. 10 and 19.

It is sometimes difficult to find appropriate terminology: Prospective is fairly standard for nos. 21–24, but unsuitable for the T/M function in nos. 8 and 17. For want of anything better, Berntsen and Nimbkar's Desiderative is used for no. 25 although the sense is one of "mild obligation" rather than desire. (They also call it Subjunctive, when used in a different construction with the subject of Intransitives.) Often the newer forms (e.g., the "Impfv2" of no. 26) are verbal nominals or adjectivals pressed into service – but such after all is the history of many older forms also throughout NIA.

How many of these forms actually function in a given register or regional or class dialect is an important question that unfortunately cannot be answered here. While the term "Marathi" does not cover a collection of distinct languages the way the term "Hindi" sometimes does, a form that is obsolete in one region or at one social level is often found to be vigorously alive in another.

The Prospective forms are much more frequent than the roughly corresponding -nevālā forms of Hindi, and often replace the Future.

Sinhalese (Colloquial): V = e-, āv-, æv- ‘come’ (Inf. enavā)
(Colloquial Sinhalese lacks verbal CONCPR, but certain forms occur only with the 1st Person, or only with the 2nd and 3rd. Hence the designations 1p and 3p will be used only to mark the latter cases. However, there is an important distinction in the language between Non-Emphatic ("Simple") and Emphatic verb forms. These will be indicated by NE and E.)

1. V + Asp:Unsp (ZERO) + TM:Sjv (-vi) = Unspecified Subjunctive
   3p ēvi ‘He/she/it might come’
2. V + Asp:Unsp (ZERO) + TM:F (-nnam) = Unspecified Future
   1p ennām ‘I’ll come/may I come?’
3. V + Asp:Impfv (-n-) + TM:Unsp (ZERO) = Unspecified Imperfective
   NE enavā ‘I (he/she) come(s)/am (is) coming/will come’
   E enne ‘I (he/she) come(s)/am (is) coming/will come’
4. V + Asp:Impfv (-n-) + TM:Pmv (ætti) = Presumptive Imperfective
   NE enavā ætti ‘I (he/she) probably come/am (is) coming/will come’
5. V + Asp:Impfv2 (-t-) + TM:Cond (-ot) = Conditional Imperfective
   etot ‘if I he/she come(s)’
   NE āvā ‘I/he/she came’
   E āve ‘I/he/she came’
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7. V + Asp:Pfv ("-Y-") + TM:Cond (-ot) = Conditional Perfective
   avot ‘if I/he/she came/happen to come’
8. V + Asp:Pfv2 (-nna[at]) + TM:Pmv (eti) = Presumptive Perfective
   enna(a) eti ‘I/he/she must have come/been coming’
   avon ‘I have come; he/she has come’
10. V + Asp:Pf ("L" + -lā) + TM:Pr (tīyenavātīyen) = Present
    Perfect
    NE avillā tīyanavā ‘I have come; he/she has come’
    E avillā tīyen ‘I have come; he/she has come’
    avillā ti[b]unā ‘I have come; he/she had come’
12. V + Asp:Cont ("L" × 2) + TM:Pr (innavā) = Present Continuous
    *katā kara kara innovā ‘I am talking; he/she is talking’
13. V + Asp:Cont ("L" × 2) + TM:P (unnā, hitiya) = Past Continuous
    *katā kara kara unnā ‘I/he/she was talking’
    avī avī hitiya ‘I/he/she used to come’

Comments: The above and following account is based mainly on Fairbanks, Gair
and DeSilva 1968 (with a modification of the transcription in the direction of a
transliteration of the Sinhala spelling), with additional input from Garusinghe
1962, Geiger 1938, Bel’kovitch 1970, and Gair 1970. It may not be complete, but I
have hesitated to extrapolate beyond these sources: e.g., no Emphatic forms are
given for nos. 11–14, although they probably exist; the use of the inanimate
auxiliary tīyanavā (rather than innavā) is puzzling in nos. 10 and 11: the contrast is
consistent in Literary Sinhala (Bel’kovitch 1970;790). A different verb is used in
nos. 12 and 13, since according to Fairbanks et al. (1968: II. 159), the verb come
lacks such a form (although cf. Garusinghe p. 88, the source of no. 14).

The symbol “Y” is an arbitrary one for the complex formation of the Sinhalese
Perfective, reflecting the input of MIA *-i-. The symbol “L” is Gair’s for the
complex formation of the Conjunctive Participle Base (Past Participle in Fair
banks et al., Perfect Participle in Gair 1970).

What we are calling the Sinhalese Imperfective retains a very wide meaning – it
can be future as well as iterative or durative. The Specific Future (confined to the
1st person) in -nnam (pronounced [nnay]), which has Dravidian echoes, is given
by Geiger (p. 163) as -nā (sg.) and -nāmu (pl.).

The distinction between the etot and avot Conditionals is Garusinghe’s. Neither
seems to be contrafactual. Conditionality is also expressed by simple Imperfective
or Perfective + the particle nam ‘if’: enavā nam ‘if he (etc.) comes’.
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No. 8 is Perfective according to Bel’kovich, who is mainly describing Literary Sinhala: it is really the Dative of the Infinitive (Bel’kovich calls it the General Participle Noun II [“prichastnoe imia obshchego deistviia II”] and the Mood in question the Potential). The Colloquial form omits the Dative -ta.

Oriya: V = ās- ‘come’ (Inf. āśibā)

   1sg. āśe ‘I come’
   3sg. āśe ‘He/she/it comes’
2. V + Asp:Unsp (ZERO) + TM:F (-ib-) + PC-IIb = Future
   1sg. āśibi ‘I shall come’
   3sg. āśib ‘He/she/it will come’
3. V + Asp:Cond (-ont-) + PC-IIa + TM:Unsp (ZERO) = Unspecified Conditional
   1sg. āśonti ‘I would come’
   3sg. āśont ‘He/she/it would come’
4. V + Asp:Cont (-u-) + TM:Pr (-chi) + PC-IIc = Present Continuous
   1,3sg. āsuth ‘I am coming; he/she/it is coming’
5. V + Asp:Cont (-u-) + TM:P (thilā) + PC-IIa = Past Continuous
   1sg. āsuthili ‘I was coming’
   3sg. āsuthili ‘He/she/it was coming’
6. V + Asp:Cont (-u-) + TM:Pmv (thifv) + PC-IIb = Presumptive Continuous
   1sg. āsuthibi ‘I will be coming’
   3sg. āsuthib ‘He/she/it will be coming’
7. V + Asp:Cont (-u-) + TM:Cfv (thāntā) + PC-IIa = Contrafactive Conditional
   1sg. āsuthanthi ‘(if) I had been coming’
   3sg. āsuthānt ‘(if) he/she/it had been coming’
8. V + Asp:Pfv (-il-) + PC-IIa = Unspecified Perfective
   1sg. āsili ‘I came’
   3sg. āsilā ‘He/she/it came’
9. V + Asp:Pf (-i-) + TM:Pr (chi) + PC-IIc = Present Perfect
   1,3sg. āsichi ‘I have come; he/she/it has come’
10. V + Asp:Pf (-i-) + TM:P (thilā) + PC-IIa = Past Perfect
    1sg. āsithili ‘I had come’
    3sg. āsithilā ‘He/she/it had come’
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11. \( V + \text{Asp:Pf} (-i-) + \text{TM:Pmv (thi$b$)} + \text{PC-IIb} = \text{Presumptive Perfect} \)

\[ \begin{align*}
1\text{sg. } & \text{asithibi } 'I \text{ will have come}' \\
3\text{sg. } & \text{asithib$a$ } 'He/she/it has come'
\end{align*} \]

12. \( V + \text{Asp:Pf} (-i-) + \text{TM:Cfv (than$t$a)} + \text{PC-IIb} = \text{Contrafactive Perfect} \)

\[ \begin{align*}
1\text{sg. } & \text{asithant$i$ } 'I \text{ would have come, (if) I had come}' \\
3\text{sg. } & \text{asithant$a$ } 'He/she/it would have come, (if) ... had come'
\end{align*} \]

Comments: The Oriya system is quite straightforward. The main points to notice are the use of the Old Present or Unspecified form as a Present Habitual, the clearly differentiated Continuous forms, the lack of a Subjunctive, and the lack of a Past Habitual. No. 3 above, the form without T/M auxiliary derived from the MIA Present Participle, is not used in Oriya in the function of both a Contrafactual and a Past Habitual as is the case in a number of other NIA languages (including neighboring Bengali), Tripathi (p. 193) is at pains to warn us.

As with Marathi, nasalization in the 1sg. (no. 1) has been indicated following traditional spelling (Mahapatra 1955), although modern descriptions of the colloquial ignore it. The spelling has also been followed in using /$ch$/ rather than /$cl$/ (although not the older /$ch$/ for the Present forms. Mahapatra (1955) lists three additional “tenses” that are combinations of the Continuous with the Perfect: kori$a$su$chi$ 'He has been doing', kori$a$su$thila$ 'He had been doing', and kori$a$su$thib$a$ 'He will have been doing'. If these are really in use and not merely attempts to render English forms, they would seem to be unique in NIA.

Bengali (Colloquial): \( V = a$fi$, e$- 'come' (Vbl. N. $a$j$a$)

1. \( V + \text{Asp:Unsp (ZERO) + PC-I} + \text{TM:Unsp (ZERO) = General Unspecified (>Present Habitual)} \)

\[ \begin{align*}
1\text{p } & a$fi$ 'I (we) come' \\
3\text{p } & a$fe$ 'He/she/it comes (they come)'
\end{align*} \]

2. \( V + \text{Asp:Unsp (ZERO) + TM:F (-b-)} + \text{PC-IIb} = \text{Future} \)

\[ \begin{align*}
1\text{p } & a$bo$ 'I (we) shall come' \\
3\text{p } & a$be$ 'He/she/it (they) will come'
\end{align*} \]

3. \( V + \text{Asp:Impfv (-y-)} + \text{PC-IIa} + \text{TM:Unsp (ZERO) = Past Habitual/Contrafactual} \)

\[ \begin{align*}
1\text{p } & a$turn$ 'I (we) used to come/(if) I (we) had come' \\
3\text{p } & a$to$ 'He/she/it (they) used to come/(if) he, etc. had come'
\end{align*} \]

4. \( V + \text{Asp:Cont (*) + TM:Pr (-che)} + \text{PC-I} = \text{Present Continuous} \)

\[ \begin{align*}
1\text{p } & a$chi$ 'I am (we are) coming' \\
3\text{p } & a$che$ 'He/she/it is (they are) coming'
\end{align*} \]
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5. V + Asp:Cont (" + TM:P (-chilo) + PC-IIa = Past Continuous
1p ājchilum 'I was (we were) coming'
3p ājchilo 'He/she/it was (they were) coming'

Continuous
1p ājte thākbo 'I (we) shall be coming'
3p ājte thākbe 'He/she/it (they) will be coming'

7. V + Asp:Pfv (-l-) + PC-IIa + TM:Unsp (zero) = Unspecified
Perfective
1p ājllum (elum) 'I (we) came'
3p ājlo (elo) 'He/she/it (they) came'

8. V + Asp:Pf (-e-) + TM:Pr (che) + PC-I = Present Perfect
1p efechi 'I (we) have come'
3p efechi 'He/she/it (they) has come'

9. V + Asp:Pf (-e-) + TM:P (chilo) + PC-IIa = Past Perfect
1p efecchilum 'I (we) had come'
3p efechilo 'He/she/it (they) had come'

10. V + Asp:Pf (-e-) + TM:Prmv (thākbe) + PC-IIb = Presumptive
Perfect
1p efe thākbo 'I (we) shall, must have come'
3p efe thākbe 'He/she/it (they) will/must have come'

11. V + Asp:Pf (-e-) + TM:Sjv (thāke) + PC-I = Subjunctive Perfect
1p efe thāki 'if I (we) have come'
3p efe thāke 'if he/she/it has (they have) come'

Comments: In brackets following the stem allomorphs, what is given in all the above paradigms is the “dictionary form” of the verb, not necessarily the Infinitive. In Bengali and Assamese this is a verbal noun. As a reminder of the fact that there are no number distinctions in the Bengali verb, plural pronoun references are given in brackets.

In Bengali we meet the unique phenomenon of High and Low verb stems, a kind of historical vowel harmony, where the conditioning factors are no longer always present. In the Colloquial Continuous the High stem itself ("m is all that remains of the Aspect marker. (Verbs with lāl + consonant, such as āf- shown here, do not illustrate the phenomenon as well as some others, e.g., fon-e 'he, she listens'/fon-che 'is listening'.) Synchronically, an alternative analysis is possible, taking -ch- as the Continuous marker and the distinctive PC-I endings themselves as the Present marker (Bender and Riccardi 1978: 21), but such a segmentation, while perhaps fitting the current state of the language, would violate the historical facts and thus disturb the comparative side of this presentation.
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The Sadhu Bhasa Continuous marker, {-ite}, shows a more obvious relation to the MIA Present Participle, the usual source of NIA first-stage Imperfectives. A truncated form of it is kept in the Colloquial form in no. 6, which has more a Future than a Presumptive sense. The Presumptive label fits no. 10 better, however. The Sadhu Bhasa has several additional forms (complex Imperfective and Perfective Contrafactives, Imperfective Subjunctive) that are apparently absent from the Colloquial. As in most NIA languages where the Old Present retains its primary function, it also serves as a contingent future ("Simple Subjunctive"): əfe also = ‘he may come, (if) he comes’.

Partly as a result of loss of gender, CONCORD is marked only once in the verb forms of the Eastern group (vs. twice in the Central and Western languages) – albeit using three partially contrasting sets of PC markers.

Assamese: V = əh- , əh ‘come’ (Vbl. N. əhá)

   1p əho ‘I (we) come’
   3p əhe ‘He/she/it comes (they come)’
2. V + Asp:Unsp (ZERO) + TM:F (-ib-) + PC-IIb = Future (Unspecified)
   1p əhim ‘I (we) shall come’
   3p əhibo ‘He/she/it (they) will come’
3. V + Asp:Cont/Pf (-[-1,2]) + TM:Pr (-se) + PC-I = Present Continuous/Perfect (‘Present Definite’)
   1p əhiso ‘I am (we are) coming; I (we) have come’
   3p əhise ‘He/she/it is (they are) coming; he . . . has (they have) come’
4. V + Asp:Cont (-[-1]) + TM:Pr2 (əse) + PC-I = Disambiguated Present Continuous
   1p əhi əso ‘I am (we are) coming’
   3p əhi əse ‘He/she/it is (they are) coming’
5. V + Asp:Cont (-[-1]) + TM:P2 (əsil) + PC-IIa = (Disambiguated) Past Continuous
   1p əhi əsil ‘I was (we were) coming’
   3p əhi əsil ‘He/she/it was (they were) coming’
6. V + Asp:PfV (-il-) + PC-IIa + TM:Unsp (ZERO) = Unspecified Perfective
   1p əhilo ‘I (we) came; . . . have come’
   3p əhil ‘He/she/it (they) came; . . . has [have] come’
7. V + Asp:Pfv (-il) + PC-IIa + TM:Cfv (he 'ten) + (X) = Contrafactive Perfective
   1p āhilo 'he 'ten 'Had I (we) come; I (we) would come'
   3p āhil he 'ten 'Had he/she/it (they) come; he . . . (they) would come'
   8. V + Asp:Hab (-i+thāki-) + TM:P (sil) + PC-IIa = Past Habitual
   1p āhithākisilo 'I (we) used to come'
   3p āhithākisil 'He/she/it (they) used to come'

Comments: The ambiguity of Perfect and Continuous ([i][1,2]) in Assamese was noted earlier. Although the Present seems to have more often the Continuous sense, and the Past the Perfect sense, according to Kakati (1962: 369) only context differentiates them. In any case it is the Continuous which has special disambiguating forms (nos. 4 and 5), by employing the full forms of the auxiliary.

The unusual form of the 1p Future (-im) represents a fusion of the Future marker (-ib-) with the 1st person marker {-o}: cf. the analogous development in Marathi ((-l) + {-o } = -n).

Brown (1848) lists a Present Subjunctive (no. 1 + he 'ten), but according to Kakati (p. 360), such a form (he gives hā 'te rather than he 'ten) is Middle Assamese and has not survived. Both Babakaev (1961) and Kakati (and the LS I), however, list an additional form with the Past (or "Perfect") Participle in -ā (invariant) + he 'ten, hōle, or hōli usable (without 'if') in the protasis of a contrafactual conditional sentence: hā he 'ten, 'if X had come' (=āāi . . . āhīl āhilo 'lāhīlāhīlā he 'ten).

Babakaev (1961) also lists Presumptive forms, involving the addition of āhobālā, āhōb or āhōb pay to finite forms: āhīse āhobālā 'He must have come'. According to the scheme employed here, these would involve a "second" TM marker (-se + āhobālā) rather than the paradigmatic substitution of a Presumptive marker as in the rest of NIA.

Assamese has been said to lack a Past Habitual (Kakati 1962: 359), but the form in no. 8 seems to have evolved to supply this need.

Nepali: V = āu-, ā- 'come' (Inf. āunu)

   1sg. āu 'I would like to come; may I come?'
   3sg. āos 'Let him/her/it come'
2. V + Asp:Unsp (zero) + PC-(I) + TM:F (-lā) + AC* = Presumptive Future
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1. V + Asp: Prox (-ne) + TM: Pr (cha) + PC-IIa = Proximate Future
   1sg. åunechu ‘I shall come’
   3sg. åunechal/åuneche ‘He/she will come’

2. V + Asp: Prox (-ne) + TM: Pr (cha) + PC-IIb = Proximate Contrafactual
   1sg. åune thie ‘I would have come’
   3sg. åune thiyo/thi ‘He/she would have come’

3. V + Asp: Impfv-1 (-n-) + TM: Pr (cha) + PC-IIa = Present Habitual
   1sg. åu ‘I come; (I shall come)’
   3sg. åu ‘He/she comes; (he/it will come)’

4. V + Asp: Impfv-1 (-n-) + TM: P1 (thiyo) + PC-IIb = Past Habitual (and Contrafactual)
   1sg. åu ‘I used to come/would come’
   3sg. åu ‘He/she used to come/would come’

5. V + Asp: Impfv-2a (-dai) + (X) + TM: Pr (cha) + PC-IIa = Present Continuous I-A
   1sg. åu ‘I am coming’
   3sg. åu ‘He/she is coming’

6. V + Asp: Impfv-2b (-d-) + AC + TM: Pr (cha) + PC-IIa = Present Continuous I-B
   1sg. åu ‘I (M/F) am coming’
   3sg. åu ‘He/she is coming’

7. V + Asp: Cont (-i+raheki-) + AC + TM: Pr (cha) + PC-IIa = Present Continuous 2-A
   1sg. åirahekol/åirahekî ‘I (M/F) am coming’
   3sg. åiraheko ‘He/she is coming’

8. V + Asp: Cont (-i+rahe) + (AC) + TM: Pr (cha) + PC-IIa = Present Continuous 2-B
   1sg. åirahe/åirahi ‘I (M/F) am coming’
   3sg. åirahe ‘He/she is coming’

9. V + Asp: Impfv-1a (-dai) + TM: P1 (thiyo) + PC-IIb = Past Continuous 1-A
   1sg. åu ‘I was coming’
   3sg. åu ‘He/she was coming’

10. V + Asp: Impfv-1a (-dai) + (X) + TM: Pmv (holâ) + (X) = Presumptive Continuous 1-A
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1sg. *āu dai hu lā/hu ’li ‘I (M/F) probably am/was/shall be coming’
3sg. *āu dai holā/holi ‘He/she probably is/was/will be coming’

(13–16: Past and Presumptive Continuous 1-B and 2-A can be made by substituting thee/thiyó/thií and hu ’lā/hu ’līholā/holi for chulchal che in nos. 8 and 9 above. There seem to be no corresponding forms for no. 10, that is, for Continuous 2-B [Verma and Sharma 1979: 200, 205].)

17. V + Asp:Pfv (-y-) + PC-Ib + TM:Unsp (zero) = Unspecified Perfective
   1sg. *ā ‘I came’
   3sg. *āyolā ‘He/she came’

18. V + Asp:Pfv (-y-) + PC-Ib + TM:Sjv (bhane) + (X) = Subjunctive Perfective
   1sg. *ā ’bhane ‘if I come’
   3sg. *āyolā ‘if he/she comes’

19. V + Asp:Pfv (-y-) + PClIb + TM:Pmv (holā) + (+) = Presumptive Perfective
   1sg. *ā ’holā ‘I probably came’
   3sg. *āyolā ‘He/she probably came’

20. V + Asp:Pf (-ek-) + AC + TM:Pr (cha) + PC-IIa = Present Perfect
   1sg. *āeko/aeki chu ‘I (M/F) have come’
   3sg. *āeko cha/aeki che ‘He/she has come’

21. V + Asp:Pf (-ek-) + AC + TM:P1 (thiyo) + PC-IIb = Past Perfect
   1sg. *āeko/aeki thi ‘I (M/F) had come’
   3sg. *āeko thiyo/aeki thi ‘He/she had come’

22. V + Asp:Pf (-ek-) + AC + TM:Pmv (holā) + AC+ = Presumptive Perfect
   1sg. *āeko hu ’lā/aeki hu ’li ‘I (M/F) must have come’
   3sg. *āeko holā/aeki holi ‘He/she must have come’

Comments: In luxuriance of forms, Nepali rivals Marathi. Quite a number of them (e.g., nos. 7–10 and their corresponding T/M forms) are merely alternates, however. Still others could be listed; cf. Korol’ev (1968). Although the full array of gender variants has been given, gender tends to be lost in Spoken Nepali (Matthews 1984: 44–5). With Nepali, however, we return to an area, albeit marginally, accustomed to making number distinctions in verbs (as well as honorific distinctions—an elaborate system not given here). The plural forms are distinct from those given above.
The term *Proximate* for the Aspect form in nos. 3 and 4 is borrowed from Verma and Sharma (1979b). Matthews (1984) calls the forms in question the *Infinitival Future* and *Infinitival Conditional*. Korol'ev calls no. 3 the *Indefinite Future* ("budushchee neopredelennoe deistvie"), which is something of a misnomer since this is the most definite of the Nepali Futures (Matthews 1984: 226). The use of the Present Habitual to refer to future action (particularly shortly impending future action) is widespread in NIA but is taken special note of in the gloss of no. 5 because it is apparently more common in Nepali.

The verb *dunu* is perhaps not the best for illustrating certain morphological features. The /n/ element in nos. 5 and 6 is reduced to /r/ after stems having such a phonological shape (and lost entirely after consonant stems): this /r/ should not be confused with the /r/ in no. 2 (and in the Presumptive Auxiliary), where it is part of the 1st person marker -u-

This concludes our tour of NIA paradigms. Their general structure should now be clear. It is hoped that this together with the information in the preceding sections will help in approaching languages and dialects not covered in section 9.5.

### 9.6 Verb stem I: valence and voice

The *inflectional component* of the NIA verbal system treated in the preceding sections (9.2–9.5), while complex and not without interest, particularly in the capacity for expansion and refinement of its three categories, is really not so different from that of many languages around the world. A more distinctive feature of NIA appears when we turn our attention to the remaining element, the *verb stem* itself (V). Although the mechanisms involved are arguably "derivative" rather than "inflectional", those dealt with in this section are at any rate "morphological". The topic of this section might therefore be called *morphologically related stems*.

Theoretically, Voice and Valence are quite different matters and should be kept distinct (Magier 1983: 223). *Valence* is concerned with the number of necessary arguments ("participants") implied by a verb stem, and thus with transitivity (two arguments, three in the case of "double transitives" such as *give* and *feed*) intransitivity (one argument), and causativity (more than one argument, often three, sometimes four). With a handful of exceptions in each language, a NIA primary stem is inherently marked as transitive or intransitive. This *basic* valence can be *altered* (increased or decreased) *morphologically*, resulting in secondary stems. In the ideal world of classical transformational grammar, *Voice* involves a shift of focus from Agent to Patient (or, in some languages, possibly to certain other arguments also), *without* altering the total number of
arguments (or the “meaning” of the sentence whatsoever). (Passivization in this sense has probably received far more attention than its importance in most NIA systems warrants. But as will be seen, it has other senses, or functions, in NIA.)

In practice, however, the distinction between the two is blurred. Historical passives come to have an intransitive sense (i.e. with no second argument implied). Derived intransitives often can be translated only by English passives (which suggests the latter may have a double function), producing a secondary confusion at the level of description. NIA passives have characteristic functions that do alter the “meaning” of the sentence. Finally, the influence of English on journalistic and scholarly writing has affected the function and behavior of passives in ways that may obscure these more typical functions.

The initial raw material for the NIA system comes, as usual, from Sanskrit – from the passive in {-ya}, following the weak grade of the root, and the causative in {-aya}, with an alternate -paya after roots ending in /-āl/, following a strengthened grade of the root (basically guṇa, but vṛddhi, that is, /lāl/, in the case of /lal/). Reanalyzed as -apaya, the alternate became the productive form of the causative, extended to other roots early in the history of Sanskrit itself.

In Early MIA, the passive developed (apparently in the west) as ɨyya, thence (in Prakrit and Apabhramsa) as ɨɨja. This was the transparent source, in accordance with regular NIA phonological developments (VCCV > V:C, but > S. VC), of the so-called inflectional passives found in the Western languages: Marwari, Siraiki -ɨɟʃ-, Sindhi -(ɨ)iʃ-, Shina -(ɨ)ɨʃ- (information is lacking for other “Dardic” languages, except Kashmiri, where the suffix is absent). The weak root-vowel pattern of OIA continues to prevail (except in secondary passives from causatives): Sir. mər/-mərɨj- ‘beat/be beaten’, ɟdɨ/ɟɪvɨj ‘give/be given’ (Shackle 1976). In Sindhi, it should be noted that passives have a different imperfective Participle and therefore Future formation, in -ɨb6 instead of the -ɨndo of primary intransitives (themselves sometimes of earlier passive origin).

The ɨɨ-suffixes were formerly more widespread in the west (e.g., in Old Marathi), and were not totally unknown in the center (e.g., in Old Braj [McGregor 1968: 157]) and east, but there another version of the suffix, in ɨ(ɨ)a or ɨ(ɨ)a, seems to have prevailed (Chatterji 1926: 910–18), one which was phonologically more vulnerable. Although its NIA reflex, -ɨ-, is found in Early Bengali, Maithili, Oriya, Hindi, etc., it has been preserved (except for isolated forms, such as H. cahiye ‘is wanted’, B. cā) only in Nepali (gar/-gari- ‘do/be done’ and almost all verbs). (The -ɨ suffixes of Dogri and of Shahpuri “Lahnda” may be from this, or they may be reduced forms of -ɨ.) In Sinhalese, this MIA suffix was the original source of the Third or -e- Conjugation, intransitive or “involitive” in meaning (and thus a matter of Valence), extended as a productive formation to nearly all verbs (Geiger 1938: 139): palanaవɁ/pælenavɁ ‘split (tr/intr)’.
In some NIA languages, notably Gujarati (and marginally in Bhojpuri, Maithili, Magahi, and Awadhi), there is a different passive suffix, -ā: āp-/āpa- 'give/be given'. Chatterji (1926), following a suggestion of Grierson's, supports its derivation from the OIA denominative suffix -aya. See also Saksena (1971: 293–4). Bloch (1965: 238) objects that the OIA form had "no special force" and clear antecedents go back only to MIA.

With the decay of passive suffixes, or even with their preservation, NIA languages turned to periphrastic methods of expressing a passive. In Marathi, Gujarati, and Kashmiri, it was to a case form (Ablative or Locative) of the Infinitive + the verb come: M. karnyāte- 'be done'; in Sinhalese to the Infinitive + labantu 'receive'. In the majority of NIA languages, however, it was, in its later phase, to the Perfective Participle (in -(y)a, or -al in the Bihari group), or in the easternmost languages to an invariant verbal noun in -ā resembling it, + the verb ja- 'go', which serves as the conjugational base.

Chatterji supports an earlier suggestion of Beames that this choice was influenced by the resemblance of jā-, particularly in the earlier version of the construction using the Conjunctive Participle in -i (= -i + jā-, still preserved in Dogri) instead of the Perfective, to the Apabhramsa -iija. Although the latter was more Western than Eastern, it was Western Apabhramsa that served as the basis of the literary medium prevalent across northern India during this formative period. In view of this, the passive with jā- may be regarded as a complex verbal stem rather than a syntactic construction, albeit derived quasi-analytically rather than morphologically. Similar kinds of reinterpretation of weakening morphological material in terms of phonologically similar independent words, thereby snatching it, as it were, from the brink of destruction, reoccur a number of times in the development of both NIA and Dravidian, and may be called a characteristic feature of pan-Indic linguistic dynamics. It is the reverse side of the process that has turned originally independent words into morphemes.

Periphrastic or suffixal, the NIA passives are notable in their applicability to intransitives as well as transitives. The result is impersonal (or "involitive") verbs, expressing the helplessness or non-volitionality of the erstwhile agent, if any.

Turning now to the causative line of development, the MIA reflex of the original strengthened grade + -aya was (long vowel stem) + -ē. That is, except in Konkani, where -aya itself (like the -th of the OIA 2pl.) mysteriously survives – a reminder that Literary MIA shows only a limited part of the historical picture. Otherwise, the original causative morpheme eventually merged with personal endings (-ayati > -ēti > ādi > ēti) and did not survive except indirectly in the Marathi and Sindhi transitive endings, as noted earlier. The strengthened grade of the root entailed by the lost morpheme, however, survived as a mark of transitivity in most languages – albeit not a 100 per cent reliable one, since
primary intransitives with long vowels as well as primary transitives with short
vowels also existed. In any case, the pattern Weak Grade: Intransitive :: Strong
Grade: Transitive was extended by analogy in both directions, above all in Hindi,
where a whole series of derived intransitives has been produced by "re-weakening" a
root which had not been strengthened in the first place: H. ma'jh- 'be
scoured', from mā'jh- 'scour' < OIA mārjāt. (Because of the obligatory English
translation, these are sometimes miscalled Passives, or Passive-Neuters, but they
are reduced-Valence verbs rather than passives.)

Meanwhile, the pseudo-allomorph -āpayā, launched on its independent career,
became (with normal -p- > -v-) -āvē in MA, which even after the fusion of the -ē
with the personal endings was substantial enough to resist total phonetic erosion.
The basic causative marker through much of NA today is in fact this same -āv-
in Bhojpuri, Awadhi, Gujarati, West Rajasthani), generally pronounced [āv],
or equivalent -āv- (in Nepali, Punjabi, Braj). In Kashmiri it is -(an)āw; in Maithili
the /l/ is hardened to -āb-; in Marathi the vowel is shortened in accordance with
the peculiar stress effects in that language (see Chapter 7) to -av-. In Kumauni
only -ā remains (Apte and Pattanayak 1967: 44). Here care must be taken: the /l/
element is dropped in a number of conjugational forms (for example in Punjabi
with the Perfective morpheme -i: ban- 'take shape' > banā- 'make', but Pfv.
Msg. banātā), leading some descriptions to treat it as a "euphonic element"
coming in at certain points, and to take the suffix as -āv. In view of its historical
legitimacy, it is preferable to take the suffix as -āvāv if the /l/ or /v/ is regularly
present at any point in the conjugation. It is only lost entirely, giving way
completely to -āv-, in Standard Hindi–Urdu, Bengali, Oriya, Sindhi (where it is
followed by the transitive conjugation-sign -i), "Lahnda", Eastern Rajasthani,
Bundeli, and Sinhalese. In Assamese, it is still present in an alternative form of
the suffix, -uwa. (In Bengali it may also be said to lurk in the "alternative"
causative marker { -o, -u} [Seely 1985: 168–70], and even in Hindi, in the isolated
causative bhigo- 'wet, drench' < bhīg 'get wet': -āu > -au > -o.)

There are also, however, competing causative suffixes of more obscure origin.
Chief among these are -ār or -ā, the regular suffix in Shina, also found in
Kashmiri, Sindhi (frequently: uṯh- /uṭhārh- 'rise/raise', qhu- /qhuər- 'be washed/
wash'), Awadhi, Chhattisgarhi, the perhaps related -ād (Gujarati, Malvi), and -l,
-āl (Hindi, Nepali, Siraiki). The different suffixes, or the same suffix, may
combine, giving double causatives: G. -ādvāv, -ādv, Mth. -ābāeb, S. -ādā(i),
Bhoj. WR. -(a)vāv. This procedure has preserved a /l/ even in those languages
which have lost it, by resegmentation, as the initial of a Second Causative marker:
-āv + āv > -avāv > -(a)vā(v) > -vā. Bengali, Oriya, and Marathi have no
Second Causatives in this sense.
The purpose of a Second Causative can best be understood by looking at the purpose of a First Causative, which is twofold: (1) to turn primary intransitives into transitives (by an alternative and simpler procedure than the vowel-strengthening inherited from OIA): H. uth-/uthā- ‘rise/raise, lift’, cal-/cālā ‘go/drive, operate (make go)’ alongside mar-/mār- ‘die/kill, beat’, khul-/khōl- ‘open’ (intr/tr); G. cal-/cālā- alongside ughad-/ughād- ‘open’ (intr/tr); (2) to turn primary transitives, or transitives derived by the “old” method, into indirect causatives, that is, entailing getting something done by another person: kar-/kārā- ‘do/have done by someone’, kār-/katā- ‘cut/have cut by someone’. A (morphological) Second Causative enables the formation of (functional) indirect causatives from secondary transitives made with the First Causative (H. uthā-’uthāvā- ‘lift/have lifted by someone’. Otherwise, i.e. in a language without a Second Causative such as Bengali, indirect causatives can be formed only from primary transitives: kār-/kārā- ‘do/get done by someone’. Secondary transitives derived by the “old” (vowel-strengthening) method (a residual rather than a productive category in Bengali, and involving only the alternation /ā/ā/) can add the causative -a, but the result, according to Seely (1985: 166–7), is not an indirect causative but only a kind of doublet: pār-/pār-, pārā- ‘fall/throw down, fell, lay (an egg), pluck (fruit)’; cāl-/cālā-, cālā ‘move/cause to move, drive, operate’ (also: ‘shake down or pick fruit from a tree, cause to fall’). Indirect causation is expressed in such cases periphrastically.

In the languages that have it, the Second Causative also forms doublets without basic semantic contrast (though one or the other may be preferred in a given situation) when used with a primary transitive: H. kar-/kārā, karvā- ‘do/get done by someone’. (The case of semi-transitives [see note 16] must be distinguished: part-/part-, partā- ‘fall/throw down, fell, lay (an egg), pluck (fruit)’; cāl-/cālā-, cālā ‘move/cause to move, drive, operate’ (also: ‘shake down or pick fruit from a tree, cause to fall’). Indirect causation is expressed in such cases periphrastically. (There is some disagreement over whether the formally Second Causative of Assamese in -owā is a contrasting – i.e. indirect – or merely an alternative form: dekh-/dekha-/dekhōwā- [Babakaev 1961] ‘see/show/have someone show’ or dekhā-, dekhōwā- = ‘show’?) To compound the confusion, in some languages, e.g., Braj, Siraiki, the Second Causative morpheme is used with vowel stems to form their First Causative: Br. khā-/khabā-, Sir. khā-/khavā ‘eat/feed’.

The unpredictable and therefore derivational character of the causative formations is underlined by the fact that (First) Causatives (derived transitives) will be found to be formed from the same root by the “old” (strengthened-vowel) method in some languages and by the “new” (suffixal) method in others (and sometimes by both methods in the same language): M. car-/cār- ‘graze (intr/tr)’, H. car-/cārā-; S. cār-/cārī-, ‘climb/cause to go up, offer’, H. carh-/cārhā-; N.
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khul-/khol- 'open (intr/tr)', also N. khul-/khulā-. However, interesting parallels run across many languages, e.g., the stem khā- 'eat' has the allomorph khu- (or kho-) before the causative marker in Oriya, Assamese, Nepali, Punjabi (alternate), Kumauni, Maithili, etc.

The more basic of the above facts are summarized on Figure 9.8 below. Only

P = morphological Passive marker
(P) = “analytic” Passive formation
I = First Causative marker (including original Second Causatives that have replaced First Causatives)
II = Second Causative marker

[Sh. P: -j3; I: -ar-]

K.
(P: Inf.+yi)
I: -(in)āw-
(P: Pfv. jā-)
I: -āu-
II: -vāu-

L.
(P: jī)
I: -ā-
II: -vā-

S.
(P: -(i)j)
I: -ā-
II: -vā-

G.
(P: -ā)
I: -ā-
II: -vā-

Bu.
(P: Pfv. jā-)
I: -ā-
II: -vā-

M.
(P: Inf. + ye)
I: -av-

Ko.
I: -ay(a)

Figure 9.8 Regular Passive and Causative markers in NIA
9.7 Non-finite forms

Comments on Figure 9.8
1. The "irregular" Sindhi and Gujarati causatives in \(-d\text{-}\), \(-\text{ad}\) have been included because they are very common.
2. According to Egorova (1966: 78), the Sindhi Second Causative in \(-\text{ar}\) is used only to "emphasize" indirect causation. Otherwise the First Causative is used for indirect causation also.
3. There is a distinctive Second Causative marker only in some languages. In others (Awadhi, Bhojpuri, Maithili, Gujarati), the marker is a mechanical combination of two First Causative markers (from which the distinctive markers also originated through phonetic reduction). The Gujarati combinations are quite varied and irregular (see Cardona 1965).
4. Where passive formation is not shown, clear information has not been available.

the "regular" formatives are shown (the vowel-alternating method, though extended analogically in some languages, being considered for the purposes of Figure 9.8 "irregular" for N'IA as a whole).

9.7 Non-finite forms

In anticipation of the next chapter, as well as of the final section of this chapter, it is necessary to give a brief survey of the more important non-finite forms of the verb, as they provide part of the raw material for those discussions. Some of them, namely the Imperfective and Perfective Participles (and more briefly the Conjunctive or Absolutive Participle) have already made their appearance in the preceding discussion of finite forms, into which they have entered as component parts, albeit generally not labelled as such, and disguised by our concern at that point with distinguishing the Aspect and the CONCORD markers. (We will now assume that these have been distinguished, and treat the full forms as they occur as words.) Their role in the finite verb may be called, historically rather than functionally speaking, secondary; here we meet them in their primary identity. To be sure, not all non-finite forms play a role in the finite verb. Moreover, those that do are sometimes now distinguished morphologically in their non-finite roles, which are "secondary" functionally even if not historically. In this section we shall not be concerned with their functions – except insofar as they suggest some basic labels – but only with their formal identities.

N'IA non-finite forms are basically of three kinds: (1) those with nominal functions (=N); (2) those with adjectival functions (=A); and (3) those with adverbial (or adjunctual) functions (=D). That is, the first may serve as subject or object and take case-endings and postpositions, the second may modify nouns (particularly attributively), and the third may serve as essentially adverbial adjuncts to the main sentence predication. N'IA languages differ considerably in the number of forms over which these functions are spread. In some languages,
there is partial overlap of forms with functions N and A, or A and D, or even N and D. These basic functions are sufficiently distinct, however, that it is easiest to consider them as separate forms in spite of this.

For example, in Hindi the "-nā form" is both noun, taking an oblique (-ne) + case-particles, and adjective, with gender variation (-ni) – but in quite different contexts and with quite different meanings. It is best to consider that there are two forms here, an Infinitive, as it is usually called, and a Future Passive Participle (some would add "of Obligation") = an adjective, albeit occurring only in predicative position: aisi cītthī likhnā muskil hai 'To write such a letter is difficult' vs. aisi cītthī likhī hai 'Such a letter is to be written (=You/someone has to write such a letter)'. The position is much the same with Gujarati -vu, Punjabi -ṇā, Sindhi -an-īn', and Kashmiri -un. In Figure 9.9 below, variable adjectival (A) forms will be given in the Masculine Singular Direct form (in Gujarati this is -vo not -vu which would be the Neuter form), with * to indicate their variability for gender (and number and sometimes case). Oblique nominal (N) forms will be listed separately (as N*).

It is trickier where there is neither gender nor (primary) case to guide us. Both the Oriya (-ibā) and the Sinhalese (-nna) "Infinitives" may be used as either nouns or adjectives, as may the Bengali form in -ā, -oā, -no (the differences are morphophonemic). In the latter case, however, the semantic difference between the nominal usage (tā kārā ucit nāe 'To do that is not proper') and the adjectival usage (in a perfective and passive sense: tār lekhnā ākkhānā boi 'a book written by him'[cf. Page 1934]) is great enough to justify positing both a Verbal Noun and a Perfective (or "Past") Adjectival Participle – even though the two have a common origin (Chatterji 1926: 945, 1016). Further synchronic justification might be sought in the fact that before case-endings -bā (originally a separate form, now almost regardable as an "oblique base" – although Bengali nouns do not have oblique forms) is commonly substituted: jābār dārkār 'necessity of going' (jāōār dārkār is possible but less frequent), a feature obviously absent from the "participle".

The case is the opposite with the Bengali Infinitive and Imperfective ("Present") Participle, both in -(i)te. According to Chatterji, the former is the Locative (=B. -te) of an old verbal noun in -i (it has nothing to do with the Sanskrit Infinitive in -tum), the latter a Locative (in -e) of the MIA Present Participle in -anta > B. -ita. In function, however, there is an area of overlap where it is difficult to sort out the two. Unlike the Oriya and Assamese Infinitives in -ibā, -ibo (or the Infinitives of Hindi, Punjabi, etc.), the Bengali Infinitive is only used as a complement of the predicate, never as a subject – perhaps because there is the Verbal Noun in -ā available for that function (although such Verbal Nouns also exist in the first two languages). It is probably also the oblique case status of the
Bengali Infinitive that militates against such usage. (The Imperfective Participle is similarly restricted: it is used only adverbially, never attributively.)

The Marathi Verbal Noun in -ne, Obl. -nyā (technically not an infinitive, in M. a separate form in -ū, despite its similarity to the Hindi form) has no such identity problems: its functions are purely nominal. However, it shares the nominal functions, not only with the Infinitive just mentioned (of very restricted usage as the complement of certain modals) but in the oblique case area with what Katenina calls “Supines”, the forms -āylā 'in order to V' and -āycā, a “Desiderative” adjectival (<Gen.) form with some nominal complement functions.

Most NIA languages have both Adjectival (A) and Adverbial (D) Imperfective (traditionally “Present”) and Perfective (traditionally “Past”) Participles, as well as the (adjectival) Future Participles “of obligation” already alluded to. (According to our scheme the latter would be Unspecified.) In the Eastern group, except perhaps Oriya, Adjectival Imperfective Participles based on the MIA Present Participle (B. -nto, A. -ntn, O. -ntā) tend to be archaic and literary (Oriya, however, uses the -ibā form as an Imperfective Adjectival), but these languages also have a Conditional (adverbial) Participle (B. -le, O. -ile, A. -ileilnt). It can signify ‘when’ as well as ‘if.’ (The two Assamese forms are used with Future and Past main verbs respectively.)

In several Central-Western languages, Adjectival Participles, particularly when used attributively, are distinguished from their Finite Verb counterparts by special morphological or analytic extensions: M. Pfv. -lelā*, G. Pfv. -elo*, S. Pfv. -(Y)alā* (thus extending Perfective -l forms one step further northwest [see Figure 9.3]), S. Impfv. -andaru*/-indaru*, P. -ndā* hōyā*, H. -tā huā*. Imperfective Adverbial Participles (most commonly equivalent to ‘while . . . -ing’) are typically distinguished by use of “oblique” or of completely different forms: H. -te (hue), S. -andēl-Indē, G. -tā, M. -tā-nil, A. -o*te, Si. -minl-dī.

In the function of a Perfective Adverbial Participle (=‘having . . . -ed’), we have what is usually called the Conjunctive Participle (also variously the Past or Past Active Participle, or the Absolutive Participle), no doubt the most important NIA non-finite form (see Chapter 10 as well as section 9.8). Its usual form is -i (O., A. -i). B. has -e, G. -i(ne), S. -il-ē, M. -un, K. -ith, Si. -(l)lā (Literary -āl-al-i), but in H. and P., which use the extensions kar, -ke, one form (the “short” form) of the Conjunctive Participle, having lost the -i, coincides with the verb stem. In Nepali the Absolutive in -i is distinct from the Conjunctive Participle in -era, -i, -ikana.

In most NIA languages, except apparently the Eastern group, there is also a regular secondary nominal formation (usually from the Oblique Infinitive) of an Agentive Adjective > Noun: H. -vāla*, P. -vālā*, S. -vārō*, G. -nār(ō*), M. -nārā. This also functions as a “Prospective Participle” (‘about to V’), except in Gujarati and Marathi, where such forms are distinct (G. -vāno*, M. -nār).
N = nominal forms:
NI = infinitives
N2 = verbal nouns
N3 = other
N° = oblique of nominal form

A = adjectival forms:
A1 = Unspecified ("future")
A2 = Imperfective
A3 = Perfective

A4 = Desiderative and other
* = gender (and other) variation

D = adverbial forms:
D2 = Imperfective
D3 = Perfective (Conjunctive Participle)
D4 = Absolutive (if different from D3)
D5 = Conditional
D2a,b,c, etc. = subvarieties

### Figure 9.9 Principal non-finite forms in principal NIA

#### Kashmiri

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>-un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1°</td>
<td>-amis (Dat.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>-un*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>-mut*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>-an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>-iit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Punjabi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>-nā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1°</td>
<td>-(a)n-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nib</td>
<td>-na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>-iyā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N°2</td>
<td>-ive-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>-nā*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>-nā* hoyā*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>-Yā* hoyā*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>-idā*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2a</td>
<td>-nīdā*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2b</td>
<td>-nde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3a</td>
<td>-ke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3b</td>
<td>-ZERO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Nepali

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>-nu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1°</td>
<td>-nā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nib</td>
<td>-na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>-ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A2)</td>
<td>-ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>-eko*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2a</td>
<td>-da, dā, dai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2b</td>
<td>-do*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3a</td>
<td>-era</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3b</td>
<td>-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3c</td>
<td>ikana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Hindi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>-nā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1°</td>
<td>-ne-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N2)</td>
<td>-yā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>-nā*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>-tā* (huā*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>-(y)a* (huā*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>te (huc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>-kar, -ke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3b</td>
<td>-ZERO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Assamese

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>-ib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N1°)</td>
<td>-iba-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>-ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[A2]</td>
<td>-māta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>-ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>-te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5a</td>
<td>-ile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5b</td>
<td>-ilai</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Figure 9.9 Principal non-finite forms in principal NIA

**Comments on Figure 9.9**

1. An objection to regarding the Punjabi “Short Infinitive” in -(a)n as the *oblique* of the infinitive in -nā is that no other obliques are formed in this way. However, it has all the functions of oblique infinitives in other NIA languages.
### 9.7 Non-finite forms

#### Sindhi

- **NI:** -anu
- **NI':** -anu
- **A1a:** -anul
- **A1b:** -ano
- **A2:** -andaru
- **A3:** -Yalu
- **D2:** -andul
- **D3a:** -ile
- **D3b:** -ile karē
- **D3c:** -iō (dial. -iā)

#### Gujarati

- **NI:** -vu
- **NI':** -vā
- **N3:** -yā
- **A1:** -vo
- **A2:** -to
- **A3:** -elo
- **A4:** -vāno
- **D2:** -iā
- **D3a:** -i(ne)
- **D3b:** -yā

#### Marathi

- **NI:** -ū(‘)
- **N2:** -e
- **N2':** -nyā
- **N3:** -āyā
- **A2:** -tulelā
- **A3:** -elā
- **A4a:** -avā
- **A4b:** -aycā
- **D2a:** -tānā
- **D2b:** -astā
- **D3a:** -ān
- **D3b:** -āstā

#### Oriya

- **NI:** -iba
- **N2:** -a, o, no
- **N2a:** -a
- **N2b:** -/ti
- **A1:** -iba
- **A2a:** -mta
- **A2b:** -iba
- **A3:** -la
- **A4a:** -mle
- **A4b:** -un
- **D2a:** -dti
- **D2b:** -un
- **D3:** -i
- **D5:** -ile

#### Sinhalese

- **N1:** -nī
- **N2a:** -ima
- **N2b:** -illa
- **N3:** -naṇi
- **A1:** -mī
- **A2:** -mī
- **A3a:** -ula
- **A3b:** -a
- **A4:** -(ā)pu, icca
- **D2a:** -mī
- **D2b:** -dti
- **D3:** -(ā)lī [L.S. -alī]

2. *Unextended* Pfv and Impfv participles are found in attributive adjectival function in Gujarati and Marathi only in fixed expressions, mainly dealing with time: G.  `āve athvādie ‘next week’, gae athvādie ‘last week’; M. V-`te samayīvelī ‘at the time when ...'
9.8 Verb stem II: Aktionsart and the compound verb

Besides that discussed in section 9.6 above (which might be represented as \(V \rightarrow V+, V-\)) the \(V\) (verb stem) component may be expanded in another way: \(V \rightarrow Vv\). It will be found that any descriptive grammar of a NIA language has a section (usually inadequate) devoted to the phenomenon most commonly known as the compound verb.\(^{18}\) This is one of the true innovations of NIA, unknown to Sanskrit. It does, however, have clear analogues in Dravidian, and perhaps further afield as well.

The compound verb, as might be guessed from its usual but possibly confusing label ("compounds" of nouns or adjectives with the verbs do and become also have an important place in NIA: these are now usually called conjunct verbs to distinguish them, although that term might have been really more appropriate for the phenomenon now under discussion), consist of a close union of two verbs (Vv). The "first" or main verb (V) is in the form of the Conjunctive Participle: a more precise formula would therefore be \(V \rightarrow V^{\text{conj.}}\). The "second" verb (v) is drawn from a small set of special auxiliaries, which have been called intensifiers, operators, explicators, or more recently vectors: typically go, come, give, take, fall, rise, throw, put, sit. Partially emptied of their lexical content, these modify the meaning of the main verb in various ways not unrelated to that content, which might best be described as manner-specification (including directionality, completeness, suddenness, violence, deliberateness, stubbornness, benefaction, affectivity, etc.).

In Hindi and Punjabi a Short Form of the Conjunctive Participle is used which is identical with the stem – thus in effect directly compounding two stems.\(^{19}\) In other languages, the Conjunctive Participle in this function does not have its usual implication of "prior action" and might better be termed an Absolutive. In Nepali, where the Absolutive is distinct from the Conjunctive (or Perfective Adverbia) Participle, it is only the former that is used in these forms. Whatever the form of the "first" verb, the two behave as a unit (separable only by certain emphatic particles) – although conventionally written separately – with the "vector" normally taking the Aspect, Tense/Mood, and \(\text{CONCORD}\) markers pertaining to the whole: H. \(\text{ā jāo, ā jāegā, ā jāṭā thā, ā gayā 'Come!, he/it'll come, he/it used to come, he/it came'}\).

(It is necessary to say "normally", and to put "first" and "second" in quotes above, because under certain circumstances, usually entailing emphasis on the speed of the action, the ordering can be reversed, in which case the main verb – now in second position \([=vV]\), takes the desinence: \(\text{citthī likh mārī 'He] dashed off a letter'}\ [normal] \(\text{citthī mār likhī 'reversed, further emphasizing the speed}].\)

The example is Hook's [see Hook 1974: 55–65 and 1978b: 135–6]. At least this is
possible in Hindi. Other languages, especially those where the Conjunctive Participle suffix does not have a zero allomorph, need more investigation.)

The Hindi example ā jāō is an appropriate one for illustrating two additional points: the untranslatability of the vectors in many instances (into English, at any rate), and their loss of lexical meaning: the vector used here, ājā-, from the H. verb go, obviously does not mean ‘go’ in this context, since the meaning of the whole expression is ‘come’!

Compound verbs occur with all Tense/Mood and Aspectual combinations (except perhaps the {rah-} Continuous, with which they are extremely rare), but are most common with the Unspecified Perfective and the Imperative, and less frequent with the Future. In Hindi, although they may occur with the negative under conditions of special emphasis, and are even preferred in certain formally negative expressions (e.g. until-clauses), under negation they are normally replaced by simple verbs, so that Hook makes such deletability part of the definition of the vector (distinguishing it, for example, from the second of two clausal verbs conjoined under the Conjunctive Participle construction [see Chapter 10]). The compound verb is rare with modals and in certain non-finite forms, especially the Conjunctive Participle. (Different NIA languages have slightly different rules, however.) Hook also points out that it may not occur in catenation with “phasal” verbs (begin, stop + V).

Although compound-verb formation is obviously a matter of derivation rather than inflection, it is highly structured, as Hook (1974 and 1978b) has demonstrated, in spite of also including some phenomena which must be described as idiomatic. Advice given in some manuals that they “must be learned as vocabulary items” ignores the massive generalizations that can be made. To be sure, the latter often involve levels of cognition unfamiliar to speakers of Western European languages and difficult to formulate in terms of them.

As noted earlier (section 9.3), certain similarities between functions of NIA vector verbs and those of the verbal prefixes in Slavic languages have led Pořízka followed by Hook to postulate an “aspect”-marking role for the vectors, and a perfective-marking role in particular. Some objections to this have already been listed: (1) there is already an aspect-marking morphological system in place in NIA, which is consequently ignored (or confused with tense, which is thereby also misconstrued); (2) the aspect-marking role of the Slavic prefixes themselves can be questioned (Aronson 1985); (3) use of vectors in NIA is not uniform for all verbs, but governed by lexical semantics. More objections may now be added.

Although the NIA vectors – like the Slavic prefixes – have been held to be markers of Perfective Aspect, both are compatible with non-perfective forms on the suffixal level: H. ājātā thā ‘used to come’, pardāgirā jātā hai ‘the curtain falls
(down)’ [stage direction], e.g., with Imperfective {-t-}. (The last example is quoted by Pofížka 1981 in an article trying to make the opposite argument. When such arguments are being made, the Imperfective Participle is not called that, but “present participle” or “participle I”.) If it has already been decreed that such forms are “tense”-indicating rather than aspectual, then of course they do not constitute counter-examples, but the argument becomes circular. The pivotal case purporting to show that the ⟨t⟩ form is aspectually either perfective or imperfective in H., namely the non-finite construction V-te hi, taken to be equivalent to ‘as soon as [X] V-ed’, can be interpreted more literally as ‘while [X] was yet V-ing’, retaining its imperfectivity.

The argument for perfectivity hinges on the alleged common behavior of the Slavic prefixes and the NIA vectors (or, more properly, the Hindi vectors: Hook’s position is that, for example, the Marathi vectors, which do not meet these tests, have not developed into such a system) collectively: there is very little correspondence in detail, in terms of individual prefixes and vectors. Thus such characteristic Slavic prefixes as po- ‘do something for a little while’ and za- ‘begin to do something’ have no counterparts in NIA, nor do the most basic NIA transitive vectors, give (do something for someone else) and take (do something for oneself), have functional counterparts among the Slavic prefixes. Those few for which some vague equivalence may be found have, as noted earlier, equally plausible “equivalents” among the (non-aspect-marking) German prefixes and English adverbial particles (smash up). A much closer analogy is to be found in the resultative verbs of Chinese and allied languages — starting with the fact that it is verbs that are involved — and, of course, even more with the compound verbs of Dravidian languages, which have much the same set of lexical verbs in much the same range of functions. (It must be reported that “aspectual” claims have also been made for the latter: see Schiffman 1979, Fedson 1981. The merits of these cannot be discussed here.)

The clinching argument against locating Aspect in the compound verb rather than in the suffixal morphology of NIA, however, is the chief problem of NIA syntax, namely split ergativity (see next chapter). It hinges on perfectivity in the latter sense, never in the former sense. (To avoid the use of the term perfective here, rather elaborate circumlocutions are necessary: e.g., Hook and Koul’s [1984] “verb forms based on the OIA past passive participle”.)

All things considered, the functions of the NIA vector verb are best described under Aktionsart rather than Aspect. Conceivably, in the case of the vectors of most general meaning (go with intransitives, perhaps also give and take with transitives) we might speak of incipient grammaticalization in the direction of something sometimes called “aspect”. Even with these, however, there is something further involved in each case besides whatever general meaning is deemed
to be there, in the case of give/take especially, something (the benefactive/affective distinction) of seemingly greater importance. Whatever quasi-aspectual implication may also be there is different in kind from Aspect as it is usually understood (and usefully understood) cross-linguistically. It is a question of “completeness” vs. “completion”, of a specification of the latent semantics of individual verbs. E.g., the action of a transitive verb is potentially either for the benefit of the agent or for the “benefit” of someone or something else – directed back toward or away from the agent, in other words, but this remains latent in NIA until specified by vectors take and give, even when, as in the case of verbs like eat, strike (or the main verbs take and give themselves), such information appears redundant: see Katenina 1957, Hacker 1958, Bahl 1967, and Masica 1976.

A totally different name would be less confusing, ideally one more descriptive of the elusive common function of such elements in a number of languages (i.e. the Slavic, German, Greek, and Hungarian – and Sanskrit – prefixes, NIA and Dravidian vector verbs, Chinese and Southeast Asian resultatives). Let me therefore tentatively propose one: specification; the elements themselves would be verbal specifiers. There is perhaps some analogy, in the deeper semantics of language, to specification (or definiteness marking) in the noun, although the verbal system is richer.

To be sure, the set of vectors might be looked upon as a reservoir of potential grammatical markers. The Continuous marker (in many NIA languages) {rah-} may have had such an origin (Lienhard 1961). If so, it is important to note that in the process of its grammaticalization it has lost certain properties, namely the ability which vectors normally have to take any finite desinence. As a Continuous marker, {rah-} occurs only in a form (appropriate to each language) formally homonymous with (but having lost the value of) the Perfective: H. -(Ø) -ā*, S. -yo*, Bhoj. -al, N. -ekā*. (The form apparently originated from an expression literally meaning 'He has/had/will have remained [>continued] doing so-and-so'.)

One of the interesting facts about the NIA vector sets looked at cross-linguistically is their semantic rather than etymological equivalence. Naturally some vectors are etymologically equivalent also: go (“transition”) = jā-, ja-, za-, ya- in most languages (but Sindhi vañ-), and give (“benefactive”) = de-, di-, dë-, dā-. But take (“affective” or “reflexive”) = H.G. le-, M. ghe-, S. vaṭh-, B. nā-, O. ne-, Si. gan-, and throw/drop (“do violently/carelessly/suddenly”) = H. dāl-, G. nākh-, Raj. nākh-, M. tāk-, B. phæl-, O. pakā-, A. pedā, N. hāl-, Si. dama-. Naturally there is some variation in inventory and function over the NIA area, but the basic core correspondences carry on into Dravidian.

Moreover, what Hook (1974: 120–44) calls “unusual vector verbs” (bringing his total to twenty-two) in Hindi often involve playful or slangy substitution of
another lexical verb with semantic implications similar to those listed (e.g., mār- ‘strike’, for ḍāl-, ‘with more extreme connotations’; kharā ho- ‘stand up’ for par- ‘fall’ or baiṭh- ‘sit’, denoting suddenness and/or a regrettable act; dhar- ‘put, throw’, for ḍāl-, rakh-). Cf. Gujarati āp- as well as de- (“benefactive”). The vector set, while limited, is thus permeable, to new shades of meaning and new distinctions also. An absolute boundary for the vector set is somewhat difficult to draw (at least in Hindi) because of what Hook calls the sub-synonymy phenomenon: reinforcement of a given main verb by another verb close to it in meaning: kho chōrā ‘losing-left behind’, ā pahu ‘cā ‘coming-arrived’.

The close parallels to the compound verb in Dravidian have raised questions concerning its possible origin. Results have been inconclusive. Although Hook notes the phenomenon can be traced back in Indo-Aryan as far as Pali, its flowering seems to have been in recent NIA. Historical study is handicapped by the fact that the phenomenon seems to be colloquial in origin (cf. English he up and did it), finding its way only slowly and incompletely into written records. Descriptive studies of other NIA languages complementary to Hacker’s (1958) and Hook’s basic studies for Hindi need to be undertaken, but as Hook has shown, they cannot rely exclusively on literature, but must also make use of eavesdropping and multiple-informant judgment techniques, since the cutting edge of this phenomenon is clearly in everyday speech and some of its manifestations are still to be found only there.
10
Syntax

10.1 Introduction
If historical phonology was the queen of the older linguistic sciences, it is clearly syntax that has occupied the throne since the Chomskyan revolution. What had been an often perfunctory appendage (in traditional, and also structuralist, grammars), has become the starting-point as well as the driving force of grammars in the new mold. To be sure, by no means all traditional grammars neglected syntax. The treatment in Kellogg’s old (second edition, 1892) grammar of Hindi, for example, is very extensive (152 pages), perhaps more so than that of any modern general work (although now we have whole books devoted to specific syntactic problems). Such interest in syntax was at the discretion of the author, however, and could not be generally expected. Phonology and morphology could not be avoided in treatment of a language, but syntax could be and often was. The new breed of linguist typically begins to grapple with syntax at the outset. Even work consciously outside the transformational–generative framework (TG), such as that in typology, tagmemics, and so-called functionalist grammar, has focused unprecedented attention on syntax. Much of the work on NIA languages over the past three decades has accordingly been in this field.

The relegation of this chapter to end-position, and its sketchy nature, imply no lack of recognition of this fact, but are due rather to the difficulty of making efficient use of it in the context of a language-family handbook. Our concern here is with cataloguing the main features of NIA in an accessible form. A great deal of the work on NIA languages just mentioned is what might be called theory-driven: it tests one phase or another of standard or anti-standard TG theory (and others), which have usually been framed on the basis of English, against the data of a NIA language. ¹

This is not to say that such work has not also, in the course of its theoretical preoccupations, managed to unearth many new facts about NIA, as well as to shed new light on previously-known ones. To attempt to review all this work, however, with due attention to all the intricate arguments and issues involved,
would be tantamount to writing a history of linguistics over the past thirty years, which is not the purpose of this book. Even to try to distill from it all the hard “information” it contains (especially that specific to NIA languages as distinct from “any” language), embedded as it is in many different theoretical models, submodels, and stages of models, and to present it in a coherent form satisfactory to all would be very difficult. One would have to make a choice (already in itself not satisfactory to all) among various theoretical options still undergoing rapid evolution, and try to maintain this consistently, which would mean also extending it to untried areas. Even within particular models, a number of important issues pertaining to NIA are still unresolved. Moreover, many issues have not been explored to an equal degree in all the languages with which we are concerned. Often they have been explored mainly with reference to Hindi–Urdu, and the danger of extrapolating from that to other NIA languages will soon be apparent if it is not already.

It is convenient, in traditional terms, to divide the subject into the syntax of simple and of complex sentences. The new syntax – in some of its forms more than others – sees a great many things as complex (that is, as the result of combining two “underlying” sentences) that used to be treated as part of the grammar of the simple sentence or of the phrase: attributive adjectives, modal verbs, even causative morphology. This “derivational” approach is perhaps more rigorous than traditional parsing and taxonomy, especially in forcing consideration of all the grammatical relations involved. There is not, however, complete agreement as to what these underlying sentences (or derivational stages) are. In some formulations, underlying sentences are posited that cannot exist in the language concerned. At a further extreme of abstraction, we have moved from language to the realm of logic. That approach having been eschewed here as impractical, the ad hoc solutions which are adopted instead may be unsatisfactory to some, but it is hoped they are at least intelligible.

The domain of traditional syntax, properly conceived, was already very large: with the new syntax, which explores covert as well as “surface” relations, it has expanded exponentially. It must be understood, therefore, that what can be discussed below, especially in view of our multilingual concerns here, has to be very selective.

10.2 The simple sentence: preliminaries

10.2.1 Word order

The central fact of NIA syntax is the final position of the verb. In terms of basic types, the sentence consists (deferring the question of the roles of the NPs, and prior to any transformational reorderings or deletions) of:
a. NP + Vb (intransitive):
   1 (H.) vahlro rahī hai 'She is weeping'
   2 (B.) āmîljābo 'I shall go'
   3 (M.) tolālo 'He came'
   4 (O.) āmēl/kheluthilu 'We were playing'

b. NP + NP + Vb (transitive):
   5 (Ko.) tānne 'māsrulmārlo 'He killed a fly' (Katre 1968: 169)
   6 (Si.) māmalbāt/kanavā 'I eat rice'
   7 (B.) rāmlāmār boi/nīājbe 'Ram will bring my book'

c. NP + NP + NP + Vb (double transitive):
   8 (G.) modi/bān/sādīol/batāve che 'The dealer is showing some saris to the woman' (Lambert 1971: 30)
   9 (A.) xikhokhe/sāribilākōk/pāthl/pārhāy 'The teacher teaches the lesson to the students' (Babakaev 1961: 105)
   10 (O.) mu' tumūk bolāhīldebi 'I shall give you the book'

Indirect causatives, which also have the basic form of (c), are usually considered non-basic sentences.

The caveat "prior to deletions" must be particularly noted, because in Type (b) sentences, for example, either NP may be deleted in context (a type of pronominalization, unknown in English), yielding a sentence superficially similar to type (a), but not intransitive:

7a. ---lāmār boi/nīājbe 'He will bring my book'
7b. rāml---/niājbe 'Ram will bring (it)'

This order also characterizes the neighboring Dravidian, Munda, Tibeto-Burman, Iranian, and Turkic languages (Masica 1976). It was also (despite many permitted stylistic permutations) the basic order of OIA (Speijer 1980 [1886]: 9–10), and very possibly of Proto-Indo-European itself (for a contrary view see Friedrich 1975). Depending on the answer to this last question, and apart from certain more specific instances in individual languages (e.g., Sinhalese), the extent of areal influence on the basic order of clause elements in NIA is unclear, and may have played mainly a reinforcing role. The differences between NIA and other IE languages would then presumably be due to contrary areal influences on the latter. Postpositions are another matter: Indian areal influence seems quite clear.

Adjuncts are placed normally somewhere before the verb (except for certain
negative and interrogative elements in some languages, again really a matter of non-basic sentences, and to be treated separately below):

11 (B.)  ἀμί τρένε γελάμ ‘I went by train’
12 (O.)  μου βοήθησκε γόλι ‘I went to the bazaar’
13 (Ko.)  pora ghārā dhāvli ‘The children ran home’ (Aiyagal 1968: 22)
14 (G.)  ħu ‘thodi varmā ‘āvu ‘chu ‘I’m coming soon’
15 (B.)  tini āmāke bhiṭore daṭīl ‘He called me inside’
16 (B.)  ἀμί τάρ kāch theke cīṭhi eñeči ‘I have brought a letter from him’ (Page 1934: 133)

Regarding the ordering of adjunctal elements (Time, Manner, Place, etc.) vis-à-vis one another, attempts have been made to state a normative order, but the nuances of emphasis – in which order plays a major role – are so delicate that it may be difficult to establish a truly “neutral” order, where no constituent has any implied prominence. Other things being equal, the position closest to the verb entails greatest prominence.

“Normally” implies a contrary possibility, and what is nowadays usually referred to as “rightward displacement”, that is, movement to the right of the verb of either an adjunctual element or of one or another of the basic NP elements, is a not uncommon transformation (and thus again a matter of non-basic sentences) in most NIA languages.

**Adjunct displacement:**

17 (M.)  saral zāytsā tyā devicyā devlāparyanta ‘Go straight as far as that temple of the goddess’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 75)
18 (B.)  amerikā ābīp kār hōe fāre cārjo bōchor age ‘America was discovered four and one half centuries ago’ (Dimock et al. 1964: 61)

**Basic NP displacement:**

19 (A.)  χυνίσο ὧν ‘I’m listening’ (Babakaev 1961: 105)
20 (Ko.)  konāk zāyī tūzo dūdu ‘Who wants your wealth!’ (Aiyagal 1968: 15)
21 (B.)  . . . (tāder justho nā kore) tini justho korechil fāriyā-nībāji nāmānke ‘(Not curing them) he cured [instead] Naaman the Syrian!’ (Luke 4:27, paraphrase)
22 (H.)  kisne bulāyā thā is nigorī ād ko? ‘Who asked for this wretched Eed?’ (Premchand, Idgah)

The purpose of rightward displacement is either greater emphasis than can be
attained in a position to the left of the verb (as in all the above examples), or in some cases, de-emphasis in the sense of “afterthought” or redundancy:

23 (H.) nadi-kinåre vâle jångal kâ saudå karnå hai pápå ko ‘He wants to negotiate for some riverbank woods (Papa does)’ (Gulshan Nanda, Ajnåbi, p. 126)
24 (H.) eur kyå kahå usne? ‘What else did (he) say?’ (ibid.: 126)

The difference between emphasis and de-emphasis seems to involve juncture and intonation, and deserves further study, but the emotional content of the two sentence types is so different that minimal pairs are unlikely. In any case, either kind of displacement is infrequent (2 per cent) in proportion to normally ordered sentences, and mainly confined to affective conversation (rare in literary prose). It would be useful to undertake actual counts in various registers. It is also likely that different NIA languages vary in the displacements they tolerate.

One clear exception to the above generalizations is Colloquial Sinhalese. There the frequently used so-called Emphatic forms of the verb regularly (‘though not invariably’) entail the rightward displacement of an emphasized constituent:

25 (Si.) më bas-eå kalutaråta yanavå ‘This bus is going to Kalutara’
25a (Si.) më bas-eå yanne kalutaråta ‘It is to K. that this bus is going’
25b (Si.) më bas-eå yanne dæy ‘This bus is going now’
25c (Si.) kalutaråta yanne mëka ‘This one is going to Kalutara’
(Fairbanks et al. 1968: 1.7, modified)

Because of this phenomenon, quasi-rule-governed rather than merely a stylistic option, there are proportionally many more sentences in Sinhalese where the verb is not final.

The case of Kashmiri is altogether different. As students of NIA have long noted, the normal order of constituents in this language differs strikingly from that of the rest of the family. Most notably, in main clauses the verb is not final. The result has been loosely compared to English (for example, by Grierson), but as Hook has shown in a series of papers exploring the question (1976a, 1984b, 1985, the last with Manaster-Ramer), the analogy is more with German. That is, the order is not NP Vb NP (NP), but rather V-2, as in German or Dutch: the finite verb comes second, whatever the first constituent, NP or Adjunct:

26 (K.) råman khyåv båti ‘Ram ate food’ (Hook 1976 < Kachru)
Moreover, if the verb consists of an auxiliary or modal + a non-finite element, the latter is (usually) pushed to the end, again as in German:

28 (K.) ṛāmi chu cāy cavān ‘Ram is/tea/drinking’
29 (K.) ṛāmi heki bati khyath ‘Ram can/food/eat’ (Hook 1976: 134)
30 (K.) prath vārī chūs smīs guris tērī phīrī nāl laganāvān ‘Every year I-am/to this horse three times shoes/attaching’ (Bailey 1937: 26)

Such separation of verbal elements never occurs elsewhere in NIA. When the phrase is kept together in Kashmiri, the normal NIA order of V + Aux, V + Modal is reversed:

31 (K.) ṛāmi chu cavān cāy (cf. ex. 28).
32 (K.) ṛāmi heki khyath bati (cf. ex. 29) (Hook 1976: 135)

When an Adjunct begins the sentence, the Verb-Second Rule has the effect of forcing the Subject to follow the verb:

33 (K.) gāmas skis manz ōś rōzān akh grūstā ‘In a certain village was living a farmer’ (Bailey 1937: 25)

Stylistically marked verb-initial sentences are also characteristic of the language. Finally, in some (but not all) types of subordinate clauses – which are not under consideration at the moment – the verb comes last, as in German. Hook finds it more economical to explain all this by applying Movement Rules to an underlying verb-final (“S O V”) order, which fits the areal and historical relationships of Kashmiri. (Even closely-related dialects such as Poguli, Kishtawari, and Rambani are verb-final.) The complexity of Kashmiri word order is such, however, that Hook is forced to bring in discourse considerations in addition to the Movement Rules (which are unavoidable) to account for its many quirks and apparent exceptions, especially those involving subordinate clauses. (For details, see the papers cited.)

10.2.2 The nominal sentence

Not all NIA basic sentences have verbs, however. It is customary in traditional grammar to distinguish between verbal and nominal sentences (or more accurately, predications). In NIA languages which have overt copulas (Hindi, Punjabi, Kashmiri, Sindhi, Gujarati, Rajasthani, Marathi, Nepali), the latter do not differ greatly from verbal predications, except of course that the semantic rela-
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tionship is different: the predicate identifies, defines, or locates. The copula is in final position like any verb (or in Kashmiri, in second position), and in particular like the T/M auxiliary with which it is usually identical. (Preceding nominal, adjectival, or locative complements can be displaced to the right of it for emphasis.) The participial component of many NIA verbal constructions has led some observers to remark on the "nominal" nature of the verbal predication itself: cf. H. vah acchā hai 'he is good' / vah jātā hai 'he goes', although such an analysis is perhaps not very helpful.

In eastern NIA, however, and in Sinhalese, verbless constructions (NP + NP, NP + Adj) are normative in such situations:

34 (B.) ētālī/hindude r ekī tirthāsthān 'This is a sacred place of the Hindus'
35 (B.) cālōtōri 'Tea is ready'
36 (A.) mośiēzānī kērānī 'I am a clerk' (Baruah 1980: 24)
37 (O.) ajilmo jōnmezānō 'Today is my birthday'
38 (O.) e khōbār michtō 'This news is false' (Pattanayak and Das 1972)
39 (Si.) e yālī/hoṇda minitēk 'He is a good man' (Garusinghe 1962: 94)
40 (Si.) ē minimal/hoṇda-y 'That man is good'

No. 40 may or may not qualify, depending on how we treat the final {-y} (required only on adjectives ending in vowels: magē yālūvāl/pohosāt 'My friend is rich' = Literary pohosāt-i). It is called an "assertion marker" by Fairbanks et al., a "particle" by Garusinghe, but a "verb of incomplete predication" by Bel'kovich.

Such constructions often entail an overt distinction between copular and existential/locative be-verbs in a language, with the former but not the latter "deleted" in the Present. (In languages like Hindi, there is no such distinction, and no deletion.) Such is the case in Sinhalese (ZERO 'copula' vs. tiyenāvāl/innava 'exist [Inan/Anim]') but the matter is more complex in the Eastern group. In some cases, a verbless Locative predicate is also used:

41 (B.) āmār bārlīfekhāne 'My house is there' (Dimock et al. 1964: 37)
42 (A.) mor sātī/duwār dr osdrē 'My umbrella is near the door' (Baruah 1980: 36)
43 (O.) morā bāsālēhī nīkōtōre 'My residence is right next door' (Karpushkin 1964: 89)

In other cases, the existential verb (Bengali āche, Oriya xchī) is put in, apparently
dependent on discourse considerations, some of them having to do with duration. (It is always used when the construction is equivalent to have.) Even with adjectives, Oriya has such constructions as se mo kāmōre khusi ṣchōnti ‘He is happy with my work’, referring to a “definite segment of time” (Karpushkin 1964: 91) – rather than an identifying characteristic? This recalls certain Dravidian distinctions, where NP + NP sentences also constitute a regular type. Verbless predications are also characteristic of Sanskrit, however, often accompanied in the case of adjectives by a peculiar reversal of subject and predicate: sītalā rāṭrīḥ ‘Cold [is the] night’; tarunōśvah ‘Young [is the] horse’ (Speijer 1980[1886]: 1, 3).

Marginal to the Eastern area, Magahi and its Sadani offshoot have NP + NP but apparently not NP + Adj or NP + Loc: Mag. i macchiyā ‘This is a fly’, Sad. i to mor sahodar bhāī ‘This is my true brother!’ (Jordan-Horstmann 1969: 115). The construction is present in Early but not in Modern Maithili (Jha 1958: 583), and seems not to characterize Bhojpuri. Nepali distinguishes, although not consistently, between definitional and locational–existential predicates by means of different verbs, ho vs. cha (Matthews 1984: 23), but the former is not deleted. Far to the south, Konkani has both constructions in what appear to be similar contexts:

44 (Ko.) to pisso, tā̀ budvantu ‘He is dull, you are clever’ (Katre 1966: 164)
45 (Ko.) tiyo bāu uśār assā ‘Your brother is clever’ (ibid: 164)
46 (Ko.) to haṅgar manuṣyau ‘He is an unassuming person’ (Aiyagal 1968: 32)
47 (Ko.) bāyl zoru āśa ‘[His] wife is a shrew’ (ibid: 32)

General suppression of the copula of the above kind should be distinguished from its (optional) deletion in pragmatically specific contexts, e.g., Marathi and Gujarati often delete the copula in predications involving deixis (including “introductions”):

48 (M.) hīlbēṅk ‘This is the bank [pointing]’ (V. Dharwadker, personal comm.)
49 (M.) mīlbāpañ ‘I’m Bapat’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1982)
50 (G.) ālmāhrā motā bhāī ‘This is my elder brother’ (Cardona 1965: 104)

Copula deletion of either kind in independent basic sentences should of course also be distinguished from ellipsis in linked sentences as well as from the stylistically marked deletion that characterizes proverbial utterance, abuse, and poetic registers in NIA.
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Copula deletion is normally confined to the Present Tense, and the copula reappears in other Tense/Mood contexts:

51 (B.) *tini prophesar* ‘He’s a professor’
52 (B.) *tini prophesar chilen* ‘He was a professor’
53 (B.) *khâbâr toiri* ‘The food is ready’
54 (B.) *khâbâr jodi toiri hœ... ‘If the food is ready... ’ (Bender and Riccardi 1978: 78)

Possibly Assamese behaves a bit differently:

55 (A.) *xœti xœymõiðõhârâç godâðhôr fiñhôr gõñiniyek* ‘Sati Joymati was [“is”] a wife of King Gadadharsingha’ (Baruah 1980: 954)

This may be related to another peculiarity of Assamese, namely the regular use of the Present in past habitual and historical contexts (Babakaev 1961: 87–88).

The tenuous Bengali definitional/existential distinction (B. *ħô/-lâch*) becomes still more problematic in the Past, with e.g., *chîl* often functioning as the Past equivalent of both (suppressed) copular *ħô* and existential *lâch*, while *hol*- takes on connotations of ‘become’ or ‘happen’: *tini prophesar holen* would mean ‘He became a professor’.

Not much more can be said about the properties of the simple sentence in NIA, i.e. concerning the function of the enumerated NPs and the roles of case, agreement, and position, until we confront the problem of Subject in these languages.

10.3 The problem of Subject in NIA

The notion of Subject has been used, crucially but somewhat uncritically, in both traditional grammar and, explicitly or implicitly, in more recent theories and typological work. As linguists working with South Asian languages have not been slow to point out, this notion is problematic in these languages. It is problematic because the various properties which are associated with it at various levels of grammar, which for the most part conveniently coincide in familiar European languages and especially in English, do not coincide, that is, do not unanimously point to the one and the same Noun Phrase in NIA (or in Dravidian or Tibeto-Burman) languages. Such properties include, at the semantic level: ideally Actor/Agent, and also the top end of the animacy–personhood hierarchy among sentence NPs; at the surface-syntactic (sometimes called the “grammatical”) level: verb agreement, Nominative case, and first position among Noun Phrases in the sentence; at the “behavioral” or covert syntactic level: control of reflexi-
vity, coreferential deletion and a number of other processes (and selection by others); at the pragmatic level: topicality.

By no means all NIA sentences are problematic in this regard. (It is not even clear whether the problematic sentences are a minority or a majority. It might be useful to determine the average proportion by textual counts. The proportion in different NIA languages will differ, for reasons that will soon be apparent.) In such sentences as the following the Subject criteria do coincide:

56 (H.) *gopāl citthī likh rahā thā* ‘Gopal was writing a letter’
57 (B.) *āmi choto meke ekī kukur dilām* ‘I gave the little girl a dog’
58 (M.) *sanjay tikītā zamavto* ‘Sanjay collects stamps’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1982: 197)

In these sentences, the NP in first position, in the Nominative (or “Direct”) case, semantically the Agent, and highest in animacy-personhood (or in no. 57, egocentricity), also controls verbal agreement, with which any other NP in these examples happens to be discordant. Everything points unambiguously to its Subjecthood. (The covert-syntactic criteria do not show, of course, until we perform various operations on the sentences, and topicality cannot be determined apart from a discourse context.) Not so the following:

59 (H.) *gopāl ne citthī likhī thi* ‘Gopal had written a letter’
60 (B.) *amāke choto meke ekī kukur dite hobe* ‘I will have to give the little girl a dog’
61 (M.) *sanjaylā tsāngli tikītā āvadātā* ‘Sanjay likes nice stamps’

In these sentences, which in English have the same Subjects as nos. 56–8, the NP in question, while remaining in first position, is not in the Nominative case and does not control verb agreement. Semantically it is an Experiencer rather than an Agent in nos. 60–1, although it remains an Agent in no. 59, and retains its animacy primacy in all three. In nos. 59 and 61, other NPs (*citthī* ‘letter’, *tikītā* ‘stamps’) control verb agreement. They are in the Nominative case, but low on the animacy hierarchy. In no. 60, *kukur* ‘dog’ is in the Nominative case but does not control verb agreement: the verb *hobe* does not agree with any NP in the sentence and is in the 3rd person because that is the “neutral” form. So, where is the Subject? One solution, which sidesteps the issue, has been to call the first NP the “logical” (more recently, the “underlying”) Subject and the second NP (in nos. 59 and 61) the “grammatical” (or “surface”) Subject – the latter primarily on grounds of verb agreement. But as was just noted, in no. 60 there is no agreement. It has been held (although this is a minority position) that such sentences lack a Subject altogether. Although sentences like those above have much in common,
they involve several different constructions which are among the most interesting in NIA and deserve special examination. These are principally the Ergative and Quasi-Ergative and the Dative-Subject constructions, to which may be added the New Passive and Topicalized Locative constructions.

10.3.1 Ergative and quasi-ergative constructions

No. 59 above is an example of a construction, in older accounts often called the “passive construction of transitive verbs in the perfective”, inherited by all NIA languages from a Sanskrit so-called passive construction employing the past passive participle instead of a finite verb, with the passive agent (the erstwhile subject) in the Instrumental and the participle, as the adjective it is, agreeing with the promoted passive subject (the erstwhile object):

62 (Skt) mandirē tēna darśanaṁ labdhham 'He had a vision in the temple' (lit. ‘in the temple by-him [a] vision obtained [was]’)

Or rather, it was inherited from an Early MIA construction which was abundantly reflected in Late Sanskrit, and eventually drove finite active “past” forms out of existence in later MIA. In NIA it has ceased to be a “passive” construction, since there is no longer any corresponding “active”, but its ancestry accounts for the verb agreement (with the Patient in Hindi and the languages west of it, up to but not including Khowar), the special marking of the Agent (a vestige of the old Instrumental or a new form replacing it), and restriction to the Perfective (sometimes inaccurately called the “past tense”: cf. no. 62), the forms of which derive from the OIA/MIA past passive participle. (One feature of the Sanskrit construction which was apparently not passed on to NIA, however, was its use with intransitives, as in, e.g., dēvadattēṇa suptam ‘Devadatta slept’ = “By D. [it] was slept” [Cardona 1976b: 4]. Although the later NIA ergative construction is found with certain intransitives also in some languages, the usage is not general and these seem to form a special class, and perhaps a later development. See, however, Hock 1985: 251.)

Is the Patient, as the controller of verb agreement, the Subject in this construction? That would mean that sentences with very similar if not identical semantic relations, such as nos. 56 and 59, have different Subjects. There is every indication, mainly in the form of covert syntactic behavior, that this is not the case. It is the Agent, which remains the first NP, that still controls or is uniquely accessible to such operations making crucial reference to Subject4 as Reflexivization (no. 63), Coreferential Subject Deletion (no. 64: Y. Kachru’s term is Conjunction Reduction – perhaps the clearest term of all in an IA context would be Conjunc-
tive Participle Formation), and Raising (of Subject to Object in an embedded sentence: no. 65), despite its Oblique case marking:

63 (H.) 
\[ \text{gopāl ne apni citīthi likhī thī 'Gopal had written his (own) letter'} \]

64 (H.) 
\[ \text{andar jākar gopāl ne citīthi likhī 'Gopal going inside Gopal wrote a letter'} \]

65 (H.) 
\[ \text{mohan ne gopālko citīthi likhte hue dekhā 'Mohan saw Gopal write the letter'} \]

Interestingly enough, at least the first two of these apply also to the (Classical) Sanskrit parent construction (Hock 1982: 131). Together with the fact that the Agent is normally not moved from its erstwhile first-NP/Subject position in Sanskrit (discounting for the moment stylistic permutations of word order), this raises questions both concerning the “passive” status of the Sanskrit construction itself and of its motivation. With respect to the latter, it is worth noting that the mountain borders of Indo-Aryan on the north are home to languages (Tibetan dialects and Burushaski) of strongly “ergative”

6 (H.) 
\[ \text{gopāl ne apni citīthi likhī thī 'Gopal had written his (own) letter'} \]

64 (H.) 
\[ \text{andar jākar gopāl ne citīthi likhī 'Gopal going inside Gopal wrote a letter'} \]

65 (H.) 
\[ \text{mohan ne gopālko citīthi likhte hue dekhā 'Mohan saw Gopal write the letter'} \]

The candidacy of the Patient (normally still the second NP) for the Subject role in the ergative constructions is further weakened by the fact that it has later come to be marked, in the case of personal and/or definite Patients, with an Object case marker, which moreover blocks (except in Gujarati, Rajasthani, and some rural Marathi dialects) the only claim the Patient has on Subjecthood, that of agreement with the verb (that is, concord is neutralized):7

66 (P.) 
\[ \text{ustād ne kuri nā 'pucchiā 'The teacher asked the girl'} \]

67 (S.) 
\[ \text{mānhun kutani khe kuthō 'The men killed the dogs' (Addleton and Brown 1981: 225)} \]

but:

68 (Raj. [Marw.]) 
\[ \text{mhe 'sitā ne dekhi hi 'We had seen Sita' (Magier 1983: 321)} \]

The Patient is thus basically still the Object, and the sequence NP + NP + Vb in a NIA ergative construction may be interpreted as a subtype of SOV (“AgOV”), alongside the parallel non-ergative (nominative–accusative) constructions (such as no. 56 above).

The classic NIA split ergative (quasi-ergative case-marking and agreement patterns in the Perfective only, vs. nominative–accusative patterns in non-Perfect-
tive tenses) could be regarded as a historical accident without any function – but it
should be noted that very similar splits are characteristic of ergativity in a number
of languages (e.g., Georgian) unrelated to and distant from Indo-Aryan (as well
as in some of the aforementioned non-Aryan northern border languages), implying
that it is perhaps not accidental. Conformity to a natural and universal
tendency (which has been explained with reference to the greater transitivity and
more complete affectedness of the Patient in Perfective predications: Givón 1984:
156, 161; Hopper and Thompson 1980) may thus merely have been facilitated for
NIA by the “accident” of the Sanskrit participial construction – or the latter itself
may have been similarly motivated.

Be this as it may, a number of NIA languages have tinkered with their inherited
ergative, perhaps in an attempt to make greater sense out of it. The case marking
of the Patient as Object (in certain cases) has already been noted. (In NIA for the
most part this does not result in what has been called an “antipassive”; since the
Agent retains its ergative case marking in such sentences, if such marking exists in
the language in question: i.e. Object marking is not in complementary distribu-
tion with Agent marking, as it is in Eskimo and Georgian. Hook points out that
Kashmiri and nearby dialects do exhibit such a distribution, however.) The
Subjecthood of the ergative Agent has been further strengthened in some lan-
guages (Assamese, Nepali, Shina, Gawarbati) by making the verb agree with it
rather than the Object/Patient. In some cases, this appears to have been brought
about through an intermediate stage where the verb agreed with both Object (as
an adjective) and Subject/Agent (through suffixed pronominal clitics):

69 (K.) me chelim palav gari ‘I washed the clothes at home’ [chelī
‘washed’ (Mpl.) agrees with the Object palav ‘clothes’, while -m
represents the 1sg. Agent (Erg) me] (Hook and Koul 1984b: 128)
70 (S.) khēs guzrel mahīnē cītī likhī hōmī ‘I wrote him a note last
month’ [likhī ‘written’ (Fsg. Perfective) and hō (3rd person Past
marker) agree with the Object cītī ‘note’, while -mī represents the
(deleted) 1sg. Agent (Erg) mū’) (Addleton and Brown 1981: 341)

Such a “stage” is preserved in some of the northwestern languages: Kashmiri,
Sindhi, Siraiki and other “Lahnda” dialects. Something similar occurs in Marathi
in the 2nd person only:

71 (M.) tu tyālā kiti payse diles ‘How much money did you give him?’
der ‘given > gave’ (Mpl. Perfective) agrees with payse ‘money’,
while -s agrees with tu ‘you’] (Kavadi and Southworth 1965: 200)

The total loss of the ergative construction, that is, its replacement by a nomina-
tive–accusative construction, which has occurred (for example) in Standard Bengali, Oriya, and Sinhalese, could plausibly have come about from double-agreement constructions like the above with the waning of gender–number concord in these languages along with merger of nominative–ergative case marking, but the picture is not a clear one (Chatterji 1926: 970–2). There is no evidence for double agreement at any point in the history of Eastern Magadhan; the double agreement of modern Maithili and Magahi is of a different sort (pronominal clitic + pronominal clitic rather than gender-number + clitic) and of recent origin (Jha 1958: 469–74).9

72 (Mth.) ham" torä beta-ke dekhal-i-ah" ‘I saw your son’ [-i- = 1sg. Nom, agreeing with ham" ‘I’; -ah" = 2sg. non-Nom, agreeing with torä ‘your’] (Jha 1958: 473)

Although OIA had enclitic pronouns and they may have survived in the west reinforced by Iranian influences (Chatterji 1926: 971), the actual history of the Northwestern forms is not clear. (Like the Maithili one, the Kashmiri system of pronominal clitics goes much beyond representation of the Subject/Agent, but unlike the Maithili case, they are mainly in addition to, not in place of, adjectival agreements of the verbal forms. For details, see Hook and Koul 1984b.)

Where distinctive marking of the ergative Agent is retained, it has taken several forms:

1. a direct phonological descendant of the Sanskrit Instrumental (-ëna, -ina, -unä, -aya, -yä, -aïh, -bhih, etc.) in the form of the common Oblique case into which it has merged (different in Masculine and Feminine, and in singular and plural) is the marker – in Sindhi and “Lahnda” (including Siraiki), most forms of Rajasthani (lost except as an alternate with 3rd person pronouns in the form of Marwari studied by Magier 1983), Bhadarwahi, and several Dardic dialects; in Kashmiri where the old cases are less completely merged, some declensions preserve a recognizably Instrumental form (-an, -en) in the singular; in Kalasha and Khowar, where they are even better preserved, the ergative construction does not exist (the old Preterite also having been preserved), and the case retains a purely instrumental function, primarily with inanimate nouns (Morgenstierne 1947, 1965);

2. one (most common) direct phonological descendant (-ëna > -ë > -ë) is generalized for all genders and both numbers as an agglutinized marker – in Gujarati, Assamese (with some East Bengali dialects and Bishnupriya [K. P. Sinha 1981: 81]), and most West Pahari dialects (Kangri, Jaunsari, Baghati, Sirmauri, Kiunthali, Kului, Mandeali, Churahi, but Standard Chameali and
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Bhadarwahi show gender variants; this suffix partly coincides with the Locative (the Eastern languages attempt to keep them separate by means of new Locatives in -t), but new suffixes (G. -thi, A. -ere) compete for the properly “instrumental” function, leaving it almost as a distinctively “Agentive” case;

3. “reinforced” versions of an instrumental marker characterize Hindi, Punjabi, and Marathi, distinct as Agentives from new Instrumentals in the first two (-ne vs. H. se, P. -nål), retaining an instrumental function (and distinct singular/plural forms) in Marathi (-ne, -nål-nil);

4. “new” instrumental markers have usurped the agentive function in Nepali and Kumauni (-le), also partly in Shina (-slse – possibly borrowed from the neighboring Balti dialect of Tibetan), with still newer markers coming in (N. -bāta) to pick up the ordinary instrumental function.

Many NIA languages have neutralized the Nominative/Agentive distinction in 1st and 2nd person pronouns, often in favor of the Agentive in the former: P. mai’, Marw. mhe ‘I (Nom/Ag)’ (vs. G. hui/me ‘I (Nom/I (Ag)’). Hindi pleonastically reinforces mai’, originally Agentive, as mai-ne.

It remains to discuss changes in the domain of the ergative or ergative-derived constructions. While Hindi, Punjabi, “Lahnda”, Sindhi, Gujarati, Marathi, West Pahari, Rajasthani, and Kashmiri have preserved the original split-ergative pattern (although in Marathi it has “lost” some transitives – ‘learn’, ‘forget’, ‘drink’ – to a nominative–accusative construction), Assamese, Bishnupriya Manipuri, and Shina have extended what they preserve of it, namely distinctive case marking of the transitive Agent, to all tenses of transitive verbs (and of some intransitives), thus evolving a more consistent marking of the category of transitive Agent as such.

73 (A.) ćikhok sātarihālākōk pāth pārhāy ‘The teacher teaches the lesson to the students’ (Babakaev 1961: 105)
74 (A.) rintiyē sōndōnr hāti kinish ‘Rinti has bought a sandalwood elephant’
75 (A.) bubul pārhi āše ‘Bubul is reading’
76 (A.) bubul bāt khāiše neki? ‘Has Bubul eaten (rice)?’ (Baruah 1980: 212, 230)
77 (Bshn.) rāṅg kām ehān karla ‘Ram has done this work’
78 (Bshn.) pramlā-y leirik ceirī ‘Pramila reads books’
Intransitive verbs, with the exceptions mentioned, take Nominative Subjects as usual:

80 (A.)  \textit{bubul sowā nāī} ‘Bubul has not slept’
81 (A.)  \textit{bipul kolōi goīse} ‘Where has Bipul gone?’ (Baruah)
82 (Bshn.)  \textit{pāhiyāga pharder} ‘The bird is flying’ (Sinha)

In Assamese and Bishnupriya the distinction is absent with pronoun subjects, for all of which (A. \textit{moi, toi, āmi, tumī, xi, tāi}) there is a single form, derived from an old Instrumental (Kakati 1962: 311–16). (In Shina, however: \textit{ma/mas, tultus, anus}, etc.)

\begin{itemize}
\item Nepali, while not going quite this far, has extended the Instrumental (-le) marking of transitive Agents beyond the Perfective (and Perfect), where it is obligatory, optionally to the Presumptive (-lā) Future and Present General/Habitual (-ncha: when used with Future meaning?), and sometimes even elsewhere ‘for emphasis’ (Clark 1977: 93, 100, 224, 286):
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item 83 (N.)  \textit{rāmle timālā ke bhanyo?} ‘What did Ram say to you?’
\item 84 (N.)  \textit{āja maīle besarī bhat khaēko chu} ‘I have eaten too much rice today’
\item 85 (N.)  \textit{nānilētyo ghadīphālā, hai} ‘Baby will knock the clock down’
\item 86 (N.)  \textit{rāmēle ali dinpachi ghadī pāt’cha} ‘Rame will get a watch in a few days’ time’
\end{itemize}

This distribution roughly coincides with that of several Tibeto-Burman languages of Nepal, including the previously culturally dominant Newari. Nepali verb agreement, as previously noted, is with the Agent.

10.3.2 \textit{The Dative Subject construction}

The Dative Subject construction gets its name from the fact that one of the NPs which is a prime candidate for the syntactic role of Subject is marked by the Dative case in many NIA (and non-NIA) languages. (Not in all: in Bengali and to a lesser extent in Assamese and Oriya it is marked in many of its manifestations by the Genitive case.) It should not, however, be confused with the similarly marked Indirect Object (although this is implied or even stated in some traditional descriptions, which refer to it as the ‘Indirect Construction’): unlike the latter, it normally occurs in first – that is, ‘Subject’ – position. The two are also distinguished by behavioral, that is, covert syntactic, characteristics.

On the semantic level, unlike the Ergative Subjects dealt with in the preceding section which are Agents marked as such, the Dative Subject is not an Agent but an \textit{Experiencer}. What is ‘experienced’ includes
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a) physical sensations and conditions:

87 (H.) bacceko thand lag rahi hai 'The child is feeling cold'
88 (P.) tu'andunu buxar lagda ai 'Do you have fever?' (U. S. Bahri 1973: 119)
89 (K.) filag laj bachi 'Sheela is feeling hungry' (Kachru 1973: 386)
90 (S.) mu 'khe math me 'surd ah 'I have a headache' (Addleton and Brown 1981: 91)
91 (G.) mahne da 'im 'dukhe che 'I have a toothache' (Cardona 1965: 110)
92 (M.) tyala khokla yetoy 'He has a cough' (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1982: 431)
93 (Si.) mahattayata mahansiyi 'The gentleman is tired' (Fairbanks et al. 1968: II. 103)
94 (O.) maojo nido heuci 'I'm sleepy' (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 214)
95 (B.) amar trifnu peychile 'I was thirsty' (Matthew 25: 35)
96 (A.) mozh bhok lagisil 'I was hungry' (Matthew 25: 35)
97 (N.) ramlai aulo lageyo 'Ram has contracted malaria' (Wallace 1985b: 131)

b) psychological or mental states, including liking, perceiving:

98 (H.) mujhe apne def ki yad ati hai 'I'm homesick'
99 (P.) sahu unmed e ki ... 'We hope that ... .' (Shackle 1972: 65)
100 (K.) tmis lagi daki 'She will be shocked' (Kachru 1973: 386)
101 (S.) mu 'khe xabar na ahe 'I don't know' (Addleton and Brown 1981: 308)
102 (G.) mane te bhatmatma 'ras nathi 'I have no interest in the matter' (Dhruva 1920: 143)
103 (M.) tulat pi pandhri imarat diste kaa 'Can you see that white building?' (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1982: 434)
104 (Si.) mata e katava matakay 'I remember that story' (Fairbanks et al. 1968: I. 379)
105 (O.) tebe muze sikarho bholu lage ni 'But I don't like hunting' (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 207)
106 (B.) tar obhimun hoyeche 'He was piqued' (Klaiman 1980: 277)
107 (A.) ratunirit bor anondi lagine 'Ratul and Rini have felt very happy' (Baruah 1980: 212)
108 (N.) syamla rit utsch 'Shyam is angry' (Wallace 1985b: 123)
c) wanting or needing:

109 (H.)  
अप्को क्या चाहिए ‘What do you want/need?’
110 (P.)  
तुंनूंकि का टड़ा आई ‘What do you want/need?’
111 (K.)  
स्के क्याह गाटशी ‘What do you want/need?’
112 (S.)  
तवहाँ ‘के चाह क्वाप ‘What do you want/need?’
113 (G.)  
तमन्ने जूजौ ची ‘What do you want/need?’
114 (M.)  
तुम्हाला काय पाजी ‘What do you want/need?’
115 (Si.)  
‘बठा मोकदा ओना ‘What do you want/need?’
116 (O.)  
‘अपनौंको कोंसा द्रोकार ‘What do you need?
117 (B.)  
‘अपना की काइ ‘What do you want/need?’
118 (A.)  
‘अपना की लागे ‘What do you want/need?’
119 (N.)  
‘तपालः को काहन्चा ‘What do you want/need?’

d) obligation or compulsion:

120 (H.)  
मुजह जाना हई ‘I have to go’
121 (P.)  
माइनूं ‘की कर्माल ढाँदा आई ‘What should I do?’ (Bahri 1973: 54)
122 (S.)  

tवहाँ ‘के ही किताब ‘परहाँना पवाना ‘You will have to read these books’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 195)
123 (M.)  
‘मलामुबाला ज़वा लाग्लार ‘I had to go to Bombay’ (Kavadi and Southworth 1965: 205)
124 (Si.)  
‘माता पैयन याना वाना ‘I had to go on foot’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: I. 263)
125 (O.)  
‘मोज जिबकु हेबु ‘I shall have to go’ (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 231)
126 (B.)  
‘अमाके कॉर्टे हेव ‘I must do (it)’ (Zbavitel 1970: 16)
127 (N.)  
‘मलाक काम गर्नुपरिचा ‘I have to work’ (Clark 1977: 127)

e) having kinship relations (several languages, marked * below, show Genitives here):

128 (P.)*  
‘ओङ्री केवल ईक बाई ‘He has only one sister’ (Shackle 1972: 64)
129 (S.)  
‘हुना खेह बा पुर ‘हिन ‘He has two sons’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 92)
130 (G.)*  
‘टमारे केटला चोकरा ‘चे ‘How many children do you have?’ (Dhruva 1920: 131)
131 (M.)  
‘अम्हाला कार मुलः अहेत ‘We have four children’ (Kavadi and Southworth 1965: 100)
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132 (Si.) minihāta lámay ki denek innavā da ‘How many children does the man have?’ (Garusinghe 1962: 54)
133 (B.)* ei bhādrolok er konofontān nei ‘That gentleman has no sons’ (Bender and Riccardi 1978: 17)
134 (N.)*usko pā ‘ćjanā chorāchori chan ‘He has five children’ (Matthews 1984: 55)

f) external circumstances or events affecting but not controlled by the Dative (or Genitive*) NP:

135 (K.) mohnas yeli mōki lagī su yiyi ‘When Mohan gets an opportunity he will come’ (Kachru 1973: 387)
136 (G.)* mare hamnā vakhāt nathi ‘I have no time just now’ (Dhruva 1920: 134)
137 (M.) tilā mulī zhālī ‘She had a daughter’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1982: 431)
138 (Si.) mahattayāta āksidant ēkak vanā ‘The gentleman had an accident’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: II. 104)
139 (O.)* amaro kahari kichi heini ‘Nothing happened to any of us’ (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 173)
140 (N.) malādhiło cha ‘I will be late’ (Verma and Sharma 1979b: 30)

Under the latter head we might put the common verbs of receiving/finding in at least the Central and Western NIA languages:

141 (H.) mujh mor kā ek pankh milā ‘I found a peacock feather’
142 (K.) asi mēlī tankhā pītsimī doh ‘We will receive our salary on the fifth day’ (Kachru 1973: 367)
143 (M.) tumhālā pustak milā kā? ‘Did you receive the book?’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1982: 428)
144 (G.) kāne inām malyu? ‘Who got the prize?’ (Lambert 1971: 130)
145 (P.) o’ nā ‘taiksi na ’i la ‘bī ‘He didn’t get a taxi’ (Shackle 1972: 79)

In the Eastern languages, verbs in direct construction tend to be used here, e.g., Bengali pāoā. In any case, the predications in the group 135–46 above undercut the generalization, which is sometimes made, that the predications in Dative
Subject constructions are always stative predications (although it may be true that most of them are, or express an “event” which is only a change of state rather than an “action”).

What, then, do these constructions have in common? My own earlier attempt (Masica 1976: 160) to characterize it as “subjective” experience (i.e. perceived only or primarily by the Experiencer) does not capture it: cf. the last group above. A more accurate diagnosis has been developed most fully in the context of NIA by Klaiman 1979 and 1980 (building on the work of N. McCawley 1976 on Old and Middle English; see also Sridhar 1976, on the Dravidian language Kannada). Klaiman notes that many such expressions in Bengali have Direct-construction counterparts (while others do not), e.g.,

147 (B.) tār nāk dāke ‘He snores’ (Klaiman 1980: 284)
148 (B.) fe nāk dāke ‘He snores’ (ibid.: 84)
149 (B.) āmār dāf hoyeche ‘I am guilty’ (ibid.: 279)
150 (B.) āmi dāf korechi ‘I have done wrong’ (ibid.: 279)

She observes, on the basis of trial insertion of adverbials such as “deliberately”, “pretendingly”, that the general semantic parameter distinguishing all such pairs seems to be volitionality. Moreover, among non-paired predications, those showing no Direct counterpart are such that (to a Bengali at least) the matter may be viewed only as nonvolitional (no. 151 below), while with those showing no “Dative” (i.e. Genitive) counterpart it may often be viewed only as volitional (no. 152 below):

151 (B.) tār [Gen] ghum bāgglo ‘He awakened’ (Klaiman 1980: 288)
152 (B.) fe [Nom] upof bāgglo ‘He broke his fast’ (ibid.: 288)

It should be noted, however, that the contrast is not volitional/nonvolitional, but rather neutral (unmarked)/nonvolitional (marked). (See especially Wallace 1985b.) It is not that Direct constructions are necessarily volitional, but rather that they are unmarked as to volitionality and thus may be (where the contrast is present, may even tend to be) volitional, whereas the Dative construction is definitely nonvolitional.

Such an analysis appears to be valid, not only for NIA generally, but for Dravidian (and for other Indo-European languages where the construction appears) as well, and perhaps universally. (“Involitive” verbs have long been recognized in grammars of Sinhalese, since they are distinguished morphologically in the verb itself, and the formation is a productive one. Studies of them have generally focused on this rather than on the case of the Subject they govern,
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however.) Languages obviously differ, synchronically and diachronically (cf. the
history of English and N. McCawley 1976) in their interest in such a specifying of
nonvolitionality. South Asian languages, both NIA and Dravidian, show what
may be a maximum interest in such specification, and it is one of their most
characteristic features. This is not to say that they are “consistent” in this regard,
according to some external canon of logic or semantic theory.

These constructions are sometimes compared with English constructions of the
“It is pleasing to me”-type, but the comparison is not particularly apt, because
there is no question of to me being a candidate for Subject (in Modern English):
that role has been usurped by the dummy it. The underlying semantics (as well as
the Old English surface construction) are another matter.

Naturally there is variation in the way certain situations are viewed even within
NIA. Thus understand is neutral (Direct) in Hindi (mai samjhā ‘I [m.] under-
stood’) and Bengali (āmi bojhlum), but potentially marked as nonvolitional; that
is, taking a “Dative Subject”, in Marathi (mī samazlo or malā samazlō/kalalā)
and Sinhalese (mata tērenavā). More surprisingly, “compulsion” (must), which is
marked as nonvolitional in most NIA languages, is unmarked (= Direct) in
Sinhalese:

153 (Si.) mama [Nom] yānna ōna ‘I must go’ (Fairbanks et al.
1968: I. 41)
cf. 154 (Si.) maṭa [Dat] yānna ōna ‘I want to go’ (ibid.: 34)

(There is a similar case contrast in Tamil in these constructions.)

In the same semantic sub-area (compulsion/obligation) there is variation in the
particular non-Nominative case used to mark the Experiencer in a few languages.
In Bengali, where the Genitive is the usual case of the Experiencer (the result of a
deleted body-part reference, Klaiman suggests), a Dative may be used here.

155 (B.) cākorer [Gen]/cākorke [Dat] roj kāt karte hōe ‘The servant
has to work every day’ (Bender and Riccardi 1978: 49)

In Gujarati, in the 1st and 2nd persons a special form (mārelamāreltamāre =
“Agentive/Locative of the Genitive”?) varies freely with the Dative (manelammel
tamne), while in the 3rd person the Dative varies freely with the regular Agentive:

156 (G.) māre10 [Ag?]lmane [Dat] gher javu joie ‘I ought to go
home’ (Cardona 1965: 95)
157 (G.) e mānase [Ag]lmaṇasne [Dat] gher javu joie ‘That man
ought to go home’ (ibid.)

The normal Agentives of the 1st and 2nd person pronouns in Gujarati are me”, te”
and in the plural (merging with the Nominative) ame, tame (see note 10). In contrast with Sinhalese, the distinction between want and must is expressed not through case marking but by simple vs. extended verbal adjective:

158 (G.) mārel/mane gher javu 'che 'I want to go home'
159 (G.) mārel/mane gher javānu 'che 'I have to go home' (Cardona 1965: 95)

Noting that the use of māre, etc. also in statements of kinship relation militates against identification of the -el with the Agentive, Cardona (1965: 96) remarks that these constructions “are among the most confusing in Gujarati, not only to the linguistic analyst, but also to speakers of the language; there is great variation both regionally and within regions among individual speakers with regard to the preferred usage.” (See also Lambert 1971: 60–1, 108–9.)

In Punjabi also there is a slight anomaly in that with what Shackle (1972: 84) calls a “weaker” form of the obligation construction (using honā rather than painā as the modal auxiliary), the Experiencer is in the Agentive rather than in the Dative case (a usage which is often transferred to the Urdu of Pakistan and the Hindi of Delhi in the characteristic ma'ne jānā hai for the standard mujhe [Dat] jānā hai ‘I have to go’). Perhaps the external compulsion is felt weakly enough to allow some scope for the initiative (i.e. agentivity) of the Experiencer. Possibly also the historical precedent of the Sanskrit gerundives in -(i)tavya, -ya, -aniya, which are not phonologically antecedent but also expressed obligation or necessity, and governed an “agent” in the Instrumental, may have played a role:

160 (Skt) atra bhavitavyam anayā [Instr] ‘Here she must stay’
[= “Here (it is) to-be-stayed by-this-one (F)”] (Gonda 1981: 94)

In Oriya also there is variation (between Genitive and Nominative) in some kinds of obligational constructions:

161 (O.) moor [Gen]/mu '[Nom] jibar xchi 'I am supposed to go' (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 205)
but: 162 (O.) mote [Dat – no variation] jibaku hebo 'I shall have to go' (ibid. 231)

Kashmiri also shows Nominatives here:

163 (K.) bi gotshus gatshun 'I should go' (Hook: pers. com.)

Assamese shows a peculiar construction, Nominative but “impersonal” (the modal auxiliary does not agree with the Nominative Experiencer, but is in a neutral, i.e. 3sg. form):
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164 (A.) \textit{mōi} [Nom] \textit{kōribō lāge} ‘I am obliged to do’ (Babakaev 1961: 93)
165 (A.) \textit{jōdi āponār lōge} [Nom] \textit{mōribō lāge} [tathāpi āponāk āxū nā-mātim] ‘Even [if with you] I must die [I will not deny you]’ (Matthew 26: 35)
cf. 166 (B.) \textit{jōdi āpnār sōuge} \textit{āmāke} [Dat] \textit{morte-o hōe} [Jeobhi ācchā, tobu āpnāke offikār korbō nā] = no. 165 (ibid.)
167 (A.) \textit{mōi kōribō lāgo} ‘I begin to do’ (Babakaev 1961: 93)

This Assamese peculiarity is not due to non-availability of a Dative (= A. \textit{mok}), which otherwise is perhaps more widely used in Assamese than it is in Bengali.

Finally (for our purposes here: other NIA languages and dialects need further study) in Nepali and Marathi also there is variation in case marking with obligational constructions. In Nepali, the Experiencer is Nom/Ag/Dat when the verb is intransitive, Ag/Dat when it is transitive in the \textit{must} construction; Nom-intransitive/Ag-transitive in the \textit{should} construction. (For further details, see Wallace 1985b: 168–9, 175.) In Marathi, it is Dat or Dat/Instr in \textit{must} constructions, Instr in the \textit{should} construction, and Dat/Instr in the “weak” obligational (is to, wants to) construction (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975b: 122–6).

In fact obligatory constructions differ from other “Dative-Subject” (Experiencer) constructions in significant ways, of which case assignment is only a reflection. (They warrant a separate chapter in Wallace 1985.) Most importantly, they involve not a simple predication, but an embedded sentence, the Subject of which, deleted in favor of the coreferential Experiencer, is generally an Agent, whether marked Nominative or Agentive (Ergative) in the original. The nonvolitionality of the Experiencer role is as it were superimposed on the agentivity of the underlying Subject, hence the conflict. In Nepali, verb agreement is neutralized in these constructions; in Hindi, Marathi, etc. it agrees with the underlying Object (if the latter is unmarked):

168 (N.) \textit{mai-le} [Ag] dherāi kītāpharu [pl.] \textit{parnu parcha} [3sg.] ‘I have to read many books’ (Wallace 1985: 174, modified)
169 (H.) \textit{muṇhe} [Dat] bahut kītābe ‘[Fpl.] \textit{parhī} [F] \textit{parī} [F] hai’ [pl.] ‘I have to read many books’
170 (M.) \textit{malā} [Dat] āmbē [pl.] \textit{toḍāyālā pāhiye āhet} [3pl.] ‘I have to pick the mangoes’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975b: 124)
171 (M.) \textit{tyānī} [Instr] gādyā ‘[Fpl.] \textit{durustā kelyā} [Fpl.] pāhijet [pl.] ‘He must repair the cars’ (ibid.: 125)

To return to the original question: do these obliquely-marked Experiencers
qualify as Subjects? Or to put the question another way, what is the Subject of such a construction? According to some, such constructions are Subject-less. According to traditional grammar, another NP, which governs verb agreement in the sentence, is the Subject.

As we have seen, on the pragmatic level the marked Experiencer is usually also the Topic (i.e. occupies Subject “position”), unlike the superficially similar (in some languages) Indirect Object. The latter entails the existence of another, more “agentive” animate or human NP in the sentence, one with greater claims to Subjecthood, whereas the Experiencer is itself the most conscious (albeit non-agentive) – and often the only – human NP in the sentence. On the other hand, on the level of surface grammar, not only is it (generally) non-Nominative in case, but it never controls verb agreement (unlike Quasi-Ergative Subjects, which in languages like Nepali and Assamese have come to do so). The verb either agrees with some other NP in the sentence, or is in neutral (3sg.) form.

The most telling evidence is in the form of behavioral characteristics (covert syntax). Like Nominative Subjects and marked Agents (Ergative Subjects) the marked Experiencer controls the reference of the reflexive possessive (in languages where this exists) and other reflexives:

172 (H.) larke ko apne dost yād āe ‘The boy remembered his friends’
(Kachru et al. 1976: 91)
173 (N.) malā āphno kārana-mā duhkh lāgcha ‘I am unhappy for my own reasons’ (Wallace 1985: 136)

This is not true of Indirect Objects:

174 (H.) usne larķi ko apnā kōṭ diyā ‘He gave the girl his coat’ [i.e. not her coat]

Except, Hook points out, in Kashmiri:

174a (K.) mye dyīs laḏkas paniny kyiṭāb (wāpas) ‘I gave the boy back his book’ (Hook: pers. comm.)

The marked Experiencer behaves like the (Nominative) Subject of a matrix sentence also with respect to control of the coreferential Subject-deletion entailed by the Conjunctive Participle construction (see below, section 10.9):

175 (H.) kyiṭāb pachkar larķā [Nom] so jāegā ‘The boy will go to sleep after he reads the book’ (Kachru et al. 1976: 88)
There appear to be significant differences among NIA languages in this area, however. The Dative–Experiencer (unlike the Nominative or Ergative Subject) cannot be the victim of such deletion in Hindi, Punjabi, or Kashmiri (Kachru et al. 1976: 91, 99), but it can be in Nepali (Wallace 1985b: 140). However, only certain matrix Experiencers can control deletion in Nepali, namely those involved in what Wallace (see below) calls “intransitive” Dative Subject Constructions. In the languages studied by Kachru et al. (1976), there is apparently no such restriction (cf. no. 176 above). The matter obviously needs more cross-linguistic study.

Remaining behavioral tests for Subject yield equivocal results. A marked Experiencer may both control the deletion of coreferential Subjects of embedded infinitival clauses (the so-called EQUI-Control) and itself be deleted (EQUI-Deletion) when belonging to such a clause in Hindi, Punjabi, and Kashmiri, but only the former in Nepali. When belonging to an embedded participial clause, it may be Raised to the status of Object of a matrix clause in Nepali, but not in the other three languages. (Again, see Kachru et al. 1976 and Wallace 1985b for this data.)

Ignoring these language differences for the moment, it may be noted that Nominative and Ergative Subjects check out positive for all the above processes, Indirect Objects (except in Kashmiri) for none of them. Marked Experiencers (“Dative Subjects”) are thus somewhat less Subject-like than the former, but vastly more so than the latter, and should on no account be identified with the latter.

This analysis leaves one prominent loose end. If the marked Experiencer is recognized as a kind of Subject, what then is the status of the Other NP often found in Dative Subject constructions, for example, the NP naming the “sensation”/“experience”? Leaving obligational constructions (with their underlying Objects, Goals, etc.) out of consideration for the moment, in the linguistic literature on South Asian languages alone, the Other NP in non-embedded Dative Subject constructions has been called everything from Subject itself (as we have seen, in traditional grammar, on the basis of grammatical agreement), to Object (despite the lack of a transitive verb in these predications: cf. Mistry 1976, also Sridhar 1979, concerning the Dravidian language Kannada, where – as in Tamil and Malayalam – overt optional accusative markers appear on the NP in
question under causativization or when paraphrased by a Nominative construction; to my knowledge this does not happen in Indo-Aryan, but I stand to be corrected), to Actor (Fedson 1985, writing on Tamil).

Wallace (1985b), however, has drawn attention to the fact that there are two kinds of Other NPs in Dative Subject constructions, because there are two kinds of (non-embedded) Dative Subject predications (in Nepali, but the insight may be extended to the other languages). The first, which he calls “intransitive”, involves either a simple verb (ciluu-cha ‘itches’) or a “sensation” NP + carrier verb (bhok lâgcha ‘is hungry’, ris uñcha ‘is angry’, jaro cha ‘has fever’). The second, which involves a variable “patient” in addition to the simple verb, or in addition to the carrier verb + “sensation” NP, he calls “transitive” ([kitâp/ûhât man parcha ‘likes [the book/rice’], [bihâ-kolhamro] smarâna bhayo ‘remembered [the wedding/us’]). It makes some sense to view the variable NP in the latter type – which must be carefully distinguished from an embedded transitive predication in an obligational construction – as in some sense a Patient (although it is not affected by any “action”) or indeed an Object. Such “Objects” – and not the Sensation NP, where both are present – control verb agreement in Nepali (and indeed in Hindi also) when unmarked by a postposition:

178 (N.) râm-lâi ti mâncheharu [pl.] man pardainâ [pl.] ‘Ram doesn’t like those men’ (Wallace 1985b: 113)
179 (H.) râm ko ve log yâd âg ‘Ram remembered those people’
(Hook, pers. comm.)

Recall that embedded Objects do not control agreement in Nepali, also that Objects of ergative constructions do control agreement in most NIA languages (though not in Nepali).

Sensation NPs themselves are not Objects in NIA (whatever may be the case in Dravidian). It is perhaps best to view them as the nominal part of compound predicates, akin to so-called conjunct verbs (see section 10.4 below). Some are purely “intransitive”; as we have just seen, some may take complements, “quasi-Objects”, in the form of additional NPs, and thus be “quasi-transitive”.

10.3.3 The Passive Agent

Although the Passive Agent is often deleted in NIA, as in other languages, when it is present the construction differs from the type familiar in English in that the Agent retains certain properties of the underlying Subject, including its head position (i.e. it does not undergo demotion-by-movement, as in English):
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180 (G.) sarkārtī garibone paisā apāyā ‘Money was given to the poor by the government’ (Cardona 1965: 116)
181 (M.) sarkārkadān pratinidhī nemle zātāt ‘The representatives are appointed by the government’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975b: 128)
182 (B.) jatōjīt nāyēr dārā poricālnā kārā hāe ‘It is directed by Satyajit Ray’ (Seely 1985: 129)

It also retains the properties of Reflexive Control and Control of Coreferential Subject Deletion in Conjunctive Participle formation. The former may be retained even by a deleted Agent (Wallace 1985b: 220), which makes Subject-hood candidacy for even a Deleted Agent not totally unreasonable. In the positive, sentences such as nos. 180–2 with overt Agents have an official or journalistic ring. In everyday speech, however, sentences with overt Agents are used, in the negative or in questions, with the implication of incapacity in a number of NIA languages:

183 (P.) mere to rāt pār sutta na tā giā ‘I was not able to sleep the whole night’ (U. S. Bahri 1973: 213)
184 (H.) rājan se makke kā roti yā khai jāe gī? ‘Will Rajan be able to eat corn bread?’ (Kachru 1980: 107)
185 (Marw.) mhārā su savere cyār baiyā nī jāgiyā jāvelā ‘I can’t get up at 4 a.m.’ (Magier 1983: 216)

Such an implication (and restriction to negative and interrogative contexts) is not obligatory in the Nepali passive, according to Wallace, and may be absent:

186 (N.) rām-bātā rukh kātiyō ‘Ram was able to cut down the tree/ The tree was cut down by Ram’ (Wallace 1985b: 212)
187 (N.) jangal-bātā badhi rokincha ‘Floods are stopped by the jungle’ (ibid. 211)

Cf. also Gujarati:

188 (G.) enā-thī ā kāgal va cāi gayo ‘This letter was read by him = He accidentally read this letter’ (Cardona 1965: 124)
189 (G.) mārā-thī vadhāre khavā gayu ‘Too much was eaten by me = I ate too much without meaning to’ (ibid. 124)

As nos. 182 and 184 indicate, another peculiarity of this NIA passive is its ability to occur with intransitive verbs. This feature, like the others such as position
retention, also characterized the Classical Sanskrit passive construction (Hock 1982).

In both Sanskrit and NIA, this “incompletely demoted” Passive Agent is marked by an Instrumental. In NIA, this involves use of a postposition different from that which marks the Agentive (itself often descended from the Sanskrit Instrumental) in Ergative or Quasi-Ergative constructions: H. se, ke dvārā (vs. ne), N. bāta (vs. le), M. -cyā[kadā]n (vs. -ne[nt]), G. -thi, vade (vs. -e).

A further complication is the influence of English on, especially, journalistic and expository prose, superimposing another model and function of passive in certain registers. It is not possible to say, at the present stage of investigation of the subject, exactly what this influence has been across the NIA spectrum, but it may include the possibility of Agent displacement for other than the normal NIA stylistic reasons (see section 10.8.3 below):

190 (B.) cortāke pāliser dārā dhōrā gāelo ‘The thief was caught by the police’ (Bender and Riccardi 1978: 41)

A number of different constructions are expressive of “passive” in the Eastern group. For the fullest discussion on Bengali, see Seely 1985: 128–35.

10.3 4 Other candidates for Subjecthood
These may be passed over more briefly, although each has its interest as well as its complications. The Temporary Possession construction parallels the Dative construction closely, except that the Possessor has Locative marking of some kind (followed by object possessed and an existential verb) rather than Dative marking:

191 (P.) munḍekolkalam e ‘The boy has a pen’ (Shackle 1972: 65)
192 (S.) mā vaɾ bā ruptā āhē ‘I have two rupees’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 92)
193 (G.) tanāri pāse koi sāru kāpād che? ‘Do you have any good [cotton] cloth?’ (Dhruva 1920: 149)
194 (M.) tujhyāzaval sāykal āhe kā? ‘Do you have a bicycle?’ (Berntsen and Nimickar 1982: 82)
195 (Si.) māma lāṅga sigarēt tiyenavā ‘I have cigarettes [on me]’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: I. 103)
196 (O.) mo pākho re se bēhi āu nāhi ‘I don’t have that book [with me]’ (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 134)
197 (B.) tomar hāte ki paeṣā āche? ‘Have you got [any] money?’ (Hudson 1965: 48)
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198 (A.) tār hātār pōisā nāī ‘He does not have any money [with him]’ (Baruah 1980: 95)
199 (N.) ma-sanga pā̀c rupiyā̀-mārāi cha ‘I only have 5 rupees [with me]’ (Matthews 1984: 55)
200 (H.) mērē pā̀s sirf das nūpye kānōt hai ‘I have only a 10-rupee note’
[201 (K.) tā̀hi chāvī tūkīr? ‘Do you have a basket?’ (Kachru 1973: 235)]

The Locative expression usually denotes ‘near’, but Bengali and Assamese prefer a more body-oriented ‘in the hand’. (The Kashmiri expression is in brackets, as it makes use of a simple Dative for temporary possession also. This is also the unmarked expression in Sinhalese.)

Distinguished from these only slightly (although various behavioral tests need to be explored) are existential expressions with Topicalized Locatives, often but not necessarily involving inanimates or at least non-humans:

202 (H.) kamre mè-do khīriyā̀-thi ‘The room had two windows’ [= ‘There were two windows in the room’]
203 (H.) hāthīyò-mè-bàri tākāt hoṭī hai ‘Elephants have great strength’ (Hook 1979: 81)
204 (H.) rājū̀ mè-barā dhairya hai ‘Raju has great patience’ (Y. Kachru 1980: 122)
205 (M.) rastāyāvar puskal gharā̀ āhet ‘There are many houses on the road’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1982: 97)
206 (N.) tyō gaù-mā̀ ciyāpasal rahenacha ‘It seems that there is no teashop in that village’ [= it seems that that village has no teashop] (Matthews 1984: 55)
207 (G.) kṑt kṑt gāmmā̀-prāthamik fālā hāy che ‘In some villages there are primary schools’ [= Some villages have primary schools] (Lambert 1971: 64)
208 (O.) āmērīkārē jhīmā̀n̄gko pā̀-slōgā sālun ɔchǐ ‘There are separate saloons for girls in America’ [= “America has . . .”] (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 224)

When the relation is one of “integral” part to whole (animate or inanimate), the NP in Subject position has Genitive marking:

209 (H.) kamre kī tīn ħī divāre-hāih ‘The room has only three walls’
210 (P.) munde dā̀ bà’ut vaddā sir si ‘The boy had a very big head’ (Shackle 1972: 65)
Hindi, Gujarati, and probably other languages have also (as an alternate but often preferred construction) peculiar *invariant* Genitives here, used also in expressing kinship relations:

211 (H.) *uske sîrî ek bahan hai* ‘He has only one sister’ [rather than *uski*, feminine]
212 (H.) *harek ke nāk hoî hai* ‘Everybody has a nose’ [rather than *kī*, agreeing with nāk, f.] (Hook 1979: 80)
213 (G.) *māre be hâth che* ‘I have two hands’ (Lambert 1971: 43)
214 (G.) *māre tran kākā che* ‘I have three paternal uncles’ (ibid.) [rather than normal Mpl., which is *mārā*]

The normal variable Genitive is usually used for expression of non-temporary (sometimes defined as “non-portable”) possession – landed property, etc.:

215 (G.) *amāro moto bangalo che* ‘We have a large bungalow’ (ibid.)
216 (P.) *o’de puttar de tin k’ar ne* ‘His son has three houses’ (Shackle 1972: 65)

On the other hand, in Marathi, Sindhi, and other languages the Dative is used in many of these situations:

217 (M.) *gālā jīngā āhet* ‘A cow has horns’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975b: 135)
218 (S.) *mārā khē ba gharā āhin* ‘I own two houses’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 92)
219 (S.) *hina gharā khē parā darivāzā āhin* ‘This house has five doors’ (ibid. 93)

Subject-candidates (so defined by their control of Coreferential Subject Deletion in conjunctive participle clauses) with Genitive or Locative marking outside of these contexts need further exploration:

220 (H.) *(jangal me pahu ckar) uskā dakuō se pâlā parā* ‘(Arriving in the jungle), he encountered bandits’ (Dwarikesh 1971)
221 (H.) *(zahar kā pyâlā pikar) us-par koi asar nahi huâ* ‘She drank the cup of poison and there was no effect on her’ (ibid.)

All of the above involve NPs in Subject “position”, and in some cases at least
with certain behavioral properties pertaining to Subjects, but not controlling verb agreement. In the remaining cases, namely the Passive Patient and the Ergative Patient, there is something like the opposite situation. That is, these entities have come to control verb agreement – their main claim on Subjecthood – in some languages (Hindi, Punjabi, Sindhi, Kashmiri, Gujarati, and Marathi, primarily), and under certain conditions (when the Patient is unmarked) – but their normal position is still Object position, not Subject position. Moreover, (except in Kashmiri) they may still take overt Object-marking (see section 10.4 below) under certain conditions, in which case (except in Gujarati and Rajasthani) even the agreement is neutralized:

**Passive Patient:**

222 (H.) *maï* [Nom] *fauran pahcän lí jā̀ ñí 'I[(F] will be recognized right off* (Hook 1979: 120)

223 (H.) *muje* [Dat-Acc] *fauran pahcän liyā jāègā 'I'll be recognized right off* (ibid.: 120)

**Ergative Patient:**

224 (H.) *mere beto ne yah film* [Nom (Fsg.)] *dekhā* (Fsg.) 'My sons saw this film' (Hook 1979: 19)

225 (H.) *mere beto ne is film ko* [Dat-Acc] *dekhā* (msg.) 'My sons saw this film' (ibid.: 19)

In several respects, then, the “promotion to Subject” of the Object in NIA passive constructions may be called *incomplete*. In the case of the Ergative constructions, the claim of the Agent on Subject status is especially strong, but the close parallelism of the two constructions may be noted. In Bengali the Passive Patient (there is of course no Ergative) always retains its Object-marking if it had it (Seely 1985: 130, Bender and Riccardi 1978: 40–1):

226 (B.) *bochor khānek pāre khukuke nāki kālkātāe dekhā geche ābār* ‘Several years later Khuku was again seen in Calcutta’ (Seely 1985: 130)

On the other hand, in such languages as Hindi, Punjabi, and Kashmiri (investigated by Kachru et al. 1976), the Passive Patient (the Ergative Patient does not enter the picture) has apparently acquired (marginally) the additional Subject property of Reflexive Control:
The authors admit the sentence is ambiguous: the *apni* could refer to a deleted Agent. Since either Agent or Patient can control Reflexives in Passive constructions, such ambiguity is not uncommon (Pandharipande 1981: 62). Disambiguation is through extra-linguistic context. Cf. Nepali:

228 (N.) *rām-dvārā sitā-lāṃ āphnā kathā-le ruvāīyo* 'Sita was made to cry by Ram through (hearing) her own story' (Wallace 1985b: 220)

229 (N.) *ma-bāta syām-lāṃ āphno thau'-mā pathāīyo* 'Syam was sent by me to his/my room' (ibid. 220)

10.3.5 Summary

NP constituents that have some Subject properties in NIA thus range from unmarked Agents of transitive verbs in non-Perfective tenses, which may be said to have the maximum (including topic-position, verb agreement control, Nominative case, agentivity and volitionality, and control of or accessibility to all relevant covert-syntactic rules), to Ergative Patients, which have the minimum (verb agreement control under some conditions; in Kashmiri, even some non-Ergative Patients can control verb agreement). Thus Subjecthood in NIA would appear to be a cluster of properties, distributed on a cline.

If this is unacceptable — although such fuzzy boundaries would seem to be a fact of linguistic life (e.g., agentivity is a cline [cf. Hook 1976b], volitionality is a cline [cf. Pandharipande 1982], ergativity is a cline [cf. Masica 1982], transitivity is a cline [cf. Hock 1985]) — there are several alternatives. One is to declare Subject an irrelevant concept for NIA languages — which, in view of the crucial reference made to it by several syntactic processes, hardly seems acceptable. Another is to take one property as definitional, ignoring the others. This has been the method of traditional grammar, taking Subject to be “that NP with which the verb agrees” (such as, e.g., Ergative and Passive Patients), even though this conflicts with other criteria (making Subject indeed a concept of very limited utility) and leaves many sentences “subjectless” (the traditional term is *impersonal*).13

It is possible, however, to take another property to be definitional (or diagnostic), one around which a maximum of other useful properties cluster. All so-called Subject-properties are not of equal weight. (Verb agreement may actually be one of the least important, easily acquired and easily lost.) Such a property may well be first or “topic” *position* (in unmarked sentences, before any displacement
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transformations have been applied). While many hint at this, Mistry (1976) (on Gujarati) makes it explicit. It may be noted that in terms of the usual generative models of syntax, this coincides neatly enough in NIA with “that NP [whatever its case-marking] immediately dominated by the S-node in a sentence,” i.e. (using simple Hindi examples for convenience):

![Diagram of verbal sentence types in NIA in terms of "subject"](image)

(The fact that these languages are SOV rather than SVO, which seems to have bothered some investigators, does not seem to affect this argument in the least.) As Mistry points out, this does not mean identity of Topic and Subject: after the Subject is displaced through a topicalization transformation, and something else becomes the Topic, the Subject does not cease to be the Subject (as proven by various behavioral characteristics). This formulation also does not preclude recognition of the fact that, as Kachru et al. (1976: 102) conclude, “some subjects are more subject-like than others,” i.e. that Dative Experiencers and Passive Agents may lack certain alleged Subject properties. It does exclude Ergative and Passive Patients from Subjecthood, despite the presence of certain alleged Subject properties.

Figure 10.1 Simple verbal sentence types in NIA in terms of “subject”
It does not, of course, solve every problem. For example, are first-place Locative NPs used with existential predications primary, or are they the result of a topicalization permutation? May Passive Patients, when the Agent is unspecified, be said to occupy first position (and therefore qualify)?

![Passive sentences with and without agent](image)

Figure 10.2 Passive sentences with and without agent

The Subject problem has generated several important symposia with resulting publications. See Li (ed.) 1976 (which includes the important paper by Edward L. Keenan, “Towards a universal definition of ‘Subject’”), Verma (ed.) 1976a, and Zide et al. (eds.) 1985. The most extensive work by a single author on the subject is Wallace 1985b on Nepali, which also has sections on the handling of the problem (or inadequacies in doing so) in Relational Grammar and Government and Binding Theory for the theoretical-minded. (For the latter, see also Davison 1985, in Zide et al.) Otherwise, for NIA passives, see Pandharipande 1981, 1982; for Sanskrit passives, see Hock 1982; for the Dative Subject construction, see Klaiman 1980, 1981 as well as Sridhar 1976, 1979 (on Kannada); for a succinct history of the Ergative construction, see Pray 1976 (in the Verma volume); for an account of its distribution and permutations in the area, see Masica 1982.

10.4 Object in NIA

The Object problem is the obverse of the Subject problem – at least in part. That is, in a number of cases we must decide whether a given NP is essentially a Subject or an Object, since it appears to have attributes of both. As some of these arguments have already been reviewed in the Subject section, this aspect of our treatment of Objects may accordingly be more brief.

Normal Object position in non-interrogative clauses (non-finite as well as finite) is immediately before the verb:
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230 (H.) *suresh jeb me* cābhi rakhtā hai ‘Suresh keeps a key in his pocket’ (Y. Kachru 1980: 16)
231 (G.) *patāvālo stefan parthi sāmān lāvyo hato* ‘The messenger brought the luggage from the station’ (Lambert 1971: 97)
232 (B.) *āmr bier rāṭre gān gāibo* ‘We shall sing songs on the night of the wedding’ (Dimock et al. 1964: 114 [modified])
233 (Si.) *mama dāy sumāneak vitara rejįstr līyumak balāporot-tuveį innavā* ‘I have been expecting a registered letter for about a week now’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: I. 100)

The Object is not distinguished from the Subject by case marking in many NIA sentences, including those above. Both may be in the Nominative. Unlike Sanskrit – or Dravidian – (but rather like Tibeto-Burman) there is generally no distinctive Accusative Case in NIA.¹⁴ Historically, the Indo-Aryan Accusative merged with the Nominative. (This may be one factor in the persistence of an Agent Case in a number of NIA languages: if the Object is not marked, at least the Subject may be, by way of distinction. Note, however, that only a minority of Subjects are so marked, and only in certain languages. Moreover, the Agentive is a unique marker only in Hindi, Punjabi, and to some extent in Kashmiri. Nepali *-le*, Marathi *-niñe*, Assamese and Gujarati *-e* also have retained certain instrumental functions, and in the last case Locative functions as well. In Sindhi, the General Oblique without a postposition is used for the Agentive: it is not always distinct from the Nominative, and may have other functions.)

This is not to say that Objects are always bereft of case marking. They may take it, in the form of the Dative marker (in the absence of an Accusative: the marker is sometimes called a *Dative-Accusative* as a result). Its functions, however, are often more pragmatic than syntactic. That is, in the case of non-human nouns, it generally indicates a “definite” object, that is, one that is already known (see Masica 1981, 1986 for extended discussion); in the case of human nouns, it stresses their Patienthood, a marked status (human nouns normally being Agents). In languages with other means of marking definiteness (or indefiniteness, in the case of Sinhalese) (see section 10.5 below), the first of these functions is minimalized. Except in Sinhalese, it nevertheless exists (e.g., in Bengali).

234 (H.) *usne kamre ko har taraf se dekhā* ‘He looked around the room’ (Usha Priyamvada, “Kagaz ke phul”)
235 (P.) *o’ nīlī kitāb nāʾmez te rākkho* ‘Put that blue book on the table’ (Shackle 1972: 70)
236 (B.) *boi-tā-ke tebiler opor dāo* ‘Put the book on the table’ (Page 1934: 126)
237 (G.) kutrā-ne pāchal rākho ‘Keep the dogs back’ (Dhruva 1920: 159)

No. 237 is slightly different in that it involves an animate (though non-human Object). It is difficult to find good examples of definitized inanimate Objects in Gujarati and Marathi; although the construction is said to exist in those languages (Savel’eva 1965: 26, Katenina 1963: 58), it would appear to be much less common than in Hindi or Punjabi. (Significantly, it is not used with pronouns referring to such Objects in those languages, unlike Hindi.) This usage should be distinguished from that with Objects that have complements, where it is frequent though perhaps not required in all cases:

238 (G.) dhobie mārā-kapdā-ne āstari barābar kari nathī ‘The washerman has not ironed [= done the iron to?] my clothes well’ (Dhruva 1920: 153)
239 (G.) jekspiyare potāna kavitva-ne (mahān) banāvyu- ‘Shakespeare made his poetry great’ (Savel’eva 165: 26)

Often Objects with complements are +human, and would take the Dat-Acc marker on those grounds also. The Human Patient-marking function, unlike the identification functions, is general in all the languages except Sinhalese:

240 (M.) to āplyā mītrā-lā sodān gelā ‘He forsook his friend’ (Kate-
241 (G.) chokari mā-ne jye che ‘The girl sees [her] mother’ (Lambert 1971: 36)
242 (N.) ketā-lā kina pitchau? ‘Why do you beat the boy?’ (Matthews 1984: 70)
243 (Si.) gunapāla hamibavenna ōna da? ‘Do you want to see Gunapala [unmarked]?’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: II. 206)

The Dat-Acc marker can be omitted with +human Objects, but this has the effect of making them “non-referential”, i.e. generic:

244 (H.) rānī ne larkā jamināyā ‘The queen gave birth to a boy’

The Object + Complement construction is close to that of the double transitive requiring an Indirect Object. The latter, usually +human in any case, obligatorily takes the Dative in all NIA languages (except Kashmiri in certain cases, where it may be Nominative, and unlike Sanskrit, where it may be Accusative) and has priority over Direct Objects (which it also normally precedes positionally) in such marking:
10.4 Object in NIA

245 (H.) yogesh ne ajay ko apnī tāsvīrē "dikhaī" ‘Yogesh showed his pictures to Ajay’ (Kachru 1980: 100)
246 (G.) lok dukāndār-ne paysa āpe che ‘People give money to the shopkeeper’ (Lambert 1971: 30)
247 (O.) mu `apona-yku goṭi bholā bohi debi ‘I shall give you a good book’ (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 137)

Indirect Objects of verbs semantically requiring them (e.g., ‘tell’, ‘invite’) are never advanced to Direct Object status in NIA but retain Dative (or sometimes other oblique case) marking, even in Sinhalese:

249 (Si.) api sēna-[a-t enna kiyamu ‘Let’s invite Sena, too’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: II. 155)
250 (G.) ahi ‘paṇī laīāv, em mālī-ne kaho ‘Tell the gardener to bring some water’ (Lambert 1971: 37)

Keeping all these distinctions in mind, it could be revealing to do a frequency count of marking of inanimate Direct Objects (and perhaps also animate non-human Objects) – only – for definiteness in different NIA languages. It might strengthen – or refute – the suggestion (see Masica 1981) that this comparatively new phenomenon owes something to Turkic and Persian influence, strongest in Hindi and Punjabi. It is absent, for example, in the transmontane languages Kashmiri and Shina (Hook, pers. comm.).

The Object marker is an excellent example of the multifunctionality of most case markers in NIA, that is, their failure to coincide on a one-to-one basis with any syntactic roles (the only exception, as noted previously, being the Agentive -ne in Hindi). The Dative marker can mark the Indirect Object (its “proper” role), the Direct Object under several distinct sets of conditions, and the Subject (when it is an Experiencer), as well as certain adverbial adjuncts (e.g., of time) in some languages, and other functions.

The only unequivocal indicator of the Object role in NIA syntax is thus again position. By this measure, as well as in consideration of the fact that Object markers (assigned according to the above criteria) are often retained by ergative and passive Patients, the latter are more Object-like than Subject-like, in spite of the control of verb agreement they exercise when Object markers are not present. Presence or absence of Object markers has more to do with pragmatic and other factors than with syntactic roles: that is, in active sentences, their presence or absence does not change the syntactic role of an NP. The “promotion to Subject”
of the Patient in passive constructions may thus be regarded as incomplete at best when this pattern is retained. On the other hand, as Hook (1985a: 277) notes, in at least some styles of Modern Hindi prose ko-marked human Patients may lose their ko's in the passive (in about half the cases) and thus have a stronger claim on promotion to Subjecthood. (Other languages need investigation: see, however, Magier 1985 and Mistry 1976 for counterevidence pertaining to Marwari and Gujarati.)

There is one additional problem with Objects in NIA that must be noted. This arises from the ubiquitousness of so-called conjunct verbs – compounds made up of a noun or adjective + a verbalizer such as do: H. madad karna 'to help'; band karnā 'to close', furū karnā 'to begin', pratikṣā karnā 'to await'. When the non-verbal element is a noun, it may be treated syntactically as the verb's Object (never taking Dat–Acc marking, but governing verbal agreement in Perfective and Infinitival constructions in the Central and Western languages). The semantic Patient of the Conjunct Verbal expression is often expressed syntactically as a Genitive adjunct of such a noun:

251 (H.) mai'ne rām ki madad (F) kī (F) 'I helped Ram'
252 (G.) āthme divase teo chokrā-nī sunat karvā āvyā 'On the eighth day they came to circumcise the boy'
253 (G.) teñe potānā lok-nī mulākāt laine teo-no uddhār karyo che 'He has visited and redeemed his people' (St Luke 1: 68)
254 (M.) . . . tyāne tyā̂ ē̂ ć sūtā (F sg.) ke' (F sg.) ahe 'He has released them' (ibid., Living NT version)

On the other hand the Patient may be treated as a syntactic Object:

255 (H.) unho'ne hamārā nimantrān svikār kiyā hai ‘They have accepted our invitation’
256 (H.) mai'ne kām furū kiyā hai ‘I have begun work’

Y. Kachru, whose 1982 article on Hindi and Persian conjunct verbs is one of the few devoted to the subject (see also Hook 1979: 106–7, Pofížka 1963: 436–7), would call only the latter “true conjunct verbs”; the former she says are just “verb phrases”. Impressionistically speaking, both types appear to be more numerous in the languages of the north, possibly again due to Persian influence. In Bengali, where the Genitive seems already over-used, the Genitival construction nevertheless occurs commonly enough (although the question is complicated by the merger of the Dative and Genitive cases in the plural):

257 (B.) āpnā-ke [Dat] āvājjo korečilam ‘I helped you’
The Noun Phrase

Although modern theoretical treatments of the NIA Noun Phrase (i.e. mainly the Hindi NP – Verma 1971, Kachru 1980, Subbarao 1984, but cf. also Mistry 1969 on Gujarati and Shukla 1981 on Bhojpuri) differ somewhat in their analyses, the basic facts need not detain us long. If we may leave embedded clauses involving predications other than be for later consideration, the structure of the “simple” Noun Phrase in NIA (with certain exceptions to be noted presently) may be called straightforwardly left-branching (Modifier + N).

Regular cooccurrence possibilities – which in many of the languages need more
study than they have received – force us to postulate several distinct functional slots within the Modifier. Immediately to the left of the Head Noun come attributive Adjectives,15 if any: B. dhārmik mohilā ‘religious woman’, N. purāno mandir ‘old temple’, Si. sudu eladenā ‘(the) white cow’. To the left of these, much as in Germanic, comes the Determiner16 which specifies definiteness (identification) or indefiniteness (introduction) in various ways: H. us chōte gā ‘(in) that small village’, B. fei purāno ḍāp ‘that ancient serpent’, G. ek moto tāro ‘a great star’, A. etā bōgā ḍho ‘a white horse’, P. koi purāṇi kitāb ‘some old book’.

Is the Determiner an optional element or is it obligatory (with ZERO as one of its terms)? Perhaps neither: nouns used in a generic sense do not require it, nor do those entering into conjunct-verb relations (see section 10.4), but NIA is not like Russian: specification of definiteness-status relative to discourse is not entirely optional, and it could be argued that in certain syntactic contexts, ZERO is one of its terms (cf. Y. Kachru 1980: 22). That is, in most NIA languages an unstressed form of the word ‘one’ (K. akh, S. hik/aro], P. ik, H.G.M. ek, etc.) is close to becoming an Indefinite Article17 (and is so treated in some descriptions). Accordingly, nouns not so marked (or specified as “indefinite” by another, more specific Determiner, such as H. koi ‘some/any’) may be regarded – at least in the context of Subject and of Object of a Postposition – as “definite” (identified) and so specified by the ZERO-Determiner. (They may of course be more overtly specified by the Demonstratives this/that.) Another and perhaps better way of looking at the matter, however, would be to posit a privative opposition with “indefinite” as the marked member. Indefiniteness is marked (that is, made explicit) primarily where (1) the distinction matters, and (2) it differs from the status implied by the syntactic role of the noun: e.g., Subjects are usually previously known, identified = “definite”; for them (and for Objects of Postpositions) unidentified status is a marked status (see Masica 1986).

The question is further complicated by the part played in the overall Definiteness marking (as distinct from merely Determiner) system by the differential use of the Acc–Dat case marker on Direct Objects (simultaneously marking syntactic, and in the case of personal nouns, semantic roles [section 10.4 above]), and by the so-called (definite) specifier suffixes (-tā, -ti, etc.) of the eastern group (Chapter 8, section 5): B. boiṭā ‘the book’. These suffixes are simultaneously part of (but not coterminous with) a numeral classifier system, suffixed to numerals (including ‘one’ in its Indefinite Article function in Bengali–Assamese–Bishnupriya = ektitelatā, but not in Oriya = ekɔ), in which case they do not indicate definiteness. (In Nepali, such elements function as numeratives only – duijanā māṇche ‘two men’, eutā kitāb ‘one/a book’ – and never as definite noun-suffixes.) The relationship of the Definite Suffixes to the pan-Indian system of definiteness–
10.5 The Noun Phrase

status marking needs more study: they appear to be used (redundantly but by no means consistently) mainly with nouns whose definiteness is already implied by their position, or even overtly, marked by a demonstrative: B. jìfu-ti-r pitā ‘the baby’s father’, jìfu-ti-ke jāber pātre foyâno dekhte pêlo ‘they found the baby lying in a manger’ (St Luke 2: 16), ei laekhā-ti-te ‘in this letter’ (Bender and Riccardi 1978: 109); O. etəŋkā-tāe ‘this money (Subj.) [is] . . .’, (rājā) bor-ŋanî-ti-ku (dekhi parânti nāhi) ‘(The king could not look at) the elder queen’ (Karpushkin 1964: 86). It should be noted, however, that most nouns with definite status in a discourse seem not to be marked with the Definite Suffixes. Their relationship, if any, to the Determiner system is therefore unclear (although see the extensive discussion in Dasgupta 1983). Of more direct concern to NP phrase structure is the aberrant postnominal position (but not areally: cf. neighboring Tibeto-Burman languages) of the Demonstrative in Bishnupriya: pâni etā ‘this water’ (K. P. Sinha 1981: 88).

In Sinhalese, as already noted, it is the Indefinite Article which has been morphologized (as the suffix -ek/-ak). There are possibly incipient similar developments in Shina (mu:jâ-k ‘a man’: Bailey 1924: 82–3), Assamese (cf. no. 55), and Oriya. In the latter, the suffix -(e), added to time units, measure words, and inanimates in general signifies “singularity” according to Tripathi (1962: 126) (roṭnâhāre ‘one [= a?] jewelled necklace’), but is apparently still in free variation with the preposed Determiner ek:x mās = ek:x mās ‘one month’ (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 25). A phonologically identical suffix -(e) is used with “rational” nouns as a plural marker: pu:x-püx ‘son/sons’, pilâx-pilâx or pîlx ‘child/children’ (a Dravidian loanword) (Tripathi 1962: 128, Karpushkin 1964: 27). Whatever their status, the Shina and Assamese suffixes have not driven out preposed indefinite Determiners.

A somewhat unusual device, both in the context of NIA and generally, entering into the definiteness-marking system is the definite adjectival suffix {-(k)k-} described for Northern Bhojpuri by Shukla (1981: 85–6, 93–4: ham nîke pêde par cadhab ‘I will climb on a good tree’/ham nîkkâ pêde par cadhab ‘I will climb on the good tree’.

In Bengali the Determiner (or at least its Indefinite instantiations) can be moved to a position between the adjective and head noun: khub bôro ekta pukur ‘a very big tank’ (Page 1934: 191), fundor fundor ko:xkhâni pâkhâ ‘a number of very beautiful fans’ (ibid. 191), birât ekî nôkkhotro ‘a huge star’ (Rev. 8: 10). This is a marked order, not the normal one.18 The Central and Western NIA languages seem not to permit this, but the other Eastern languages might well be looked into further, although I have so far found no examples.

Between the Determiner (in our narrow sense) and the Adjective can come
numerals and other quantity-indicating elements ('all', 'some'): H. ye do larke 'these two boys', G. à badhà kágàlo 'all these ['these all'] letters' (Lambert 1971: 57). This forces us to posit for most NIA languages another optional NP slot, that of Quantifier: Det + (Quant) + (Adj) + N. The constituent (Quant) may be further differentiated internally. In Sinhalese, however, cardinal (not ordinal) numerals beyond 'one' (eka) along with words for 'some', 'many', 'how much', 'how many' (cf. H. kitne paise 'how much money?' = Si. salli koccara?) come after the noun, followed in turn where relevant by the indefinite suffix mentioned earlier, which thus turns out to be a kind of clitic (and even further from the meaning 'one'): lamay tundena 'the three boys'!lamay tunden-ek 'three boys (indefinite)'; pol huığak 'many coconuts'. The Sinhalese NP thus has a structure Det¹ + (Adj) + N + (Quant) + Det², where Det¹ (= Definite, i.e. Demonstratives and ZERO) and Det² (= Indefinite, i.e. -ek/-ak) are mutually exclusive.

Dasgupta points out that the Bengali Quantifier may also follow the noun, and when it does, this conveys definiteness: duto khâm 'two envelopes'!khâm duto 'the two envelopes' (Dasgupta 1983: 18). Something else seems to be going on in Kashmiri: zi jâyi 'two places' (B. Kachru 1973: 560), zi neciv 'two sons' (Bailey 1937: 39 [Prodigal Son], neciv 'zi 'two sons' (ibid. 36 [Hatim's Tales]), ùthinzi vêlinji zi 'their two hearts' (ibid. 37), hûn 'zi 'two dogs' (ibid. 37); the contexts are, except for the fourth, indefinite rather than definite.

Preceding the Determiner on the left are modifying Genitive Phrases: H. farmilà ki ve do lâl kiâbe 'Those two red books of Sharmila's' (Y. Kachru 1980: 41), B. ãmârei kôthâ [lit.] "my this-thing" = 'these words of mine' (St Luke 1: 20), G. màrà a be mitra 'these two friends of mine' (Cardona 1965: 88). Note that with Quantifiers such as 'all' and 'both' the NIA rule is more general than its English counterpart, resulting in different orders in NIA and English: H. uske do bhâî = 'her two brothers' but uske dono 'bhâî 'both her brothers'; G. màrl sarva sampatti 'all my wealth' (1 Cor. 13: 3). Determiners and Quantifiers modifying a subordinated noun must of course be distinguished from Determiners and Quantifiers modifying the Head: [jôb jânoâr]eri mânâ 'the uncle of [all the animals]' (Page 1934: 182).

In at least some NIA languages a Locative phrase may also be used as an attribute. In Hindi it takes a Genitive marker: mez par kîkiâbe 'the books on the table' (Subbarao 1984: 15). The same construction is found in Gujarati: pyâlã-mâ-na-nu pânt 'the water in the cup' (Mistry 1969: 53). In Marathi, there is a special (variable) suffix {-la} (Literary {-il}) for this purpose: tyâ kápât-ä-'il bhândi 'the pots in that cupboard', tyâ defât-ä lok 'the people in that country' (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 139). Like other phrasal attributes that follow the Head in English, these are placed at the far left of the NP in NIA. Locative attributes may
usually also be expressed by a relative clause. (This may not be the case in every
language, however: Marathi, Oriya, and Sinhalese need special scrutiny here.)
Another such construction is “by the name of”: M. suman nāvā-ē āmulgi ‘a girl by
the name of Suman’ (ibid. 137); N. pokharā nāu ē gareko arko eutā sāno tar āyanta
sundar fahar ‘another small but extremely beautiful city called Pokhara’ (Mat-
theews 1984: 146).

Pending finer tuning, then, the basic NIA Noun Phrase may be represented as:

{Gen P}
+ Det + (Quant) + (Adj P) + N.
{Loc P}

10.6 The Adjective Phrase
As might be expected in a generally left-branching phrasal syntax, qualifiers of
adjectives precede them: H. bahut baṛā, B. khub boro, S. tamām vaddo, M. phār
moṭāā, Si. bohoma loku ‘very large’.

Comparative constructions constitute a special variety of (phrasal) qualifier.
There being no inflection of the adjective for comparative degree in NIA,
comparison is expressed by prefacing the adjective with the thing (i.e. noun or
pronoun) with which comparison is made (in the case of the superlative with the
word ‘all’) in the Ablative case (or equivalent expression) – an idiom also found in
neighboring non-IA languages: i.e. ‘bigger than X’ = H.X -se baṛā, G.X -thī
moṭo, P.X -to vaddā, K.X -khāti bod, M.X -pekā moṭāā, O.X -thāru boro, B.X
-er ceye boro, A.X -oī koi daṇḍr. Sinhalese uses the Dative + vāḍā ‘more’ (X-ṭa
vāḍā loku); the superlative has a special suffix -ma.

10.7 The Verb Phrase
According to traditional generative grammar, the VP includes at least the Direct
and Indirect Object and probably also the Goal/Source of Motion. In a sense the
verb is indeed incomplete without these essential arguments, and as we have seen
(end of section 10.4 above), there is one common situation in NIA, that of the
conjunct verb, where the verb itself and a quasi-object component form what is in
effect a lexical unit. These components all occur to the left of the main verb stem
(except in aberrant Kashmiri). What concerns us here, under the label Verb
Phrase (for the sake of notational consistency we should perhaps call it Vb),
occurs to the right of the main verb stem (= V) – again, except in Kashmiri.

How do we decide what is the “main” verb stem? For NIA generally a simple
rule-of-thumb holds good: it is the leftmost verb stem in the Verb Phrase (always
excepting Kashmiri, for which analogical equivalence of components to those of
the common NIA pattern will have to suffice here, although analysis in its own
terms should yield the same result). The first fact to be noted about the NIA Verb
Phrase is that the (Tense/Mood) auxiliary is its rightmost element, “closing” the
phrase. (Here exceptions are to be found not only in Kashmiri but also in Punjabi
and Sindhi negative sentences [see section 10.8.2 below]. These may be regarded
as modified, i.e. non-basic, sentences, however.) It makes some sense, as will be
seen, to define an element Aux containing both the Tense/Mood “auxiliary”
proper and the Aspect marker immediately preceding it (sometimes as a quasi-
analytic element). In its simplest form, the Verb Phrase would be, in syntactic
terms, thus V + Aux.

Between the main (initial) V and the Aux, however, there may occur a limited
set of “secondary” stems (Pattanayak 1972: cf. the common notation V₁ V² in
e.g., Southworth 1961 on M.) with special functions. In some of the now older
literature, particularly of the London school (Burton-Page 1957, Raeside 1958 on
M.), they are labeled Operators. In terms of function, they are described by
Kachru (1980) as “modals” and “secondary aspect” markers; for Cardona (1965)
they are all “modals”. The problem is to distinguish these from sequences of verbs
which are the result of embedding (learn to V, forget to V, enjoy V-ing, etc.) on
the one hand,18 and from “VV” or Main Verb + Specifier (Explicator) “vector”
on the other. This is not always a simple matter, since, in the first case, some may
perceive embeddings where others do not, and in the second, the Specifier class
can with some justification be seen as merely a special subclass of V². We may in
general, however, first adopt Cardona’s criterion (1965: 119) that The sentence
containing the sequence is not derivable from two sentences, each containing a form
of one of the verb roots, adding that the reference is to real sentences of the
language and not to artificial constructs by linguists that do not occur as sentences.
It may also be noted that, unlike English (“I can’t”, “You must”, etc.) such
“modals” (many of them, at least: more work needs to be done in this area in the
different NIA languages) do not occur outside these combinations in sentences
by themselves – either absolutely (H. saknā ‘to be able’), or (perhaps arguably,
depending on one’s imagination) “in the same meaning” (H. rahnā ‘stay’, > as
V², ‘keep on’, B. pāoā ‘get’, H. pānā ‘find’ > as V², ‘manage to’). With regard to
the Explicator subclass, we may again follow Cardona (1965: 122, 124) in setting
these apart on the basis of more restricted distribution, i.e. potential cooccurrence
with only certain subsets of main V₁ rather than with all (or most) of them.20

Another and perhaps even more delicate problem arises from V² having
“secondary aspectual” functions: how do we decide when such elements have
passed into the primary tense–aspect paradigm of a language? In the (re)con-
struction of the NIA paradigms such sequences were prime sources of material.
At bottom the matter is bedevilled by the fact that it is a question of degrees of grammaticalization, with (judging from disagreeing descriptions) a certain arbitrariness necessarily involved in the making of cuts along this cline. (V2s having more narrowly “modal” meanings are less problematic, for semantic reasons – at least from a modern Indo-European perspective: in other language groups these too may suffer obvious incorporation into paradigms, even morphologization.)

Arbitrariness may also be detected at the other end of the descriptive spectrum, in the matter of identifying embedded sentences. Equivalents of want to and have to are particularly problematic here, since want to from some standpoints at least appears to be no different from learn to, forget to, etc., and have to usually involves in any case a transformation, the erstwhile Subject being transformed into a Dative Subject. Arbitrarily or not, I shall include them in the basic inventory below, primarily on the basis of the fact that (unlike learn to, etc.) they too seem to be subject to deletion restrictions [*] similar to those governing clearly modal verbs like be able to in most NIA:

262 (U.) kyā āp usko dekh sakte hai? ji hā, dekh sakta hā ‘Can you see that? Yes, I can (see it).’ [*ji hā, sakta hā]
262a (U.) kyā āpko jānā hai? ji hā, jānā hai ‘Do you have to go? Yes, I have to (go).’ [*ji hā, hai]
262b (U.) kyā āp us film ko dekhnā cāhte hai? ji hā, dekhnā cāhā hā ‘Do you want to see that film? Yes, I want to (see it).’ [*ji hā, cāhā hā]

One of the more elaborate and careful subclassifications has been attempted (for Marathi) by Berntsen and Nimbkar (1975). They distinguish Verb Operators (begin to, keep on) from Sentence Operators (say that, know that), and both of these from Unary Transformations (want to, have to) and Binary Transformations (coordinated, subordinated, and nominalized clauses). Their criteria result in the inclusion of try to in the first set, a departure from the most common NIA pattern – but this may simply be a fact of Marathi.

Various V2 are attached to various forms of the main verb (V1) – usually referred to as the Infinitive, Inflected Infinitive, Imperfective (“Present”) Participle, Perfective (“Past”) Participle, Verbal Noun, and Absolutive Participle (equivalent to the “Bare Stem” in some languages, notably Hindi and Punjabi, which will be indicated by -Ø below). It will be most convenient here to follow, e.g., Southworth 1961 and treat these formants (-Aff in his and Raeside’s notation, “complementizers” in Hook’s terminology) as part of the description of the V2 itself (since the “meaning” of the V2 is most often not independent of the
Aff in any case). The basic inventory below will be classified in semantic terms, although that may not be the best (and certainly is not the only) approach.

In the patterns charted in the tables below, the "Operator/Modal" (V2) given in stem form may be understood to carry for the Vb as a whole the full range of Aspect and Tense/Mood (and Concord) markers, unless otherwise specified. Gender-number variation in the Main Verb formant will be indicated by the symbol c, however. The symbol E (for Experiencer) before V indicates the construction is used with a so-called Dative Subject; the symbol A, that it is used with an Agentive Subject in other than Perfective constructions.

Table 10.1 Be able to V

| P. | V-Ø + sak- | N. | V-na + sak- | A. | V-ibô + pâr- |
| S. | V-ïë + sagh- | H. | V-Ø + sak- | B. | V-te + pâr- |
| G. | V-i + fak- | O. | V-i + pâr- |
| M. | V-á + fak- |
| Si. | *V-nna + puluvani |

The center/west vs. east pattern is obvious, although the M. and N. constructions involve (like those of the Eastern group + Sinhalese) an Infinitive rather than an Absolutive Participle. A K. construction *tag- + V-un is not included here: the verb tagun, which can occur by itself, may best be glossed as 'be possible for'. (K. hek- or hyak- is cognate with the sak- forms.) Compare the N. construction with that given in Table 10.3 below.

263 (K.) skis dohas manz châ vâpas hekân yith? 'Can one come back the same day?' (B. Kachru 1973: 492)
263a (P.) tusî'panjâbî bôl sakdê à? 'Can you speak Punjabi?' (U. S. Bahri 1973: 111)
264 (S.) hitâ távî 'hunanjô gharâ ësí saghô thâ 'You can see their house from here' (Addleton and Brown 1981: 207)
265 (G.) tame ëví fakfo? 'Will you be able to come?' (Cardona 1965: 123)
266 (M.) mî kevhâí yeú fako 'I can come at any time' (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 116)
267 (Si.) mätâ pattaré kiyavanâ puluvani 'I can read the paper' (Fairbanks et al. 1968: I. 167)
A second modal also often glossed as 'can, is able', but with a narrower meaning, such as 'manage to' or 'succeed in', and based on the verb *get, find*, is found in some NIA languages. Y. Kachru (1980: 50) explains the distinction as ability which "is a result of some effort on the part of the agent" (pa-) vs. neutrality with respect to this feature (sak-). Often the context is negative, i.e. *inability despite effort*. (The modals sak-, pär-, etc. sometimes have connotations of "permission" or "possibility" as well as "capability". They can be used epistemically – 'It could rain today' – which pa- cannot be.)

Some NIA languages have other verbs in this area also, but it is not clear without further investigation whether they are equivalent, although the M. construction *EV-tā + ye-* seems to be close: cf. nos. 276–7 below. K. S. pär- ‘finish, perform’ are cognate with B. pår- (Table 10.1); P. lai- according to Bahri means 'is able to swim/read/walk, etc.' (cf. similar use of H. le-) – not quite the same thing. P. does have a verb pāu- ‘find, get’ cognate with H.B.A. pā-.

273 (H.) *vah barīkofo'ke bād kalkatte se nikal pāyā* ‘He managed to leave Calcutta after much effort’ (Y. Kachru 1980: 50)
274 (A.) *mos eito koribō pālo* ‘I succeeded in doing it’
275 (B.) *āmrā dānponthī bōktār kōthā funte pāchhi nā* ‘We can’t hear the Rightist speaker’s words’ (Seely 1985: 236)
276 (M.) *malā tyālā bhētā nāhī ālā* 'I didn’t succeed in meeting him'  
(Hook: pers. comm.)

277 (M.) *tyālā sarv khātā yeil kā?* ‘Will he be able to eat everything?’  
(Southworth 1961: 204)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10.3 Finish V-ing/have already V-ed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(K. <em>mokal- + V-ith</em>)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. V-Ø + cuk-*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. V-ũê + cuk-*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. V-i + cuk-*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. (V-un + ho-)?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This modal set (it is not clear if the Eastern items are precisely equivalent) denotes completion often prior to something else (conveying the idea of ‘already’). Dative Subject predications appear to be excluded. For N. (for which again compare Table 10.1), Matthews (1984) specifies completion “once and for all”, but it seems to overlap a bit with the H. V + jā- Specifier–Compound construction (cf. no. 284). For G. *cuk-*, Cardona (1965) specifies “completion and inability to continue”: the second G. construction with rah- seems not to have this connotation, and to be equivalent to some cases of H.P.S. *cuk-*.

Oriya has a peculiar suffix *-li*, added to finite forms (i.e. at the end of the Vb), which has this function (cf. no. 288) among others (Tripathi 1962: 194–7).

278 (K.) *yeli zyun tsitih moklyau* 'When he had finished cutting wood' (Bailey 1937: 25)

279 (P.) *o’ tā ’mai’ vekh cukīā ā* ‘I have already seen that [film]’  
(U. S. Bahri 1978: 114)

280 (S.) *tapāli acī cukā āhē?* 'Has the postman already come?'  
(Addleton and Brown 1981: 303)

281 (G.) *hu’ bhani cukyo hu* ‘I’ve studied as much as I can’  
(Cardona 1965: 124)

282 (G.) *tame khāi rahyā?* ‘Have you finished eating?’ (ibid.’ 123)

283 (N.) *sinemā furū bhaisakyo* ‘The film has already started’ (Matthews 1984: 238)

284 (N.) *hāmro burho nokar mari sakyo* ‘Our old servant has just died’ (ibid.)
285 (H.) vah sab kuch batā cukā hai ‘He's already told all’ (Hook 1979: 25)
286 (A.) moj kāmo kāri pātalo ‘I finished [doing] the work’ (Babakaev 1961: 98)
287 (O.) tumemāne āsilābelku mu khāisarihibi ‘By the time you come I shall have finished eating’ (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 95)
[288 (O.) hāri puri gālāni ‘Hari has already gone to Puri’ (Mahapatra 1955: 77)]

Table 10.4 Want to V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(K.) yatsh- + V-un</th>
<th>(P.) V-ṭāl + cā-</th>
<th>(N.) V-na + cāha-</th>
<th>(A.) V-ibd + khus-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S.) V-anṭ + cāḥ-</td>
<td>(H.) V-nā + cāḥ-</td>
<td>(B.) V-te + cā-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G.) V-vūc + ho-</td>
<td></td>
<td>(O.) ?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M.) &quot;V-āytsā + as-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si. &quot;V-nna + ᪸na</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The root used in Assamese means ‘seek’ in other languages. Note the indirect construction and use of ‘be’ in G.M. An analogous construction in H. also often translates ‘want to’ instead of the usually glossed ‘have to’ (see below) – perhaps especially often in the Hindi of peninsular India (Dakhini).

289 (K.) bichus tamis vuchun yatshān sethā ‘I want very much to see him’ (Hook 1987: 6 [respelled])
290 (P.) maī tā’ kise pa’r te jānā cā’ōtā qā ‘I would like to go to some hill station’ (U. S. Bahri 1973: 65)
291 (S.) hū likhanṭu cāhe thā ‘He wants to write’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 370)
292 (G.) mārel mane g̃er javu’ che ‘I want to go home’ (Cardona 1965: 95)
293 (M.) tyālā kām karāytsā hotā ‘He wanted to work’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 123)
294 (Si.) maṭa palaturu ganna ona ‘I want to buy some fruit’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: II. 34)
295 (N.) ma pradhānmantrilāi bhetna cāhanchu ‘I want to meet the Prime Minister’ (Matthews 1984: 131)
296 (H.) tum kise lanā cāhte ho? ‘Who do you want to bring?’ (Hook 1979: 24)
297 (A.) χέ ghoroloi zábo khuzise ‘He wants to go home’ (N. Sarma 1963: 8)
298 (B.) fe bāglāde fer khābār khetē cāe ‘He wants to eat Bengali food’ (Bender and Riccardi 1978: 47)
299 (O.) ? [expression of want to is avoided in Oriya]

Table 10.5 Have to V (“weak”) + have to V (“strong”)

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(K. ās- + &quot;V-un&quot;)</td>
<td>(K. pyo- + &quot;V-un&quot;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. &quot;V-nāc + ho-&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;V-nāc + pai-&quot;</td>
<td>A. &quot;V-ibo + lāgiyā&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. &quot;V-anōc + hu-&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;V-anōc + pav-&quot;</td>
<td>B. &quot;V-te + ho-&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. &quot;V-vānu-&quot;c + ho-&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;V-vu-&quot;c + pad-&quot;</td>
<td>O. &quot;V-ibāku + he-&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. &quot;V-lā + pahihe&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;V-dāc + lāg-&quot;</td>
<td>Si. &quot;V-anna + tiyanavā&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;V-anna + venavā&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;V-anna + ōna&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distinction between the lower and upper items is generally between “external” compulsion, “outside the control of the Agent”, most often indicated by the verb ‘to fall’ (H. parnā), and a category neutral with respect to this feature – that is, possibly within the control of the Agent, at least in the sense of the Agent’s involvement in making a prior arrangement, and indicated most often by ‘to be/ become’ (H. honā, Si. tiyenavā). It sometimes can be glossed ‘is supposed to’. Significantly, the latter takes an Agentive Subject in P., and optionally in G. and N., while the former usually (except in Si. and A., and again optionally in G.) takes an Experiencer (= “Non-Volitional”) Subject (in the Dative).

The distinction appears to be flattened in N. and B. (although “emphatic” compulsion may be expressed in B. by use of an emphatic particle (jete-Lhōbe). The difference between the two A. constructions seems to be “idiomatic” rather than of the type in question here. The second A. construction is distinguished from one meaning begin only by the neutralization of person-agreement.

300 (K.) tot vāinni kʰātur pēi me akh zampanā biye nāv kirāyi kariṇ ‘To go there I must hire a palanquin and a boat’ (Grierson 1973: 111)
301 (P.) kuri ne jānā e ‘The girl has to go’ (Shackle 1972: 84)
302 (P.) o´nā nā murnā piā ‘They had to come back’ (ibid. 84)
The Verb Phrase

303 (S.) mā'khē kētrā-i kām karana āhin 'I have to do a number of things' (Addleton and Brown 1981: 193)
304 (S.) tō khē subhānī subāha jō savēr uthanō pavando 'You'll have to get up early tomorrow morning' (ibid. 194)
305 (G.) māre mārā bhāine thodā paysā āpvanā che 'I have to give some money to my brother' (Cardona 1965: 109)
306 (G.) māre gharē rahevu' padyu 'I was forced to stay home' (ibid. 122)
307 (M.) malā mumbālā zāylā pāhīje 'I have to go to Bombay' (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 124)
308 (M.) tyānī gelā pāhīje 'He must go' (ibid. 125)
309 (M.) malā kām karāvā lāgel 'I will have to work' (ibid. 126)
310 (Si.) oheṭa paḥaṭa kolanbā inna tiyenavā 'You are to be in Colombo at 5' (Fairbanks et al. 1968: I. 167)
311 (Si.) māṭapayin yanna unā 'I had to go on foot' (ibid. 263)
312 (Si.) mama yanna ọnā 'I must go' (ibid. 41)
313 (N.) faharbaṭa hiṇṭe-rai āunuparyo 'I had to walk back from town' (Matthews 1984: 128)
314 (H.) mujhko agle sāl banaras zarār jānā hai 'I must definitely go to Banaras next year' (Y. Kachru 1980: 50)
315 (H.) tumhe' gāy lanī paregī 'You'll have to bring the cow' (Hook 1979: 24)
316 (A.) mor khābā logiyā 'I must eat' (Babakaev 1961: 80)
317 (A.) xi kori bāgil 'He had to do it' (ibid. 93)
318 (B.) āmāke fekhānā jete hāye 'I must go there' (Page 1934: 163)
319 (O.) bahu lokahile āpōrayku bāhāre bāsi bāku heba 'If there are many people you will have to sit outside' (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 224)

Table 10.6 Ought to V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>K. V-un + gatsh-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
<td>*V-nāc + cā'dāc-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>*V-anuc + ghur-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>$\kappa V$-vu 'c + joie*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.</td>
<td>$\kappa V$-īlā + pāhīje*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*V-tā + kāmā naye</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another modal construction, encoding “moral” obligation, is found in some NIA languages. It sometimes involves an old passive stem of want/need, con-
strued indirectly (in the Dative or Agentive), or a be verb (N. and B.). In both cases, it is usually defective, except in P. taking only number agreement (in H., S., and M., none in G.) and only Present/Past T/M-marking, with the first usually unmarked.

320 (P.) mainì 'ka’l jànà cā’ìdā sī ‘I ought to have gone yesterday’ (Shackle 1972: 83)
321 (S.) asā ‘khē ètri dēr hutē rahān’ na ghorbo ho ‘We ought not to have stayed there so long’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 191)
322 (G.) māre/mane gher jāvu ‘joie ‘I ought to go home’ (Cardona 1965: 95)
323 (M.) tyānī dillīlā zāylā pāhiye hotā ‘He should have gone to Delhi’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 124)
324 (M.) tyānī tithe zātā kāmā naye ‘He ought not to go there’ (ibid. 126)
325 (N.) ketaket’hārūle raksi khāna hundaina ‘Children should not drink raksi’ (Matthews 1984: 129)
326 (H.) unko soçnā cāhiye ‘They should think [about it]’ (Hook 1979: 25)
327 (B.) bhitāre tomnā fīgaret khete nei ‘You should not smoke inside’ (Seely 1985: 237)

Table 10.7 Begin to V (a) and allow to V (b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K.</th>
<th>(a) lag- + V-un'c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) hye- + V-un'c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) dī- + V-ini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
<td>(a) V-an + lagg-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) V-an + de-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>(a) V-an' + lag-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) V-an' + de-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>(a) V-vā + lag-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) V-vā + mand-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) V-tu 'thā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) V-vā + de-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.</td>
<td>(a) V-ū + lāg-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(a) V-āylā + lāg-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) V-ū + de-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si.</td>
<td>(a) V-nna + patan gannāvā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) V-ū + gannāvā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) V-ū + -dden</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These two common modals are grouped together here because they share a
common construction (with the Oblique Infinitive, where it exists) in most NIA languages, and employ verbs which in other contexts mean ‘attach’ and ‘give’ (as modals, begin and allow respectively). K., G., N., and Si. have additional modals with different shades of inceptive meaning. The first M. construction is “more formal” according to Berntsen and Nimbkar.

328 (K.) 3m' hyut panini safruk pai ti pati vanun ‘He began to recount his trip’ (Bailey 1937: 26)
329 (K.) pānas-sit’ dih me pakini ‘Allow me to go with you’ (Griersson 1973: 74)
330 (P.) o jān lagge ‘They began to go’ (Shackle 1972: 88)
331 (P.) o nā ne sānu jān diię ‘They allowed us to go’ (ibid. 88)
332 (S.) hunānjī chōkīrī roōa lagī ‘Their daughter started to cry’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 352)
333 (S.) mā+ tavāhā kēhā pāhīnjō kītāb parhaŋtā dhīndus ‘I will let you read my book’ (ibid.)
334 (G.) e kām karvā lágyo ‘He began to work’ (Cardona 1965: 121)
335 (G.) ene bhājan karvā māndyu ‘He began to give a speech’ (ibid. 285)
336 (G.) brahmaŋo pahelā inā khātā na hatā, pan have te khātā thayā ce ‘Previously Brahmins did not eat eggs, but now they have started to eat them’ (ibid. 108)
337 (G.) chokraṇe āmāri sāthe āvvā dz ‘Let the boy come with us’ (ibid. 121)
338 (M.) to vātsū lägyo ‘He begins to read’ (Southworth 1961: 204)
339 (M.) tī rādāylā lāgtī ‘She began to cry’ (ibid. 204)
340 (M.) tālā yeu det ‘Let him come’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 127)
341 (Si.) mahattaya vēda karanna pātan gannavā ‘The master is starting to work’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: 1. 140)
342 (Si.) vahinna gannata diṅgatama vahinavā ‘When it starts raining it keeps right on’ (ibid. 148)
343 (Si.) api gaha kapa-dden ‘Allow us to cut the tree’ (Garusinghe 1962: 72)
344 (N.) pānī parna lágyo ‘It came on to rain’ (Matthews 1984: 142)
345 (N.) usle angreįt sikna thālyo ‘He began to learn English’ (ibid. 72)
346 (N.) khālī hinduhrulāi matraį jānā dinchan kyāre ‘I think they only let Hindus go inside’ (ibid. 136)
347 (H.) pāṇi barasne lāgā ‘It began to rain’ (Hook 1979: 25)
348 (H.) simā ne mujhe tasvīr dekhne dī ‘Sima allowed me to look at the picture’ (Y. Kachru 1980: 51)
349 (A.) toi karība lāgī ‘You began to do it’ (Babakaev 1961: 93)
350 (A.) tāk zābīn[sa]l dīyā ‘Let him go’ (ibid. 98)
351 (B.) tārā āmāder pechone pechone dourote lāglo ‘They began to run after us’ (Page 1934: 135)
352 (B.) tomāder fonge ki āmâke jete debe? ‘Will you let me go with you?’ (Seely 1985: 234)
353 (O.) ghantā thānthōn bājūhāe ‘The bell began to ring’ (Kar­pushkin 1964: 70)

Table 10.8 Keep on V-ing + go on V-ing: make a habit of V-ing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K.</th>
<th>V-ān + rōzā&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>N.</th>
<th>V-do + rah-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-ān + datshā&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td>V-i + rah-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.</td>
<td>V-nādā&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt; + rānndā&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td>V-ne + gar-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-nādā&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt; + hundā&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td>V-yā + kar-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>V-andōlīndō&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt; + rah-</td>
<td>H.</td>
<td>V-tā&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt; + rah-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-andōlīndō&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt; + vañ-</td>
<td></td>
<td>V-tā&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt; + jā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-andōlīndō&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt; + vañ&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td>V-(y)ā + kar-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>V-tu-&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt; + rah-</td>
<td></td>
<td>V-tu-&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt; + ja-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-tu-&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt; + āv-</td>
<td></td>
<td>V-yā + kar-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.</td>
<td>V-atō + rah-</td>
<td></td>
<td>V-atō + zā-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V-atō + ra-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This group of Secondary Aspectuals enables NIA languages to combine such meanings as continuance (expressed by the modal) and completion (expressed by the Asp slot), as well as to ‘emphasize’ continuation or regularity. (As we have seen, these languages have other devices for emphasizing completion and ‘perfectivity’, including the Explicator auxiliaries.) Generally speaking, it may be said that the use of stay (rah-, thāk-) in this position expresses continuation at the point of reference,<sup>23</sup> the use of go (jā-, vañ-, cəl-), expresses continuation from the point of reference, and the use of come (ac-, ā-, ā<sup>-</sup>), continuation up to the point of reference, while the use of do (kar-, gar-) expresses regularity or custom. Whether through idiosyncrasy of description or gloss, or real differences among
the languages, there is some confusion here, however (particularly between the first and the last of these categories), and the area needs more careful cross-linguistic study. Note that *stay*, *go*, and *come* are used with the Imperfective Participle, typically, and *do* with an invariant Verbal Noun.

354 (K.) *bi rāzi kā karān* ‘I’ll keep working’ (Hook: pers. comm.)
355 (K.) *bāj gatsh tārān* ‘Keep taking tribute’ (Bailey 1937: 39)
356 (P.) *os vele mai o’dar jāndā rai’ndā sā* ‘At that time I used to make a habit of going there’ (Shackle 1972: 119)
357 (P.) *ajkal mai pānī pīндā hundā vā* ‘Nowadays I always drink water’ (ibid. 19)
358 (P.) *onā de koljāyā karol* ‘Keep on going to them!’ (ibid. 120)
359 (S.) *dāīndā rahōl* ‘Keep on singing!’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 328)
360 (S.) *hunājō hālu zārāb thīndō viō* ‘His condition went on getting worse’ (ibid. 329)
361 (S.) *hi gaom tarqi kandi acē thi* ‘This nation keeps on making progress’ (ibid. 330)
362 (G.) *tame kām kartā raho* ‘You go on working’ (Cardona 1965: 120)
363 (G.) *lōko uʃkerātā jatā hatā* ‘People went on getting more and more excited’ (ibid. 120)
364 (G.) *kām thatu’ ave che* ‘The work is coming along’ (ibid. 120)
365 (G.) *lōko kantālayā hatā, chatā ene bhāfan karyā karyu* ‘The people were bored, but still he went on lecturing’ (ibid. 121)
366 (M.) *divashbhar pāaš padar rāhilā* ‘It went on raining all day long’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 115)
367 (M.) *to kām karīt zāto* ‘He goes on working’ (Southworth 1961: 204)
368 (N.) *nepāli ta rāmrai bolnuhundo rahecha* ‘Why, you speak Nepali quite well’ (Matthews 1984: 227)
369 (N.) *umaleko pānī piune garnuhas* ‘Keep on drinking boiled water’ (ibid. 170)
370 (N.) *bas naesama ma yahī basirahanchu* ‘I’ll keep sitting here until the bus comes’ (ibid. 236)
371 (H.) *vah kal din bhar parchta rahā* ‘He kept on reading all day yesterday’ (Y. Kachru 1980: 48)
372 (H.) *vah kahītā gayā aur mai’ likhtā gayā* ‘He went on dictating, and I went on writing’ (Phillott 1918: 102)
There are no doubt other candidates for inclusion in the V² category, more specific to particular languages. The foregoing may be sufficient, however, to make the point that this is a major, albeit optional, constituent of the pan-NIA Verb Phrase, the most general formula for which may thus now be given (using m- for Modal - for this category in preference to, e.g., O for “Operator” which is too easily confused with O for “Object”) as:

\[ V ( + v ) + ( m ) + AUX \]

10.8 Modifications of the simple sentence

These are chiefly the following:

10.8.1 Question formation

Question formation is quite straightforward in NIA. No inversions or alterations of phrase structure are involved (except in Kashmiri). In so-called WH-questions, those asking for information, the question word comes normally in the focal position right before the verb (ignoring negation markers), unless it is an adjectival question word modifying a noun (which then itself occupies this position):

381 (P.) “Director” sa’b huṇ kiṭhene? ’Where is the Director now?’ (U. S. Bahri 1973: 55)
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382 (S.)  hà kér` àhè? ‘Who is that?’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 37)
383 (M.)  nàgpùrce pàhûse kàtì tàrakhèlà yénàr ãhèt ‘On what date are the guests from Nagpur coming?’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1982: 303)
384 (H.)  áp ne kyo `näht`batàyıä ‘Why didn’t you tell [me]?’
385 (B.)  jèleke kàtò dàm dîlën? ‘How much did you pay the fisherman?’ (Dimock et al. 1964: 171)
386 (O.)  áp:jà kou ghàre rùhuconi? ‘In which house are you staying?’ (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 49)

Sometimes, however, a Direct Object or Goal retains its claim on this position, the question word then coming immediately to its left:
387 (G.)  áp kyàre ghèr javànà cho? ‘When are you coming home?’ (Lambert 1971: 120)
388 (B.)  oràkàeno e boiguli nielo? ‘Why did they bring these books?’ (Page 1934: 13)

Sinhalese is exceptional: the question word follows what it governs, which most often puts it last, preceded by the special Emphatic verb form:
389 (Si.)  mahàtmayà yànne kohèda? ‘Where are you going?’ (Garusinghe 1962: 29)
390 (Si.)  mahàtmayà kànne mòkak da? ‘What are you eating?’ (ibid. 29)

Interrogatives of quantity, like the numerals they replace, immediately follow the noun they refer to:
391 (Si)  {làmn} kìdënek innava da? ‘How many {children} are there?’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968 I. 75)
392 (Si.)  ohè làññà {salì} kòccara tìyenava da? ‘How much {money} do you have on you?’ (ibid. 137)

In Bengali there is a tendency to prefer final position for the word why – kàeno:
393 (B.)  àpni olo b niè máthà ghàmàcchen kàeno? ‘Why are you bothering your head about all that?’ (Page 1934: 63)
394 (B.)  oder ekhànà thàktë bòloni kàeno? ‘Why didn’t you tell them to stay there?’ (ibid. 53)

Kashmiri, exceptional as always, puts question words in second position, even if this means moving them out of their own clauses (no. 396):
Yes/no questions may be marked simply by intonation: Gujarati and to a lesser extent Oriya seem to prefer this option. Most NIA languages may also employ a question-marker particle, placed either sentence-initially (Standard Hindi, Sindhi, Punjabi) or finally (Bengali, Marathi, Sinhalese). The first is reminiscent of the Persian construction, the second of the Dravidian one. The question marker is often but not always identical with an unstressed form of the word what (unlike either Dravidian or Persian). Not, however, in Sinhalese (‘what’ = mokak, question particle = da) where it moreover cooccurs with question-words: in the rest of NIA they are mutually exclusive. In Kashmiri, the question marker is -ā -i (vs. ‘what’ = kyāh), added to the finite verb (in position 2) – except for position oddly reminiscent of the Dravidian marker (-ā).

397 (H.) kyā āp in logo ko jānte hai ‘Do you know these people?’
399 (P.) ki"beer" pīnī ca’oge? ‘Would you like to drink beer?’ (U. S. Bahri 1973: 66)
400 (B.) mānuṣ/aṭe ki? ‘Does the man come?’ [also mānuṣ ki aṭe, i.e. in preverbal position] (Bender and Riccardi 1978: 10–11)
401 (M.) tumhi udya sakali sfismadhe asāl kā ‘Will you be in the office tomorrow morning?’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1982: 273)
402 (N.) tapāī sā ‘jhnā kunai kasrat garnuhuncha ki ‘Do you take any sort of exercise in the evening?’ (Dasgupta and Karmacharya 1964: 166)
403 (Si.) mahattaya kalutarata yanavā da? ‘Is the gentleman going to Kalutara?’ [also mahattayā {yanne} kalutarata da and mahattayā kalutarā da {yanne}], with Emphatic forms = ‘Is it to K. that the gentleman is going?’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: I. 43)
Cf. 404 (Si.) mahattayā {yanne} kohāta da [or mahattayā kohāta da {yanne}] ‘Where is the gentleman going?’ (ibid. 43)
405 (K.) yih bandūkh chu-ābormot? ‘Is this gun loaded?’ (Grierson 1973: 121)
406 (G.) tam “temne ol-kho cho? ‘Do you know him?’ (Dhruva 1920: 155) [no marker]
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Except in Sinhalese, text-frequency counts might well show that yes/no questions are marked most often in NIA in general by intonation alone. For Nepali Matthews (1984) describes an additional type rather reminiscent of Chinese, where a question is asked by posing the alternatives “is it or isn’t it?”

407 (N.) tarkārī mahō cha ki chaîna? ‘Are the vegetables any good?’ (Matthews 1984: 31)
408 (N.) tyo mānche chetři ho ki hoina? ‘Is that man a Chetri?’ (ibid. 31)

Most NIA languages also make use of (invariant) tag questions (‘Isn’t it?’) of the type of Japanese ne – in fact, in Gujarati the particle is also ne? (in Hindi it is na?):

409 (G.) tenī ñāse jāo ne? ‘Go and see him, won’t you?’ (Lambert 1971: 204)
410 (G.) ka’ i to lai jāvā ijo ne? ‘I must take something with me, mustn’t I?’ (ibid. 204)

10.8.2 Negation

The tag-question particles just mentioned (G. ne?, H. na?, M.K. nā?, Si. na?dā?) are an appropriate preface to the next topic, negation, which unlike question formation in NIA, is neither straightforward nor simple. From the single OIA negative particle na has grown up, through fusion with other elements and other processes, a luxuriance of forms and constructions that we can only note the high points of here.

Sanskrit did have an additional “prohibitive” or “precative” particle, mā, used in negative commands and some other contexts. It survives (H.P. mat, S. ma, K. mā, maṭi, G. mā) mainly in the center and west; in the Eastern and Southern languages other devices have evolved. It usually precedes the verb, except in Gujarati, where according to Cardona it always follows (Savel’eva 1965 has a counterexample, however):

411 (P.) mat jā! ‘Don’t go!’ (Rabinovich and Serebryakov 1961: 997)
412 (G.) jāo mā ‘Don’t go!’ (Cardona 1965: 139)
413 (G.) darvājo band mā karo! ‘Don’t close the door’ (Savel’eva 1965: 57)
414 (K.) yim pōf ma [= mi?] tsatsu-kh ‘You must not pick-them [= don’t pick] these flowers’ (Grierson 1973: S. 749)
There are other means of expressing negative commands/requests both in languages retaining reflexes of OIA ma (nos. 415–19) and in those which have lost it (nos. 420–4):

415 (H.) na jäye 'Please do not go!' (Y. Kachru 1980: 110)
416 (P.) nā likhio 'Please don’t write!' (Rabinovich and Serebryakov 1961: 997)
417 (G.) āvāj na karto 'Don’t make noise' (Cardona 1965: 139)
418 (G.) ē khātā nahi 'Don’t eat that' (ibid. 139)
419 (S.) hōdā ṭa na vaño ‘Don’t go there’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 106)
420 (O.) kichi cintā koro nahi 'Don’t worry' (Karpushkin 1964: 82)
421 (O.) tu epri āū hotā hotā koro nā ‘Don’t joke any more like that’ (ibid. 82)
422 (M.) mājhū vāt pāhū nakos ‘Don’t wait for me’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1982: 135)
423 (Ko.) nidevnu podnākā ‘Don’t go to sleep’ (Aiyagal 1968: 127)
424 (Si.) mē baseken yanna epā ‘Don’t go by this bus’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: II. 186)

Turning now to the larger matter of negated statements (and questions), we find that in a number of NIA languages the task of negation is divided between (at least) two markers (besides ma): H. nā/nahī, P. nā/na’ī, G. nā/nahī (nahī)/nathī, M. nā/na’ī/nā/nā, O. nā/na’ī/nā/nā, B. nā/na’ī/nā/na, N. na/-na. Among the major languages, Sindhi and Kashmiri get along with the one inherited particle na (K. -ni). Assamese essentially also has only one negator, "nā-", but in a phenomenon unique in NIA, its vowel assimilates to that of the verbal root (if it begins with a consonant): nokore ‘doesn’t do’, but nimile ‘doesn’t agree’, nobole ‘doesn’t speak’, nubuze ‘doesn’t understand’, nepay [also represented as nēpay] ‘doesn’t get’ (Kakati 1962: 345, 140; Babakaev 1961: 91; Baruah 1980: 121 gives nākhāy ‘doesn’t eat’). With vowel-initial roots, other assimilations take place: nō + ā- = nā- (e.g., nāhe ‘doesn’t come’), nō + i- = noi, nō + u- = nou.

Unlike Sanskrit, where na could go anywhere in the sentence, including often at its very beginning far from the verb (na mayā sucirāmapi vicārayatā tēśam vākyārtho dhiğatah ‘Though I have been reflecting on it quite a while I do not understand what it is they speak of’ [Speijer 1980 (1886): 315]), NIA negators of predications are attached to the verb, commonly in a fixed position or positions. Various patterns of choice among the possibilities (i.e. preposed, prefixed, postposed, suffixed, or inserted between the main verb and auxiliary) may be seen
in individual languages; there is not even a regional consensus: B. -nāl-nī, O. -nī are postposed; closely related A. na-, Bishnupriya nā- are preposed; O. nɔ-, preposed to the Past and Future of the verb be (nɔthili ‘I was not’, nɔthibi ‘I won’t be’), thus finds itself in the middle of verb phrases involving the auxiliary: jāi pārinthili ‘I could not go’ (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 124). Cf. also N. garenachu ‘I have not done’. S. na- is preposed, K. -ni postposed. Again attraction to the auxiliary may place both of them inside the VP:

425 (S.) asā ’na samjhio ‘We didn’t understand’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 223)
426 (S.) hū ka hīn khē disī na rahīō āhē ‘He isn’t seeing anyone’ (ibid. 206)
427 (S.) āū pa hīnjā kaprā na dhoūndō qhīā ‘I don’t wash my own clothes’ (ibid. 149)
428 (K.) tūm gatshan ni dili ‘They won’t go to Delhi’ (Kachru 1973: 182)
429 (K.) əs ’čhīnī sokūlas manz mēlān ‘We do not meet inside the school’ (ibid. 368)
430 (K.) am’ ḥyṣc ni akh gir lsbith24 ‘He could not find even one mare’ (Bailey 1937: 25)

H. and P. nahi’ (na’ī’) are generally preposed (postposed for emphasis25), while G. nahi/nathi, M. nāhi, and Si. nē are postposed. (The G. and less often the M. forms may also be preposed: this is “emphatic” in G. according to Tisdall 1892, and in M. involves a denial of a previous assertion, according to Hook. The suffixation of the clitic -(a)j in G., equivalent to M. -(a)ts, to the main verb may be more common as an emphatic device in these languages, however.)

431 (H.) mai ’nahi’ gayā ‘I didn’t go’
432 (H.) mai ’gayā nahi’ ‘I didn’t go’
433 (G.) hu ’gayo nahi ‘I didn’t go’
434 (G.) hu ’nahi gayo ‘I didn’t go’
435 (M.) mi gelo nāhī ‘I didn’t go’
436 (M.) mi nāhi gelo ‘I didn’t go’
437 (Si.) mama giyē nā ‘I didn’t go’
438 (G.) e kām karto nathi ‘He isn’t working’ (Cardona 1965: 138)
439 (G.) ame tāy ’nathi rahētā ‘We do not live here’ (ibid. 138)
440 (G.) mane hamdardī kyā ’y mātli j nathi ‘I don’t get sympathy anywhere’ (Anul Savaani, tr. Anton Chekhov, laghunavalo ane navalikaaao, Moscow 1979: 125)
441 (M.) tú kāy mhantes te malā kalt-ats nāhī 'I don’t know what you’re talking about’ (Mark 14: 68)

Regarding the functional differentiation of these markers, B. -ni is used only (with the Unspecified Present) to form the negative of the Present and Past Perfective, which thus lose their contrast in the negative. O. -ni is of much wider application.

442 (B.) āmi jāi ni ‘I haven’t/hadn’t gone, didn’t go’
443 (B.) āmi akhon jete pāri nā ‘I can’t go now’ (Page 1934: 146)
444 (B.) āmi jābo nā ‘I shall not go’
445 (O.) mu jāeni ‘I don’t go’ (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 131)
446 (O.) tume jibe ni ‘You will not go’ (ibid. 131)
447 (O.) āpōnc goleni ‘You (hon.) didn’t go’ (ibid. 131)

H. na and nāhī are both usable with many finite forms, although the latter is more common. Only na occurs with the Contingent Future (“Simple Subjunctive”: ājāy vah na jāē ‘Perhaps he/she won’t go’) and Polite Imperative (na jāïye ‘Please don’t go’), however, and the contrast between the two distinguishes the Contra­factive (na jāē ‘[if he] didn’t go/hadn’t gone’) from the Present Habitual nařī− jāē ‘[he] doesn’t go’). M. -nā is used with the Past Habitual (= Old Present: ūtyālā] bolē yēīnā ‘he could not speak’); na- is prefixed to the several tense forms of the auxiliary in this language, producing not fully predictable amalgams: na + hōto, hōtf, etc. = nāhvto, nahvī; na + ātō = nastō, na + āsel = nāsel, na + hoy = navhe. (G. similarly has the allegro forms nāhtu-, nāhto, etc. corresponding to the negative with forms of the past auxiliary na hatu-, na hato, which however continue to exist.) Elsewhere the M. negator is nāhī.

Although Turner (CDIAL 7035) prefers to derive at least H. nāhī from OIA na hi ‘surely not’, others (e.g., Katenina 1963: 269 on M.) insist that these forms (which probably include B. and O. -ni, corresponding to E.B. and Sadhu Bhasa nāī, Si. nē, shortened from nēxhē, and possibly N. -na) are contractions of na- with some form of the Present auxiliary. On the side of this view is the fact that in M. this form is partially inflected (for 2sg. and 3pl.: tā ālā nāhīs ‘You didn’t [haven’t] come’, mulō aikat nāhīt ‘The children don’t listen’ [Berntsen and Nimbkar 1982: 345, 210]), occurs in the auxiliary position, and fills a place in the paradigm that would otherwise be vacant. (The N. form has a complete inflection: -na’, -nas, -na, -nau’, -nau, -nan.) Against it is the lack of justification for the vowel -i (or H.P. -i’), and the fact that in H.P. nāhī’, nā’i’ come (normally) not in the auxiliary position but before the verb. On the other hand again, it does entail (or permit) the dropping of the Present Auxiliary in complex verb forms in these
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languages (H. jātā hai 'goes'/nahi jātā 'doesn't go'). The cooccurrence of the present of be as a predicator, while common enough, might be seen as redundant (H. lajkā lambā nahi 'The boy is not tall' [Y. Kachru 1980: 109]). Be with a Dative Subject is perhaps more often dropped (H. mujhe bhākh nahi 'I'm not hungry', koī āpatī nahi 'You have no objection' [Upendra Nath Ashk, girtī divāre', 4th edition, Allahabad 1967: 45–6], mujhe mālām nahi 'I don't know' = also mujhe nahi nālām [colloquial]). Quite possibly the nahi/nahi forms owe something to both na + hi and na + Present Auxiliary, with verb-like features predominating in some languages (Marathi) and particle-like features in others (Hindi).

In any case, so-called "negative verbs" are often cited as one of the features in which NIA has come to parallel Dravidian. Unlike the negative verbs of the latter, however, those of NIA betray their origin in a fusion of the negative particle (na) with a following stem, even if the stem in question is not always precisely identifiable: that is, they generally begin with n-. In addition to the fairly transparent M. auxiliaries cited above, and the more elusive nahi/nāhī, some others that might be mentioned are the B. negative Present copula (corresponding to positive ZERO) noi, nāo, nōf, nāe, nān, the B. negative existential verb nei (= E.B., Sadhu Bhasa – also A. – nāī [Seely 1985: 308], again cf. nāhī), the G. negative Present auxiliary nathī (from OIA nāstī, but synchronically equivalent to na + che), and further afield, A. nowār- 'not to be able' and the M. prohibitive nako- mentioned earlier.

448 (B.) āmī klānto noi 'I'm not tired' (Bender and Riccardi 1978: 11)
449 (B.) tīnī nei 'He's not here' (ibid. 59)
450 (A.) tār hātōt pōisā nāī 'He has no money' (Baruah 1980: 118)
451 (G.) e ṭphismā nathī 'He is not in the office' (Cardona 1965: 138)
452 (A.) māi kobo nowāro 'I cannot say' (Sarma 1963: 4)

A further complication is that in several languages the negative particle is used with an aspect stem different from the positive:

453 (G.) e kām kare che/karto nathī 'He is working/not working' (Cardona 1965: 138)
454 (Si.) minihā gedara yanavāl/yanne nāe 'The man is going/is not going home' (Garusinghe 1962: 24)
455 (N.) garchā/ghbirdaina 'He does/doesn't' (Matthews 1984: 68)
456 (N.) garyo/garena 'He did/didn't' (ibid. 94)
457 (B.) āmrā to bolechībolini ‘We have/have not said [it]’ (Page 1934: 146)

Finally, inversion (of V and Aux), otherwise unknown in NIA, is entailed by negation in some languages, mainly Punjabi (in the Past) and Sindhi (in the Present):

458 (P.) jāndā sī/naṅī si jāndā ‘[He] used to/didn’t use to go’ (Shackle 1972: 35)
459 (P.) gia sī/nāṅī si gia ‘[He] had/hadn’t gone’ (ibid. 77)
460 (S.) vaṅā thō/na thō vaṅā ‘[I] am/am not going’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 113)

In one respect in this complicated picture, however, there seems to be a NIA consensus: with non-finite forms the negator is always a preposed na (in the east, nā), even when all other negators are postposed: N. nagarera ‘not having done’, nagardo ‘not doing’, B. nā āfše ‘not to come’, nā āfbar [kāron] ‘[cause] of not-coming’, nā āfle ‘if [X] doesn’t come’, etc. Similarly, the neither . . . nor construction is na . . . na (or nā . . . nā).

10.8.3 Displacement
Although required inversions of the type found in West European languages are rare or non-existent in NIA (the auxiliary inversion under negation in P. and S. noted above, plus the V-2 > SOV order change in K. subordinate clauses [see below] is all that comes to mind), violations of normal order in the form of meaningful displacements of constituents (of the Simple Sentence, which is still the focus of this discussion) are an important syntactic feature. These may be tentatively classified as follows, although the categories both intersect and interact.

1. Topicalization: various clausal constituents, but most commonly the Object, may be topicalized by displacement leftward to the Topic (initial) position. This is really a kind of deemphasis, usually involving concomitant (emphasis) of another constituent.

461 (H.) dhan (sab log) cāhte hai ‘Wealth, {everybody} wants’ (S. K. Verma 1981: 64)

In Bengali apparently such fronting does not entail deemphasis:

462 (B.) fārīṭā āmār bhāi kālke purāṇo bārite diye āfben ‘It is the sari
that my brother is going to take to the old house tomorrow’ (Seely 1985: 101)

For discussion of a more specific Hindi mechanism for thematization (jō hai), “characteristic of speech and not of writing”, see Gambhir 1983.

2. **Question–answer focus**: information supplied in answer to a question normally occupies the position of the question word in the corresponding question, i.e. the focal position just before the verb. This also involves Displacement (usually leftward, and therefore often Topicalization) of the constituent that would normally occupy that position, if it is not itself the “answer”.

   463 (H.) *rotī mai ne* khaē hai ‘I ate the bread’ (S. K. Verma 1981: 60) [answer to *rotī kisne khāē hai?* ‘Who ate the bread?’]

3. **Rightward displacement**: a constituent may be displaced to the right of the VP for a kind of emphasis (in some cases at least – Hindi and Bengali appear to differ here – the “emphasis” is really on the preceding VP [see note 26]).

   464 (H.) mai `samājh gayā uski cāl ‘I understand what his moves are’ (Y. Kachru 1980: 130)

   465 (H.) mai ne khaē hai rotī ‘I ate the bread’ (S. K. Verma 1981: 60)

   466 (B.) bōrī pācchi nā to kothāō ‘I’m not finding a house anywhere’ (Seely 1985: 324, from Jibanananda Das)

4. **Scrambling**: other reorderings, particularly those involving displacement of the VP to initial position, are as Y. Kachru notes, “stylistically marked” (and often emotionally marked):

   467 (H.) kar cuke tum hamārī madad! ‘I [do not] trust you to help us’ [Lit. “You have already helped us’] (Y. Kachru 1980: 130) [order VSO, normal SOV]

   468 (H.) khāē hai rotī mai ne ‘I have eaten bread’ (S. K. Verma 1981: 60) [order VOS, normal SOV]

   469 (H.) khāānā pakānā bhi nahi ‘sikhāyā kisī kambāxt ne tumhe’! ‘No miserable person has even taught you to cook!’ (Ashk, girti divārē-311) [order [DO/V/S/IO, normal S/IO/DO/V]

There are limits to scrambling. Usually constituents of a phrase are not separated, although occasionally “outer” constituents of the NP – Genitive and Participial Phrases – may be displaced rightward for stylistic reasons (or appended as “afterthought”). Poetic diction permits much greater freedom in this respect:
470 (H.) sunkar bār-bār bāt vahi unki ‘Having heard many times these same words of theirs’ (Maithilisaran Gupta, as quoted in R. Shukla 1961: 76)
471 (U.) jhulse hai-munjikar kiye par bhīfer kā ‘They must scorch the face of a lion after he hath been struck dead in the chase’ (Zauq, as quoted in Sadiq 1964: 170)

Much more work needs to be done on the constraints of displacement cross-linguistically in NIA, and even in Hindi–Urdu (between which there may be significant differences also). For example, it is often claimed that non-finite clauses tolerate almost no displacement, but in poetry, it would seem (cf. no. 470), almost anything goes. Not all NIA languages may permit it to the degree Hindi–Urdu does. Even when all the marked word-order variants are given their due, however, the vast majority of sentences in all the languages will no doubt be found to conform to the normal order – which of course is what gives the variants their marked character.

One area that especially needs investigation is whether, as Dezso (1968) observed for Hungarian, increasingly radical violations of word order norms correlate with increasingly marked intonation patterns. A feature of NIA syntax that must also be kept in mind, however, is the set of emphatic particles (clitics) (H. hi, B. i, G. j, M. ts, etc.) which make it possible to express “emphasis” without the help of either word order variation or intonation (although also not incompatible with either).

10.8.4 Deletion
Various clausal constituents may be deleted, although the precise rules for such ellipsis have not been well worked out for NIA languages as a whole or for any one of them. It is perhaps not surprising that linguists have described what is there before turning their attention to what is not there. We are not talking here of the compulsory equi-deletion so beloved by recent transformationalists, which “deletes” identical constituents which are present only theoretically somewhere in the derivational “tree”, but of optional (though frequent) deletion in a discourse context – not necessarily under identity conditions – of constituents which could be present. Coordinate structures are involved [see below, 10.9], but are only a small part of the problem. This is an important area of NIA syntax, and its rules seem to be moreover not quite the same in the different languages. (For example, Subject pronouns appear to be not quite as readily deletable in Bengali as in Hindi, despite the clearer person marking in the former.)

In the case of certain anaphoric pronouns, particularly those with 3rd person
referents, it is not always clear (see no. 472) whether actual deletion is involved, or the use of zero itself as a kind of anaphoric pronoun (represented by [ə] in the following examples:

472 (U.) mistī āj sandāq banāegā aur kal [ə] le āegā ‘The carpenter will make the box today and will bring it tomorrow’ (Bailey 1956: 141, also quoted by Davison 1986b: 13)

473 (P.) p‘ā o’ rā ma‘ī vekh cukiā ā / terī k‘arvālī vi [ə] vekh cukiāi? ‘Oh, I have already seen it/that one’ [referring to movie]/‘Has your wife seen it also?’ (U. S. Bahri 1973: 114)

Deletion (X) would seem to be the best explanation for the following, however:

474 (M.) mulū kāy kartāyāt? / (X) patte khelāyāt ‘What are the children doing? / They are playing cards’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1982: 316)

475 (O.) tumsku khoji khoji (X) thokile ‘He was tired looking for you’ (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 104)

476 (U.) jāb kabhī (X) āūgā (X) āp ke ghar tāhārī gā ‘Whenever I come, I shall stay with you’ (Bailey 1956: 141) [mai’ deleted]

477 (G.) (X) āvī cīe, tame jāo ‘We are coming, you go ahead’ (Lambert 1971: 239) [ame deleted]

Verbs as well as nominal constituents are subject to deletion:

478 (H.) ramef ne sanemā dekhā aur filā ne bhi (X) (X) ‘Ramesh saw the movie and so did Sheela’ (Koul 1981: 186 [sanemā and dekhā deleted]

Care must be taken not to confuse deletion with the non-expression of certain referents as part of the idiom of the language, for example non-use of possessives with parts of one’s body, or sometimes with kinship terms. In the case of so-called impersonal constructions, the question might be raised, is the (Dative or Genitive) referent deleted, or is it (optionally) added?

479 (H.) pet me’ dard hai ‘I have a pain in “my” stomach’

480 (N.) āghu’ ta pūrvatir jāne bicār cha ‘But later I intend to go to the east’ [Lit. ‘There is an idea . . . ’] (Matthews 1984: 168, 281)

10.9 Coordinate structures and the “conjunctive participle”
Coordinating conjunctions – little words occurring between sentences, phrases, or words of equal status with the function of connecting them – are common in
most NIA languages. But not in all: in Sinhalese there is no 'and' or 'or', their functions generally being performed by coordinating suffixes (or particles): ...-y ...-t ...-t ... da ... da ... hari ... hari. This is the Dravidian idiom (Tamil ...-um ...-um ...-ō ...-ō).

481 (Si.) nōna-y daruvo-y gama navatinava ‘(My) wife and children are staying home’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: I. 91)
482 (Si.) mahattaya-liyanna-t puluvani, kiyavanna-t puluvani ‘The gentleman can write as well as read’ (ibid. II. 25)
483 (Si.) tē da kōpi da? ‘Tea or coffee?’ (ibid. I. 229)
484 (Si.) elōlu hari mas hari gēnna ‘Bring either vegetables or meat’ (ibid. I. 347)

The -t suffix (which means ‘also’, like Tamil -um) may be used alone to string together sentences which (in the sense of Kou 1981: 184–5) are not “coordinate in deep structure”:

485 (Si.) babālā iskole; nōnā-t sāppu giyā ‘The children are at school; and my wife went shopping’ (ibid. I. 228)

The postposition ĕhā ‘with’ (< saha) may be used to connect words but not sentences:

486 (Si.) midulehi hā istōppuvehi bohō minissu rēsvi sīiyōya ‘Many people collected in the compound and on the veranda’ (Bel’kovich 1970: 795)

Coordinators of the more familiar type need not detain us long, except to note that there are apparently stronger constraints on their use, both structural and semantic, than on their English equivalents (see Y. Kachru 1980: 144–9, and Kou 1981: 183–204 for further discussion). There is also an interesting regional patterning of the most common conjunctions, e.g., the equivalents for ‘and’ fall into three groups:

1. H. aur [ɔr], Bhad. aur, most WPah. hor, E.R. ar, N. au, Bhoj. ao, Mth. ao, o, aor, ār, B. ār, o, A. āru, O. āu, o
2. M. āni, Ko. āni, G. (a)ne, Marw. nai, S. aē
3. P. (a)te, L. (Sir.) (a)te, K. ti, Goj. de, Chameali atē

Objects or persons which form a natural pair generally form a dvandva compound rather than being linked with ‘and’: H. bhāī-bahan ‘brothers and sisters’, hāth-muḥ ‘hands and face’.

Remaining for consideration is a construction which, while by no means unique
to Indic languages (see Masica 1976: 108–40), is nevertheless highly characteristic of them, namely the so-called **Conjunctive Participle** construction. Its key element, a non-finite and indeclinable verbal form (having antecedents in Sanskrit, although its role has been greatly expanded in NIA to approach that of similar forms in Dravidian), has been given many names (ibid. 109–11), of which "conjunctive participle" is now perhaps the most common. However, that is a misnomer if it implies that this is another device for **conjoining** sentences – as it is sometimes taken to do because of its frequent equivalence in usage to (for example) English sentences conjoined with 'and'. The NIA clause having the participle is generally clearly subordinate, formally and semantically, to the other clause, the one with the finite verb. For formal arguments in favor of such an assertion, see Davison 1981, 1986b.

The precise semantic relation of the CP clause to the main clause ranges from temporal priority through cause to manner and a host of others (for the latter see especially Dwarikesh 1971):

487 (H.) *banie ke bete ne ciṭṭhī likhkar dāk me` dāli* ‘The shopkeeper’s son wrote a letter and mailed it at the post office’ (Davison 1986b: 1)

488 (H.) *mujhe in cīzo` ko dekhkar bahut gussā āyā* ‘When I saw those things [= as a result], I became very angry’ (ibid. 1)

489 (H.) *daurke jāo varnā nārāz hā gā* ‘Go quickly [lit. ‘run and go’] or I will be annoyed’ (Davison 1986b: 2)

Although it is interesting that the three ‘meanings’ illustrated turn up in most descriptions of CP constructions, even for non-NIA languages (Tamil, Japanese), Davison argues that they as well as the more specialized meanings are best attributed to inference from the specific material contained + the pragmatic context (+ a general ‘perfective’ aspeclual meaning inherent in the CP form itself), rather than to derivation from a number of different underlying structures.

The “meaning” of the CP construction may thus be very general, “adverbial” if subordinate clauses must be so classified, but in a very non-specific sense compared with other adverbial clauses. It is indeed very close to coordination, except that (1) the Subject of the two clauses must be the same (in the NIA sense of Subject discussed in section 10.3 above) – with certain very specialized exceptions (apparently wider in some NIA languages); and (2) they must be compatible in (underlying) Tense and Aspect, that is, with a “perfective” reading of the CP (i.e. one can’t use it to say “I was going to the store, and decided to drop in on you.”)
Moreover, as Lindholm (1975) has argued for Tamil, not just any two clauses may be so linked: they must have what he calls “natural relevance” – an elusive concept when one tries to define it, but independently cited by other investigators (e.g., Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 149, 1982: 244: “closely related actions”).

The most common reading, temporal priority, lends itself to various translations, “After X did Y”, “When X had done Y”, as well as “X did Y and . . .” and the most literal version, “Having done Y, X . . .” Examples from the other main NIA languages follow:

492 (K.) aki dɔhi zi tsɔr mil gari nfrith, samkhys ɔsn' jorā ‘One day when he had gone out a couple of miles, he encountered a pair of men’ (Bailey 1937: 25) [NB the C P here refers to a Dative Subject, coded by -s]
493 (S.) mā 'kaprā dhōi ārām kandus ‘After washing the clothes, I'll rest’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 201)
494 (P.) ca’ pike jānā ‘Have some tea and then go’ (Bahri 1973: 81)
495 (N.) ma havājahāj mā carhi belāyat gae ‘I boarded the plane and went to Britain’ (Matthews 1984: 116)
496 (G.) stīo vaheli āqhine mandire gāi ‘The women got up early and went to the temple’ (Lambert 1971: 99)
497 (M.) pustak hātāt gheun to vatsāylā làglā ‘He took a book in his hand and began to read’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 150)
498 (O.) se dekhi posンド cofib ‘He will see it and make a choice’ (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 183)
499 (B.) āmi tār kāche gie fo’ bolbo ‘I’ll go to him and tell him everything’ (Page 1934: 157)
500 (A.) āmi khowāłowā kɔri retu uthilo ‘After taking food and so forth we entered the train’ (Baruah 1980: 839)
501 (Si.) minihā gedara gihillā bat kanavā ‘The man goes home and eats rice’ (Garusinghe 1962: 57)

Some Sinhalese examples appear to violate the same-Subject constraint in non-trivial ways:

502 (Si.) mahattayā gihillā mata mokut karanna bəri unā ‘The
master having gone, I couldn’t do a thing’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: II. 90)

503 (Si.) gedara vaeda ta unnu gëni gihillâ dæn gedara sêrama vaeda karanne eyá ‘The woman who did the housework having gone, she now does all the housework herself’ (ibid. 90)

10.10 Complex sentences

10.10.1 Preliminaries

As in other languages, complex sentences in NIA may be defined as sentences which include other sentences, either more or less complete or “reduced”, in the role of one or another clausal component (Subject, Object, Complement, Adverbial Adjunct), or in the role of a phrasal component (mainly as adjectival modifiers of nouns). These included (embedded) sentences may involve either finite or non-finite predications. The latter are often, but not necessarily, “reduced” sentences – missing one internal clause component, typically because of identity with a component in the main sentence. The overlap here, however, (i.e. non-reduced non-finite clauses), and the frequent non-equivalence of these two formal categories functionally not only to similar categories in European languages but also cross-linguistically in NIA, make the usual division into non-finite forms, and their functions vs. subordinate clauses difficult when dealing with many languages simultaneously as we are attempting to do here. We shall approach the subject instead from a general functional standpoint.

Subordinate clauses are marked as such in NIA by elements (“complementizers” as they are called by some: because of great variation in the use of the word complement itself [cf. Berntsen and Nimbkar 1982: 255] let us call them here simply subordinators) which may come either at the beginning or at the end of the clause in question – and occasionally even inside it. Clause-initial subordinators prevail in Northwestern NIA, with clause-final ones becoming more and more predominant as we move south toward the border with Dravidian, until in Sinhalese they in turn prevail completely, on the Dravidian model. (A strong preference for clause-final subordinators may also be seen on the border with Tibeto-Burman in Nepali, and in some forms of Shina, but the same is not true of Assamese.)

NIA clauses with final subordinators are normally found to the left of the main sentence, in accordance with general typological principles (Kuno 1974); in a replay on a larger scale of the Displacement operations on components of the simple sentence discussed in section 10.8.3 above, they may, however, occasionally be moved to its right – a stylistically highly marked position. The corollary of this would be that clauses with initial subordinators are found to the right of the
main sentence – moved there from their presumed starting point, the internal position of the sentence component they replace, to avoid center-embedding (which often remains a possible option, decreasing in stylistic comfort as the length of the clause increases). However, in NIA the normal position of many clauses of this type also is to the left. It would seem that the general left-branching tendency of an SOV language has prevailed over the specifics of subordinator placement. (There is one major class of exceptions to this generalization, to be discussed shortly.) One might also suspect strong pressures to develop clause-final subordinators. It is possible that the correlative constructions so characteristic of NIA (although by no means of recent origin: cf. Speijer 1980[1886]: 347–79) furnish a means by which this pressure may be partly deflected. In some cases (Marathi) they themselves have been the source of a clause-final subordinator.

Reduced non-finite clauses (participial, infinitival) are generally embedded in the position of the main sentence constituent they replace. Such clauses are often permitted in NIA where English would require a finite subordinate clause.

The complexities of complex sentences have been investigated very unevenly – and described very differently – across NIA. The subject itself is vast, and there are a number of theoretical preliminaries that cannot be sorted out here. Therefore this discussion must confine itself to a few major features.

10.10.2 Nominal clauses

Sentential Objects, after verbs of saying, telling, hearing, thinking, knowing, etc., corresponding to English that-clauses constitute the main NIA exceptions to the leftward placement of subordinate clauses. They also constitute a major watershed within NIA, in that in Hindi–Urdu, Punjabi, Kashmiri, and Sindhi they involve clause-initial subordinators and go to the right; in Bengali, Assamese, Oriya, Gujarati, Nepali, and Marathi either clause-initial or clause-final subordinators are possible (mainly the former in Bengali, mainly the latter in Oriya, Marathi, and Nepali), with concomitant placement rightward or leftward respectively, while in Sinhalese there are only the latter. According to Patnaiak and Pandit (1986) in Oriya the postposed clause with initial marker (je . . . ) is less preferred and is due to English influence. In Nepali the use of a postposed clause with initial marker ki . . . is borrowed from Hindi (Matthews 1984: 118). In Marathi the postposed clause with initial marker kt . . . is said to be stilted in some contexts (Klainman 1976a: 11) and also probably due to Hindi influence according to Bloch (1920). In Gujarati also, the preposed clause with final marker is preferred (Tisdall 1961: 99).

In Sinhalese, Dakhani Urdu, Oriya, Bengali, Assamese, and also Nepali, the
use of a postposed marker based on the CP of the verb say (Si. kiyală, D. bolke, O. boli, B. bole, A. bulī, N. bhanera) has often been remarked upon as a Dravidian calque (Telugu ani, Tamil enrru, etc.), although it is also found in some Tibeto-Burman languages. Marathi mhanān (with same the literal meaning of ‘having said’) is sometimes also cited in this connection, although as a subordinator it is mostly used in the more specialized meanings of ‘because’ or ‘so that’ (meanings also found in Bengali, Dakhani, etc.); reported speech is mainly indicated by other markers (asā, -tsā). Assamese, while using bulī as a clause-final subordinator, uses boli as a clause-initial subordinator.

There is no sequence of tenses in NIA: the embedded sentence retains its original tense. In some languages, there is no clear distinction between indirect and direct quotation, the subordinator sometimes obtruding itself with the latter and being dropped with the former. In the examples that follow, the embedded clause is in brackets, while its subordinator (= “complementizer”) is underlined.

504 (H.) mālik ne naukar se kahā [ki tum ghar jāo] ‘The master asked the servant [to go home]’ (Subbarao 1984: 46)
505 (P.) mainā’ kise ne akhiā śi [ki pajāme kamīza ¬ mañīlā ¬ ne] ‘Did anyone tell me [that pyjamas and shirts were dirty]?’ (Gill and Gleason 1969: 132)
506 (K.) paniō dilan vonnas [zi yimivii asiιur nīmūs] ‘His own heart said to him [that it was by them that this mare must have been taken]’ (Bailey 1937: 26)
507 (S.) tavhi’ sabhu cio thā [ta mā’ parhiṅa ae ‘khāina khā’ sivā ko kamu na jānā] ‘You all say [that I don’t know how to do anything except read and eat]’ (Egorova 1966: 99)
508 (G.) te jānto hato [ke te āvānhi hatt] ‘He knew [that she was coming]’ (Lambert 1971: 205)
509 (G.) tene em bolyo [ke teno nānō bhāi pās thayo] ‘He said that his younger brother passed’ (ibid. 205)
510 (G.) [teno bhāi pās thayo em] te bolyo [dito] (ibid. 205)
511 (M.) [mavfiči prakrutī bari astyāśā] tyānnī kalvā ‘He informed me [that my aunt was in good health]’ (ibid. 171)
512 (M.) [tā ātā gharī zā, asā] mutlā sāngā ‘Tell the girl [to go home now]’ (Lambert 1943: 256)
513 (M.) malā vatlō [ki tumhī yeñār nāy] ‘I thought [you wouldn’t come]’ (ibid. 256)
514 (M.) malā vatlō [payse phār padīl] ‘I thought [it would cost too much]’ (Kavadi and Southworth 1965: 184)
515 (O.) [kɔukɔ jibɔ boli] hɔri kɔhila ‘Hari said [he would go to Cuttack]’ (Patnaik and Pandit 1986: 236)
516 (O.) hɔri kɔhila [je kɔukɔ jibɔ] ‘ditto’ (ibid. 236)
517 (B.) fe bolechilo [je kāj hocche] ‘He said [that the work was going on]’ (Page 1934: 169)
518 (B.) fe bolechilo [kālāfhe] ‘He said [he would come tomorrow]’ (ibid. 169)
519 (B.) [je kichu korbena bolen] protigge korechi ‘He has vowed [he won’t do anything]’ (ibid. 170)
520 (B.) [je mārā gēche e kɔthā] tumi kār kāche funechele ‘From whom did you hear [that he was dead]?’ (ibid. 170)
521 (A.) bɔrɔtow kɔle [ze xidinə prɔrhɔxəlbi nezəbɔ] ‘The boy said [that he was not going to school that day]’ (Babakaev 1961: 111)
522 (A.) teo ezɔn bhāl khelwâr buli mɔi xunisɔ ‘I have heard that he is a good sportsman’ (N. Sarma 1963: 12)
523 (A.) māke minuk xuddhisil [bole nxɔmkhɔn tār kene lāgisil] ‘Mother asked Minu [how she liked Assam]’
524 (N.) usle [ma bholi au ‘chu bhanera] bhanyo ‘He said he would come tomorrow’ (Matthews 1984: 117) [= He said, ‘I will come tomorrow’]
525 (N.) tyasle bhanyo [ki ma bholi au ‘dai chu] ‘ditto’ (ibid. 118)
526 (Si.) nōnā [maṭa salli dunnā kiyalā] kivvā. ‘The lady said [she gave me the money]’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: I. 344)
527 (Si.) [eyə xəda karapu bavə] mahattayā kivvā ‘The master said [that he worked]’ (ibid. II. 54)
528 (Si.) [ovun enə pera maṭa lamayə muda ganta pululan veyi dəyə] mama magenma prasna kalem ‘I asked myself – [Would I be able to free the child before their arrival?]’ (Bel’kovich 1970: 821)

In the function of Subject, it is generally clauses (often reduced) with nominalized verb forms (Verbal Nouns in Bengali-Assamese, nominalized Present Participles in Sinhalese, Infinitives in most other NIA languages) that do duty. The Subject of the embedded clause, when expressed, is demoted to the Genitive in the languages of the north, but this appears not to be true for all of NIA (note Sinhalese below).

529 (H.) [āapkā yahā quhənə] zarūrt hai ‘[Your staying here] is necessary’ (Y. Kachru 1980: 41) = “It is necessary for you to stay here”
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530 (P.) [tu 'adā jānã] ba'ut zarürî aĩ 'Your going] is a must' (U. S. Bahari 1973: 85)

531 (S.) [dā'ã ghuruñu] sumhañu khã' vadhik suñhã āhê 'To pray is better than to sleep' (Addleton and Brown 1981: 189)

532 (G.) [gûjrañã ak]arao lakhvânû] agharu 'che 'To write Gujarati characters] is difficult' (Lambert 1971: 113)

533 (M.) [ai khâne] tsâggle nãñh 'To eat too much] is not good' (DasGupta and Pandit 1975: 130)

534 (Si.) [ê mînîhã pôt liyana eka] hoîdañ nâ 'That he ["that man"] writes books isn't good' (Fairbanks et al. 1968: II. 55)

535 (O.) [îngreñi no jânile] [câkiri ghotibã] bôrõ muskil thilã 'Without knowing English, [counting on a job] was very difficult' (Karpushkin 1964: 102)

536 (B.) [tomîr âmâder fôrge fôhore jåoñ] ucît 'You should go to the city with us' (Bender and Riccardi 1978: 41)

537 (A.) [khal bû ku'wâr pora nolire pûñî onâ, zuit pûñî dhplâ, bâlî sphiôvâ aðî] ñneãn kâm 'To bring water by pipe from tank or well, to pour water on fire, to sprinkle sand, etc.] are our duty' (Baruah 1980: 810)

538 (N.) [saberaî dûlnu] svâshtyako lägi asal cha 'To walk in the morning is good for health' (DasGupta and Karmacharya 143)

In Hindi, at least, it is possible to have an embedded sentence as Subject which has not undergone the nominalization transformation:

539 (H.) [vo kahã' gayã] mujhe mûlûm nañh 'Where he went] I don't know' (M. Verma 1971: 106)

In the end it may be preferable to use the more general term complement (following Y. Kachru 1980) for these embedded sentences. While their syntactic function may sometimes be equated with that of a simple sentence element, it is at other times more complicated. Not only verbs, but adjectival (and other) predications take such “complements” also. As in English, they may be appositive (hence a “complement”) to a “dummy” element occupying the normal syntactic position: It is true [that the basis of a language is some dialect or other] = H. yah satya haï [ki bhãñã kã'îdhá koi-na-koi boli hî hoti hai] (H. Bahri 1980: 5). Unlike English, such a “dummy” is often present in NIA with postposed so-called Object clauses as well (cf. no. 489 above), so that Subbarao (1984) prefers to analyze them all as if it were present in the derivation (and subsequently deleted):
mālā ko (yah) patā calā [ki vah gā sakegī] ‘Mala just learnt (this) [that she could sing]’ (Subbarao 1984: 23–4).

Clauses with nominalized verbs are also found in Object functions, typically with a different set of main-clause verbs from the Finite Object Clauses, and unlike the latter, generally in Object position as well. They may undergo drastic reduction, but not necessarily:

540 (H.) mai~{apnā usse mīlā) thāk nahi~samajhtā ‘I do not consider [my meeting him) proper’ (Y. Kachru 1980: 142)
541 (B.) āpni ki tāke [tablā bājāno] fekhāben? ‘Will you teach him [to play the tabla]? (Seely 1985: 246)
542 (O.) āme [oriā kāhibā, pērhibā o lekhībā] sikhību ‘We will learn [to speak, read, and write Oriya]’ (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 73)
543 (N.) ma [ghumna] parā‘chu ‘I like [to walk]’ (Verma and Sharma 1979: 95)
544 (M.) tyāni [bhāratā parat zāyta] tharavā ‘He decided [to return to India]’ (Bernts and Nimbkar 1975: 170)
545 (G.) tyārthī me’[tene tyā javānu] chodi dīdhu ‘Since then I have given up [going to his house]’ (Lambert 1971: 113)
546 (S.) aña tā‘hā [sindhī likhaṇu] na thō fānē ‘So far he doesn’t know how [to write Sindhi]’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 323)

As in most languages other than English, the verb want takes an infinitival complement when the Subjects of the main and embedded clauses are the same, but demands a clausal complement when they are different:

547 (H.) pitāji [ānā] cāhte hai‘Father wants [to come]’
548 (H.) pitāji cāhte hai ~[ki āp āe] ‘Father wants [you to come]’ (= ‘that you come’)

Kashmiri may have the English construction here:

549 (K.) su chu [rāmas yun] yatshān ‘He wants Ram to come’
(Hook: pers. comm.)

In some languages a casal form of the nominalized verb, generally a Dative, is common in the Object function with main verbs of both types. It is especially favored by Assamese.

550 (M.) āṁhālā [marāṭhit patra līhāylā] fikvā ‘Teach us [to write a letter in Marathi]’ (Bernts and Nimbkar 1980: 251)
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These shade off into Purpose Clauses. For these, some NIA languages (I) use verbal nominals in the Dative of the above type; others (II), Oblique Infinitives (in the case of obliqueless Sinhalese, an ordinary Infinitive); others (III), various specialized markers of Dative type (i.e. "for"):

I. 556 (M.) lok [tivhi baghāyālā] yetāt ‘People come [to watch television]’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 168)

557 (A.) [kātip pɔrhibpɔi] zāo ‘I am going (in order) to read a book’ (Babakaev 1961: 79)

558 (O.) se [sxudā kinibāku] gōlā ‘He went [to buy groceries]’ (Karpushkin 1946: 48)

559 (Si.) minihā [bat kāmata] gedara giyā ‘The man went home [to eat (for the purpose of eating)] rice’ (Garusinghe 1962: 87)

II. 560 (H.) mai zarūr [fim dekhne] jāūgā ‘I will definitely go [to see the film]’ (Y. Kachru 1980: 143)

561 (N.) hāmi [bhāt khānā] jāncwā ‘We are going (in order) to have dinner’ (Matthews 1984: 130)

562 (G.) teo mane [faher jovā] lai gayā ‘They took me [to see the city]’ (Lambert 1971: 81)

563 (Si.) minihā [jivatvennal vceq,a karanavā ‘Man works [to live]’ (Garusinghe 1962: 87)

III. 564 (B.) [tomāke e kɔthā bolbār jonne] efechi ‘I came [to tell you this]’ (Page 1934: 156)

565. (G.) hu [ene malvā māte] āvyo ‘I’ve come to see him’ (Cardona 1965: 136)

566 (M.) [mantrānā hēṇtyāsāthi] te numbālā gele āhet ‘He (hon.)
has gone to Bombay to meet the minister' (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 168)

567 (K.) бях зон вотх [paninyin guryen-hund гіп гывані]  
'Another man rose to sing his own horses' song' (Bailey 1937: 26  
[Ablative of Infinitive]

Other casal forms of verbal nominals, with their attached clausal arguments,  
play syntactic roles analogous to the corresponding case forms of nouns. Among  
them (I) adjuncts of cause, instrument, and time, and (II) genitival modifiers of  
nouns, are particularly important.

I. 568 (N.) [dherai nai тhulo bhaekole] маile kinina" [Because it  
was too big] I did not buy it' (Matthews 1984: 297)
569 (P.) [mere jăn nāl] тu'ádā kām na T'hoṇā 'You won't get the  
work done [by my going]' (U. S. Bahri 1973: 87)
570 (H.) [āne ke kuch dīn bād] mujhe zukām ho gayā 'A few  
days after arriving], I came down with a cold' (Pořízka 1963:  
327)

II. 571 (H.) [chātro' kī heḍ se milne kī] icchā thi 'The students  
wanted [to meet with the headmaster]' (Hook 1979: 95) (=  
"There was a desire of meeting . . .")
572 (B.) [fekhānē jāoēr] dārkār nei 'There is no need [to go  
there]' (Page 1934: 155)
573 (M.) tyānī [te durustā karāyga] prayatna kēlā 'He tried [to  
repair it]' (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 170)
574 (S.) hāne [sumhānā jō] vaqt āhe 'Now it's time [to sleep]'  
(Addleton and Brown 1981: 188)

10.10.3 Adjectival clauses
Apart from the genitival modifiers noted above, NIA languages generally have  
available two more salient means of embedding sentences as modifiers of nouns:  
the relative clause and the adjectival participle (or participial clause). That is,  
except for Sinhalese, which like neighboring Tamil has only the latter. (Certain  
Southern forms of Konkani as well as the Indo-Aryan linguistic island of Saurash-  
tri in the middle of Tamilnadu are also said to have lost the relative construction.)

The participial constructions are straightforward enough: they typically come  
in at least Perfective ("Past") and Imperfective ("Present") varieties, which may  
either be identical with the participial forms that are components of the finite verb  
paradigms, or have special (markers) of their adjectival status (suffixal in Sindhi,
Gujarati, Marathi, and Sinhalese, analytic in Hindi and Punjabi). They typically show concord with the noun they modify in gender, number, and Level I case like a variable adjective if adjectives in the language show these categories. Verbal adjectives in the Eastern group are not quite like this. In (Standard) Bengali there is only one category (with two forms, -ā and -no, selected by phonological criteria), and it is identical with the verbal noun rather than connected with components of the finite verb. Assamese and Oriya (and dialectal Bengali, according to Tripathi 1962: 181) have more bits and pieces from the pANIA system, but not always closely connected with their own finite paradigms.

575 (N.) [maile khāeko] bhāt kā'co thiyo ‘The rice [that I ate] was not well cooked’ (Verma and Sharma 1979: 22)
576 (N.) [pātan jāne] bāto kuncāhi 'ho, dāi ‘Which is the road [that goes to Patan] (brother)’? (Matthews 1984: 161)
577 (S.) cānd ji raunānā mē’, [sandase badan tē avadhiyala] kaprā thē ċiśē saqhisē ‘By the light of the moon I could see the clothes [that had been put upon her body]’ (Egorova 1966: 58)
578 (S.) naraṁdara ji fāādē [indāre] janvarā mē’ tae thi cuki huī ‘Naraindar’s marriage has been set for the [coming] January’ (ibid. 57)
579 (G.) [cār divas pahelā-mokalelo] kāgal mane hajīpan malyo nathī ‘I haven’t yet received the letter [which was sent four days ago]’ (Lambert 1971: 131)
580 (G.) fā kām mātē joito] sāmān hu’ lavyo chu’ ‘I have brought the things [needed for this work]’ (ibid. 136)
581 (G.) [aphīsmā- janārā] lokone savāre vahelā nīkalī javu’ pađe che ‘The people [who go to (work in) offices] have to start early in the morning’ (ibid. 138)
582 (M.) [fyānni’ lihilelyā] laghukathā . . . ‘Short stories [written by them] . . .’ (Katenina 1963: 196)
583 (M.) [kapde dhunārī] bāī . . . ‘The woman [who washes clothes] . . .’ (Berns ten and Nimbkar 1975: 139)
584 (Sī.) [mama ē minihāta dunna] salli dēkkā da ‘Did you see the money [I gave to that man]?’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: II. 52)
585 (Sī.) bandā kadapu] pol adinna ‘Fetch the coconuts [that Banda has picked]’ (ibid. 344)
586 (Sī.) [gedara yana/giya] minihā bat kanavā ‘The man [who is going/who has gone home] eats rice’ (Garusinghe 1962: 59–60)
587 (H.) -devtō ’ko [cakhe hue] phal carhāe nahi’ jāte ‘You don’t
offer to the gods fruits [that have already been tasted]' (Hook 1979: 201)

588 (H.) [calī (hūi)] gārīse kūd pārnā bevukāfī hai ‘To jump from a [moving] train is stupidity’ (McGregor 1972: 156)

589 (H.) [sāmne se ānevālī] moṭar meri moṭar se țakrā gā ‘The car [that was coming from the opposite direction] collided with my car’ (Hook 1979: 16)

590 (P.) [suttā hoyā] munḍā o‘ kamre vic sī ‘The boy [who was asleep] was in that room’ (Shackle 1972: 106)

591 (P.) [rondi hoīt] kuri mān kol gā ‘The [weeping] girl went to her mother’ (ibid. 106)

592 (P.) [kam karanvāli] kuri‘ ne șanū‘ vekhiā ‘The girls [who were working] saw us’ (ibid. 95)

593 (A.) [kītāp porhā] mānuhzon kon āsil ‘Who was the man [who read the book]?’ (Babakaev 1961: 80)

594 (A.) [kītāp porhī thokā] mānuhzon mor bōndhu ‘The man [who is reading the book] is my friend’ (ibid. 79)

595 (O.) [doyā kūrilā] pāṭṭo-sthūti . . . ‘the settlement of the charter [granted as a favor or grace]’ (Tripathi 1962: 181 – inscriptional)

596 (O.) [pācilā] kūdlī ‘[ripened] bananas’ (Karpushkin 1964: 51)

597 (O.) [cori kūrilibā] pilā ‘the boy [who has committed a theft]’ (Patnaik and Pandit 1986: 237)

598 (O.) tōporese [upōrōmohālāku uṭhibā] sirīṭe bōsirīhā ‘Then she sat under the stairway [leading to the upper storey]’ (Karpushkin 1964: 46)

599 (B.) [tār nijer jonne toirī kōrāno] ghore āmi thākbo kano? ‘Why should I stay in a house [that he has had built for himself]?’ (Page 1934: 157)

600 (B.) āmi [tār lekhā] ąëkhënā boi porechi ‘I’ve read a book [written by him]’ (ibid. 157)

Relative clauses present a much more complicated picture. For one thing they involve the characteristic Indo-Aryan (Old as well as New) relative–correlative construction, where the modifying clause, marked by a member of the “J”-set of relative pronouns, adverbs, and other words, is “represented” by a correlative in its role-slot (i.e. basically that of Modifier in the NP) in the main clause. The correlative is usually identical with the remote demonstrative in the language (except in Sindhi and Dakhani, where the correlative so preserves the form of an earlier IA demonstrative). In most languages the modifying clause (we may call it
the J-clause, although represented in Kashmiri and Assamese by cognate Y- and Z-) may occur either to the left of the main clause, immediately after the Head Noun ("center-embedded"), or to the right of the main clause, after its final verb. In the first case, which is the most characteristic and common, the Head Noun of the main clause is generally deleted (leaving the correlative to mark its place) while its coreferent in the modifying clause is allowed to remain:

601 (P.) [je 'rå bāndā ā ri'ā e] mai 'g(bande)nā'ī pachāndā 'I don't recognize the man who is coming’ (Shackle 1972: 103) = “Which man is coming, I him (that man) don't recognize”

There are certain constraints on the three options, however. The classic distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive clauses plays a role in these: a non-restrictive clause comes after the Head, or to the right of the main clause – and requires no correlative.

602 (H.) upar se usne apne dono ‘ayāro ‘ko [jīnkā nām nājīm-ali aur ahmadkha ‘hai] is bāt kī takād kar di hai ki barābar ve log mahal kī nigahbānī kare’ kyo ki . . . ‘And moreover he has instructed his two sorcerers, [whose names are Nazim Ali and Ahmad Khan], to keep a constant watch on the palace, because (etc.) . . .’ (Devakinandan Khatri, candrakāntā; n.d. [1892]: 2)

603 (H.) mujhko to yah khabar nājīm ne pahu cāthi [jo āj kal mahal ke pahre par mukarrar hai] ‘But Nazim, [who these days has been appointed to the palace watch], gave me this information’ (ibid. 26)

604 (O.) rāma bābu [jie odiā re nārgōla boktrutā dei pārānti], prokrut‘re odiā nūhōnti ‘Rama Babu who can deliver speeches in fluent Oriya is not really an Oriya’ (Patnaik and Pandit 1986: 237)

Subbarao (1984: 13) has noted that, in Hindi, relative clauses tributary to indefinite Head Nouns also must go to the right. (To be sure, the two categories – indefinite Head and non-restrictive clause – often overlap, but not entirely.)

605 (H.) vahā ‘use ainiyās nām jhole kā māra ek manusya mīlā, [jo āth varš se khāt par pār thā] ‘There he found a man named Aeneas, stricken with paralysis, [who had been bedridden for eight years]’ (Acts 9: 33)

On the other hand, Marathi and Gujarati seem to avoid using their J-relative in this position, although examples can be found:
More typically, what looks like parataxis seems to be preferred, e.g., in the same passage from Acts cited above (no. 605):

607 (G.) tyā tene eniyās nāme ek mānas malyo, [te paksghāti hato, ane āth varasthī khāle padelo hato]

608 (M.) tethe aineyas nāmatsā ek mānas tyāla bhetā, paksghāt dhālayāmu[e] te āth varṣ antharunālā khilalā hotā

And further:

609 (G.) tenī pāse ek adhuri masjid che, te bā dhnī tathā fobhāmā hindustānmā biji koī paṇ imāraṭhī utarti nathī ‘Near it is an unfinished mosque [which for its proportions and beauty is second to no other building in Hindustan]’ (Taylor 1908: 236)

It may be open to question whether non-restrictive clauses, which are usually marked by distinctive junctures, are really part of the NP. On the other hand, in both these languages there is a distinct tendency to delete the J-element (Lambert 1971: 133, Berntsen and Nimkar 1975: 146), leaving the correlative to mark the connection (see below). Whether this is what is going on with the above sentences needs to be determined by a careful study of intonation and juncture. (If it is, it would mean that the sentences may be analyzed differently, with the first clause as a relative clause with a deleted J-element, essentially no different from a restrictive clause, and the second clause as the main clause – another problem.)

In any case, it is the restrictive clause that constitutes the heart of the matter. Here investigators of various languages (e.g., Shackle 1972: 103 on Punjabi, Patnaik and Pandit 1986: 237 on Oriya) agree that the preposed variety is the normal NIA construction. It is possible that in some languages it is the only construction. (Subbarao 1984 avers that in Hindi there is a “preference” for rightward placement when the Head Noun is an Object. For a contrary example, cf. no. 618 below.)

610 (B.) [je lokṭi māṭhe kāj korche] fe cafā ‘The man [who is working in the field] is a farmer’ (Bender and Riccardi 1978: 61)

611 (A.) [zi xinor upokār koribo nowāre] tæo nizoro mongol nubuze ‘He [who doesn’t know how to help others] doesn’t understand his own happiness’ (Babakaev 1961: 108)

612 (O.) [jiu pilā cori korichi] sei pilā . . . ‘the boy who has committed a theft . . . ’ (Patnaik and Pandit 1986: 237)
Such constructions constitute a typological anomaly, in that they have a preposed marker, yet are preposed themselves. (Preposed subordinators usually imply rightward movement of the clause.) As noted earlier, Gujarati and Marathi frequently delete the preposed J-element, leaving in effect the correlative (T-) element as a postposed subordinator and thus “correcting” the anomaly:

619 (G.) [hu- (je kām) karto hato] te kām bahu agharu `hatu- ‘The work that I was doing was very difficult’ (Lambert 1971: 128)
620 (M.) [āz sakālī (zo) tumcyābarobar ālā hotā] to kon `āhe? ‘Who was that [who came with you this morning]?’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 146)

Such constructions are foreign to Hindi and its Indo-Gangetic neighbors, but are highly characteristic of the southern form of Hindi–Urdu, Dakhani:

621 (D.) [āp kharīde] so ghar mere kū pasand hai ‘I like the house [you bought]’ (Y. Kachru 1986: 171)
622 (D.) [bare kamre me` thā] so mez par vo kitābā` rakh diyā ‘He put the books on the table [which was in the big room]’ (ibid. 172)

Here there is no question but that the correlative has already been reanalyzed as a clause-final subordinator, and the modifier clauses should be bracketed, intonationally and otherwise, as [āp kharīde so], [bare kamre me` thā sof].

Note that the coreferential nouns in the two clauses may occasionally both be left in (as in no. 612 above), or both may be deleted (as in nos. 611, 613) resulting in pronominalized relatives.
The alternative orders, i.e. with rightward placement (O. sei pilâ [jiecori korich] . . ., cf. no. 612, and H. ve log [jo zyädâ cây pite hai] kam so pâte hai or ve log kam so pâte hai [jo zyädâ cây pite hai], cf. no. 617), are becoming increasingly common, although in most languages they probably still are far behind the “normal” order. (Careful frequency counts in different registers and genres need to be undertaken.) In the case of Oriya, Patnaik and Pandit (1986) do not hesitate to attribute the postposed restrictive construction (as well as the nonrestrictive one exemplified by no. 604) to the influence of English.

Other possibilities deserve some consideration, however, at least for NIA as a whole. One is the influence of Persian, the prevailing official language for half a millennium before English was a factor, in which the relative clause is rightward-placed (and also normally contains a kind of correlative, although not precisely analogous to the NIA usage):

623 (Pers.) yek mard vâred fod [ke man ü-râ na-mfenâxtam] ‘A man came in [that I didn’t know]’ (Lazard 1957: 222)

Persian has no distinct relative pronoun, using the general subordinator ke ( = H. ki). Here it is noteworthy that some users of Hindi append a ki to the H. relative pronoun when it introduces a postposed clause = jo ki. Elena Bashir reports (pers. comm.) that this is very common in the Urdu of Pakistan, e.g., in radio news.

I have been able to find Kashmiri relatives only of the postposed variety:

624 (K.) su nâvivöl (yus ðalgêti rôzan chui) niyi asi nifúh bâg ‘That boatman [who lives at Dal Gate] will take us to Nishat Garden’ (B. Kachru 1973: 517)

625 (K.) sôndar ti javân kûr [yus yôr âs âmûs] gâyi az dili ‘The beautiful and young girl [who came here] went to Delhi today’ (Koul 1976: 195)

If this is not somehow due to the peculiar syntax of Kashmiri itself, it is more likely attributable to Persian than to English influence. Finally, a few postposed J-clauses occur in the late sixteenth century Braj prose texts studied by McGregor (1968: 148), where no English influence is possible.

There is a second factor that may have a role, however. It was noted earlier that preposing a clause with a preposed subordinator is something of a typological anomaly. One way of resolving this is to develop a postposed subordinator. Another is to move the clause to the right.

Relativization is a fascinating area of NIA syntax which merits more extensive investigation. It is a question not only of identifying the constraints and tenden-
cies that govern the three placement strategies in all the NIA languages mutually compared, but of these vis-à-vis the participial option. It appears that the latter is strikingly more favored by Marathi, and also by Nepali (and according to Hook, also by Shina), than by Hindi, for instance, but this needs detailed demonstration. In Nepali, relative pronouns seem to exist (Korol'ev 1968: 1261), but it is difficult to find examples of their use: all the likely contexts turn out to have participles. Both Dravidian and Tibeto-Burman prefer participles.

10.10.4 Adverbial clauses
There are many kinds of adverbial clauses, which it is not possible to give a full account of here. One variety, the most general, is exemplified by the so-called Conjunctive Participle construction already discussed in section 10.9 above. Another, very specialized type, the Conditional, will be discussed in the next section. Here we may merely sample one representative adverbial adjunct type, the temporal.

Sentences to be embedded as temporal adjuncts have available to them the same two strategies (besides the verbal noun + postposition) that were employed by those embedded as noun modifiers, the J-clausal and the participial. The former are again normally preposed, and entail a correlative within the main clause:

626 (H.) [jāb māi kalkatte me thā] tab har garmīme ā darjiling jātā thā 'I used to go to Darjeeling every summer [when I was in Calcutta]' (Kachru 1980: 139)
627 (G.) [jyāre kām pārā thafe] tyāre hu ā gher jaif 'I shall go home [when the work is finished]' (Lambert 1971: 120)
628 (M.) [jevha tumhi kolkhārpūrla zāl] tevha tyāncyākađe zāān bheťā [When you go to Kolhapur] go and meet him' (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 147)
629 (B.) [tārā jākhon cole jābe] tākhon āmrā āfbo 'We'll come [when they go away]’ (Page 1934: 167)
630 (S.) [jēstāi āsānjā mizmān hītē āhin] tēstāi aśī na vēndāśi' 'As long as our guests are here we won't go’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 355)

Just as in adjective clauses, the J-element may be deleted in Gujarati and Marathi, leaving the correlative as postposed quasi-marker. As in adjective clauses, the J-element may come second rather than at the beginning of the clause, especially in Bengali.

The participial option primarily means the Imperfective Participle, used in an
Oblique case form where it exists, or with special endings (A. -óte, M.-ánā), or reduplicated, to indicate action concurrent with that of the main verb ("while", "during").

631 (H.)  [kamre se nikalīte hug] usne dekhā ki dhobi barmāde baithā huā hai '[As he came out of the room], he saw that the washerman was sitting on the verandah' (Nilsson 1975: 22–5)
632 (P.)  ó [całdi gadātī te cárde cárde] dig piā 'He fell [while (trying to) board the moving train]' (U. S. Bahri 1973: 154)
633 (K.)  . . . yā hekiv [pakān pakān] gatshīth tim tre mil 'Or, you can cover those three miles [on foot ("walking-walking")]' (B. Kachru 1973: 441)
634 (S.)  chōkirō [róandē] aāō 'The boy came crying' (Addleton and Brown 1981: 318)
635 (G.)  hú [aht aavtā] rasto cākī gayo 'I lost my way [as I was coming here]' (Lambert 1971: 144)
636 (M.)  to [kām karte] gānā mhanat āhe 'He is singing [while he is working]' (Bernsten and Nimbkar 1975: 155)
637 (O.)  mú [jāu jāu] gotie bāgho dekhilī 'I saw a tiger [while going]' (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 169)
638 (B.)  [dourote dourote] tārā cītār kollo 'They shouted [as they ran]' (Page 1934: 162)
639 (A.)  xi [puhti porhotē] hā hile 'He laughed [as he read the book]' (Babakaev 1961: 80)
640 (N.)  tyo [laddanmā cha đā], harek haptā sinemā hera jānthyo ' [When he was in London] he used to go to the pictures every week' (Matthews 1974: 224)

The Sinhalese equivalent is made by duplicating the stem of the "Past" (= Conjunctive) participle:

641 (Si.)  [kāmā kakā kakā] karanna epā 'Don't talk [while eating]!' (Fairbanks et al. 1968: II. 159)

The Perfective equivalent of these, indicating sequenced rather than simultaneous action, is the Conjunctive Participle. There are "adverbial" uses of Perfective participles themselves, but they are not temporal uses:

642 (H.)  ek ādmī [pāv par pāv rakhe (hug)] farf par baithā (huā) thā 'A man was sitting on the floor [with his legs crossed]' (McGregor 1972: 160)
Imperfective participles, however, are used in other temporal constructions in various languages:

643 (H.) [hamare ghar pahu te] hi pani barasnâ band ho gayâ ‘[As soon as we got home] it stopped raining’ (Hook 1979: 137)
644 (B.) [ami bofte na bofte-i] je uthe da ralo ‘[I had scarcely sat down when] he stood up’ (Page 1934: 162)
645 (M.) [divas uzâitâ-ts] to bâher nighâlâ ‘[As soon as day dawned] he set out’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 159)

A third type of temporal clause, characteristic especially of Marathi and Sinhalese, and to some extent also of Oriya, is formed by attaching postpositions or “adverbial nouns” referring to time to the adjectival participle. It is very similar to constructions in Dravidian:

646 (M.) [tikde geliyânantar] to kây karnår? ‘[After going there] what is he going to do?’ (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 151)
647 (M.) [âhe yâcyâagodar] âmhî dahâ divas mumbailâ râhilo ‘[Before coming here] we stayed in Bombay for ten days’ (ibid. 160)
648 (Si.) [saíduda eñako] rupiyal pahê muddarek gêna ‘[When you come on Monday], bring a 5-rupee stamp’ (Fairbanks et al. 1968: I. 104)
649 (Si.) [vêda patagati] gunapâla giyâ ‘Gunapala went away [when (after) the work started]’ (ibid. I. 326)
650 (O.) kintu semançiku kuho je [âsilabele o gôlêbele] phâtako band kori deuthibe ‘But tell them that they should close the gate [while coming and going]’ (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 161)

Except for its formation with a Perfective participle, the Oriya form using a noun meaning 'time' has parallels (although perhaps not in frequency of usage) in other NIA languages:

651 (H.) [barf girte samay] andar raho ‘Stay inside [when it snows]’ (Hook 1979: 137)
652 (S.) [môtandê vaqt] mû khâ’ rastô visari viô ‘[On the way back (when returning)] I forgot the way’ (Addleton and Brown 1981: 319)
10.10.5 Conditional constructions

Although they often involve special tense forms, on the syntactic level conditional clauses might appear to be merely a special case of adverbial clause involving a correlative (if . . . , then . . . ), but they merit attention because: (1) the initial if is often dropped, leaving in effect a postposed subordinator (the correlative), even in languages such as Hindi where this does not happen with other correlative constructions; (2) Sinhalese and Nepali have only postposed subordinators; (3) the three Eastern languages also have conditional participles. The finite clausal type may be illustrated by the following:

653 (H.) [agar kitab vālī dukāne subah khul jātī ho] to ham āj hī le sakē ge 'If the bookstores open in the morning] we could get it today' (Hook 1979: 48)
654 (B.) [je jodi āfto] tōbe āmi cole jetum 'If he had come] I should have gone away' (Page 1934: 168)
655 (A.) [χi zādi āhe] tente māi zām 'If he comes], I shall go' (Babakaev 1961: 109)
656 (G.) [(jo) tame sā je āfvo] to hu te manne paisā āpif 'If you come this evening] I'll give you the money' (Lambert 1971: 174)
657 (M.) [(zar) tū gelāś] tar mīhi zān 'If you go] I will go too' (Berntsen and Nimbkar 1975: 161)

In Sinhalese and Nepali there is no correlative with the clause-final marker:

658 (Si.) [minihā veda karanavā nam] mama salli denavā 'If the man works], I give him money' (Garusinghe 1962: 61)
659 (N.) [roti bhaena bhane] ma bhāt nai khānchā 'If there is no bread] I'll just have boiled rice' (Matthews 1984: 107)

The participial construction of the Eastern group does not require the correlative:

660 (B.) [je kichu jāngle], tomāke nifcēy bolto 'If he knew something] he would certainly have told you' (Bender and Riccardi 1978: 48)
661 (A.) [māi āhīle] tumī zābā 'If I come,] you will leave' (Babakaev 1961: 81)
662 (O.) [ketebele tikie subidhā kori āponā āsipārīle] bholā huṁtā 'If some time at your convenience you could come] it would be good' (Pattanayak and Das 1972: 191)
10.10 Complex sentences

The conditional participles often have a temporal meaning. In Assamese this sometimes has a special form, -ilot:

663 (A.) [mi ahilot] tumi gol ‘You left [after I came/upon my arrival]’ (Babakaev 1961: 81)

Sinhalese and Nepali may also be said to have conditional participles, not cognate with those of the Eastern group, although the Sinhalese forms are cognate with general NIA Contrafactives (though not themselves necessarily contrafactive):

664 (Si.) [minihà væda karatott(in)] mama salli denavā ‘If the man works, I will give him money’ (Garusinghe 1962: 61)
665 (N.) [bhok læge] phul pakāera khənukhos ‘[If you feel hungry], cook yourself an egg (and eat it)’ (Matthews 1984: 182)

The form used in the Nepali construction is not exclusively conditional in its function.

10.10.6 Causative constructions

Being a prominent feature of NIA languages, causative constructions have received a fair share of attention, but remain a tough nut to crack. Some modern syntacticians see them as complex, the result of combining two underlying sentences. The trouble with this is that one of those sentences (*cause to) is purely an abstraction. Despite the undeniable relationships between causative and non-causative sentences, and the morphological relationship of their verb forms, it is probably best to see the construction as a special subtype of simple sentence, the verb of which (like give) happens to entail an additional argument. When such clear relationships are apparent, the linguist naturally feels a strong compulsion to reduce them to rules if possible. For extended discussions in the transformational-generative mode see Mistry (1969: 130–70) (on Gujarati) and A. Saksena (1982) (on Hindi). For causative morphology see Chapter 9, section 6.
Appendix I

INVENTORY OF NIA LANGUAGES AND DIALECTS

Although the problem of the distinction between language and dialect cannot be resolved absolutely (see discussion in Chapter 2), a basic classification which is far from arbitrary (the distinction is clear enough in many cases) will be imposed on the alphabetized list below by means of typographical conventions, partly following those of Turner's _CDIAL_. That is:

1. a dialect (= essentially, a regional subvariety of a larger entity) will be written with an initial lower-case letter;
2. a language (= cluster of dialects) will be written with an initial capital letter: thus _Shina_ is a language, _gilgii_ is one of its dialects. However,
3. When a language possesses an established modern literary standard (= "language" in Sense B [see Chapter 2]), it will be written entirely in capitals: e.g., _Punjabi_.
4. Languages cultivated for pre-modern but not modern literary purposes are given in capitals enclosed by square brackets: _[Awadhī]_.
5. Languages attempting to develop a modern literary standard are given in capitals enclosed by round brackets: (_Khowar_).
6. In certain cases, both qualifications may apply: (_[Mahāthilī]_).

The same conventions are followed on Map 1, although space allows the inclusion of only a few dialect names. (These conventions are not followed in the text of Chapters 1–10.)

There are certain anomalies which these typographic distinctions cannot handle. One is Konkani, where several dialects (from a Marathi point of view, subdialects) – according to Pereira (1973) as many as seven – have been cultivated as literary media. It would distort the overall picture to put all these in capital-letter entries. Another is the Hindi–Urdu situation, where not even different dialects, but different styles based on the same dialect, are widely (and also officially) regarded as different languages. We can only acknowledge this cultural (and political) fact.

Although the intention is to be as comprehensive as possible, we cannot pretend to be exhaustive: for some investigators, every village has its own "dialect". We shall attempt to include, however, names the reader may encounter in the literature as well as all those given by respectable numbers of respondents in the census.

Alternative names will be enclosed in _single quotes_, and the reader directed to the main entry: 'Laria': see Chhattisgarhi. An attempt will be made to use the most recently current name as the main entry. Names which are philological inventions and/or represent philological constructs will be enclosed in _double quotes_: "Central Eastern Rajasthani". The so-called Nuristani (or "Kafri") languages which are not strictly part of Indo-Aryan but are referred to in the literature are listed preceded by an asterisk: *Ashkun.*

The list is alphabetized according to the order of the Roman (not the Nagari or other
Indian) alphabet. Moreover, if the speech variety has an established name in English the entry will be alphabetized under that, with the native name transcribed after a diagonal line: e.g., BENGALI/bān̪ālā, bāygo bhāfā. With regard to chh/ch vs. ch/c, sh vs. š (or ši if this distinction is unwarranted), the former are used in the “English” names, the latter in the transcriptions; w/i are used for the most part according to the usual back vowel/front vowel allophonic rendering. To simplify the printer’s task, outside this list, that is, in the remainder of the text, the “English” name, beginning with a capital, will be used to refer to the language or dialect, without diacritics (which will be reserved for cited Indo-Aryan forms): e.g., Shina, not šiṃā.

Statistics are particularly problematic in Indo-Aryan. To quote Lockwood (1972: 199): “Where there are no clear boundaries, there can be no exact statistics.” Paradoxically, for India at least we do have at the same time the enormous resource represented by the census. Its figures must be used with extreme caution, however, particularly with respect to what Khubchandani (1983) calls the “Fluid Zone” (= the Hindi area, plus Punjab and Kashmir), where there have been radical statistical swings from one census to another. Here “mother tongue” responses indicate not so much the respondent’s actual speech as his (often shifting) cultural identification.

Moreover, this is sometimes made for him. Apparently alarmed by the great increase in “regional language” identity assertion in the Hindi area in the 1961 census, the authorities decreed that in the 1971 and subsequent censuses, all such language claims should be counted as Hindi (Khubchandani 1983: 104). Even without this assistance, many regional language speakers in every census put down their language as Hindi, representing what Khubchandani calls an “assimilative” trend competing and often oscillating with the “assertive” trend. To be sure Hindi is replacing the regional language as the effective home language among certain urban elite groups, but these are likely to be smaller than the figures indicate. There is no reliable way of knowing how far this process has really gone – and thus, of ascertaining the real number of native speakers of Standard Hindi (the figures are likely to be fairly reflective of would-be users for formal purposes) vs. the regional languages. To give some indication of the numbers behind some of these languages, however, an attempt will be made to provide estimates based on the population increases of the areas concerned according to the provisional figures of the 1981 census. In what Khubchandani calls the “Stable Zone” – the rest of the country – language statistics themselves are more reliable, but are not as yet available for 1981, so again supplemental estimates must be made. To give an idea of the trends toward assimilation or assertion and also of the problems connected with the Indian census data, both 1961 and 1971 statistics are given below, and where particularly relevant, LSI statistics as well. For Pakistan there is much less to go on.

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n.</th>
<th>name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lg.</td>
<td>language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dial.</td>
<td>dialect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dt</td>
<td>District</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.</td>
<td>according to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>est.</td>
<td>estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alt.</td>
<td>alternative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>Andhra Pradesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>north(ern)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U P</td>
<td>Uttar Pradesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>south(ern)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td>Madhya Pradesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>east(ern)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>Himachal Pradesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>west(ern)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N WFP</td>
<td>Northwest Frontier Province</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LSI = Linguistic survey of India

m. = million

‘Afgon’ – see Par'ya.

‘Ahiran’/ahirāni – usual name in Maharashatra for Khandeshi.

‘Ahiri’/ahirī – another name for Malvi, as spoken by non-Rajputs.
ahirī - a Bhili dialect of Kutch (or GUJARATI dialect with Bhili substratum).
ahirvātī - a dialect of Mewati, spoken in W Gurgaon Dt, Haryana, SW of Delhi.
ajmerī - a subdial. of "Central Eastern Rajasthan" in E Ajmer Dt, Rajasthan.
anāwīla - subdialect of GUJARATI, spoken by cultivator-Brahmans in S part of Surat Dt; alt. bhaṭhelā, anavaṭa, anavolā.
Angikalangikā - new name first appearing in 1961 census (5,598) in E Bihar, roughly corresponding to LSI's chhikāṭhikī boli "dialect" of ([MAITHILI]); acc. P. Pandey 1979 an independent language; other alt. 'āṅgā', 'bhaṅgalpuri' (94, 401 in 1971).
' Antarbedī - alt. n. for both [BRAJ] and Kannaūji < 'language of the sacrificial holy ground between the Ganges and the Jumna'.
antruzi - name (Pereira 1973) of (KONKANI) dialect of Hindus in most parts of Goa (= Katre's 'g.'?); considerable prose literature in twentieth century < Antrus = Ponda (taluka), in the Novas Conquistas.
"Ashkunala" - lg. of about 2,000 persons in nine villages in Afghan Dt of Ashkun, Nuristan, S of Kāti area.
ASSAMESI [Etyomnīyā - lg. (ca. 12,000,000) of Brahmaputra valley, especially middle and upper portions, in State of Assam; literary tradition from fourteenth century, divided into Early (fourteenth-sixteenth centuries), Middle (seventeenth-eighteenth centuries), and Modern (nineteenth-twentieth centuries); literary standard based on Eastern dialect of Sibsagar, old seat of Ahom kings; easternmost cultivated NIA language; has absorbed many indigenous Tibeto-Burman (esp. Bodo) and Austroasiatic elements. Script identical to Bengali except for characters for /l/ and /w/; characters often have different values, however (e.g., B. CH = A. S).
astori - dialect (or dialectal subdivision) of Shina (Azad Kashmir, Pakistan; in latter sense also in mts. of Indian Kashmir, N and NE of Srinagar).
[A W A D HI] avadhi - lg. (or acc. Grierson principal "dialect" of his lg. construct "Eastern Hindi") of east-central Uttar Pradesh, from just W of Banaras to somewhat W of Lucknow, roughly corresponding to old kingdom of Oudh (Awadh); literary cultivation sixteenth-eighteenth centuries, including the Rāmacaritamānasa of Tulsidas ("the Hindi Ramayana") and Sufi romances; present no. of speakers impossible to determine, since most give their lg. as 'Hindi'. ([A W A D HI] area, one of most densely populated UP tracts: one-third of 1981 UP total would give roughly 37m.; Bahri 1980 est. 18m.); alt. n. 'Baiswari' and 'Kosali'.
avānkāri - subdial. of Hindko (a form of "Northern Lahnda"), S Attock Dt, NW of Salt range, Pakistan.
'Bachā' - see Malvi.
'bhāghali' - local name and possibly subdial. of Handuri (HP).
Baghātī baghāṭī - W Pahari lg. of parts of HP just N of Chandigarh, centering on former hill state of Baghat.
Baghelī - lg. of NE MP Dts of (= "Baghelkhand") Rewa, Satna, Shahdol, Sidhi, as far as Jabalpur and Mandla; closely related to [A W A D HI]; no meaningful figures (557,034 returns in 1961, only 231,231 in 1971; most speakers return as 'Hindi'; alt. Riwai (Kellogg's Grammar), Baghelkhandī.
bagrī - dial. of ([MAR WARI]) (acc. Grierson) spoken in E Churu and
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Ganganagar Dts, Rajasthan (= the NE of former Bikaner State) and adjoining sections of Haryana; 309,903 returns in 1961, 1,055,607 in 1971(!); not to be confused with vådži.

'Bahawalpuri' – see (SIRA IKI) (< the former Bahawalpur State on the east bank of the Middle Indus).

bašgani – dial. of Chhatisgarhi spoken by Baiga tribe in SE MP; 11,113 in 1971.

Baluj – lg. of IA-speaking semi-nomads of Soviet Central Asia, first noted by Wilkins in 1879; not closely related to Par'ya; Indians call 'Paniraj', Afghans 'Jat'.

banâphari – mixed dial. of Bundeli and Bagheli spoken in Hamirpur Dt., UP; lg. of Alhakhand folk epic; < Banaphar Rajputs.

banârasî – subdial. of Western Bhojpuri, spoken in city of Banaras.

'Bangaru'/biingarii – see Haryanvi.

'Banjari'/banjiiri – see Lamani; (also 'Banjuri').

baorî – Bhili dial. of nomadic tribe of Punjab and parts of Rajasthan; 9,697 in 1971 (vs. 2,045 in 1961).

'Baraik', 'Barik' – n. of Bhojpuri in W Bengal.

'barâri' – see sarâcholi.

barel – important Bhili dial. of MP/Gujarat border area; 230,034 in 1971.

barhadexi – (KONKA NI) dial. of Christians of N Goa (taluka of Bardez, capital Mapusa); literary cultivation from later nineteenth-century; pron. [barhdefi].

'bashahri' – alt. n. for kochi dial. of Mahasui (< Bashahr, former large princely state in Simla hills).

* 'Bashgali' – non-native n. for *Kati.

Bashkarik – Central Dardic lg. spoken in upper valleys of Panjkor and Swat in N Pakistan (Dir and Kalam, NW FP); acc. Fussman, quoting Biddulph, speakers numbered 12–15,000 in 1880; no current figures; also called Diri, Gawri, Garwi.

BENGALI bûñglâ; (formal) bûnggo bhâfâ – ca. 148,000,000 speakers, incl. ca. 94m. in Bangladesh and 54m. in India (in W Bengal, Tripura, and Assam, where Bengali-speaking immigrants and their descendants are said to outnumber native Assamese); dialects: central or standard (Calcutta, Nadia, Murshidabad, E Burdwan, N. Midnapore); western (Manbhum, Singhbhum, W Burdwan, W Birbhum) + malpaharia subdial. in Santal Parganas (Bihar); southwestern or midnapore (SW Midnapore); northern (Dinajpur, E Malda, partly in Bangladesh) + subdial. siripuria of Purnea (Bihar), bogra, and koch of Malda (S. K. Chatterji calls this group north central); rajbangshi (Rangpur in Bangladesh, Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar in northern W Bengal., and Goalpara Dt of Assam) + subdial. bahê of Darjeeling Terai (Chatterji calls this group western kamarupa); eastern (Dacca, Jessore, Mymensingh, etc. in Bangladesh) + haijong subdial. of Mymensingh tribals (Chatterji calls these western vanga); and southeastern (Bangladesh: Noakhali, Chittagong) + subdial. chittagong and chakma (acc. Chatterji, eastern vanga); literary cultivation from twelfth century or earlier; divided into Old (1000–1300), Middle (1300–1750), and Modern (1750–present); older literary standard (fadhu bhâfâ) a composite of several dialectal elements; newer literary standard (colit bhâfâ) based on Calcutta Colloquial.
bhadauri – dial. of Bundeli spoken mainly in Gwalior Dt, MP, and S of Agra, but not as far as Bhadaura town itself.
Bhadrawahi, or bhadarwahi – W Pahari lg. or dialect group; spoken in Bhadarwah area of SE Kashmir; 40,200 in 1971.
‘bhagalpuri’ – local n. for Angika.
bhalesi – N dial. of Bhadarwahi, with two subdial.
Bharmauri – W Pahari lg. of SE Chamba Dt, HP; 70,217 in 1971; alt. n. Gaddi or Gadi.
bhateli – dial. of (DOGRI) spoken in W of Chamba Dt, HP; 31,922 in 1961 (LSI est. 10,000), 5,907 in 1971.
bhati – aberrant dial. of ORIYA spoken in NE Bastar Dt, MP; 103,766 in 1971.
bhatiani – Grierson’s n. for a SW dial. of PUNJABI ‘merging into Rajasthani’, spoken in S Ferozepore and N Ganganagar Dts < area known as Bhattian, ‘country of the Bhattis’.
Bhili – group of dialects, including bhilihihihi proper plus about thirty others with special names, spoken mainly in the hilly areas between Gujarat, Rajasthan, MP, and Maharashtra, in the Aravallis of Rajasthan, and in a few cases (bāori) further afield in Punjab and UP; see also bhilāti, ahi, bāori, bari, chātri, chodhri, dhanki, dhāvāti, dhubāti, dūndri, gānti, gānti, konkan, kokāti, kōta, magā ki boli, māwāti, nāharī, nāharī, naikāti, pānchāli, pahādi, pāradhī, ranāvāti, kāthodi, rānī bhīlī, rāthī, pawri, tadvī, tetāri, vāgdi, and walvi; 1,250,312 returned bhilihihihi in 1971, at least l.5m. under other names = total, ca. 2,750,000, perhaps 3+m.
bhilāti – dial. of Bhadarwahi.
bhitrauti – subdial. (?) of (MARWARI) spoken in “the valley to the immediate W of the Aravalli Range and which trends NE-ward from Abu Road through Tartoli towards Sirohi” (Hook and Chauhan 1986), S Rajasthan; notable for use of inflected adverb in place of compound verbs (ibid.); est. 500,000 (ibid.).
Bhojpuri – lg. of E UP and W Dts of Bihar (Shahabad, Saran, part of Champaran); dialects: western (incl. Banaras and Azamgarh), southern (Ballia and Shahabad), and northern (W subdial. sarwar in Basti Dt, gorakhpuri, and madhesi in Champaran); carried by emigrants to Fiji, Guyana, and Calcutta; 1971 figures (14,340,564) probably underrepresent, with many speakers returning as ‘Hindi’ (but not to same extent as [AWADHI] and [BRAI] speakers).
‘Bhopali’ – see Malvi.
bhoyari – dial. (?) of Malvi in Maharashtra; 5,388 in 1961.
‘Bhuani’ – see Nimadi.
bhulāti – dial. of Chhattisgarhi spoken in Bolangir and Sambalpur Dts, Orissa, also adjoining section of MP.
“Bihari” – a language construct of Grierson’s, comprising (MAITHILI), Magahi, and Bhojpuri (all speakers at least in part in Bihar); rejected by partisans of some of these languages; returned as mother tongue, however, by 14,940 in 1961, 23,222 in 1971 – but by emigrants in Assam and MP, none from Bihar itself; census data from Bihar show increasing assertion of local lg. identities, some previously unheard of.
bikâneri – dial. (or subdial.) of (MARWARI).
bilâspuri-1 – dial. (or local n.) of PUNJABI spoken in Bilaspur Dt, HP; Bailey and Grierson both report little difference from PUNJABI of Jalandhar and Hoshiarpur (doâbi), but separate identity strongly entrenched; one of principal "Pahari dialects" returned in CIIl survey of HP; 66,868 in 1971, with many speakers returning as "Pahari".
bilâspuri-2 – dial. (or alt. n.?) of Chhattisgarhi; 11,959 in 1971; < Bilaspur Dt, MP, but returns esp. from emigrants in Bihar and W Bengal.
binjhwâri – dial. of Chhattisgarhi spoken by tribe related to Baigas in Raigarh Dt, MP and Orissa border.
birir – dial. of Kalasha (Turner).
Bishnupriya, or Bishnupriya Manipuri – lg. spoken in parts of Manipur, and in Cachar Dt (Assam), Tripura, and Bangladesh (Sylhet) by early nineteenth-century emigrants from Manipur; related to but not a "dial. of" Bengali or Assamese; though once regarded (LSI) as Bengali–Meithei creole, retains pre-Bengali features; Sinha 1981 est. 150,000; 43,813 returns in India in 1971; alt. n. (LSI) Mayang (derogatory, not used by speakers < Meithei 'foreigner'); two (now non-territorial) dial. mândai gàng and râjâr gàng = 'queen's village dial.' and 'king's village dial.'
'mbštshwämbštšn' – local n. of gírpâri.
[BRAJ BHAŠHA]\{braj bhâkha\}, or simply [BRAJ] – lg. of W-central UP, also adjoining parts of Rajasthan (Bharatpur, Sawai Madhopur) and Haryana (E Gurgaon); principal and most characteristic "dialect" of "Western Hindi"; literary cultivation in sixteenth to nineteenth centuries; main 'Hindi' vehicle for poetry into early twentieth century; no meaningful statistics: Bahri 1980 estimates ca. 12,500,000 speak it today.
brookskâ – dial. of Shina spoken in central Ladakh, E of Kargil; unintelligible to other Shina speakers; sometimes called (incorrectly) brokpa.
Bundeli – lg. (acc. Grierson, "dialect" of "Western Hindi") of W-central MP, from Gwalior and Jhansi as far S as Chhindwara, Seoni, and Hoshangabad; 376,036 in 1971 (most speakers return as 'Hindi'); vehicle of Ālhâkhand epic cycle in banâphâri dial.; alt. n. Bundelkhandi.
"Central Eastern Rajasthan" – lg. (or "dial.") construct of Grierson ("the typical Rajasthani dialect") comprising four "locally recognized [sub]dialects: Jaipurî, Harautî, Kishangarhî, and Ajmerî, of which Jaipurî is taken as the Standard"; sometimes called Eastern Rajasthan.
châchhi – acc. Shackle, dial. of "Hindko proper" (division of "Northern Lahnda") in N Attock and S-most Hazara Dts, Pakistan; alt. n. 'hindko'.
chakmal/câkmâ – subdial. of SE Bengali (or distinct lg.?) spoken in Chittagong hill tracts; uses script related to Cambodian; 68,711 in 1971 (mainly Tripura, Mizoram), but main body of speakers is in Bangladesh (no figures available).
Chameaul/cameali – W Pahari lg. of W half of Chamba Dt, HP; had own script
based on improved Takri; 52,973 returns (as 'Chambeali') in 1971; some
doubtless returned as 'Pahari Unspecified' or as 'Hindi'.

charanicaon – Bhili dial. (MP and Panch Mahals, Gujarat).
charotaria – dial. of GUJARATI, spoken by peasants in the Charo-
tar (a tract of fertile land in Kaira Dt).

charasii/curasi – a dial. of Dhundhari in NW Tonk Dt, Rajasthan, around
Lawa; only 436 returns in 1961, mostly from Maharashtra.

Chhatitgarhi/chattigarhi – distinctive "Eastern Hindi" dial. (or lg.), spoken
in S E MP (Raipur, Bilaspur, Raigarh, E Balaghat, N Bastar); 6,693,445
returns in 1971 (high rate of "assertion" compared with Awadh or
BRAJ); < 'country of the 36 forts'; alt. n. Laria.

chikakiki/chikak-chiki (boli) – alt. n. for Angika; previously regarded as
dial. of ([MAITHILI]); SE Monghyr, Bhagalpur, N fringes of Santal
Parganas (Bihar).

chibhi/chibhi – “N Lahnda” dial. spoken in hills running from border of
Jammu NW to Murree and Muzaffarabad (W Kashmir).

chilasil – dial. of Shina
spoken in Chilas, along first great bend of the
Indus, above Nanga Parbat, NW Kashmir; (also n. of a dial. of Pashai).

chirawari/cinharwar – local n. for jhangi
dial. of (SIRAISKI).

chotia bangali – Bailey's term for a dial. of Mandeali
spoken in extreme N of
Mandi and beyond.

Churah/curahi – lg. (or dial.) of Chamba group, spoken in NW of Chamba Dt
(Chaurah tehsil, capital Tissa); 34,669 in 1971, 43,762 in 1961.

[dakhini], also dakhani – dial. of HINDI–URDU, centered in Hyderabad,
Bijapur, Gulbarga, and other towns of the Deccan Plateau having large
Muslim populations; brought from N India in the wake of the Muslim
conquest of the S; literary cultivation in fifteenth to seventeenth centuries.

dali – a (KONKANI) dial. of Muslim fishermen, coastal Karnataka.

(*) Damel/dame – lg. of single village in
Gid valley of S Chitral, Pakistan; classification doubtful: has both “Dar-
dic” and Nuristani traits.

dami – subdial. of bilaspuri spoken in W Arki tehsil, Mahasu Dt and SE
Bilaspur Dt (HP).

‘Dangari’/dangariwär – the Khowar n. for Phalura < ‘lg. of the cow-
people’; reported now to be used by speakers themselves.

dangbhang – dial. or subdial. of [BRAJ] spoken in Sawai Madhopur Dt,
Rajasthan.

dangi-1 – set of dial. of [BRAJ] spoken mainly by Gujars in the Dang or hill
country of Sawai Madhopur Dt (Rajasthan), near Chambal river.

‘dangi-2’ – n. of Khandeshiin Dangs Dt, Gujarat; 80,533 returns under this n.
in 1971.

dehawali – a Bhili dial. of Dhulia and Jalgaon Dts, Maharashtra (“Khand-
desh”); over 100,000 acc. LSI; not returned in 1961 or 1971.

‘derawali’ – local n. for the thali
dial. of (SIRAISKI) in Dera Ismail Khan Dt,
and for the multani
dial. in Dera Ghazi Khan Dt; (both also called
‘hindki’).

desia – an ORIYA dial., acc. K. Mahapatra the link lg. and “second natural
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lg.” of the non-Aryan tribes of the highly polyglot Koraput Dt, Orissa, from the fifteenth century.

‘deswālī’ – a n. for Haryani, esp. in Hissar Dt.

‘dhanḍi’ – a n. (or form) of Chhattisgarhi in Maharashtra.

‘dhandeṛidhandi’ – see Malvi.

dhandi – a Bhili dial. of Gujarat and Maharashtra; see also tadavi.

dhamma – dial. of NW “Lahnda”, in W Jhelum Dt, Pakistan.

dhāki – dial. transitional between SINDHI and MARWARI, spoken in Thar-Parkar Dt of Sind, and SW Jaisalmer Dt, Rajasthan; < dhat, ‘desert’; alt. n. thareli.

dheda gujarā – see Khandeshi.


Dhundhari/dhāri – important “Rajasthani” lg. or dial., centered on Jaipur; Grierson’s statement that it “has a large literature” (LS IV.9.2: 32) must be taken with caution pending linguistic analyses of these texts (some of which may be in [PINGA] or [MARWAR]); lg. assertion plunged from a high of 1,591,826 in 1961 to 155,040 in 1971; most speakers return as ‘Hindi’ – or very possibly as “RAJASTHANI”, which registered significant gains.

dhūndi, also dhūndi-kairāli – “Lahnda” dial. of the Murree hills, Pakistan; called ‘pahari’ in Rawalpindi section of hills.

[DINGAL]/dīngala – a form of [OLD MARWAR], acc. some authorities based on the caste dialect of the Charans (bards), cultivated for heroic poetry from the fifteenth century; one of earliest NIA literary lgs.

‘Diri’ – see Bashkarik.

‘DIVEHI’ – see MALDIVIAN.

dōbī – dial. of PUNJABI spoken in the Jalandhar Doab between the Beas and the Sutlej.

dōdā sīraji – see ‘Sira’-4.

(D O G R I)/dorī – lg. of Jammu currently agitating for recognition; formerly treated as “dial.” of PUNJABI, now considered (Nigam 1971) more closely related to W Pahari; had own Takri-derived script; now uses Nagari; 1,298,855 in 1971.

drāṣṭā – dial. of Shina, or acc. Bailey, subdial. of astori; with guresi, more archaic than other Shina dial.: case preserved in adjectives; retroflex /l/.

dūbī – Bhili dial. of S Gujarat and Thana Dt, Maharashtra.

Dumak/dūmāki – “Dardic” lg. spoken by a caste of blacksmiths in Hunza (in Burushaski-speaking territory); some think it may be a remnant of the ancestor of Romany; < doma – ‘n. of caste of blacksmiths and musicians’ (also > Rom ‘Gypsy’ in Romany).

dūgar-wārā – dial. of BRAH (or, of Dhundhari), spoken SW of dangī.

“Eastern Hindi” – a Grierson lg. construct, comprising [AWADH], Bagheli, and Chhattisgarhi.

‘Gaddī’, also ‘Gadī’ – see Bharmauri.

gahora – dial. of Bagheli in E Banda Dt, UP, S of tirhari.

gāmādā – village dial. of GUJARATI, Ahmedabad Dt.

*Gambiri – Morgenstierne’s n. for *Tregami.

‘gāmī’ – see gāṁṭī; also mawchi.
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gāntī—Bhili dial. of S Gujarat (Surat and Navsari); 1971 census puts together gāntī and gāvīt (136,209), but separates mawchi, said to be almost the same or identical; gāvīt is n. in Maharashtra < gāv ‘village’ (Gujarati gām).
gāngoi—dial. of Kumauni (pargana of Gangola, central Kumaun beyond Almora); alt. gangola.
gāoli—Bundeli dial. of a caste in Chhindwara Dt, S MP.
Garhwali/garhwālī—‘Central Pahari’ lg. of Garhwal and Tehri Garhwal Dts, U P Himalayas; 1,277,151 in 1971 (assertion up from 809,746 in 1961).
‘Garwi’gārwī—see Bashkarik; (n. used by Biddulph, Grierson).
‘gāvīt’—see gāntī.
Gawar-Bati—“Dardic: lg. spoken near Afghan–Pakistani frontier where Bashgal and Chitral rivers merge to form the Kunar’; alt. n. Narisati.
ghebi—subdial. of ‘Hindko proper’ in central Attock Dt (Pindi Gheb Tehsil), N. Pakistan.
ghisādī—GUJARATI dial. of wandering blacksmiths in Maharashtra; alt. n. tarimuki; 1,776 in 1961.
gilgit—dial. of Shina, Azad Kashmir, Pakistan (Gilgit valley).
girāsā—a Bhili dial. of Sirohi Dt and nearby areas, Rajasthan; 27,156 in 1971; alt. n. ‘garāsā’, ‘nyār’.
giripārī—dial. of Sirmauri N of Giri river; < ‘across the Giri’; local n. ‘bīśāu’ in S of former Jubbal State; Bailey calls later subdial. south jubbal.
godwārī—subdial. of ((MARWARI)) (acc. LSI) in ‘Godwar’ region on W flank of Aravallis, NE of Sirohi; notable for use of an inflected particle in place of ((MARWARI)) compound verbs (Hook 1982: 33–4); LSI est. (1908) 147,000; see also bhitrauti.
Gojri—Ig. of Gujjars in Jammu and Kashmir, exp. in mountains (Punch Dt) SW of Vale of Kashmir; also in Azad Kashmir (Pakistan) and beyond; related to Mewati form of “Rajasthani”; 330,485 in India in 1971, ca.200,000 in Pakistan (Sharma 1982); possibly ca. 7,000 additional speakers (‘Gujari’, ‘Gurjari’) in HP, mountains of U P, etc.; numerically third lg. of Jammu-Kashmir (after KASHMIRI and (DOGRI)); alt. ‘Gujuri’.
gondwānī—dial. of Bagheli in Mandla Dt, MP, spoken by Gonds and others; Dt was center of a medieval Gond kingdom; alt. n. ‘mandlāhā’.
gorakhpuri—subdial. of ‘northern’ Bhojpuri, E of Gorakhpur, U P.
govari—a MARATHI dial. of cowherds in Chanda and Bhandara Dts, E of Nagpur;7,893 in 1971; acc. Tulpule 1971 a “tribal dial. [=unwritten lg.] so much influenced by Marathi it has become a dial. of Marathi.”
gowro—dial. of Chhattisgarhi spoken by members of Baiga tribe (of MP) settled as workers in Assam; 4,802 in 1961.
GUJARATI—lg. of Gujarati in W India; 25,656,274 in 1971; est. 32,600,000 in 1981; many speakers found outside state, including nearly 1m. in Bombay; colonies abroad (Africa, USA); literary cultivation from fourteenth or possibly thirteenth century; Old (to 1450), Middle (1450–1800), Modern (early nineteenth century to present); [OLD GUJARATI] was used as literary lg. also in S Rajasthan; distinctive script replaced Nagari (retained longer by Nagar Brahmans) only in nineteenth century; four basic dial. divisions (Cardona 1965): standard (central
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Gujarat from Ahmadabad to Baroda, kathiawàdi (the Kathiawar peninsula), 'northern' or patàni, and 'southern' or surati – plus dial. of special caste or religious groups (e.g., parsì gujarati).


guresi – a dial. of Shina (or subdial. of astori dial.) in Kishanganga valley N of Vale of Kashmir.

hajong – a BENGALI-based creole spoken by originally Tibeto-Burman speaking tribals in NE Bangladesh and Cachar Dt, Assam; 23,978 in 1971 in India alone.

hakkipikki – a form of MARATHI reported from Karnataka.

Halbi, also Halabi – lg. of semi-Aryanized Gonds of Bastar Dt, MP; once regarded as dial. of MARATHI but this is now questioned (R. A. Singh 1971), as it has too little structurally and lexically in common with the latter, and features also of ORIYA and Chhattisgarhi; 346,377 in 1971.

Handuri/handúri – lg. or acc. some à dial. of Mahasui, around and E of Nalagarh on border of Punjab and HP (N of Chandigarh, W of Simla); transitional between PUNJABI and “West Pahari” of Mahasui type.

hārautì – form of “Rajasthani”, acc. Grierson subdial. of “Central Eastern Rajasthan”, in Bundi and Kota Dts; 334,377 in 1971; < hārā (old ruling house of Bundi and Kota); locally hārautí; acc. Allen LSI’s ‘hārautí’ (with retroflex) is wrong.

Haryanvi/haryānvi – main lg. of Haryana State (formerly E and S Punjab) and of rural parts of Union Territory of Delhi; a “dialect” of Grierson’s “Western Hindi” construct; most speakers return lg. as ‘Hindi’, but projected population of Haryana (1981) was 12,850,902, exclusive of Delhi and Chandigarh; until recently most common n. was ‘Bangaru’; other alt. n. ‘Deswali’ or ‘Desari’ (around Hissar), ‘Jatu’ (especially in Delhi Terr.), Hariani.

‘hazara hindki’ – see kagani.

high rudhári – dial. of Khashali (Turner).

“Himachali”/himācali – recently coined term for the W Pahari lgs. of HP, or of a proposed synthesis of them.

HINDI – this term has several, confusingly overlapping meanings: (1) MODERN STANDARD HINDI, the standard modern literary language, based on Khari Boli, now the official lg. of six Indian states (UP, MP, Haryana, HP, Bihar, and Rajasthan) and the proclaimed national lg. of India (see Chapter 2, section 3); (2) the literary traditions and speech of the “Eastern Hindi” and “Western Hindi” (q.v.) areas, e.g., the “Hindi Ramayana” = the Rámacaritamānas written in [OLD A WADHI]; (3) more loosely still, the regional speech and literary traditions of the whole area (see Chapter 2, section 1.1) lying between Bengal and the Punjab (i.e. the six north and central Indian states listed above) which from a linguistic point of view differ significantly; < earlier Hindvi, Hindí ‘language of the Indians (from the standpoint of the Persian or Turki-speaking Muslim conquerors)’; (4) in the latter sense, occasionally also further afield, e.g., beyond the Indus, = NIA speech as distinguished from the Pashto of later invaders (see hindki/hindko); (5) also in that sense, = URDU, especially before 1800; although 153,729,062 persons
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gave "Hindi" as their lg. in 1971, it is difficult to tell for how many of these HINDI in sense 1 was their mother tongue, or whether it was 'Hindi' in sense 2 or 3, or given as the literary medium they normally employed (and thus knew it at least as a second lg.: this was the case, for example, among many Hindus in the Punjab), or merely indicated allegiance to the Hindi cultural tradition, or to the official status of HINDI in their state; since the population of these areas was considerably greater, ca. 290,000,000 in 1981, evidently not all of it made any of these identifications; HINDI is now the language of education and formal communication throughout the area, and is thus known to all persons with some education; on the other hand, the area has the lowest literacy rates in India (UP 27 per cent, Bihar 26 per cent, Rajasthan 24 per cent in 1981); paradoxically, the Hindi state with the highest rate was HP (42 per cent), where the actual spoken lgs. are not among those sometimes described [e.g., by Bahri 1980] as "dialects" of HINDI; although MODERN STANDARD HINDI is a latecomer to the NIA literary scene, really getting under way only in the twentieth century, more books and periodicals are published in it today than in any other NIA lg.

'hindki' – see Hindko, 'hindko'; slightly pejorative acc. Shackle 1980.
Hindko – most common n. for NW "Lahnda" including awāṅkāri, ghēbi, chachhi (Attok Dt and S Hazara) and lg. of Kohat and Peshawar cities; < 'lg. of Indians' (vs. Pathans).
'hindko' – (1) local n. or dial. of (SIRAIKI) in Dera Ismail Khan Dt, W of Indus in central Pakistan; (2) alt. n. for lg. of N Hazara; see Kagani; (<[see Hindko]).
'Hindostani' – Grierson's n. (also Vernacular Hindostani) for the popular lg. spoken N of Delhi and W to Ambala; see Kauravi.
'Hindustani' – term referring to common colloquial base of HINDI and URDU and to its function as lingua franca over much of India, much in vogue during Independence movement as expression of national unity; after Partition in 1947 and subsequent linguistic polarization it fell into disfavor; census of 1951 registered an enormous decline (86–98 per cent) in no. of persons declaring it their mother tongue (the majority of HINDI speakers and many URDU speakers had done so in previous censuses); trend continued in subsequent censuses: only 11,053 returned it in 1971, mostly from S India; [see Khubchandani 1983: 90–1].

'jadejī' – see Kachchhi.
'jadobāți' – dial. or alt. n. of [BRAJ] as spoken by members of Yadava (jādō) caste in plains between Gwalior, Karauli, and Shivpuri (N "lobe" of MP).
'Jaipuri' – see Dhundhari.
jāngī – subdial. of (SIRAIKI) spoken by nomads of Jangal Bar tract in Lyallpur Dt, Pakistan.
jashpuri – dial. of ORIYA in N E Raigarh Dt, MP; 7,211 in 1971.
'Jatki/jatki' – alt. n. for (SIRAIKI) in localities where Jatts are numerous (esp. Jhang, Lyallpur, and Muzaffargarh Dts).
'Jatu/ji(u – alt. n. for Haryani, or of variety spoken by Jats.
Jaunsari – W Paharilg. of N Dehra Dun Dt, UP; probably 54,122 in 1971 (the total 554,122 given in Nigam's Handbook, followed by 53,957 for UP – almost all speakers reside in Dehra Dun Dt – must be a typographical
error) down from 56,556 in 1961; Sirmauri variant of Takri script had been
in use.

jhangi – dial. of (SIRAIKI) spoken in most of Jhang Dt.

ejharia – an ORIYA dial. of Koraput Dt (acc. K. Mahapatra).
j jelut – a dial. of Shina in Punjab region NW of Gilgit.

‘jubbali’ – see saracholi; < former Jubbal State.

jürar – dial. of Bagheli in Banda Dt, UP between Ken and Bagain rivers.

Kachchhī/kacchi – lg. of Kutch (desert wilderness in far NW Gujarat);
sometimes considered a dial. of SINDHI; cultural allegiance is to
GUJARATI, which serves as written lg.; 470,991 in 1971.

kacčrī – subdial. of (SIRAIKI) in alluvial plain SW of Jhang town (Pakistan);
alt. kāchṛī (Turner).

Kaganī/kāyānī – acc. Bailey 1915, dial. of “Lahnda”, spoken in Kagan valley,
Hazara Dt, Pakistan, from Abbottabad as far as Chilas; also called
‘Hindko’ (like all “NW Lahnda”); apparently = Turner’s ‘hazara hindki’
(LSI est. 308,867); returns also from Indian Kashmir in 1961 census.

‘kahīrī’ – see bilāspuri-ī.

‘kair럴 – see dhundī-kair dåli.

Kalasha/kalaṣa – archaic “Dardic” lg. of SW Chitral, Pakistan; about 3,000

*Kalaṣa-alā – *Nuristani lg. of Waigal valley, Afghanistan; not to be confused
with the “Dardic” Kalasha of Chitral; alt. n. Waigali, Wai-ala, Veron; 4–5,
000 speakers acc. Fussman 1972.

kālimāl – dial. of BRAJ closely resembling dānbhāṅg, Sawai Madhopur Dt,
Rajasthan.

kamari – dial. of MARATHI spoken by a caste in MP; 10,106 in 1971.

*kamdeshī – dial. of *Kati in lower Bashgal valley, Afghanistan (near Pakistani
border); acc. Strand, significantly different from other *Kati dialects.

kandia – acc. Fussman, a variety of Maiya−, spoken in “the valley of a
tributary on the right bank of the Indus, between Duber and Tangir.”

kandīlā – acc. LSI, a dial. of DOGRI “mixed with Panjabi” spoken in hills
NE of Gurdaspur, (Indian) Punjab; but 1961 census returns were from
Maharashtra.

Kangri – acc. LSI, a “mixture of Dogri and Panjabi”; acc. Turner a “subdia-
lect of Dogri dialect of Punjabi”; now considered (Nigam 1971), to form,
with DOGRI, a “subgroup of Western Pahari”; in any case, the largest
respondent speech group in the CIIL survey of HP, where it was found to
hold first rank also among HP “dialects” in A.I.R. programme listener-
ship; census declarations have however been rather low (7,808 in 1961,
55,386 in 1971, as against LSI est. 636,000).

Kannaui – conventionally, a “regional lg.” of the “Western Hindi” group;
acc. Grierson, “really a form of Braj Bhasha, given separate consideration
only in deference to public opinion”; spoken in E-central Doab and area
to the N of it: Kanpur, Farrukhabad, Etawah, Hārdoi, Shahjahanpur,
Pilibhit; lingering identity is that of medieval imperial capital destroyed by
the Muslim conquest nearly 800 years ago; speakers almost all return
‘Hindi’; est. 4,400,000 (Bahri 1980: 97).

kanyawālī – a dial. of Maiya−, spoken in village of Bankari, isolated in the
Tangir valley amid Shina speakers (Fussman 1972).
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(KASHMIRI) kājūr – numerically dominant (54 per cent) lg. of Kashmir, although speakers not found much outside Vale of Kashmir; cultivated for poetry from fourteenth century (Old Kashmiri period, ca. 1300–1500; Middle, 1500–1800; 'Modern' from 1800) but a modern prose tradition did not develop; although KASHMIRI is an "official lg." of India (i.e. listed in Schedule VIII of the Constitution) paradoxically it is not in official use in Kashmir itself; despite attempts to encourage the lg. and solve its problems (particularly relating to script), KASHMIRI speakers continue to prefer URDU, which continues in official use in the state; Sharda script, in use from the tenth century, has fallen into disuse as a result of the Islamic cultural orientation of four-fifths of the speech community and consequent preference for the Perso-Arabic script; neither script is well-suited to express the sounds of the lg.; traditional dial. divisions (B. Kachru 1973: 6): marāz (S/SE), kamrāz (N/NW), yamrāz (Srinagar and environs), plus (acc. some) Kashtawari outside the Vale; 1,421,760 returns in 1971; est. 3,500,000 in 1981.

Kashtawari, also Kishiwari/kaštawārī – "Dardic" lg. of the Kashmir group, sometimes regarded as a "dialect" of KASHMIRI; written in Takri script; Kishwar is a town (and valley) in Udhampur Dt, SE of the Vale on Upper Chenab; 12,166 in 1971.

'Kaṭārqlāti' – see Wotapiūrī.

Katheriyā – dial. or alt. n. of BRAJ in Budaun Dt, UP.

kāthiyāvādī – dial. of GUJARATI spoken in Kathiawar peninsula (Saurashtra); returned in census ("kaithiyawadi") mainly by émigrés; LSI est. 2,596,000.

kāthōdī – tribal dial. of mountains of Konkan and Sahyadris (Kolaba, Thana, Dadar-Nagarhaveli); alt. n. kātkari; 6,562 under both names in 1961; described (Tulpule 1971) as "originally a Khandeshi dial. but now a form of MARATHI"; acc. LSI it was a Bhili dial.

Katī – an important *Nuristani lg. of Afghanistan, spoken in two discontinuous areas of the Hindu Kush, with some settlements across the border in Chitral; W area centered on upper tributaries of Alingar; E on Bashgal valley; hence alt. n. Bashgali; bifurcation of area appears recent, not reflected in dial. divisions kataviri, kamviri, mumviri (Strand 1973).

'kātkari' – see kāthōdī.

'Kauravi' – n. advocated by H. Bahri and others for the regional variety of W Hindi called Vernacular Hindostani by Grierson and often loosely Khari Boli (q.v.); < the ancient kingdom of the Kūrus.

kerali – Pereira's term for the Hindu KONKANI dial. centered at Cochin; acc. J. Rajathi (Survey of Konkani in Kerala, Census Monograph No. 4, 1971) there are at least eight dial. of KONKANI in Kerala, spoken by various caste-communities (Kudumbis, Saraswat and Gowd Saraswat Brahmins) in different localities from Trivandrum in the S to Kasaragod in the N, i.e. not confined to Cochin; see also kudubi.

kewati – a subdial. of nagpuri MARATHI with Bagheli admixture; 3,468 in 1961.
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khairārī – a dial. of MARWARI spoken by Minas in small area of E Rajasthan NE of Mewari area, SW of Tonk; registers continuous decline: 228,264 acc. LSI; 111,050 in 1961; 20,848 in 1971.

khālātī – dial. of Chhattisgarhi spoken in E tehsils of Balaghat Dt, MP; alt. n. khalōrī (<local n. of Balaghat Dt).

Khandeshi – vernacular lg. of Dhulia and Jalgaon Dts in Maharashtra (the former Khandesh) and partly of Gujarat Dt of the Dangs, i.e. of the main valley of the Tapti river; variously considered a “dial.” of MARATHI, of GUJRATI, or a separate lg. allied to Bhili; better known locally as Ahirani (in Maharashtra), Dangi (in Gujarat), or Dhed Gujarati, but still best known to scholars as Khandeshi; returns under all names show a decline: LSI 1,253,066; 428,104 in 1961; 147,219 in 1971 – perhaps in favor of the state lg., MARA THI.

Khari Boli, sometimes Khari Boli – term in use since 1800 (first by Lallu Lal, acc. Bahri 1980: 40) for the vernacular base of Modern Standard Hindi and Urdu, identified with the variety of W Hindi spoken N and NE of Delhi from Ambala in the NW to Muradabad in the SE (called 'Vernacular Hindostani' by Grierson, 'Sirhindi' by Dhirendra Varma); Bahri (who advocates the n. 'Kauravi' for the latter) and other investigators have pointed out that these are not the same; the regional vernacular has features, such as a retroflex /l, n/, not shared by the standard dial. or the speech of Delhi on which it was based; < khari 'standing, erect' (vs. pari ‘fallen, prone’ applied to BRAJ) + khari ‘straightforward, plain’ + karā ‘hard, strong’ (vs. the “softness” of BRAJ); 6m. returned as mother tongue in 1961, nearly all from Rajasthan, apparently in modern sense as synonymous with MODERN STANDARD HINDI; not repeated in 1971.

kharawa, kharwa – GUJRATI dial. of Muslim seamen of Kathiawar.

‘Khas-kura’ – a n. for NEPALI.

khasparjiya – a dial. of Kumauni, spoken in Almora Dt.

khatolā – a dial. (or local n.) of Bundeli found in region of E Bundelkhand called Panna and adjacent areas (Bijawar, Damoh), MP; LSI gave 891,000; no separate returns in 1961 or 1971.

‘khari’ – see Saurashtri.

Khetrānī – NIA or dial. of Marri hills in Baluchistan (not to be confused with Murree hills in N Punjab); Grierson called it a dial. of “Lahnda”; acc. Morgenstierne 1932 it may be a remnant of IA spoken in Baluchistan before arrival of the Baluchis and Pathans; LSI gave 14,581.

(KHOWAR) – main lg. of Chitral (NWFP), spilling into W parts of Gilgit; expanding S at expense of Kalasha, the original lg. of Lower Chitral; recently (Buddruss 1976) trying to develop a literary standard; modified Perso-Arabic; 90,000 in 1951 acc. Fussman, citing Morgenstierne; n. from Kho tribe; Morgenstierne (1973/1936) thought (because of the “many peculiarities” of KHOWAR when compared with neighboring lgs.) that they may have been invaders from N of Hindu Kush, who drove a wedge between “the originally homogenous Dardic population of Kafiristan, Chitrul, and Gilgit”; alt. n. ‘Chitruli’.

kīrārī – dial. of Bundeli spoken by Kirar caste in Chhindwara Dt, MP; 4,750 acc. LSI; only 632 in 1961.
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kiri – dial. of Mahasui (Kiunthali) of extreme E of Mahasu Dt (HP), along border with Dehra Dun Dt, in former princely states of Tar(h)och and parts of N Jubbal; 3,938 acc. LSI; no returns in 1961.

‘kishanganja’ – see siripuria; 56,921 returns under this n. in 1971 (from Bihar).

kishangarhi – subdial. of “E Rajasthani” in former Kishangarh State NE of Ajmer; 8,608 in 1961; decline in 1971.

Kiunthali/kû ‘thali-Mahasui – principal W Pahari lg. of the Simla hills, now Mahasu Dt, HP; also “group” including handuri, simla siraji, barari, sarachali, kiri, and kochi, sometimes classed as “dial. of Kiunthali”; n. (LSI) after Keonthal, the chief among the former Simla hill states; modern preferred n. seems (cf. CIIIL Survey) to be Mahasui, after Mahasu valley, the local n. of the Satlej and n. of the new Dt; but oddly unrepresented in the census: only 133 under Kiunthali in 1961, none under either n. in 1971 Provisional Figures; perhaps returned under ‘Pahari Unspecified’, or ‘Hindi’, or local names; LSI gave 43,577 for Kiunthali “proper”, 188,763 for “group”.

kochi/kòci – lg. or dial. (of Kiunthali “group”) in E Mahasu Dt, HP, corresponding to W half of former princely state of Bashahr; acc. Bailey 1915, a generic n. of dialects he lists as rohrū, rāmpuri, surkhuif, kuiirf, and bāghi – none of which turns up in the census except rāmpuri, derived from n. of old capital of Bashahr State; LSI gave 51,882 for kochi; Bailey est. 45,000; alt. n. ‘bashahri’.

koddialli/kōdiǎli – Pereira’s n. for the Hindu KÓ N KANI dial. of S. Kanara; < Kodial (another n. for Mangalore).

(kohistiina) – < Pers. koh ‘mountain’ + -istan + -i, lit. ‘of the mountain country’; descriptive term like ‘pahāri’, sirāji.)

‘Kohistani’—1 – alt. n. for Maiya’.

“Kohistani”–2 – collective n. (Grierson’s) for Maiya-, Garwi (Bashkarik), and Torwali; or (Strand’s) for these + Wotapuri and Tirahi; also called the “Central group”.

kohistani–3 – one of three main dial. of Shina acc. Bailey 1924; spoken in Chilas and down the Indus N of and including “Indus Kohistan”.

kohistani–4 – a subdial. of kohistani–3 (vs. chilasi), i.e. the Shina of Jalkot, Pulas, and Indus Kohistan (locally kohistyo –, acc. Schmidt and Zarin 1981).

koknă, also kokni, kukna – a Bhili dial. of N Konkan, Surat, and Dadar-Nagarhaveli; 152,987 in 1971; same (?) as LSI’s konkanī–3.

koli – subdial. of konkan dial. of MARATHI, spoken by Koli caste in Thana, Kolaba, and Bombay; LSI gives 189,186; no significant returns from later censuses (e.g., 232 in 1961); essentially = general konkan dial.

(KONKANI)–1 – S-most contiguous NIA lg., main lg. of Goa (and of Savantvadi area immediately to N), and important lg. of the polyglot N and S Konara Dts of coastal Karnataka to the S; also spoken by large emigrant colonies in Bombay and Kerala; literary cultivation of so-called [STANDARD KONKANI] in sixteenth–seventeenth centuries seems to have been mainly of foreign inspiration (grammars, dictionaries, catechisms, translations); of an alleged earlier literature, supposedly destroyed by the Inquisition, no trace has been found; considerable literary cultivation of several modern dialects, however (see bardhexi, mangulluri,
antruzi, karwari, saxtti); efforts underway to develop unified modern literary lg.; now commonly written (and printed) in Devanagari, Kannada, Roman, and (occasionally) Malayalam script; 1,522,684 in 1971.

konkani-2 – also konkan standard; form of MARATHI spoken in coastal Maharashtra (= the Konkan), i.e. in Thana, Kolaba, Janjira, and N. Ratnagiri Dts; many local names acc. to caste; not to be confused with KONKANI-1.

konkani-3 – see kokna.

koshti – n. refers to a community of silk weavers in Vidarbha (Berar) and the Chhindwara Dt of MP; acc. Grierson "there is no such thing as a special Koshti dial."; they speak "a varying mixture of Bundeli, Chhattisgarhi, and MARATHI"; Nigam 1972 distinguishes koshti-1, a MARATHI subdial. of former Berar, and koshti-2, a Bundeli dial. (mixed with MARATHI) of Chhindwara; total of both in 1961 was 27,313, mostly from Maharashtra; down to 9,445 in 1971.

kotalf – a Bhili dial. of Khandesh; 455 in 1961.

kotguru, kotgurui, kotgarhi – see Sodochi.

kotkhar – Bailey’s term for a subdial. of simla siraji; n. < former British tract of Kotkhai in middle of Simla hill states (now a tehsil of Mahasu Dt, HP); a variety of ‘eastern Kiunthali’.

Kurnauni – “Central Pahari” Ig. of sub himalayan tract known as Kumaun (= Almora Dt and N of Naini Tal Dt, UP); also extends into W Nepal; normal literary lg. is HINDI, but there is a Standard Kurnauni not equivalent to any local dial. but the speech of the educated classes all over Kumaun, and used in writing to some extent; acc. Grierson it derives from the speech of the old capital at Champavat in the kurnaiya dial. area, subsequently influenced by the khasparjiya dial. of Almora; 1,234,939 in 1971.

kudubi, also kudurnbi – KONKANI dial. of non-Brahmin settlers in Kerala; 7,840 in 1961; 7,554 in 1971.

Kulvi, also Kulahi, Kuli – W Pahari lg. of the Kulu valley on the Upper Beas, in N of Kulu Dt (other dialects spoken in S of Dt); formerly written in local variety of Takri script; Kulvi seems preferred modern term (census, CIIL); 63,715 in 1971.

Kurnauni – “Central Pahari” lg. of sub himalayan tract known as Kumaun (= Almora Dt and N of Naini Tal Dt, UP); also extends into W Nepal; normal literary lg. is HINDI, but there is a Standard Kurnauni not equivalent to any local dial. but the speech of the educated classes all over Kumaun, and used in writing to some extent; acc. Grierson it derives from the speech of the old capital at Champavat in the kurnaiya dial. area, subsequently influenced by the khasparjiya dial. of Almora; 1,234,939 in 1971.

kundri-1 – a subdial. of the jūrar dial. of Bagheli, NW border of Banda Dt, UP.

kundri-2 – a dial. of Bundeli, E Hamirpur Dt, UP; LSI est. 11,000.

‘Kuhari’ – see Baghati.

‘Labhani’ – see Laman/ Lambadi.

“Lahnda” – a term (<“Western”) used (although not invented) by Grierson (LSI) for a grouping of dial. (now entirely in Pakistan, apart from émigrés) W of PUNJABI (narrowly defined, q.v.) and N of SINDHI, which he recognized as a distinct “language”, noting that its existence “has long been recognized under various names such as Jatki, Multani, Hindi or Hindko, and Western Punjabi,” each of which names is misleading or too limited; some modern scholars prefer the feminine form
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Lahndi; neither n. has any currency among speakers; Grierson recognized three main dialectal divisions: “Southern”, “Northwestern”, and “Northeastern”, each with numerous subdivisions and alternate, sometimes overlapping, names; modern investigators commonly recognize an important linguistic boundary associated with the escarpment of the Salt range separating forms of “Southern Lahnda” from the dialects to the N, but on the basis of better information the validity of the other two divisions is challenged; acc. Shackle 1979 the “emerging consensus” in Pakistan is crystallization around four identities: SIRAIKI in the S centered in Multan, Hindko in the NW centered in Peshawar, Pothohari in the N centered in Rawalpindi, and PUNJABI in the center and E, centered (in Pakistan) in Lahore; est. 10–16,000,000 (LSI 1891 est. 7,092,781). See also multani, thali, derawal, hindki, Hindko, chinawari, niswani, kacchri, jangli, peshawari, tinauli, sawain, dhanni, Pothohari, dhundi-kairali, chibhali, punchi, awankari, ghebi, Kagan, thalochri, jaki, khetani, and SIRAIKI.

Lamanil - IG. of “Rajasthani” provenance belonging to a people now especially employed in construction, noted for the colorful dress of their women; sometimes erroneously called “Gypsies”, with whom they have no connection; found all over India but esp. in the Deccan (Maharashtra, Andhra, Karnataka); alt. n. Banjari; 1,203,338 under Lamanil in 1971; 471,853 under Banjari.

‘Laria’ – Alt. n. of Chhattisgarhi, q.v.; 46,108 returns under this n. in 1971.

‘Lasi’ – SINDHI dial. spoken NW of Karachi in former princely state of Las Bela (along with other Igs.).

lodháni – Dial. of Bundeli in NW of Hamirpur Dt, UP, and adjacent parts of Jalaun Dt spoken mainly by Lodha caste; alt. n. ‘rāthorā’; not to be confused with lodhi.

lodhi – Dial. of Bundeli mixed with MARATHI spoken by immigrant peasants (originally lodhani-speakers?) in Balaghat Dt, S MP; 44,074 in 1971.

ludhianá – A subdial. of powadhi dial. of PUNJABI, taken as the basis of a written standard by European missionaries (instead of mājhi).

madhesi – Dial. of Bhojpuri spoken E of Gandak river in Champaran Dt, Bihar; 11,029 returns in 1971 probably underrepresent.

Magahi – Spoken lg. of central Bihar (from Son river E to Monghyr town and S to Hazaribagh, including Patna, Gaya); 6,638,495 in 1971 (NB population of Bihar was 69,823,154 in 1981; many return as ‘HINDI’); written for informal purposes in Kaithi script; normal literary lg. is HINDI.

magra ki boli – Bhili dial. of Merwara, Rajasthan.

‘Mahasui’ – See Kuiuthali.

mahlogi – W Pahari dial. tentatively classified under Handuri; 5,093 in 1971.

([MAITHILI]) – LG. of N Bihar (Tirhut), excepting Champaran Dt, and of parts of Nepal; formerly considered to extend S of Ganga E of Monghyr (see Angika); literary cultivation from fifteenth century; formerly had own script akin to Bengali; now Nagari mainly used; although there is some MODERN MAITHILI prose, hampered by lack of official
recognition, particularly in educational system in the capacity of a medium, as distinct from a subject, of study; also by identification with an elite; by low level of literacy in N Bihar; and by inability to compete with HINDI (see Brass 1974: 51–116 for a detailed analysis); est. 1961 (Brass 1974: 64) 16,500,000, of whom only one-third declared it their mother tongue in the census (6,121,922 in 1971); recognized as a “language” by the Sahitya Akademi in 1965; some official recognition in Nepal.

Maiya'–the “Dardic” lg. of a few villages on the right (W) bank of the Indus, opposite Palas, in Indus Kohistan (Pakistan); poorly known; alt. n. ‘Kohistani’–I; see also kanyawali.

mājhi – dial. of PUNJABI centering on Amritsar; basis of STANDARD PUNJABI.

M AL D IV I A N – official lg. of the Maldives in the Arabian Sea SE of India; related to S INHALESE; may have been brought by colonists from Sri Lanka a thousand years ago, or (de Silva 1979: 18–19) from the Indian mainland at the same time as the colonization of Sri Lanka (fifth century BC); in any case now quite distinct; written right to left in a special script (Tana); indigenous literary tradition; 100,000 speakers; also spoken on Minicoy Island, hence 5,034 return in 1971 Indian census; alt. (indigenous) n. ‘DIV EHL’ < “lg. of the islands [div].”


‘mālvanī’ – see kudāli.

M alvi – form of “Rajasthani” spoken in W MP (Indore, Ujjain, Bhopal); < Malwa, traditional n. of region; HINDI allegiance predominant; only 644,032 returns in 1971; alt. n. Ahiri, Ujjaini, Bhopali.

mālwlī – dial. of PUNJABI spoken SW of Ludhiana (Ferozepore, Faridkot, Bhatinda).

Mandeali/mandeālī – a major W Pahari lg. of Mandi Dt, HP; used in administration at all levels more than any other W Pahari lg.; said to be taken as basis of proposed “Himachali” lg.; 241,443 in 1971.

‘mandālāhā’ – see gondvānī; < Garha Mandala, n. of old Gond kingdom.

mangllurī/mangaluri – (KONKANI) dial. of Christians of S Kanara and Mangalore (Katre’s ‘x.’); considerable literary cultivation (journalism, poetry, fiction) esp. in twentieth century; center of literary activity shifted to Bombay in 1940s.

marārī – Bagheli dial. of caste of tribal gardeners (Marars), concentrated in Balaghat Dt, MP; 78,832 in 1971 (up from 37,742 in 1961).

MARATHI/marāṭhī – major NIA lg. with literature from thirteenth century (inscriptions from eleventh); conventionally divided into Old (to 1350), Middle (1350–1800), and Modern or New (1800–present); one of earliest NIA lgs. to develop strong prose tradition in modern functions; standard based on dial. of Pune (Poona) or deft; other dial. include konkan standard, varhādi (of Vidarbha), and nagpuri; spoken mainly in consolidated Maharashtra with outliers in MP and southern states where Maratha dynasties had ruled; earlier distinctive Modi script replaced by Balbodh (= Nagari with special character for /l/ and a different way of writing l–l conjuncts) after 1800; recently spelling reformed to bring closer to pronunciation of colloquial standard, mainly by dropping unpro-
nounced nasals; Maharashtra 1981 literacy rate highest among NIA-
speaking areas (47.37 per cent) excepting Goa (55.86 per cent); 41,723,893 in 1971; 1981 total probably over 50m.

martheti - dial. of MARATHI spoken as main lg. in polyglot Balaghat Dt, MP.

marmati - subdial. of khashali (W Pahari) acc. Turner.

((MARWARI))mārvārī – premier “Rajasthani” lg., spoken in various dial.
throughout Rajasthan W of Aravallis; some also include Mewari as a dial.;
large traditional literature; divided into Old and Middle periods; one
variety of [OLD MARWARI] known as [DINGAL]; in its modern
incarnation as a literary lg. most often called (‘RAJASTHANI’);
4,714,094 in 1971, to which should be added many of the ‘RAJASTHANI’ returns (2,093,557) as well as those under various dialectal
names, e.g., bagri, mewari, thali, godwari, sirohi, and bikaneri.

mawchi – an important Bhili dial. of the Gujarat-Maharashtra border area;
44,236 in 1971.

‘Mayang’ – see Bishnupriya.

merwārī – subdial. of mewari, spoken in Merwara (around Beawar in Ajmer
Dt, Rajasthan); not another n. for mewari, as sometimes used.
mewārī – spoken lg. of old princely state of Mcwar (except for Bhil-majority
areas S of Udaipur city), modern Udaipur, Bhilwara, and Chitorgarh Dts,
Rajasthan; acc. LSI a “dial.” of (MARWARI); never cultivated for
literary purposes; 817,974 in 1971.
Mewatilmewiitf – principal lg./dial. of Grierson’s “Northeastern Rajasthani”
construct: Alwar and NW Bharatpur Dts, Rajasthan + SE Gurgaon Dt,
Haryana; < Meos, a local tribe; 94,687 in 1971.
mirgānī – a dial. of Halbi in Raigarh and Raipur Dts, E MP; 2,250 in 1961.
moopan – dial. or alt. n. of a dial. of (KONKANI) in Kerala; 473 in 1971.
“Multani”, multani – main dial. and alt. n. of (SIRAIK I);
<Multan city, Dt, and Division, Pakistan; LSI gave 2,176,983; 15,692 returns from India in
1971, presumably refugees after Partition.
nagarchallniigarciil – subdial. of Dhundhari (Jaipuri) of N Tonk Dt, Rajas-
than; 7,090 in 1971 (down from 28,637 in 1961, and LSI's 71,575).
nagpuri – eastern dial. of MARATHI; < Nagpur city.

‘Nagpuria’ – see Sadani.
nāhāri-1 – dial. of MARATHI (or possibly of Halbi) in MP.
nāhāri-2, or nāhāri-bāgli – dial. of Bhili in N Nasik Dt, Maharashtra.

*Nangalami – a *Nuristani lg. (acc. Strand 1973; acc. Fussman 1972 a “Dar-
dic” lg. “of Gawarbati type”) spoken along Pech river in Afghanistan, in
two small islands in Pashto-speaking territory; also ‘Ningalami’,
‘Grangati’.

natakani – a form of MARATHI spoken in AP (6,360 in 1971, 5074 in 1961).

nawat – a dial. of (KONKANI) spoken by Muslim petty traders, mostly in
coastal Karnataka, a few in Kerala; 749 in 1961.

‘neelishikari’ – alt. n. for paradhi in AP; 223 in 1961.

NEPALI – state lg. of kingdom of Nepal since Gurkha conquest in eigh-
teenth century; attested much earlier in W Nepal (royal edicts and inscrip-
tions from fourteenth century); known to 84 per cent and mother tongue
of 66 per cent in “hill areas” acc. Clark 1977 (1963) based on 1952–4
census data; percentages no doubt higher now; has also been spreading significantly along Himalayas E of Nepal; literary record divided into Early (1300–1670), Middle (1670–1900), and Modern (post-1900); acc. Srivastava 1962 Grierson's assertion that NEPALI is derived from mewari brought by Udaipur Rajputs to Garhwal, Kumaun, and W Nepal in early sixteenth century is "not correct", since – whatever its relation to Garhwali and Kumauni – it has been shown (partly by evidence that has come to light since Grierson’s time, when Nepal was closed to outsiders and not well known) that it was the lg. of W Nepal long before that; est. 8,000,000, including 1,286,824 in India (mainly Darjeeling Dt in W Bengal, and Sikkim) in 1971; speakers in India have begun agitating for recognition; second lg. of many Tibeto-Burman-speaking hill peoples in Nepal and Sikkim; Devanagari script; alt. n. ‘Gorkhali’, ‘Khas Kura’, ‘Parbatiya’.

Nimadi/nimid – peculiar dial. or lg. of “Rajasthani” group spoken in two enclaves (E and W Nimar Dts) in MP S of Indore, surrounded by Bhili and Khandeshi except on the E; 794,246 in 1971.

niswâni – subdial. or local n. of “Southern Lahnda” (SIRAI KI), N Jhang Dt, Pakistan; LSI gives 9,432.

‘nyar’ – see girisiita.

ORIYAlodâ – lg. of 82.3 per cent of population of Orissa (rest mainly Munda and Dravidian tribal lgs.); literary cultivation from fifteenth century, inscriptions from the tenth (“connected lines” only from the mid-thirteenth); Modern period late in arriving (1950–60) because of domination of BENGA LI in nineteenth century; unique and difficult script; 19,726,745 in 1971; at least 21,600,000 in 1981.

Padari/pàdàri – W Pahari lg. of Padar area in S Kashmir, between Pangi and Kishtwar; 7,927 in 1971 (6,359 in 1961); Turner considers it a subdial. of Bhadarwahi; alt. n. ‘Pondri’.

pahòdø – acc. LSI, a Bhili dial. of E Gujarat; not recorded in 1961–71; < Gujarati ‘of the hills’.

“Pahari”–1 – Grierson’s n. for a group of NIA lgs. and dialects in the Himalayas, divided into Eastern (= NEPALI), Central (= Kumauni and Garhwal), and Western (stretching from Jaunsari in NW UP to Bhadarwahi in Kashmir).

‘Pahari’–2, or ‘Pahari Unspecified’ – term used by speakers themselves (= “lg. of the hills/mountains”) for their own and related dialects, to express differentiation from plainsmen’s speech; 1,269,651 such returns in 1971, mostly from the “Western Pahari” area.

‘pahàri’–3 – local n. for Bilaspuri/Kahluri in hilly part of Hoshiarpur Dt, Punjab.

‘pahàri’–4 – local n. for dhundi-kairâlí subdial. of “NE Lahnda” in Rawalpindi Dt.

paidi – dial. or n. of ORIYA in AP; 3,967 in 1961; [= ‘pamidi’? = ‘paki’?].

‘palesi’ – subdial. of Shina; < Palas; see kohistani–4.

panchpargania – E dial. of Magahi spoken in E Ranchi Dt, Bihar; 160,085 in 1971 (up from 57,974 in 1961); “mixed with Mundari and BENGA LI”.

Pangwalt – W Pahari lg. of “Chamba group”; in some ways agrees more with “Bhadrawahi group”; 9,800 in 1971 (8,195 in 1961).


parsi gujarati – subdial. of S GUJARATI spoken by Parsis; only 15,463 so report in 1971.

parvari – form of MARATHI in MP; 59,586 in 1961; none in 1971?

Par'ya – recently discovered (1954) NIA lg. of Soviet Central Asia (in the Gissar valley W of the Tadzhik capital of Dushanbe); alt. n. ‘Afgon’.

Pashai – a group of mutually unintelligible dialectal fragments in the poorer and smaller valleys N of the Kabul river in Afghanistan, surrounded by Pashto; remnants of a NIA-speaking population, once part of the Indian civilization (Fussman 1972: 25–6) that dominated the region from Buddhist times until at least the ninth century; around 100,000 speakers acc.

Fussman (i.e. before the war in Afghanistan).

pātīdār – a GUI RA T I peasant dial. of Kaira Dt outside the Charotar tract; see charotari; close to the “standard” dial.

‘Paṅgāli’ – see Saurskti.

paṭṭani – n. for the “N” dial. of GUJARATI; < Patan, the capital of pre-Muslim Gujarat.

pāwari/pawē – a Bhili dial. of Maharashtra; 176,018 in 1971 (38,593 in 1961).

pāwāṛī/pawārī – dial. (or local n.) of Bundeli in Datia Dt, N MP; < Pa‘war (Paramara) Rajputs; 25,400 in 1971; see also powari, pohari.

peshwari, peshwari hindkō/pāhōrī – dial. of “NW Lahnda” spoken in and around Peshawar city; beginnings of literary cultivation as most prestigious variety of NWFP Hindko (Shackle 1980: 509).

Phalural/Phalura – “Dardic” lg. of several villages in SE Chitral; an archaic offshoot of Shina; 800–1000 acc. Morgenstierne 1941; still spoken 1988 (Elena Bashir: pers. comm.); alt. n. ‘Dangarikwar’ (most common local n.), ‘Palola’, ‘Palula’; see also Sawi.

[PINGAL] – n. for literary BRAJ as written in (esp.) E Rajasthan, incorporating occasional Rajasthani forms; early medieval period.

Poguli – “Dardic” lg. of “Kashmir group” spoken in mountain valleys of Doda Dt, Kashmir, W of Kishtwar but E of the highway leading from Jammu to Srinagar; 9,508 in 1961; Hook estimates 10–20,000.

Poṭhōrī, also Poṭhārī – N. “dial. of Lahnda” spoken around and S of Rawalpindi; some attempts to cultivate.

powāḍhī, also pūḍāī – E dial. of PUNJABI (of Ludhiana, Patiala, part of Ambala Dt).

powārī – mixed dial. of Bundeli in Chhindwara Dt and adjacent Maharashtra; 64,078 in 1961.

po‘wärī – dial. of Bagheli spoken in Balaghat and Bhandara Dts, MP; < Paramara Rajputs of Malwa; see also pā‘wari.

*Prasun – *Nuristani lg. of Prasun valley, central Hindu Kush, Afghanistan (between the two sections of *Kāi); est. 2,000–3,000 (Fussman 1972); alt. n. Wasi-weri, Wa‘si-weri, Veron.

punchhi/punchi – dial. of “NE Lahnda”, spoken in Punch region of Kashmir, below (SW of) Pir Panjal range; much influenced by KASHMIRI; 13,385 in India in 1971 (+ speakers in Pakistan).

PUNJABI – lg. of state of Punjab in India and of adjacent parts of
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Pakistan (Lahore, Gujranwala); colonies of “Central” PUNJABI speakers also further W in “Lahnda” area of Pakistani Punjab; little literary activity before 1600; modern prose standard developed only in twentieth century; standard, associated in India with Sikh community, based on mājhī dial. of Amritsar; other dialects: powādhi, bhaṭṭiāni, malwāi, doābī, rāthī; 13,900,202 in India in 1971; Aksenov estimated a total (India + Pakistan) of 25–30,000,000 in 1961; Gurmukhi script used in India; Perso-Arabic in Pakistan; some Punjabi linguists in both India and Pakistan would still include “Lahnda” under PUNJABI; on their side is the fact that “all varieties of language in the Panjab are collectively closer to one another than they are to even the most closely related adjacent NIA languages” (Shackle 1979: 199–200); defining such a “Greater Panjabi” entity is another matter, however (ibid.: 199–200); SIRA IKI, for instance, lacks one criterion commonly advanced, namely tone, but has distinctive implosive consonants.

‘purbi’ – (lit. “eastern”) a n. for the western dial. of Bhojpuri, more loosely used for both [AWADHI] and Bhojpuri when spoken by settlers in the “Western Hindi” area; 8,073 returns under this n. in 1971.

“Rajasthani”—1 – a Grierson construct, grouping the dialects lying between “Western Hindi” and GUJARATI into one lg.; comprising “Western” ((MARWARI)) with Mewari, Bagri, etc.), “Central Eastern” (Jaipuri or Dhundhari, Harauti, etc.), “Northeastern” (Mewati, Ahirwati), and “Southeastern” [outside the geographic boundaries of Rajasthan/Rajputana] (Malvi, Nimadi); Kellogg had previously treated all these as “dialects of HINDI”; Tessitori subsequently (1914–16) used the term Old Western Rajasthani to refer to a lg. which acc. J. D. Smith (1975: 434) is really [OLD GUJARATI], although it was widely employed as a literary medium in Rajasthan; the non-contiguous Gojri and Lamani have also been found to be affiliated to the group; excluding these and Malvi + Nimadi, the population of Rajasthan was 34,102,912 in 1981.

(‘RAJASTHANI’)—2 – increasingly used as n. of new literary lg., based primarily on ([MARWARI]); decline of certain local dial. names in Rajasthan, partly in favor of ‘RAJASTHANI’ (over 2m. in 1971) may be an indication that linguistic consolidation is proceeding: Devanagari script used.

rajbangshi – dial. of BENGALI spoken in N Bangladesh (Rangpur), N. Bengal (Jalpaiguri, Cooch Behar), and Goalpara Dt of Assam.

Rāṁbani – “Dardic” lg. of “Kashmir group” in Jammu; current local n. ‘Zundhārī’ (Hook: pers. comm.).

rampuri – subdial. of kochi; 517 in 1961.

rangari—1 – a MARATHI dial. of dyers in Berar, acc. LSI.

rāṅgari – variety of Malvi spoken by Rajputs in SW MP; alt. n. rājwātī.

rāṭhauri – acc. LSI, local n. of bhaṭṭiāni dial. of PUNJABI in Ferozepore; but 1961 census returns (584 only) mostly from Maharashtra.

rāṭhi—1 – a dial. of PUNJABI, strongly mixed with Haryani, spoken in Ghaggar valley; alt. n. pacchādī, nālī, jānd.

rāṭhi—2 – a dial. of Garhwali; 63,057 acc. LSI; alt. n. rāthwālī.

rāṭhi—3 – a subdial. of sirohi spoken on Mt Abu; 8,669 in 1971; alt. n. ābu lok ki boli.

‘rāṭhora’ – see lodhanti.
rāhvi – a Bhili dial. of E Gujarat.
‘REKHTA’ – an old n. for standard literary URDU.
‘Revapari’, ‘Riwā’ – alt. names for Bagheli (e. g., in Kellogg).
rodiya – a SINE HALESE dial., or argot, of a particular community.
rohru – a subdial. of kochi (HP).
Romany, also Romani – Ig. of the Gypsies; three main dial. divisions: asiatic (Syro-Palestinian), armenian, and europeen (with many subdial.);
numbers difficult to ascertain: Voegelin and Voegelin 1977 estimate 450,000–900,000; no true Gypsies in Indian subcontinent, but probable linguistic connection with Dumaki in Hunza.
Sadani/Sadani, also Sadri – vernacular and lingua franca of E Chota Nagpur plateau (Palamu and Ranchi Dts, SW Bihar); arguments over whether it is a “dial. of Bhojpuri” or a “dial. of Magahi” might better give way to considering it as a separate lg., now recognized as a subject at the University of Ranchi; alt. n. ‘Nagpuriya’; total under both n. in 1971 (with Sadani/Sadri predominating) was 1,142,310, up from 626,124 in 1961.
sāeti ki boli – subdial. of sirohi in SW of Sirohi Dt; transitional to or mixed with GUJARATI; LSI gives 6,000.
sainji – W Pahari dial. spoken in valley of Sainj r. in S Kulu Dt, HP (Bailey 1915).
saracholi/soracoli – dial. of Kiunthalil/Mahasui, spoken in Jullabh tehsil of E Mahasu Dt; alt. n. barār (sometimes considered a separate dial., pertaining to E portion of above territory); LSI gives 2,428 for saracholi and 7,894 for barār; barely returned in later censuses.
sarākī – Jain subdial. of “western” dial. of BENGALI, spoken in Ranchi, Bihar.
sāstī, sansi – acc. Bailey, dial. of a “criminal tribe” in N Himalayas; returns (467 only) in 1961 from Rajasthan and MP, not HP; acc. LSI pertains to “UP and Punjab”; alt. n. sāstīyā.
Saurashtri – Ig. of a weaver community in S India, centering on Madurai (Tamilnad); originally connected with GUJARATI, but colony dates back 1000 years; written in Tamil script; 181,289 in 1971 (under alt. n. ‘Saurashtra’); other alt. n. ‘Patnīli’, ‘Khatri’.
Savi, Sāvi – “Dardic” Ig. (or dial. of Phalura, with which it is mutually intelligible) spoken in villages (Sau, Narsat, etc.) on Kunar river in Afghanistan, S of Gavarbat area.
sawain – subdial. of “NW Lahnda” (acc. Grierson) in Fatehjang Tehsil, Attock Dt, Pakistan; alt. n. ‘sohain’.
[saxtī]/sasī – (KONKANI) dial. of Christians of S Goa (Salcete), cultivated in eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (songs, hymns); superseded in literature by barhdexi dial. in twentieth century.
suśī – acc. Turner, a subdial. of Khashali.
shahpuri – transitional dial. (<Shahpur town on Jhelum river, Sargodha Dt, Pakistan) unfortunately taken by Grierson as base of reference for “standard Lahnda”, but acc. Shackle 1979: 201 now better classed as a dial. of PUNJABI.
shekūwātī – dial. of MARWARII in N Rajasthan, S of bāgrī dial., mainly
in Jhunjhunu Dt of Jaipur; 22,160 in 1961; does not appear in 1971; acc. Bahl 1972, several important (‘RAJASTHANI’) writers are from this area.

Shina/Gilgl∗Ji – main “Dardic” Ig. after KASHMIRI; spoken in Gilgit, Upper Indus valley (Indus Kohistan, Chilas, enclaves in Baltistan, i.e. Skardu, and in Ladakh), and mountainous area N and E of Vale of Kashmir (Astor, Gurai, Dras); acc. Bailey, three main dialectal divisions: *gilgitı, kohistani* (incl. *chilasi, pales*), and *astori* (incl. *guresti, drasti*), plus *broksta*; Voegelin and Voegelin 1977 est. 100,000 speakers, mostly in Pakistan; 1971 census found 9,902 in India; may once have occupied more of Baltistan and Ladakh than it does at present.

sikawārī – dial. of [BRAJ] spoken between Gwalior town and Chambal river, MP.

SINDH – distinctive Ig. of Lower Indus valley (Pakistan, Sind Province); pre-modern literary cultivation mainly by Sufi poets; Modern literary development mainly in twentieth century, now vigorous, including journalism; most firmly established regional Ig.-identity in Pakistan; influx of Hindu refugees from Sind has led to its recognition (in Schedule VIII) as an official Ig. of India also; dialects: *vicholi, lät, lāst, ‘siraki’* (doubtful: see below); sometimes *Kacchi* also considered a SINDH dial.; *vicholi* is basis of the standard; specially modified Perso-Arabic script (see Chapter 6); Hindus had also used for informal purposes the Landa script; proposals to adopt Devanagari for SINDH in India inhibited by desire not to break unity of Ig.; 5–6,000,000 in Pakistan; 1,204,678 in India in 1971.

SINHALESESisihala – IA Ig. of Sri Lanka (Ceylon), established from sixth century BC; literary cultivation from tenth century, inscriptions earlier; 10,585,000 speakers; unique cursive script of S Indian type.

(SIRAIKI)–1 – new literary Ig. based on “S Lahnda” dialects, especially *multani* and *bahawalpuri*; < SINDH *sir* ‘north’.

[‘siraki’]–2 – n. of “Lahnda” (= SIRAIKI) as spoken particularly by immigrants in Sind acc. LSI; formerly in some literary use; alt. n. *siraki hindki* (LSI), sindhi siraki (Shackle 1976).

‘siraki’–3 – acc. Trumpp, no. of SINDH dial. spoken in N Sind (the Sirio); acc. to Grierson the lg. there does not differ from standard *vicholi* except in “clearer articulation”, and in any case, local officials always used the term in sense 2 (hence > modern sense 1), never in Trumpp’s sense.

siraji–1 – a dial. of Kulu (or Ig. of “Kulu Group”); alt. n. *inner siraji, kulu siraji*.

siraji–2 – a dial. of “Sutlej Group” closely allied to Shodochi, also spoken in Kulu Dt, but S of Jalor range, in valleys tributary to Satlej, i.e. S of inner siraji; alt. n. *outer siraji*, NB 1971 figure of 56,135, though probably from Kulu (92 per cent of CII survey “Shiraji” respondents were from Kulu), could be either *siraji–1* or *siraji–2*.

siraji–3 – dial. of KIunthal/Mahasui spoken in Kotkhai and adjacent areas, E. of Simla, S of Shodochi; alt. n. *simla siraji*.

Siraji–4 – a dial., or lg. of “Kashmir group”, spoken in and around town of Doda on Chenab river, Kashmir, S of Kishtwar; 19,978 in 1971; alt. n. Doda Siraji.

‘Sirhindı’ – Dhirendra Varma’s term for Khari Boli.

Sirmauri – W Pahari lg. of Sirmaur Dt, HP (and of Chaupal tehsil of Mahasu
Dt); dialects: giripāri (with subdial. bīsfau) and dhārthī (S of Giri rivers); special variety of Takri script used for informal writing; 111,385 in 1961; only 14,542 in 1971 (returned under "Pahari Unspecified")?

sirohi – ([MARWAR]) dial. spoken in Sirohi Dt + Jalore, Rajasthan; 179,000 acc. LSI.

Sodochi – W Pahari lg. of S bank of Satlej river in Mahasu Dt, HP; akin to ‘outer siraji’ of N bank; 18,893 acc. LSI; alt. n. ‘Kotguri’ (Bailey), ‘Saduchi’.

sondwarī – dial. of Malvi in Rajasthan; 31,488 in 1971.

‘sohain’ – see sawain.

‘Suketi’ – the same lg. as Mandeali; 4,906 under this n. in 1961.


surati – the southern dial. of GUJARATI.

surguja – a dial. of Chhattisgarhi in Surguja Dt, NE MP.

‘thareli’ – dial. intermediate between SINDHI and ([MARWAR]) spoken in Thar-Parkar desert region of E Sind + SW Jaisalmer (Rajasthan); alt. n. dhakī, tharechi.

tinauli – subdial. of “NW Lahnda” spoken by Tinawal tribe in Hazara, Pakistan.

Tirahi – “Dardic” lg. spoken (or once spoken – only a few old people remembered the lg. acc. Fussman 1972) in an enclave of three villages in Pashto territory S of Jalalabad, Afghanistan; S-most “Dardic” lg.

tirhari–1 – dial. of Kannauji spoken on N bank of Jamuna in Kanpur Dt, UP, opposite Hamirpur.

tirhari–2 – dial. of Bagheli spoken on S bank of Jamuna in Banda, Fatehpur, and Hamirpur Dts, UP.

‘TIRA HUTIYA’ – see ([MAITHILI]).

torwālī – subdial. of “Central E Rajasthani” spoken N of Jaipur; LSI gives 342,554; not returned in later censuses.

Torwali – “Dardic” lg. of a few villages in the upper Swat valley; numbers have greatly declined since first discovered (Fussman 1971: 27).

‘tōwargarhi’ – see bhadauri; < Tomara Rajputs.

*Tregami – *Nuristani lg. of three villages (tre gām) situated in a small valley W of the Kunar; alt. n. (Morgenstierne) ‘Gambiri’ (< n. of one of the villages).

‘Ujjaini’ – see Malvi.

URDU – national lg. of Pakistan and one of the official lgs. of India; a Persianized development of Khari Boli; spoken in Delhi, Lucknow, Hyderabad, and other Indian cities with large Muslim populations; originally not native to Pakistan, though cultivated in Lahore; now Karachi is an expanding URDU-speaking enclave; est. 32,000,000, incl. 28,600,428 in India in 1971; modified Perso-Arabic script (see Chapter 6).

vadodari – n. of dial. of uneducated in Baroda, but basically the same as general “standard” GUJARATI.
vāgdi (also wagdi) – the main dial. of Bhili spoken in S Rajasthan (Dungarpur, Banswara, S Udaipur); 756,786 in 1961; missing in 1971.

varhādi – the MARATHI of Vidarbha (Berar): Amraoti, Buldana, Akola Dts.

vārī–1 – a Bhili dial. of the Dangs in S Gujarat.

vārī–2 (also warli) – a MARATHI dial. of a tribe in Thana Dt allegedly of Bhil origin; 1971 figure of 113,291 (up from 45,605 in 1961, mostly from Dadra-Nagarhaveli and Gujarat) may not distinguish varli–1 and varli–2.

vedda – a dial. of SINDH, spoken by small aboriginal group in Sri Lanka, who have lost their own lg.

vicholi – dial. of SINDHI on which the standard lg. is based, spoken in central Sind (“Vicholo”), focusing on Hyderabad.

*Wai-ala*, *Waigali* – see *Kalasha-alā*

*Wasi-weri* – see *Prasun.

wazirabadi – a NW variety of Central PUNJABI (N of Lahore), the basis of Bailey’s descriptions (1904).

“Western Hindi” – a Grierson construct comprising Braj Bhasha, Kannauji, Bundeli, Bangaru (= Haryanvi), and “Vernacular Hindostani”.

“Western Pahari” – lg. group, though sometimes treated as a “language” with “dialects”, including as chief members (E to W) Jaunsari, Sirmauri, Chaneali, Bhadrawahi, and Khashali; the group stretches from NW UP to S Kashmir, mainly occupying HP.


‘Zundhari’ – see Rāmbani.
Appendix II

SCHEMES OF NIA SUBCLASSIFICATION

What is usually meant by linguistic classification is genetic classification, implying a systematic divergent development (primarily though not exclusively phonological) from a common ancestor, and portrayable in a branching-tree diagram (Stammbaum). Other kinds of classification (e.g., typological) should be kept rigorously separate from this one, although in practice – and especially in the NIA field – they have often been mixed into it, greatly confusing the picture.

A Stammbaum represents historical linguistic reality with minimal distortion in a situation where the diverging branches lose contact with one another and remain thus, because of geographical or longstanding political separation. If they remain in contact, or come into contact again (through further migrations, or assimilation of intervening peoples), the effects of mutual borrowing may greatly obscure the relationships, or make it difficult to construct a Stammbaum at all.

This is preeminently the case with Indo-Aryan, which has developed primarily in an area with few internal natural barriers, where unstable political units have often not coincided with linguistic units, and where significant internal migrations have taken place. The resulting dialectal continuum thus creates problems for NIA subclassification as well as for the identification and delimitation of languages and dialects (Chapter 2).

The so-called wave theory may describe many of the linguistic facts better than a Stammbaum. Individual linguistic features spread, pond-ripple fashion, first from one center, then from another, weakening as the distance increases, and thereby affecting sometimes only certain dialectal subdivisions of a “language”, sometimes only certain subsystems thereof, sometimes only particular items. In terms of such centers of diffusion, there has been, along with more localized movements, a large-scale shift of the center of gravity of Indo-Aryan culture and power from the western end of the Indo-Gangetic plain to the eastern, and then back again, at least to the vicinity of Delhi. Closely connected with this has been the influence of prestige languages far beyond their natural dialectal constituencies: first of northwestern Vedic, then midland Sanskrit, eastern Magadhi, midland Sauraseni Prakrit and Apabhramsa, alien Persian, and finally midland Hindi.

The effects of all this overlie whatever “original” pattern of relationships there was, and are often difficult to sort out from it. Wave theory, by the very nature of the effects it is concerned with, does not offer an alternative basis for classification of languages. It does permit the drawing of isoglosses, which at least can make the pattern of overlays clearer.

Leaving aside earlier speculations that led nowhere, the first attempt to sort out the Indo-Aryan puzzle that had lasting effects was that of Hoernle in 1880. He classified the NIA languages he knew about into four groups: “Northern” (Nepali, Kumauni, Garhwal), “Western” (“Western Hindi” under which he included Marwari and “Eastern Rajputani”,...
Punjabi including “Multani”, Sindhi, and Gujarati), “Southern” (Marathi with Konkani), and “Eastern” (Bengali, Oriya, and “Eastern Hindi” by which he meant primarily Bhojpuri, with Maithili and “Magadh”, and marginally “Baiswari”, that is, Awadhi, which he felt was mixed with “Western Hindi”). There were to be sure certain errors and omissions here, along with use of a nomenclature often differing from the one that has since prevailed (mainly because of Grierson’s LSI): e.g., his term Gaudian for continental NIA, or his use of Eastern Hindi primarily in the sense of “Bihari”.

Hoernle believed that “at a former period each of these four groups constituted a single language.” Moreover, affinities between the “Southern” and the “Eastern” groups, on the one hand, and between the “Northern” and the “Western”, on the other, pointed to “a still more remote period” when these four reduced themselves to two, a northwestern speech, which he proposed to call “Sauraseni”, and a southeastern, which he proposed to call “Magadhi” – not to be confused with Literary Sauraseni and Literary Magadhi Prakrit. (Maharashtri he considered, on the basis of a number of arguments, to be merely another form of Sauraseni and to have nothing to do with Maharashtra or Marathi, attributing such an identification to a mistake by Prakrit grammarians in the east, never by those in the west who had first-hand knowledge of the situation. The basically descriptive term maha-raśtra ‘great country’ could allegedly have been applied to any powerful kingdom.) Hoernle’s scheme is thus explicitly historical and genealogical, and attempts to keep separate the questions surrounding the literary languages. it yields a fairly neat Stammbaum with only one anomalous element: see Figure II.1.

Hoernle moreover viewed the situation as dynamic. Speakers of the Southeastern dialect had, he thought, once occupied the northwest, but had been pushed back by a later invasion of “Sauraseni” speakers – leaving, however, tokens of their former presence in some of the later languages of the west and north.

It was this two-invasion hypothesis of Hoernle’s that led Grierson, armed with a better knowledge of the number and extent of NIA languages, to develop his well-known Inner–Outer model. It also postulated two basic branches but differed in important respects from Hoernle’s model. Certain languages belonging to Hoernle’s “Western” group (Western Hindi, Punjabi, Gujarati, Rajasthani – recognized as distinct from Hindi, along with Bhili
and Khandeshi) plus the "northern" group were taken to constitute an Inner sub-branch, the speakers of which were also the bearers of the Vedic religion, Sanskrit, the caste system, and Hindu civilization in general (always associated with the Madhyadesa, the area between Ambala and Allahabad). The remaining "Western" languages (i.e. Sindhi plus Western Punjabi or "Lahnda", which was recognized as distinct partly for the sake of this scheme) he combined with the "Southern" and "Eastern" languages (including Assamese and the cluster of dialects he called "Bihari") to constitute an Outer sub-branch surrounding the "Inner" languages in a semi-circle interrupted only at Gujarat, where "Inner" speakers had "broken through to the sea."

Considering the connection between Marathi and the Eastern languages to have been established by Hoernle, Grierson concentrated his efforts on trying to prove that the "Northwestern" languages (Sindhi and "Lahnda"), as he called them, also belonged to that group and not with what he called the "Central" languages headed by Western Hindi. (Hoernle had held an explicitly opposite view, although he had noted, as an indication of the supposed former occupancy of the northwest by "Magadhan", certain alleged "Magadhan" features in the Iranian language Pashto, as well as in "Kafiri").

Although it is often associated with his Inner–Outer theory, Grierson was careful to dissociate himself from the two-invasion hypothesis as such (LSI I: 116, and footnote 2), maintaining only that there were earlier and later "immigrants", either of which could have constituted the core of the Inner or of the Outer branches, by any of several possible scenarios. It is plain from his comments elsewhere, however, that he inclined to the view that the Outer represented the earlier and the Inner the later arrivals.

He was compelled to recognize a third or Mediate sub-branch also, consisting of Awadhi with the related Bagheli and Chhattisgarhi, which inconveniently manifested characteristics of both the Inner and the Outer sub-branches. He labeled this dialect cluster "Eastern Hindi" and it was this usage, rather than Hoernle's, that prevailed, at least in English. (In Hindi, the term Purbi, 'Eastern', usually denotes Bhojpuri, as it did for Hoernle.) Bhojpuri was assigned to the new "Bihari" cluster or "language": one effect of this, according to partisans of Maithili, has been to skew "Bihari" more toward Hindi than it should have been.

The Inner and the Outer sub-branches consisted of further branches, or "groups". As a Stammbaum, Grierson's first model therefore looked something like Figure II.2.

Grierson did not concern himself much (and Hoernle not at all) with the extra-Indian members of the family, Sinhalese and Romany. The implication was that the former went with the Outer branch ("its nearest relative in India is Marathi, but the relationship is distant" – LSI I: 145), while Romany was regarded as of "Dardic" affinity. (The "Dardic" question will be summarized later. Grierson did not consider the so-called Dardic languages to be Indo-Aryan at all, although he held that their most prominent representative, Kashmiri, had been subjected to strong Indo-Aryan influence.)

Grierson immediately began to hedge on his basic classification. Punjabi, "Rajasthani", and Gujarati were Inner languages, but superimposed on an Outer substratum, most tangible in Gujarati. "Lahnda" showed weaker traces of expanding Inner influences, but Outer characteristics retained the upper hand. Sindhi and "Lahnda" were superimposed in turn on a "Dardic" substratum – itself having a substratum of the non-Aryan Burushaski. Grierson indeed found traces of "Dardic" in many places, e.g., in the Romany, Pahari, and Bhili dialects and as far afield as Konkani. The "Inner" character of Pahari was allegedly the result of the rather recent superimposition of Rajasthani on a complex substratum that included Munda, Tibeto–Burman, "Dardic", and foreign elements.

S. K. Chatterji, in an appendix to the introduction to his monumental Origin and development of the Bengali language (1926), took strong exception to the whole Inner-
Figure II.2 NIA subclassification according to Grierson (LSI): tree-diagram
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Outer premise. Grierson's criteria for this basic division were a mixed bag of phonetic, morphological, and what would have to be called typological characteristics, e.g.,

1. Inner preservation of /s/ (<OIA /ś, s, s/) vs. Outer substitution of other sounds;
2. Inner loss vs. Outer retention of final short vowels (actually a matter of relatively recent linguistic history);
3. Inner Past suffix {-i-} vs. Outer {-l-};
4. the "analytic" character of the Inner languages vs. the alleged "synthetic" character of the Outer languages.

Chatterji attempted to refute these on (briefly) the following grounds:

1. some alleged "Outer" features are often demonstrably late and independent developments (e.g., the Past in {-l-}): it will be recalled that the Inner–Outer division was supposed to go back to the beginning of the Indo-Aryan period;
2. they are not found in all the so-called "Outer" languages (e.g., the {-l-} Past is not found in "Lahnda");
3. they are also found in so-called "Inner" languages (the {-l-} suffix is found in Gujarati; the deformation of /s/ to [h] is found in Punjabi, non-standard, and Bhili—and in the future suffix, even in Braj (OIA karisyati > MIA karissati > Braj karithai; paradoxically, "Outer" Lahnda preserves an [s] in such forms: karthi);
4. they are stages through which all NIA languages have passed (e.g., the retention of final short vowels, where in any case no real Inner–Outer pattern is discernible);
5. they are superficial coincidences resulting from different local non-Aryan influences (e.g. the dental articulation of /c, j/ as [ts, dz] in Marathi, Southern Oriya, Eastern Bengali, and certain Pahari languages, under the respective influence of Dravidian [Telugu] and Tibeto-Burman languages);
6. they result from universal phonological tendencies ([s] > [h], found also in Greek, Welsh, Iranian, dialectal Spanish, etc.; in certain classes of words, e.g., numerals, the change of medial -s- to -h-, often subsequently lost, is universal in Prakrit and NIA: OIA aṭṭastatāi 'seventy-eight' > MIA aṭṭhathattari > Hindi–Punjabi–Lahnda aṭṭhathar);
7. they represent a heterogeneous collection of features (e.g., the "deformation of [s]": the change of [s] to [ʃ] before front vowels in Marathi is not the same thing as the merger of the three OIA sibilants into [ʃ] in Magadhi Prakrit; neither of these developments is the same as the shift of medial [-s-] to [-h-] in Sindhi, Lahnda, and Punjabi);
8. the Outer languages are "agglutinative" in structure, not "synthetic"; truly synthetic elements, inherited from OIA, are mere fragments preserved randomly in both "Inner" and "Outer" languages; "Inner" languages are arguably as agglutinative as "Outer" languages; finally, such typological arguments are of no relevance for genetic subclassification.

In short, Chatterji saw no unity among the "Outer" languages, and more importantly, even less unity going back in time: the earliest reliable record, that of the Asokan inscriptions, shows "profound differences" between the Northwestern and the Eastern Prakrits. Instead, he saw more abiding differences along a simple east/west axis, with the Eastern and Northwestern groups at two extremes and the Midland (= Central) group in between.

The Eastern and Midland groups share certain important innovations vis-à-vis the northwest, such as the change VCC > V:C, the northwest being in all respects more
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conservative. In some other matters, such as the preservation of the so-called "passive" construction of transitive verbs in the perfective, the Midland languages align themselves with the northwest (and Marathi). Chatterji finally quoted his mentor Meillet to the effect that there was almost nothing in IA that could not be explained from Vedic, and nothing indicating that there had ever been an Aryan dialect in India in ancient times "which differed from that which is represented by the Vedic except in details of secondary importance."

Further considerations (e.g., the retention of /v/ in Gujarati, Punjabi, Sindhi, and Marathi, as against its shift to /b/ in Hindi and the Eastern languages) led Chatterji to set up somewhat different subgroupings also. Rajasthani and Gujarati were put in a Southwestern group and the Pahari languages in a separate Northern group, while Punjabi was put in the Northwestern group. This left a Midland group consisting only of Western Hindi. Eastern Hindi was added to the Eastern group. Marathi with Konkani he viewed as standing alone. Sinhalese he regarded as having more affinity with Gujarati than with Marathi. Romany was brought out of Dardic and into the Northwestern group. Dardic itself was still viewed as outside IA.

The original Grierson model and the Chatterji model are compared below (Figures II.3 and II.4) using instead of a tree diagram a stylized map diagram which shows the contact relations of the main languages (taking these in Grierson's terms for convenience).

Chatterji tried to trace his groupings back to early M1A or even O1A dialectal differences, attested or hypothetical. The east/west difference he saw as going back at least to the Vedic period, partly as the natural result of the greater effect of non-Aryan languages on the advancing Aryan spearhead while the Aryan of the west continued to be influenced by the neighboring and related Iranian. He too felt the need to postulate various inter-group influences within IA, especially Midland influence on Punjabi, Rajasthani, Gujarati, and
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Eastern Hindi. He agreed with Grierson in seeing Rajasthani influence on Pahari and "Dardic" influence on (or under) the whole Northwestern group + Pahari.

Grierson was not persuaded by Chatterji's arguments. Against one of the most telling of them, namely that many of the points of agreement among so-called "Outer" languages were of modern and therefore independent origin, he mounted a surprising defense, which is worth quoting at length:

If, for the sake of argument, we admit that every single case of agreement between the North-Western and the Southern and Eastern languages was in each case an instance of independent development, it would also have to be admitted by my critic that for so many coincidences of independent development there must have been a common cause. This I find in what may be called the hereditary tendencies of languages or of language groups. Assuming that several languages can be traced to a common stock, even though that stock contains no signs of what will be the ultimate forms developed in after years, still these languages will in the main develop on the same lines and have similar resultant forms, while other related languages, not descended from that common stock, but from some other stock related to it but not containing the same seeds of tendency, will develop on different lines . . . (Grierson: 1931 51-2)

On the subject of subgroupings Grierson was more flexible, the original subgroupings being largely a working plan (based on preliminary impressions) for the Linguistic Survey, not conclusions based on it. In a revised version of his scheme published in 1931–3, he confined the Inner or Midland branch (now equivalent terms) to Western Hindi alone. The "Intermediate" branch, as it was now called, was expanded to include Punjabi, Rajasthani,
Gujarati, and Pahari. Removal of these from the Central group had the merit of removing the major sources of embarrassment for "Outer" features in the "Inner" branch. It is obviously easier to defend the character of one "language" against all others. It does not, however, make it easier to defend a common origin for the others. (In the case of Hindi, Chatterji had noted, and it is worth emphasizing here, that it owed some of its character to the purely gratuitous circumstance that it had been more influenced by Persian than any other NIA language.)

Bhili and Khandeshi were now regarded as "dialects" of Gujarati and Rajasthani, respectively. (Mixed or transitional forms of speech present obvious problems for this type of classification. One way of "solving" – actually of hiding – them is to decree that such a language is a "dialect" of an already safely classified language. Khandeshi has suffered the fate of being regarded as a dialect of Marathi, of Gujarati, of Bhili, of Rajasthani, and as an independent language.) Figure II.5 shows the revised Grierson scheme.

Meanwhile and subsequently, other scholars have perceived somewhat different relationships. Although Turner apparently nowhere sets forth a complete classification as such, he seems to have worked out a fairly definite model in his head, the outlines of which can be pieced together (see Figure II.6) from repeated references to one or another part of it in his various articles (mostly fairly early: 1975 [1921, 1926, 1927]). It is partly based on the work of Bloch, with whom, however, he did not hesitate to differ when he felt the evidence demanded it. First of all, he brought Kashmiri and the rest of "Dardic" (although recognizing the special nature of "Kafiri") into Northwestern Indo-Aryan proper, along with Punjabi and West Pahari. Central and Eastern Pahari (that is, Nepali, on which he had particular expertise), however, he saw as part of an enlarged Central group, including Eastern Hindi, Rajasthani, ancestral Romany (also the object of his special investigation), and possibly "Bihari", but probably not Gujarati, on the subject of which he seems to have
had difficulty making up his mind, in spite of (or perhaps because of) a detailed study devoted to it (1921). In spite of its alleged common ancestry with Rajasthani (according to Tessitori 1916—a matter on which J. D. Smith has recently cast some doubt), there were reasons to put it with Marathi. There were likewise reasons to put Sinhalese in this Southwestern group, although in the (later) introduction to his *Comparative dictionary* (1966: xi) he expresses the conviction that it is connected "rather with the eastern languages, especially Oriya."

![Figure II.6 NIA subclassification based on Turner](image)

Katre 1968 (Figure II.7) expanded the Central group further to again include Gujarati, Punjabi, and West Pahari, although excluding "Bihari". He saw "Dardic" as a special branch of IA, including "Kafiri" as a subgroup, and Sinhalese as going with Marathi.

Cardona 1974 (Figure II.8) reattached Bihari to the central group, but again took out Gujarati to put it with Marathi and Sinhalese in a category called "Western and Southwestern groups", and Punjabi to put it in an enlarged Northwestern group including this time all of Pahari as well as "Dardic" (although recognizing the disputed position of the latter).

As a final example (more could be given), relational statements in Nigam 1972 when put together yield a classification (most easily expressed as a Stammbaum, Figure II.9) that among other things sees a southern group (Marathi and Sinhalese) as an offshoot of a Proto-Central group.

There have also been tinkering with smaller points in the taxonomy. It is proposed, for example, that Dogri, with the closely related Kangri, belongs with West Pahari rather than Punjabi of which it had previously been considered a "dialect", and that Sadani is an offshoot of Magahi rather than of Bhojpuri (Nigam 1972).

It may seem that just about every conceivable way of carving up the NIA pile has been advocated by one scholar or another. Marathi, whose connection with the Eastern group was for Hoernle and Grierson so obvious as to hardly need comment, for others tends to be a language of "Western" or at least "Southwestern" affinity, or even (Nigam) of "Central"
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Figure II.7  NIA subclassification according to Katre

Figure II.8  NIA subclassification according to Cardona
Figure II.9 NIA subclassification according to Nigam

affinity. Eastern Hindi, which was for Hoernle, Grierson, and also Chatterji not only a different language from Western Hindi but also a member of a different branch of Indo-Aryan, is put together with Western Hindi in more recent taxonomies (Turner, Katre, Nigam, Cardona, Zograph) — which at least has the merit of greater congruence with popular feelings: “Hindi” is “Hindi”.

There have been, to be sure, a few constants: the “core” if not the boundaries of the peripheral Eastern and Northwestern groups have remained stable in all the classifications, that is, Bengali-Assamese-Oriya and Sindhi—“Lahnda”. The problem has been with literally everything in between. It should be recalled that Grierson’s controversial Inner–Outer hypothesis (which has by no means been abandoned by all scholars) rested on trying to link precisely these two extremes.

The criteria for these varied classifications are given in very few cases (exceptions being Turner, Bloch, and to some extent Cardona). In fairness to the scholars concerned it must be acknowledged that spelling them out would involve an amount of philological detail inappropriate to the contexts in which such overall classifications are usually presented. The fact is that criteria do exist for all the above taxonomies, and some others besides — and they conflict. One scholar is struck by the differences between Gujarati and Marathi, e.g., that Gujarati uses the Perfective suffix {-i-} (like Hindi and Punjabi) while Marathi uses {-l-} (like Oriya and Bengali), and that Gujarati forms its Future with {-J-} (like Lahnda with {-s-}, while Marathi forms it with {-l-} (like Nepali). A second scholar may note that both languages preserve three genders, the “passive” construction of transitive verbs in the Perfective, the distinction v/b, and have /l-l/ as the reflex of OIA /lkl/ progressing to /s/ as the reflex of OIA /ks/. A taxonomic decision thus appears to have to rest on giving priority to some criteria over others.
A non-arbitrary way of doing this might appear to lie in giving priority to phonology. The achievements of historical and comparative linguistics after all mainly rest on it elsewhere — why not in Indo-Aryan? As Turner never tired of stressing, regularities underlie even apparent exceptions to the regularity of sound change — certain classes of frequently used words, grammatical endings, etc. (P. D. Gune Memorial Lectures, 1960).

Unfortunately phonology is precisely the area where exceptions of another sort are most in evidence, namely those due to borrowing of words from other dialects. Turner himself (writing on Gujarati historical phonology) is rather pessimistic on the subject:

The result [of the extensive mixture of dialects in India from the earliest times] has been that the sound-changes, which chiefly distinguish the modern Indo-Aryan languages from the primitive as represented more or less in the Veda, were shared in common over the greater part of the area; and even the differences, such as the varying evolution of /r/ or of /ks/, have been so confused by mutual borrowings of vocabulary, early as well as late, that it is in many cases well nigh impossible to unravel their history.

(1921: 329)

And again:

The early sound-changes which differentiate definite dialect areas are comparatively few, such as the varying developments of the vowel /r/, of /ks/, and of /rl + dental. But the extension of words exhibiting these changes from one area to another has been so widespread that, assuming as we must that a similar degree of borrowing affected words not happening to contain these particular sounds, it is almost impossible to say which words in any particular language have been handed down in unbroken succession from generation to generation within that language. (1960: 47)

A good example of the difficulty is provided by the reflexes of Sanskrit /r/ and /ks/ in Marathi and Gujarati. Although it may be held that the “characteristic” developments of these in these two languages are respectively /l/ and /ch > s/, there are a great many words in both (but especially in Gujarati) that show the more or less pan-Indian /l, ul and /kh > kh/ instead. That is,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OIA</th>
<th>Marathi</th>
<th>Gujarati</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>trna ‘blade of grass’</td>
<td>tan</td>
<td>tara(u)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>krti ‘skin, hide’</td>
<td>kāḍi</td>
<td>kāṭi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mṛtikā ‘earth, clay’</td>
<td>māṭi</td>
<td>māṭi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ghṛta ‘ghee’</td>
<td>ghi</td>
<td>ghi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dpṣyate ‘appears’</td>
<td>ṭiṣye</td>
<td>ṭiṣu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pṛcchati ‘asks’</td>
<td>pusuṣe</td>
<td>prīṣuṣu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akṣa ‘axle’</td>
<td>āṣ</td>
<td>ā ḫ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kakṣa ‘grass’</td>
<td>kāṣ</td>
<td>kāchār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ikṣu ‘sugarcane’</td>
<td>āṣ</td>
<td>āṣ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ksava ‘festival’</td>
<td>ṭan</td>
<td>khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kṣeta ‘field’</td>
<td>ṭeṭ</td>
<td>khetar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ksara ‘alkali’</td>
<td>kḥār</td>
<td>kḥār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ksatra ‘rule, authority’</td>
<td>khaṭe</td>
<td>khaṭu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kṣoda ‘post’</td>
<td>khōḍ</td>
<td>khōṛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upalakṣayati ‘beholds’</td>
<td>olakhaṇe ‘know’</td>
<td>olakhuṇu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Whatever data does not fit a particular rule must be attributed to borrowing or substratum or otherwise explained. The exceptions are typically so numerous that it is often hard to tell which cases constitute a rule and which are the exceptions. Deciding this calls for an exercise of scholarly judgment based on many considerations. It is not surprising that one scholar's rule is sometimes another scholar's exception. In the cases just given, if we decide (on the weight of other evidence) that Gujarati is basically a Southwestern language allied to Marathi, the examples showing /r > i, n/ and /kS > kh/ are exceptions due to Midland influence; if we decide it is basically a Central language, then the examples showing /r > a, al/ and /kS > ch, sl/ are the exceptions, due either to borrowing from Marathi or to a common local "substratum". Often the borrowed element (usually of Midland origin) is so massive in the standard languages that determining the underlying phonological character of a language may depend to some extent on unearthing obscure and sometimes obsolete dialectal forms.

The above example has been simplified by leaving out the MIA stage. Bringing in MIA data complicates the picture further, although it is also helpful. The "Southwestern" development of /r > al/ (so called because it is characteristic of the Asokan inscription at Girnar on the Kathiawar peninsula, Gujarat – the southwesternmost inscription in "Aryan" territory, the rest being in Dravidian Karnataka, skipping Maharashtra) is common also, among MIA literary languages, not only in Maharashtri but also in Pali (often thought to be of Midland origin), though not, it is true, in Sauraseni (the later Midland Prakrit), Magadhi, or the Asokan inscriptions of the northwest and east. (It is also found in Ardhamagadhi, thought to be of Eastern Midland origin, but whose texts are affected more and more by Maharashtri after the shift of the center of Jainism to Gujarat and the Deccan [Bloch 1920: 9-10].) Unfortunately, all the treatments (/r > a, r > i, r > ul/) are found in all the MIA literary dialects to some measure, reflecting not only dialectal mixture well under way but also, as a holdover from an earlier period, exemplified by Prakritisms in Sanskrit, when the treatment was phonologically rather than geographically conditioned (/r > il/ before ii/ or in the neighborhood of a palatal consonant, /r > uw/ before uw/ or in the neighborhood of a labial consonant, /r > al/ elsewhere).

Similarly, the "Southwestern" (also "Dardic") development of /kS > (c)ch/ (vs. /kS > (k)kh/ normally elsewhere) turns up often enough in the other MIA dialects (and thence in NIA dialects) also. Pischel (1981 [1900]: sec. 317–19) suggested some of this could be explained by differing origins of /kS/ (<IE *kʷ + s vs. <IE *k’ + s) as reflected in Iranian cognates (see also Burrow 1955: 90–7) and exceptions to Sanskrit sandhi rules, but admitted the existence of many doublets in the same dialects, difficult to account for by that or any other rule (e. g., Skt akṣi- 'eye', Pali akkhi, acchi).

Although we are thrown back on dialectal differentiation and subsequent mixture as the best explanation for much MIA data, the precise geographical distribution of the dialects concerned, as well as their relation to later NIA, is far from clear. It is suspected that several of them shifted their location during the long MIA period itself (1,500 years): for example, that early Magadhi was located further west up the Ganges valley. Turner thought that the dialect of the Girnar inscription (third century BC) was closer to Marathi than to Gujarati, the ancestral speakers of the latter having then presumably pushed the Proto-Marathi speakers further south. (Later he may have changed his mind.) Regarding the later MIA literary dialects with specific "regional" names, Bloch pointed out that such names coexisted with names having other kinds of reference, and were first associated with groups of actors or singers (Bloch 1920: 11–12).

One thing is clear from a comparison of NIA phonological developments with MIA: NIA languages often continue dialectal lines not represented in the MIA documents (just as recorded MIA itself shows evidence of the existence of dialects not represented in either
Vedic or Classical Sanskrit – the most famous case being the resurfacing in Pali of the Indo-Iranian *idha 'here', already reduced to *iha in Vedic). To confine ourselves to the cases already discussed, for Skt vṛksa, Pali has vaccha, the Girnar inscription vracha, Prakrit vakkal/vaccha/vuccha, but the Kochi dialect of West Pahari has bikh (which cannot go back to vakkha with an *a/, while Nepali has bukg (which cannot go back to vaccha with a *cch/).

In addition to the problems involved in establishing them, the phonological rules and dialectological isoglosses (in Kurath's terms, *heterophones*) derivable from them moreover still "conflict". This may be illustrated by superimposing several such isophones (ignoring for the moment the problems involved in establishing them for each language) on a simplified geographical grid of the type we have been using (Figure II.10).

Figure II.10 Some basic NIA phonological isoglosses

Comments on Figure II.10

1. Languages not participating in the "Central/Eastern" development VCC > V:C do not all reflect the same development. Some apparently did not pass through the "Prakrit" stage of reducing internal clusters to geminates and shortening long vowels before them. Sindhi preserves the original (OIA) vowel length in such cases, although reducing -CC- to -C- (except when -CC- = -C + /r/). Sinhalese has reduced -CC- to -C-, but has neither lengthened the preceding vowel nor kept the original length: all such vowels are short. E.g., Skt yātrā 'journey': Pkt jattā, but Sindhi jātra, Sinhalese yata.
2. The notation \( s, s, s > S \) refers to the reduction of the three OIA sibilants to one, irrespective of the phonetic value of the latter (\( f \) in Magadhi) and of subsequent developments (Marathi \( s > s, f \))—as contrasted with the *preservation* of at least a two-way distinction in the “Dardic” and part of the West Pahari area.

3. Note that beside the “Southwestern” \( k\gamma > ch \) area, there is a second and quite separate \( ks > ch \) area in the far northwest among the “Dardic” languages, imperfectly represented on this simplified diagram by only Kashmiri; it sometimes affects western Pahari and northern “Lahnda” dialects also, and is thought to be the source of a few individual items that have spread further: Skt \( \text{\textit{f}} \text{\textit{ks}}a \) ‘bear’ > P. \textit{ricch}, H. \textit{rich} (vs. Garhwali–Kumauni \textit{rikh}, according to the usual rule).

4. In Sinhalese, \( \textit{ll} \) is written but no longer pronounced differently from \( \textit{ll} \). In the Pahari area, \( \textit{ll} \) is reported by the \textit{LSI} and by Bahri 1980 (who gives minimal pairs) for Kumauni but not by Apte and Pattanayak 1967; Bahri but not the \textit{LSI} reports it for Garhwali; the \textit{LSI} does not record it for the easternmost West Pahari languages/dialects (Jaunsari, Baghati, Sirmauri). However, the closely related \( nh \) distinction is reported for all these languages from Kumauni westward. Note that Sindhi does not have \( \textit{ll} \); it does often show \( \textit{lr} \) in these positions however: S. \textit{tharu} ‘desert’ < OIA \textit{shala}.

5. The voicing of voiceless stops after nasals in the northwest (and as far east as Nepali in the Himalayas) is post-Prakritic but also affected the Romany dialects.

6. The \( \textit{lv} > \textit{bl} \) isophone is stated backwards for convenience, in terms of preservation rather than innovating merger. In Marwari the distinction \( \textit{lv/bl} \) is preserved as \( \textit{lb/bl} \) (implosive); it appears to be lost in Eastern Rajasthan, and in most “Dardic” languages other than Kashmiri. Dogri in this respect goes with West Pahari (which experienced the merger) and not with Punjabi (which retains the distinction).

In view of these conflicting data it is small wonder that many have turned to morphological and other criteria. Unfortunately morphological criteria conflict just as much as phonological criteria. We can set up a rigid taxonomy only at the price of ignoring some criteria.

Perhaps a wiser course would be to recognize a number of overlapping genetic zones, each defined by specific criteria. Such may in fact be what Turner has had in mind in his use of regional labels rather than any absolute taxonomy. Some zones would indeed be more strongly defined than others, but the mixed dialectal ancestry of most NIA languages (even apart from external, non-Aryan influences) would at least be clear.

We might therefore be well-advised to give up as vain the quest for a final and “correct” NIA historical taxonomy, which no amount of tinkering can achieve, and concentrate instead on working out the history of various features, letting such feature-specific historical groupings emerge as they may, with their overall non-coincidence as testimonial to the complexity of the situation.

Meanwhile, all should be aware of the fact that despite the authoritative position which the \textit{LSI} continues to hold, its classifications, and the data on which they are based, are hardly the last word on the subject. With regard to phonology in particular, the material left much to be desired, as Grierson was the first to admit. The science of phonetics was in its infancy when the Survey started, and in any case the collectors of the material in the field were not trained phoneticians. Although gramophone records were collected toward the end of the Survey as an enterprising afterthought, the analysis rested not on them but on written materials using the imperfect transcriptions available through various local alphabets or their standard government transliterations. Finally, there was no awareness of phonemic principles, nor was there enough material collected to permit their later application.

Although what was achieved within these limitations is remarkable, one of the deficiencies of subsequent attempts at overall taxonomies has been the tendency to accept the conclusions of the \textit{LSI} without rechecking them, particularly regarding aspects of the subject with which the writer is not well-acquainted personally. A few recent specialized
studies have brought this out. For example, Grierson put “Bihari” in the Eastern group with Bengali, and almost no one ventured to question this (except Cardona) until Jeffers (1976) established conclusively that there are no phonological grounds for such an assignment. More startlingly, Ucida plausibly suggests that “Kauravi” (=“Vernacular Hindostani”), on which Modern Standard Hindi and Urdu are mainly based, is (along with Haryanvi) not a “Hindi” dialect at all, but a “Punjabi” dialect. At least, that is one way of looking at the data: i.e. where Braj and Awadhi have a true “Hindi” form, such as makhkan ‘butter’ (with V:C), Standard Hindi and Urdu often prefer a “Punjabi” form, makkhan (with VCC), as do Kauravi and Haryanvi.

Even less should Grierson’s tentative classification be taken as the last word on the “Dardic” question. These languages of the difficult mountain country between Kashmir and Afghanistan were very imperfectly known in Grierson’s time, and much has been learned about them since. There is no question that they contain much of interest for linguistic science both in the way of archaic survivals and peculiar local developments. The question is, are they Indo-Aryan or something else?

Grierson’s view (now definitely obsolete, and incorrect also in its details, but unfortunately often still given in works of reference) was that the group as a whole was something else, namely an independent branch of Indo-Iranian (if anything, slightly inclined toward Iranian: LSI I.1: 100). He saw it as consisting of three subgroups: “Kafiri”, “Central” (=Khowar), and “Dard proper”. Khowar was allegedly aberrant and represented a later intrusion from the Pamirs across the Hindu Kush. Inconsistently, he also saw his “Outer” IA languages as having some affinity with “Dardic” – going so far as to say “if they are not

---

Figure II.11 “Dardic”, according to Grierson
one and the same thing". At another point he tried to connect "Dardic" with the Paśaṣṭi Prakrit. Except for these latter speculations, Grierson's classification may be represented by Figure II.11 for comparative purposes.

In reaction to this, Morgenstierne (1926) at first maintained that the group as a whole was a branch of Indo-Aryan, chiefly on the basis of vocabulary, in which it almost always agrees with Indo-Aryan rather than Iranian when the two differ. Its apparent agreements with Iranian were archaisms preserved from a period when Indo-Aryan and Iranian differed very little, or later borrowings, or independent developments. The latter would include the loss of the voiced aspirates in Iranian and "Dardic" – where, however, it is not everywhere complete (e.g., in Pashai). Later, after a lifetime of study, Morgenstierne considerably modified this view: the "Kafiri" subgroup alone (differently constituted from Grierson's, that is, not including Kalasha or Pashai) was indeed an independent branch of Indo-Iranian. The remainder (for which the term Dardic is now reserved) were purely Indo-Aryan languages of the Northwestern type, without any common defining feature, although preserving archaic features in varying degrees due to their isolation from MIA developments.

This view is now the one generally accepted by most close students of this special field (Fussman, Strand, Buddruss). Among the archaisms preserved in the Dardic area are OIA clusters such as st, str, šr, br, rt (e.g. in Khowar) and lexical items such as ašva (Shina afp) which have been replaced elsewhere in NIA. The crux of the "Kaliri" (Nuristani) matter is the preservation of a distinction between IE *g'/*g" before front vowels (as Nur. dz/j, vs. IA j), and of a more archaic form of IE *h' (as ts, vs. IA ś). Figure II.12 below is based on Strand 1973. More recent affirmations of this consensus are Buddruss 1977 and Nelson 1986.
Figure II.12 Nuristani and "Dardic", according to Strand
NOTES

1. Introduction


2. Their impact is particularly felt in the realm of the printed word. India has emerged as a major world center for publishing in English.

3. This figure, which includes those knowing English only as a second language (the figure for native speakers of English is an infinitesimal 0.054 per cent) is taken from Schwarzberg (1978: 102, 235–6), which in turn is based on various census data. The range is from 0.1 per cent in Nepal to 8.0 per cent in Sri Lanka, with the highest local unit figure being 16.4 per cent in the Union Territory of Delhi, where highly educated professionals are concentrated. Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras do not constitute comparable political units, but the percentages there are no doubt also high. Among states in the Indian Union, the percentage is highest (4.3 per cent) in West Bengal. These figures are somewhat dated, and several factors are involved in the current sociolinguistic dynamics. On the one hand, the “decline” of English competence, especially in the Hindi-using north, is often lamented. On the other hand, the huge middle class is sparing no effort to see that its children acquire English (which is seen as the key to social and economic advancement), preferably through private English-medium education. Institutions of varying quality have sprouted like mushrooms across the land (although primarily in cities) to cater to the latter demand. The net effect of all this may be a diluted but wider diffusion of English, albeit still not affecting the masses of peasants and workers, or even certain rural elites.

4. That is, areas corresponding geographically to southern Vietnam, the center of the early Indianized kingdom known to the Chinese as Funan, later part of Greater Cambodia (until the seventeenth century), and to central Vietnam about Hue and Quang-nam, the center of the kingdom of Champa (Coedes 1966, 1968). The Vietnamese themselves, who stem originally from the Red River delta region in northern Vietnam, were never in the orbit of Indic civilization. The definitive Vietnamese move into the previously Indianized south did not come until the seventeenth century. On the other hand, Sanskrit loanwords in Philippine languages (e.g., Tagalog guru ‘teacher’) show that ripples of Indic influence went beyond Indonesia to reach even those islands. Scripts of Indic origin were once in use throughout Southeast Asia (except by the Vietnamese), including to a limited extent the southern Philippines. They still are in use in Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, and Burma.


7. E.g., on Assamese by B. Kakati (1962) and on Maithili by Subhadra Jha (1958). After Uday Narayan Tiwari’s hindi bhasa kaudgam aur vikas = ‘The origin and development of the Hindi language’ (1961), there are numerous derivative titles in Hindi dealing with the regional languages of the Hindi area.

8. For an idea of the gradual unfolding of the understanding of Panini abroad, see Staal (ed.) 1972 and Cardona 1976.

9. This is to be sure an oversimplification. For details, see Irawati Karve 1965. The point is that “southern”, that is, Dravidian, modes of marriage and kinship, which permit or even favor marriages with cross-cousins, are found also in the southern Indo-Aryan-speaking zone, i.e. Maharashtra. Village exogamy is the rule on the northern plains, and weakens as one moves away from that area.

10. For discussion of Trinidad Bhojpuri in terms of “language death”, see Mohan 1978 and Mohan and Zador 1986.
11. For perhaps the best recent account of the Gypsies available in English, see Jean-Paul Clébert 1967 (French original 1961). Better from a philological point of view is Bloch 1953.

12. Despite the preference of the government of Sri Lanka for "Sinhala", and the policy of the Central Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore, for use of the "native name" of each language, the present author prefers to use the established English name where such exists and is not offensive, rather than "Bangla", "Sinhala", etc. We do not speak of Français, Deutsch, or Italiano. It might indeed almost be taken as a mark of status for a language to have an established name in English. The "native name" policy is difficult to apply consistently, particularly where alien sounds are involved, and it is in fact not applied consistently. Thus the "native name" of Assamese is [ɔˈɔmɪ], not [ɔˈɒmɪ] — although the latter will do in Hindi. Similarly the advocates of the policy do not ordinarily refer to Kashmiri as [kːʃur] or for that matter to Tamil as [tamiR] (using the peculiar retroflex consonant of that language). Moreover, the usual spelling of the native name, without diacritical marks, may result in its mispronunciation: the Sinhalese name for their language is [ˈsinəhala] not [ˈsin-hala] or [ˈsin:ha:la].

On the other hand, if a common term is in fact a derogatory nickname, as is the case with certain previously current tribal names, or is otherwise offensive to the speakers of the language(s), as in the case of "Kafiri" (see Chapter 2), a change is in order.

Each case should be judged individually. Elsewhere in the South Asian context, Kannada seems to have established itself, albeit shorn of its Dravidian retroflexion, in place of the older (and misleading, because of the implied reference to Kanara District) Kanarese; perhaps Sinhala, mispronunciation and all, will eventually do the same. We no longer call, e.g., Telugu "Gento", as English-speakers did in the eighteenth century, although some persist in spelling it "Telegu".


2. The modern Indo-Aryan languages and dialects

1. Shackle (1979: 195) notes that Grierson was not the first to use the term: Tisdall had used it before him in his Simplified grammar and reading book of the Panjabi language (1889), Appendix C, "Notes on the Lahinda Dialect", albeit not quite in the same sense. The latter writes that the term applies, according to "the Granthis [Sikh scholars] of Amritsar", primarily to the dialects north of the Ravi — which would exclude "Multani" but include under "Lahinda" Wazirabadi and other dialects of Central Punjab that Shackle and others consider definitely "Punjabi".


3. The extent of academic confusion in this area may be gauged by the ethnolinguistic map, Peoples of South Asia, published by the National Geographic Society in Washington in December 1984. It shows the dialects west of Kashmiri (i.e. in Azad Kashmir) as "West Pahari".

4. It is not clear where Professor Bahri gets these figures. They would seem to be impressionistic. The Braj Bhasha/Bundeli figure of only "50–75 per cent" mutual intelligibility is particularly odd since according to Grierson and Bahri himself (1980: p. 92) these two are almost the same.

5. I use the word terminology here to get around the special case of U. wālid/wālidā for 'father/mother' (vs. H. pīṭa/māṭā). Basic kinship terms may be part of core vocabulary according to some formulations, but these particular terms belong to the realm of special cultural terminology — and are borrowed items.

6. This writer for one suspects that Persian and even Turkish would also turn out to be
components of that mixture (in areas other than merely vocabulary) if it were properly investigated.

7. It is worth recording that Narula (1955: 66–7, 77) disputes this, claiming that the role of Khari Boli is in fact due to the official status accorded to Urdu later by the British, and that, in effect, the “language of the capital” (Delhi) had not become the standard for the Hindi area before the promulgation of Modern Standard Hindi – as shown by the fact that, for example, “Sur Das and Tulsi did not have any commonly evolved colloquial language for this whole area to serve as their medium . . . Sur Sagar and Ram Charit Manas could not, therefore, perform a function in the evolution of a common language for the whole of northern India, as was done by Luther’s Bible.”


9. This honor is generally given to the poet Mashafi ([sic] Tiwari 1961: 207, Rai 1984: 33; according to my colleague C. M. Nairn and also Muhammad Sadiq, the name should be Mus-taḥfī). Dates for the couplet in question range from 1776 to 1800. Worth noting is the fact that even Mus-taḥfī “calls his chronicle of Urdu poets by the name Tazkira-i-Hindi” (Rai 1984: 178).

3. The historical context and development of Indo-Aryan

1. Often called Satem; opposed to Centum. The initial s- vs. k- of these words for ‘hundred’ in Avestan and Latin respectively made them convenient tags for the languages which changed the *IE palatals (or palato-velars) into sibilants vs. those which retained them. This overall division is no longer considered quite as fundamental as was once the case.

2. The reconstructed *IE series *k, *g, *h is variously named in the literature: Burrow (1955), following Brugmann (1886), is content with palatal; another school, which includes Meillet (1922) and Bloch (1965), prefers prepalatal, probably to distinguish it from the Sanskrit palatal series c, ch, j, jh; Hudson-Williams (1935) even has front palatal. From a phonetic point of view the latter term seems ill-chosen, in that *k would seem to have been further back than c, not further forward. Entwistle and Morison (1949) refer to it as postpalatal. (Perhaps either pre- or post- could mean “further back” – depending on which way we are going.) Since the sounds in question are now thought to have been in complementary distribution with (plain) velars, the term palatovelars (opposed to the other reconstructed series, the labiovelars), might be most appropriate. Chatterji (1960: 27) calls them simply velars “(or so-called ‘palatals’”).

3. The palatalization and ultimate assimilation of [k] before front vowels represents a general tendency, amply attested in non-IE languages, which manifested itself eventually in many Centum languages also, most obviously in the Romance group (Latin cocina /kɔkina/ > Italian cucina /kucina/, Amer. Spanish cocina /kosina/), but also elsewhere (cf. the evolution of the same word as a loan in Germanic: German Köche /kɔxə/, Swedish kök /kɔk/, Old Eng. cocene /kycene/ > Mod. Eng. kitchen). The timing of this change is accordingly an important consideration. (See Bynon 1977: 28, 219–22.) Generally original labiovelars have been slower to share this fate (see Allen 1958): if the labial element was lost, at least the velar was safeguarded, except in Romanian (Latin quiś ikwis ‘who’ > Fr. qui, It. chi /khi/, but Romanian cine /tin/; Lat. quinque /kwinkwe/, Vulg. Lat. cinco /sinkwe ‘five’ > It. cinque /tʃinkwe/, Amer. Sp. cinco /sinko/, but Romanian cinci /tʃin/). Another exception is Greek (see Allen 1958). In Indo-Aryan later palatalization of velars is rare.

4. It shares them also with Armenian, but that language has in other respects been so much influenced by its Caucasian neighbors that it presents on the whole a very different appearance.
5. See Burrow 1955 for the best short discussion of all these points.
6. According to Collinder (1965: 29), Indo-Iranian loanwords common to Finno-Ugrian “were probably supplied by the Scythians who lived north of the Black Sea.” Historically this is not impossible since the Scythian presence is attested from the ninth century BC – long before the movement of the Finns northwestward into Finland (which occurred about the beginning of the Christian era). However, according to Burrow (1955: 25) it is not possible phonologically: the loanwords show none of the sound changes (e.g. $s > s$, $s > h$) that are characteristic of Iranian. (Note: Gamkrelidze and Ivanov [1984: 921], however, claim that the words are Iranian.)
7. This displacement is associated with the appearance of the Grey Ware culture and the spread into Iran of the allegedly Proto-Indo-European Kurgan culture, according to Gimbutas, who has adopted a higher chronology on the basis of C-14 reckonings. Previously she had dated her Middle Kurgan, corresponding to these developments, around 3080–2200 BC.
8. The theories of the Maharashtrian polymath (and nationalist hero) B. G. Tilak (1893, 1903) that the Vedas themselves (along with the Avesta) contain forgotten references, not only to an earlier home, but to the Ice Age itself (“the oldest traditional record preserved by human memory”) – albeit mythologized to an extent where their meaning was not intelligible – do not constitute an exception to this, since they do not represent a living cultural memory, but a previously unheard of interpretation, very much at variance with Indian tradition, as Tilak himself was fully aware. Whatever we may think of them, Tilak’s arguments were thoroughly modern, and bristle with astronomical, geological, and philological data. He asked himself (1903: 7–8) “why the real meaning [of the passages in question] should have remained so long hidden,” and attributed his present ability to discern that meaning solely to recent scientific progress.
9. See Masica 1979 for further details.
10. In most of this I follow Mayrhofer 1956–72. The reader is cautioned that Mayrhofer’s revised edition is now beginning to appear.
11. There is some dispute about the etymology of mayūra (Tamil mayil, Tulu mair), since the name could conceivably come from the peacock’s characteristic loud cat-like cry.
12. Apart from speculations linking it with everything from Japanese and Korean on the one hand to the languages of Senegal in West Africa on the other, there have been two serious proposals regarding the extra-Indian relationship of Dravidian which merit attention here. McAlpin (1974, 1975, 1979) has tried to connect it with the extinct Elamite language of southwestern Iran. Persistent hypotheses of a relationship with Uralic (Caldwell 1961 [1856], Schrader 1925, Burrow 1944, Tyler 1968) have been greatly advanced by the full length study of Marlow (1974), which systematically examined 786 etyma and attempted to set up phonological correspondences. The Munda link with Mon-Khmer to constitute Austroasiatic, however, is more generally regarded as established.
13. The term “Kolarian” was invented by Sir George Campbell in 1866. It was favored by S. K. Chatterji (1926: 2, fn. 1) and others who objected that the term “Munda” properly refers to only one tribal group (the Mundari speakers). Grierson counterobj ected that: (1) the term “Kolarian”, insofar as it is derived from a term “Kol” used by Hindus to denote certain North Munda peoples as well as the Dravidian-speaking Oraons, is also overspecific and at the same time overgeneral; (2) despite a possible connection with Munda words for ‘man’, it also has insulting connotations, denoting ‘pig’ in Sanskrit; (3) the stem “Kolar-” rests on a mistaken identification with the Kolar goldfields in South India, or with a Kannada word kollar ‘thieves’ – mistaken and insulting at the same time; (4) in any case, after the fashion in botany, the term proposed by the original
"discoverer" – in this case Max Müller in 1854 – should by scientific courtesy be allowed to stand. As usual, Grierson’s view prevailed, even in Hindi, where (as in other Indian languages) a third alternative exists, namely niśād(a). This goes back at least to the Valmiki Ramayana, where (Ayodhyakanda 50: 33ff) is described Rama’s encounter with Guha, who helps him cross the Ganges. The latter is styled niśād-ādhipati ‘the Nishada chief’, niśāda jātyo balvān sthapitī ‘mighty lord of the Nishada race’, and tatra rāja ‘king of that place’. The Manak Hindi Kos, v. 3: 301 defined niśād as: “(1) an ancient non-Aryan forest people . . .; (2) an ancient country near Sringaberapura [on the north bank of the Ganges near Allahabad]; the Nishadas are taken to be the original inhabitants of this same country and their language is reckoned among the Munda languages; (3) a lowcaste person; (4) an individual born of a Shudra mother and a Brahman father.” All this together suggests that: (1) in Valmiki’s time Munda-speaking peoples were found north of the Ganges in what is now UP; (2) they were probably absorbed into the lower strata of Hindu society in the same area, with the usual genealogical rationalizations. The term “Nishada” is sometimes used by Indians writing in English, in an ethnographic or cultural historical sense; it does not seem to have found favor with linguists, however.

According to Kakati (1962: 26–41) the specifically Khasi element in Assamese, while present (a couple of dozen lexical items are cited) is less prominent than another Austroasiatic element with closer affinity to Munda. The latter presumably entered the language “in its formative period” further to the west of its present center, that is, in what is now northern Bengal, when “Kol” tribes also inhabited that region. There is a further “Austic” element not further identifiable except by analogies in Mon-Khmer languages and Malay (possibly borrowed from Mon-Khmer, i.e. from the indigenous Semang of the Malay peninsula). Most of these words are not found in Bengali, he notes, and “Assamese seems to have been foisted on an Austic-speaking people.”

15. The inaccessibility of these areas is vividly described by Morgenstierne (1932 et al.). They are often to be reached only by narrow paths along deep gorges rendered impassable by winter ice, which moreover cross and recross the stream below by rickety pole bridges frequently swept away by spring floods.

16. Important figures after 1000 AD include the poets Bilhana and Jayadeva (Gita Govinda), the “novelist” Somadeva (Kathāsārītasāgara), the historian Kalhana (Rājatāranī), and the grammarian Hemacandra. Warder (1975: 193) states that “about 90% of extant Sanskrit literature belongs to the periods since 1200 and was written in the regions remaining under Indian [i.e. Hindu] rule.” This is partly no doubt a historical accident: much of the previous literature was destroyed by the Turks. Nevertheless a whole genre, the mixed prose and verse campū, belongs mainly to this period.

17. Traugott (1972: 113) calls attention to an example of this from the history of English: “most direct Scandinavian influence ceased with the death of King Canute in 1042; nevertheless [Scandinavian loans] are largely not attested until the twelfth century.”

4. The nature of the New Indo-Aryan lexicon

1. For an important study of one example of early (c. 1600) Braj prose, see R. S. McGregor 1968.

2. The form pomma also exists, in Maharashtri and Ardhmagadhi, but as a later special development from pauma: au > o + -m- > -mm-. See Pischel 1981 (1900): sections 166, 195.

3. With the exception of Maldivian.

4. A similar lexical split may be developing in Sindhi, as emigrant Hindu Sindhis in India replace abstract and technical words of Perso-Arabic origin with Tss. Recent develop-
ments (for example, in the matter of script) indicate a concern to preserve the unity of the language, however.

5. The standard work on the subject is still Soares 1936, *Portuguese vocables in Asiatic languages*, an augmented translation of a Portuguese original by Msgr. Sebastião Rodolfo Dalgado (an Indian, native to Goa), Lisbon 1913. There have been supplemental studies of the Portuguese element in Sinhalese by Hettiaratchi (1965, 1968).

6. The only exception known to the writer is the attempt of Osmania University, Hyderabad (Deccan), to teach them through Urdu from its inception in 1918 (an experiment terminated in 1948). However the terminology problem was solved there, it had no connection with Neo-Sanskrit terminology-building. More relevant may have been the popular encyclopaedias published in Marathi, and some of the educational activities of the Arya Samaj in Hindi.

5. **NIA descriptive phonology**

1. The Arabic letters in question are ٠، ٢، ٤، ٦، ٨، ١٠، ١٢، ١٤، ١٦، and ١٨. These are usually transliterated *th* (= θ), *dh* (= δ), *š*, *d*, *z*, *š*, but in the South Asian context the use of subscript dots for the (originally) pharyngealized consonants conflicts with their use for retroflex consonants (it is a curious fact that the two series almost never occur in the same language), while "th" and "dh" represent aspirates rather than dental fricatives. In Urdu (as in Persian) these letters are pronounced as follows: TH = [s], H = [h], DH = [z], S = [s], D = [z], T = [t], Z = [z],  =(usually ignored).

2. Although in some systems the symbol for the [ts] sound is *c*, the confusion entailed by using this symbol cross-linguistically in the Indo-Aryan field, where *c* customarily represents *č*, will be apparent. Nevertheless in works devoted to single languages, it will sometimes be found so used, e.g., in Berntsen and Nimbkar’s *Marathi reference grammar*, the reason no doubt being that most orthographic *c*'s become [ts] in Marathi. Lambert 1943 uses *t*, however. Bloch 1920 and Turner 1966–71 use *č*, which may be best, in that it conveys the notion of a unit phoneme rather than of a cluster.

3. These examples are cited as the authors, who subscribe to a qualitative rather than a quantitative analysis of the Hindi vowels, give them. In the transcription used in most of this book, they would be *māṃ, māṇṇā, māṅṅā, paṇkhī, kankhī, paṇkhī*.

4. Bloch (1965: 73) is mistaken on this point.

5. I am puzzled by the assertions sometimes made that it is also reflected in the general use of the letter Š to write *šl* in the Kaithi script used until recently in Bihar, because the very examples that are supposed to illustrate this (e.g., *LSI 5.2: 123–5, 129, 133, 135*) do not in fact do so.

6. The Rajasthani opposition is supported by Allen 1957a, b, Lalas 1962, and Bahl 1980. It is disputed for Marwari by Magier 1983: 30–3, who maintains that even if there are two *h*’s phonetically (which he doubts) the “voiceless” one would be an allophone of *šl* (as in Sanskrit; see Chapter 7), not a separate phoneme. This might be true of the northwestern dialect described by Allen 1957b, where *č* has developed only as far as [ts], but in the Southern Mewari case a “new” *s* has arisen from *č, ch*, and the situation may be different. On the question of phonetic difference, I recall Peter Ladefoged attempting to test for it in India some twenty years ago (using, I believe, palatography) on a Marwari speaker who claimed to make (and hear) two distinct *h*-sounds, but I am not sure what conclusion was reached. The Gujarati cases (Pandit 1954: 44; Vyas 1974: 135, 142, 147), along with the related Bhili cases, need more study.

7. According to Allen (1983) they are also similar to those of Classical Arabic.

8. A handful of final clusters do occur, generally involving radicals ending in *r + C*: *ūr*k ‘strength’. They have themselves been simplified from -rCC forms dictated by the grammar. For further discussion, see Chapter 7.
9. This may appear to contradict what was just said regarding final clusters in Sanskrit, but the clusters in question were not final in Sanskrit, only becoming so in NIA tātamas with loss of a final vowel or syllable, e.g., Skt kṣaṭa(m) > H. kast.

10. For example, that described by Magier (1983), which maintains a distinction between /bl/, /lv/, and /lβ/. In a variety described by Allen, *v is represented by [b], while *b is represented by [β].

6. Writing systems

1. Raykar’s script combines certain characteristics of the Kannada and Nagari scripts (e.g., cursive shapes, but suspended from a straight top line) with several unique features (e.g., vowel matras placed only above or to the right of the consonant, never below or to the left). Raykar was a commercial artist living in Sirsi, a town in North Kanara District (Karnataka State), one of the Konkani strongholds outside of Goa.

2. E.g., with you = Nepali tapāi-sa'gya, Marathi tumcīyā-barobar tummxyar ordinance, but Hindi āp ke sāth, āp kē sāth, āp ke sāth. (One syllable postpositions are commonly written attached to pronouns in Hindi also: ‘from/by that one’ = us-se usakše. āp ‘You [hon.]’ does not behave like a pronoun.)

3. In alphabets which include retroflex L, this follows H in Marathi, Gujarati, and Sinhalese, but in Oriya it precedes ordinary L. The Gurmukhi order is different at the beginning: (U, U), O, A, (Ā, A1, A U), I, (I, E), S, H then K, KH, G. . . as usual. Items in parentheses are not considered separate letters, but are alphabetized (e.g., in dictionaries) in that order under O, A, I.

4. There is some inconsistency about writing Oriya R (Karpushkin 1964: 15): e.g., the name of the language itself = ORIĀ/ODIA.

5. A murmured segment is recognized here following Cardona 1965. (He transcribes it mahro.)

6. To be sure, the Brahmi-descended Shāradā and Lāṛḍā scripts were used to write Kashmiri and Sindhi (also Multani) respectively, which have their share of exotic sounds. From Grierson’s LSI account, it would appear that in the various mercantile scripts of Lāṛḍā type used in Sind, the distinctive Sindhi implosives were written with the symbol originally standing for the voiced plosive, while the ordinary voiced and aspirate voiced plosives (g/gh, etc.) were both written with another set of symbols and not clearly distinguished from one another. As will be seen this situation is similar to that involving the employment of Nagari for writing Rajasthani.

7. Historical phonology

1. More stress is laid on the existence of other OIA dialects by Chatterji and by Burrow than by other scholars. Turner goes so far as to declare (CDIAL ix) that “the phonetic systems of nearly all the New Indo-Aryan languages are descended directly from that of the Rgveda with one exception [the Kafiri retention of the Indo-European palatals as dental affricates].” On the other hand the need for so many postulated alternative forms in the CDIAL itself would seem to suggest that, for some matters of detail at least, the recorded tradition is not enough.

2. Dating even the received texts of the epics is fraught with problems, since the Mahābhārata especially was in the process of composition over a long period. Van Buitenen and others give 400 BC to 400 AD as the probable limits of this. The Rāmāyana is usually put within a narrower frame, c. 200 BC–200 AD, but the latest opinion on the subject, Goldman 1985, places it much earlier, back to the sixth or possibly the seventh century B.C. The important point for us here is that Epic Sanskrit is linguistically post-
Vedic but pre-Classical – although (for most authorities at least) post-Paninian. See Burrow 1955: 51–3. According to Sen (1960–5), Epic Sanskrit represents Sanskritized MIA rather than irregular OIA.

3. Eric P. Hamp (personal communication).

4. The existence of the so-called “independent” svarita does not materially affect this argument.

5. It does not, of course, explain the presence of the long vowels i, ũ in the first column and of ā in the first and second columns of Table 7.1, which I have avoided in the illustration. These are “original” long vowels, due to the presence of a following laryngeal (*aH, *eH, *oH, *iH, *uH) in Indo-European rather than to the processes under discussion here; they nevertheless may be made to fit the scheme also. For further details see Burrow 1955: 109–10.

6. “Prakritic” is placed in double quotes because Sir George Grierson was undoubtedly right in insisting that “Prakrit” really means only the language in its “natural” or vernacular state (as opposed to Sanskrit or “cultivated” speech), be it OIA (“Primary Prakrits”), MIA (“Secondary Prakrits”), or NIA (“Tertiary Prakrits”). Nevertheless, the terms “Prakrit” and “Prakritic” have come to be primarily associated with MIA, and particularly with the mainstream Central–Eastern–Southern developments about to be described. They are also used, however, for contemporary forms of Indo-Aryan outside that areal focus, e.g., in the northwest or in Sri Lanka. More narrowly, “Prakrit” refers to the literary languages of the Second Stage of MIA, especially the Prakrits of the Drama (Sauraseni, Magadhi, Maharashtri), as opposed to Pali. More specifically still, “Prakrit” without further qualification often means the most cultivated (and advanced in phonological development) of these, Maharashtri. It is in the last sense that “Prakrit” will be used in the citation of forms in this chapter (which are mostly those given in Turner’s CDIAL) unless otherwise specified. For a more thoroughgoing discussion of the term “Prakrit” and its usage, see Woolner 1975 (1928): 2–4.

7. Although Misra (1967) asserts that length contrast in final vowels was lost (and ē, ō > i, u) much earlier in the Central group (i.e. in Asokan to early AD times), it is not clear to me what this is based on, other than loc. sg. ē > -i (grhē > Saur. ghari). The Asokan inscriptions (although as we have seen there are really none representing the Central group) retain final long vowels, as does Literary Sauraseni. Cf. Chatterji and Sen, A Middle Indo-Aryan Reader (1957), or the Lanman edition of the Karpuramanjari.

8. In some cases it may be possible to postulate other motivations, such as emphasis (as noted earlier with respect to gemination in Sanskrit itself), deformation or special treatment of taboo words and words referring themselves to deformities (a category noted by Turner), or contamination with semantically related words. For the possible role of stress, see below. Such “motivations” may also apply in cases involving other recognized linguistic processes, such as metathesis (often but not always sporadic), not dealt with here.

9. At least one authority, namely Bloch, disputes the existence of a stress system (as distinct from “rhythm”) in MIA, or for that matter in NIA. Most, however (e.g., Jacobi, Pischel, Geiger, Grierson, Chatterji, Turner), hold that there was one, although they are split into two camps as to its nature. See below.

10. By Bloch, on grounds that there was no stress, and by Jacobi followed by Grierson on grounds that the Vedic system nowhere survived, the new system of Classical Sanskrit having prevailed everywhere.

11. According to Tagare (1948: 60), “Literary Apabhramsa does not attest to diphthongization of udráta vowels,” although he suggests there is evidence for its existence in the spoken language.
12. For further discussion see Allen 1973 and 1983.
13. This seems to be the case in Bengali, Gujarati, Nepali, Sinhalese — and Marathi, whether the theory of the Vedic-derived stress stage in Proto-Marathi is accepted or not.
14. Except, as always, for isolated irregularities: cf. Chatterji (1926: 525) on rāṇī 'queen' in Oriya, but this is also the form in Sindhi—Lahnda—Punjabi—Kumauni—Marwari—Gujarati—Marathi—Konkani: in other words in a continuous band of languages, which Oriya joins across the Bastar tract.
15. Even this is not quite true. Chatterji notes its apparent presence in some marginal West Bengali dialects according to LS1 5:1 91ff.
16. Grierson writes " instead of "; Trumpp explicitly hesitates between -e and -i, and others sometimes write -a, sometimes nothing, due to the shortness and indistinct quality of the vowel. This phonetic fact having been noted here, the reader is asked to remember it: Sindhi (and Maithili) examples in the remainder of this book will be transcribed using simply -a, -i, -u, not only for typographical reasons but because the final ultra-short vowels may be taken as positional allophones of the short vowels, which do not otherwise occur finally. Transcriptions using superscript vowels to convey their special phonetic quality in final position are phonologically overdifferentiated.
17. Turner in his later writings (1975 [1967, 1970]) was inclined to place it somewhat earlier ("completed by 9th/10th c.") than he and most others had previously (1975 [1926b]: 275).
18. The initial v- that occurs in deictics in several of these languages (Hindi vah 'that') is not OIA v- but a secondary development from OIA -m-.
19. According to Bloch (1920: 97–9; cf. also Chatterji 1926: 437–9) such aspiration in NIA or NIA may be motivated by a following r or s, or by a lost *s + C- in pre-Sanskrit (i.e. Indo-European). That explanation does not account for voiced aspirates like jhan-,
20. Some observers (Onala 1983 is not among them) have contended that aspiration is lost in final position in Hindi also. If this is so, it is a question of neutralization (morphophonemics), since it definitely reappears when followed by a vowel in inflection (obl. pl. hātho), which is quite different from an actual historical loss as in Bengali hāt.
21. That is, they are aspirated when not followed by the unpronounced (as vowels) mātra- constructs postulated by Grierson and his source, Pandit Ishwar Kaul. There seem to be no simple solutions to the complexities of Kashmiri phonology that preserve any segmental transparency. Alternatively, an elaborate system of morphophonemic or even suppletive alternations is unavoidable.
22. For further details, stated in terms of phonological interpretation of the historically-based Gurmukhi writing system, see Shackle 1972: 142–4.
23. Not all general writers on the subject (Chatterji, Bloch) have made this distinction, but cf. Kakati 1962: 63.

8. Nominal forms and categories

1. I must acknowledge my indebtedness in this and the following chapter to Zograph’s Morfolohicheskii stroi novykh indoariskikh iaazykov (1976). Although I have ventured to differ with him on a few points and in some strategies of presentation and have seen fit to bring in some additional data along with some historical information, his work has been an invaluable guide through the jungle of NIA morphology. Since that is a book and these are merely chapters, however, I cannot do justice to all his insights here, and can only recommend it for further reading.
2. Most writers (Beames, Grierson, Bloch, Turner) have avoided the question of its etymology even while discussing the suffix. Bhandarkar’s (1877) attribution of it to the MIA Feminine Plural in -āō (mālāō 'garlands', an analogical formation from Feminine Plurals in -āō, -āū, from sandhi forms of NIA -āyas, -āvas), later -āū (which would nicely give NIA -ō presumably then extended to other nouns - re-extended in the case of Feminines in -ā, -ā), suffers from the fact that the suffix is new (eighteenth century), and apparently not attested in either Old Gujarati or the subsequently uncovered Old West Rajasthani (where the Feminine Plural has no suffix: Tessitori 1914: 183). P. B. Pandit (1961: 66), after noting the recent date of the suffix and the obscurity of its origin, speculates not very convincingly that it represents an extension of masculine Singular -ō. Other possibilities that have been raised are the Hindustani general Oblique Plural in -ō (intervening NIA dialects have -an or -ā, but such Oblique plurals apparently have taken over Direct functions often enough in NIA, particularly in the Bihari group) and the late MIA Vocative Plural in -(a)hō > -ahu > -au. The Bhandarkar thesis looks more attractive when one considers that Konkani (and the Marathi dialect of the Chitpavan Brahmins) has Feminine Plurals in -ō (bāyā/bāyō 'wife/wives'). The historical difficulty can perhaps be laid to rest by remembering that Gujarati, like many languages, has mixed antecedents as well as diverse dialects: it has connections with Konkani as well as with Rajasthani. The "new" suffix may simply have spread from a dialect not represented in Old or Middle Gujarati literature.

3. After much soul-searching, I have decided to transliterate the traditional orthography in the matter of ī/i and ā/u in such languages as Gujarati, Bengali, and Marathi in this and subsequent sections where phonology is not the issue. The reader is asked to remember that the contrast has been lost between the erstwhile long and short high vowels in these languages. The orthography sometimes reflects the ancestral vowel, sometimes is allophonic, sometimes purely arbitrary. I also propose to normalize (in the direction of the standard Orientalist transcription) the various representations of vowels found in some sources, e.g., a for ə, u for ɔ, w and of course ā for aa, a: and also a (in languages where [ɔ] has become [ə]).

4. This suffix seems to have multiple origins, complicated by its partial merger with the Locative. It cannot simply come, as is sometimes asserted, from OIA Instr. Sg. -ēna which by the time of Early NIA would give simply -i (which is in fact attested in mss.). According to Pandit (1961), it most likely represents a coalescence of the Instr. and Loc. Plural (Pkt -ehi, esv via -ei, eu > Early NIA Instr./Loc. Pl. -e, also attested) with the Instrumental Singular of extended nouns (see below) (OIA -akēna > -ahim > -ai > -i > -e > -e). A third possibility, supported by Grierson and Tagare, is from the Loc. Sg. of the pronominal declension in -asmin via Ap. ahi > -ai > -e > -e. To my knowledge, first by A. Juilland.

5. There are of course many Bhili dialects. The neuter marker is nasalized in the Bhili of Dangs as described by Kulkarni 1976. In some material I collected from a careful speaker of the Vagdi dialect (southern Rajasthan) in 1981, however, it seems not to be, in which case see below concerning at least lip-rounding.

6. Despite its crucial importance, the history of the extended forms as such is not discussed at all by Pischel, Woolner, Sen, or Tagare (or, I believe, by Turner) and only very sketchily by Bloch. Here it would seem is a topic inviting the attention of future researchers.

7. This according to Bloch. According to Chatterji (1926: 723), H. ghōrē is from the Instrumental plural ghōrēbhūtī, via ghōrāhi, transferred to the Nominative.
10. This particular shift is not an unexpected one, to be sure, since with the early demise of the Dative in MIA the Genitive took over many of its functions, and indeed had shared them even in OIA (Bloch 1965: 156). One of Bloch’s problems (1920: 197–9) with a Genitive derivation of the Marathi Dative in -s is the lack of any remnant of Genitive function in the Marathi form (also true of the Kashmiri form, although he is not concerned with it here). However, it would seem that with the old Genitive becoming the case of all work (and typically the source, insofar as one can be posited, for the General Oblique), the quintessential “genitive” functions (possession, etc.) were soon expressed in any case by circumlocutions, which became the source of most NIA Layer II Genitives.

11. Kakati (1962: 305–6) says they are confined to certain repetitive phrases, such as fukhe-dukhe ‘in prosperity and in adversity’, bate-bate ‘on every road’, ghere-ghore ‘house to house’.

12. The conditioning of the allomorphs of the Bengali (Instrumental-) Locative is somewhat more complicated than indicated here. See Dasgupta 1985.

13. Marathi, for example, seems to avoid this in favor of a construction with a resumptive pronoun: rám áná šyám tyánni, lit. ‘Ram and Shyam, to them’.

14. Kavadi and Southworth 1965: 213. (The {c} in tyác is an emphatic particle, not a Genitive.) Compare, however, Hindi is-ke liye ‘for him/her/this one’, isliye ‘on account of this/therefore’. See also Katenina 1963: 131.

15. The long á is not an Oblique, but the result of the application of Sanskrit sandhi in a Tss.: see Katenina 1963: 266–7 for more discussion.

16. I am grateful to Bh. Krishnamurti for reminding me of this, and to Vijayarani Fedson for further particulars.

17. The historically-minded conversely sometimes prefer to treat it as the only “case”, very general in function, with specifying postpositions added.

9. Verbal forms and categories

1. We neglected to mention in Chapter 8 that in the nominal paradigm also these Northwestern languages have a tiny handful of prepositions, of the Layer III or secondary type, that is, preceding a base with a Layer II marker. From another point of view, taking the two elements together as one (discontinuous) complex, they are ambipositions, “straddling” the nominal base. Chief among them are words for ‘without’: Sirak, etc. bayar/binder + N° + de.

2. For qualifications and explanations in the context of the larger problem of Kashmiri word order in general, see Hook 1976a.

3. It could be argued, however, that in some of the Eastern languages at least the categories of Definiteness (combined with Size-Shape Classification) and of Number (combined with Animacy and other considerations) are also expandable, not in the sense that there are many instantiations (“features”) of the categories Definiteness (Definite, Indefinite, etc.?) and Number (Singular, Plural, etc.?) but because the actual category is something else. There is evidence that the categories in question are in complementary distribution and therefore constitute one supercategory for which we have not found an adequate name. Number and definiteness are only two of several possible features, among which "refinement" is possible. The formula for the inflected noun would therefore be: noun stem + “Number/Definiteness/Other Specification” + Case (I, II, III)

4. The use of the -t-increment is optional in Marathi (in the forms cited).

5. Similarly, the basis of the Sinhalese Third or -e Conjugation lies in Sanskrit Passives in
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-yā, MIA -iya: Skt māryatē ‘he dies’ > Pkt māriyati > Si. māreyyi > mārē (with umlaut of a due to i- and subsequent change of -iya to -e as regular developments). The (Literary) Sinhalese Imperative singular still retains -iya (Geiger 1938: 139, 149). However, this has since become a productive mechanism for forming intransitives from transitives in modern Sinhalese (see section 9.6). Sinhalese verbs of the Third Conjugation do not necessarily go back to Sanskrit passives, indeed frequently do not.

6. Grierson (LSI), following Brown 1848, recognizes three conjugations in Assamese, on the basis of types of morphophonemic treatments of the stem. The endings are not affected, except that in the “First Conjugation” (stem ending in a vowel), the 3sg. is -y rather than -e. There is, however, a more important difference in the conjugation of intransitive vs. transitive verbs in Assamese, namely that the 3sg. Perfective (“Simple Past”) in the former ends in -il, in the latter in -ile. Similar phenomena are found in some (North and West) Bengali dialects (Chatterji 1926: 983–6). Also to be noted in this connection are the Maithili Perfect formations employing -ala (intransitive) vs. -ane (transitive): gēla chathi ‘he has gone’; dekhane chathinha ‘he has seen him’ (Jha 1958: 526–9).

7. This is not at all to say that aspect is a primary structural–semantic feature in all languages. In the course of historical development, while some languages have maintained such primacy, others – including Old Indo-Aryan itself – have evolved “tense” systems, in which tense and aspect have been conmingled, sometimes obscuring the latter. Why later Indo-Aryan has developed in the way it has, underlying as it were the primacy of aspect, is an interesting typological question. While a Dravidian model for NIA nominal morphology seems clear, the verbal problem is more complex. The way aspect is marked in Dravidian is sometimes different from, sometimes parallel to NIA – with parallels sometimes extending to the material morphemes themselves (e.g., the Telugu Durative marker {-i-}). Moreover, somewhat different methods seem to be employed by different Dravidian languages. The question deserves a careful exploration that cannot be attempted here – preferably one with a historical dimension, if the problem of the direction of influence is to be addressed.

8. I am relying here on the judgment of my colleague C. M. Naim, who attributes it to the limitation inherent in jab tak ‘as long as’.

9. The quasi-invariant (i.e. except 3pl.) Alternative Transitive Perfect in -ē – dēkhē hau – beside dēkheu hat ‘I have seen’ – is a less likely candidate, as it seems to be modern. (In all of this I am relying on Saksena 1971.) This should be distinguished from the representation of the regular reflex of the morpheme in descriptions of Mandeali, Chameali, Churahi, etc. (West Pahari) by -ē, just another way of writing -y-. There is a development of an alternative -ē marker in Garhwali, however.

10. There seem to be Perfective markers in -ā, however, in Kului–Pangwali–Bharmauri (West Pahari) independent of the -illa developments.

11. Extant accounts of Sindhi are not completely consistent with one another. I have consulted mainly Trumpp 1872, Grierson 1919 (LSI), Shahani n.d. (pre-1947), Steinmetz et al. (Peace Corps materials prepared at the University of Minnesota in the early 1960s under the direction of Robert F. Spencer), Egorova 1966, Zograph 1976, and Addleton and Brown 1981, giving more weight to the more recent. Addleton and Brown agree with Egorova, Steinmetz et al., and Shahani in describing the {-andol indo} + Aux forms as Habituals, but Trumpp (pp. 294–5) describes them as General–Imperfective (Continuous or Habitual) and Grierson as Continuous. Neither of the latter report the {-rahya}–Continuous forms.

12. Certain (mainly III Conj.) verbs in Colloquial Sinhalese also have a Perfective (not shown) in -icca (pipenava ‘open [of flowers]’ > pipicca), which appears to be a borrowing from Tamil.
13. Bloch wondered (1965: 235) whether such forms might not be secondary formations (which would in itself be remarkable), but these doubts are not widely shared.

14. Imperatives generally have a zero ending in the 2sg. (except in Sindhi) and an -ô or -au ending in the 2pl, coinciding with the "Subjunctive" or "Old Present", as they do in other Persons. Some languages have special 3p Imperative endings, however: M. -ol-ot, B. -(u)k, A. -ôk. (Marathi also has a 1sg. Imperative in -au, coinciding with other NIA Imperative/Subjunctive but distinct from other Marathi 1sg. endings.) Bengali, Assamese, Maithili, Gujarati, Sindhi, Punjabi, and certain other languages have Future as well as Present Imperatives, in the Western languages with a distinctive ending, -jo (P. -yo).


16. In this simplified presentation I am omitting reference to (1) morphophonemics (some languages such as Hindi shorten or restorten the root vowel upon adding the causative suffix in accordance with general rhythmic rules; others such as Gujarati do not); (2) to the matter of semi-transitive or "affective" verbs (see, hear, eat, understand, which form (secondary in NIA) double transitives — show, tell, feed, explain — rather than indirect causatives when the First Causative suffix is added (H. dekh-lidikhâ-, sun-lsunâ, khâ-lkhilâ, samej-lsam jhâ-); failure to distinguish this class of verbs from ordinary transitives confuses many conventional descriptions); and (3) to the qualification that (sometimes) primary intransitive + First Causative = indirect causative of the intransitive rather than a transitive (e.g., uthâ- can mean 'cause to get up' as well as 'lift').

17. On labels: at one period in the history of structural linguistics, from which unfortunately some of our best modern descriptions come, traditional grammatical terminology was avoided in favor of ad hoc terms arising supposedly only from the exigencies of the language being described, often taken from the form in question itself: "the -te form". Whatever the merits of this position in, for example, language teaching, it makes cross-linguistic comparison of different forms with similar functions difficult. For that general labels are needed, and traditional terminology is probably the best source for them, although it needs refinement and standardization.

18. At least one NIA language (and not a peripheral one) seems to lack the construction, substituting an equivalent declinable particle. This is the Godwar dialect of Pali District, Rajasthan. See Hook 1982: 33–4. Subsequently the same thing has been discovered in the nearby Bhitrauti dialect (Hook and Chauhan 1986).

19. Hook 1978b objects that, even for Hindi, "compound verbs" are not true compounds, in the sense that the result is not a combination of the meanings of two verbs taken as independent lexical items. Nevertheless, he too continues to use the term for want of anything better. One might argue that the formation still involves two verb stems, even if one of them has a specialized function.

10. Syntax

[The transcription of Marathi examples used in this chapter differs slightly from that used in earlier chapters, in that the affricates [ts, dZ] are represented by Its, zl rather than by tC, j]. The latter, which are those used by Turner's CDIAL, are confusing to some people, and more difficult for the printer. We apologize for the inconsistency, but it may be good for the reader to learn to cope with both.]

1. This is not to say that there have not also been some attempts by such linguists to present complete descriptions of a particular language (Y. Kachru 1966 on Hindi is an example), or at least of its syntax. Such work is necessarily also data-driven, even though it may also strive for theoretical consistency.
2. According to Hook, such verb-initial clauses have a specific stylistic function, namely to move a narrative forward.

3. Other positions do occur among the languages of the world, such as Malagasy, but this is typologically rare and must presumably first be identified on other grounds.

4. Hook 1985a would therefore say that these rules make crucial reference to Agent rather than to Subject – but this has the (to me undesirable) consequence of forcing us to call the Experiencer also an "Agent".

5. DeLancey (1985) notes that while most Tibetan dialects are "ergative or aspectually-split ergative," the system of Lhasa Tibetan is better characterized as active/stative. For Burushaski see Bashir 1985 and Tiffou and Morin 1982.

6. Hook (personal communication).

7. This Neutralization rule, where applicable, normally blocks 1st and 2nd person Object agreement in the verb – which could only be carried by the Tense/Mood auxiliary – since such Objects will always be definite. It is even blocked in Gujarati and Marwari, where the rule otherwise does not apply: *tene mane joyo che* 'He has seen me,' i.e. not *chu*, the 1st person form. In Kashmiri, however, 1st and 2nd person agreement is possible, thanks to what Hook and Koul (1984b) call the Absolutive set of suffixes and to the fact that no such Object-marking rule has disturbed the original Nominative (= "Absolutive") case of the ergative Patient in that language: (K.) *tse onuthas bi yor* 'You brought me here' ['th = 2nd Sg. Agent, agreeing with *tse* 'you'; *as = 1st. Sg. Patient, agreeing with bi 'I'] (Hook 1984: 127).

8. A fragmentary relic of the old Instrumental construction of the Subject is found in the Oriya Nominative plural suffix -måṇe occurring with animate nouns (which are more likely to be Agents), contrasting with -måndo occurring with inanimates (Tripathi 1962: 128).

9. Double agreement of the type under discussion may have existed in Early Maithili for a brief period and also in Early Awadhi (Pray 1976: 198; but Saksena 1971 curiously avoids the subject). See also R. R. Smith (1974: 79–82), concerning double concord produced by border-zone combination of Agent- (Awadhi) and Patient- (Kannauji) concord patterns.

10. Cardona hears a breathy vowel, which he represents as vowel + /h/, in many of these forms, e.g., /maho/, /mahne/, /lahne/ In retranscribing these forms for citation according to the more or less pan-Indian system employed here, we omit this where it is not represented in the Gujarati script (or other transcriptions).

11. That is, not in Indo-Aryan, as a general rule, although I am informed (Asif Agha, personal communication) that sometimes it may do so in Tibetan. Hook informs me it may also do so in the neighboring Aryan Shina of Dras and Skardu.

12. Certain types of "equis", however, apparently can be controlled by Indirect Objects, at least in Hindi. Subbarao (1984: 57, 61) cites such sentences as these: a) *hamne rekha se tez daurne ko kahā* 'We asked Rekha to run fast' ("Indirect Object" rekha se – albeit not Datively marked – controlling deletion of Subject of *Rekha run*); b) *hamne rām ko vahā'h'hejne kā vacan diyā* 'We promised Ram to send him there' (Indirect Object rām ko controlling deletion of Direct Object *send Ram*). Wallace (1985b: 86) rejects this for Nepali, although the context is somewhat different. It may be that equis is too multifaceted a process to serve as a useful test.

13. Noting that "the syntactic typology of the Indo-Aryan language family has changed over the past 2500 years to such an extent that [the Paninian categories of] karaka and vibhakti alone no longer provide adequate classifications to account for regularities in the cooccurrences of the Hindi noun phrase," Hook (1985a) goes on to propose a (non-Paninian) category of Subject rather similar to the traditional (Western) one. That is, unmarked Passive Patients and Sensation NPs in Dative-Experiencer constructions...
(with which the verb agrees) are recognized as Subjects (but not Ergative Patients, with which the verb also agrees, because they behave differently under nominalization). The common behavioral characteristics of the various NPs discussed in the above subsections are attributed (see note 4) to an entity called "Agent" rather than "Subject". (Hook notes that the Experiencer category, present in Sanskrit although not in such a developed form as in NIA, is essentially ignored by Panini.)

14. Exceptions are the marginal and apparently recent {-va} suffix in some forms of Sinhalese (noted by Garusinghe 1962, Fairbanks et al. 1968: 2. 132, Gair 1970: 27–8) and distinctive Accusative pronominal suffixes in Poguli (Hook: pers. comm.)

15. It has been held since the early days of transformational-generative grammar, of course, that attributive adjectives are basically embedded sentences, derived via relative clauses. There are a number of arguments for this view, among them the fact that in all but the most self-consciously literary texts of a language (and perhaps even in them), predicate adjectives obviously outnumber attributive adjectives; whatever the impression we may get from grammar books, the latter are actually rather rare in "normal" texts. It may be noted further that the attributive (the so-called ezafat) construction in neighboring Persian appears to be derived even historically from a relative construction. There seems to be no limit to the multiplication of such embeddings in literary Persian: motāle e-ye daqiq-e nevefēhâ-ye movarrezân-e qadim ‘the careful study of the works of ancient historians’ (Lazard 1957: 63). In Indo-Aryan, on the other hand, Mistry (1969: 57) points out that in Gujarati at least “there is no sentence . . . that allows more than one layer of relativization in its surface structure, though there is no limit to the number of adjectives in any of the prenominal positions.” (He concludes from this, not that the derivation in transformational terms is wrong, but that “adjectivization” is obligatory in certain cases.) In any case, it is necessary to posit an (optional) adjectival “slot” in the NP at some stage in the derivation, and for the purposes of this presentation we will focus on that, rather than on the complicated hypothetical process required in order to transform an adjectival predication into an attribute.

16. Needless to say, but so there may be no confusion: I am not using Determiner in the general sense of “all modifying elements” (= French déterminant, as used, for example, by Lazard) as is done in some descriptions.

17. Perhaps this is more the case in some languages (Hindi, Bengali) than in others (Sindhi): the question, like so many others, needs more extensive comparative study.

18. I am grateful to Edward C. Dimock, Jr., for clarifying this for me.

19. Hook 1979, in his pedagogical grammar, treats both kinds of sequences alike, under the heading “complementizers”. I shall avoid the latter term here, since it seems to mean different things to different people: for e.g., Subbarao (1984) and Sinha (1970), it refers specifically to embedding devices (in Hindi, two according to Subbarao, three according to Sinha); in Hook (1979) the term refers to any device for “attaching verb to verb”, whether involving embedding or not (and there are “7 or 8” of them in Hindi).

20. Hook points out that this criterion has apparently yet to be tested using actual counts and statistics.

21. For the record, I have checked these examples with, among others, my long-suffering colleague, C. M. Nairn (native speaker of Urdu from Bara Banki, UP, India), and Asif Agha (native speaker of Urdu from Pakistan). Both say cāhtā hū` is doubtfully acceptable (perhaps because it can occur with a Noun Object in approximately the same meaning), but deklhā cāhtā hū` definitely sounds better. The starred forms of have to and can are completely out. To be sure, this information pertains only to (Hindi)–Urdu. In Bengali, pār- ‘be able’ does occur (in context) without the Infinitive on which it is dependent: āmī chāgoler dārī kāmāte pārbo nā ‘I can’t shave the goat’s beard’/kānō
parbe nā bābu? ‘Why can’t you?’ I am grateful to C. B. Seely for digging up this example for me (from a book of children’s stories, bāgher mafi berāl), after Douglas Varley had suggested it was the case. Oriya pār- seems to behave similarly. On the other hand, in the B. structure Inf. + h. be ‘have to V’, the Infinitive cannot be deleted.

22. Sinhalese onā (Lit. ōnā) does not literally mean be: according to Bel’kovich and Vykhukhulev (1970) it means ‘necessary, wanted’. I have been unable to ascertain its etymology: the resemblance to the ubiquitous Dakhani honā (⟨O IA bhavati⟩ Si. venavā according to CDIAL) used in these constructions is perhaps only coincidental.

23. This is Cardona’s observation with respect to Gujarati, but it appears to have wider validity.

24. Emended at Hook’s suggestion. Bailey gives lsbthi for lsbth but this may be a misprint. Cf. Table 10.1.

25. Not all speakers accept this interpretation (or these examples). Further investigation is necessary. Meanwhile, some genuine examples in context are:

(a) mujhe to nahī jānpāt, mai ‘ne to kuch aśā dekhā nahī’; [pūrā vīśvās hai?/mai ‘kya kahtā hū?’ par lag♭ā to nahī]. ‘I don’t think so; I didn’t see any such thing./Are you sure?/What can I say? But I feel like I didn’t’ (Yashpal, JhūTuṣa Sac, 3rd edn 1963: 93)

(b) hori cupsāp sunāt rāhā, minkā tak nahī. jhu jhāhāt hūi, krodh aya, khūn khaulā, āk hajl, dāt pise; lekin bolā nahī. ‘Hori went on listening silently. He didn’t utter a sound. He was irritated, he was angry, his blood boiled, his eyes burned, he ground his teeth; but he didn’t speak’ (Premchand, Godaan, 13th abridged edn, 1960: 34)

(c) āge zarūr parhō! gun aṃhe pās ho to kyā burā hai? koi chīn to legā nahī. ‘By all means study further! If you have the talent what harm is there? No one is going to snatch it away from you’ (Ashk, gītī divāre”, 4th edn. 1957: 46)

It may be a question of what we mean by “emphasis”: perhaps what is truly emphasized is the verb itself, not the negation, and this is merely a special instance of the Rightward Displacement phenomenon discussed in note 26 below.

26. Kachru (1980: 130), while calling for more work on the subject, suggests that the end position in Hindi is the focal position. From S. K. Verma’s (1981) observations on the placement of the tonic or sentence stress, however, it would appear that the second-from-the-end position is the focal (or contrastive) one. This accords with conclusions reached independently by M. H. Klaiman, and with the fact that, as Verma notes (p. 61), quoting Halliday with approval, “the verb is not readily associated with any form of prominence in the discourse”; indeed, to achieve such prominence, Rightward Displacement of another clausal constituent is required. Although this postverbal position is sometimes dubbed “emphatic”, the constituent in question will generally be found to bear no real prominence. Its extraposition seems merely to bring the VP itself into focal position. At least this is the case in Hindi: it may not hold for other NIA languages. Note, however, the presence of emphatic particles, especially the contrastive to, in both H. and B. V Ps, and also in the H. postposed negatives in note 25 above.

27. Dravidian Telugu and certain varieties of Kannada have marginal relative-correlative clauses (modeled on Sanskrit according to Krishnamurti and Gwynn 1985: 361) using interrogatives in place of the Indo-Aryan relatives for which there is no equivalent. This in turn is imitated by some varieties of Konkani (see Nadkarni 1975) and Dakhani Urdu. However, speakers of some varieties of Shina do this also (Hook: pers. comm.).

28. Matthews (1984: 187) does provide an example of such usage (postposed at that), which he says is largely a feature of written Nepali. Whatever the influence of English, some of these postposed clauses in NIA generally may also be due to the unprecedented requirements of complex modern prose.
With the aim of facilitating access to works on individual Indo-Aryan languages, the bibliography below is divided into two sections. The first, or general, section includes works on general linguistic theory, Indo-Aryan or South Asian languages in general, historical and regional background, and on individual non-Indo-Aryan languages of the area referred to in the text. The second section is organized under individual Indo-Aryan language names, given alphabetically. (When a reference that seems to belong in Section I does not appear there, it is likely to be found under Sanskrit in Section II. Note that Section II includes subsections on both Middle Indo-Aryan and Prakrit.) References to works of fiction, Bible translations, etc. from which some examples have been drawn are given in the text, but are not included below.
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grammar: adjectival participles, 323, 324, 409, 410; adjectives, 251; adverbial participles, 323, 324, 416, 419; agreement, 225, 343, 354; case marking, 222, 229, 232, 233, 234, 240, 241, 242, 244, 246, 247, 249, 344, 346, 365, 474 n.11; aspect, 269–72, 276, 277, 278, 312; causative, 317–19, 320; classifiers, 249, comparative construction, 373; compulsion constructions, 352–3, 380, 381; concord markers, 263, 266, 312; conditional constructions, 418; conditional participles, 323, 324; conjunctive participle, 270, 323, 324, 378, 379, 384, 386, 400; coordinator, 398; copula deleted, 337, 339; “dative subject” construction, 346–8; ergative, 343, 345–6, 354; explicators (“vectors”), 330; gender, 220, 221, 224, 225; honorificity in verbs, 226; imperatives, 476 n.14; indefinite article, 370, 371; infinitive, 322, 324, 376–7, 379–84; modals, 376–82, 384, 386; negative verbs, 393; negator, 390, 391; object clauses, 402, 404, 406–7;
Assamese – cont.
  passive, 320; plural marker, 226, 229;
  possession, expression of, 359;
  pronouns, 224, 224, 225, 226, 252,
  253, 254–5, 346; purpose clauses, 407;
  relative clauses, 412; specifier suffixes,
  250; subordinators, 401, 402–3, 404;
  tense–mood markers, 280, 283, 286,
  290, 311; transitive vs. intransitive
  conjugation, 475 n.6; verbal noun,
  324, 384, 386, 404–5; verbal paradigm,
  311–12

historical phonology, 459; affricates and
  sibilants, 98, 100, 101, 206; Magadhan
  /l/, 186; transposition of final /-il, 196;
  vowels, 190, 208

morphophonemics, 390

orthography, 138–41, 143, 148, (422)

transcription, xvi

Austroasiatic, 38, 40–1, 42; see also
Munda; Khasi

Avahattha, 55

Awadhi, 9, 10, 12, 57, (422); alternate
  stems in, 76, 77; aspect in, 269, 270,
  271, 277, 278, 278; aspirated nasals in,
  124; case marking in, 237, 240, 241,
  242, 243, 244, 245; causative in, 318,
  320, 321; classification, 447, 449, 449;
  concord markers in, 263, 266; gender
  in, 220, 221, 224, 224; passive in, 317,
  320; plural marking in, 226, 228, 229;
  pronouns, 224, 224, 252, 254, 255,
  255, 256; tense–mood markers in, 279,
  280, 283, 286, 290, 290; vowels,
  history of, 123, 125, 190, 196, 285;
  vowels, whispered, 120–1; see also

Eastern Hindi

Awankari, 19, (422); tone in, 119, 120

Baghati, 10, 13, 111, 225, 228, 344, (422)

Bagheli, 10, 12, 221, 224, 278, (422), 448,
  449

Bagri, 10, 12, (422-3)

Bajjika, 10, 12

Baluchi, 43

Bangaru, 449; see also Haryanvi

Bashgali, 461, 463; see also Kati

Bashkarik, 10, 21, (423), 463; case marking
  in, 243, 244, 247; consonants, 95, 96,
  98, 99, 100–2, 124, 125, 195; tone,
  118; vowels, 112

Bengali, 10, 57–8, 68, (423)

classification, 447, 449, 451–6, 456
descriptive phonology: aspiration, 103,
  104, 124; consonants, 94, 95–8, 106;
  consonant clusters, 125–7;
  diphthongs, 116; glides, 99, 100;
  nasalization, 100, 118; stress, 121, 122;
  vowel harmony, 128; vowels, 107, 113,
  115

grammar: adjectival participles, 322,
  325, 409, 410; adjectives, 251;
  adverbial participles, 322, 325, 416,
  417; aspect, 266, 269–71, 273, 276,
  277, 278, 309, 310; case, 212, 213, 233,
  235, 236, 238, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244,
  246, 247, 248; causative, 317, 318, 320;
  comparison, 373; compulsion
  constructions, 253, 380–2; concord
  markers, 259, 264, 266, 310;
  conditional constructions, 418;
  conditional participle, 323, 325, 418;
  conjunct verbs, 368–9; conjunctive
  participle, 323, 325, 384, 386, 400;
  coordinator, 398; copula deletion,
  337, 339; “dative-subject”
  construction, 346–9, 351; definitive
  objects, 365; emphatic particle, 396,
  ergative, 344; explicators (“vectors”),
  330; gender, 220, 221; genitive
  modifiers, position of, 372, 408;
  honorificity in verbs, 226; imperatives,
  261, 476 n.14; indefinite article, 370,
  371; infinitive, 322, 325, 376–7, 379–
  82, 384, 386; modals, 377–8, 379–84,
  386, 478–9 n.21; negative verbs, 393;
  negators, 390–2; nonvolitionality, 350;
  object clauses, 402, 404; Old Present,
  311; passive, 320, 357, 358, 361; plural
  marking, 224, 225, 226, 229, 310;
  possession, expression of, 358;
  pronouns, 222, 224, 225, 226, 252,
  253, 254, 255, 256; purpose
  clauses, 407; quantifier, position of,
  372; question marker, 388; question
  words, position of, 387; relative
  clauses, 412; specifier suffixes, 250,
  273, 371; subordinators, 402–4;
  temporal clauses, 415; tense–mood
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>markers, 280, 283, 284, 286, 290, 310-11; topicalization, 394-5; verbal noun, 322, 325, 406-8; verbal paradigm, 310-11; verb stems, 310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>historical phonology, 114, 190, 207, 208, 459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morphophonemics, 233, 310, 474 n.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orthography, 127, 148, 213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transcription, xvi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengali dialects, (423), 456; case marking in, 222, 229; consonants, 94, 96-8, 104-5, 130, 206; vowels, 107, 110, 118; stress in, 121; tone in, 102; transitive vs. intransitive conjugation, 475 n.6; see also Chittagong dialect, Daec Bengli, East Bengali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhadrakali–Bhalesi, 10, 13, (424); case marking in, 241, 243, 244, 247, 310; coordinator in, 398; gender in, 220, 222, 225, 253; phonology, 94, 105, 111-12, 125; plural marking in, 228; pronouns, 225, 253, 255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhari, 11, 16, 110, (424)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhili, 10–11, 12, 17, (424), 448; classification, 447, 449, 453, 456; future tense marker in, 289; gender in, 220, 222, 225; old instrumental in, 247; phonology, 97, 103, 104, 110, 207, 473 n.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhitaran, 12, (424); compound verb equivalent in, 476 n.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhojpur, 10, 12, (430); aspect in, 269-71, 273-4, 278; case marking in, 240, 241, 242, 244, 247; causative in, 317, 318, 320, 321; classification, 447, 448, 449, 456; clusters in, 125; concord markers in, 263, 265; consonants in, 96, 103, 104, 125; coordinator in, 398; definite adjectives in, 371; gender in, 220, 221; honorificity in, 265, 287; morphophonemic stem changes in nouns, 227; negative auxiliary in, 289; passive in, 316, 320; plural marker, 226, 228, 229; pronouns, 224, 225, 253, 254, 255, 256; tense–mood markers in, 280, 283, 285, 286, 289, 290, 291; vowels in, 112, 115, 190, 196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Bihari”, 12, 26, 144, (424); classification, 448, 449, 451-6, 460; plural marker, 229; phonology, 94, 98, 103, 144, 186, 459; suppletive Future paradigms, 295; see also Magahi, Maithili, Bhojpuri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishnupriya, 10, 16, (425); grammar, 221, 344-6, 371, 391; phonology, 97, 104, 206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisshau, 111, (425)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braj (Bhais), 9, 10, 12–13, 57, 58, (425); aspect in, 269, 277, 278, case in, 240, 242, 244; causative in, 317, 318, 320; classification, 449; concord markers in, 263, 265, 266, 289; gender in, 220, 222, 224, 224; passive in, 320; phonology, 97, 103-4, 112, 123, 124, 126, 128, 196, 289; plural marking in, 226, 228; pronouns, 224, 224, 252, 253, 254, 254-6; tense–mood markers in, 278, 280, 283, 285, 286, 290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brajali, 58, (425)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit”, 52–3, 57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundeli, 10, 12, 57, (425); aspect in, 269, 277, 277, 278, case in, 240, 242, 244; causative, 317, 320; classification, 449; concord markers in, 264, 266; gender in, 220, 224, 225; passive, 320; phonology, 97, 104, 112, 124; plural marking in, 226, 226; pronouns, 224, 225, 254, 255, 256; tense–mood markers in, 280, 283, 286, 290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burmese, 44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burushaski, 41–2, 43, 132, 342, 448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodian, 44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Central Eastern Rajasthani”, 12–13, (425)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Central Pahari”, 13; classification, 451–5; historical phonology, 203, 459; plural marker in, 229; future tense marker in, 288; see also Garhwali, Kumauni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chachhi, 19, (425)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chakma, 27, 144, (425)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamba dialects, 99; see also Chameali, Churahi, Bharmauri, Pangwali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chameali, 10, 13, 143, 225, 244, 398; agent marker in, 247, 344–5; phonology, 98, 110, 124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chhattisgarhi, 10, 12, (426), 449; aspect in, 277, 277, 278; case in, 240, 242, 243, 244; causative in, 317, 320; concord</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chhattisgarhi – cont.
suffixes in, 264, 266; gender in, 220, 221; phonology, 103, 104, 124; plural marker in, 226, 229; pronouns, 224, 224, 252–4; tense–mood markers in, 280, 283, 284, 286, 290, 291

Chibhali, 19, (426)

Chin, as substratum, 27

Chittagong dialect, 25, (423); consonants, 95, 98, 99, 101–4; tone in, 105, 118; vowels, 110, 113

Churahi, 10, 13, (426); case marking in, 244, 245, 344; gender in pronouns in, 224; phonology, 110, 125, 130

Dacca (Dhaka) Bengali, 98, 102, 105, 118, 124

Dakhan/Dakhini, 11, 22, 58, (426); clause-final subordinators in, 402–3, 413; modals in, 479 n.22; quotative in, 402–3; “reborrowed relative” construction, 479 n.27; treatment of Persian consonants in, 105

Dangi, 17, (426)

“Dardic” languages, 20–1, 43, 60; classification, 448, 451, 451, 453, 454, 455, 461–2, 461, 463; descriptive phonology, 97, 99, 102, 115, 123, 126, 193; grammar, 221, 225, 228, 243, 253, 290; historical phonology, 199, 203, 207, 209; see also names of specific languages: Shina, Bashkarik, Khowar, Kalasha, Gawarbati, etc.

Derawal, 19, (426)

Dhanni, 10, 19, (427)

Dhundhari, 10, 12, (427); concord suffixes, 266; future tense marker, 289; see also Eastern Rajasthani

Dhundi-Kairali, 19 (427)

Dingal, 54, 58, (427)

Doabi, 31, (427)

Doda Siraji, 10, 19, (427); geminates in, 198

Dogri, 10, 19–20; classification, 454, 460; consonants, 94–8, 102, 125; future tense marker, 288; passive, 316; primary case in, 247; tone in, 102, 118; vowels, 110; writing in, 143, 144

Dravidian, 3, 40, 44, 467 n.12; influence on Konkani, 123, 196; influence on Oriya, 123, 197; influence on Sinhalese, 132, 205, 398, 401; loanwords in Old Indo-Aryan, 38–9, 40, 42; parallels to features of Middle Indo-Aryan, 184, 185; parallels to features of New Indo-Aryan, 237, 239, 259, 393, 403, 415, 417; see also Tamil, Telugu, Kannada

Eastern Bengali, 200, 238, 344; see also Dacca Bengali

“Eastern Hindi”, 12, 97, 266, (427); classification, 447–8, 449, 451–6; historical phonology, 459; suppletive future paradigm, 290; see also Awadhi

“Eastern Pahari”, 13

“Eastern Rajasthani”: aspect in, 269, 277, 278; case marking in, 240, 242, 244; causative in, 317, 320; classification, 446, 449; gender in, 220, 224, 224, 225; passive in, 320; plural marking in, 226; pronouns, 252, 254–6, 256; semivowels, 124, 460; tense–mood markers in, 280, 283, 285, 286, 290; see also Dhundhari, Harauti

Elu, 53


Finno-Ugric, (Indo-)Iranian loanwords in, 34, 38, 467 n.6

Garhwali, 10, 13, (428); aspect in, 269, 273, 475 n.9; classification, 446, 447, 449; gender in, 224; phonology, 96, 97, 103, 110, 127; primary case in, 247

Gawarbati, 10, 21, (428); agreement in, 343; case markers in, 229, 244, 245, 247; classification, 461, 463; conjunctival differences in, 262; plural formant in, 229; phonology, 95, 98–102, 111, 118, 125, 126, 199

Ghebi, 19, (428)

Giangali/Grangali, (463); unusual consonants in, 98
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Godwari, 10, 12, (428); compound verb equivalent in, 476 n.18
Gojri/Gujuri, 22, (428); grammar, 247, 269, 289, 498; phonology, 97, 103, 111, 198, 203
Gondi, as substratum, 5, 16
Greek, innovations shared with Indo-Iranian, 33–4, 35
Gujarati, 10, 46, (428–9), 448
classification, 447, 447, 448, 451–5, 456–8
descriptive phonology: consonants, 94, 95, 97–101, 103, 104, 107, 124; consonant clusters, 123, 125–7; diphthongs, 116–17; murmur, 120, 147, 477 n.10; nasalization, 118; stress, 121–2; vowels, 110, 113, 114
grammar: adjectival participles, 322, 323, 325, 326, 379–82, 384, 409; adjectives, inflection of, 251; adverbal participle, 323, 325, 416; agitative adjective, 323; agreement, 342, 477 n.7; case marking in, 213, 233, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 251, 344, 365, 473 n.4; aspect, 269, 271–3, 277, 278, 302, 450; causative, 317, 318, 320, 321, 419, 476 n.6; comparison, 373; complex postpositions, 236; compulsion constructions, 351–2, 380–2; concord suffixes, 264, 265, 266, 302; conditional construction, 418; conjunctive participle, 323, 325, 376, 378, 400; conjunct verbs, 368; coordinator, 398; copula deletion, 338; “dative subject” construction, 347–9; definite object, 366; emphatic particle, 391, 396; ergative construction, 344, 345, 365; exclusive-inclusive distinction, 252; explicators (“vectors”), 330; gender, 78, 220, 220, 222; genitive modifiers, 372; imperative, 476 n.14; indefinite article, 370; infinitive, 322, 325; infinitive, extended, 405, 406, 407; see also prospective participle; infinitive, oblique, 382, 383; irregular perfective participles, 302; kinship, expression of, 352, 360; locative phrases, as modifiers, 372; modals, 376, 378–85; negative auxiliary, 289–90, 292–3; negator, 390, 391, 393; object clauses, 402, 403; passive, 316, 320, 357, 358, 368; plural marking, 213, 225, 226, 228–9, 472–9 n.2; possession, expression of, 358, 360; prohibitive particle, 389; pronouns, 224, 224–5, 251, 252, 253, 254–6, 345; prospective participle, 323, 325, 380, 381; tense-mood markers, 280, 283, 286, 288, 289, 290; purpose clauses, 413; question marking, 388, 389; relative clauses, 411–12, 413; subordinators, 402, 403; temporal clauses, 415; verbal paradigm, 300–2
historical phonology, 178, 190, 191, 199, 200, 208, 459
orthography, 147, 148
Gujuri see Gojri
Halbi, 5, 11, 16, 26, 27, (429); future tense marker in, 289; gender in, 220; perfective marker in, 279; plural formant in, 229; vowels, 110
Handuri, 10, 13, (429)
Harauti, 10, 12–13, (429); aspirates in, 130; concord markers in, 266; future tense marker in, 288; nasalization in, 110, 118; vowels, 110
Har(i)yanvi, 9, 10, (429); aspect in, 174, 177; classification, 461; future tense marker in, 288; phonology, 95, 97, 119, 198; see also Bangaru
“Himachali”, 13, (427)
Hindi, Modern Standard: antecedents, 28–9, 54, 453; growth and functions, 9, 23, 57, 59, (429–30); influence on other languages, 5, 221, 274, 288, 402; linguistic status vs. Urdu, 27, 92, 93, 105, 144; orthographic conventions, 145, 213; see also Hindi–(Urdu) for most structural information
“Hindi”, various uses of term, 9, 29, 30, 54, (429–30)
Hindi “dialects”, 9
Hindi–(Urdu)
classification, 461; see also Western Hindi
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Hindi – cont.
n.20; consonant clusters, 126–8; nasalization, 117–18; stress, 121–2; vowels, 110, 113–15, 469 n.3
historical phonology, 114, 125, 178, 190, 195, 208, 472 n.18; see also Western Hindi morphophonemics, 130, 195, 298, 476 n.16
Hindki (of Hazara), 19

“Hindko”, 10, 18–19, (430)
Hindustani, 6, 30; see also Urdu

Indo-Aryan languages, modern: number of speakers, 8
Indo-European, vowels and vowel-grades in, 163, 164
Indo-Iranian, position of in Indo-European, 31–4

Inner Siraji: dative marker in, 244; vowels, 111

Iranian languages, 32–3, 43; influence of on NW Indo-Aryan, 155, 254, 275, 344; phonological innovations of, 33; spoken by pre-Muslim invaders of India, 47–8; see also Persian, Pashto

Jaunsari, 10, 13, (430–1); phonology, 94, 97, 110, 124; grammar, 228, 247, 270, 274, 344; writing of, 143, (431)

Kachchi, 10, 17; phonology, 95–7, 104, 111, 196

“Kafri”, 465 n.12; see Nuristani

Kagini, 10, 19, (431); phonology, 94, 102

Kalasha, 10, 21, (431); archaic features, 199, 202, 247, 260, 262, 289, 344; case marking in, 241, 243, 244, 247; classification, 461, 462, 463; descriptive phonology, 95–6, 99–103, 110, 124–6; gender in, 221, 223; historical phonology, 125, 199, 202; pronouns, 252, 253; verb system, 260, 262, 289, 300

Kamdehsi/Kamviri, 21, (431)

Kangri, 10, 20, (431); future marker, 288; agentive, 344

Kannada, in Maharashtra, 46–6; “Indo-Aryan” relative construction in, 479 n.27

Kannauji, 10, 12, (431); gender markers in, 222

Kanyawali, 21, (431); phonology, 95, 99, 100–2

Kasdargod dialect (of Marathi), vowels in, 113

Kashmiri, 10, 19, (432)
classification, 448, 450–6, 461, 463
descriptive phonology: consonants, 89, 94, 96–102, 105, 106, 119, 472 n.21;
consonant clusters, 125–7;
diphthongs, 116; “mātrā-vowels”,
121; nasalization, 118; semivowels,
124; vowel harmony, 128–9; vowels,
112–13, 114

grammar: adjectives, 250; adjectival
participles, 322, 324, 384–5; adverbial
participles, 324, 416; agreement, 261,
343, 477 n.7; antipassive, 343; aspect,
269, 271, 273, 276, 277, 278, 296; case
marking, 231, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244,
245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 365; causative,
317, 320; comparison, 373; 
compulsion constructions, 352, 380–1; 
concord suffixes, 263, 363; 
“conjugations”, 261; conjunctive 
participle, 323, 324, 376, 378, 400; 
 coordinator, 398; “dative subject” 
construction, 347–9, 400; ergative 
construction, 344, 345; gender, 220, 
223, 224, 225; indefinite article, 370; 
direct object, 354, 355; infinitive, 
322, 324, 379–83; modals, 377, 378–
85; negator, 390, 391; object clauses, 
402, 403, 406; object marking, 477 n.7; 
passive, 315, 316, 320; plural markers, 
226, 227; possession, expression of, 
359; prohibitive particle, 389; 
pronouns, 252, 253, 254, 255, 255–6; 
pronominal suffixes, 255, 260, 297; 
purpose clauses, 498; quantifier, 372; 
question marker, 388; relative clauses, 
414; subordinators, 402; tense–mood 
markers, 280, 283, 286, 290, 297, 298; 
verbal paradigm, 296–9

historical phonology: 199, 203, 210; final 
vowels, 123, 197; sibilants, 194, 199–
200; 207, 459

morphophonemics, 113, 227

order of constituent elements: in main 
clauses, 335–6; in subordinate clauses, 
394; in verbal paradigms, 257, 374; 
position of auxiliary, 297, 336;
position of question word, 387;
position of verb, 335–6; verb-initial 
order, function of, 476 n.2 
transcription, xvi

writing of, 143, 144, 151, 153

Kashtawari, 10, 19, (432), 463; phonology, 
102, 198

Katarqalai, 98, 102, 463; see also Wotapuri
Kati, 21, 22, (432), 463; see also Bashgali
“Kauravi”, 10, 12, 28, (432); aspect in, 
270, 273; classification, 460–1;
phonology, 95, 97, 124, 198
Khandeshi, 11, 17, 26, (433); classification, 
448, 449, 453; gender in, 220, 225
Khari Boli, 9, 27–8, 57
Khashali, 10, 13; grammar, 244, 245, 247, 
251; phonology, 97, 110
Khasi, 41
Khetrani, 10, 18, 22, (433)

Khowar, 10, 21, 24, 58, (433); archaic 
features of, 199, 260, 262, 289, 344, 
462; classification, 461, 461, 463;
descriptive phonology, 95, 96, 99–102,
112, 118, 124–6; historical phonology,
199, 462; nominal inflection, 221, 220, 
229, 241, 244–5, 247–8; verbal system,
260, 262, 289, 344; writing of, 133

Kiunthali, 10, 13, 31, (434); aspect in, 270, 
273; case marking in, 244, 344; gender 
in, 225; phonology, 112, 124, 130; see 
also Mahasui

Kochi, (434); phonology, 111, 124, 199;
writing of, 143

Kohati, 19

Konkani, 11, 17, 22, 26, 57, 69, (434–5), 
448
classification: 447, 449, 451, 456
descriptive phonology: consonants, 94, 
97, 102–3, 124, 125; nasalization, 118;
vowels, 112, 113, 115, 125, 207
grammar: aspect, 270, 277, 278; case 
making, 240, 242, 243, 244, 245, 247;
causative, 316, 320; concord suffixes, 
264, 265, 266; coordinator, 398;
copula, 338; gender, 220, 220, 222, 
224, 225; plural marking, 226, 227, 
228; pronouns, 224, 225, 252, 253, 
255–6, 256; relative clauses, 408, 479
n.27; tense–mood markers, 280, 284, 
287, 288, 290

historical phonology, 123, 196–7
writing of, 133, 145, 153

Kulu dialects, phonology of, 94, 110
Kului, 10, 13 (435); aspect in, 269, 273, 475
n.10; gender in, 225; case marking in, 
244, 245, 247, 344; writing of, 143

Kumauni, 10, 13, 144, 435
Kumauni—cont.
classification, 446, 447, 449; see also Central Pahari
grammar: aspect, 269, 271, 277, 278;
case marking, 240, 242, 244, 245, 247,
345; causative, 317, 319, 320; concord
suffixes, 263, 266; gender, 220;
passive, 320; plural marking, 226, 227;
pronouns, 224, 225, 252, 253, 254–6;
tense—mood markers, 280, 283, 285,
286, 290
morphophonemics, 224
phonology: consonants, 94, 96–99, 103–
4, 124, 125; vowel harmony, 130;
vowels, 112
“Lahnda”/Lahndi, 18, 20, 217, (435–6),
448, 465 n.1; see also Siraiki
classification, 448, 449, 451–6
grammar: aspect, 277, 278, 279, 450;
case marking, 240, 242, 243, 244, 247;
causative, 317, 320; concord suffixes,
263, 265, 266; ergative, 349; gender,
220; passive, 320; plural marking, 226,
228; pronouns, 224, 224
phonology: consonants, 95, 97, 103,
124, 126, 127; tone, 102, 118–20;
vowels, 111
Lamanil/Lambadi, 22, (436); consonants,
94, 96, 97, 101, 104, 130; aspect, 269;
vowels, 109
Limbu, 47
Magadhi, 52, 56, 458; features of, 186,
222–3, 233, 238, 458; as Hoernle term,
447, 448
Magahi, 10, 12, (436); agreement in, 344;
alternate noun stems in, 76; aspect in,
270, 271, 272; classification, 449, 456;
concord markers in, 266; copula
deletion in, 338; future in, 291; gender
in, 221, 241; passive in, 316; plural
formant in, 229; primary case
remnants in, 247
Maharashtri, 46, 52, 56, 66, 185, 447;
feminine pronoun in, 223; phonology,
180, 181, 186–7, 458
Mahasui, 31
Maithili, 10, 12, 143–4, (436–7)
classification, 447, 449, 456
grammar: agreement, 287, 344; aspect,
270, 272, 274, 277, 278; case marking,
237, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 246, 247,
248, 249; causative, 317, 318, 319, 320,
321; concord suffixes, 263, 265, 266,
270; coordinator, 398, copula
deletion, 338; gender, 220, 221, 222;
honorificity, 226; imperative, 456
n.14; passive, 316, 320; plural
marking, 226, 229; pronouns,
224, 226, 252, 253, 254–6; tense—
mood markers, 280, 283, 285, 286,
287, 289, 290, 291; transitive vs.
intransitive conjugation, 265, 270, 475
n.6
phonology: consonants, 95–7, 99, 103,
104, 124, 125; short final vowels, 123,
125, 196
Maiya’, 10, 21, (437); classification, 461,
463; phonology, 101, 102, 111, 124
Maldavian, 11, 22, (437); phonology, 103,
125, 206, 210; writing of, 133, 153
Malpaharia, 27, (437)
Malto, as substratum, 27
Malvi, 10, 13, (437), 449; mid-vowels in,
111; plural formant in, 230;
semivowels in, 124; verbal system,
266, 288, 291, 317
Mandeali, 10, 13, (437); case marking in,
225, 241, 244, 247, 344; gender in, 225;
interrogative, 255; phonology, 94, 98,
110, 124, 199; verbal system, 269, 273,
288; writing in, 143
Marathi, 11, 16, 46, 57, 58, (467–8), 469
(Ch. 4) n.6
classification, 447, 448, 449, 451–6, 454,
456–8
descriptive phonology: clusters, 125–7;
consonants, 94–100, 102–4, 107, 108–
9, 124; emphasis, 122; murmur, 120;
nasalization, 105, 118, 131; stress, 121;
vowels, 112, 114, 115
grammar: adjectives, 251; adjectival
participle, 323, 325, 326, 384–5, 409,
415; adverbial participle, 323, 325,
416, 417; agentive adjective, 323;
agreement, 225, 343; aspect, 269–71,
273, 276, 277, 278, 279, 289, 305,
306; case marking, 213–14, 232–3,
235–7, 238, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244,
246, 247, 248, 249, 345, 365; causative,
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317–19, 320; comparison, 373; complex postpositions, 235; compulsion constructions, 353, 380–2; concord suffixes, 260, 261, 264, 265, 266, 305; conditional constructions, 305–6, 418; conjunct verbs, 368, 369; conjunctive participle, 323, 325, 400; copula deletion, 338; dative in -s, 213–14, 232, 474 n.10; coordinator, 398; “dative subject” construction, 347–9, 360; declensional classes, 228; definite object, 366; “desiderative” 306, 323, 325, 379, 406; “Dravidian-type” adverbial clauses, 417; emphatic particle, 391, 392, 396; ergative, 345; exclusive/inclusive distinction, 251; gender, explicators (“vectors”), 220, 221, 222, 224, 225, 232, 379; genitive, use of, 234–45, 408, imperative, 261, 305, 476 n.14; indefinite article, 370; infinitive, 322, 325, 376, 405; locative modifiers, 372; modals, 376–85; negators, 390–2; nonvolitionality, 351; object clauses, 402, 403, 406; Old Present, function of, 273, 305; passive, 316, 320, 357; plural marking, 225, 226, 227, 228; possession, expression of, 358; prohibitive, 390, 393; pronouns, 224, 225, 251, 252, 253, 254–6, 256; prospective participle, 323; purpose clauses, 407–8; question markers, 388, 389; relative clauses, 411–13; resumptive pronoun, 474 n.13; subordinators, 402, 403; “supine”, 323, 325, 380–3, 406–7; temporal clauses, 415; tense–mood markers, 280, 281, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 305, 306; topicalized locatives, 359; verbal noun, 322–3, 325; verbal paradigm, 301–5; historical phonology, 178; nasalization, 100, 193; sibilants and affricates, 155, 200, 206–7; Vedic accent, alleged effect of, 122, 187; vowels, 190, 191, 459; morphophonemics, 227; scripts and orthography, 57, 105, 143–5, 148, 241, 304, 469 n.2; transcription, 476 (10); Marathi dialects, loss of aspiration in, 103 Marwari, 10, 12, 58, (438); see also Rajasthani, Western Rajasthani classification, 446 phonology: consonants, 94, 101, 104, 106, 124, 470 n.10; constraints on aspires, 130; implosives, 104; nasalization, 118; tone, 119–20, 283; voiced/voiceless h contrast, 101; vowels, 111 grammar, 272, 273, 345, 398; agent marker, 344; agreement, 477 n.7; future tense marker, 289; passive, 315, 368 Mewari, 10, 12, 199, (438); Southern variety, phonology, 95, 97–8, 101, 104, 120, 130, 469 (Ch. 5) n.6 Mewati, 10, 13, (438); future tense marker, 288, 291 Middle Bengali, 53 Middle Indo-Aryan, 45, 167; case system in, 231; causative in, 316–17; passive in, 315; semi-tatsamas in, 66–7; see also Pali, Prakrit Middle Indo-Aryan, Late, see Apabhramsa “Midland language”, 450–1; influence of, 451–2, 456 Multani, 255 (438); see also Siraiki Munda languages, 40–1, 45, 467 n.12, 467–4 n.13 Nagamese, 5, 16 Nahali, 42 Nepali, 5, 10, 13, 44, 47, 57–8, (438–9) classification, 446, 447, 449, 451–5 descriptive phonology: consonants, 94–7, 103–4, 106, 124; consonant clusters, 125–7; stress, 121; vowels, 109, 115 grammar: absolutive, 323, 324, 326, 378, 384; adjectives, 251; adjectival participle, 324, 384, 385, 409, 415; adverbial clausal adjuncts, 408; adverbial participle, 416; agreement, 343, 346, 354; aspect, 269, 273, 276, 277, 278, 279, 313, 314; case marking in, 238, 240, 241, 242, 244, 246, 247, 249, 345, 365; causative, 315–19, 320; classifiers, 370; compulsion constructions, 353, 380–2; concord
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Nepali – cont.
suffixes, 263, 265, 266; conditional constructions, 418, 419; conjunctive participle, 323, 324, 400; coordinator, 398; copula vs. existential verb, 338; “dative subject” construction, 347, 348, 355, 356; ergative, 346; explicators (“vectors”), 330; gender, 221, 221, 251, 313; honorifics, 315; infinitive, 324, 376, 377, 379–83, 405–7; kinship, expression of, 349; modals, 386; negators, 390–3; object clauses, 402, 404; passive, 315–16, 320, 357, 358; plural marking, 226, 229; possession, expression of, 359; pronouns, 222, 224, 254, 255, 255, 256; purpose clauses, 407; question marking, 388, 389; relative clauses, 479 n.28; subordinators, 401–4, 418; tense–mood markers, 280, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 290, 314; topicalized locative, 359; verbal paradigm, 312–14

historical phonology, 203, 207, 449
orthography, 144, 145, 149–50, 189

Newari, 44, 47
New Indo-Aryan languages, beginning, 8
Nimadi, 10, 13, (439), 449
Niya Prakrit, 52
“Northern Lahnda”, 18
Northwestern Prakrit, 167, 170
Nuristani (languages), 8, 10, 21, 34, 37, 43; classification, 448, 453, 461, 461, 462, 463; defining characteristics, 462, 470 (Ch. 7) n.1; gender in, 221; reflexive affricates in, 132

Old Awadhi (Old Baiswari), 53
Old Bengali, 53; 1st person sg. pronoun in, 253; texts in, 54
Old Gujarati: patronage and cultivation, 58, 62; orthography, 148
Old Hindi, 28; texts in, 54; oblique case marker in, 245
Old Indo-Aryan
dialect differentiation, 451, 458–9
phonology: consonants, 157–61; consonant clusters, 161–2; permitted finals, 162–3; pitch accent, 163–4; vowel grades, 164–5; vowels, 163
see also Sanskrit, Vedic

Old Kashmiri, texts in, 54
Old Marathi: texts in, 54, 62; dative in, 245; passive in, 315
Old Punjabi, texts in, 62
Old Sauraseni, texts in, 167
Oriya, 11, 16, 57, 78, (439), 454
classification, 447, 449, 451–5, 456
descriptive phonology: consonants, 94–8; 107, 124; consonant clusters, 125, 127; nasalization, 118; stress, 121; vowels, xvi, 109, 122, 123
grammar: adjectival participles, 322, 323, 325, 382, 384, 409, 410; adjectives, 251; adverbial participle, 416; agentive, relic of, 477 n.21; agreement, 225; aspect, 269–73, 276, 277, 278, 279, 309; case marking, 237, 238, 240, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249; causative, 317–19, 320; comparison, 373; compulsion construction, 352, 380–1; concord suffixes, 264, 265, 266; conditional construction, 273–4, 280, 309; conditional participle, 323, 325; conjunctive participle, 270, 323, 325, 376–9, 384, 386, 400; coordinator, 398; copula deletion, 337–8; “dative subject” construction, 347–9; “Dravidian type” adverbial adjunct clauses, 417; explicators (“vectors”), 330; gender loss, 220, 221; indefinite article, 370; infinitive, 322, 325, 405–6; infinitive, oblique, 380–1, 407; modals, 378–82, 384, 386, 479 n.21; negative auxiliary, 289; negators, 390–2; object clauses, 402, 404, 406–7; Old Present, function of, 309; passive, 320; plural marking, 223, 226, 229, 371; possession, expression of, 358; pronouns, 222, 224, 225, 252, 254–6; purpose clauses, 407; question marking, 388; relative clauses, 411, 412, 414; “singularity” suffix, 371; specifier suffixes, 250, 371; subordinators, 402–4; tense–mood markers, 280, 281, 284, 287, 290, 309; topicalized locative, 359; verbal noun, 325; verbal paradigm, 308–9
historical phonology, 193, 197, 459
orthography, 148, 309, 470 n.4
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Pad(a)ri, 10, 13, 225, (439); phonology, 94, 97, 111–12

“Pahari”, 31, 442–3, 69, (439), 448; classification, 448, 449, 451, 451, 453; vowels, 113, 115, 118; see also Central Pahari, Western Pahari

Paisaci, 193, 461

Pali, 44, 52, 67; grammar, 222, 223, 330; phonology, 167, 169, 170, 178, 180, 458, 459

Pamir languages, 43

Pangwali, 10, 13, (439); grammar, 225, 244; phonology, 110, 125

Par’ya, 6, 22, (440)

Pashai, 10, 21, 24–5; classification, 461, 462, 463; case marking in, 243, 245, 247; consonants, 95, 99, 101, 126, 199, 462; nasalization, absence of, 118; vowels, 112

Pashto, 18, 19, 32, 448; encroachment of, 20, 43; retroflex consonants in, 124, 131, 132

Persian: ezāfat-construction, 478 n.15; loanwords in modern Indo-Aryan languages, 70, 71, 155, 225, 235; phonological influence, 105, 126; role in South Asia, 1, 5, 29, 48–9, 62; syntactic influence, 50, 367, 368, 414, 453

Phalura, 10, 21, (440); classification, 463; descriptive phonology, 95, 99–102, 111, 124–6; gender in pronouns, 225; historical phonology, 124, 199, 202, 225

Pingal, 55, (427), (440)

Poguli, 10, 19, (440); accusative in, 478 n.14; archaic concord suffix in, 266; geminates in, 198

Portuguese: influence on Konkani orthography, 153; loanwords in modern Indo-Aryan languages, 73–4, 469 (Ch. 4) n.5; role in South Asia, 49

Pothohari, 10, 18, (440)

Prakrit: inflections, 222, 223, 225, 228, 261, 266; inscrptional, 52; Literary, 167; loanwords in Sanskrit, 156; meanings of term, 471 n.6; orthography, 135–6, 145, 148–9, 193; phonology, 125, 180–2; see also Middle Indo-Aryan

Prasun, 21, (440); classification, 461, 463

Punchhi, 19, (440)

Punjabi, 10, 19, 20, 28, (440–1) classification, 447, 447, 449, 451–6 descriptive phonology: consonants, 94–7, 99, 102, 106; consonant clusters, 123–7; nasalization, 118; stress, 121–2; tone, 102, 118–19; vowels, 110, 113 grammar: adjectival participles, 322, 323, 324, 380–2, 384–5, 409, 410; adjectives, 251; adverbial adjunct clauses, 408; adverbial participles, 324, 416; agentive adjectives, 323; aspect, 269, 270, 273, 274, 277, 278, 279, 294–5; auxiliary, position of, 257, 344, 394; case marking in, 232, 233, 234, 236, 240, 242, 244, 246, 247–8, 249; causative, 317, 319, 320; comparison, 373; complex postpositions, 235; compulsion constructions, 352, 380–2; concord suffixes, 263, 265, 266; conjunctive participle, 323, 324, 326, 375, 376, 378, 400; contingent future, 296; coordinator, 398; “dative subject” construction, 347–9; definitive object, 365, 366; ergative, 345; gender, 220, 222; imperative, 476 n.14; indefinite article, 370; infinitive, 322, 324, 326, 379, 405; infinitive, oblique, 382; kinship, expression of, 348; modals, 376, 378–85; negators, 390–2; object clauses, 402, 403; passive, 320, 357; plural marking, 226, 227, 228; possession, expression of, 358, 360; prohibitive, 389; pronouns, 224, 224–5, 252, 253, 254, 255, 255–6, 345, 365; question marker, 388; relative clauses, 411, 413; subordinators, 402, 403; tense–mood markers, 280, 281, 283, 284, 285, 286, 290, 295, 296; verbal noun, 324; verbal paradigm, 294–6 historical phonology, 125, 197, 198, 203, 205, 208, 459 orthography, 100, 133, 147; see also Gurmukhi script, in General Index

Rajasthani, 26, 62 (441); see also Marwari

W. Rajasthani classification, 448, 451–6 descriptive phonology: consonants, 94,
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Rajasthani – cont.
95, 97, 99, 103, 104, 124; consonant clusters, 125–6; constraints on aspirates, 102, 130; nasalization, 118; tone, 119–20; voiced vs. voiceless h, 469 (Ch. 5) n.6; vowels, 111
grammar: affective system, 77, 78; agreement, 342; case marking, 247, 248, 344; ergative, 345; exclusive/inclusive distinction, 251; future marker, 288
historical phonology, 207, 459
orthography, 144, 147–8, 470 n.6
Rajbangsi dialect, classification of, 25
Rambani, 10, 19, (441); phonology, 102, 198
“Rekhta”, 30
Romany, 22–3, (442)
classification, 448, 451, 453
descriptive phonology: consonants, 95–7, 99, 101, 102, 105, 107, 131; initial clusters, 125; vowels, 109, 118
grammar: case marking, 240, 243, 244, 247; gender, 221, 225; plural marking, 228; pronouns, 225, 252, 253
historical phonology, 60, 199, 200, 202, 203, 209, 210
Rudhari, (442); phonology, 95–7, 110
Sadani, 10, 12, (442)
classification, 454; aspect in, 270, 271; copula deletion in, 338; future marker in, 291; gender in, 221; plural marker in, 229; phonology, 109, 114, 115, 196
Sadhu Bhasha (Hindi), 54
Sambalpuriya (Oriya dialect), 197
Sanskrit (Classical), 2, 51, 55–6, 470–1 (Ch. 7) n.2
loanwords in New Indo-Aryan, effects of, 126–7, 150, 154, 155
grammatical structures, antecedent to New Indo-Aryan: augment, 283; case marking, 228, 230, 230, causative, 261, 315–17; denominative, 316; enclitic pronouns, 344; experiencer, 478 n.13; future, 289; gender, 220, 221; genitive case, 241; gerundive, 289, 352; infinitive, 322; instrumental case, 344; locative cases, 247; negator, 389, 390; number marking, 226, 229; passive, 315, 358, 474 n.5; past passive participle, 269–71, 271, 341–3; present active participle, 269, 271, 273, 281; prohibitive particle, 389; pronouns, 223, 252, 253, 254; secondary endings, 260; thematic (Present Active) endings, 260, 265, 266; verbal system, 257; verbless predications, 338
phonology: consonants, 95, 96, 105; permitted finals, 122, 469 n.8, 470 n.9; permitted initials, 123; stress accent in, 183; vowels 110–11
role in Indic civilization, 2, 4, 5, 6, 44, 62, 464 n.4
writing of, 135, 143, 145, 146, 148–9
see also Old Indo-Aryan, Vedic
Satlej dialects (West Pahari), consonants of, 94
Sauraseni, 52, 56; as Hoernle term, 447; phonology of, 180, 199, 458
Saurashtra, 2, (442); phonology, 95, 103, 111; relative clause absent, 408; writing of, 145
Shawain, 19, (442)
Shadhu Bhasha (Bengali), 57
Shahpuri, 10, 18, (442); passive in, 316
Shina, 10, 21, (443), 462
classification, 461, 463
descriptive phonology: consonants, 95–7, 99–102, 106, 124; consonant clusters, 125, 126; tone, 118; vowels, 112–13, 121
grammar: agreement, 343, 477 n.11; case marking, 241, 243, 244, 247, 248, 345; causative, 317; conjunctivational differences, 261–2; ergative, 345–6; gender (in pronouns), 225; indefinite suffix, 371; passive, 315; plural marking, 228; pronouns, 225, 252, 253; relative clause, 479 n.27; subordinators, 401
historical phonology, 124, 125, 198, 199, 210
Shodochi/Sodochi, (444); case marking in, 243–6; gender in, 225; vowels, 110
Shoracholi/Saracholi, (442); vowels of, 110
Shumashti, 463; phonology, 95, 98, 102, 126
Simla dialects, phonology of, 94, 102; see
also Kiunthali, Kochi, Handuri, Shoracholi

Sindhi, 10, 17, 69, (443), 448, 468-9 n. 4, 475 n.11
classification, 447, 447, 448, 448, 451-6
descriptive phonology: consonants, 94–7, 99, 103–5, 106, 127; initial clusters, 123, 125; semivowels, 124; vowels, 111, 122, 123, 125, 472 n.16
grammar: adjectival participle, 322, 323, 325, 380–2, 384–5, 408, 409; adjectives, 251; adverbial participles, 323, 325, 416, 417; agentive adjective, 323; agreement, 343; aspect, 269, 270, 273, 274–5, 277, 278, 299, 475 n.11; auxiliary, position of, 257, 374, 394; case marking, 232, 236, 240, 242, 243, 244, 246, 247, 344, 365; causative, 317, 318, 320, 321; concord suffixes, 263, 265, 266; conjunctive participles, 323, 325, 376, 378, 400; coordinator, 398; “dative subject” construction, 347–9, 360; ergative, 345; explicators (“vectors”), 330; gender, 220, 222, 224, 224–5; genitive clausal modifiers, 408; imperative, 260; indefinite article, 370; infinitive, 322, 325, 379, 405, 406; infinitive, oblique, 382–3; irregular perfective participles, 269, 300; modal, 376, 378–85; negator, 390–1; object clauses, 402, 403; passive, 315, 320; plural marking, 226, 229; possession, expression of, 358, 360; problematic verbal forms, 275, 290, 299–300; prohibitive particle, 389; pronominal suffixes, 255, 260; pronouns, 224, 224, 225, 252, 253, 254–6; question marker, 388; relative clauses, 413; subordinators, 402, 403; temporal clauses, 415; tense–mood markers, 280, 282, 283, 285, 286, 287, 289, 290, 300, 315; verbal paradigm, 298–300
historical phonology, 459; implosives, 209; liquids, 193, 194, 195, 209, 460; long vowels, 198, 459; retroflexes, 210; short final vowels, 196; sibilants and affricates, 194, 207; voicing of stops, 203

writing of, 102, 143, 144, 151, 152, 470 n.6

Sinhala Prakrit, 52
Sinhalese, 11, 22, 57, 62, (443), 465 n.12
classification, 448, 451–6
descriptive phonology: consonants, 94–7, 103, 105, 107, 131, 132; consonant clusters, 125–6; Dravidian influence, 132; palatals, constraints on, 124; prenasalized stops, 105, 132; semivowels, 124; stress, 121; vowels, 112, 113, 116, 118
grammar: accusative, 478 n.14; adjectival participle, 409; adjectives, 221, 251; adverbial participle, 323, 325; adverbial adjunct clause, “Dravidian type”, 417; adverbial participle, 416; agreement, 221, 225; animate/inanimate distinction, 220–1, 307; aspect, 269–70, 275–6, 277, 278, 279, 307, 308; auxiliary, 307; case marking, 232, 239, 240, 241, 242, 244, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250; causative, 317, 318, 320; comparison, 373; compulsion constructions, 351, 380–1; concord suffixes, 258, 261, 264, 265, 266; conditional constructions, 308, 418, 419; conjunctions, 261, 279, 280, 474–5 n.5; conjunctive participle, 400–1; conjunct verbs, 369; coordinator suffixes, 398; copula, 337; “dative subject” construction, 347–9, 376; deictic categories, number of, 251; derived intransitives, 474–5 n.5; echo formation type, 81; emphatic verb forms, 276, 306, 307; explicators (“vectors”), 330; future function of imperfective, 276, 307; “future participle”, 322, 325; gender, 220, 220–1, 224, 225; indefinite article, 219, 371, 372; infinitive, 322, 325, 376, 379–80, 382–3, 407; involitives, 316, 320; irregular past participles, 269, 276; modals, 376, 379–83, 479 n.22; negator, 391, 393; nonvolitionality, 351; object clauses, 402, 404; objects, human, 366; Old Present function, 276; passive, 316; perfective in -icca, 475 n.12; plural marking, 225, 226, 227–8; possession, expression of, 358;
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Sinhalese – cont.
- historical phonology, 60, 459; aspiration, loss of, 205–6; /d/ in, 209; laterals, 194; nasals, 193, 199; semivowels, 199, 206; sibilant and palatals, 155–6, 194, 206; umlaut effects, 269, 279; vowels, 123, 125, 209, 459.
- loanwords in, 68, 73.

Siraiki, 10, 18, 24, 133, 217, (443); see also “Lahnda”.
- grammar: agent-marker, 344; agreement, 343; causative, 318; coordinator, 398; passive, 315; pronominal suffixes, 255; pronouns, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256.
- phonology: consonants, 96, 97, 103–4, 106; implosives, 104; nasalization, 118; stress, 121; tense–mood marking, 286, 289; vowels, 110.

“Siraji”, 31, (443).

Sirmauri, 10, 13, (443–4); agent-marker in, 344; aspect in, 270, 273; dative marker in, 244; phonology, 94, 97, 111; writing of, 143.

Sirohi, 10, 12, (444).

Surkhuli (West Pahari), vowels of, 110.

Tai languages, in Indian subcontinent, 42, 50.

Tamil, 1, 22, 238; influence on Sinhalese, 132, 351, 408, 475 n.12.

Telugu, 22, 44, 45; aspect marking in, 289, 475 n.7; “Indo–Aryan” relative construction in, 479 n.27; influence on Oriya, 123, 197, 237, 245, 450.

Thali, 19, 31, (444).

Tibetan, Tibeto-Burman, 41, 43, 44; possible influence on Indo-Aryan, 342, 371, 401, 403, 415, 450.

Tinauli, 19, (444).

Tirahi, (444), 461, 463; phonology, 101, 102, 118.

Torwali, 10, 21, (444), 463; case marking in, 244, 248; phonology, 98, 99, 101, 102, 124.

Tregami, 21, (444), 463.

Trinidad Bhojpuri, 464 n.10.

Turbic; expansion of, 32; possible influence in India, 48–9, 367.

Urdu, 22, 29–30, 466 n.8, 9; case usage in Pakistan, 352; growth and functions, 2, 25, 57, 59, 74, 466 n.7; 469 (Ch. 4) n.6; linguistic status and relation to Hindi, 27, 29, 54, 92–3, 101, 105, 108, 465 n.5; writing of, 29, 102, 151, 152, 469 n.1; for most structural information, see also Hindi–(Urdu).

Vagdi, 10, 12, (445); gender in pronouns, 225.

Varli/Warli, 11, 17, (445); phonology, 103, 110.

Vedic, 32, 36, 37, 51; retroflex laterals in, 103, 194; pitch accent in, 164.

“Vernacular Hindostani”, 9; see also “Kauravi”.

Waigali, 21, (445), 461, 463.

Wazirabadi, classification, 465 n.1.

“Western Hindi”, 12, (445), 459; classification, 446–8, 449, 451–5; vowels, 113; see also Hindi–(Urdu), Braj, “Kauravi”, Kannauji, Haryanvi.


grammar: aspect, 269, 273; case marking, 241, 244–6, 247; coordinator, 398; ergative, 345; gender, 220, 221, 225; interrogative, 255; future marker, 288; plural marking, 229.

phonology: consonants, 94, 95, 97–9,
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102–3, 124, 193, 199, 203; consonant cluster, 123, 125–7; diphthongs, 116; tone, 118; vowel harmony, 130, 228; vowels, 110–11, 125

“Western Punjabi”, 17

“Western Rajasthani”: aspect in, 277, 278; case marking in, 237, 240, 242, 243, 244; causative in, 317–18, 320; explicators ("vectors") in, 330; gender in, 220, 224, 224–5; passive in, 320; plural marking in, 226, 227–8; pronouns, 224, 225, 252, 253, 254–6, 256; tense–mood markers, 280, 283, 286, 290; see also Marwari, Rajasthani Wotapuri, (445), 463; phonology, 97, 111, 118; see also Katarqalai
Authors are listed in this index only when reference is made to their work or arguments, or when directly quoted, and not as mere sources of examples, for which credit is given in the text. See also the Bibliography.

ablative: Layer I, 233, 248–9; Layer II, 246, 248; Layer III, 238
absolutive: = conjunctive participle, 283, 375; distinct, 323, 326
accusative, 239, 365, 478 n.14
addak (Gurmukhi symbol), 149
Addleton, H. F., and P. A. Brown, 275
Adi Granth, language of, 54
adjectival participial clause construction, 408–10, 415
adjectival participles, imperfective, 323, 324–5
adjectival participles, perfective, 322, 323, 324–5
adjectival endings, in verbal paradigms, 260, 261
adjectives: inflection of, 221, 224, 225, 230, 233, 250–1; position of, 370, 373
adjuncts: clausal, using non-finite forms, 408; phrasal, position of in sentence, 333–4
adverbial participial clause, “Dravidian type”, 417
adverbial participles, imperfective, 322, 323, 324–5, 415–17
-Aff, 375–6
“affective” verbs, see semitransitive verbs
affectivity, expressed by explicator, 326, 329, 320
affricates: dentalization of, 94, 95, 207, 450; dental/palatal opposition in, 132; transcription, xv; voicing contrast in, 100
Afghanistan: eastern, Indo-Aryan remnants in, 8, 21; northeastern, languages of, 32, 43
Africa, contact with, 42, 49
agentive (case), 232, 278, 365; in other than Perfective construction, 376
agglutination, 212–13, 450; in NIA case marking, 231, 233, 237; in NIA plural marking 225, 241, 253; in NIA verbal paradigms 257, 258
Agha, Asif: on Tibetan, 477 n.11; on Urdu modal usage, 478 n.21
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agreement, 215, 259; as subject property in NIA, 339, 340, 362; blocked, 342, 361; defines gender, 218; double, 343, 344, 477 n.9; in compulsion constructions, 353; in “dative subject” constructions, 354–7, 477 n.11; in number, 225–6; multiple, 261, 289; with agent in ergative sentences, 343, 346, 354; with patient in ergative and passive sentences, 341, 342, 356, 361, 477 n.7; see also concord marking
agriculture, non-Aryan terminology in, 61
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Aktionsart, 268, 274, 275, 329
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Andhra empire, see Satavahana empire

Andronovo culture, 34

animate/inanimate distinction, 220–1, 253, 254, 307

“antipassive”, 343

*anuñāṇa*, 146

*anuśvāra*, 95, 105, 146, 149, 160, 170–1

Apte, M. L., and D. P. Pattanayak, 97, 112

Arabic pharyngeal letters, pronunciation in Urdu, 469 n.1

Arabs, in Sind, 48

Aravalli hills, language of, 12

archaeological evidence: of crop plants, 49; of Indo-Aryan spread in South Asia, 37, 45; of Indo-Iranians, 34; of pre-Aryan cultures in India, 40; of writing, 134

*ardhahatasama*, see semi-tatsama

Arden, A. H., on layered case-marking in Telugu, 238

Aronson, H., on alternative view of aspect in Slavic, 268

articles, see indefinite articles, specifier suffixes

Arya Samaj, linguistic role of, 20, 59, 469 (Ch. 4) n.6

Aryanization, three types of, 44–5

Asokan inscriptions: language of, 51, 55, 167, 450; location, 45, 167, 199; phonology, 458, 471 n.7; script, 133, 134, 124

aspect, 237, 259, 262–77, 277, 281, 282, 285, 326–7, 374, 376; “enhanced”, 287; secondary, 374, 384; “unspecified”, 268; see also perfective, imperfective, habitual, continuous, prospective, perfect

aspirated consonants, 101, 102, 131, 158–9; absence of, 103, 205–6; alternative analyses of, 88; flaps, 104; nasals, 103, 120, 124, 170, 173–4, 178, 183; laterals, 103; “new”, 172–3, 177, 183, 184, 189; positional constraints on, 125, 130; representation in writing, 136, 148, 151, 152; semivowels, 104; transcription, xv, 153; see also aspiration

aspiration: as precursor of tone, 205; dissimilation of, see Grassmann’s Law; loss of in voiced series, 203–5; loss of positionally, 204; preservation as /h/, 184; relation to secondary phonemes, 106; transference of, 120, 203–4; unmotivated, 203, 204; see also aspirated consonants

Assam, 45, 50

Assamese script, 144

Assyrian records, evidence of Indo-Iranians in, 35, 37

Attock Dt (Punjab, Pakistan), languages of, 18–19

augment-prefix, 33–4, 289

AUX, vs. “auxiliary”, defined, 374, 376

auxiliary: etymology of, 284–5; negative forms of, 289, 391–3; position of, 336, 277; “vector” as, 326; written vs. spoken forms of, 289; see also Tense–Mood markers

*Avesta*, language of, 32–3

Aśvaghoṣa, 167

*sb* in OIA, 158

Babakaev, V. D., 312

backgrounding, of low central vowel, 207

Bactria, 34–6

Bahawalpur (Pakistan), language of, 18

Bahl, K. C.: on Punjabi tone, 119; on onomatopoeia in Hindi, 80; on Rajasthani, 77–8, 80, 104

Bahri, K.: on Hindi dialects, 465 n.4; on “Lahnda” tone, 119–20

Bailey, T. G., 86; on Kashmiri vowels, 112, 129; on Punjabi tone, 119, on Shina, 113, 261–2; on Simla dialects, 102

Baluchistan, language of, 17

Bangladesh, language of, 1
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echo formations, 80–1
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enclitic definitives, see specifier suffixes
enclitic pronouns, see pronominal suffixes
epenthesis, 208–9
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EQUI, 355, 477 n.12
ergative constructions, 341–6, 363, 451, 456
Ethiopic script, possible indebtedness to Brahmi, 49, 137, 142
exclusive/inclusive distinction, in 1st person plural pronouns, 251
experiencer: as category, 346–9, 350–5; in Sanskrit, 478 n.13
explicators (“vectors”), 266, 275, 276, 326–30, 374, 478 n.20
expressive forms, 76–8
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Fairbanks, G. H., J. Gair, and M. W. S. De Silva, 105, 112, 287, 307–8, 337
feminine marker {-i}, history of, 222
feminine plural, history of, 228
Fiji, Indo-Aryan in, 22
final clusters, see consonant clusters: final
final consonants: in MIA, 170–1; in Sanskrit, 162–3; morphophonemic alteration of, 227; written representation of, 148–50
finals, permitted: in MIA, 171; in NIA, 122–3; in OIA, 162–3
final vowels: loss of, 188, 231; preservation of, 123, 192, 196–7
Firth, J. R., 89–90, 153
“focal” line of IA phonological development, 155–6
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Fort William College, 29, 58
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fricatives, basic NIA pattern of, 98
front-rounded vowels, 114
Fu-nan, Sanskrit in, 56
future, marker of, 281–2, 288–9, 290, 291; as taxonomic criterion, 456
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future passive participle: in OIA, 289; in NIA, 322, 323, 324–5
“future perfect”, see presumptive + perfective
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Geiger, W.: on Pali, 182, 185; on Sinhalese morphology, 275, 279, 307; on Sinhalese phonology, 105, 112, 155–6, 190, 209, 269
“geminated vowels”, in Eastern group, 113–14
geminates, 127–8; effect on preceding vowel, 125; final pronunciation of, 126; in MIA, 174–80, 183, 184; in OIA, 159, 162; reduction of in NIA, 187–8, 192–4, 195; retention of in NIA, 197–8; written representation of, 136, 137, 153
gemination for emphasis, 122, 162
gender, 217–25, 220, 456; expressive use of, 77–8; loss of, 221; in pronouns, 219, 223–5, 224, 251, 255, 256; in verbal forms, 321, 322
genitive, 239, 242, 243; functions, 234–5, 346–9, 351, 368, 404; history of, 474 n.10; inflection of marker, 221, 251, 252; topicalized, 359–60
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Imperfective, 266–9, 276, 277, 288

Imperfective participle: as "complementizer", 375, 404; in future formations, 289; inflection of, 261; see also adjectival participles, imperfective implosives, xv, 104, 148, 203, 209, 470 n.6 indefinite articles, 219, 248, 370, 371
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infinitive, 322, 324–5, 375, 404–5
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kāraka, 239
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Katre, S. M., 59; on historical reconstruction in IA, 59–60, 211; on Konkani, 112, 123, 196; on NIA subclassification, 454, 455, 456
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Kellogg, S. H., 9, 13, 70, 331
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kinship relations, expression of, 348, 360
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koinés, Indo-Aryan, 22
“Kolarian”, 467 n.13
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Korol’ev, N. I., 338
Krishnāta devotionalism, language of, 57, 58
/kə/, development of, as taxonomic criterion, 201, 456–8, 459, 461
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Kuṭila script, 143
labialized consonants, 105
labiovelars, *IE, development in Indo-Iranian, 33
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Lambert, H. M., 469 n.2
Landā script, 143, 144
“language”, definitions and applications, 23, 25, 27
laryngeals, *IE, legacy of in Indo-Aryan, 471 n.5
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“natural relevance”, in conjunctive participle construction, 400
negation, 389–94
negative verbs, 273, 289–91, 393
negators (negative particles): differentiation of, 390, 392–4; etymology, 392–3; inflection of, 392; position of, 390–1
neologisms, 73, 81–4
Neo-Sanskrit, 70, 82–3
Nepal: language policy of, under Ranas, 1, 44–5
neutral gender, preservation of in NI A, 220, 220–2, 224
neutralization, 88; in adjective inflection, 250–1; of agreement in ergative construction, 342, 361, 477 n.7; of agreement in compulsion construction, 353; of aspiration in final position, 89, 472 n.20; of case in pronouns, 345; of habitual/continuous distinction, 274; of number, person, or gender in verb endings, 265, 291
Newari script, 143, 144
new consonant types in NW, 210
Nigam, R. C., 26; on NI A subclassification, 454, 456, 456
Nirguna poets, language of, 54, 57
“Nishada”, 468 n.13
Niya Documents, 55, 167, 181
nominative: displaced by agentive, 250; “marked”, 238
non-finite clauses, see reduced clauses
non-finite forms, 259, 321–3, 324–5, 326, 394
“non-perfective”, in development of NI A aspect system, 272–3, 281
non-restrictive relative clause, 411–12
nonvolitionality, 350–3
Northern Black Polished ware, 45
number, 225–30, 322; status in Eastern group, 474 n.3
object: agreement with, 356, 361; in conjunct verb constructions, 368, 369; in “dative subject” constructions, 355–6; marking of, 342, 361, 365–7, 477 n.7; position of, 364–5, 367; promotion of to subject, 361, 367–8
object clauses, 402–3, 405–6
object complements, 366
obligational constructions, see compulsion constructions
oblique (case), 232, 235, 237, 239, 240, 241–2, 474 n.17; Dravidian parallels, 239; in adjectives, in non-finite verb forms, 321–3; in pronouns, 251, 252, 253, 254
Ohala, M., 92–3, 111, 117, 118; deletion of *a in Hindi, 150, 189
“old present”, functions in NI A systems, 272–5, 279, 288, 290, 311
onomatopoeia, 78–80
“operators”, 326, 374–5, 386
order of constituents: in adjective phrase, 373; in basic sentences, 332–6, 373; in noun phrase, 372, 373; in verbal constructions, 275, 336
order of letters, in Indic alphabets, 470 n.3
Oriasa: Aryанизation of, 45; languages of, 16
Oriya script, 138–42, 143–4
orthography: principle governing, 148–9; of semivowels and glides, 100
“Other” NPs in “dative subject” construction, status of, 355–6
“overall pattern”, in Hindi phonology, 92–3, 96, 99
Page, W. S., 236
Painted Grey ware, 37, 45
Pakistan, language of, 2
Pal, A. K., 105, 266
palatal affricated stops, 94, 124; in OIA, 158; in MIA, 172–3, 184; in Sinhalese, 155–6, 206
palatalization: of *IE velars, 33, 466 n.3; in Kashmiri, 106, 121
palatalized consonants, xv, 105
palatal/dental contrast in affricates, see affricates, dental/palatal opposition in palatal nasal (n), status and distribution, 96, 170
palatals, *IE, 33, 466 n.2, 470 (Ch. 7) n.1
Pallava script, 143-4
Pandit, P. B.: on Gujarati, 99, 114, 120, 148, 200; on Saurashtri, 111
Panini, 4, 55, 111, 135, 163, 464 n.8, 477–8 n.13
paradigms, NIA problems in defining scope of, 212, 216; verbal, 257, 291–315
participial construction of past tense in Sanskrit and Pali, 56
“participial tenses”, 288
participles, irregular, in NIA, 270, 275
participles, role in NIA verbal systems, 250, 260, 269.
Partition, linguistic effects of, 20
passive, 315–16, 320, 357–8, 364
passive construction of transitive verbs in the perfective, see ergative constructions past participles: in Marathi, 288; in passive constructions, 316; see also perfective participle
past tense, 279, 280, 281, 283–4
patient: in conjunct verb constructions, 368–9; in NIA passive constructions, 367–8; marked status for human referents, 365–6
Patnaik, B. N., and Ira Pandit, 402, 414
Pattanayak, D. P., 60
Pattanayak, D. P., and G. N. Das, 114, 121
‘peacock’, 467 n.11
pejorative formants, 76–8
“perfect” (tense-specified perfective distinct), 276, 277, 278
perfective, 269, 273, 276, 277, 278, 287; marker of, 270–1, 273, 276, 279, 283, 285, 456, 475 n.9, n.10; relation to split ergativity, 328–9, 341–3, 368; relation to “vector”, 275, 276, 327–9
perfective participle, other functions of, 316, 375
perfectivity, 267, 272
“periphrastic tenses”, 288
personal endings in verbs, 260, 265
Perso-Arabic script, adaptations to NIA languages, 133, 144, 151–3
Peshawar city, language of, 19
phonemic transcriptions, problems in comparison, 87–90
phonetics, ancient Indian, 4, 14, 146
Pike, K., 119, 120
Pir Panjal range, language of, 19
Pischel, R., 186, 225
pitch accent, see Vedic accent
pleonastic suffixes, 185, 189, 213
Prague School phonology, 88
Prakritisms, in Sanskrit, 162
prefixes, 215, 289
prenasalized stops, xv, 105, 132, 148
prepositions, 474 n.1
“present definite/indefinite”, 269
present participle: basis of future forms, 289; MIA, 322; see also imperfective participle
present tense, 279, 281, 283–4, 285, 286–7
presumptive, 279, 280, 286–7
primary endings, history of, 260, 265–6, 279
privileges of occurrence, see positional constraints
“probabilitive”, see presumptive
“progressive”, conflicting usages of term, 269
pronouns, 251–6; adjectival forms of, 251; agentive forms of, 251; demonstrative, 251; first person, 252; gender in, 224, 224–5; indefinite, 253, 255; interrogative, 253, 254; object marking of, 366; relative, 253, 256, 410; second person, 253; third person, 251
prothetic consonants, 185, 225
prose: modern, 53, 62, 71–2; pre-modern NIA, 62
prosodic phonology, 89–90
prospective (aspect), 277, 277, 305
pseudoclusters, 150, 189
“pseudopassives”, see intransitives, derived
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Poffzka, V., 267, 268, 276, 327-8
positional constraints on sound segments, 122-31
possession, expression of, 358-9, 363
postpositions, 231, 235-6, 333;
  orthography, 145, 213, 470 (Ch. 6) n.2
  'potato', words for, 49
“potential” (mood), see subjective
Punjab, languages of, according to
  Grierson vs. Shackle., 18-20
Purnea Dt, language of, 12
purpose clauses, 407-8
_qualifier of adjective, position of, 373
quantifier, as NP constituent, position of, 372, 373
question formation, 386-9
question marker (particle), 388
question word, position of, 386-7
quotation, 403; see also object clauses

lr/, see "vocalic R"
"radical tenses", 265, 288
Raeside, I. M., 374, 375
Rai, Amrit, 28, 30
Rajasthan, languages of, 12-13
Rajputs, possible linguistic influence of, 222
Ramaite devotionalism, language of, 57
_Rámacaritamānasā_, language of, 53
_Rámaññā_, 37, 470 (Ch. 7) n.2
Rao, S. R., 134
Raykar, S. V., 145; script, 470 (Ch. 6) n.1
raising, 342, 355
reduced (= non-finite) clauses, 401, 402
reduced vowel grade, 164, 165, 165-6
reduplication, 78, 79
reflexivization, control of, 339-40, 341, 354, 357, 361-2
"regional languages", of the Hindi area, 9-13
register, see murmur
registers, varied prose, 23-4, 61-2, 68, 83
_Rekhti_, 30
relative clauses, 408, 410-15, 478 n.15
relexification, 29
reported speech, see object clauses
resultatives, 268, 276, 277, 328, 329
retroflex affricates, xv, 94-5, 132
retroflex consonants (general), xv, 131, 151, 152, 153
retroflex flaps, 91, 97-8; merger of with lr/, 97-8; representation in writing, 147
retroflex laterals, 97, 146, 147, 170
retroflex nasal, 95-6, 160, 192-3, 195, 460
retroflex stops, 94; in OIA, 157-8; in
  MIA, 176, 177, 180, 182, 183, 184; in
  NIA, 214; loss of distinction, 95;
  representation in Brahmi, 136
revenue administration, language of, 71
rhythm, see timing
rightward displacement, 334-5, 479 n.26
_Rig Veda_, 33, 40, 51
Roman script, 133, 145, 153
Rudradaman, 55
“ruki” rule, 33

Saharanpur, language of, 95, 97
Sakas, 48
Saksena, A., 419
Saksena, B., 77, 121, 190, 196, 228, 245, 290
Salt range (Pakistan), language of, 18
Sambalpur Dt (Orissa), language of, 16
_samprastaran_, 164, 165
sandhi, in MIA, 185
Sanskritisms, 221
Sanskritization of NIA, 69
Sant poets, see Nirgul poets
_Satam_ languages, features shared with, 33, 466 n.1
Satavahana empire, linguistic effects of, 45
Satpura range, language of, 17
Savarkar script, 150
"schwa-deletion" rules in Hindi, 189
Schmidt, R. L., and M. Zarin, 113
scrambling, 395, 396
scripts, 27, 133-53, 183
Scythians, 34, 36, 467 n.6
secondary endings: NIA, 260, 265, 279;
  OIA, 260
secondary phonemes, 106
Seely, C., 115, 122, 236, 478-9 n.21
semi-tatsamas, 66, 155, 156, 171, 173
semitransitive verbs, 476 n.16
semivowels: NIA, 99-100, 124; OIA,
  160-1, 163, 164
Sen, S., 173, 471 n.2
sequence of tenses, 403

 sequence of tenses, 403
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Shackle, C.: on Punjab and NWFP language subclassification, 18–19, 465 n.1; on Punjabi, 119, 352; on Siraiki, 103, 104, 118, 121, 217

Shahbazgarhi inscription, 199

Shard, language subclassification, 18–19, 465 n.1; on Punjabi, 119, 352; on Siraiki, 103, 104, 118, 121, 217

Shukla, S., 96, 112, 228, 241–2, 274, 287, 289, 371

Sibyls, xvi, 98–9, 148; in clusters, 200; in OIA, 160; opening of /s/ to /h/, 187, 194, 206–7, 450; reduction of, 168, 185–6, 459, 459; retention of, 199; secondary development of, 200; voiced, 33, 101

Sikhism, language of, 20, 59

Sikkim, language of, 13

“simple subjunctive”, see contingent future

Sinhalese script, 138–42, 143, 144, 147, 148

Smith, J. D., 454

Soares, A. X., 469 (Ch. 4) n.5

Societies, types of, in South Asia, 5

Southeast Asia, 49, 143–4, 464 n.4

South India, Aryanization of, 44

Southworth, F. C., 186, 374, 375

“specification”, 329

specifier suffixes, 250, 370–1

spelling pronunciations, 93

spiration stage (MIA), 181

split ergativity, 328–9

statistics, reliability of, 20, 26

stative predications, 349–50

stem, verbal, 258, 268, 272, 274, 275, 289, 290, 314–19, 320, 326

stems, multiple, in Hindi dialects, 76–7

stem vowels, morphophonemic changes in, 227

Stevens, Thomas, 3

Strand, R. F., 21, 462, 463

stress: in Classical Sanskrit, 164, 183; in MIA, 183–4, 186; in NIA, 121–2, 191, 214, 471 n.9

Śrīṅgaṇṭakīrttana, language of, 53

Sri Lanka: Aryan settlement of, 44–5; language of, 1, 22; Portuguese in, 49

śruti-glides, 189–90

Subbarao, K. V., 405–6, 411, 477 n.12, 478 n.19


subject clauses, 404–6

subjunctive, 279, 281, 286, 287

subordinate clauses, 401–2, 413, 414

subordinators, 401–3, 413–15, 418

subscript dot, 146–7, 148

substrata, 46–7

“subsynonymy”, in verb constructions, 330

superlative, 159, 373

superscript dots, 146, 147

“supine”, 323

svarabhakti vowel, 171, 270

Svetovidova, I. A., 266

Swat Kohistan, languages of, 21

syntax, definition of domain, 215

tadbhava, definition and problems in usage, 65–6

tadbhavas, 70, 149

Tagare, G. Y., 182, 183, 471 n.11

Tagore, R., 80

Takri scripts, 143–5

Tamil script, 143; used for Indo-Aryan, 145

Tana (Thaana), 153

tatsama, definition and problems in usage, 66–7

tatsamas, 29, 67, 99, 127, 130, 148, 149, 165, 470 n.9

Telugu script, 143–5

temporal clauses, 415

“tense”, common usage of term, 288


tertiary verbal endings, 260–1

“thematic”, two meanings of, 219

thematic plural, survival of, 228

thematic stems, legacy of, 260, 261

thematic vowels, loss of, 189

Tibetan script, 143

Tilak, B. G., 467 n.8

timing in NIA, 121

tippi (Gurmukhi symbol), 149

Tisdal, W. S., 391

Tiwari, U. N., 76–7, 96, 190, 196, 270, 291

Todar Mal, 71
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tone</td>
<td>99, 102, 118–20, 131, 132, 147, 164, 289, 296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>topicalization</td>
<td>363, 394–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail, R. L.</td>
<td>104, 130, 266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transference of /rl/</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transition zones</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitive vs. intransitive personal endings</td>
<td>261, 263, 265, 270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“transitive” vs. “intransitive” dative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject predications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transmission of texts</td>
<td>33, 59–60, 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traugott, E. C.</td>
<td>468 n.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad, 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripathi, K. B.</td>
<td>271, 308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripura, language of</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/itsl/, preservation of</td>
<td>201–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulsidas, 68, 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner, R. L.</td>
<td>3, 104, 125, 157, 185, 186, 190–1, 194, 199, 209, 211, 214, 225, 247, 392, 469 n.2, 470 (Ch. 7) n.1, 471 n.8, 472 n.17; on NIA subclassification, 453–4, 451, 456, 457, 460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U(cida), N.: on Chittagong dialect</td>
<td>95, 105, 110, 113; on Hindi phonology, 125, 190, 198; on “Kauravi”, 198, 460–1; on Saurashtri, 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>udatta</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>udvyutta</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>umlaut</td>
<td>121, 130, 208–9, 223, 269, 279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unaccented vowels, loss of</td>
<td>188–9, 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>urban/rural differences</td>
<td>91–2, 106, 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U(ttar) P(radesh), eastern, language of</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v/lb distinction, retention of</td>
<td>202–3, 451, 456, 459, 460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaishnavite devotionalism, linguistic</td>
<td>effects of, 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vallabhite sect, language of hagiographical literature of, 62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varma, Dh.</td>
<td>112, 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varma, S.</td>
<td>112, 220, 248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Vb” (definition)</td>
<td>373, 376, 386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“vector”, see explicator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedas, 467 n.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedic accent</td>
<td>163–4, 183, 186–7, 471 n.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velar nasal</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velars, *IE, 464 n.2, n.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventzel, T. V.</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verb, normal position of</td>
<td>332, 335–6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbal noun</td>
<td>322, 324–5, 375, 404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbless predications, see copula, deletion of verbs, English, borrowing of, 75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verb stems, onomatopoetic</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verma, S.</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verma, S. K.</td>
<td>479 n.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“vernacularization”</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertogrodova, V. V.</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidyapati</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam, Indic influence in</td>
<td>2, 44, 56, 464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vira, Raghu</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>virāma</td>
<td>149, 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visarga</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vocabulary: basic, 24, 84–5, common to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indo-Aryan and *IE, 38; for indigenous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian items, 38–9; “higher”, 27; Indo­</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aryan in non-Aryan languages, 44;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanskrit, disguised MIA forms in, 56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“vocalic R” (/r/), Sanskrit, xv;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>development of, 457, 458; pronunciation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in loanwords, in NIA, 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vo-canah inscription, 56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vocative, 239</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“voiced h”</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced/voiceless h contrast, 101, 469 (Ch.5)</td>
<td>n.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiceless lateral</td>
<td>98, 101, 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voicing: basic stop opposition, 100; of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiceless stops after nasals, 203, 459, 460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowel harmony</td>
<td>114, 128–30, 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“vowel-levelling”, 209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowels, alternative analyses of, 87, 88, 106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowels, front-rounded, 112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowels, representation in writing of: in</td>
<td>Brahmī and derived systems, 107, 136, 137, 145, 147, 150; in Perso-Arabic script, 151, 153; in Roman transcription, xv–xvi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowels in hiatus, coalescence of, 189–91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowels in sequence, 128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowel systems, restructured, in Eastern</td>
<td>group, 207–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group, 207–8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vrddhi, 164, 165, 165–6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallace, W. D.</td>
<td>353, 355, 356, 364, 477 n.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warder, A. K.</td>
<td>468 n.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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weakening of intervocalic consonants in MIA, 180–2, 192–4
whispered vowels, 120–1
Whitney, W. D., 159, 163
“word”, problem of definition and of relevance of NIA paradigms, 214–15
writing: evidence for, 134–5; role in Indic civilization, 143

/y/-: loss of, 169; retention of, 199
“ya-śruti”, 180

Zakharin, B. A., 105, 112–13
zero: as term in NIA determiner systems, 370; as term in pronominal system, 397; as term in verbal system, 258, 259; in 2nd singular imperative, 476 n. 14; see also aspect, “unspecified”
Zograph, G. A., 212, 214, 215, 235, 236, 268, 275, 456, 472 n. 1
Zoroaster, date of, 32, 36
Zoroastrians, hostility of to Vedic Aryans, 36–7